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PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION

Semiconductor characterization has continued its relentless advance since the publication
of the second edition. New techniques have been developed, others have been refined.
In the second edition preface I mentioned that techniques such as scanning probe, total-
reflection X-ray fluorescence and contactless lifetime/diffusion length measurements had
become routine. In the intervening years, probe techniques have further expanded, charge-
based techniques have become routine, as has transmission electron microscopy through
the use of focused ion beam sample preparation. Line width measurements have become
more difficult since lines have become very narrow and the traditional SEM and electrical
measurements have been augmented by optical techniques like scatterometry and spec-
troscopic ellipsometry. In addition to new measurement techniques, the interpretation of
existing techniques has changed. For example, the high leakage currents of thin oxides
make it necessary to alter existing techniques/theories for many MOS-based techniques.

I have rewritten parts of each chapter and added two new chapters, deleted some
outdated material, clarified some obscure/confusing parts that have been pointed out to
me. I have redone most of the figures, deleted some outdated ones or replaced them with
more recent data. The third edition is further enhanced through additional problems and
review questions at the end of each chapter and examples throughout the book, to make
it a more attractive textbook. I have added 260 new references to bring the book as up-
to-date as possible. I have also changed the symbol for sheet resistance from ρs to Rsh,
to bring it in line with more accepted use.

I list the main additional or expanded material here briefly by chapter. There are many
other smaller changes throughout the book.

Chapter 1
New sheet resistance explanation; new 4-point probe derivation; use of 4-point probe
for shallow junctions and high sheet resistance sample; added the Carrier Illumination
method.

xiii



xiv PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION

Chapter 2
Contactless C –V added; integral capacitance augmented; series capacitance added/aug-
mented; free carrier absorption augmented; new lateral profiling section; added Appendix
2—equivalent circuit derivations.

Chapter 3
Augmented circular contact resistance section; added considerations of parasitic resistance
in TLM method; expanded barrier height section by adding BEEM; added Appendix
dealing with parasitic resistance effects.

Chapter 4
Added section of pseudo MOSFETs for silicon-on-insulator characterization; added several
MOSFET effective channel length measurement methods and deleted some of the older
methods.

Chapter 5
Added Laplace DLTS; added a section to the time constant extraction portion in Appendix
5.2.

Chapter 6
Expanded the section on oxide thickness measurements; added considerations for the effect
of leaky gate oxides on conductance and charge pumping; added the DC-IV method;
expanded the section on gate oxide leakage currents; added Appendix 6.2 considering the
effects of wafer chuck parasitic capacitance and leakage current.

Chapter 7
Clarified the optical lifetime section; added Quasi-steady-state Photoconductance; aug-
mented the free carrier absorption and diode current lifetime method; added leaky oxide
current considerations to the pulsed MOS capacitor technique.

Chapter 8
Added the effects of gate depletion, channel location, gate current, interface traps, and
inversion charge frequency response to the extraction of the effective mobility. I also
added a section on contactless mobility measurements.

Chapter 9
This chapter is new and introduces charge-based measurement and Kelvin probes. I have
also included probe-based measurements here and expanded these by including scanning
capacitance, scanning Kelvin force, scanning spreading resistance, and ballistic electron
emission microscopy.

Chapter 10
Expanded confocal optical microscopy, photoluminescence, and line width measurement.

Chapter 11
Made some small changes.



PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION xv

Chapter 12
This is a new chapter, dealing with Failure Analysis and Reliability. I have taken some
sections from other chapters in the second edition and expanded them. I introduce fail-
ure times and distribution functions here, then discuss electromigration; hot carriers; gate
oxide integrity; negative bias temperature instability; stress induced leakage current; elec-
trostatic discharge that are of concern for device reliability. The rest of this chapter deals
with the more common failure analysis techniques: quiescent drain current; mechani-
cal probes; emission microscopy; fluorescent microthermography; infrared thermography;
voltage contrast; laser voltage probe; liquid crystals; optical beam induced resistance
change and noise.

Several people have supplied experimental data and several concepts were clarified by
discussions with experts in the semiconductor industry. I acknowledge their contributions
in the figure captions. Tom Shaffner from the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology has continued to be an excellent source of knowledge and a good friend and Steve
Kilgore from Freescale Semiconductor has helped with electromigration concepts. The
recent book Handbook of Silicon Semiconductor Metrology , edited by Alain Diebold, is
an excellent companion volume as it gives many of the practical details of semiconductor
metrology missing here. I thank executive editor G. Telecki, R. Witmer and M. Yanuzzi
from John Wiley & Sons for editorial assistance in bringing this edition to print.

DIETER K. SCHRODER

Tempe, AZ



1
RESISTIVITY

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The resistivity ρ of a semiconductor is important for starting material as well as for
semiconductor devices. Although carefully controlled during crystal growth, it is not truly
uniform in the grown ingot due to variability during growth and segregation coefficients
less than unity for the common dopant atoms. The resistivity of epitaxially grown layers
is generally very uniform. Resistivity is important for devices because it contributes to
the device series resistance, capacitance, threshold voltage, hot carrier degradation of
MOS devices, latch up of CMOS circuits, and other parameters. The wafers resistivity is
usually modified locally during device processing by diffusion and ion implantation, for
example.

The resistivity depends on the free electron and hole densities n and p, and the electron
and hole mobilities µn and µp according to the relationship

ρ = 1

q(nµn + pµp)
(1.1)

ρ can be calculated from the measured carrier densities and mobilities. For extrinsic
materials in which the majority carrier density is much higher than the minority carrier
density, it is generally sufficient to know the majority carrier density and the majority
carrier mobility. The carrier densities and mobilities are generally not known, however.
Hence we must look for alternative measurement techniques, ranging from contactless,
through temporary contact to permanent contact techniques.

Semiconductor Material and Device Characterization, Third Edition, by Dieter K. Schroder
Copyright  2006 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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2 RESISTIVITY

1.2 TWO-POINT VERSUS FOUR-POINT PROBE

The four-point probe is commonly used to measure the semiconductor resistivity. It is
an absolute measurement without recourse to calibrated standards and is sometimes used
to provide standards for other resistivity measurements. Two-point probe methods would
appear to be easier to implement, because only two probes need to be manipulated. But
the interpretation of the measured data is more difficult. Consider the two-point probe or
two-contact arrangement of Fig. 1.1(a). Each contact serves as a current and as a voltage
probe. We wish to determine the resistance of the device under test (DUT). The total
resistance RT is given by

RT = V/I = 2RW + 2RC + RDUT (1.2)

where RW is the wire or probe resistance, RC the contact resistance, and RDUT the
resistance of the device under test. Clearly it is impossible to determine RDUT with this
measurement arrangement. The remedy is the four-point probe or four-contact arrangement
in Fig. 1.1(b). The current path is identical to that in Fig. 1.1(a). However, the voltage
is now measured with two additional contacts. Although the voltage path contains RW

and RC as well, the current flowing through the voltage path is very low due to the high
input impedance of the voltmeter (around 1012 ohms or higher). Hence, the voltage drops
across RW and RC are negligibly small and can be neglected and the measured voltage
is essentially the voltage drop across the DUT. By using four rather than two probes,
we have eliminated parasitic voltage drops, even though the voltage probes contact the
device on the same contact pads as the current probes. Such four contact measurements
are frequently referred to as Kelvin measurements, after Lord Kelvin.

An example of the effect of two versus four contacts is shown in Fig. 1.2. The drain
current–gate voltage characteristics of a metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor
were measured with one contact on source and drain (no Kelvin), one contact on source
and two contacts on drain (Kelvin-Drain), two contacts on source and one on drain
(Kelvin-Source), and two contacts on source and drain (Full Kelvin). It is quite obvious
that eliminating contact and probe resistances in the “Full Kelvin” has a significant effect
on the measured current. The probe, contact, and spreading resistances of a two-point
probe arrangement on a semiconductor are illustrated in Fig. 1.3.

VI

RW

DUT

RW

RC

RC

(a)

RDUT

VI

RW

DUT

RW

RC

RC

(b)

RDUT

Fig. 1.1 Two-terminal and four-terminal resistance measurement arrangements.
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Fig. 1.2 Effect of contact resistance on MOSFET drain current. Data courtesy of J. Wang, Arizona
State University.

Current 
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Fig. 1.3 Two-point probe arrangement showing the probe resistance Rp , the contact resistance Rc ,
and the spreading resistance Rsp .

The four-point probe was originally proposed by Wenner1 in 1916 to measure the
earth’s resistivity. The four-point probe measurement technique is referred to in Geo-
physics as Wenner’s method. Valdes adopted it for semiconductor wafer resistivity mea-
surements in 1954.2 The probes are generally collinear, i.e., arranged in-line with equal
probe spacing, but other probe configurations are possible.3

Exercise 1.1

Problem: This exercise deals with data presentation. Frequently non-linear behavior is
encountered in presenting data of semiconductor materials or devices, where one parameter
may be proportional to another parameter to some power, e.g., y = Kx b, where both the
prefactor K and exponent b are constant. One parameter may vary exponentially with
another parameter, e.g., I = Io exp(βV ). What is the best way to present the information
to be able to extract “b” and “β”?



4 RESISTIVITY

Solution: Consider the relationship y = Kx b = 8x5. Plots of y versus x on a linear scale,
shown in Fig. E1.1(a) and (b), do not allow “b” do be determined, regardless what scale
is used because the curves are non-linear. However, when the same data are plotted on a
log-log plot as in (c), “b” is simply the slope of such a plot. In this case the slope is 5,
because

log(y) = log(Kx b) = log(K) + log(xb) = log(K) + b log(x)

and the slope m is

m = d[log(y)]

d[log(x)]
= b = 5

If the data are plotted as in (d), which is also a log-log plot, the data must first be converted
to “log” before the slope is taken. When that is done, the slope is again m = 5.

Let us now consider the relationship y = yo exp(βx) = 10−14 exp(40x). Obviously, a
linear-linear plot, shown in (e), allows neither yo nor β to be extracted. When, however,
the data are plotted on a semilog plot, as in (f), we have

ln(y) = ln(yo) + βx ⇒ log(y) = log(yo) + βx/ ln(10)

0
0 200 400 600 800 1000
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Fig. E1.1
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The slope m is

m = d[log(y)]

dx
= β

ln(10)
= β

2.3036
= 14

2.3036 × 0.8

and the intercept at x = 0 is yo = 10−14.

To derive the four-point probe resistivity expression, we start with the sample geometry
in Fig. 1.4(a). The electric field E is related to the current density J , the resistivity ρ, and
the voltage V through the relationship2

E = Jρ = −dV

dr
; J = I

2πr2
(1.3)

The voltage at point P at a distance r from the probe, is then

∫ V

0
dV = − Iρ

2π

∫ r

0

dr

r2
⇒ V = Iρ

2πr
(1.4)

I

P

A = 2pr2
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∞

∞
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∞
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s2 s3
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∞∞

∞

Fig. 1.4 (a) one-point probe, (b) two-point, and (c) collinear four-point probe showing current flow
and voltage measurement.
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For the configuration in Fig. 1.4(b), the voltage is

V = Iρ

2πr1
− Iρ

2πr2
= Iρ

2π

(
1

r1
− 1

r2

)
(1.5)

where r1 and r2 are the distances from probes 1 and 2, respectively. The minus sign
accounts for current leaving through probe 2. For probe spacings s1, s2, and s3, as in
Fig. 1.4(c), the voltage at probe 2 is

V2 = Iρ

2π

(
1

s1
− 1

s2 + s3

)
(1.6)

and at probe 3 it is

V3 = Iρ

2π

(
1

s1 + s2
− 1

s3

)
(1.7)

The total measured voltage V = V23 = V2 − V3 becomes

V = Iρ

2π

(
1

s1
− 1

s2 + s3
− 1

s1 + s2
+ 1

s3

)
(1.8)

The resistivity ρ is given by

ρ = 2π

(1/s1 − 1/(s1 + s2) − 1/(s1 + s2) + 1/s3)

V

I
(1.9)

usually expressed in units of ohm · cm, with V measured in volts, I in amperes, and s in
cm. The current is usually such that the resulting voltage is approximately 10 mV. For
most four-point probes the probe spacings are equal. With s = s1 = s2 = s3, Eq. (1.9)
reduces to

ρ = 2πs
V

I
(1.10)

Typical probe radii are 30 to 500 µm and probe spacings range from 0.5 to 1.5 mm.
The spacings vary for different sample diameter and thickness.4 For s = 0.1588 cm, 2πs is
unity, and ρ becomes simply ρ = V/I . Smaller probe spacings allow measurements closer
to wafer edges, an important consideration during wafer mapping. Probes to measure metal
films should not be mixed with probes to measure semiconductors. For some applications,
e.g. magnetic tunnel junctions, polymer films, and semiconductor defects, microscopic
four-point probes with probe spacings of 1.5 µm have been used.5

Semiconductor wafers are not semi-infinite in extent in either the lateral or the vertical
dimension and Eq. (1.10) must be corrected for finite geometries. For an arbitrarily shaped
sample the resistivity is given by

ρ = 2πsF
V

I
(1.11)

where F corrects for probe location near sample edges, for sample thickness, sample
diameter, probe placement, and sample temperature. It is usually a product of several
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independent correction factors. For samples thicker than the probe spacing, the simple,
independent correction factors contained in F of Eq. (1.11) are no longer adequate due
to interactions between thickness and edge effects. Fortunately the samples are gener-
ally thinner than the probe spacings, and the correction factors can be independently
calculated.

1.2.1 Correction Factors

Four-point probe correction factors have been calculated by the method of images,2, 6

complex variable theory,7 the method of Corbino sources,8 Poisson’s equation,9 Green’s
functions,10 and conformal mapping.11 – 12 We will give the most appropriate factors here
and refer the reader to others where appropriate.

The following correction factors are for collinear or in-line probes with equal probe
spacing, s. We write F as a product of three separate correction factors

F = F1F2F3 (1.12)

Each of these factors can be further subdivided. F1 corrects for sample thickness, F2

for lateral sample dimensions, and F3 for placement of the probes relative to the sample
edges. Other correction factors are discussed later in the chapter.

Sample thickness must be corrected for most measurements since semiconductor wafers
are not infinitely thick. A detailed derivation of thickness correction factors is given
by Weller.13 Sample thicknesses are usually on the order of the probe spacing or less
introducing the correction factor14

F11 = t/s

2 ln{[sinh(t/s)]/[sinh(t/2s)]} (1.13)

for a non-conducting bottom wafer surface boundary, where t is the wafer or layer thick-
ness. If the sample consists of a semiconducting layer on a semiconductor substrate, it is
important that the layer be electrically isolated from the substrate. The simplest way to
do this is for the two regions to be of opposite conductivity, i.e., n-layer on a p-substrate
or p-layer on an n-substrate. The space-charge region is usually sufficiently insulating to
confine the current to the layer.

For a conducting bottom surface the correction factor becomes

F12 = t/s

2 ln{[cosh(t/s)]/[cosh(t/2s)]} (1.14)

F11 and F12 are plotted in Fig. 1.5. Conducting bottom boundaries are difficult to achieve.
Even a metal deposited on the wafer back surface does not ensure a conducting contact.
There is always a contact resistance. Most four-point probe measurements are made with
insulating bottom boundaries.

For thin samples Eq. (1.13) reduces to

F11 = t/s

2 ln(2)
(1.15)
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Fig. 1.5 Wafer thickness correction factors versus normalized wafer thickness; t is the wafer thick-
ness, s the probe spacing. The data points are taken from ref. 15.

using the approximation sinh(x) ≈ x for x � 1. Eq. (1.15) is valid for t ≤ s/2. For very
thin samples that satisfy the conditions for F2 and F3 to be approximately unity, we find
from Eqs. (1.11), (1.12), and (1.15)

ρ = π

ln(2)
t
V

I
= 4.532t

V

I
(1.16)

Thin layers are often characterized by their sheet resistance Rsh expressed in units of
ohms per square. The sheet resistance of uniformly doped samples is given by

Rsh = ρ

t
= π

ln(2)

V

I
= 4.532

V

I
(1.17)

subject to the constraint t ≤ s/2. The sheet resistance characterizes thin semiconductor
sheets or layers, such as diffused or ion-implanted layers, epitaxial films, polycrystalline
layers, and metallic conductors.

The sheet resistance is a measure of the resistivity averaged over the sample thickness.
The sheet resistance is the inverse of the sheet conductance Gsh. For uniformly-doped
samples we find

Rsh = 1

Gsh

= 1

σ t
(1.18)

where σ is the conductivity and t the sample thickness. For non uniformly-doped samples

Rsh = 1∫ t

0
[1/ρ(x)] dx

= 1∫ t

0
σ(x) dx

= 1

q

∫ t

0
[n(x)µn(x) + p(x)µp(x)] dx

(1.19)
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Exercise 1.2

I+ 

I−

V +  

V− 

s1

s2

s3 s4

Fig. E1.2

Problem: Is there another way to derive the sheet resistance expression?

Solution: Consider a sample of thickness t and resistivity ρ. The four probes are arranged
as in Fig. E1.2. Current I is injected at probe I+ and spreads out cylindrically symmet-
ric. By symmetry and current conservation, the current density at distance r from the
probe is

J = I

2πrt

The electric field is

E = Jρ = Iρ

2πrt
= −dV

dr

Integrating this expression gives the voltage drop between probes V + and V −, located at
distances s1 and s2 from I+ as

∫ Vs2

Vs1

dV = − Iρ

2πt

∫ s2

s1

dr

r
⇒ Vs1 − Vs2 = V12 = Iρ

2πt
ln

(
s2

s1

)

By the principle of superposition, the voltage drop due to current injected at I− is

V34 = − Iρ

2πt
ln

(
s3

s4

)

leading to

V = V12 − V34 = Iρ

2πt
ln

(
s2s3

s1s4

)

For a collinear arrangement with s1 = s4 = s and s2 = s3 = 2s

ρ = πt

ln(2)

V

I
; Rsh = π

ln(2)

V

I

Exercise 1.3

Problem: What does sheet resistance mean and why does it have such strange units?
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L

r

Wt

Fig. E1.3

Solution: To understand the concept of sheet resistance, consider the sample in Fig. E1.3.
The resistance between the two ends is given by

R = ρ
L

A
= ρ

L

Wt
= ρ

t

L

W
ohms

Since L/W has no units, ρ/t should have units of ohms. But ρ/t is not the sample resis-
tance. To distinguish between R and ρ/t , the ratio ρ/t is given the units of ohms/square
and is named sheet resistance, Rsh. Hence the sample resistance can be written as

R = Rsh

L

W
ohms

The sample is sometimes divided into squares, as in Fig. E1.4. The resistance is then
given as

R = Rsh (ohms/square) × Number of squares = 5Rsh ohms

Looking at it this way, the “square” cancels.
The sheet resistance of a semiconductor sample is commonly used to characterize ion

implanted and diffused layers, metal films, etc. The depth variation of the dopant atoms
need not be known, as is evident from Eq. (1.19). The sheet resistance can be thought of
as the depth integral of the dopant atom density in the sample, regardless of its vertical
spatial doping density variation. A few sheet resistances are plotted in Fig. E1.5 versus
sample thickness as a function of sample resistivity. Also shown are typical values for
Al, Cu and heavily-doped Si.

Exercise 1.4

Problem: For the carrier density profiles in Fig. E1.6, do the sheet resistances of the three
layers differ?

Rsh

5 squares

Fig. E1.4
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Solution: Eq. (1.19) shows the sheet resistance to be inversely proportional to the
conductivity-thickness product. For constant mobility, Rsh is inversely proportional to
the area under the curves in Fig. E1.6. Since the three areas are equal, this implies that
Rsh is the same for all three cases. In other words, it does not matter what the carrier
distribution is, only the integrated distribution matters for Rsh.

Four-point probe measurements are subject to further sample size correction factors.
For circular wafers of diameter D, the correction factor F2 in Eq. (1.12) is given by16

F2 = ln(2)

ln(2) + ln{[(D/s)2 + 3]/[(D/s)2 − 3]} (1.20)

F2 is plotted in Fig. 1.6 for circular wafers. The sample must have a diameter D ≥ 40 s
for F2 to be unity. For a probe spacing of 0.1588 cm, this implies that the wafer must be
at least 6.5 cm in diameter. Also shown in Fig. 1.6 is the correction factor for rectangular
samples.6

The correction factor 4.532 in Eq. (1.17) is for collinear probes with the current flowing
into probe 1, out of probe 4, and with the voltage sensed across probes 2 and 3. For the
current applied to and the voltage sensed across other probes, different correction factors
obtain.17 For probes perpendicular to and a distance d from a non-conducting boundary,
the correction factors, for infinitely thick samples, are shown in Fig. 1.7.2 It is obvious
from the figures that as long as the probe distance from the wafer boundary is at least

n Type

p Type

0

xj

x

(a)

(c)

(b)

n(x)

Fig. E1.6
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Fig. 1.6 Wafer diameter correction factors versus normalized wafer diameter. For circular wafers:
D = wafer diameter; for rectangular samples: D = sample width, s = probe spacing.
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Fig. 1.7 Boundary proximity correction factors versus normalized distance d (s = probe spacing)
from the boundary. F31 and F32 are for non-conducting boundaries, F33 and F34 are for conducting
boundaries.

three to four probe spacings, the correction factors F31 to F34 reduce to unity. For most
four-point probe measurements this condition is easily satisfied. Correction factors F31 to
F34 only become important for small samples in which the probe is, of necessity, close
to the sample boundary.

Other corrections must be applied when the probe is not centered even in a wafer of
substantial diameter.16 For rectangular samples it has been found that the sensitivity of the
geometrical correction factor to positional error is minimized by orienting the probe with
its electrodes within about 10% of the center.11 For square arrays the error is minimized
by orienting the probe array with its electrodes equidistant from the midpoints of the sides.
There is also an angular dependence of the placement of a square array on the rectangular
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sample.9, 11 We should mention that if the probe spacings are not exactly identical, there
is a further small correction.18

The key to high precision four-point probe measurements, including reduced geometric
effects associated with proximity of the probe to a non-conducting boundary, is the use of
two measurement configurations at each probe location.19 – 21 This technique is known as
the “dual configuration” or as the “configuration switched” method. The first configuration
is usually with current into probe 1 and out of probe 4 and with the voltage sensed across
probes 2 and 3. The second measurement is made with current driven through probes 1 and
3 and voltage measured across probes 2 and 4. The advantages are: (i) the probe no longer
needs to be in a high symmetry orientation (being perpendicular or parallel to the wafer
radius of a circular wafer or to the length or width of a rectangular sample), (ii) the lateral
dimensions of the specimen do not have to be known since the geometric correction factor
results directly from the two measurements, and (iii) the two measurements self-correct
for the actual probe spacings.

The sheet resistance in the dual configuration is given by21

Rsh = −14.696 + 25.173(Ra/Rb) − 7.872(Ra/Rb)
2 (1.21)

where

Ra = Vf 23/If 14 + Vr23/Ir14

2
; Rb = Vf 24/If 13 + Vr24/Ir13

2
(1.22)

Vf 23/If 14 is the voltage/current across terminals 2,3 and 1,4 with the current in the forward
direction and Vr23/Ir14 with the current in the reverse direction.

The resistivity of semiconductor ingots, measured with the four-point probe, is given by

ρ = 2πs
V

I
(1.23)

only if the ingot diameter D satisfies the relationship D ≥ 10 s.10, 22, 23

1.2.2 Resistivity of Arbitrarily Shaped Samples

The collinear probe configuration is the most common four-point probe arrangement.
Arrangement of the points in a square has the advantage of occupying a smaller area
since the spacing between points is only s or 21/2s, whereas in a collinear configuration
the spacing between the outer two probes is 3s. The square arrangement is more com-
monly used, not as an array of four mechanical probes, but rather as contacts to square
semiconductor samples.

The theoretical foundation of measurements on irregularly shaped samples is based
on conformal mapping developed by van der Pauw.24, 26 He showed how the specific
resistivity of a flat sample of arbitrary shape can be measured without knowing the current
pattern, if the following conditions are met: (1) the contacts are at the circumference of
the sample, (2) the contacts are sufficiently small, (3) the sample is uniformly thick, and
(4) the surface of the sample is singly connected, i.e., the sample does not contain any
isolated holes.

Consider the flat sample of a conducting material of arbitrary shape, with contacts 1,
2, 3, and 4 along the periphery as shown in Fig. 1.8 to satisfy the conditions above. The
resistance R12,34 is defined as

R12,34 = V34

I12
(1.24)
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4

Fig. 1.8 Arbitrarily shaped sample with four contacts.

where the current I12 enters the sample through contact 1 and leaves through contact 2 and
V34 = V3 − V4 is the voltage difference between the contacts 3 and 4. R23,41 is defined
similarly.

The resistivity is given by24

ρ = π

ln(2)
t
(R12,34 + R23,41)

2
F (1.25)

where F is a function only of the ratio Rr = R12,34/R23,41, satisfying the relation

Rr − 1

Rr + 1
= F

ln(2)
ar cosh

(
exp[ln(2)/F ]

2

)
(1.26)

The dependence of F on Rr is shown in Fig. 1.9.
For a symmetrical sample such as the circle or the square in Fig. 1.10, Rr = 1 and

F = 1. This allows Eq. (1.25) to be simplified to

ρ = π

ln(2)
tR12,34 = 4.532tR12,34 (1.27)

0.2
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1
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Fig. 1.9 The van der Pauw correction factor F versus Rr .
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1.10 Typical symmetrical circular and square sample geometries.

The sheet resistance becomes

Rsh = πR12,34

ln(2)
= 4.532R12,34 (1.28)

similar to the four-point probe expression in Eq. (1.17).
The van der Pauw equations are based on the assumption of negligibly small contacts

located on the sample periphery. Real contacts have finite dimensions and may not be
exactly on the periphery of the sample. The influence of non-ideal peripheral contacts is
shown in Fig. 1.11. The correction factor C is plotted as a function of the ratio of contact
size to sample side length d/l. C is defined as

ρ = CtR12,34; Rsh = CR12,34 (1.29)

Figure 1.11 shows that corner contacts introduce less error than contacts placed in the
center of the sample sides. However, if the contact length is less than about 10% of the
side length, the correction is negligible for either contact placement.

The error introduced by non-ideal contacts can be eliminated by the cloverleaf config-
uration of Fig. 1.10(b). Such configurations make sample preparation more complicated
and are undesirable, so square samples are generally used. One of the advantages of the
van der Pauw structure is the small sample size compared with the area required for four-
point probe measurements. For simple processing it is preferable to use the circular or

4
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p/ln2

Fig. 1.11 Correction factor C versus d/l for contacts at the center and at the corners of the square.
Data after ref. 25.
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square sample geometries shown in Fig. 1.10. For such structures it is not always possible
to align the contacts exactly.

Geometries other than those in Fig. 1.10 are also used. One of these is the Greek cross
in Fig. 1.12. Using photolithographic techniques, it is possible to make such structures
very small and place many of them on a wafer for uniformity characterization. The sheet
resistance of the shaded area is determined in such measurements. For structures with
L = W , the contacts should be placed so that d ≤ L/6 from the edge of the cross, where
d is the distance of the contact from the edge.27 Surface leakage can introduce errors if L

is too large.28 A variety of cross sheet resistor structures have been investigated and their
performance compares well with conventional bridge-type structures.29 The measured
voltages in cross and van der Pauw structures are lower than those in conventional bridge
structures.

The cross and the bridge structures are combined in the cross-bridge structure in
Fig. 1.13, allowing the sheet resistance and the line width to be determined. The sheet
resistance, determined in the shaded cross area, is

Rsh = π

ln(2)

V34

I12
(1.30)

where V34 = V3 − V4 and I12 is the current flowing into contact I1 and out of contact I2.
The left part of Fig. 1.13 is a bridge resistor to determine the line width W . We mention

the line width measurement feature only briefly here. Line width measurements are more
fully discussed in Chapter 10. The voltage along the bridge resistor is

V45 = RshLI26

W
(1.31)
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d

Fig. 1.12 A Greek cross sheet resistance test structure. d = distance of contact from edge.
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Fig. 1.13 A cross bridge sheet resistance and line width test structure.
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where V45 = V4 − V5 and I26 is the current flowing from contact 2 to contact 6. From
Eq. (1.31) the line width is

W = RshLI26

V45
(1.32)

with Rsh determined from the cross structure and Eq. (1.30). A key assumption in this
measurement is that the sheet resistance be identical for the entire test structure.

Since the bridge structure in Fig. 1.13 is suitable for resistance measurements, it can
be used to characterize “dishing” during chemical-mechanical polishing of semiconduc-
tor wafers, where soft metal lines tend polish thinner in the central portion than at the
edges leading to non-uniform thickness. This is particularly important for soft metals
such as copper. With the resistance inversely proportional to metal thickness, resistance
measurements can be used to determine the amount of dishing.30

1.2.3 Measurement Circuits

Four-point probe measurement circuits are given in various ASTM Standards. For
example, ASTM F8418 and F7631 give detailed circuit diagrams. Today’s equipment is
supplied with computers to provide the current stimulus, measure the voltage and apply
appropriate correction factors as well as provide the signals for the probe station stepping
for wafer mapping.

1.2.4 Measurement Errors and Precautions

For four-point probe measurements to be successful a number of precautions must be
taken and appropriate correction factors must be applied to the measured data.

Sample Size: As mentioned earlier, a number of corrections must be applied, depend-
ing on the location of the probe as well as sample thickness and size. For those cases
where the wafer is uniformly doped in the lateral direction and its diameter is appreciably
larger than the probe spacing, the wafer thickness is the chief correction. If the wafer
or the layer to be measured is appreciably thinner than the probe spacing, the calculated
resistivity varies directly with thickness. It is therefore very important to determine the
thickness accurately for resistivity determination. For sheet resistance measurements the
thickness need not be known.

Minority/Majority Carrier Injection: It is often stated that metal-semiconductor con-
tacts do not inject minority carriers. That is not strictly true. Metal-semiconductor contacts
do inject minority carriers, but their injection efficiency is low. However, under high cur-
rent conditions it may not be negligible. Minority carrier injection causes conductivity
modulation because increased minority carrier density leads to increased majority carrier
density (to maintain charge neutrality) and subsequent enhanced conductivity. To reduce
minority carrier injection, the surface should have a high recombination rate for minority
carriers. This is best achieved by using lapped surfaces. For a highly polished wafer it
may not be possible to achieve the necessary high surface recombination. Injected minor-
ity carriers will have decayed by recombination and cause very little error for voltage
probes 3–4 minority carrier diffusion lengths from the injecting current probe. However,
for high lifetime material the diffusion length may be longer than the probe spacing, and
the measured resistivity will be in error. Another possible source of error is the probe
pressure-induced band gap narrowing leading to enhanced minority carrier injection.
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Minority carrier injection may be important for high resistivity materials. For silicon
this applies for ρ ≥ 100 ohm · cm. An error of less than 2% is introduced by minority
carrier injection if the voltage across the two voltage-sensing probes is held to less than
100 mV for 1 mm probe spacings for samples with lapped surfaces. If the current density
exceeds the value J = qnv, where n ≈ ND for n-type samples and v is the thermal
velocity, excess majority carriers can be injected into the sample, causing the resistivity
to change. Majority carrier injection is usually of little concern if the four-point probe
voltage does not exceed 10 mV.

Probe Spacing: A mechanical four-point probe exhibits small random probe spacing
variations. Such variations give erroneous values of resistivity or sheet resistance, espe-
cially when evaluating uniformly doped wafers. In such cases it is very important to know
whether any non-uniformities are due to the wafer, due to process variations, or due to
measurement errors. An example is the evaluation of ion-implanted layers. It is known
that ion-implanted layers can have sheet resistance uniformities better than 1%. For small
probe spacing variations the correction factor18

FS ≈ 1 + 1.082(1 − s2/sm) (1.33)

must be applied, where s2 is the spacing between the inner two probes and sm is the mean
value of the probe spacings. Errors due to probe wander can be reduced by averaging
several independent readings.

Current: Additional sources of error are the current amplitude and surface leakage
current. The current can affect the measured resistivity in two ways: by an apparent
resistivity increase produced by wafer heating and by an apparent resistivity decrease due
to minority and/or majority carrier injection. The suggested four-point probe measurement
current for silicon wafers is shown in Fig. 1.14 as a function of resistivity and sheet
resistance.18 The data were obtained by measuring the four-point probe resistivity as a
function of current for a given sample. Such resistivity-current curves show typically a
flat region bounded by non-linearities at both low and high currents. The flat region gives
the appropriate current. Surface leakage is reduced or eliminated by enclosing the probe
in a shielded enclosure held at a potential equal to the inner probe potential.
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Fig. 1.14 Recommended four-point probe current versus Si sheet resistance and resistivity.
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Temperature: It is important that the sample temperature be uniform in order not
to introduce thermoelectric voltages. Temperature gradients can be caused by ambient
effects but are more likely due to sample heating by the probe current. Current heating is
most likely to occur in low resistivity samples where high currents are required to obtain
readily measurable voltages.

Even if temperature variations are not caused by the measurement apparatus and there
are no temperature gradients, there may still be temperature variations due to temperature
fluctuations in the measurement room. Since semiconductors have relatively large tem-
perature coefficients of resistivity, errors are easily introduced by failing to compensate
for such temperature variations (n- and p-Si18 and for n- and p-Ge).32 For resistivities of
10 ohm · cm or higher, the Si coefficient is on the order of 1%/◦C. Temperature corrections
are made by using the correction factor18

FT = 1 − CT (T − 23) (1.34)

where CT is the temperature coefficient of resistivity and T is the temperature in ◦C.

Surface Preparation: Proper surface preparation is important for high sheet resistance
Si measurements. For example, positive charge on the surface of a p-type layer on an
n-type wafer, leads to a surface charge-induced space-charge region leaving only a portion
of the layer in its neutral state. This, of course, increases the thickness-dependent sheet
resistance. Similarly, a positive surface charge on an n-type implanted layer, leads to
surface accumulation and a sheet resistance reduction. An example of this effect is shown
in Fig. 1.15. Wafers dipped into boiling water or into H2SO4 or H2O2 exhibit stabilized
surfaces while those etched in HF exhibit a time-dependent sheet resistance.33

High Resistivity, High Sheet Resistance Materials: Materials of very high resistivity
are more difficult to measure by four-point probe or van der Pauw methods. Moderately
doped wafers can become highly resistive at low temperatures and are similarly difficult
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Fig. 1.15 Sheet resistance versus time in room temperature air. B implant: 8 × 1011 cm−2, 70 keV
through 59 nm oxide into n-Si substrate, annealed 1050◦C, 15 s; As implant: 8 × 1011 cm−2 into
bare p-Si substrate, annealed 1000◦C, 30 min. Both passivated in boiling water for 10 min. After
ref. 33.
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to measure. Special measurement precautions must be observed. Thin semiconductor films
usually have high sheet resistance. These include lightly doped layers, polycrystalline Si
films, amorphous Si films, silicon-on-insulator, etc. It is possible to make four-point probe
measurements with sheet resistances up to about 1010 –1011 ohms/square, provided one
uses a stable low current as low as picoamperes. A further consideration is penetration
of the probes through shallow implanted layers. One solution to this problem is to use
mercury four-point probes instead of metal “needles”.

A measurement for high-resistivity bulk wafers relies on providing the wafer with
a large contact on one side and a small contact on the other side. A current is passed
through the contacts and the voltage is measured. This arrangement, by itself, can suffer
from surface leakage currents. By surrounding the small contact with a guard ring and
holding the guard ring at the same or nearly the same potential as the small contact,
surface currents are essentially suppressed.34 It is of course necessary to ensure that the
contacts are ohmic or as close to ohmic as possible so that the bulk resistivity and not
the contact resistance is measured.

Two-terminal measurements are notorious for being complicated by contact effects and
the true sample resistivity is not easy to determine as indicated by Eq. (1.2). Conventional
van der Pauw measurements suitable for moderate or low resistivity materials are suspect
for high resistance samples unless care is taken to eliminate current leakage paths and
sample loading by the voltmeter. One approach around this problem is the “guarded”
approach using high input impedance, unity gain amplifiers between each probe on the
sample, and the external circuitry.35 The unity gain amplifiers drive the shields on the leads
between the amplifier and the sample, thereby effectively eliminating the stray capacitance
in the leads. This reduces leakage currents and the system time constant. Measurements of
resistances up to 1012 ohms have been made with such a system. The “guarded” approach
can also be automated.36

1.3 WAFER MAPPING

Wafer mapping, originally developed to characterize ion implantation uniformity, has
become a powerful process monitoring tool. Manual wafer mapping originated in the
1970s.37 Today, highly automated systems are used. During wafer mapping the sheet
resistance or some other parameter proportional to ion implant dose is measured at
many locations across a sample. The data are then converted to two-dimensional or
three-dimensional contour maps. Contour maps are a more powerful display of process
uniformity than displaying the same data in tabular form. A well-designed contour map
gives instant information about ion implant uniformity, flow patterns during diffusion,
epitaxial reactor non-uniformities, etc. If desired, line scans along one line across the
sample can also be displayed to show the uniformity along that line.

The most common sheet resistance wafer mapping techniques are: four-point probe
sheet resistance, modulated photoreflectance, and optical densitometry.38 Of these, the
configuration-switched four-point probe method is commonly used. It allows for rapid
comparison between samples and has been used for ion implantation, diffusion, poly-
Si films, and metal uniformity characterization.39 Example wafer maps are shown in
Fig. 1.16.

1.3.1 Double Implant

Precaution needs to be taken to measure the sheet resistance of low-dose, single implanted
layers by the four-point probe technique, because (1) it is difficult to make good electrical
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Fig. 1.16 Four-point probe contour maps; (a) boron, 1015 cm−2, 40 keV, Rsh(average) = 98.5
ohms/square; (a) arsenic, 1015 cm−2, 80 keV, Rsh(average) = 98.7 ohms/square; 1% intervals.
200 mm diameter Si wafers. Data courtesy of Marylou Meloni, Varian Ion Implant Systems.

contact from the probe to the semiconductor, (2) low doses give low carrier densities
and low conductivity, and (3) the surface leakage current can be comparable to the
measurement current. The conventional four-point probe method can be used provided
the starting wafers are of high resistivity, and they are oxidized before the implant to
stabilize the surface resistance and to prevent ion channeling. The wafer is implanted and
annealed, the oxide is stripped, and the surface is stabilized in a hot sulfuric acid and
hydrogen peroxide solution (piranha etch).

A modified four-point probe method, the double implant technique, is sometimes used
for sheet resistance measurements of such layers.20, 40 It is implemented as follows: A
p-type (n-type) impurity is implanted into an n-type (p-type) substrate at a dose �1

and energy E1. For example, boron is implanted at a dose of �1 = 1014 cm−2 and energy
E1 = 120 keV. The wafer is annealed to activate the implanted ions electrically. The sheet
resistance Rsh1 is measured and the data are stored. Next the desired low-dose impurity
is implanted at dose �2 and energy E2, with �2 < �1. E2 should be less than E1 to
prevent penetration through the first implant layer. The first implant energy is typically
at least 10–20% higher, and the first implant dose is at least two orders of magnitude
higher than the second implant. The second implant conditions might be �2 = 1011 cm−2

and E2 = 100 keV. The sheet resistance Rsh2 after the second implant is measured and
compared to Rsh1 without annealing the second implant.

The second sheet resistance measurement relies on the implant damage of the sec-
ond implant being proportional to the implant dose. This is true for low implant doses.
Implanted, but not activated ions, do not contribute to electrical conduction. Furthermore,
due to implant damage, the mobility is reduced making Rsh2 > Rsh1. The impurity atomic
mass of the first implant should be approximately the same mass as the second implant. It
has also been found that (111)-oriented Si wafers are preferred over (100)-oriented wafers
to reduce channeling effects. The double-implant method allows measurements immedi-
ately after the second implant. Implant doses as low as 1010 cm−2 can be measured by
this technique. Test wafers can be annealed and reused, provided the anneal temperature is
kept sufficiently low to prevent impurity redistribution. The method is also applicable for
electrically inactive species, such as oxygen, argon, or nitrogen implants. A more detailed
discussion is given in Smith et al.40
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The double-implant technique suffers from several problems. Any sheet resistance non-
uniformities resulting from the first implant and its activation cycle alter the low-dose
measurement. Additionally, since this method derives its low-dose sensitivity from ion-
implant damage, it is sensitive to post-implant relaxation, where implant damage anneals
itself over a period of hours to days following the implant. If the measurement is made
immediately after the second implant, damage relaxation has little effect. However, if
the measurement is made several hours or days after the implant, damage relaxation can
reduce the measured resistance by 10–20% for the types of implant doses and energies
typical for low-dose implants. The measurement stability is improved by a 200◦C, dry N2

anneal for 45 min before making the measurement.40

1.3.2 Modulated Photoreflectance

Modulated photoreflectance is the modulation of the optical reflectance of a sample in
response to waves generated when a semiconductor sample is subjected to periodic heat
stimuli. In the modulated photoreflectance or thermal wave method an Ar+ ion laser beam,
incident on the semiconductor sample, is modulated at a frequency of 0.1 to 10 MHz,
creating transient thermal waves near the surface that propagate at different speeds in
damaged and crystalline regions. Hence, signals from regions with various damages dif-
fer, leading to a measure of crystal damage. The thermal wave diffusion length at a
1 MHz modulation frequency is 2 to 3 µm.41 The small temperature variations cause
small volume changes of the wafer near the surface and the surface expands slightly.42

These changes include both thermoelastic and optical effects,43 and they are detected with
a second laser—the probe beam—by measuring the reflectivity change. The apparatus is
illustrated in Fig. 1.17. Both pump and probe laser beams are focused to approximately
1 µm diameter spots, allowing measurements not only on uniformly implanted wafers but
also on patterned wafers.

Modulated photoreflectance is commonly used to determine the implant dose of ion
implanted wafers. Conversion from thermal wave signal to implant dose requires cali-
brated standards with known implant doses. The ability to determine ion-implant doses
by thermal waves depends on the conversion of the single crystal substrate to a partially
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Fig. 1.17 Schematic diagram of the modulated photoreflectance apparatus.
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disordered layer by the implant process. The thermal wave-induced thermoelastic and
optical effects are changed in proportion to the number of implanted ions. Modulated
photoreflectance implant monitoring is subject to post-implant damage relaxation. How-
ever, the laser detection scheme accelerates the damage relaxation process, and the sample
stabilizes within a few minutes.

The technique is contactless and non-destructive and has been used to measure implant
doses from 1011 to 1015 cm−2.44 Measurements can be made on bare and on oxidized
wafers. The ability to characterize oxidized samples has the advantage of allowing mea-
surements of implants through an oxide. The technique can discriminate between implant
species since the lattice damage increases with implant atom size and the thermal wave
signal depends on the lattice damage. It has been used for ion implantation monitoring,
wafer polish damage, and reactive and plasma etch damage studies. Its chief strength lies
in the ability to detect low-dose implants contactless and to display the information as
contour maps. Example contour maps are shown in Fig. 1.18.

1.3.3 Carrier Illumination (CI)

Somewhat similar to modulated photoreflectance is carrier illumination, to determine
junction depth. Optical characterization of activated shallow junctions requires high con-
trast between the active implant and the underlying layer. The index of refraction of the
doped layer is slightly higher than the underlying silicon by virtue of its higher conductiv-
ity. However, this is insufficient to enable measurement using conventional methods. In
carrier illumination, a focused laser (λ = 830 nm) injects excess carriers into the semicon-
ductor, forming a dc excess carrier distribution and a λ = 980 nm probe beam measures
the reflectance.45 The carrier distribution is deduced from the reflected signal. The carrier
density in the substrate is flat, and falls rapidly at the junction edge. This creates a steep
gradient in the index of refraction at the edge of the doping profile. The index of refraction
change �n relates to the excess carrier density �N as

�n = q2�N

2Ksεom∗ω2
(1.35)

Fig. 1.18 Modulated photoreflectance contour maps; (a) boron, 6.5 × 1012 cm−2, 70 keV, 648 TW
units; (a) boron, 5 × 1012 cm−2, 30 keV, 600 TW units; 0.5% intervals. 200 mm diameter Si wafers.
Data courtesy of Marylou Meloni, Varian Ion Implant Systems.
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where ω is the radial frequency of the light. Light is reflected from this distribution and
interference with a reference leads to an interference signal correlating directly to the
junction depth. By slowly modulating the laser generating the excess carriers, thereby
maintaining the static distribution conditions, it is possible to use sensitive phase-locked
methods to obtain a reflection signal with several orders of magnitude gain over a dc
measurement.

The method works best for layers with active doping densities in excess of 1019 cm−3 to
avoid high-level injection conditions in the active implanted region. High depth resolution
is achieved because of the high index of refraction of the semiconductor. The measurement
wavelength in silicon is about 270 nm, and a full 2π phase shift occurs in 135 nm. With
a noise-limited phase resolution better than 0.5◦, the depth resolution is about 0.2 nm.
In addition to junction depth measurements, CI has been shown to be sensitive to the
active dopant density and the profile abruptness and can also measure the thickness of the
amorphous depth after a pre-amorphizing implant, making the CI method very sensitive
for monitoring as-implanted low-dose ion implants.46

1.3.4 Optical Densitometry

In optical densitometry the doping density is determined by a technique entirely different
from any of the methods discussed in this chapter. The method was developed for ion
implantation uniformity and dose monitoring and does not use semiconductor wafers. A
transparent substrate, typically glass, is coated with a thin film consisting of a polymer
carrier and an implant sensitive radiochromic dye. During implant, the dye molecule
undergoes heterolytic cleavage, resulting in positive ions with a peak light absorption at
a wavelength of 600 nm.47 When this polymer-coated glass wafer is ion implanted, the
film darkens. The amount of darkening depends on the implant energy, dose, and species.

The optical densitometer, using a sensitive microdensitometer, detects the transparency
of the entire wafer before and after implant and compares the final-to-initial difference in
optical transparency with internal calibration tables. The optical transparency is measured
over the entire implanted wafer and then displayed as a contour map. Calibration curves
of optical density as a function of implant dose have been developed for implant doses
from 1011 to 1013 cm−2.

The method requires no implantation activation anneal and the results can be displayed
within a few minutes of the implantation. The optical density is measured with about 1 mm
resolution and lends itself well to ion doses as low 1011 cm−2. As discussed earlier in
this chapter, the doping density of low-dose implants is not easy to measure electrically,
and this optical method is a viable alternate technique. It is also very stable. Table 1.1
compares three mapping techniques.38

1.4 RESISTIVITY PROFILING

A four-point probe measures the sheet resistance. The resistivity is obtained by multiplying
by the sample thickness with the correct resistivity obtained only for uniformly-doped
substrates. For non-uniformly doped samples, the sheet resistance measurement averages
the resistivity over the sample thickness according to Eq. (1.19). The resistivity profile
of a non-uniformly doped layer cannot be determined from a single sheet resistance
measurement. Furthermore it is usually the dopant density profile that is desired, not the
resistivity profile.
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TABLE 1.1 Mapping Techniques for Ion Implantation Uniformity Measurements.

Four-Point
Probe

Double
Implant

Spreading
Resistance

Modulated
Photoreflectance

Optical
Densitometry

Type Electrical Electrical Electrical Optical Optical
Measurement Sheet Crystal Spreading Crystal Polymer

Resistance Damage Resistance Damage Damage
Resolution (µm) 3000 3000 5 1 3000
Species Active Active, Active Inactive Inactive

Inactive
Dose Range (cm−2) 1012−1015 1011−1014 1011−1015 1011−1015 1011−1013

Results Direct Calibration Calibration Calibration Calibration
Relaxation Minor Serious Minor Serious Serious
Requires Anneal Initial Implant Anneal Measure before

and after

Suitable techniques for determining dopant density profiles include the differential
Hall effect, spreading resistance, capacitance-voltage, MOSFET threshold voltage, and
secondary ion mass spectrometry. We will discuss the first two methods in this chapter
and defer discussion of the others to Chapter 2.

1.4.1 Differential Hall Effect (DHE)

To determine a resistivity or dopant density depth profile, depth information must be
provided. It is possible to measure the resistivity profile of a non-uniformly doped sample
by measuring the resistivity, removing a thin layer of the sample, measuring the resistivity,
removing, measuring, etc. The differential Hall effect is such a measurement procedure.
The sheet resistance of a layer of thickness (t − x) is given by

Rsh = 1

q

∫ t

x

[n(x)µn(x) + p(x)µp(x)] dx
(1.36)

where x is the coordinate from the surface into the sample as illustrated in Fig. 1.19. If
the sample is a thin layer, it must be separated from the substrate by an insulating layer
to confine the four-point probe current to the layer. For example, an n-type implant into
a p-substrate is suitable, with the space-charge region of the resulting np junction acting
as an “insulating” boundary. An n-type implant into an n-substrate is not suitable as the
measuring current is no longer confined to the n-layer.

Layer to be 
measured

Insulator or 
opposite conductivity

Insulating
boundary

0

t

x

Fig. 1.19 Sample geometry with measurement proceeding from the surface into the sample.
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The sheet resistance of a uniformly doped layer with constant carrier densities and
mobilities is

Rsh = 1

q(nµn + pµp)t
(1.37)

The sheet resistance is a meaningful descriptor not only for uniformly doped layers but
also for non-uniformly doped layers, where both carrier densities and mobilities are depth
dependent. In Eq. (1.36) Rsh represents an averaged value over the sample thickness
(t − x). Obviously, for x = 0, the sheet resistance is given by Eq. (1.19).

The sheet resistance is measured by the Hall effect or with a four-point probe as a
function of depth by incremental layer removal. A plot of 1/Rsh(x) versus x leads to the
sample conductivity σ(x) according to the equation48

d[1/Rsh(x)]

dx
= −q[n(x)µn(x) + p(x)µp(x)] = −σ(x) (1.38)

Equation (1.38) is derived from (1.36) using Leibniz’s theorem

d

dc

∫ b(c)

a(c)

f (x, c) dx =
∫ b(c)

a(c)

∂

∂c
[f (x, c)] dx + f (b, c)

∂b

∂c
− f (a, c)

∂a

∂c
(1.39)

The resistivity is determined from Eq. (1.38) and from the identity ρ(x) = 1/σ(x) as

ρ(x) = − 1

d[1/Rsh(x)]/dx
= R2

sh(x)

dRsh(x)/dx
= Rsh(x)

d[ln(Rsh(x))]/dx
(1.40)

The dopant density determined by this method is illustrated in Exercise 1.5. Dopant
density profiles determined by DHE, spreading resistance profiling, and secondary ion
mass spectrometry are shown in Fig. 1.20.

Exercise 1.5

Problem: Given the sheet resistance versus depth plot of an n-Si layer on a p-Si substrate
in Fig. E1.7(a), determine the resistivity and the doping density as a function of depth.
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Fig. 1.20 Dopant density profiles determined by DHE, spreading resistance profiling, and sec-
ondary ion mass spectrometry. Data after ref. 49. Reprinted from the Jan. 1993 edition of Solid State
Technology.
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Solution: Determine the slope of this plot as a function of x. Then determine ρ(x) versus
x using Eq. (1.40). Remember, in problems where the data are given in terms of “log” as
in the figure above, you need to use the conversion “ln(10) ln(x) = log(x)”. The resistivity
and doping density data so derived are shown in Figs. E1.7(b) and (c). Conversion of “ρ
to ND” used a mobility of 800 cm2/V · s.

A word of caution regarding sheet resistance measurements of thin layers is in order
here. Surface charges can induce space-charge regions at the sample surface. If that
happens, then the neutral layer that governs the sheet resistance is thinner than the physical
layer, introducing an error into the measurement. It is generally not a problem for Si, but
can be a problem for GaAs, where surface charge-induced space-charge regions are very
common. Corrections need to be applied then.50 – 51

Repeated removal of well-controlled thin layers from a heavily-doped semiconductor
is difficult to do by chemical etching. It can, however, be done with anodic oxidation.
During anodic oxidation a semiconductor is immersed in a suitable electrolyte in an
anodization cell. A current is passed from an electrode to the semiconductor sample
through the electrolyte, causing an oxide to grow at room temperature. The oxide grows
by consuming a portion of the semiconductor. By subsequently etching the oxide, that
portion of the semiconductor consumed during the oxidation is removed as well. This can
be done very reproducibly.

Two anodization methods are possible. In the constant voltage method, the anodization
current is allowed to fall from an initial to a final predetermined value. In the con-
stant current method, the voltage is allowed to rise until a preset value is attained. The
oxide thickness is directly proportional to the net forming voltage in the constant current
anodization method, where the net forming voltage is the final cell voltage minus the
initial cell voltage.

A variety of anodization solutions have been used. The non-aqueous solutions N-
methylacetamide, tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol and ethylene glycol are suitable for silicon.52

Ethylene glycol containing 0.04N KNO3 and 1–5% water produces uniform, reproducible
oxides at current densities of 2 to 10 mA/cm2. For the ethylene glycol mixture 2.2 Å of Si
are removed per volt.52 A forming voltage of 100 V removes 220 Å of Si. Ge53, InSb54,
and GaAs55 have all been anodically oxidized.

The laborious nature of the differential conductivity profiling technique limits its appli-
cability if the entire process is done manually. The measurement time can be substantially
reduced by automating the method. Computer-controlled experimental methods have been
developed in which the sample is anodized, etched and then the resistivity and the mobility
are measured in situ.49, 56 – 57

1.4.2 Spreading Resistance Profiling (SRP)

The spreading resistance probe technique has been in use since the 1960s. Although
originally used for lateral resistivity variation determination, it is mainly used today to
generate resistivity and dopant density depth profiles. It has very high dynamic range
(1012 –1021 cm−3) and is capable of profiling very shallow junctions into the nm regime.
Substantial progress has been made in data collection and treatment. The latter relates to
improved sample preparation and probe conditioning procedures, specialized constrained
cubic spline smoothing schemes, universally applicable Schumann-Gardner-based cor-
rection factors with appropriate radius calibration procedures, and the development of
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physically based Poisson schemes for the correction of the carrier diffusion (spilling) phe-
nomenon. Reproducibility is sometimes mentioned as an SRP problem. Reproducibility
of 10% can be obtained routinely by “qualified” SRP systems, provided qualification
procedures are rigorously implemented.58

The spreading resistance concept is illustrated in Fig. 1.21. The instrument consists of
two carefully aligned probes that are stepped along the beveled semiconductor surface.
The resistance between the probes is given by

R = 2Rp + 2Rc + 2Rsp (1.41)

where Rp is the probe resistance, Rc the contact resistance and Rsp the spreading resis-
tance. The resistance is measured at each location.59

The sample is prepared by mounting it on a bevel block with melted wax. Bevel
angles less than 1◦ can be readily prepared. The bevel block is inserted into a well-fitting
cylinder, and the sample is lapped using a diamond paste or other polishing compound.
Sample preparation is very important for successful SRP measurements.60 – 61 Next the
sample is positioned in the measurement apparatus with the bevel edge perpendicular to
the probe stepping direction. It is very useful to provide the sample with an insulating
(oxide or nitride) coating. The oxide provides a sharp corner at the bevel and also clearly
defines the start of the beveled surface because the spreading resistance of the insulator
is very high. Spreading resistance measurements should be made in the dark to avoid
photoconductance effects and are primarily used for silicon.

A good discussion of sample preparation is given by Clarysse et al.58 The bevel angle
should be measured with a well-calibrated profilometer. In the absence of a top oxide,
the measurement should be started at least 10–20 points before the bevel edge. The
actual starting point can then be determined from a micrograph (dark field illumination,
magnification 500×). The error on the starting point should not be larger than a few points
(maximum 3). Typically, the raw resistance profile shows a transition at the starting point
position. The probe imprints must be visible to be able to count them and to determine
the starting point. The bevel edge must be sharp enough to reduce the uncertainty of the
starting point as much as possible. Good bevel surfaces require a 0.1 or 0.05 µm, high-
quality, diamond paste. The rotating glass plate, used for polishing the bevel, should have
a peak-to-peak roughness of 0.13 µm. The probe separation must be below 30–40 µm.
Typically, 100–150 data points are used for sub micrometer implants or epitaxial layers.
For sub-100 nm structures, one should try to obtain 20–25 data points.

To understand spreading resistance, consider a metallic probe contacting a semicon-
ductor surface as in Fig. 1.22. The current I flows from the probe of diameter 2r into a
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Fig. 1.21 Spreading resistance bevel block and the beveled sample with probes and the probe path
shown by the dashed line.
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I

2r

r

Fig. 1.22 A cylindrical contact of diameter 2r to a semiconductor. The arrows represent the current
flow.

semiconductor of resistivity ρ. The current is concentrated at the probe tip and spreads out
radially from the tip. Hence the name spreading resistance. For a non-indenting, cylindri-
cal contact with a planar, circular interface and a highly conductive probe, the spreading
resistance for a semi-infinite sample is62

Rsp = ρ

4r
ohms (1.42a)

For a hemispherical, indenting probe tip of radius r , the spreading resistance is

Rsp = ρ

2πr
ohms (1.42b)

Equation (1.42a) has been verified by comparing spreading resistance with four-point
probe measurements. The spreading resistance can be expressed as63

Rmeas = Rcont + Rspread = Rcont + ρ

2r
C (1.43)

where C is a correction factor that depends on sample resistivity, probe radius, current
distribution and probe spacing. It should be noted that the radius r is not necessarily
the physical radius. The contact resistance also depends on wafer resistivity and probe
pressure and on the surface state density. These surface states dominate the Schottky
barrier height of the metal/semiconductor contact. The surface state density and energy
distribution are expected to be different for polished and beveled surfaces. High surface
state densities induce Fermi level pinning.64 On beveled SRP p-type material the contact
is expected to be surrounded by a depleted region while n-type material has an inversion
layer near the surface.

A weight of approximately 5 g is applied and the probes have to be conditioned to form
an area of small microcontacts, believed to be necessary to break through the thin native
oxide on the bevel surface. Despite the relatively low weight very high local pressures
result. Assuming a 1 µm radius, a straightforward division by the contact area leads to
an estimate of the contact pressure of approximately 16 GPa.

About 80% of the potential drop due to current spreading occurs within a distance of
about five times the contact radius. The probe penetration is about 10 nm for probe loads
of 10 to 12 g.65 The relationship between SRP measured resistance and Si resistivity is
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Fig. 1.23 Calibration curves for conventional SRP measurements. After ref. 63.

shown in Fig. 1.23.63 For a contact radius of 1 µm, Eq. (1.42a) predicts Rsp ≈ 2500ρ.
The fact that the spreading resistance is about 104 times higher than ρ is the reason that
Rsp dominates over Rp and Rc in Eq. (1.41). However, if the metal-semiconductor barrier
height is significant, then the measured resistance does include a non-negligible contact
resistance, as in GaAs, for example.

The tungsten-osmium alloy probes, are mounted in gravity-loaded probe arms. The
probe tips are shaped so that they can be positioned very close together, often with less
than 20 µm spacing. The probe arms are supported by a kinematic bearing system with
five contacts giving the arms only one degree of freedom, which is a rotation around the
horizontal axis. This virtually eliminates lateral probe motion during contact to the sample
minimizing probe wear and damage to the semiconductor. The probes deform only slightly
elastically upon contacting the semiconductor, thus making very reproducible contacts.
The probes are “conditioned” using the “Gorey-Schneider technique”63 for the contact
area of the probe to consist of a large number of microscopic protrusions to penetrate
the thin oxide layer on silicon surfaces. An example SRP plot and the resulting dopant
density profile is shown in Fig. 1.24.

The conversion of spreading resistance data to a carrier density profile and subsequently
to a doping density profile is a complicated task that involves data smoothing to reduce
measurement noise, a deconvolution algorithm, and a correct model for the contact.67 An
important aspect of SRP is the fact that spreading resistance measures a carrier distribution
along a beveled surface. It has often been assumed that this profile is identical to the
vertical carrier profile. Furthermore, the vertical carrier profile is often assumed to be
identical to the vertical doping profile. This is not true for shallow junctions where the
redistribution of mobile carriers, referred to as carrier spilling, distorts the measured SR
profiles. For example, electrons from the highly doped n+ layer in an n+p junction spill
into the lowly p-doped substrate. Hence, an SRP plot, that is expected to show a resistance
maximum at the metallurgical junction due to the space-charge region with few carriers,
may not show such a maximum at all.67 The actual plot suggests the absence of a junction
leading to the conclusion that the junction may be an n+n junction. Carrier spilling
accounts for SRP determined junction depths being usually less than those measured by
SIMS.68
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Fig. 1.24 High-resolution spreading resistance and dopant density profiles. Data courtesy of S.
Weinzierl, Solid State Measurements, Inc.

The voltage between the probes during measurement is kept at around 5 mV to reduce
the effect of contact resistance. The probe-semiconductor contact is a metal-semiconductor
contact with the non-linear current–voltage characteristic

I = I0(e
qV/kT − 1) ≈ I0qV/kT (1.44)

for voltages less than kT /q ≈ 25 mV.
The spreading resistance profiling technique is a comparative technique. Calibration

curves are generated for a particular set of probes at a particular time using samples
of known resistivity. Such calibration samples are commercially available for silicon.
Comparison of the spreading resistance data to the calibration samples is necessary and
sufficient for uniformly doped samples. For samples containing pn or high-low junc-
tions, additional corrections are necessary. These multilayer corrections have evolved over
the years where today very sophisticated correction schemes are used.67 – 72 A different
approach calculates the spreading resistance profile from an assumed doping profile.73 The
calculated profile is then compared to the measured profile and adjusted until they agree.

The bevel angle θ is typically 1◦ –5◦ for junction depths of 1–2 µm and θ ≤ 0.5◦ for
junction depths less than 0.5 µm. The equivalent depth, �z, for each �x step along the
surface beveled at angle θ , is

�z = �x sin(θ) (1.45)

For a step of 5 µm and an angle of 1◦, the equivalent step height or measurement resolu-
tion is 0.87 nm. A plot of dopant density profiles determined by differential Hall effect,
spreading resistance profiling, and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is shown in
Fig. 1.20. Note the good agreement between DHE and SRP for this sample. SIMS pro-
filing is discussed in Chapter 2. The small SRP angles are determined by measuring a
small slit of light that is reflected from the beveled and the unbeveled surfaces so that two
images are detected. When the slit is rotated, the two images rotate also, and the rotation
angle is measured and related to the bevel angle.74 Surface profilometers can also be used
for angle determination.61

Limitations in SRP profiling for very shallow junctions arise due to the large sam-
pling volume induced by the large contact and probe spacing necessitating correction
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factors which can be as large as 2000. Moreover, additional correction factors have been
identified to correct for carrier spilling, surface damage, microcontact distribution, and
three-dimensional current flow. Unfortunately, all these corrections become increasingly
important for very shallow profiles and scale with probe radius and probe separation.
Probe penetration and bevel roughness also limit the depth resolution. In order to cope
with the limited thickness of the layers, very shallow bevels are required.75

Almost all spreading resistance measurements are made with two probes, but three-
probe arrangements have been used.69 In the three-probe configuration one probe serves as
the common point to both voltage and current circuits and is the only probe contributing
to the measured resistance. The three-probe system is more difficult to keep aligned.
Since probe alignment parallel to the bevel intersection with the top surface is crucial for
depth profiling, the three-point spreading resistance probe is rarely used. Micro spreading
resistance, known as scanning spreading resistance microscopy is discussed in Chapter 9.

1.5 CONTACTLESS METHODS

Contactless resistivity measurement techniques have become popular in line with the gen-
eral trend toward other contactless semiconductor measurements. Contactless resistivity
measurement methods fall into two broad categories: electrical and non-electrical measure-
ments. Commercial equipment is available for both. Electrical contactless measurement
techniques fall into several categories. (1) the sample is placed into a microwave circuit
and perturbs the transmission or reflection characteristics of a waveguide or cavity76,
(2) the sample is capacitively coupled to the measuring apparatus77, and (3) the sample
is inductively coupled to the apparatus.78 – 79

1.5.1 Eddy Current

To be a viable commercial instrument, the apparatus should be simple with no special
sample requirements. This rules out special sample configurations to fit microwave cav-
ities, for example, and led to a variation of the inductively coupled approach. The eddy
current measurement technique is based on the parallel resonant tank circuit of Fig. 1.25.
The quality factor Q of such a circuit is reduced when a conducting material is brought
close to the coil due to the power absorbed by the conducting material. An implementation
of this concept is shown in Fig. 1.25(a), where the LC circuit is replaced by dual coils
on ferrite cores separated to provide a gap for the wafer that is coupled to the circuit via
the high permeability ferrite cores. The oscillating magnetic field sets up eddy currents in
the semiconductor leading to Joule heating of the material.

The absorbed power Pa is80

Pa = K(VT /n)2
∫ t

0
σ(x) dx (1.46)

where K is a constant involving the coupling parameters of the core, VT the rms primary
rf voltage, n the number of primary turns of the coil, σ the semiconductor conductivity,
and t the thickness. With power given by Pa = VT IT , where IT is the in-phase drive
current

IT = KV T

n2

∫ t

0
σ(x) dx = KV T

n2

1

Rsh

(1.47)
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Fig. 1.25 (a) Schematic eddy current experimental arrangement, (b) practical implementation after
Johnson81, and (c) schematic showing the eddy current coils and the thickness sound generator.

If VT is held constant through a feedback circuit, the current is proportional to the sam-
ple conductivity-thickness product, or it is inversely proportional to the sample sheet
resistance. A more recent implementation is shown in Fig. 1.25(b).81 Eddy current and
other contactless techniques are discussed further in Chapter 7 in reference to lifetime
measurements.

When an alternating current is induced in a conductor, the current is not uniformly
distributed, but is displaced toward the surface. For high frequencies most of the current
is concentrated in a layer near the surface known as the skin depth. Equation (1.46) is
valid provided the sample is thinner than the skin depth δ given by

δ = √
ρ/πf µo = 5.03 × 103

√
ρ/f cm (1.48)

where ρ is the resistivity ( · cm), f the frequency (Hz), and µo the permeability of
free space (4π × 10−9 H/cm). Equation (1.48) is plotted in Fig. 1.26 as a function of
frequency. Comparison of four-point probe and eddy current wafer maps are shown in
Fig. 1.27 for Al and Ti layers. Note the excellent agreement in the contours and the
average sheet resistances.

To determine the wafer resistivity, its thickness must be known. In contactless mea-
surements provision must be made to measure the wafer thickness without contact. Two
methods are used: differential capacitance probe and ultrasound.82 In the ultrasound
method sound waves are reflected from the upper and lower wafer surfaces located
between the two probes shown in Fig. 1.25(c). The phase shift of the reflected sound
caused by the impedance variation of the air gap is detected by the sonic receiver. The
phase shift is proportional to the distance from each probe to each surface. With known
probe spacing, the wafer thickness can be determined.

One system to determine sample thickness by capacitance measurements is illustrated
in Fig. 1.28.83 Two capacitive probes of area A are separated by a distance s. The semi-
conductor wafer is held between the two capacitance probes. Each probe forms one plate
of the capacitor, the wafer the other. The capacitance is C1 = εoA/d1 between the upper
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Fig. 1.26 Skin depth versus resistivity as a function of frequency.
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Fig. 1.27 (a) Four-point probe and (b) eddy current contour maps. Left : 1 µm aluminum layer,
Rsh,av(4 pt) = 3.023 × 10−2 ohms/square, Rsh,av(eddy) = 3.023 × 10−2 ohms/square, right : 20 nm
titanium layer, Rsh,av(4 pt) = 62.90 ohms/square, Rsh,av(eddy) = 62.56 ohms/square. Data courtesy
of W.H. Johnson, KLA-Tencor.
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Fig. 1.28 Capacitive wafer thickness and flatness measurement system.

probe and the wafer and C2 = εoA/d2 between the lower probe and the wafer. From
Fig. 1.28, the thickness t is

t = s − (d1 + d2) = s − εoA(C−1
1 + C−1

2 ) (1.49)

To determine t we only need to know the probe separation s and the capacitances C1

and C2.
The wafer thickness measurement is independent of the vertical wafer position in

the gap. As the wafer moves in the vertical direction, both d1 and d2 change by equal
and opposite amounts leaving the thickness reading unchanged. The median surface is
determined by d1 + d2. By measuring the capacitance at many points on the wafer, the
thickness and shape of the entire wafer can be determined. Bow and warpage, due to
stress in the wafer, are determined from the median surface reading allowing the stress to
be determined.84 The flatness obtained by this capacitive technique is a function of only
the wafer, not the mechanical support used in the instrument.

Resistivity measurements based on the eddy current technique are useful for uniformly-
doped wafers. The technique has also found use for the measurement of highly conductive
layers on less conductive substrates. The sheet resistance of the layer should be at least
a hundred times lower than the sheet resistance of the substrate to measure the layer and
not the substrate. This rules out measurements of diffused or ion-implanted layers on con-
ducting substrates, which generally do not satisfy this rule. For example, sheet resistances
of diffused or ion-implanted layers are typically 10 to 100 ohms/square, and the sheet
resistance of a 10 ohm · cm, 650 µm thick Si wafer is 154 ohms/square. However, the
sheet resistance of implanted or epitaxial layers on semi-insulating substrates (e.g., GaAs)
or of metal layers on semiconductor substrates can be measured. The sheet resistance of a
5000 Å Al layer is typically 0.06 to 0.1 ohms/square, making such layers 2000 times less
resistive than the Si substrate. The layer thickness is determined from a sheet resistance
measurement according to

t = Rsh/ρ (1.50)

The layer resistivity must be determined from an independent measurement. Contactless
resistance measurements are routinely used to determine sheet resistances and thicknesses
of conducting layers.
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Eddy current measurements require calibrated standards. Radial resistivity variations
or other ρ non-uniformities under the transducer are averaged and may be different from
that of other ρ or Rsh measurement techniques. The measurement frequency should be
such that the skin depth is at least five times the sample thickness to be measured.

1.6 CONDUCTIVITY TYPE

The semiconductor conductivity type can be determined by wafer flat location, thermal
emf, rectification, optically, and Hall effect. The Hall effect is discussed in Chapter 2.
The simplest method utilizes the shape of the wafer flats for those wafers following a
standard pattern. Silicon wafers are usually circular. They may have characteristic flats,
illustrated in Fig. 1.29, provided for alignment and identification purposes. The primary
flat (usually along the 〈110〉 direction) and secondary flats identify the conductivity type
and orientation. Wafers of diameter ≤150 mm usually have the standard flats of Fig. 1.29.
Larger wafers usually do not have flats; instead they are provided with notches that do
not provide conductivity type information.

In the hot or thermoelectric probe method the conductivity type is determined by
the sign of the thermal emf or Seebeck voltage generated by a temperature gradient. Two
probes contact the sample surface: one is hot the other is cold as illustrated in Fig. 1.30(a).
Thermal gradients generate currents in a semiconductor; the majority carrier currents for
n and p-type materials are85

Jn = −qnµnPn dT /dx; Jp = −qpµpPp dT /dx (1.51)

where Pn < 0 and Pp > 0 are the differential thermoelectric power.
Consider the experimental arrangement of Fig. 1.30(a). The right probe is hot, the left

probe is cold. dT /dx > 0 and the electron current in an n-type sample flows from left
to right. The thermoelectric power can be thought of as a current generator. Some of the

{111} p-Type {111} n-Type

{100} p-Type {100} n-Type

Primary 
Flat

Secondary 
Flat

180°
90°

45°

Fig. 1.29 Identifying flats on silicon wafers.
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Fig. 1.30 Conductivity type measurements. (a) Hot probe; (b) rectifying probe, (c) equivalent cir-
cuit for (b), and (d) experimental data adapted from ref. 88.

current flows through the voltmeter causing the hot probe to develop a positive potential
with respect to the cold probe.86 – 87 There is a simple alternative view. Electrons diffuse
from the hot to the cold region setting up an electric field that opposes the diffusion. The
electric field produces a potential detected by the voltmeter with the hot probe positive
with respect to the cold probe. Analogous reasoning leads to the opposite potential for
p-type samples.

Hot probes are effective over the 10−3 to 103 ohm-cm resistivity range. The voltmeter
tends to indicate n-type for high resistivity material even if the sample is weakly p-type
because the method actually determines the nµn or the pµp product. With µn > µp

intrinsic or high resistivity material is measured n-type if n ≈ p. In semiconductors with
ni > n or ni > p at room temperature (narrow band gap semiconductors, for example),
it may be necessary to cool one of the probes and let the room temperature probe be the
“hot” probe.

In the rectification method, the sign of the conductivity is determined by the polarity
of a rectified ac signal at a point contact to the semiconductor.86 – 87 When two probes
are used, one should be rectifying and the other should be ohmic. Current flows through
a rectifying contact to n-type material if the metal is positive and for p-type if it is
negative. Rectifying and ohmic contacts are difficult to implement with two-point contacts.
Fortunately four-point probes can be used with appropriate connections. A dc voltage is
applied and current flows between probes 1 and 2, and the resulting potential is measured
between probes 3 and 2 in Fig. 1.30(b). For an n-substrate with positive Vb, the probe 1
metal-semiconductor diode is forward biased and probe 2 diode is reverse biased. Hence
the current I is the leakage current of the reverse-biased diode and diode 1 in Fig. 1.30(c)
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has very low forward bias. The voltage at point A is

VA = Vb + VD1 ≈ Vb (1.52)

The voltage is measured with a high-input impedance voltmeter with very low current
between points A and 3. Hence, there is negligible voltage drop across diode 3 and
V32 ≈ VA.

V32 ≈ VA ≈ Vb (1.53)

For p-substrates and the same bias arrangement as in Fig. 1.30(c) diode 1 is reverse
and diode 2 forward biased. Consequently,

V32 ≈ VA ≈ 0 (1.54)

Equations (1.53) and (1.54) show how this probe arrangement can be used for semicon-
ductor type determination. The voltage dependence is shown in Fig. 1.30(d). For thin
semiconductor films, e.g., silicon-on-insulator or polysilicon films, the metallic needle
probes have been replaced with mercury probes.88 This method of conductivity type
measurement is built into some commercial four-point probe instruments.

In the optical method, an incident modulated laser beam creates a time-varying surface
photovoltage (SPV) in the sample, detected with a non-vibrating, optically transparent
Kelvin probe held up to several cm from the sample surface. The principle is the surface
photovoltage method discussed in Section 7.4.5. The SPV is negative for p-type and
positive for n-type semiconductors.

1.7 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

Four-Point Probe: The weakness of the four-point probe technique is the surface damage
it produces and the metal it deposits on the sample. The damage is not very severe but
sufficient not to make measurements on wafers to be used for device fabrication. The
probe also samples a relatively large volume of the wafer, preventing high-resolution
measurements. The method’s strength lies in its established use and the fact that it is an
absolute measurement without recourse to calibrated standards. It has been used for many
years in the semiconductor industry and is well understood. With the advent of wafer
mapping, the four-point probe has become a very powerful process-monitoring tool. This
is where its major strength lies today.

Differential Hall Effect: The weakness of this method is its tediousness. The layer
removal by anodic oxidation is well controlled, but it is also slow, limiting the method
to relatively few data points per profile when done manually. That restriction is lifted
when the technique is automated. The sheet resistance can be measured by four-point
probe or Hall effect. Repeated four-point probe measurements on the same area create
damage, rendering the measurements questionable. That problem does not exist for Hall
samples. The method is destructive. The method’s strength lies in its inexpensive equip-
ment when using “home assembled” equipment. For those dopant profiles that cannot
be profiled by capacitance-voltage measurements, only secondary ion mass spectrometry
and spreading resistance methods are the alternatives. Equipment for those measurements
is significantly more expensive, leaving anodic oxidation/four-point probe as a viable,
inexpensive alternative.
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Spreading Resistance: The weakness of the spreading resistance profiling technique
is the necessity of a skilled operator to obtain reliable profiles. The system must be
periodically calibrated against known standards, and the probes must be periodically
reconditioned. It does not work well for semiconductors other than Si and Ge. The sam-
ple preparation is not trivial, and the measurement is destructive. The conversion of the
measured spreading resistance data to doping density profiles depends very much on the
algorithm. Several algorithms are in use, and others are being developed. The strengths
of SRP lie in the ability to profile practically any combination of layers with very high
resolution and no depth limitation and no doping density limitations. Very high resistiv-
ity material must be carefully measured and interpreted. The equipment is commercially
available and it is used extensively. Hence there is a large background of knowledge
related to this method, which has been in use over the past 40 years.

Contactless Techniques: The weakness of the eddy current technique is its inability
to determine the sheet resistance of thin diffused or ion-implanted layers. In order to
detect such sheet resistances, it is necessary for the sheet resistance of the layer to be on
the order of a hundred times lower than the sheet resistance of the substrate. This is only
attainable when the sheet consists of a metal on a semiconductor or a highly doped layer
on an insulating substrate. The eddy current technique is often used to measure the sheet
resistance of metal layers on semiconductor substrates to determine their thickness. The
strength of the eddy current method lies in its non-contacting nature and the availability
of commercial equipment. This is ideal for measuring the resistivity of semiconductor
wafers and the layer thickness.

Optical Techniques: The weakness of optical techniques is that the measurements are
qualitative with quantitative doping measurements requiring calibrated standards. Profiling
is generally not possible, and only average values are obtained. The optical densitometry
and modulated photoreflectance techniques have become commercially available methods.
They are mainly used for wafer mapping of ion-implanted wafers. Their strength lies in
their ability to measure the implants non-destructively, with small spot size, and rapidly
and in displaying the information in the form of contour plots. The modulated photore-
flectance technique is able to measure through an oxide and is routinely used for ion
implantation monitoring. Disadvantages are possible laser drift and post-implant damage
relaxation. Disadvantages of optical densitometry are the Al backing plate that must be
affixed to the wafer rear surface before implantation and removed for optical sensing
and the film’s UV sensitivity. Without the backing plate the optical sensors in the ion
implanter will register a loading error.

APPENDIX 1.1

Resistivity as a Function of Doping Density

Figures A1.1(a) and (b) show the resistivity for boron- and phosphorus-doped Si. For
boron-doped Si, the boron density is related to the resistivity by89

NB = 1.33 × 1016

ρ
+ 1.082 × 1017

ρ[1 + (54.56ρ)1.105]
[cm−3]

ρ = 1.305 × 1016

NB

+ 1.133 × 1017

NB [1 + (2.58 × 10−19NB)−0.737]
[-cm] (A1.1)
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Fig. A1.1 (a) and (b) Doping density versus resistivity for p-type (boron-doped) and n-type (phos-
phorus-doped) silicon at 23◦C. Data from ASTM F723; (c) for Ge, GaAs, and GaP. Data from Ref. 95
and 96.
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For phosphorus-doped Si, the phosphorus density is related to the resistivity by89

NP = 6.242 × 101810Z

ρ
[cm−3], where Z = A0 + A1x + A2x

2 + A3x
3

1 + B1x + B2x2 + B3x3
(A1.2a)

where x = log10(ρ), A0 = −3.1083, A1 = −3.2626, A2 = −1.2196, A3 = −0.13923,
B1 = 1.0265, B2 = 0.38755, and B3 = 0.041833. The resistivity is

ρ = 6.242 × 101810Z

NP

[-cm], where Z = C0 + C1y + C2y
2 + C3y

3

1 + D1y + D2y2 + D3y3
(A1.2b)

and y = log10(NP ) − 16, C0 = −3.0769, C1 = 2.2108, C2 = −0.62272, C3 = 0.057501,
D1 = −0.68157, D2 = 0.19833, and D3 = −0.018376.

Resistivity plots for Ge, GaAs, and GaP are shown in Fig. A1.1(c).

APPENDIX 1.2

Intrinsic Carrier Density

The intrinsic carrier density ni for Si has been described by a number of equations over
the years. The most recent and most accurate expressions are90 – 91

ni = 5.29 × 1019(T /300)2.54 exp(−6726/T ) (A2.1a)

ni = 2.91 × 1015T 1.6 exp(−EG(T )/2kT ) (A2.1b)

where the temperature-dependent band gap is given by92

EG(T ) = 1.17 + 1.059 × 10−5T − 6.05 × 10−7T 2 (0 ≤ T ≤ 190 K) (A2.2a)

EG(T ) = 1.1785 − 9.025 × 10−5T − 3.05 × 10−7T 2 (150 ≤ T ≤ 300 K) (A2.2b)

T is in Kelvin. ni and EG are plotted in Figs. A2.1 and A2.2. Eq. (A2.1a) is based on
experiments over the 78–340 K temperature range.92 Equation (A2.1a) has been rewritten
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as Eq. (A2.1b) by Trupke et al.91 At T = 300 K, ni = 9.7 × 109 cm−3. This is slightly
lower than the earlier value by Sproul and Green93 due to band gap narrowing. Band gap
narrowing is expressed by

ni,eff = ni exp(�EG/kT ) (A2.3)

where the band gap narrowing energy, �EG, is shown in Fig. A2.3.94
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PROBLEMS

1.1 The function y = xn is plotted in Fig. P1.1. Determine n.
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Fig. P1.1

1.2 Determine yo and x1 in the equation y = yo exp((x/x1) − 1) plotted in Fig. P1.2.
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Fig. P1.2

1.3 Plot the log(y) − x data of Fig. P1.3(a) on the x − y figure in Fig. P1.3(b). Write
numeric values on the y axis of Fig. P1.3(b).
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1.4 Derive an expression for the resistivity of a semiconductor sample infinite in extent
laterally and vertically measured with a square four-point probe with the probes
spaced a distance s shown in Fig. P1.4. Current I enters probe 1 and leaves probe
4; voltage V is measured between probes 2 and 3.

1

2

4

3

s

Fig. P1.4

1.5 Derive an expression for the resistivity of a semiconductor sample infinite in extent
laterally and vertically measured with a four-point probe with the probes spaced
as shown in Fig. P1.5. Current I enters probe 1 and leaves probe 4; voltage V is
measured between probes 2 and 3.

3s 2s s

1        2               3 4

Fig. P1.5

1.6 Consider an n-type wafer containing small n+ regions. A four-point probe is placed
on this wafer so that probe 1 of a conventional in-line four-point probe, is placed on
one of those n+ regions. The other three probes are on the n-portion of the wafer.
In this four-point probe, current enters probe 1 and leaves probe 4; the voltage is
measured across probes 2 and 3. There are no n+ regions between probes 2 and 4.
Is the correct sheet resistance measured in this case?

1.7 The resistance of the semiconductor sample in Fig. P1.7 is measured between the
two contacts as a function of wafer thickness t . The results are:

t (µm) 200 400 600 800 1000
R () 318.3 623.9 929.5 1235.1 1540.7

t ρ

d

Fig. P1.7

Determine the resistivity ρ in  · cm and the specific contact resistance ρc in  · cm2

for d = 0.01 cm. Assume the current is confined to the area of the contact, shown
by the shaded region. The contact is circular with the contact resistance given by
Rc = ρc/A, where A is the contact area.
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1.8 From the I –V curve in Fig. P1.8 determine the conductance g = dI/dV at I =
10−7 A.
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1.9 The resistance R of a semiconductor sample in Fig. P1.9(a) is measured between
the two contacts as a function of circular contact of radius r = d/2. R is shown as
a function of r and 1/r in P1.9(b) and (c). Derive an expression for the resistance
in terms of the resistivity ρ, radius r and thickness t . Neglect contact resistance
and assume the current follows the shaded region. Determine the resistivity ρ (in
 · cm) for t = 400 µm.

t ρ

d = 2r

t
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Fig. P1.9 (continued)

1.10 The conducting region in Fig. P1.10 of thickness t = 0.1 µm and resistivity ρ =
0.1  · cm, is deposited on an insulating substrate. L = 1 mm, W = 100 µm. Deter-
mine the resistance between contacts A and B.

W

L

A B W/2

Fig. P1.10

1.11 The semiconductor structure in Fig. P1.11 has thickness t , inside and outside radii
r1 and r2, and resistivity ρ. Determine the resistance R (in ) between the inner
ring and the outer ring, i.e., for the doughnut-shaped sample, for ρ = 15  · cm,
t = 500 µm and r2/r1 = 100. Current flows radially as indicated by the bold arrows.
Hint : R = ρL/A becomes dR = ρdr/A(r).

r2

r1

Fig. P1.11
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1.12 The sheet resistance is measured in an anodic oxidation experiment. The results
are shown in Fig. P1.12. Determine and plot the resistivity, ρ (in  · cm), and
the carrier density, n (in cm−3), versus x for this sample. To determine n(x), use
µn = 1180 cm2/V · s.

103

0 × 100 2.5 × 10−5 5 × 10−5 7.5 × 10−5 1 × 10−4

104

105
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107
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 (
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Fig. P1.12

1.13 The semiconductor structure in Fig. P1.13 consists of two films of width W =
20 µm, lengths L1 = 150 µm and L2 = 100 µm, thicknesses t1 = 0.6 µm and t2 =
0.3 µm, and resistivities ρ1 = 10 ohm-cm and ρ2 = 1 ohm-cm. Determine the sheet
resistance of each film (in ohms/square) and the resistance between points A and B
(in ohms). The dark regions at points A (not seen) and B are ideal ohmic contacts
with zero resistance. The boundary between the two films has zero resistance.

 
 

 
 

 

W 

A B

L2

L1

t2

t1

ρ2

r1

Fig. P1.13

1.14 The resistivity of a semiconductor layer of thickness t varies according to ρ =
ρo(1 − kx/t), where k is a constant. L is the sample length, W is the sample width
and x is the dimension along the sample thickness. Derive an expression for the
sheet resistance of this sample.

1.15 For the n-type layers on a p-type substrate in Fig. P1.15:

(a) determine Rsh
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Fig. P1.15

(b) calculate and plot: σ versus x (linear-linear plot), ρ versus x (linear-linear plot),
Rsh versus x (log-linear plot), and 1/Rsh versus x (log-linear plot) for the three
cases. Use µn = 1250 cm2/V · s.

1.16 An arbitrarily shaped van der Pauw sample of thickness t = 500 µm was measured.
The measured resistances were: R12,34 = 74  and R23,41 = 6 . Determine the
resistivity and sheet resistance of this sample.

1.17 An arbitrarily shaped van der Pauw sample of thickness t = 350 µm was measured.
The measured resistances were: R12,34 = 59  and R23,41 = 11 . Determine the
resistivity and sheet resistance of this sample.

1.18 An arbitrarily shaped, uniformly doped van der Pauw sample has a thickness of
500 µm. The measured resistances are R12,34 = 90  and R23,41 = 9 . Determine
the resistivity and the sheet resistance of this sample.

1.19 In the cross bridge test structure in Fig. 1.13, consisting of a uniformly-doped layer
on an insulating substrate, the following parameters are determined: V34 = 58 mV,
I12 = 1 mA, V45 = 1.75 V, I26 = 0.1 mA. An independent measurement has given
the resistivity of the film as ρ = 0.0184  · cm and L = 500 µm. Determine the
film sheet resistance Rsh (in /square), the film thickness t (in µm), and the line
width W (in µm).

1.20 The doping profile ND(x) of an ion implanted layer is given by

ND(x) = φ

�Rp

√
2π

exp

[
−0.5

(
x − Rp

�Rp

)2
]

,

where φ is the implant dose, Rp is the range, and �Rp the straggle. Determine
the sheet resistance for an arsenic layer implanted (E = 100 keV) into p-type Si
doped to NA = 1015 cm−3. Use φ = 1015 cm−2, Rp = 577 Å, �Rp = 204 Å, and
µn = 100 cm2/V · s. Assume ND(x) = n(x).

Hint : First you have to find the junction depth.
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1.21 The doping profile ND(x) of an ion-implanted layer is given by

ND(x) = φ

�Rp

√
2π

exp

[
−0.5

(
x − Rp

�Rp

)2
]

,

where φ is the implant dose, Rp the range, and �Rp the straggle. Determine the sheet
resistance for an n-type dopant layer (arsenic) implanted at an energy of 60 keV into
a p-type Si wafer doped to NA = 1016 cm−3. Use φ = 5 × 1015 cm−2, Rp = 368 Å,
�Rp = 133 Å, and µn = 50 cm2/V · s. Assume ND(x) = n(x).

Hint : At the junction depth xj : NA = ND .

1.22 (a) In a cross bridge test structure in Fig. 1.13 of a semiconductor layer on an
insulating substrate, the following parameters are determined: V34 = 18 mV,
I12 = 1 mA, V45 = 1.6 V, I26 = 1 mA. An independent measurement has given
the resistivity of the film as ρ = 4 × 10−3  · cm and L = 1 mm. Determine
the film sheet resistance Rsh (/square), the film thickness t (µm), and the line
width W (µm).

(b) In one particular cross bridge test structure, the leg between contacts V4 and V5

is overetched. For this particular structure V45 = 3.02 V for I26 = 1 mA; it is
known that half of the length L has a reduced W , i.e., W ′, due to a fault during
pattern etching. Determine the width W ′.

1.23 In a cross bridge test structure in Fig. 1.13 consisting of a uniformly-doped layer
on an insulating substrate, measurements give: V34 = 58 mV, I12 = 1 mA, V45 =
1.75 V, I26 = 0.1 mA. An independent measurement has given ρ = 1.84 × 10−2  ·
cm and L = 500 µm.

(a) Determine the film sheet resistance Rsh (in /square), the film thickness t (in
µm), and the line width W (in µm).
It is usually assumed that the sheet resistance Rsh, measured in region A in
Fig. P1.23, is the same in the entire structure. Suppose that is not the case.
What effect will that have on the line width measurement?

(b) Determine the widths W (a) and W (b) in Fig. P1.23 that are calculated if the
sheet resistance in the cross hatched region is Rsh1 and in the white region it is
Rsh (as determined in (i)), where Rsh = 0.5Rsh1, but you assumed it was Rsh

everywhere. Give your answer as W (a)/W and W (b)/W , where W is the width
for uniform sheet resistance.

L

L

(a)

(b)

A

W/2

L/2

Fig. P1.23
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1.24 Consider a p-type semiconductor cross bridge test structure on an insulating sub-
strate. The layer, of thickness t , is non-uniformly doped according to NA =
1019 exp(−kx), where k is a constant and x is the dimension along the sample
thickness. Determine Rsh, V34 and V45. Use I12 = I26 = 1 mA, µp = 100 cm2/V · s,
t = 1 µm, k = 105 cm−1, L = 500 µm, and W = 10 µm. Neglect the electron con-
tribution to the layer resistivity and assume NA = p.

1.25 (a) In the cross bridge test structure in Fig. P1.25, consisting of a uniformly doped
layer on an insulating substrate, measurements give: V34 = 11 mV, I12 = 0.5 mA,
V45 = 50 mV, I26 = 1 µA. The resistivity of the film is ρ = 5 × 10−3  · cm
and L = 100 µm. Determine the film sheet resistance Rsh (in /square), the
film thickness t (in µm), and the line width W (in µm).

W

L 1 

2 6 

5                                              4                 3 

A 

Fig. P1.25

(b) It is usually assumed that the resistivity in the “L” region is uniform. Suppose
that is not the case. Determine the effective line width Weff if the resistivity
in the shaded “L” region varies linearly from 5 × 10−3  · cm at terminal 5 to
10−2  · cm at terminal 4. The resistivity in region “A”, I12, I26 and the physical
width W are the same as in (a).

1.26 A sample with doped regions as shown in Fig. P1.26 is characterized by a spreading
resistance probe. The minimum lateral step (along the beveled direction) that the
probe can be moved is 2 µm. Determine the maximum bevel angle θ (in degrees)
to ensure a minimum of 20 measurement points per doped region?

n  (0.2 µm)

n  (0.2 µm)

thick substrate

p  (0.1 µm)

θ

Fig. P1.26

1.27 Draw the spreading resistance plots, Rsp versus depth, for a p+n and an n+n junction
on the same plot. The n-substrates are the same and the resistivity of the n+ region
is the same that of the p+ region. These are qualitative curves, without numerical
values.
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0

x

400 µm

Four Point Probe

Fig. P1.28

1.28 Determine the sheet resistance Rsh for a Si wafer of thickness t = 400 µm, shown
in Fig. P1.28, for:

(a) NA(x) = NA(0) exp(−x/L); ND = 0, i.e., no donors.

(b) NA(x) = NA(0) exp(−x/L); ND = 1016 cm−3, i.e., uniformly doped with
donors.

Use p(x) − n(x) − NA(x) + ND(x) = 0, p(x)n(x) = n2
i , ni = 1010 cm−3, NA(0) =

1017 cm−3, L = 5 µm,

µp(x) = 54.3 + 406.9

1 +
(

NA(x) + ND

2.35 × 1017

)0.88 ; µn(x) = 92 + 1268

1 +
(

NA(x) + ND

1.3 × 1017

)0.91 .

The sheet resistance is measured on the top surface. Assume the pn junction in
(b) is an insulating boundary. Neglect the width of the pn junction space-charge
region. Assume that the four-point probe spacing s is much larger than the wafer
thickness t .

1.29 Consider the sample in Fig. P1.29(a). Give a value for the sheet resistance Rsh. To
convert from NA to ρ, use Fig. A1.1. Then positive charge of density 1012 cm−2 is
deposited on the upper surface, as in (b), and the charge remains there. This charge
sheet does not change the measurement condition, i.e., no surface current flows,
but it does change the sample configuration, by causing the p-layer to be partially
depleted and this depleted region can be considered an insulating region. Give a
value for the new sheet resistance Rsh.

2 µm

(a) (b)

NA = 1016 cm−3

+ + + + + + + + + +

Insulator

NA = 1016 cm−3

Fig. P1.29
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1.30 The hot probe is used to determine the semiconductor type, i.e. n-type or p-type. For
the arrangement in Fig. P1.30, determine the conductivity type and draw the band
diagram. The sample is uniformly doped and in the dark, i.e., it is not illuminated.

V

Hot                           Cold

+ −

Fig. P1.30

Hint: The electron current density is Jn = nµn dEF /dx − qnµnPn dT /dx, where
Pn < 0 is the differential thermoelectric power.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

• What is the best way to plot power law data?
• What is the best way to plot exponential data?
• Why is a four-point probe better than a two-point probe?
• Why is resistivity inversely proportional to doping density?
• What is an important application of wafer mapping?
• What is sheet resistance and why does it have such strange units?
• Why is sheet resistance commonly used to describe thin films?
• What are van der Pauw measurements?
• What is the main advantage of Eddy current measurements?
• What are advantages and disadvantages of the modulated photoreflectance (therma

wave) technique?
• What is carrier illumination and what material parameters does it provide?
• How is spreading resistance profiling implemented?
• How can conductivity type be determined?



2
CARRIER AND DOPING DENSITY

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The carrier density is related to the resistivity, as shown in Chapter 1. It is, however,
usually not derived from resistivity measurements but is measured independently. The
carrier density and doping density are frequently assumed to be identical. While that is
true for uniformly doped materials, the two may differ substantially for non-uniformly
doped materials.

We discuss in this chapter methods for determining the carrier and the doping den-
sity. Among the electrical methods capacitance-voltage, spreading resistance, and Hall
effect techniques are most commonly used. Being current-voltage or capacitance-voltage
techniques, they determine the carrier density. Secondary ion mass spectrometry, an ion
beam technique, has also found wide application for measuring the doping density. Optical
methods, such as free carrier absorption, infrared spectroscopy, and photoluminescence,
are sparingly employed. Infrared spectroscopy and photoluminescence have the advantage
of very high sensitivity and the ability to identify the doping impurities.

2.2 CAPACITANCE-VOLTAGE (C-V)

2.2.1 Differential Capacitance

The capacitance-voltage technique relies on the fact that the width of a reverse-biased
space-charge region (scr) of a semiconductor junction device depends on the applied
voltage. This scr width dependence on voltage lies at the heart of the C –V technique.
The C –V profiling method has been used with Schottky barrier diodes using deposited

Semiconductor Material and Device Characterization, Third Edition, by Dieter K. Schroder
Copyright  2006 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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p

Fig. 2.1 (a) A reverse-biased Schottky diode, and (b) the doping density and majority carrier den-
sity profiles in the depletion approximation.

metal, mercury, and liquid electrolyte contacts, pn junctions, MOS capacitors, MOSFETs,
and metal-air-semiconductor structures.

We consider the Schottky barrier diode of Fig. 2.1(a). The semiconductor is p-type
with doping density NA. A dc bias V produces a space-charge region of width W . The
differential or small signal capacitance is defined by

C = dQm

dV
= −dQs

dV
(2.1)

where Qm and Qs are the metal and semiconductor charges. The negative sign accounts
for negative charge in the semiconductor scr (negatively charged ionized acceptors) for
positive voltage on the metal for reverse bias. The capacitance is determined by superim-
posing a small-amplitude ac voltage v on the dc voltage V . The ac voltage frequency is
typically 10 kHz to 1 MHz with 10 to 20 mV amplitude, but other frequencies and other
voltages can be used.

Let us consider the diode to be biased to dc voltage V plus a sinusoidal ac voltage v.
Imagine the ac voltage increasing from zero to a small positive voltage adding a charge
increment dQm to the metal contact. The charge increment dQm must be balanced by an
equal semiconductor charge increment dQs for overall charge neutrality.

The semiconductor charge is given by

Qs = qA

∫ W

0
(p − n + N+

D − N−
A ) dx ≈ −qA

∫ W

0
NA dx (2.2)

where the approximation obtains for ND = 0 and p ≈ n ≈ 0 in the depletion approx-
imation. Another assumption is that all acceptors are ionized. For acceptors or donors
with energy levels deep within the band gap, the true dopant density profile may not be
measured, as discussed further in Section 2.4.6.
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The charge increment dQs in Fig. 2.1(b) comes about through a slight increase in the
scr width. From Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)

C = −dQs

dV
= qA

d

dV

∫ W

0
NA dx = qAN A(W)

dW

dV
(2.3)

In going from Eq. (2.2) to (2.3), we have neglected the term dNA(W)/dV , assuming NA

does not vary over the distance dW , or variations of NA over a distance dW cannot be
obtained with the C –V technique. The capacitance in these equations is given in units of
F not F/cm2.

The capacitance of a reverse-biased junction, when considered as a parallel plate capac-
itor, is

C = KsεoA

W
(2.4)

Differentiating Eq. (2.4) with respect to voltage and substituting dW/dV into Eq. (2.3)
gives

NA(W) = − C3

qKsεoA2 dC/dV
= 2

qKsεoA2d(1/C2)/dV
(2.5)

using the identity d(1/C2)/dV = −(2/C3) dC/dV . Note the area dependence in these
expressions. Since the area appears as A2, it is very important that the device area be
precisely known for accurate doping profiling. From Eq. (2.4) we find the scr width
dependence on capacitance as

W = KsεoA

C
(2.6)

Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are the key equations for doping profiling.1 – 2 The doping
density is obtained from the slope dC/dV of a C –V curve or from the slope d(1/C2)/dV

of a 1/C2 –V curve. The depth at which the doping density is evaluated is obtained from
Eq. (2.6). For a Schottky barrier diode there is no ambiguity in the scr width since it
only spreads into the substrate. Space-charge region spreading into the metal is totally
negligible. The doping density profile equations are equally well applicable for asymmet-
rical pn junctions, i.e., p+n or n+p junctions, with one side of the junction more highly
doped than the other side. If the doping density of the heavily doped side is 100 or more
times higher than that of the lowly doped side, then the scr spreading into the heavily
doped region can be neglected, and Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) hold. If that condition is not met,
the equations must be modified or both doping density and depth will be in error.3 The
correction, however, is fraught with difficulty. It has been proposed that no unique doping
density profile can be derived from C –V measurements under those conditions.4 If the
doping density profile of one side of the junction is known, then the profile on the other
side can be derived from the measurements.5 Fortunately, most pn junctions for doping
density profiling, are of the p+n or n+p type, and corrections due to doping asymmetries
are not necessary.

MOS capacitors (MOS-C) and MOSFETs can also be used for profiling.6 For an
MOS-C, the measurement is slightly more complicated because the device must remain
in deep depletion during the measurement, ensured with a rapidly varying dc ramp volt-
age or by using pulsed gate voltages. In the latter case, the gate voltage is pulsed from
VG = 0 to VG = VG1, then from VG = 0 to VG = VG2, where VG2 > VG1, etc. The capac-
itance is measured immediately after the pulse before minority carriers have had time
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to be generated. MOS-C doping density profile measurements are influenced by inter-
face traps and minority carrier generation, discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.3.
Equation (2.5) applies directly to MOS-Cs when both interface states and minority carriers
can be neglected, but the scr width expression becomes7 – 8

W = KsεoA

(
1

C
− 1

Cox

)
(2.7)

Equation (2.7) differs from Eq. (2.6) by the oxide capacitance Cox , because part of the
gate voltage is dropped across the oxide. The MOS-C profiling technique has also been
implemented by driving the device into deep depletion and measuring the current instead
of the capacitance.9 – 10 The interference of minority carrier generation with differential
capacitance profile measurements can be avoided by providing a minority carrier sink,
such as a reverse-biased pn junction, adjacent to the MOS-C. A MOSFET provides such
minority carrier collecting junctions. Minority carriers are drained from the channel region
of the MOSFET provided the source/drain voltages are equal to or higher than the gate
voltage. Since there are no minority carriers in this case, the measurement can be made
in steady-state, i.e., no need for pulsed gate voltage.

A contactless capacitance and doping profiling version uses a contact held in close
proximity to the semiconductor wafer. The sensor electrode, 1 mm diameter and coated
with high dielectric strength thin film, is surrounded by an independently biased guard
electrode. The sensor electrode is held above the wafer by a porous ceramic air bearing
which provides for a very stable distance from the wafer as long as the load on the air
bearing does not change, shown in Fig. 2.2. The controlled load is provided by pressur-
izing a bellows. As air escapes through the porous surface, a cushion of air forms on the
wafer that acts like a spring and prevents the porous surface from touching the wafer.
The porosity and air pressure are designed such that the disk floats approximately 0.5 µm
above the wafer surface. A stainless steel bellows acts to constrain the pressurized air and
to raise the porous disk when the air pressure is reduced. If the air pressure fails, the disk
moves up, rather than falling down and damaging the wafer.11

To prepare the wafer, it is placed in a low-concentration ozone environment at a
temperature of about 450◦C, reducing the surface charge on the wafer, especially critical
for n-Si, makes it more uniform, reduces the surface generation velocity and allows deeper
depletion.12 A recent comparison of epitaxial resistivity profiles by the contactless with
Hg-probe C –V measurements compared very favorably.13 The capacitance of the air
gap is measured by biasing the semiconductor surface in accumulation. Light is used

 

0.5 µm
Wafer

Air

Porous
ceramic

Pressurized
bellows

Fig. 2.2 Contactless doping profiling arrangement. Pressurized air maintains the electrode at approx-
imately 0.5 µm above the sample surface.
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to collapse any possible space-charge region due to surface charge while the sensor is
lowered and while the air gap modulation due to the electrostatic attraction is determined
to eliminate any series space-charge capacitance. Assuming that the air gap does not vary
with changing electrode voltage, the capacitance of the air gap is the measured capacitance
at its maximum value. The doping density profile is determined from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.7)
with Cox in Eq. (2.7) replaced by Cair .

For the derivation of Eq. (2.5) we used the depletion approximation, which neglects
minority carriers and assumes total depletion of majority carriers in the space-charge
region to a depth W and perfect charge neutrality beyond W , as illustrated in Fig. 2.1(b).
This is a reasonably good approximation when the scr is reverse biased and when the
substrate is uniformly doped. Furthermore, we used as the incremental charge variation
the acceptor ion density at the edge of the space-charge region. The ac probe voltage
exposes more or less ionized acceptors at the scr edge, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The charges
that actually move in response to the ac voltage are the mobile holes, not the acceptor
ions. Hence, the differential capacitance-voltage profiling technique determines the car-
rier density, not the doping density. What is actually measured is an apparent or effective
carrier density, which is neither the true carrier density nor the doping density. Fortu-
nately, the apparent density is approximately the majority carrier density and the relevant
equations become

p(W) = − C3

qKsεoA2 dC/dV
= 2

qKsεoA2d(1/C2)/dV
(2.8)

W = KsεoA

C
(2.9)

W = KsεoA

(
1

C
− 1

Cox

)
(2.10)

The equations for the majority carrier density rather than doping density can be derived
from majority carrier currents in diodes14 or from surface potentials in MOS capacitors.15

It is worthwhile to say a few words about the C –V interpretation of Eq. (2.8). Both
dC/dV and d(1/C2)/dV methods are used, with the d(1/C2)/dV the preferred method.
We demonstrate this in Fig. 2.3. C –V and 1/C2 –V curves of a Si pp+ junction are
shown in Fig. 2.3(a). It is difficult to tell from the C –V curve whether the doping density
of this sample is constant or not. When the C –V curve is converted to a 1/C2 –V curve,
it is immediately obvious that the carrier density is not uniform with a discontinuity at
around 3 V. The carrier density profile determined with Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) is shown in
Fig. 2.3(b).

The use of the majority carrier density rather than the doping density in the profile
equations is an important point and has been the subject of much discussion.16 – 28 We
demonstrate the concept for a non-uniform acceptor doping density profile by the heavy
curve in Fig. 2.4(a). The majority hole density profile shown by the light line differs from
the doping density profile even in thermal equilibrium. Some of the holes diffuse from the
highly doped region to the lowly doped region and an equilibrium profile is established as
a result of both diffusion and drift. The steeper the doping gradient, the more p and NA
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Fig. 2.3 (a) C –V and 1/C2 –V curves of a Si n+p diode, (b) p(x)-W profile.
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Fig. 2.4 A schematic representation of the doping and majority carrier density profiles of a
non-uniformly doped layer. (a) zero-biased junction, (b) reverse-biased junction showing the doping
density profile, the majority carrier profiles in the depletion approximation and the actual majority
carrier profiles for two reverse-bias voltages.
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differ from one another. The majority carrier density deviation from the doping density
is governed by the extrinsic Debye length LD , more generally called the Debye length

LD =
√

kT Ksεo

q2(p + n)
(2.11)

LD is a measure of the distance over which a charge imbalance is neutralized by majority
carriers under steady-state or equilibrium conditions.

When a scr forms as a result of a reverse biased Schottky diode, for example, the
carrier distribution becomes that in Fig. 2.4(b). We show the majority carrier distribution
expected from the depletion approximation for scr widths W1 and W2, corresponding to
two different reverse-bias voltages. The actual majority carrier distribution is also shown.
The two differ appreciably and it is quite obvious from these curves that the doping
density profile is not what is measured by differential capacitance profiling. It is also not
clear that it is the majority carrier distribution that is measured. It has been shown by
detailed computer calculations that what is actually measured is an effective or apparent
majority carrier density profile, that is closer to the true majority carrier density profile
than to the doping density profile.18 The doping density profile, the majority carrier density
profile, and the effective majority carrier density profile are identical for uniformly doped
substrates, but not for non-uniformly doped substrates.

The Debye length sets a limit to the spatial resolution of the measured profile. This
Debye length problem arises because the capacitance is determined by the movement of
majority carriers and the majority carrier distribution cannot follow abrupt spatial changes
in doping density profiles. Detailed calculations show that if a doping density step occurs
within one Debye length, the majority carrier and the apparent densities agree fairly well
with one another, but both differ appreciably from the true doping density profile.18 For
a more gradual transition, the majority carrier density agrees quite well with the apparent
densities with depletion occurring from the lowly doped or from the highly doped side.
The agreement with the doping density profile is also quite reasonable.

A relationship between the measured majority carrier density and the doping den-
sity is16

NA(x) = p(x) − kT Ksεo

q2

d

dx

(
1

p(x)

dp(x)

dx

)
(2.12)

Extensive computer simulations have shown that Eq. (2.12) is too much of a simplifica-
tion.17 – 18, 26 For low-high junctions, e.g., a p-p+ junction, the results depend on whether
the junction is profiled from the p-side or from the p+-side. The simulations show that
a step profile cannot be resolved accurately to less than about 2–3LD, with the Debye
length determined by the carrier density on the highly doped side of the junction. A
doping density ramp profile, for example, cannot be distinguished accurately from a step
unless it is appreciably wider than a Debye length.

Equations (2.4) to (2.9) are derived in the depletion approximation, which assumes zero
mobile carrier density in the space-charge region. This is a reasonably good approximation
for reverse bias. However, for zero- or forward-biased Schottky and pn junctions, the
approximation loses its validity, and majority carrier profiling becomes inaccurate. Under
forward bias an additional capacitance due to excess minority carrier storage in the quasi-
neutral regions is introduced, rendering the method still less accurate. The concept of a
zero- or forward-biased junction does not apply for an MOS-C. However, the role of
mobile carriers is clearly just as important as it is for junction devices.
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Fig. 2.5 Doping density profiles for three samples. The solid lines are experimental data. The
dashed lines indicate the profiles in the absence of interface states. The dot-dash lines show the
profiles when the depletion approximation is used. Reprinted with permission after ref. 28.

Neglect of majority carriers has been shown to lead to errors in pulsed MOS-C doping
density profile determinations for surface potentials below 0.1 V,7, 19, 27 corresponding to
a distance of approximately 2–3LD from the SiO2-Si interface. It has been suggested
that profiling below this limit is possible by accounting for majority carriers.28 Fairly
complex equations are necessary for this correction, but they apply only to uniformly
doped substrates. Nevertheless, they are useful, and results of such a modified analysis are
shown in Fig. 2.5, where the dash-dot lines show the profile under the usual Debye length
limitation and the corrected experimental data points show the profile all the way to the
surface. Other considerations to be observed during profile measurements are discussed in
the ASTM standard F419.29 As with all ASTM methods this is a good source of practical
information and precautions to observe during measurement. One more caution: a common
technique for the preparation of metal-semiconductor contacts uses chemically etched,
hydrogen-terminated Si. Hydrogen can diffuse several microns into Si at room temperature
and compensate boron acceptors,30 leading to erroneous carrier density profiles. The B-H
complex dissociates for T ≥ 180◦C anneals.

2.2.2 Band Offsets

When two semiconductors with different band gaps are joined, the conduction and valence
bands cannot both be aligned, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. Band offsets may exist in the
conduction band, �Ec, the valence band, �Ev , or both. Band offsets can be determined
with various techniques. One of the earliest was the infrared absorption method.31 A
widely used method is photoemission spectroscopy, where photons incident on a sample
eject electrons.32 The electron energy is related to the band gap and band offset and the
band offset is measured directly.

An electrical technique is based on C –V measurements. It is easiest to determine
band offsets on n-N or p-P isotype heterojunctions. Here the lower-case letters n, p
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Fig. 2.6 (a) Cross-sectional and band diagram of two semiconductors with different band gaps,
(b) schematic C –V and 1/C2 –V plots. Real plots are smeared out and do not exhibit the sharp
features shown here.

refer to the narrow band gap, and the upper case letters N , P to the wide band gap
semiconductor. Schottky barrier diodes are formed on the structure, as in Fig. 2.6(a). The
C –V and 1/C2 –V curves of such a structure are shown schematically in Fig. 2.6(b). The
doping density profiles of the two materials are determined from the slopes m1 and m2.
The plateau capacitance Cpl is related to the thickness of the narrow band semiconductor
and the plateau voltage �Vpl is related to the band offset. The C –V curve yields an
apparent or effective electron density, n∗, that differs from the true electron density and
from the doping density.

We follow the theory of Kroemer et al.33 The method was originally shown to be
applicable to abrupt junctions, but was later shown to be applicable to graded junctions
as well.34 There may be an interfacial charge Qi at the heterointerface, given by

Qi = −q

∫ ∞

0
[ND(x) − n∗(x)] dx (2.13)

where ND(x) is the doping density. The conduction band discontinuity is

�Ec = q2

Ksεo

∫ ∞

0
[ND(x) − n∗(x)](x − xi) dx − kT ln

[
n2/Nc2

n1/Nc1

]
(2.14)

where n1, n2 are the free electron densities in the layer and the substrate, Nc1, Nc2 the
effective density of states in the conduction band in the layer and the substrate, and xi

the location of the heterojunction interface. Knowledge of the position of xi is important.
Any error in xi translates into an error in the band offset and it can be determined self-
consistently by comparing the measured apparent carrier density with the calculated carrier
density.35 A plot of apparent carrier density of an n-GaAs/N-AlGaAs heterojunction is
shown in Fig. 2.7. The experimental data are shown by the data points. From this plot
Qi/q = 2.74 × 1010 cm−2 and �Ec = 0.248 eV were extracted.

MOS capacitor measurements have also been used to determine band offsets. These
measurements rely on a good oxide/semiconductor interface and hence are more applicable
to Si-based structures. The technique has been used for determining the band offset of
SiGe/Si heterojunctions with the band offset almost entirely in the valence band.36 The
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Fig. 2.7 Doping density plot of n-GaAs/N -Al0.3Ga0.7As heterojunction; the points are experimental
data, the straight line is the assumed donor density. Data adapted from ref. 33.
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MOS capacitor (b) Clf –VG characteristics of Si/Si0.7Ge0.3 MOS capacitor showing threshold voltages
and carrier confinement in accumulation and inversion and band diagrams in accumulation and
inversion. Data adapted from refs. 37 and 38.

low-frequency C –V curve exhibits two threshold voltages associated with the SiO2/Si and
the heterojunction interfaces. It also shows a plateau with a width dependent on the band
offset. Example MOS-C C –VG curves for Si/SiC and Si/SiGe are shown in Fig. 2.8.36 – 37

In both cases, the plateaus due to band offsets are clearly seen. Fig. 2.8(a) shows the
high-frequency C –VG offset of the Si/SiC heterojunction.
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The valence band and conduction band alignment of the heterostructure in Fig. 2.8(b)
show hole confinement in accumulation and electron confinement in inversion.38 The low-
frequency C –VG characteristic shows the plateaus in accumulation and inversion, due to
carrier confinement. The characteristic exhibits two threshold voltages in accumulation
VT 1 and VT S1 and two threshold voltages in inversion VT 2 and VT S2. VT 1 corresponds to
hole accumulation at the top strained Si/SiGe heterojunction and VT S1 is related to the
Si/SiO2 interface. Similarly, VT 2 and VT S2 correspond to the electron build up in inversion
at the SiGe/(buried) strained Si heterojunction and Si/SiO2 interface, respectively.

Current-voltage measurements are generally less reliable for band offset determination.
Usually rectification of pn heterojunctions is interpreted for band offset determination. In
principle, n-N and p-P heterojunctions should also show rectification. When they do not,
that has been falsely interpreted as no band offset. Deep-level transient spectroscopy has
also been used to determine band offsets.39 Kroemer gives a good discussion and critique
of band offset measurements.40

Internal photoemission and core-level X-ray photoemission spectroscopy provide more
direct band gap offsets. In internal photoemission (discussed more fully in Section 3.5.4)
electrons are excited from the valence and/or conduction band of the narrow band gap
semiconductor to the wide band gap semiconductor.41 If the conduction band of the
right-hand semiconductor is populated by electrons at the interface, then there is a lower
photoemission threshold energy which characterizes the conduction-band discontinuity
�Ec. If the narrow band gap semiconductor is p-type, then the valence-band offset �Ev

is determined. Valence band offsets are most reliably determined from the energy positions
of core level lines in X-ray photoelectron spectra recorded with bulk samples of the two
semiconductors in contact.42 Since the escape depths of the photoelectrons are on the
order of 2 nm, one of the two semiconductors must be sufficiently thin.

2.2.3 Maximum-Minimum MOS-C Capacitance

Equations (2.8) and (2.10) hold for the depletion portion of the equilibrium and the deep-
depletion portion of non-equilibrium MOS-C C –VG curves but not for strong inversion.
The deep-depletion C –VG curve Cdd is shown in Fig. 2.9. A simple method to determine
the doping density of an equilibrium MOS-C is to measure the maximum high-frequency
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Fig. 2.9 C –VG curve for an SiO2/Si MOS capacitor. NA = 1017 cm−3, tox = 10 nm, A = 5 ×
10−4 cm2.
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capacitance of an MOS-C in strong accumulation Cox and the minimum high-frequency
capacitance in strong inversion Cinv .43 Interface traps play no role in this measurement
if the gate voltage is sufficiently high for the device to be in strong inversion. Minority
carrier generation does not exist with the device in equilibrium. The max-min capacitance
method yields the average doping density over the scr width with the device in strong
inversion.

Such a measurement is sufficient for uniformly doped substrates but not accurate for
non-uniform doping densities. Information about non-uniformly doped substrates can also
be extracted from such equilibrium MOS-C C –V curves by linearizing a non-uniformly
doped layer on a uniformly doped substrate.44 The measurement requires a knowledge
of the substrate doping density and extracts the surface density and layer depth from the
measured capacitance-voltage curves by iteration.

The maximum-minimum capacitance technique relies on the dependence of the scr
width of a strongly inverted MOS capacitor on the substrate doping density. The general
MOS-C capacitance is

C = CoxCs

Cox + Cs

(2.15)

where Cs = KsεoA/W is the semiconductor capacitance. The capacitance Cinv is the
strong inversion or minimum capacitance for which the space-charge region width is

W = Winv =
√

2Ksεoφs,inv

qNA

(2.16a)

where φs,inv is the surface potential in strong inversion. The surface potential φs,inv

is frequently approximated by φs,inv ≈ 2φF .45 But φs,inv is actually slightly higher
than 2φF , i.e., φs,inv ≈ 2φF + 4kT /q.46 For the approximate case of φs,inv ≈ 2φF =
2(kT /q) ln(NA/ni)

W = W2φF =
√

2Ksεo2φF

qNA

(2.16b)

Equations (2.15) and (2.16b) lead to

NA = 4φF

qKsεoA2

C2
2φF

(1 − C2φF /Cox)2
(2.17)

where C2φF is indicated on Fig. 2.9. C2φF is, of course, not known for a given C –VG

curve. Consequently, Eq. (2.17) is usually given as

NA = 4φF

qKsεoA2

C2
inv

(1 − Cinv/Cox)2
= 4φF

qKsεoA2

R2C2
ox

(1 − R)2
(2.18)

where R = Cinv /Cox . Cinv and Cox are shown on Fig. 2.9. A small inconsistency in
Eq. (2.18) is the use of φs,inv = 2φF in conjunction with Cinv . It should be φs,inv ≈
2φF + 4kT /q. This is a small error, however.

An empirical relationship between Cinv and NA for silicon at room temperature is47

log(NA) = 30.38759 + 1.68278 log(C1) − 0.03177[log(C1)]2 (2.19)
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Fig. 2.10 Doping density versus Cinv /Cox as a function of oxide thickness for the SiO2/Si system
at T = 300 K.

where “log” is the logarithm to base 10, C1 = RCox/[A(1-R)] and the capacitances are
in units of F , the area is in units of cm2, and NA is in units of cm−3. The equation is
identical for n-type substrates with ND substituted for NA.

We show in Fig. 2.10 curves calculated from Eq. (2.18), giving the doping density as
a function of Cinv/Cox . These curves are useful for a first order estimate of the doping
density, but they may hide depth-dependent features for spatially varying doping densities.
Depth-dependent doping density profiles may be measured by gradually immersing the
wafer in an etch bath so that the surface becomes a slightly sloped plane along which
the impurity gradient is gradually changing. MOS capacitors formed on the etched and
oxidized surface can be used to determine the doping density under each MOS-C as
determined from its Cinv /Cox ratio.48

The doping density of a poly-Si gate can be determined by the Cinv /Cmax method using
the connection of Fig. 2.11(a).49 With source, drain, and substrate connected together and
a gate voltage above the threshold voltage, the source/drain/substrate form one continuous
n-layer, representing the “gate” of the MOS capacitor. The “substrate” of this capacitor
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Fig. 2.11 (a) MOSFET connection to determine the doping density of the gate, (b) resulting C –V

curve calculated, ND = 5 × 1019 cm−3, tox = 10 nm.

is the poly-Si gate shown as depleted in Fig. 2.11(a). The resulting C –VG curve has
the shape of Fig. 2.11(b). Although Cinv is not much lower than Cox , it is, nevertheless,
possible to extract the doping density using Fig. 2.10. However, it takes a significant
gate voltage to invert the gate and the gate oxide may break down before inversion is
reached. In that case one could match the depletion part of the C –VG curve with theory
to extract ND .

Exercise 2.1

Problem: For a p-type Si MOS capacitor, Cinv /Cox = 0.22 and tox = 15 nm.

(a) Determine the doping density for this device using Kox = 3.9, Ks = 11.7, ni =
1010 cm−3, A = 5 × 10−4 cm2, and T = 27◦C.

(b) Determine Cinv /Cox when NA = 5 × 1015 cm−3. Use the approach that leads to
Eq. (2.18) for this problem.

(c) Use Eq. (2.19) to determine NA instead of Eq. (2.18).
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Solution:

NA = 4φF

qKsεoA2

C2
inv

(1 − Cinv/Cox)2
= 4φF

qKsεoA2

R2C2
ox

(1 − R)2

(a) With R = 0.22, Kox = 3.9 and tox = 15 nm, we find Cox = 1.15 × 10−10 F and
Cinv = 2.53 × 10−11 F. Solving the above equation gives: NA = 4 × 1016 cm−3

(b) for NA = 5 × 1015 cm−3: Cinv/Cox = 0.097

(c) Using Eq. (2.19): NA = 4.48 × 1016 cm−3

Note the 10% difference between NA determined with Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19)

2.2.4 Integral Capacitance

The differential capacitance technique has some limitations when used as a process mon-
itor where accuracy and measurement time are important.50 In particular, the required
differentiation often results in noisy profiles. The integral capacitance technique is based
on integrating a portion of the pulsed MOS-C C –V curve to obtain a partial implant dose
P�., with the partial dose proportional to the implanted dose. The chosen dose includes
the doping density between x = x1 and x = x2 and contains most of the implanted layer,
but does not extend into the region where the doping density equals the uniform back-
ground doping density nor into the region within 2 to 3 Debye lengths from the surface.
The partial dose is given by50

P� =
∫ x2

x1

NA(x) dx = 1

qA

∫ V2

V1

C dV (2.20)

Note the linear dependence on device area rather than the square dependence of the C –V

method. The second parameter that is measured is related to the projected range R or
implant depth at the density peak. It is defined by50

R = tox + 1

P�

∫ x2

x1

xNA(x) dx = Ksεo

qP�

(V2 − V1) + (1 − Ks/Kox)tox (2.21)

This expression for R incorporates P� with only one integration. The repeatability of
this technique for a given device was accurate to 0.1%, and the authors claim that the
repeatability in partial dose measurement has been improved by over a factor of ten by
going to the integral capacitance technique.50

A different MOS capacitor integral approach gives the implanted dose.51 Example
C –VG curves for various implant doses are shown in Fig. 2.12(a). The doping density
profiles (symbols) in Fig. 2.12(b) are extracted from measured deep depletion CV-curves
using the method of Fig. 2.5. The solid lines represent the simulated implanted doping
densities. The deviation of the two profiles illustrates that the simple integration of the
C –VG profile does not yield the true doping densities. The proposed technique relies on
measuring the deep-depletion MOS capacitor C –VG curve. The depleted majority carrier
charge at a certain space-charge region width is determined from the value of the majority
carrier charge in strong accumulation and the corresponding change of majority carrier
charge �Q when the MOS-C is driven into deep depletion. �Q is obtained by integrating
the deep depletion C –VG curve. A second approach is measuring the depletion C –VG

curves of the implanted sample and a reference sample. The implant dose is obtained
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Fig. 2.12 (a) Deep depletion C –VG curves as a function of boron ion implant dose at 40 keV
into p-Si substrates, tox = 4.1 nm, (b) doping profiles determined by conventional C –V profiling
(symbols) and simulation (lines). The “bulk” curve in (a) is for the unimplanted substrate. After
ref. 51.

from the difference charge �Q by integrating the two C –VG curves starting at the same
accumulation capacitances to the same deep-depletion capacitance.

2.2.5 Mercury Probe Contacts

Capacitance profiling requires junction devices. At times it is desirable to use a device
whose junction can be fabricated without subjecting the material to high temperature treat-
ments. Conventional Schottky barrier device fabrication is done near room temperature,
but a metal must be deposited on the wafer. When a temporary contact is needed, as in
evaluating epitaxial layers for example, a mercury probe is frequently used, where mer-
cury contacts the sample through a well-defined orifice. Mercury probes can make contact
either to the sample bottom or to the top. The contact area is sufficiently well defined
to be useful for profile measurements. A mercury probe with a probe diameter as small
as 7 µm has been used for C –V measurements, allowing lateral capacitance profiles by
continuously dragging the probe across the wafer.52

The mercury contact does not damage the wafer nor leave mercury on the surface.53

The semiconductor surface should be treated before the Hg contacts the surface for repro-
ducible measurements. Current leakage and junction breakdown of the mercury Schottky
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contact, usually at its edge, are the most important limiting factors for accurate doping
profiling. To minimize current leakage and maximize junction breakdown voltage, a thin
oxide layer is usually grown on n-Si surfaces by dipping the wafers in hot nitric acid
or hot sulphuric acid. This oxide is about 3 nm thick. Dip p-Si wafers in HF for 30 s,
rinse in flowing DI water and dry the wafer,53 giving an oxide-free surface which is
desirable for most reproducible results. The mercury should be very pure, so periodic
mercury changes are recommended. It is also helpful to reduce the junction leakage by
applying a wetting agent, e.g., Kodak Photo-Flo, on the wafer surface to reduce moisture
accumulation, before making the mercury contact.

2.2.6 Electrochemical C –V Profiler (ECV)

The electrochemical capacitance-voltage profiling technique is based on the measurement
of the capacitance of an electrolyte-semiconductor Schottky contact at a constant dc bias
voltage. Depth profiling is achieved by electrolytically etching the semiconductor between
capacitance measurements with no depth limitation. However, the method is destructive
because it etches a hole into the sample. Early measurements divided the measurement
and etch processes; later they were combined into one operation.54 The present technique
uses a combined process in which both etching and measurement are performed with the
same apparatus. An excellent review is given by Blood.55

The electrochemical method is schematically shown in Fig. 2.13. The semiconductor
wafer is pressed against a sealing ring in the electrochemical cell containing an electrolyte.
The ring opening defines the contact area by means of spring-loaded back contacts pressing
the wafer against the sealing ring. The etching and measuring conditions are controlled
by the potential across the cell by passing a dc current between the semiconductor and
the carbon electrode to maintain the required overpotential measured with respect to the
saturated calomel electrode. To reduce series resistance, the ac voltages are measured with
a platinum electrode located near the sample.

With a small reverse dc bias applied between the electrolyte and the semiconductor,
two low-voltage signals of different frequencies are applied to the electrolyte. The carrier
density measurement is based on Eq. (2.8) or on the relationship

p(W) = 2Ksεo

q

�V

�(W)2
(2.22)

I
V
ac

PtC

Pump

Electrolyte

Sealing Ring

Sample
Illumination

Window

Back
Contact

Fig. 2.13 Schematic diagram of the electrochemical cell showing the Pt, saturated calomel and
carbon electrodes and the pump to agitate the electrolyte and disperse bubbles on the semiconductor
surface. Reprinted with permission after Blood.55
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where �V is the modulation component of the applied ac voltage (typically 100–300 mV
at 30–40 Hz) and �(W)2 is the resulting scr width modulation. W is determined by
measuring the imaginary component of the current with a phase-sensitive amplifier using
typically a 50 mV, 1–5 kHz signal and Eq. (2.9). W and p(W) are obtained through
appropriate electronic circuits.54 The 1–5 kHz frequency is significantly lower than the
0.1–1 MHz frequency typically used for conventional differential capacitance profiling
to reduce the rsC time constant, where rs is the series resistance of the electrolyte and
C the device capacitance. The resistance-capacitance product must meet certain criteria
for the measurements to be valid as discussed in Section 2.4.2 on Series Resistance. ECV
profiling is more sensitive to deep traps due to the low frequencies, but for most materials
this is rarely a problem.

Equations (2.9) and (2.22) provide the density at depth W . Depth profiling is achieved
by dissolving the semiconductor electrolytically, which depends on the presence of holes.
For p-type semiconductors, holes are plentiful and dissolution is readily achieved by
forward biasing the electrolyte-semiconductor junction. For n-type material, holes are
generated by illuminating and reverse biasing the junction. The depth WR depends on the
dissolution current Idis according to the relationship54

WR = M

zFρA

∫ t

0
Idis dt (2.23)

where M is the semiconductor molecular weight, z the dissolution valency (number of
charge carriers required to dissolve one semiconductor atom), F the Faraday constant
(9.64 × 104 C), ρ the semiconductor density, and A the contact area. WR is determined
by integrating the dissolution current electronically. The measurement depth of the carrier
density is

x = W + WR (2.24)

A key advantage of ECV over conventional C –V profiling is the unlimited profile
depth, since the semiconductor can be etched to any desirable depth. The electrolyte
must be chosen appropriately for each semiconductor and suitable electrolytes are for
InP: 0.5 M HCl in H2O,56 Pear etch (37% HCl:70% HNO3:methanol (36:24:1000)),57

FAP (48% HF:99% CH3COOH:30% H2O2:H2O (5:1:0.5:100)), and UNIEL A:B:C
(1:4:1) where A:48% HF:99% CH3COOH:85% o-H3PO4:H2O (5:1:2:100), B: 0.1 M
N-n-butylpyridinium chloride (C9H14ClN), C: 1 M NH3F2; for GaAs Tiron (1,2-
dihydroxybenzene-3.5-disulfonic acid disodium salt C6H2(OH)2(SO3Na)2 · H2O),58 EDTA
(Na2 · EDTA (0.1 M) basified with ethylenediamine to pH of 9.1,55, 59 UNIEL, and
ammonium tartrate ((NH4)2C4O6, FW184.15, basified with NH4OH to pH of 11.5
or higher); for Si NaF/H2SO4 and 0.1 M NH4HF2.60 – 62 One of the most successful
electrolytes for GaAs:AlGaAs and InP based alloys is Na2 EDTA (0.1 M) basified with
ethylenediamine to pH 9–10.63 The chemical nature of the electrolyte determines the
quality of the etch well and the tendency to avoid film formation, both of which affect
the carrier density.

The technique is eminently suitable for III–V materials because the dissolution valency,
z = 6, is well defined and the electrolyte etches the semiconductor very controllably. The
dissolution valency is not well defined for Si where it can vary between 2 and 5, affected
by electrolyte concentration, dopant type and density, electrode potential, and illumination
intensity. Furthermore hydrogen bubbles generated during the dissolution process hinder
the uniformity and degrade the depth resolution. The hydrogen bubble problem is over-
come by using a pulsed jet of the electrolyte.61 – 62 Electrochemical profiling of silicon
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Fig. 2.14 Profiles obtained with the ECV profiler and with SIMS. (a) p+(B)/p(B) Si and (b) n+
(As)/p(B) Si. Reprinted after Peiner et al., Ref. 64 by permission of the publisher, the Electrochem-
ical Society, Inc.

has in the past been limited to thin layers. However, 0.1M NH4HF2 with one drop of
Triton X-100 added to 100 ml of solution electrolyte, for which z = 3.7 ± 0.1, gives good
results for Si. Example density profiles are shown in Fig. 2.14. The etch rate is typically
a few microns/hour and depths to 20 µm are readily obtained in III–V materials. The
etch rate for Si is on the order of 1 µm/hr.

The accuracy and reproducibility of ECS profiling is discussed in detail.65 The cell
and sample preparation are the greatest source of error with the most likely causes for
variability being the condition of the sealing ring, the difference in the way the sample is
mounted and the way trapped air bubbles are cleared from the sample surface. The ring
areas should be measured at least three times a week. Ideally, the area of the etch well at
the end of each run should be measured and inspected for signs of sealing ring wear or
damage and for non-uniform etching, due to bubbles, etc. Sealing rings typically last for
150 measurements, with the wetted area getting progressively larger.

Problems may arise due to highly doped surface layers, high contact resistance or poor
etching. A highly-doped surface layer, particularly for n-type material, creates difficulties
for measuring underlying lowly doped layers, due to seepage at the edge of the ring.
Complications arise if the sample exhibits significant parallel conduction, as the device
can no longer be modeled by a simple two-element series or parallel model. The presence
of crystalline defects in the sample can also lead to uneven etching.

2.3 CURRENT-VOLTAGE (I-V)

2.3.1 MOSFET Substrate Voltage—Gate Voltage

Differential capacitance profile measurements are typically made at frequencies of
0.1–1 MHz on large-diameter devices to reduce stray capacitances and increase the
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signal/noise ratio. These constraints make measurements on small-geometry MOSFETs
difficult because the capacitance is extremely small. To overcome this limitation, several
methods have been developed allowing the doping density profile to be extracted from
MOSFET current-voltage measurements.

In the MOSFET substrate voltage-gate voltage method the MOSFET is biased in its
linear region by a low drain-source voltage VDS and an appropriate gate-source voltage
VGS . A source-substrate or body potential VSB forces the space-charge region under the
gate to extend into the substrate, allowing the doping density profile to be obtained. The
inversion charge density is held constant, approximated by a constant drain current, by
adjusting VGS whenever VSB is changed. The relevant equations are66 – 67

p(W) = Koxεo

qKst2
ox

d2VSB

dV 2
GS

(2.25)

W = Ksεo

Cox

dVSB

dVGS
(2.26)

A feedback circuit to implement this technique is shown in Fig. 2.15(a). VDS is held
constant, VGS is varied, and a constant current I1 is applied between the input terminals
of the operational amplifier connected between the source (S) and ground. With the
operational amplifier differential input voltage and input current nearly zero, current I1 is
forced through the MOSFET and the drain current is ID = I1. When VGS is changed, the
op amp adjusts its output voltage, i.e., the voltage VSB between the source and substrate
(B), to maintain ID = I1.68 A modified version of this technique, where the restriction to
slowly varying doping density profiles is overcome by approximating the substrate doping
density as a simple analytic function, has been proposed.69

The assumption that constant drain current corresponds to constant inversion charge
is only true to a first approximation. It is known that in a MOSFET the effective mobil-
ity varies with gate voltage (see Chapter 8), requiring a correction in the analysis.67, 70

However, for the commonly used mobility expression µeff = µo/[1 + θ(VGS − VT )], the
mobility dependence on gate voltage does not affect the profile.71 The drain-source volt-
age should be maintained below about 100 mV to ensure linear MOSFET operation, and
the profile is affected by short-channel effects.67, 72

VGS

VDS

ID

VBS

I1
−
+

S

B

VT

VDS

(a) (b)

ID

VSB

I1

−
+

S

Fig. 2.15 Operational amplifier circuit for (a) the MOSFET substrate/gate voltage method, (b) the
MOSFET threshold voltage method.
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2.3.2 MOSFET Threshold Voltage

In the MOSFET threshold voltage profiling technique, the threshold voltage is measured
as a function of substrate bias.73 – 75 The threshold voltage of a MOSFET is

VT = VFB + 2φF +
√

2qKsεoNA(2φF + VSB )

Cox

= VFB + 2φF + γ
√

2φF + VSB (2.27)

where γ = (2qKsεoNA)1/2/Cox and the substrate bias VSB = VS − VB is positive for n-
channel devices. The doping density profile is obtained by measuring VT as a function
of VSB , plotting VT against (2φF + VSB )1/2 and measuring the slope γ = dVT /d(2φF +
VSB )1/2 of this plot. The doping density is from Eq. (2.27)

NA = γ 2C2
ox

2qKsεo

(2.28)

assuming we can neglect variations of d(2φF )/d(2φF + VSB )1/2. The profile depth is

W =
√

2Ksεo(2φF + VSB )

qNA

(2.29)

In Eq. (2.28) φF depends on NA [φF = (kT /q) ln(NA/ni)], but NA is not known a priori.
A suitable approach is to plot VT versus (2φF + VSB )1/2 using 2φF = 0.6 V. Then take the
slope and find NA. With this value of NA find a new φF , replot VT versus (2φF + VSB )1/2,
repeating the procedure until a profile is obtained. One or two iterations usually suffice.
In Fig. 2.16 we show doping density profiles obtained from MOSFET threshold voltage,
spreading resistance, and pulsed MOS-C C –VG measurements. The pulsed MOS-C mea-
surements were made on a test MOS-C structure processed identically to the MOSFET.
The data are compared to a SUPREM3 calculated profile. The threshold voltage technique
can also be used for depletion-mode devices.74 – 75

The threshold voltage is measured as a function of substrate bias with the circuit in
Fig. 2.15(b). This method is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 Section 4.8, as the
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Fig. 2.16 Dopant density profiles determined by MOSFET threshold voltage, SRP, pulsed C –V ,
and SUPREM3. Reprinted after ref. 73 by permission of IEEE ( 1991, IEEE).
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constant drain current method. The current I1 is chosen as typically I1 ≈ 1 µA. The
output of the op amp gives the threshold voltage directly.

2.3.3 Spreading Resistance

Spreading resistance profiling is commonly used for Si. The sample is beveled, and two
spreading resistance probes are stepped along the beveled surface. The spreading resistance
is measured as a function of sample depth, and the doping density profile is calculated
from the measured resistance profile. This technique is discussed in Section 1.4.2. Very
high resolution profiles can be generated by using shallow bevel angles. An application of
SRP to very thin MBE Si layers is given by Jorke and Herzog, who also discuss carrier
spilling and low-high and high-low transitions.76

2.4 MEASUREMENT ERRORS AND PRECAUTIONS

Many C –V measurements are made with no corrections of any kind because such correc-
tions often only produce small changes in the measured doping density profile. Sometimes
corrections are not made because the experimenter is unaware of possible corrections or
they are too difficult to make. Nevertheless, one should be aware of possible measurement
errors and means of correcting them.

2.4.1 Debye Length and Voltage Breakdown

The Debye length limitation is discussed in Section 2.2.1 and in numerous papers.14 – 28, 77

To summarize briefly, mobile majority carriers do not follow the profile of the dopant
atoms if the dopant density profile varies spatially over distances less than the Debye
length. The majority carriers are more smeared out than the dopant atoms and a mea-
sured profile of steep dopant gradients (abrupt high-low junctions and steep-gradient ion
implanted samples) will result in neither the doping nor the majority carrier density pro-
file. Instead an effective or apparent carrier density profile is obtained, which is closer
to the majority carrier density profile than to the doping density profile. It is possible
to correct the measured profile by iterative calculations,23 but due to the mathematical
complexity this is rarely done.

Another consequence of the Debye length limitation is the inability to profile closer
than about 3LD from the surface using MOS devices. Although corrections are possible
to calculate the profile to the surface, this is not routinely done. Even considering the
Debye length limitation, it is possible to profile closer to the surface with MOS-Cs and
MOSFETs than it is with Schottky barrier diodes or pn junctions. For MOS devices the
limit is approximately 3LD , for Schottky diodes it is approximately the zero-bias scr width
W0V , and for pn junctions it is the junction depth plus the zero-bias scr width. The 3LD

limit is shown as the lower profile depth limit in Fig. 2.17.
For degenerately doped semiconductors the resolution is limited by the Thomas-Fermi

screening length LTF rather than the Debye length.78 LTF is given by

LTF =
(

π

3(p + n)

)1/6
√

πKsεoh̄
2

q2m∗ (2.30)

where h̄ is Planck’s constant and m∗ is the effective mass. For semiconductors with
quantum confinement, i.e., δ-doped semiconductors as well as compositional quantum
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Fig. 2.17 Spatial profiling limits. The “3 LD” line is the lower limit for conventional MOS-C
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wells, the resolution is limited by the spatial extent of the ground state wave function
given by78

Lδ = 2

√
7

5

(
4Ksεoh̄

2

9q2N2Dm∗

)1/3

(2.31)

where N2D is the two-dimensional doping density in units of cm−2, for example. This
equation shows the resolution of high effective mass materials to be better than for low
m∗ materials. For example, the resolution for p-GaAs is better than that for n-GaAs.

When the profile is generated by sweeping a reverse-bias voltage, the upper profile
depth limit is determined by semiconductor breakdown. The space-charge region obvi-
ously no longer increases beyond breakdown. The breakdown limit is also shown on
Fig. 2.17 as WBD . Breakdown considerations do not apply to the electrochemical profiler.
A theoretical study incorporating Debye length and breakdown limitation as well as major-
ity carrier diffusion in steep-gradient profiles gives the dose and energy limits of Si and
GaAs ion-implanted layers that can be profiled by the differential capacitance technique.26

2.4.2 Series Resistance

A pn or Schottky diode consists of a junction capacitance C, a junction conductance G,
and a series resistance rs , as shown in Fig. 2.18(a). The conductance governs the junction
leakage current and depends on processing conditions. The series resistance depends on
the bulk wafer resistivity and on the contact resistances. Capacitance meters assume the
device to be represented by either the parallel equivalent circuit in Fig. 2.18(b) or the series
equivalent circuit in Fig. 2.18(c). Comparing the two circuits to the original Fig. 2.18(a)
circuit, allows CP , GP , CS , and RS to be written as (see Appendix 2.2)79

CP = C

(1 + rsG)2 + (ωrsC)2
; GP = G(1 + rsG) + rs(ωC)2

(1 + rsG)2 + (ωrsC)2
(2.32)

CS = C[1 + (G/ωC)2]; RS = rs + 1

G[1 + (ωC/G)2]
(2.33)
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Fig. 2.18 (a) Actual circuit, (b) parallel equivalent circuit, and (c) series equivalent circuit for a pn
or Schottky diode.
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where ω = 2πf . To determine C from series connected measurements at two different
frequencies, CS in Eq. (2.33) can be written as

C = ω2
2CS2 − ω2

1CS1

ω2
2 − ω2

1

(2.34)

where CS1 and CS2 are the measured capacitances at frequencies ω1 and ω2, respectively.
The capacitances CP and CS are plotted in Fig. 2.19. CS is independent of the series

resistance rs , whereas CP depends strongly on rs . Both capacitances deviate from C

at high G. With the quality factor Q for a parallel circuit defined by Q = ωC/G, we
find the true capacitance to be measured for Q ≥ 5. Figure 2.19 clearly shows that for
junction devices with Q ≥ 5, the series equivalent circuit is the one to use for capacitance
measurements if series resistance is suspected.

A real device may have series resistance and capacitance as parasitic elements, shown
in Fig. 2.20. This is the case if the back contact is an evaporated metal contact without
ohmic contact formation. For example, if a metal is deposited on the wafer front to form a
Schottky diode for C –V measurements, the same metal deposited on the wafer back also
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Fig. 2.20 Equivalent circuits with series resistance and capacitance for (a) front and rear Schottky
contacts, (b) front Schottky and rear oxide contact, and (c) front and rear oxide contacts. The elements
within the rectangles represent the intrinsic device.

forms a Schottky diode, as in Fig. 2.20(a). Fortunately, the back contact usually has much
higher capacitance because it has larger area than the front contact and the back Schottky
diode is forward biased when the front Schottky diode is reverse biased. Having two
back-to-back Schottky diodes allows the necessary current to flow to bias the front diode.
If the back contact consists of an insulator, as in 2.20(b), the front Schottky or pn diode
is always zero biased, since there is no dc current flow. Hence this configuration does not
work for dc doping profiling. On the other hand, the arrangement in 2.20(c), consisting
of MOS contacts on the front and the back will work, since MOS C –V measurements
do not require dc current to flow.

One of the problems with the configuration in 2.20(a) is the voltage distribution
between front and back contacts. Although most of the applied voltage drops across the
front reverse-biased junction, a portion drops across the back forward-biased rear junction.
The measured voltage is, of course, the total voltage. The effect of this is illustrated in
Fig. 2.21,80 showing 1/C2 –V plots of an n-Si wafer with front and back Schottky and
with front Schottky and back ohmic contacts. An interesting feature is the negative volt-
age intercept, attributed to the distribution of the applied bias voltage between the front
and the back contact diodes for small voltages. Since 1/C2 –V curves are also used to
determine the junction built-in potential Vbi , this curve will obviously yield an incorrect
Vbi . To determine the correct built-in potential the curve must be shifted to the right. The
1/C2 –V curve becomes “normal” when the back Schottky contact is a sintered Au/Sb
ohmic contact.
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Care must be exercised when preparing samples for capacitance measurements, espe-
cially if the device is at the wafer stage and measurements are made on a probe station. If
the wafer is provided with a metallic back contact, there is usually no problem, provided
the wafer resistivity itself does not contribute significant series resistance. However, wafers
placed on a probe station without any back metallization can have appreciable contact
resistance. This can be checked by reducing the measurement frequency. If CP increases
it is likely a series resistance problem. Measurement of CS does not have this problem.
It is important that a vacuum be pulled for all probe capacitive measurements to reduce
the resistance between the wafer and the probe chuck. If an MOS device, e.g., MOS
capacitor or MOSFET is measured, and if the back contact resistance is a problem, it
may be advantageous to leave the oxide on the back surface and place the wafer on
the probe station making a large-area capacitive back contact (Fig. 2.20(c)). The contact
capacitance Cb, much larger than the device capacitance because its area is usually the
area of the entire sample, approximates a short circuit.

Series resistance also interferes with dopant profile measurements. For a wafer with
negligible series resistance, there is zero phase shift between the rf voltage applied to
the device and the rf current flowing through it when the conductance is measured.
For the capacitance measurement there is a 90◦ phase shift, which is the basis of phase-
sensitive capacitance measurements. When series resistance is not negligible, an additional
phase shift φ is introduced into the measurement. This must be taken into account or the
measured dopant profile determined from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) will be in error.81

An approximate way to consider series resistance is from Eqs. (2.5a), (2.6) and (2.32)
with rsG � 1. It can be shown that the measured density, NA,meas (W), and depth, Wmeas ,
are related to NA and W by the relationships

NA,meas = NA

1 − (ωrsC)4
(2.35)

Wmeas = W [1 + (ωrsC)2] (2.36)

Clearly, both density and depth increase with series resistance.
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Exercise 2.2

Problem: The parallel circuit (Fig. 2.18(b)) CP –V curve of an n+p junction, measured at
a frequency of 1 MHz, is shown in Fig. E2.1. It is suspected that series resistance is sig-
nificant in this device. An additional measurement at f = 10 kHz and lower frequencies
confirmed this because C(10 kHz) = 200 pF at zero volts. The effect of series resistance
is negligible at 10 kHz. A = 4.25 × 10−3 cm2.

Determine the series resistance rs and the carrier density profile. The conductance G

of this device is negligibly small.

Solution: Solving Eq. (2.32) for rs , neglecting the rsG term, gives rs = (1/ωC)√
C/CP − 1.
With CP = 94 pF and C = 200 pF, we find rs = 845 �.

Now solving Eq. (2.32) for C gives C = 1 − √
1 − 4(ωrsCP )2

2CP (ωrs)2

Substituting rs = 845 � and the CP from Fig. E2.1, gives the plot in Fig. E2.2(a).
Replotting as 1/C2 is also shown as is the slope d(1/C2)/dV in Fig. E2.2(b). From
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Eq. (2.5(b)) we find NA = 6.7 × 1037/[d(1/C2)/dV ]. Using the slope d(1/C2)/dV and
Eq. (2.6) gives the carrier density profile in Fig. E2.2(c).

Another approach is to write CP in Eq. (2.32) as

1

CP

= (1 + rsG)2 + (2πf rsC)2

C
≈ 1 + (2πf rsC)2

C

Then plot 1/CP versus f 2. The slope is (2πrs)
2C and the intercept is 1/C, allowing both

rs and C to be determined.

The effect of series resistance on a dopant profile of an epitaxial GaAs layer grown on
a semi-insulating substrate is illustrated in Fig. 2.22. The correct profile is the one labeled
rs = 0. To obtain the other curves, external resistors were placed in series with the device
to demonstrate the effect. Semiconducting layers on insulating or semi-insulating sub-
strates are particularly prone to series resistance effects since both contacts are made on
the top surface and lateral series resistance can be substantial.82 For more details of capac-
itance measurements for devices with leaky junctions, wafer chuck parasitic capacitance
and other considerations see Appendix A6.2.
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Fig. 2.22 Measured dopant profiles for a GaAs epitaxial layer on a semi-insulating substrate. The
series resistance was obtained by placing resistors in series with the device. Reprinted after ref. 81
by permission of IEEE ( 1975, IEEE).

2.4.3 Minority Carriers and Interface Traps

In a reverse-biased Schottky barrier or pn junction diode, the scr width remains constant
as a function of time because thermally generated electron-hole pairs are swept out of
the scr and leave through the ohmic contacts of the device. Thermally generated minority
carriers in a deep-depleted MOS capacitor (MOS-C), on the other hand, drift to the
SiO2-Si interface to form an inversion layer and the device is unable to remain in deep
depletion, leading to errors in doping density profile measurements. For a more complete
discussion of the behavior of MOS capacitors in their non-equilibrium or deep-depletion
state see Section 7.6.2. Minority carriers can be neglected when the MOS-C is driven
rapidly into deep depletion by applying a high ramp rate gate voltage. Alternately, a
pulse train of successively higher gate voltage pulses can be applied with the device
being cycled between accumulation and deep depletion.

The effect of minority carriers is shown on Fig. 2.23. When the MOS-C is driven
into deep depletion by a rapidly varying ramp voltage, curve (i) in Fig. 2.23(a) results.
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Fig. 2.23 (a) Equilibrium C –VG curve of an MOS-C, (b) deep-depletion curves for (i) 5 V/s and
(ii), (iii) 0.1 V/s sweep rates, (c) the carrier density profiles determined from (b). Cox = 98 pF,
tox = 120 nm. Courtesy of J.S. Kang, Arizona State University.
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For negligible minority carrier generation the curve is identical for the gate voltage being
swept from left to right or from right to left as indicated by the arrows. The doping density
profile obtained from this curve is shown in Fig. 2.23(b) by (i). If the curve is swept very
slowly, then the equilibrium high-frequency curve is obtained. For an intermediate sweep
rate curve (ii) results. This curve lies above curve (i) and the extracted doping density
profile, shown in Fig. 2.23(b) by (ii), is in error because dC/dV for (ii) is lower than
dC/dV for (i). If curve (ii) is swept from right to left, resulting in curve (iii), its doping
density profile is lower for similar reasons, as shown in Fig. 2.23(b) by curve (iii). It
is possible to correct for these effects but corrections are not necessary for high sweep
rates.83

Using the max-min MOS-C capacitance method to determine NA, we find for equilib-
rium Cmin/Cox = 0.19, coupled with tox = 120 nm NA ≈ 3.5 × 1014 cm−3. This value is
very close to curve (i) in Fig. 2.23(b). Of course, the Cmin/Cox approach does not give
a doping density profile, but considering its simplicity, it yields a density that compares
favorably with the differential capacitance derived value.

The effects of minority carrier generation are a problem for high carrier generation
rates in devices with low generation lifetimes. It is more difficult to drive the MOS-C
into deep depletion under those conditions. Cooling to liquid nitrogen temperatures for
high generation rates works well to reduce the effects of minority carrier generation.84

Providing a collecting junction is another way to reduce the effect of minority carriers. As
soon as minority carriers are generated, they are collected by the reverse-biased junction
as in MOSFETs with source and drain reverse biased and in gate-controlled diodes.

A further complication is introduced by interface traps invariably present in all MOS
capacitors. The interface trap density is usually negligibly low for properly annealed,
high quality SiO2-Si interfaces. When interface states do play a role, they cause the C –V

curves to be stretched out. Their effect on doping profiling can be corrected by measuring
the high-frequency capacitance Chf and the low-frequency capacitance Clf according to85

NA,corr = 1 − Clf /Cox

1 − Chf /Cox

NA,uncorr (2.37)

The effects of interface traps are considerably reduced in the pulsed MOS-C doping
density profile technique when the modulation frequency is increased. Modulation fre-
quencies of 30 MHz have been suggested,19 but most measurements are made at 1 MHz
or lower. Interface trap effects are also reduced when the device is cooled. Interface traps
or interfacial layers can also give errors in Schottky barrier capacitance profiling. It has
been found that if the diode ideality factor n is larger than 1.1, erroneous profiles are
obtained.86 Ideality factors n ≤ 1.1 are satisfactory for profiling.

2.4.4 Diode Edge and Stray Capacitance

C –V profiling relies on an accurate knowledge of the capacitance and of the device area.
While the capacitance can be accurately measured, the area cannot always be accurately
determined. Furthermore the capacitance may contain stray capacitance components. The
device contact area can be measured but the effective area differs from the contact area
due to lateral space-charge region spreading. The effective capacitance is87

Ceff = C(1 + bW/r) (2.38)
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where C = KsεoA/W , A = πr2, r is the contact radius, b ≈ 1.5 for Si and GaAs, and
b ≈ 1.46 for Ge. Eq. (2.38) assumes the lateral extent of the space-charge region to be
identical to the vertical extent. The lateral scr effect diminishes as the contact radius
increases and r ≥ 100 bW ensures for the second term in the bracket to contribute no
more than 1% to the effective capacitance. For W = 1 µm, r ≥ 150 µm whereas for
W = 10 µm, r ≥ 1500 µm. This is not a particularly severe limitation. It should be
considered, however, because the effective doping density is related to the actual doping
density by

NA,eff = (1 + bW/r)3NA (2.39)

Equation (2.38) shows the edge capacitance to be a constant, and it can be nulled prior
to differential profile measurements by using a dummy capacitor of an appropriate value.
For mercury-probe profiling it has been proposed to make the contact sufficiently large
that the edge capacitance effects can be neglected. The minimum recommended contact
radius depends on the substrate doping density and should be53

rmin = 0.037(N/1016)−0.35 cm (2.40)

where N is the doping density. Equation (2.40) is valid for the doping range of 1013 to
1016 cm−3. The minimum radius is about 8.3 × 10−2 cm for N = 1015 cm−3.

A diode junction capacitance consists of the true capacitance, C, the perimeter capaci-
tance, Cper and the corner capacitance Ccor . The effective capacitance can be approximated
by88

Ceff = AC + PCper + NCcor (2.41)

where A is the area, P the perimeter, and N the number of corners. By using diodes with
various areas and perimeters, it is possible to separate the various components and extract
the true diode capacitance.88

Stray capacitance is more difficult to determine. It includes cable and probe capaci-
tances, bonding pads, and gate protection diodes in MOSFETs. Cable and probe capaci-
tances can be eliminated by nulling the capacitance meter without contact to the diode.
Bonding pad capacitance can usually be calculated. Since the diode, MOS-C, or MOS-
FET can be made much smaller than the bonding pad, it becomes important to know the
bonding pad capacitance contribution accurately.

2.4.5 Excess Leakage Current

Junction devices occasionally show excessively high reverse-biased leakage currents lead-
ing to erroneous doping density profiles, especially for Schottky barrier devices. The
assumption in the conventional profile equations is that the voltage is measured across
the reverse-biased space-charge region only. For most devices that is a good assumption
since the resistance of the reverse-biased scr is much higher than the semiconductor quasi-
neutral region resistance. For excessive leakage currents, however, an appreciable voltage
can be developed across the quasi-neutral regions. This voltage is automatically included
in the recorded voltage introducing errors in the measured profiles.89

2.4.6 Deep Level Dopants/Traps

Capacitance measurements, being a measure of charge responding to an applied time-
varying voltage, will detect any charge that responds to the applied voltage. We have
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already considered the contribution of interface traps to the capacitance. Deep level impuri-
ties or traps in the semiconductor bulk can also produce errors in capacitance profiles.90 – 92

The contribution of traps is a complicated function of the density and energy level of the
traps as well as the sample temperature and the frequency of the ac voltage. The ac
voltage frequency is often assumed to be sufficiently high for the traps to be unable to
follow it. Even if that is true, there is still cause for concern because the reverse bias dc
voltage usually changes sufficiently slowly for the traps to be able to respond. This can
give rise to profile errors that are both time and depth dependent. Fortunately, for trap
densities much less than the doping density, say 1% or less, the contribution of traps is
usually negligible. Capacitance measurements of traps are discussed in Chapter 5.

A potential problem arises for deep-lying dopant atoms not fully ionized at the mea-
surement temperature. For the common dopants, e.g., P , As, and B in Si and Si in GaAs,
this is of no concern. However, for SiC, for example, some dopant energy levels can lie
deep in the band gap. Consider the reverse-biased Schottky contact on a p-type substrate
illustrated in Fig. 2.24. The dopant impurity has an energy level EA = Ev + �E. In the
quasi-neutral region (qnr) the impurities are only partially ionized. The unionized, neutral
atoms are indicated by No

A. Obviously p 
= NA in the qnr and the resistivity ρ is not
uniquely related to NA since ρ ∼ 1/p. The degree of ionization depends on �E, NA,
and the temperature. However, in the space-charge region (scr) the situation is different.
Let us assume the reverse bias V1 has been applied for a sufficiently long time that all
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Fig. 2.24 Band diagram of a reverse-biased Schottky diode showing complete ionization in the
space-charge region (scr) but only partial ionization in the quasi-neutral region (qnr). (a) V = V1,
(b) V = V1 + �V .
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holes have been emitted from neutral acceptors. The emission time constant, discussed in
Chapter 5, is

τe = exp(�E/kT )

σpvthNv

(2.42)

where σp is the capture cross section, vth the thermal velocity, and Nv the effective density
of states in the valence band.

Now consider an ac voltage superimposed on the dc voltage with the ac voltage
swinging positively causing the scr width to increase from W to W + �W . Some of the
neutral acceptors originally in the qnr now find themselves in the scr. If τe < 1/ω, where
ω = 2πf , then those holes trapped on acceptors will be emitted during the ac half cycle
and the device behaves as a normal, shallow-level acceptor device. However, for τe > 1/ω

there is insufficient time for hole emission and the device will behave abnormally. The
premise that it is p or NA that is measured in a uniformly doped sample is no longer
true. What is measured is an effective carrier density related to the doping density in
an unknown way. During the negative ac voltage swing, the scr narrows and holes are
captured rather than emitted. Capture is usually very fast and does not constitute a limit.
It is emission that is the limit since τe depends exponentially on �E. Whether the true
carrier or dopant density profile can be determined depends on the energy level of the
dopant, the temperature, and the measurement frequency. The case of In in Si, whose
energy level is at EV + 0.16 eV, has been discussed by Schroder et al.90 A more general
treatment directed at traps in a semiconductor containing shallow level dopants is given
by Kimerling.91

2.4.7 Semi-Insulating Substrates

Epitaxial or implanted layers on semi-insulating or insulating substrates present unique
profiling problems. Examples include silicon-on-insulator and GaAs implanted layers on
semi-insulating substrates. Due to the high resistance of the substrate, both contacts must
be made to the top surface, introducing series resistance, especially when the reverse-
biased scr extends close to the substrate as illustrated in Fig. 2.25. The remaining neutral
region of the layer, indicated by the thickness t , becomes very thin and appreciable series
resistance rs results. Similar problems occur when an n-type (p-type) layer is formed
on a p-type (n-type) substrate. The measured density profiles sometimes exhibit minima

rs

Conducting Layer 

1 2

Insulating Substrate

t

Fig. 2.25 Conducting layer on an insulating substrate showing the increasing series resistance with
increasing back bias on contact 1.
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near the interface between the two. Such minima are usually not real, but are artificially
introduced by the sample geometry.93

An additional word of caution. Contact 1 in Fig. 2.25 should be rectifying and contact
2 should be ohmic. That is usually not possible when the conducting layer is lightly
doped. In that case one should make contact 2, which is forward biased when contact 1
is reverse biased, much larger than contact 1. This ensures the C2 to be much higher than
C1 because A2 � A1 and contact 2 is forward biased. As a first approximation, C2 can
be treated as a short circuit and C1 is measured.

2.4.8 Instrumental Limitations

Capacitance meters determine the accuracy with which p(x) and W are measured. The
depth resolution should be limited by the Debye length rather than by the instrument. The
overriding influence on the accuracy of p(x) is the precision with which �C is measured.94

There is a temptation to make �C large, but this introduces errors in the determination of
the local value of �C/�V because C –V curves are not linear. It also degrades the depth
resolution by increasing the modulation of W . It is common practice in analog profilers
to keep �V constant by using a modulation voltage of constant amplitude. According to
Eqs. (2.9) and (2.19)

�V = qWp(W)�W

Ksεo

and
�W

W
= −�C

C
(2.43)

so that

�C = −KsεoC�V

qW 2p(W)
(2.44)

For constant p(W ) and constant �V , �C decreases as the sample is profiled because
w increases and C decreases. Consequently profiles become noisier as the profile is
measured deeper into the sample. Constant electric field increment feedback profilers
alleviate this problem somewhat. An excellent discussion of instrumental limitations is
given by Blood.55

2.5 HALL EFFECT

Those aspects of the Hall effect pertaining to carrier density measurements are discussed
here. A more complete treatment of the Hall effect, including a derivation of the appropri-
ate equations, is given in Chapter 8. The key feature of Hall measurements is the ability
to determine the carrier density, the carrier type, and the mobility.

Hall theory predicts the Hall coefficient RH as95

RH = r(p − b2n)

q(p + bn)2 (2.45)

where b = µn/µp and r is the scattering factor whose value lies between 1 and 2, depend-
ing on the scattering mechanism in the semiconductor.95 The scattering factor is also a
function of magnetic field and temperature. In the high magnetic field limit r → 1. The
scattering factor can be determined by measuring RH in the high magnetic field limit, i.e.,
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r = RH (B)/RH (B = ∞) where B is the magnetic field. The scattering factor in n-type
GaAs was found to vary from 1.17 at B = 0.1 kG to 1.006 at B = 83 kG.96 The high
fields necessary for r to approach unity are not achievable in most laboratories. Typical
magnetic fields are 0.5 to 10 kG, making r > 1 for typical Hall measurements. Since r

is usually not known, it is frequently assumed to be unity.
The Hall coefficient is determined experimentally as

RH = tVH

BI
(2.46)

where t is the sample thickness, VH the Hall voltage, B the magnetic field, and I the
current. The thickness is well defined for uniformly doped wafers. However, the active
layer thickness is not necessarily the total layer thickness for thin epitaxial or implanted
layers on substrates of opposite conductivity type or on semi-insulating substrates. If
depletion effects caused by Fermi level pinned band bending at the surface and by band
bending at the layer-substrate interface are not considered, the Hall coefficient will be
in error as will those semiconductor parameters derived from it.97 Even the temperature
dependence of the surface and interface space-charge regions should be considered for
unambiguous measurements.98

For extrinsic p-type material with p � n, Eq. (2.45) reduces to

RH = r

qp
(2.47)

and for extrinsic n-type it becomes

RH = − r

qn
(2.48)

A knowledge of the Hall coefficient leads to a determination of the carrier type as
well as the carrier density, according to Eq. (2.47) and (2.48). Usually r is assumed to
be unity—an assumption generally introducing an error of less than 30%.99

The Hall effect is used to measure the carrier density, resistivity and mobility at a
given temperature, and the carrier density as a function of temperature to extract additional
information. For a p-type semiconductor of doping density NA compensated with donors
of density ND , the hole density is determined from the equation100

p(p + ND) − n2
i

NA − ND − p + n2
i /p

= Nv

g
exp(−EA/kT ) (2.49)

where Nv is the effective density of states in the valence band, g the degeneracy factor
for acceptors (usually taken as 4), and EA the energy level of the acceptors above the
valence band with the top of the valence band as the reference energy. Equation (2.49)
can be simplified for certain conditions.

1. At low temperatures where p � ND , p � (NA − ND), and ni
2/p ≈ 0

p ≈ (NA − ND)Nv

gND

exp(−EA/kT ) (2.50)
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2. When ND is negligibly small,

p ≈
√

(NA − ND)Nv

g
exp(−EA/2kT ) (2.51)

3. At higher temperatures where p � ni ,

p ≈ NA − ND (2.52)

4. At still higher temperatures, where ni � p

p ≈ ni (2.53)

According to Eqs. (2.50) and (2.51), the slope of a log(p) versus 1/T plot gives an
activation energy of either EA or EA/2, depending on whether there is a compensating
donor density in the material or not. At higher temperatures, typically room temperature,
the net majority carrier density is obtained with zero activation energy. At still higher
temperatures the activation energy is that of ni .

The experimental log(p) versus 1/T data can be fitted with an appropriate model, and
a wealth of information can be extracted. Figure 2.26 shows the Hall carrier density data
for an indium-doped silicon sample.101 In addition to In, the sample contains Al, B, and
P . For the acceptors (B, Al, and In) both the densities and the energy levels were extracted
from the data. This figure demonstrates the powerful nature of Hall measurements.

Hall measurements are generally made on samples from which an average carrier
density is derived. For uniformly doped samples the true density is obtained, but for
non-uniformly doped samples an average value is determined. Occasionally one wants to
measure spatially varying carrier density profiles. The Hall technique is suitable through
differential Hall effect (DHE) measurements. Layers can be stripped reliably by anodic
oxidation and subsequent oxide etch. Anodic oxidation consumes a certain fraction of the
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Fig. 2.26 Carrier density vs. reciprocal temperature for Si:In with Al and B con-
tamination. NIn = 4.5 × 1016 cm−3, EIn = 0.164 eV, NAl = 6.4 × 1013 cm−3, EAl = 0.07 eV,
NB = 1.6 × 1013 cm−3, ND = 2 × 1013 cm−3. Reprinted after ref. 101 by permission of IEEE (
1980, IEEE).
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semiconductor that is removed during the oxide etch. Layers can be removed in increments
as small as 2.5 nm.102 For a further discussion of DHE, see Section 1.4.1.

The interpretation of the differential Hall data becomes more complex when successive
measurements are made. In order to generate a carrier density profile, the sheet Hall
coefficient RHsh , given by RHsh = VH /BI , and the sheet conductance GHsh must be
measured repeatedly. The carrier density profile is obtained from Hall coefficient versus
depth and from sheet conductance versus depth curves according to the relationship103

p(x) = r(dGHsh/dx)2

qd(RHshG
2
Hsh)/dx

(2.54)

where GHsh = 1/RHsh .
Occasionally the Hall sample consists of an n or p-film on a p or n-substrate. For film

and substrate of opposite conductivity, the pn junction between them is usually assumed
to be an insulating boundary. If that is not true, then the Hall data must be corrected.104

This correction must also be made if the sample consist of a layer on an oppositely doped
substrate and the junction separating the two is a good insulator, but the ohmic contact
to the Hall sample is alloyed through the top layer, shorting it to the substrate. This can
happen if the upper layer is an unintentional type conversion as has been observed in
HgCdTe.105

For a simple two-layer structure with an upper layer of thickness t1 and conductivity
σ1 and a substrate of thickness t2 and conductivity σ2 the Hall constant is105 – 106

RH = RH1
t1

t

(σ1

σ

)2 + RH2
t2

t

(σ2

σ

)2
(2.55)

where RH1 is the layer 1 Hall constant, RH2 is the substrate 2 Hall constant, t = t1 + t2,
and σ is

σ = t1σ1

t
+ t2σ2

t
(2.56)

For t1 = 0 we have t = t2, σ = σ2, and RH = RH2, with the substrate being characterized.
If the upper layer is more heavily doped than the substrate or if it is formed by inversion
through surface charges, for example, and σ2 � σ1, then

σ ≈ t1σ1

t
; RH ≈ tRH1

t1
(2.57)

and the Hall measurement characterizes the surface layer. This can be especially serious
if the existence of the upper layer is not suspected.105

2.6 OPTICAL TECHNIQUES

2.6.1 Plasma Resonance

The optical reflection coefficient of a semiconductor is given by

R = (n − 1)2 + k2

(n + 1)2 + k2
(2.58)
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where n is the refractive index and k = αλ/4π is the extinction coefficient, with α the
absorption coefficient and λ the photon wavelength. The reflection coefficient of semicon-
ductors is high at short wavelengths, tends to a constant, and then shows an anomaly at
higher wavelengths. First, it decreases toward a minimum and then rises rapidly toward
unity. R approaches unity when the photon frequency ν, related to the wavelength through
the relation ν = c/λ, approaches the plasma resonance frequency νp . The plasma reso-
nance wavelength λp is given by107

λp = 2πc

q

√
Ksεom

∗

p
(2.59)

where p is the free carrier density in the semiconductor and m∗ the effective mass. It is,
in principle, possible to determine p from λp .

The plasma resonance wavelength is difficult to determine because it is not well
defined. It is for this reason that the carrier density is determined not from the plasma
resonance wavelength but from the wavelength λmin at the reflectivity minimum, where
λmin < λp. The minimum wavelength is related to the carrier density through the empirical
relationship

p = (Aλmin + C)B (2.60)

where the constants A, B, and C are tabulated in ref. 108. The technique is useful only
for carrier densities higher than 1018 to 1019 cm−3.

The carrier densities determined with this technique are for uniformly doped substrates
or for uniformly doped layers with layer thicknesses at least equal to 1/α. For diffused
or implanted layers with varying carrier density profiles, a determination of the surface
density is only possible if the shape of the profile and the junction depth are known.109

A further complication for thin epitaxial layers is introduced by the phase shift at the
epitaxial layer–substrate interface, adding an oscillatory component to the R-λ curve,
making it more difficult to extract λmin.110

2.6.2 Free Carrier Absorption

Photons of energy hν > EG, absorbed in a semiconductor, generate electron-hole pairs.
Photons of energy hν < EG can excite trapped electrons from the ground state of shallow-
level impurities onto excited states as discussed in Section 2.6.3. It is also possible that
photons of energy hν < EG excite free electrons (holes) in the conduction (valence) band
to higher energy states in the band, i.e., photons are absorbed by free carriers. This is the
basis of free carrier absorption.

The free carrier absorption coefficient for holes is given by95

αfc = q3λ2p

4π2εoc3nm∗2µp

= 5.27 × 10−17 λ2p

n(m∗/m)2µp

(2.61)

where λ is the wavelength, c the velocity of light, n the refractive index, m∗ the effective
mass, and µp the hole mobility. However, care should be taken during the measurement
not to use wavelengths that coincide with impurity or lattice absorption lines. For example,
there is an absorption line in silicon due to interstitial oxygen at λ = 9.05 µm and sub-
stitutional carbon at λ = 16.47 µm. Lattice absorption lines are found near λ = 16 µm.
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By fitting curves to experimental Si data good agreement is observed for111

αfc,n ≈ 10−18λ2n; αf c,p ≈ 2.7 × 10−18λ2p (2.62)

where n and p are the free carrier densities in cm−3 for n-Si and p-Si, respectively, and
the wavelength is given in units of µm. Carrier densities of 1017 cm−3 or higher can
be measured by this technique. The measurement becomes difficult for lower densities
because the absorption coefficient is too low to be reliably determined. A modified expres-
sion has recently been published providing better agreement between sheet resistance and
free carrier absorption measurements.112 An expression for n-GaAs is113

αfc(λ = 1.5 µm) = 0.81 + 4 × 10−18n; αf c(λ = 0.9 µm) = 61 − 6.5 × 10−18n (2.63)

Free carrier absorption also lends itself to sheet resistance measurements. Good agree-
ment with experiment has been found in transmission using the expression111

T ≈ (1 − R)2 exp(−kλ2/Rsh) (2.64)

with k = 0.15 for n-type Si and k = 0.3375 for p-type Si layers, where T is the transmit-
tance. λ is in µm and Rsh in ohms/square. Free carrier density maps have been generated
by scanning the infrared light beam. Carrier densities as low as 1016 cm−3 have been
determined with a 1 mm resolution using λ = 10.6 µm.114

2.6.3 Infrared Spectroscopy

Infrared spectroscopy relies on optical excitation of electrons (holes) from their respec-
tive donors (acceptors) into excited states. Consider the n-type semiconductor, shown in
Fig. 2.27(a). At low temperatures most of the electrons are “frozen” onto the donors,
and the free carrier density in the conduction band is very low. The electrons are mainly
located on the lowest energy level or donor ground state in Fig. 2.27(b). With photons
of energy hν ≤ (EC − ED) incident on the sample, two optical absorption processes can
occur: electrons can be excited from the ground state to the conduction band giving a
broad absorption continuum, and electrons can be excited from the ground state to one

hν< Eg

hν> Eg

Ec

Ec
ED

EA

EV

1ED

(a) (c)

2
3

(b)

Fig. 2.27 (a) Energy band diagram for a semiconductor containing donors at low temperature,
(b) energy band diagram showing the donor energy levels, (c) band diagram when both donors and
acceptors are present. The “above-band gap” light fills donors and acceptors.
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Fig. 2.28 (a) Donor impurity spectrum for 265 �-cm n-Si at T ≈ 12 K, (b) spectrum for the sam-
ple in (a) with “above-band gap” illumination. Reprinted with permission after ref. 117.

of several excited states producing sharp absorption lines in the transmission spectrum,
characteristic of the shallow-level impurities.115 – 116 Such a transmittance curve is shown
in Fig. 2.28(a) for phosphorus- and arsenic-containing silicon.117 Additional information
can be obtained by splitting the energy levels with a magnetic field.118

Through the use of Fourier transform techniques (Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy is discussed in Chapter 10), high sensitivity is obtained, and the detection limits
are extremely low. Doping densities as low 5 × 1011 cm−3 have been measured in Si.117

Such low densities can also be determined by Hall measurements, but contactless optical
techniques are simpler, but require low temperatures.

Most electrical carrier density measurement methods determine the net carrier density
n = ND − NA in an n-type sample. The infrared spectroscopy technique as discussed
so far also measures ND − NA, because there are only n = ND − NA electrons frozen
onto the donors at the low temperatures. Compensating acceptors are empty of holes
because the holes are compensated by electrons. To measure ND and NA, the sample
is illuminated with background light of energy hν > EG.117, 119 – 120 Some of the excess
electron-hole pairs generated by the background light are captured by the ionized donors
and acceptors. Virtually all donors and acceptors are neutralized, as shown in Fig. 2.27(c).
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The long wavelength infrared radiation now can excite electrons into excited donor states
and holes into excited acceptor states.

A spectrum for a Si sample without and with background light is shown in Fig. 2.28.
The upper curve is without and the lower with background light. Two features distinguish
Fig. 2.28(a) from 2.28(b): the P and As signals are increased, and the compensating B

and Al impurities appear in the spectrum. It is possible to determine the density of all
impurities and to identify them because each impurity has unique absorption peaks. The
strongest absorption lines for Si are given by Baber.117

The infrared spectroscopy technique is very quantitative in identifying the impurity type
but is qualitative in determining the impurity density. In order to determine the relationship
between the absorption peak height and the impurity density, calibration data must be
established using samples with known doping density. For uncompensated material this
is fairly unambiguous. For compensated samples the procedure is more complex.117

The optical transmittance through a semiconductor wafer of thickness t is approxi-
mately

T ≈ (1 − R)2 exp(−αt) (2.65)

For reasonable measurement sensitivity, αt should be on the order of unity or t ≈ 1/α.
For α ≈ 1 to 10 cm−1, applicable for shallow impurity absorption at low densities, the
sample must be 1 to 10 mm thick. Samples of this thickness are convenient for bulk
wafers but not for epitaxial layers, making IR spectroscopy of thin layers impractical.

A variation of this technique is photothermal ionization spectroscopy (PTIS) or photo-
electric spectroscopy. Bound donor electrons are optically excited from the ground state to
one of the excited states. At T ≈ 5 to 10 K the sample phonon population is sufficiently
high for carriers in the excited state to be transferred into the conduction band thermally
leading to a change in sample conductivity. It is this photoconductivity change that is
detected as a function of wavelength.121 – 123 Doping densities as low as 109 cm−3 boron
and gallium acceptors in Ge have been measured by the technique.124 A disadvantage of
PTIS is the need for ohmic contacts, but the advantage is its sensitivity for thin films.
PTIS has been combined with magnetic fields for easier identification of impurities in
GaAs and InP.121

2.6.4 Photoluminescence (PL)

Photoluminescence is a technique to detect and identify impurities in semiconductor
materials, described in Chapter 10. PL relies on the creation of electron-hole pairs by
incident radiation and subsequent radiative recombination photon emission. The radiative
emission intensity is proportional to the impurity density. We discuss here briefly the
application of PL to the measurement of doping densities in semiconductors.

Impurity identification by PL is very precise because the energy resolution is very
high. It is the density measurement that is more difficult because it is not easy to draw
a correlation between the intensity of a given impurity spectral line and the density
of that impurity, due to non-radiative recombination through deep-level bulk or surface
recombination centers.125 Since the density of recombination centers can vary from sample
to sample, even for constant shallow level densities, the photoluminescence signal can
vary greatly.

This problem has been overcome by measuring both the intrinsic and the extrinsic PL
peaks and using their ratio. It has been determined that the ratio XTO (BE)/ITO (FE) is pro-
portional to the doping density.126 XTO (BE) is the transverse optical phonon PL intensity
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Fig. 2.29 PL intensity ratio versus doping density for B and P in Si. Reprinted with permission
after ref. 128.

peak of bound excitons for element X = B or P , and ITO (FE) is the transverse optical
phonon intrinsic PL intensity peak of free excitons. Good agreement is found between the
resistivity measured electrically and the resistivity determined from photoluminescence
for Si with the PL intensity ratio shown in Fig. 2.29 as a function of doping density. In
InP the donor density as well as the compensation ratio was determined.127

2.7 SECONDARY ION MASS SPECTROMETRY (SIMS)

Secondary ion mass spectrometry is a very powerful technique for the analysis of impuri-
ties in solids. The details of SIMS are discussed in Chapter 11. In this section we briefly
discuss the application of SIMS to semiconductor dopant profiling. The technique relies
on removal of material from a solid by sputtering and on analysis of the sputtered ionized
species. Most of the sputtered material consists of neutral atoms and cannot be analyzed.
Only the ionized atoms can be analyzed by passing them through an energy filter and a
mass spectrometer. It can detect all elements.

SIMS has good detection sensitivity for many elements, but its sensitivity is not as high
as electrical or optical methods. Among the beam techniques it has the highest sensitivity
and can detect dopant densities as low as 1014 cm−3. It allows simultaneous detection
of different elements, has a depth resolution of 1 to 5 nm, and can give lateral surface
characterization on a scale of several microns. It is a destructive method since the very
act of removing material by sputtering leaves a crater in the sample.

A SIMS doping density plot is produced by sputtering the sample and monitoring
the secondary ion signal of a given element as a function of time. Such an “ion signal
versus time” plot contains the necessary information for a dopant density profile. The
time axis is converted to a depth axis by measuring the depth of the crater at the end
of the measurement assuming a constant sputtering rate. This should be done for each
sample, since the sputter rate varies with spot focus and ion current.129 The secondary ion
signal is converted to impurity density through standards of known dopant profile. The
proportionality between ion signal and density is strictly true only if the matrix which
contains the impurity is uniform. The ion yield of a given element is highly dependent on
the matrix. For example, boron is implanted into Si at a given energy and dose to create
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Fig. 2.30 Electrical activation of a 5 × 1014 cm−2 boron implantation for energies ranging from
100 eV to 5 keV after a 10 s RTA for different temperatures. Adapted from ref. 132.

a standard. The secondary ion signal is calibrated by assuming the total amount of boron
in the sample to be equal to the implanted boron. The unknown sample of B implanted
into Si is then compared to the standard.

SIMS determines the total, not the electrically active impurity density. For example,
implanted, non-annealed samples give SIMS profiles very close to the predicted Gaussian
distribution. Electrical measurements give very different results, with the ions not yet
electrically activated. SIMS and electrical measurement agree quite well for activated
samples as shown in Figs. 1.22 and 2.14.

Comparisons of SIMS dopant profiles with profiles measured by spreading resistance
sometimes show a discrepancy in the lowly doped portions of the profile giving deeper
junctions than those obtained by other methods (see Fig. 1.22).130 – 131 The SIMS tail is
likely caused by cascade mixing and knock-on of dopant atoms by the sputtering beam
contributing to slightly deeper junctions or by the limited dynamic range of the SIMS
instrument. When sputtering from a highly doped region near the surface to a lowly
doped region deeper within the sample, the crater walls contain the entire doping density
profile. Any stray signal from the crater walls adds to the signal from the lowly doped
region in the central sputtered area giving the appearance of a higher dopant density and
hence a deeper profile. Electronic or optical gating can suppress this signal. However, the
ultimate limitation is material from the crater edges deposited on the crater floor adding
to the crater floor signal. Another reason for the discrepancy is the nature of the species
measured. Current is measured in SRP and the density of the electrons/holes depends
on the activation of the implanted ions. SIMS, on the other hand, measures the total
dopant density, regardless of activation. Figure 2.30 illustrates this point by showing the
dependence of electrical activation of boron implanted into silicon on implant dose and
activation anneal temperature.132

2.8 RUTHERFORD BACKSCATTERING (RBS)

Rutherford backscattering, discussed in Chapter 11, is a non-destructive, quantitative
technique requiring no standards. It is based on backscattering of light ions from a sam-
ple. Usually monoenergetic He ions of 1–3 MeV energy are incident on and scattered
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from a sample and detected with a surface barrier detector. RBS is most useful for
heavy elements in a light matrix. For example, As in Si or Te in GaAs are suitable,
whereas B in Si and Si in GaAs are difficult to quantify, because in the interaction of
a light ion (e.g., He) with a heavy ion (e.g., As), He loses less energy than if it inter-
acted with a light ion (e.g., B). No backscattering occurs from ions lighter than the
probe ions.

The sensitivity of RBS is low compared to SRP and SIMS. The lowest detection
limit is on the order of 1014 cm−2 atoms. For a layer 10−5 cm thick this corresponds
to 1014/10−5 = 1019 cm−3. The sensitivity can be improved by using ions heavier than
He, such as carbon. But heavy ions impair the depth resolution. Depth resolution can be
improved by target tilting. Resolutions as low as 2–5 nm have been achieved.133 RBS
has an additional advantage and that is the ability to determine doping activation of
implanted samples through ion channeling where the incoming ions are aligned with a
crystal direction. Ions are channeled down the open channels and few ions are backscat-
tered. Implanted, but non-activated atoms, typically occupy interstitial sites in the lattice
causing increased backscattering. Analysis of the backscattered data allows a determina-
tion of the degree of electrical activation. None of the previous techniques give this type
of information. RBS has also been used in the development of silicides and the effect
of silicide formation on dopant distributions of impurities in semiconductors. This is an
ideal application where no other technique is suitable. As a silicide forms, its formation
is followed by RBS and by measuring the As distribution in the Si below the silicide,
one can follow the As “snowplowing” ahead of the silicide front.134

2.9 LATERAL PROFILING

As semiconductor device dimensions shrink it becomes important to know the vertical as
well the horizontal or lateral dopant profiles. The lateral profile is required as an input to
computer aided design models. However, as device dimensions shrink so does the junc-
tion depth. Consequently, the lateral extent of a junction, which is typically assumed to
be 0.6–0.7 of the vertical dimension, is very small. It has been proposed that a 10% dop-
ing density sensitivity down to 2 × 1017 cm−3 with sub 10 nm resolution is required for
measured profiles to be useful for prediction of device characteristics.135 What techniques
are suitable for profile measurements at this scale?

It is important to distinguish between atomic and electrically active dopant profiles.
Many techniques have been attempted but few have given quantitative results. We give
a brief summary here of these techniques. More detailed discussions can be found in
refs. 136–137. In scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) (discussed in Chapter 9) the
probe is moved along the lateral portion of the junction. The tunneling current depends
on doping density due to tip induced band bending at the semiconductor surface. A mod-
ification of STM is the measurement of the tunneling barrier height. The barrier height
is obtained by measuring the tunneling current as a function of probe-sample distance.
Changes of barrier height correspond to changes of dopant density. STM tips are very
sharp and the technique has claimed a 1 to 5 nm spatial resolution. However, surface
preparation is a significant issue.

Scanning or atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been combined with etching.138 A
cross-section of the device is first prepared by careful polishing. The sample is then etched
in a suitable etch and the resulting topographical feature is determined with a technique
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capable of high-resolution imaging, e.g., AFM, scanning electron microscopy or transmis-
sion electron microscopy. The technique relies on a dopant density dependent etch rate.
Heavily doped regions etch faster than lightly doped regions. After etching, the surface is
profiled and the physical profile is correlated with the dopant profile. Reference samples
of known dopant density are required to calibrate the etch rate. Suitable etch solutions
are for p-Si: HF:HNO3:CH3 COOH (1:3:8) for a few seconds under strong illumination
and for n-Si: HF:HNO3:H2O (1:100:25).139 A limitation of this technique is the limited
sensitivity of ∼ 5 × 1017 cm−3 for p-Si and n-Si.

The two main techniques that have emerged for lateral doping density profiling are
scanning capacitance microscopy (SCM)140 and scanning spreading resistance microscopy
(SSRM).141 In SCM a small-area capacitive probe measures the capacitance of a
metal/semiconductor or an MOS contact, similar to techniques described earlier in this
chapter.142 If the capacitance measurement circuit is sufficiently sensitive, it is possible
to measure the small capacitances of these probes. A problem is the non-planar nature of
the contact. SCM is discussed in Chapter 9.

SSRM, based on the atomic force microscope (discussed in Chapter 9), measures
the local spreading resistance between a sharp conductive tip and a large back surface
contact. A precisely controlled force is used while the tip is stepped across the sample.
SSRM sensitivity and dynamic range are similar to conventional spreading resistance
(SRP discussed in Chapter 1). The small contact size and small stepping distance allows
measurements on the device cross section with no probe conditioning. The high spatial
resolution allows direct two-dimensional nano-SRP measurements, without the need for
special test structures.

2.10 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

Differential Capacitance: The major weakness of the differential capacitance profiling
method is its limited profile depth, limited at the surface by the zero-bias space-charge
region width and in depth by voltage breakdown. The latter limitation is particularly
serious for heavily doped regions. Further limitations are due to the Debye limit, which
applies to all carrier profiling techniques. A minor weakness is the data differentiation
introducing noise into the profile data.

The method’s strength lies in its ability to give the carrier density profile with little
data processing. A simple differentiation of the C –V data suffices. It is an ideal method
for moderately doped materials and is non-destructive when a mercury probe is used. It
is well established with available commercial equipment. Its depth profiling capability is
extended significantly for the electrochemical profiling method.

Max-Min MOS-C Capacitance: The weakness of this technique lies in its inability
to provide a density profile. It determines only an average doping density in the space-
charge region width of an MOS-C in equilibrium. Its strength lies in its simplicity. It
merely requires a high-frequency C –V measurement.

Integral Capacitance: The integral capacitance technique also does not provide a
profile, which limits its usefulness. It does, however, provide, a value for an implant
dose and depth, and its major strength lies in its accuracy. This is very important when
monitoring ion implants with uniformities of 1%.
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MOSFET Current-Voltage: The substrate/gate voltage technique requires two differ-
entiations and has not found wide application. The threshold voltage method needs a
proper definition of threshold voltage in its interpretation. The advantage of both methods
is the fact that a MOSFET is measured directly. No special, large-area test structures are
required. This is especially important when such test structures are not available. It is,
however, subject to short- and narrow-channel effects.

Spreading Resistance: The weakness of SRP is the complexity of sample preparation
as well as the interpretation of the measured spreading resistance profile. The measured
data must be deconvolved, and either the mobility must be known or well calibrated
standards must be used to extract the dopant profile. Its strength lies in being a well-
known method that is routinely used by the semiconductor industry for Si profiling. It
has no depth limit and can profile through an arbitrary number of pn junctions; it spans
a very large doping density range from about 1013 cm−3 to 1021 cm−3.

Hall Effect: The Hall effect is limited in its profiling ability through the inconvenience
of providing repeated layer removal. This has been simplified with commercial equipment.
Although it is utilized for profiling, it is not a routine method for generating profiles. Its
advantage lies in providing average values of carrier density and mobility. For that it is
used a great deal, as discussed in Chapter 8.

Optical Techniques: Optical techniques require specialized equipment with quantita-
tive doping measurements requiring known standards. Profiling is generally not possible,
and only average values are obtained. The major advantage of optical methods is their
unprecedented sensitivity and accuracy in impurity identification. Furthermore, optical
methods are, as a rule, contactless—a major advantage.

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry: The weakness of SIMS lies in the complex-
ity of the equipment. It does not have the sensitivity of electrical and optical tech-
niques. It is most sensitive for B in Si, for all other impurities it has reduced sen-
sitivity. It is useless for semiconductors with stoichiometric dopant species. Reference
standards must be used for quantitative interpretation of the raw SIMS data, and matrix
effects can render measurement interpretation difficult. The strength of SIMS lies in
its accepted use for dopant density profiling. It is the most commonly used method.
It measures the dopant density profile not the carrier density profile and can be used
for implanted samples before any activation anneals. That is not possible with elec-
trical methods. It has high spatial resolution and can be used for any semiconduc-
tor.

Rutherford Backscattering: The weakness of RBS is its low sensitivity and the
requirement of specialized equipment not readily available in most semiconductor labora-
tories. It is difficult to measure light elements. Its strength lies in its non-destructive and
quantitative nature without recourse to standards. It is also capable of detecting activation
effectiveness of implanted ions through ion channeling.

Lateral Profiling: Lateral profiling, although potentially very important, has not been
developed to the point where it is a routine, accurate method. Many techniques are being
evaluated, but none stands out as the most dominant method at this time, but capacitance
and spreading resistance profiling look promising.
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APPENDIX 2.1

Parallel or Series Connection?

Some capacitance meters have provision for parallel or series connection measurements,
i.e., the meter assumes the device under test to consist of either a parallel connection as
shown in Fig. A2.1(a) or a series connection as in Fig. A2.1(b). The admittance YP of
the parallel circuit and the impedance ZS of the series circuit are

YP = GP + jωCP ; ZS = RS + 1/jωCS (A2.1)

where ω = 2πf . Equating these two expressions as YP = 1/ZS gives

CP = 1

1 + D2
S

CS ; GP = D2
S

1 + D2
S

1

RS

(A2.2)

with the dissipation factor DS :
DS = ωCSRS (A2.3)

Similarly, we can write

CS = (1 + D2
P )CP ; RS = D2

P

1 + D2
P

1

GP

(A2.4)

with the dissipation factor DP

DP = GP

ωCP

(A2.5)

The dissipation factor is sometimes expressed in terms of the quality factor Q. For the
series and the parallel circuits, Q is given by

QS = 1

DS

= 1

ωCSRS

; QP = 1

DP

= ωCP

GP

(A2.6)

GP CP CS

RS

(a) (b)

Fig. A2.1 (a) Parallel and (b) series connection of a capacitance having parallel conductance or
series resistance.
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For an ideal capacitor, GP = 0 and RS = 0, leading to CS = CP . Usually, however,
GP 
= 0 and RS 
= 0. Unfortunately there is no unique criterion to select the appropriate
measurement circuit. Series measurement circuit for low-impedance and parallel circuit
for high-impedance samples are often used. The approximate instrumentation error for
high dissipation values is given by

% error = 0.1
√

1 + D2 (A2.7)

Occasionally these concepts are expressed in terms of the loss tangent, tan(δ),
defined as

tan(δ) = σ

Ksεoω
= 1

Ksεoωρ
(A2.8)

APPENDIX 2.2

Circuit Conversion

Let us consider the circuits in Figs. A2.2(a) and (b). The easiest way to convert from (a) to
(b) is to consider the admittances of both circuits and to equate them. The admittance Y

for (a) is

Y (a) = 1

Z(a)
= 1

rs + 1/(G + jωC)
= G + jωC

1 + rs(G + jωC)

= (G + jωC)(1 + rsG − jωC)

(1 + rsG + jωrsC)(1 + rsG − jωrsC)
(A2.9)

where Z is the impedance. Y (a) can be written as

Y (a) = G + rsG
2 + rs(ωC)2

(1 + rsG)2 + (ωrsC)2
+ jωC

(1 + rsG)2 + (ωrsC)2
(A2.10)

The admittance for (b) is simply

Y (b) = GP + jωCP . (A2.11)

rs

GP CP CS

RS

G C

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. A2.2 (a) actual circuit, (b) parallel equivalent circuit, (c) series equivalent circuit.
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Equating the real and imaginary parts of Eqs. (A2.10) and (A2.11) gives

CP = C

(1 + rsG)2 + (ωrsC)2
; GP = G(1 + rsG) + rs(ωC)2

(1 + rsG)2 + (ωrsC)2 (A2.12)

For the circuits in Figs. A2.2(a) and (c), it is best to consider the impedances of both
circuits and to equate them. The impedance of (a) is

Z(a) = rs + 1

G + jωC
= (rs(G + jωC) + 1)(G − jωC)

(G + jωC)(G − jωC)

= rs(G
2 + (ωC)2) + G

G2 + (ωC)2
− jωrC

G2 + (ωC)2
(A2.13)

and for (c) it is

Z(c) = RS + 1

jωCS

= RS − jωCS

(ωCS)2
(A2.14)

Equating real and imaginary parts of Eqs. (A2.13) and (A2.14) gives

CS = C(1 + (G/ωC)2); RS = rs(G
2 + (ωC)2) + G

G2 + (ωC)2
= rs + 1

G(1 + (ωC/G)2

(A2.15)
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PROBLEMS

2.1 TheC –V curve of a Schottky diode on ap-type Si substrate is shown in Fig. P2.1(a) and
(b). The C –V data are also given in tabular form. Determine the p(x) versus x profile
for this device; plot as log[p(x)] in cm−3 versus W in µm. Ks = 11.7, A = 10−3 cm2.

V (V ) C (F ) V (V ) C (F ) V (V ) C (F )

0 8.39e-11 15.09 6.80e-12 26.29 2.37e-12
0.94 4.63e-11 15.62 6.38e-12 28.03 2.24e-12
2.16 3.20e-11 16.07 6.01e-12 29.86 2.12e-12
3.52 2.44e-11 16.47 5.68e-12 31.79 2.02e-12
4.93 1.97e-11 16.81 5.38e-12 33.82 1.93e-12
6.34 1.66e-11 17.36 4.88e-12 35.94 1.84e-12
7.69 1.43e-11 17.84 4.36e-12 38.16 1.76e-12
8.96 1.26e-11 18.17 3.95e-12 40.48 1.69e-12

10.14 1.12e-11 18.39 3.60e-12 42.89 1.62e-12
11.21 1.01e-11 19.06 3.32e-12 45.40 1.56e-12
12.18 9.22e-12 20.31 3.07e-12 48.01 1.51e-12
13.05 8.47e-12 21.60 2.86e-12 50.71 1.45e-12
13.81 7.83e-12 23.11 2.67e-12
14.49 7.28e-12 24.65 2.51e-12

8 × 10−11

6 × 10−11

4 × 10−11

2 × 10−11

0
0 10 20

V(V)

C
(F

)

30 40
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1 × 10−11
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Fig. P2.1
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2.2 The C –V curves and data of the devices in Fig. P2.2 are given. C is the total
capacitance. Determine distance d (in cm), doping density NA (in cm−3), and built-
in potential Vbi (in V ). Ks = 11.7, Kair = 1, A = 10−3 cm2. The semiconductor
capacitance is given by

Cs = A

√
qKsεoNA

2(Vbi + V )
.

V (V ) C (F ) V (V ) C (F ) V (V ) C (F ) V (V ) C (F )

0 2.276E-11 2.8 1.073E-11 0.000 9.959E-12 4.496 6.681E-12
0.2 2.036E-11 3 1.044E-11 0.430 9.470E-12 4.769 6.569E-12
0.4 1.858E-11 3.2 1.018E-11 0.820 9.067E-12 5.039 6.463E-12
0.6 1.720E-11 3.4 9.933E-12 1.183 8.726E-12 5.307 6.363E-12
0.8 1.609E-11 3.6 9.704E-12 1.527 8.431E-12 5.573 6.269E-12
1 1.517E-11 3.8 9.491E-12 1.857 8.171E-12 5.837 6.179E-12

1.2 1.439E-11 4 9.291E-12 2.175 7.940E-12 6.099 6.094E-12
1.4 1.372E-11 4.4 8.927E-12 2.485 7.732E-12 6.359 6.013E-12
1.6 1.314E-11 4.8 8.602E-12 2.787 7.543E-12 6.618 5.935E-12
1.8 1.262E-11 5.2 8.310E-12 3.083 7.370E-12 6.876 5.861E-12
2 1.217E-11 5.6 8.046E-12 3.374 7.211E-12 7.132 5.790E-12

2.2 1.175E-11 6.0 7.806E-12 3.660 7.064E-12 7.387 5.721E-12
2.4 1.138E-11 6.4 7.586E-12 3.942 6.928E-12 7.640 5.656E-12
2.6 1.104E-11 6.8 7.384E-12 4.221 6.800E-12 4.496 6.681E-12

V

V

d

NANA

(a) (b)

0 × 100

1 × 10−11

2 × 10−11

0 2 4 6 8 10

C
 (

F)

V (V)
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Fig. P2.2
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2.3 For a p-type Si MIS capacitor, Cinv/Cins = 0.32 and tins = 30 nm; “ins” stands for
the insulator, which is not SiO2 in this case.

(a) Determine the doping density for this device using Kins = 8, Ks = 11.7, ni =
1010 cm−3, A = 10−3 cm2, and T = 27◦C.

(b) Determine Cinv/Cins when NA = 1016 cm−3. Use the approach that leads to
Eq. (2.18) in the textbook for this problem.

(c) Use Eq. (2.19) to determine NA instead of Eq. (2.18).

2.4 The C –V and 1/C2 –V curves of a Schottky diode on a uniformly-doped substrate,
doped to NA, are shown in Fig. P2.4. Draw the C –V and 1/C2 –V curves on
the same figures for the case of a p-type layer (doped to NA) grown on a p-type
substrate (doped to NA1) for (a) NA > NA1 and (b) NA < NA1. The voltage required
to deplete the p-layer is shown by the vertical dashed line.

V

C

V

1/C2

NA

NA1

Fig. P2.4

2.5 For a p-type Si MIS capacitor, Cinv/Cins = 0.116 and tins = 100 nm; “ins” stands
for the insulator, which is not SiO2 in this case.

(a) Determine the doping density NA (in cm−3) for this device.
Use the approach that leads to Eq. (2.18) in the textbook for this problem.

NA = 4φF

qKsεoA2

1 − C2
inv

(1 − Cinv/Cox)2
= 4φF

qKsεoA2

R2C2
ox

(1 − R)2
. (2.18)

(b) Use Eq. (2.19) to determine NA instead of Eq. (2.18).

log(NA) = 30.38759 + 1.68278 log(C1) − 0.03177[log(C1)]
2. (2.19)

(c) Determine Cinv /Cins when NA = 1016 cm−3 for tins = 100 nm.
Use: Kins = 15, Ks = 11.7, ni = 1010 cm−3, A = 10−3 cm2, and T = 300 K.

2.6 The capacitance and conductance of semiconductor junction devices are usually
measured using the device in Fig. P2.6(a) and its equivalent circuit in Fig. P2.6(b).
A capacitance meter assumes the device is represented by the equivalent circuit in
Fig. P2.6(c). Such a device can cause measurement problems due to series resistance
at the bottom surface, i.e., where the wafer touches the probe station wafer holder,
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(a) (b)

CG

rs

(d)

CG

rs

Cb

(e)

(c)

CmGm

CmGm

(f)

Fig. P2.6

especially if the wafer is not metallized on the back. Such problems can be alleviated
by making a capacitive, rather than a resistive contact, as shown in Fig. P2.6(d).

(a) Derive expressions for Gm and Cm in Fig. P2.6(f) in terms of G, C, rs , and Cb

in P2.6(e).

(b) Find the minimum back capacitance Cb for this capacitance not to influence
the measured capacitance and conductance, i.e., introduce an error of not more
than 1%.

(c) What area must be used for Cb if it is an oxide capacitance having an oxide
thickness of 100 nm? Kox = 3.9. Use C = 100 pF, G = 10−6 S, f = 1 MHz,
rs = 100 �.

2.7 The C –VG curve of an MOS capacitor (for positive VG only) with uniformly
doped substrate is shown in Fig. P2.7. Determine the doping density NA using:
(i) Eq. (2.5); (ii) Eq. (2.18); (iii) Eq. (2.19). A = 5 × 10−4 cm2, Ks = 11.7, Kox =
3.9, ni = 1010 cm−3, VFB = 0.

0
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75

0 0.5 1 21.5

C
 (

pF
)

VG (V)

23.9 pF

Cox = 98.7 pF

Fig. P2.7
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2.8 The capacitance—voltage plot of a Schottky diode on a p-type substrate is shown
in P2.8.

C
ap

ac
ita

nc
e

Voltage

Fig. P2.8

(a) Plot 1/C2 –V and NA-x for this device qualitatively.

(b) Next plot, again qualitatively, the C –V curve and the 1/C2 –V curve for another
Schottky diode on a p-type substrate with layers 1, 2, and 3 having doping
densities NA1 > NA2, NA2 < NA3, NA1 < NA3.

2.9 The C –VG curve in Problem 2.7 was obtained with a structure of the type shown
in Fig. P2.9(a). What would the curve look like for structure in P2.9(b)? Explain.
The bottom area � top area.

Identical Oxide
Thickness

(a)

Ohmic Contact
Si

Metal
SiO2

(b)

Fig. P2.9

2.10 The threshold voltage VT of an n-channel MOSFET is given as a function of body
or back bias voltage VBS . Determine the doping density NA and the flatband voltage
VFB . tox = 25 nm, Kox = 3.9, Ks = 11.7, ni = 1010 cm−3, T = 300 K.

VBS (V ) 0 −2 −4 −6 −8 −10 −12 −14 −16 −18 −20

VT (V ) 0.61 1.17 1.55 1.85 2.11 2.34 2.55 2.75 2.93 3.1 3.26
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2.11 The capacitance of a semiconductor device with series resistance is measured as Cm.
The data are shown in Fig. P2.11. Determine the true capacitance C and the series
resistance rs of this device.

100

101

102

103

103 104 105 106 107

C
m

 (
pF

)

Frequency (Hz)

Fig. P2.11

2.12 Someone wants to measure the majority carrier profiles of the structures shown in
Fig. P2.12 by C –V profiling. The voltages during the C –V measurements are such
that the space-charge region width is confined to the p-region in each case. Comment
on the validity of the conventional approach to C –V measurements, i.e., will the
correct profile be obtained in each case? Explain why or why not. The space-charge
region width is contained within the p-type layer in each case and series resistance
is negligible.

p-type

p-type

p−-type

p-type

n-type

p-type

p+-type

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Fig. P2.12
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2.13 (a) Calculate and plot C vs. V and 1/C2 vs. V for the Schottky barrier diode
in Fig. P2.13 from 0 to 50 V for NA1 = 1015 cm−3 and (i) NA2 = 1014 cm−3,
(ii) NA2 = 1015 cm−3, (iii) NA2 = 1016 cm−3. Draw all three curves on the same
figure.

(b) Calculate VBD , the avalanche-limited breakdown voltage, for each case. Elec-
tric field at avalanche breakdown = 3 × 105 V/cm, A = 10−3 cm2, Ks = 11.7,
Vbi = 0.4 V.

NA1
NA2

3 µm

V

Fig. P2.13

Hint: Starting with Poisson’s equation, find a relationship between the space-
charge region width W and the applied voltage V using the depletion approxi-
mation. Then C = Ksε0A/W .

2.14 Calculate and plot C vs. V and 1/C2 vs. V for the Schottky barrier diode in
Fig. P2.13 with the NA1 layer thickness of 1 µm from V = 0 to 28 V for NA1(x) =
2 × 1016 exp(−kx) cm−3 and NA2 = 1014 cm−3. k = 104 cm−1, A = 10−3 cm2,
Ks = 11.7, Vbi = 0.5 V.
Hint: Starting with Poisson’s equation, find a relationship between the space-charge
region width W and the applied voltage V using the depletion approximation. Then
C = Ksε0A/W .

2.15 The error ε in the determination of the doping density NA by the C –V profiling
technique is given by

ε = 1.4p

�C/C

where p is the measurement precision.

(a) Derive and plot log(|ε|) versus log(W), where W is the space-charge region
width in microns and ε is in %, for: (a) �C = 10−14 F = constant, (b) �W =
10−5 cm = constant, (c) �V = 0.015 V = constant.

(b) If you had a choice, which of these three approaches would you use for best
accuracy?

(c) In your opinion, which one of these three approaches is easiest to implement?
Use p = 0.1%, NA = 1015 cm−3, Ks = 11.7, A = 10−3 cm2. The following
relationships may be useful:

C = KsεoA

W
; W 2 = 2KsεoV

qNA

Use 1 µm ≤ W ≤ 10 µm.
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2.16 The capacitance and conductance of an MOS capacitor were measured and are
shown in Fig. P2.16. Determine the true capacitance C, the true conductance G and
the series resistance rs .
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Fig. P2.16

2.17 In the MOSFET threshold voltage doping profiling method, the threshold voltage
VT was measured as function of the substrate bias voltage VBS . The data are:

VBS (V ) VT (V )

0 2.40
−1 2.84
−2 3.17
−3 3.42
−4 3.64
−5 3.85
−6 4.05
−7 4.22
−8 4.36
−9 4.54

−10 4.70

Determine the doping density profile and the flatband voltage VFB . tox = 20 nm, Kox =
3.9, Ks = 11.7, ni = 1010 cm−3, T = 300 K.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

• How is the capacitance measured?
• Why is 1/C2 –V preferred over C –V ?
• What is important in contactless C –V ?
• What is measured in most profiling techniques, i.e., doping density or majority carrier

density?
• What is the Debye length?
• What is measured in the “equilibrium” MOS-C C –VG method?
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• What does series resistance do to capacitance measurements?
• What advantage does the electrochemical profiling technique have?
• How does the threshold voltage technique work?
• What determines the profiling limits?
• What is the Hall effect and how does it work?
• What is secondary ion mass spectrometry?
• How does spreading resistance profiling work?



3
CONTACT RESISTANCE
AND SCHOTTKY BARRIERS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Since all semiconductor devices have contacts and all contacts have contact resistance, it is
important to characterize such contacts. Contacts are generally metal-semiconductor con-
tacts, but they may be semiconductor-semiconductor contacts, where both semiconductors
can be single crystal, polycrystalline, or amorphous. In the conceptual discussion of ohmic
contacts and contact resistance we will be mainly concerned with metal-semiconductor
contacts because they are most common. For the discussion of the measurement tech-
niques the type of contact is unimportant, but the resistance of the contact material is
important.

The metal-semiconductor contact, discovered by Braun in 1874, forms the basis of
one of the oldest semiconductor devices.1 The first acceptable theory was developed by
Schottky in the 1930s.2 In his honor metal-semiconductor devices are frequently referred
to as Schottky barrier devices. Usually this name denotes the use of these devices as
rectifiers with distinctly non-linear current-voltage characteristics. A good discussion of
the history of metal-semiconductor devices is given by Henisch3 with a more recent
review by Tung.4

Ohmic contacts have linear or quasi-linear current-voltage characteristics. It is not
necessary, however, that ohmic contacts have linear I –V characteristics. The contacts
must be able to supply the necessary device current, and the voltage drop across the
contact should be small compared to the voltage drops across the active device regions.
An ohmic contact should not degrade the device to any significant extent, and it should
not inject minority carriers. Appendix 3.2 lists various metal-semiconductor contacts.

The first comprehensive publication on ohmic contacts was the result of a confer-
ence devoted to this topic.5 The theory of metal-semiconductor contacts with emphasis

Semiconductor Material and Device Characterization, Third Edition, by Dieter K. Schroder
Copyright  2006 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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128 CONTACT RESISTANCE AND SCHOTTKY BARRIERS

on ohmic contacts was presented by Rideout.6 Ohmic contacts to III–V devices were
reviewed by Braslau7 and Piotrowska et al.,8 and ohmic contacts to solar cells were
discussed by Schroder and Meier.9 Yu and Cohen have presented discussions of con-
tact resistance.10 – 11 Additional information can be found in the books by Milnes and
Feucht,12 Sharma and Purohit,13 and Rhoderick.14 Cohen and Gildenblat give a very
good discussion.15

3.2 METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR CONTACTS

The Schottky model of the metal-semiconductor barrier is shown in Fig. 3.1. The energy
bands are shown before contact in the upper part of the figure and after contact in the
lower part. We assume intimate contact between the metal and the semiconductor with no
interfacial layer. The work function of a solid is defined as the energy difference between
the vacuum level and the Fermi level. Work functions for the metal and the semiconductor
are shown in Fig. 3.1, with the metal work function �M being less than the semiconductor
work function �S in Fig. 3.1(a). The work function is given as the energy �M related to
the potential φM by φM = �M/q.

In Fig. 3.1(b) φM = φS , and in Fig. 3.1(c) φM > φS . The ideal barrier height after
contact for this model is given by2, 16

φB = φM − χ (3.1)

where χ is the electron affinity of the semiconductor, defined as the potential difference
between the bottom of the conduction band and the vacuum level at the semiconductor
surface. According to the Schottky theory, the barrier height depends only on the metal
work function and on the semiconductor electron affinity and is independent of the semi-
conductor doping density. This should make it easy to vary the barrier height by merely
using metals of the appropriate work function to implement any one of the three barrier
types of Fig. 3.1. We have named them accumulation, neutral, and depletion contacts

ECEF

EV

 FM

fB

FS
c

 

EF

Vbi

Accumulation    Neutral       Depletion

(a)  (b)  (c)

W

Fig. 3.1 Metal-semiconductor contacts according to the simple Schottky model. The upper and
lower parts of the figure show the metal-semiconductor system before and after contact, respectively.
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EC
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n-Type p-Type

EF

qfB

qfB

Fig. 3.2 Depletion-type contacts on n- and p-type substrates.

because the majority carriers are accumulated, unchanged (neutral), or depleted compared
to their density in the neutral substrate.

As is evident from Fig. 3.1 an accumulation-type contact is the preferred ohmic contact
because electrons in the metal encounter the least barrier to their flow into or out of
the semiconductor. In practice it is difficult to alter the barrier height by using metals
of varying work functions. It is experimentally observed that the barrier height for the
common semiconductors Ge, Si, GaAs, and other III–V materials is relatively independent
of the work function of the metal.17 A depletion contact is generally formed on both n-
type and p-type substrates, as shown in Fig. 3.2. For n-substrates φB ≈ 2Eg/3 and for
p-substrates φB ≈ EG/3.18

The relative constancy of the barrier height with various work function metals is
sometimes attributed to Fermi level pinning, where the Fermi level in the semiconductor
is pinned at some energy in the band gap to create a depletion-type contact. The details of
Schottky barrier formation are not fully understood. It appears, however, that imperfections
at the semiconductor surface play an important role during contact formation. Bardeen
pointed out the importance of surface states in determining the barrier height.19 Such
surface states may be dangling bonds at the surface or some other types of defects.17, 20

There is, however, still disagreement between the various proposed mechanisms causing
Fermi level pinning.21 – 23

Whatever the mechanisms that cause barrier heights to be relatively independent of
the metal work function, it is difficult to engineer an accumulation-type contact. Barrier
height engineering being impractical, we must look to other means of implementing
ohmic contacts. Ohmic contacts are frequently defined as regions of high recombination
rates. This implies that highly damaged regions should serve as good ohmic contacts. Such
fabrication methods are not practical because damage is usually the last thing one wants in
a semiconductor device. Damage-induced ohmic contacts are also not reproducible. This
leaves the semiconductor doping density as the only alternative to engineer contacts.24 As
stated earlier, the barrier height is relatively independent of the doping density, but the
barrier width does depend on the doping density. The barrier height does actually depend
weakly on doping density through image force barrier lowering.

Heavily doped semiconductors have narrow space-charge region (scr) width W(W ∼
ND

−1/2). For metal-semiconductor contacts with narrow scr widths, electrons can tunnel
from the metal to the semiconductor and from the semiconductor to the metal. Holes tunnel
for p-type semiconductors. Some readers may be uncomfortable with the concept of holes
tunneling from a metal to a semiconductor. It may be helpful to think of hole tunneling
from the metal to the semiconductor as electron tunneling from the semiconductor valence
band to the metal.
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Low ND
Thermionic
Emission

Intermediate ND
Thermionic/Field

Emission

High ND
Field

Emission

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.3 Depletion-type contacts to n-type substrates with increasing doping concentrations. The
electron flow is schematically indicated by the electrons and their arrows.

The conduction mechanisms for a metal-n-type semiconductor are illustrated in
Fig. 3.3. For lightly-doped semiconductors the current flows as a result of thermionic
emission (TE) shown in Fig. 3.3(a) with electrons thermally excited over the barrier.25

In the intermediate doping range thermionic-field emission (TFE) dominates with carriers
thermally excited to an energy where the barrier is sufficiently narrow for tunneling to
take place.26 – 27 For high doping densities the barrier is sufficiently narrow at or near the
bottom of the conduction band for the electrons to tunnel directly, known as field emission
(FE). The three regimes can be differentiated by considering the characteristic energy E00

defined by26

E00 = qh

4π

√
N

Ksεom
∗
tun

= 1.86 × 10−11

√
N(cm−3)

Ks(m
∗
tun/m)

[eV] (3.2)

where N is the doping density, m∗
tun is the tunneling effective mass, and m the free

electron mass. Equation (3.2) is plotted in Fig. 3.4. A comparison of E00 to the thermal
energy kT shows thermionic emission to dominate for kT � E00, for thermionic-field
emission kT ≈ E00 and for field emission kT � E00. For simplicity we have chosen the
demarcation points on Fig. 3.4 as: for TE: E00 ≤ 0.5 kT, for TFE: 0.5 kT < E00 < 5 kT,
and for FE: E00 ≥ 5 kT. For Si with a tunneling effective mass of 0.3 m,28 this corresponds

10−3

1016 1017 1018 1019 1020 1021

10−2

10−1

100

E
00

, k
T

 (
eV

)

Doping Density (cm−3)

TE TFE FE

E00

kT

Fig. 3.4 E00 and kT as a function of doping density for Si with m∗
tun/m = 0.3. T = 300 K.
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n+ n-Type

Fig. 3.5 A metal-n+-n semiconductor contact band diagram.

approximately to TE for N ≤ 3 × 1017 cm−3, TFE for 3 × 1017 < N < 2 × 1020 cm−3,
and FE for N ≥ 2 × 1020 cm−3. The tunneling effective mass differs for n-Si and p-Si
and also depends on doping density.

The structure of Fig. 3.3(c) is not realized in most real contacts. Generally only the
semiconductor directly under the contact is heavily doped; the region farther from the
contact being less heavily doped as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The contact resistance becomes
the sum of the metal-semiconductor contact resistance and the n+n junction resistance.
Such a structure has a contact resistance similar to a uniformly doped structure if the
metal-semiconductor junction resistance dominates.29 However, the contact resistance
dependence on doping density is expected to be different when the n+n junction dominates
over the metal-semiconductor junction. The inverse dependence of contact resistance on
doping density has been attributed to the resistance of the high-low junction.30 – 31

3.3 CONTACT RESISTANCE

Metal-semiconductor contacts fall into two basic categories, illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The
current flows either vertically or horizontally into the contact. Vertical and horizontal
or lateral contacts can behave quite differently, because the effective contact area may
differ from the true contact area. Let us consider the resistance between points A and
B of the sample having metallic conductors lying on an insulator and making ohmic
contacts to an n-type layer in a p-type substrate in Fig. 3.7. We divide the total resistance
RT between points A and B into three components: (1) the resistance of the metallic
conductor Rm, (2) the contact resistances Rc, and (3) the semiconductor resistance Rsemi .
The total resistance is

RT = 2Rm + 2Rc + Rsemi (3.3)

    

n

p
I

(a)

n

p

I

(b)

Fig. 3.6 (a) “Vertical” and (b) “horizontal” contact.
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n

p

Rm Rm

Rc Rc

Rsemi

A B

Fig. 3.7 A schematic diagram showing two contacts to a diffused semiconductor layer, with the
metal resistance, the contact resistances and the semiconductor resistance indicated.

The semiconductor resistance is determined by the sheet resistance of the n-layer. The
contact resistance is less clearly defined. It certainly includes the resistance of the metal-
semiconductor contact, sometimes called the specific interfacial resistivity ρi .10 But it also
includes a portion of the metal immediately above the metal-semiconductor interface, a
part of the semiconductor below that interface, current crowding effects, and any interfacial
oxide or other layer that may be present between the metal and the semiconductor. How
then do we define contact resistance?

The current density J of a metal-semiconductor contact depends on the applied voltage
V , the barrier height φB and the doping density ND in a manner that varies for each of
the three conduction mechanisms in Fig. 3.3. We write that dependence as

J = f (V, φB, ND) (3.4)

The contact resistance is characterized by two quantities: the contact resistance (ohms) and
the specific contact resistivity, ρc (ohm·cm2), sometimes referred to as contact resistivity
or specific contact resistance. The specific contact resistivity includes not only the actual
interface but the regions immediately above and below the interface.

We define a specific interfacial resistivity ρi (ohm·cm2) by

ρi = ∂V

∂J

∣∣∣
V =0

(3.5a)

As we will see later, the contact area also plays a role in the behavior of the contact.
Hence ρi is also defined as

ρi = ∂V

∂J

∣∣∣
A→0

(3.5b)

where A is the contact area. This specific interfacial resistivity is a theoretical quantity
referring to the metal-semiconductor interface only. It is not actually measurable because
of the effects referred to above. The parameter that is determined from measured contact
resistance is the specific contact resistivity. It is a very useful term for ohmic contacts
because it is independent of contact area and is a convenient parameter when comparing
contacts of various sizes. We will use ρi only when deriving theoretical expressions of
metal-semiconductor contacts. Thereafter we use ρc when discussing real contacts, their
measurements, and measurement interpretations.
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The current density of a metal-semiconductor contact, dominated by thermionic emis-
sion, is given in its simplest form by14

J = A∗T 2e−qφB/kT (eqV/kT − 1) (3.6)

where A∗ = 4πqk2m∗/h3 = 120(m∗/m) A/cm2·K2 is Richardson’s constant, m is the free
electron mass, m∗ the effective electron mass, and T the absolute temperature. With
Eq. (3.5a) we find the specific interfacial resistivity for thermionic emission to be

ρi(T E) = ρ1e
qφB/kT ; ρ1 = k

qA∗T
(3.7)

For thermionic-field emission ρi is given by9

ρi(TFE ) = C1ρ1e
qφB/E0 (3.8)

and for field emission it is9

ρi(FE) = C2ρ1e
qφB/E00 (3.9)

C1 and C2 are functions of ND , T , and φB . E0 in Eq. (3.8) is related to E00 by26

E0 = E00 coth (E00/kT ) (3.10)

Substituting for E00 in Eq. (3.9) leads to

ρi(FE) ∼ exp(C3/
√

N) (3.11)

where C3 is a constant and N the doping density under the contact. The actual expression
for ρi(FE) is more complex.28 We give merely the very simplest forms here to indicate the
dependence of ρi on doping density and barrier height. As Eq. (3.11) indicates, ρi(FE)

is very sensitive to the doping density under the contact. N should be as high as possible
for lowest specific interfacial resistivity.

We have given the specific interfacial resistivity by these simple expressions in order
not to obscure the main points in this discussion. More complex relations are available for
the interested reader.28, 32 – 34 The detailed expressions for the various conduction mecha-
nisms are rather complicated and a calculation of the specific interfacial resistivity for each
of the three regions is difficult. Various approximations have been proposed and theoret-
ical curves of ρi versus NA or ND have been generated.28, 32 – 34 These curves depend on
the effective masses, the barrier height, and various other parameters. The barrier height
depends also on the contact metal, and it is therefore impossible to derive “universal” ρi

versus NA or ρi versus ND curves. Those that have been derived do not always agree with
experimental data. We show in Figs. 3.8 experimental ρc versus ND and NA data for Si.
There is considerable scatter, but a definite trend of lower specific contact resistivity with
higher doping densities, predicted by Eq. (3.11), is obvious in the data. Data for GaAs
can be found in ref. 37 and 38.

The temperature dependence of the specific contact resistivity for tungsten contacts to
n-Si and p-Si, normalized to T = 305 K, is shown in Fig. 3.9, showing that there is not
a simple ρc –T relationship.39 The temperature behavior of ρc is very much dependent
on the doping density. For surface doping densities around 1020 cm−3, there is almost
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Fig. 3.8 Specific contact resistivity as a function of doping density for Si. The references for n-Si
are given in ref. 35 and for p-Si in ref. 36.
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Fig. 3.9 The specific contact resistivity, normalized to T = 305 K, as a function of temperature
for (a) p-Si and (b) n-Si. The data for ND = 2 × 1018 cm−3 extend from T = 305 to 400 K only.
The metal is tungsten. Reprinted after ref. 39 by permission of IEEE ( 1986, IEEE).
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no temperature dependence whereas for densities above and below that value, there are
significant variations of ρc with temperature.

3.4 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Contact resistance measurement techniques fall into four main categories: two-contact two-
terminal, multiple-contact two-terminal, four-terminal, and six-terminal methods. None of
these methods is capable of determining the specific interfacial resistivity ρi . Instead they
determine the specific contact resistivity ρc which is not the resistance of the metal-
semiconductor interface alone, but it is a practical quantity describing the real contact. It
is, therefore, difficult to compare theory with experiment because theory cannot predict ρc

accurately and experiment cannot determine ρi accurately. At times it is even difficult to
measure ρc unambiguously. We limit ourselves to discussions of measurement techniques.
Contact formation and the impact of contact resistance on device behavior can be found
in numerous references of which 7,12, 14 and 40 are a few.

3.4.1 Two-Contact Two-Terminal Method

The two-terminal contact resistance measurement method is the earliest method.41 It is
also of questionable accuracy if not properly executed. The simplest implementation is
shown in Fig. 3.10. For a homogeneous semiconductor of resistivity ρ and thickness t

with two contacts as shown in Fig. 3.10(a), the total resistance RT = V/I , measured
by passing a current I through the sample and measuring the voltage V across the two
contacts, is

RT = Rc + Rsp + Rcb + Rp (3.12a)

For Fig. 3.10(b) with both contacts on the top surface

RT = 2Rc + 2Rsp + 2Rp (3.12b)
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Fig. 3.10 (a) A vertical two-terminal contact resistance structure, (b) a lateral two-terminal contact
resistance structure.
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where Rc is the contact resistance of the top contact, Rsp the spreading resistance in the
semiconductor directly under the contact, Rcb the contact resistance of the bottom contact,
and Rp the probe or wire resistance. The bottom contact usually has a large contact area
with a concomitant small resistance. Consequently, Rcb is often neglected. Similarly, the
probe resistance is usually negligible.

The spreading resistance of a flat, non indenting circular top contact of radius r on the
surface of a semiconductor of resistivity ρ, thickness t , and a large bottom contact can
be approximated by42

Rsp = ρ

2πr
arctan (2t/r) (3.13)

More exact expressions for the spreading resistance have been derived.43 For 2t � r ,
Eq. (3.13) can be expressed as

Rsp = C
ρ

4r
(3.14)

where C is a correction factor that depends on ρ, r , and on the current distribution. For
widely separated contacts for the structure in Fig. 3.10(b), on a uniformly-doped, semi-
infinite substrate the correction factor C = 1. With the current flowing vertically into the
top contact as in Fig. 3.10(a), the contact resistance is

Rc = ρc

Ac

= ρc

πr2
(3.15)

For small Rcb, Eq. (3.12) shows the contact resistance to be the difference between
the total resistance and the spreading resistance. The spreading resistance cannot be
measured independently and small errors in Rsp can lead to large errors in Rc. The
two-terminal method, therefore, works best when Rsp � Rc, approximated by using small-
radius contacts.42, 44 – 47

A variation on the two-terminal contact resistance measurement technique is the use
of top contacts of varying diameters. Then one measures and plots Rc, calculated from
Eq. (3.12) using experimental RT data, as a function of 1/Ac and determines ρc from
the slope of this plot.48 Alternately, the total resistance can be plotted against 1/r with
Eq. (3.12) fitted to this curve.46 By using various diameters one can see from the shape
of the curve whether the data are anomalous.

The two-terminal method is more commonly implemented with the lateral structure
of Fig. 3.11. This test structure differs from Fig. 3.10(b) by confining the current to the
n-island. The test structure consists of two contacts separated by the spacing d . To confine
the current flow, the region on which the contact is located must be isolated from the
remainder of the substrate, by either confining the implanted or diffused region (n-type
on p-type substrate in Fig. 3.11 or p-on-n) by planar techniques or by etching the region
surrounding the island, leaving it as a mesa. The n-type island in this example has width
W and ideally the contacts should also be W wide. That is difficult to implement and
the contact width Z generally differs from W . The analysis becomes more difficult due
to lateral current flow, current crowding at the contacts, and sample geometry.49 For the
geometry of Fig. 3.11, the total resistance is

RT = Rshd/W + Rd + Rw + 2Rc (3.16)

where Rsh is the sheet resistance of the n-layer, Rd the resistance due to current crowding
under the contacts, Rw a contact width correction if Z < W , and Rc the contact resistance
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Fig. 3.11 A lateral two-terminal contact resistance structure in cross section and top view.
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Fig. 3.12 A contact string test structure; cross section and top view.

assumed to be identical for the two contacts. Expressions for these resistances are given
in ref. 6.

The contact chain or contact string in Fig. 3.12 is commonly used for process con-
trol, incorporating many contacts (hundreds, thousands, or as many as a million) of the
type shown in Fig. 3.11. The total resistance between any two contacts is the sum of the
semiconductor resistance, the contact resistance, and the metal resistance. The semicon-
ductor resistance is calculated knowing the sheet resistance and the string geometry. By
subtracting the semiconductor resistance from the total resistance one obtains the total
contact resistance. The contact resistance for each contact is obtained by dividing by
twice the number of contacts. A refined contact string divides the string into sections with
intermediate contact pads.50
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For a contact string consisting of N islands and 2N contacts, with contacts separated
from each other by spacing d and width W , the total resistance is given by

RT = NRshd

W
+ 2NRc (3.17)

neglecting the metal resistance. The contact string technique is considered to be a coarse
measurement method that is not very useful for detailed evaluations of contact resistance.
It is, however, extensively used as a process monitor. If the measured resistance is higher
than the norm, it is difficult to know whether all contacts are poor or whether one particular
contact is poor unless intermediate probe pads are provided. Frequently the contact string
is only accessible at the ends with no intermediate contacts.

Exercise 3.1

Problem: What effect do the np junctions of the contact string have on the measured
results?

Solution: The contact string of Fig. 3.12 can be represented by Fig. E3.1. Let us consider
the substrate grounded. Suppose R = Rm + 2Rc + Rsemi = 50 � and I = 1 mA. For 250
islands, we find V = 12.5 V. Assume the junctions have a breakdown voltage of 15 V.
Clearly, there is no problem in measuring R. What happens if in one process run Rc

increases such that R = 75 �. Now V = IR = 18.8 V, but the junctions can only with-
stand 15 V. Since the total voltage cannot exceed 15 V, dictated by the breakdown voltage
of the last np junction, an erroneous resistance will be measured. The situation is better
if the substrate is not grounded, because now the voltage is divided among the many np
junctions. The message here is to be cautious of the layout and measurement connection
when making contact string measurements.

3.4.2 Multiple-Contact Two-Terminal Methods

The multiple-contact, two-terminal contact resistance measurement technique, shown in
Fig. 3.13, was developed to overcome the deficiencies of the two-contact, two-terminal
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Grounded ?

Fig. E3.1
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Fig. 3.13 Multiple-contact, two-terminal contact resistance test structure. The contact width and
length are Z and L and the diffusion width is W .

method. Three identical contacts are made to the semiconductor with contact spacings d1

and d2. Assuming identical contact resistances for each of the three contacts allows the
total resistance to be written as

RT i = Rshdi

W
+ 2Rc (3.18)

where i = 1 or 2. Solving for Rc gives

Rc = (RT 2d1 − RT 1d2)

2 (d1 − d2)
(3.19)

This structure does not have the ambiguities of the simpler two-terminal structure, because
neither the bulk resistance nor the layer sheet resistance need be known. The assumption
of identical contact resistance for all three contacts is somewhat questionable but is rea-
sonable for a sample that is not too large. The contact resistance is obtained by taking the
difference of two large numbers. This can present difficulties and is especially troublesome
for low resistance contacts. The determination of lengths d1 and d2 is a further source of
inaccuracy. Occasionally negative contact resistances are obtained by this method.

The structure of Fig. 3.13 only allows the contact resistance to be determined. The
specific contact resistivity cannot be directly extracted from the two resistance measure-
ments. To find ρc requires a more detailed evaluation of the nature of the current flow
into and out of the lateral contacts. An early two-dimensional current flow analysis by
Kennedy and Murley in diffused semiconductor resistors revealed current crowding at the
contacts.51 The analysis, based on zero contact resistance, showed that only a fraction of
the total contact length was active during the transfer of current from the metal to the
semiconductor and from the semiconductor to the metal. This fraction was found to be
approximately equal to the thickness of the diffused semiconductor sheet.

To take current crowding into account and to be able to extract the specific contact
resistivity, a detailed theoretical investigation was undertaken. Murrmann and Widmann
used a simple transmission line model (TLM) considering both the semiconductor sheet
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resistance and the contact resistance.52 They also described a structure to determine the
contact resistance using linear and concentric contacts.53 Berger extended the transmission
line method.54 In contrast to the Kennedy-Murley model, in which the contact resistance
is assumed to be zero, in the TLM the contact resistance is non-zero. However, the semi-
conductor sheet thickness is assumed to be zero in the TLM, with the layer retaining its
sheet resistance Rsh. This assumption allows one-dimensional current flow only. The “zero
sheet thickness” restriction was relaxed by Berger in his extended TLM where he allowed
non-zero sheet thickness, but with the current still restricted to one-dimensional flow.54

The TLM model was later extended to two dimensions by the dual-level transmission line
model with the current allowed to flow perpendicularly to the contact interface. A com-
parison between the simple and the revised TLM shows a maximum contact resistance
deviation of 12%.55

When current flows from the semiconductor to the metal, it encounters the resistances
ρc and Rsh in Fig. 3.14, choosing the path of least resistance. The potential distribution
under the contact is determined by both ρc and Rsh according to54

V (x) = I
√

Rshρc

Z

cosh[(L − x)/LT ]

sinh(L/LT )
(3.20)

where L is the contact length, Z the contact width, and I the current flowing into the
contact. Equation (3.20) is plotted in Fig. 3.15 with the potential under the contact nor-
malized to unity at x = 0. The voltage is highest near the contact edge x = 0 and drops
nearly exponentially with distance. The “1/e” distance of the voltage curve is defined as
the transfer length LT

LT = √
ρc/Rsh (3.21)

The transfer length can be thought of as that distance over which most of the current
transfers from the semiconductor into the metal or from the metal into the semiconductor.
LT is plotted in Fig. 3.16 against the specific contact resistivity as a function of the sheet
resistance. Typical specific contact resistivities are ρc ≤ 10−6 �·cm2 for good contacts.
The transfer length is on the order of 1 µm or less for such contacts. Contacts for contact

n-Type

p-Type

I

I

ρcRsh

0 L  x

Fig. 3.14 Current transfer from semiconductor to metal represented by the arrows. The semicon-
ductor/metal contact is represented by the ρc-Rsh equivalent circuit with the current choosing the
path of least resistance.
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resistance measurements are often longer than 1 µm. For such contacts, some of the
contact is inactive during current transfer.

We will now consider the three contact configurations in Fig. 3.17, with the current
flowing from contact 1 to contact 2. In the transmission line method test structure (TLM)
in Fig. 3.17(a), also referred to as the contact front resistance test structure (CFR), the
voltage is measured across the same contacts as the current. In the contact end resistance
test structure (CER) in Fig. 3.17(b) the voltage is measured between contacts 2 and 3.
In the cross bridge Kelvin resistance test structure (CBKR) (Fig. 3.17(c)), the voltage is
measured at right angles to the current.

With V measured between contacts 1 and 2 at x = 0, Eq. (3.20) gives the contact front
resistance as

Rcf = V

I
=

√
Rshρc

Z
coth(L/LT ) = ρc

LT Z
coth(L/LT ) (3.22)
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Fig. 3.17 (a) Conventional contact resistance test structure, (b) contact end resistance test structure,
and (c) cross bridge Kelvin resistance test structure.

provided Z = W . Eq. (3.22) is only an approximation when the sample is wider than Z,
because this equation does not consider the current flow around the contacts.

The expression Rcf is usually referred to simply as the contact resistance Rc. We
will do so here also. Two cases lead to simplifications of Eq. (3.22). For L ≤ 0.5 LT ,
coth(L/LT ) ≈ LT /L and

Rc ≈ ρc

LZ
(3.23a)

and for L ≥ 1.5 LT , coth(L/LT ) ≈ 1 and

Rc ≈ ρc

LT Z
(3.23b)

The effective contact area is the actual contact area Ac = LZ for the first case. But in the
second case the effective contact area is Ac,eff = LT Z. In other words, the effective contact
area can be smaller than the actual contact area. This can have important consequences.
For example, consider a structure with Rsh = 20 �/square and ρc = 10−7 �·cm2. The
transfer length LT = 0.7 µm. For a contact length of L = 10 µm and width Z = 50 µm,
the actual contact area is LZ = 5 × 10−6 cm2. However, the effective contact area is only
LT Z = 3.5 × 10−7 cm2. The current density flowing across the contact is 5 × 10−6/3.5 ×
10−7 = 14 times higher than if the entire contact were active. This higher current density
can cause reliability problems by degrading the contact. The reduced contact area can
burn out in extreme cases shifting the effective area along the contact until the entire
contact is destroyed.

The effect of contact length on contact resistance is illustrated in Fig. 3.18. It is a plot
of the front contact resistance given by Eq. (3.22) multiplied by the contact width Z, for
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Fig. 3.18 Front contact resistance–contact width product as a function of contact length and specific
contact resistivity for Rsh = 20 �/square and Rsm = 0.

normalization purposes, against the contact length as a function of the specific contact
resistivity. Note the initial Rc decrease with contact length. However, RcZ reaches a
minimum at L ≈ LT from which it departs no further no matter how long the contact.

The metal/semiconductor representation of Fig. 3.14 may be too simple for certain
contacts. For example, alloyed contacts typically made on GaAs consist of a metal, an
alloyed region, and the underlying semiconductor. Similarly contacts formed by depositing
a metal on a thin layer of a low band gap material on a higher band gap material fall
into this category. This calls for a more complex transmission line model—the trilayer
transmission line model. The equations, although similar to the TLM equations, become
significantly more complex.56

When the voltage is measured between contacts 2 and 3 with the current flowing from
1 to 2, shown in Fig. 3.17(b), the structure is known as the contact end resistor. The
voltage is now measured at x = L and Eq. (3.20) leads to the contact end resistance

Rce = V

I
=

√
Rshρc

Z

1

sinh(L/LT )
= ρc

LT Z

1

sinh(L/LT )
(3.24)

The contact end resistance measurement can be used to determine ρc by measuring Rce

and using an iteration of Eq. (3.24).57 For short contacts, Rce is sensitive to contact length
variations with the error in determining L limiting the accuracy of the method. For long
contacts, Rce becomes very small and the accuracy is limited by instrumentation, seen by
looking at the ratio

Rce

Rcf

= 1

cosh(L/LT )
(3.25)

which obviously becomes very small for L � LT .
For the cross-bridge Kelvin resistance test structure in Fig. 3.17(c), the voltage contact

3 is located at the side of contact 2. The measured voltage is thus the linear average of
the potential over the contact length L. Integrating Eq. (3.20) as

V = 1

L

∫ L

0
V (x) dx (3.26)
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gives the contact resistance as

Rc = V

I
= ρc

LZ
(3.27)

Equation (3.24) assumes the contact width Z to be identical to the sheet width W . This is
rarely realized in practice. Usually Z < W . Experiments with Z = 5 µm and W ranging
from 10 µm to 60 µm showed the contact end resistance to give erroneously high ρc.
The error increased as ρc decreased or as Rsh increased.58 The error arises from the
potential difference between the front edge and the rear edge of the contact allowing
current to flow around the contact edges. The measured resistance is proportional to the
sheet resistance and is insensitive to the contact resistance for large δ. For the simple
one-dimensional theory to hold, the test structure should meet the conditions: L ≤ LT ,
Z � L and δ � Z. The one-dimensional analysis is not valid if these conditions are not
met. Accurate extraction of ρc, however, is possible by fitting numerical simulations to
measured data.

The problem of W 
= Z can be avoided with circular test structures, consisting of a
conducting circular inner region of radius L, a gap of width d , and a conducting outer
region.59 The conducting regions are usually metallic and the gap typically varies form
a few microns to tens of microns. For equal sheet resistances under the metal and in the
gap, and for the geometry of the circular contact resistance structure in Fig. 3.19(a), the
total resistance between the internal and the external contacts is60

RT = Rsh

2π

[
LT

L

I0(L/LT )

I1(L/LT )
+ LT

L + d

K0(L/LT )

K1(L/LT )
+ ln

(
1 + d

L

)]
(3.28)

where I and K denote the modified Bessel functions of the first order. For L � 4LT , the
Bessel function ratios I0/I1 and K0/K1 tend to unity and RT becomes

RT = Rsh

2π

[
LT

L
+ LT

L + d
+ ln

(
1 + d

L

)]
(3.29)

In the circular transmission line test structure in Fig. 3.19(b), for L � d , Eq. (3.29) sim-
plifies to

RT = Rsh

2πL
(d + 2LT )C (3.30)

where C is the correction factor61

C = L

d
ln

(
1 + d

L

)
(3.31)

L
d

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.19 Circular contact resistance test structure. The dark regions represent metallic regions.
Spacing d and radius L are shown in (a).
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shown in Fig. 3.20(a). For d/L � 1, Eq. (3.30) becomes

RT = Rsh

2πL
(d + 2LT ) (3.32)

For practical radii up to about 200 µm and gap spacings of 5–50 µm, the correction
factor is necessary to compensate for the difference between the linear transfer length
method and the circular TLM layouts to obtain a linear fit to the experimental data.
Without the correction factor, the specific contact resistance is underestimated. The total
resistance before and after data correction is shown in Fig. 3.20(b) as a function of gap
spacing d . Similar to the linear TLM structure, the corrected circular TLM data are linear
and yield the contact resistance and the transfer length, from which the specific contact
resistivity can be determined.

The circular test structure has one main advantage. It is not necessary to isolate the
layer to be measured, because current can only flow from the central contact to the
surrounding contact. In the linear TLM test structure, current can flow from contact to
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Fig. 3.20 (a) Correction factor C versus d/L ratio for the circular transmission line method test
structure, (b) total resistance for the circular TLM test structure before and after data correction.
RC = 0.75 ohms, LT = 2 µm, ρc = 4 × 10−6 ohm-cm2, Rsh = 110 ohms/square. Data courtesy of
J.H. Klootwijk and C.E. Timmering, Philips Research Labs.
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contact through the region beyond the test structure if it is not isolated. The circular
test structure with four metal contacts is very similar to the cross-bridge Kelvin resistor
discussed in Section 3.4.3.62

Equations (3.22) and (3.24) are derived under the assumption that ρc > 0.2Rsht
2,

where t is the layer thickness. For Rsh = 20 ohms/square and t = 1 µm, this constraint
leads to ρc > 4 × 10−8 ohm·cm2. The TLM method must be modified if that condition
is not satisfied, as verified by experiments and by modeling.63 Most specific contact
resistivities are above 4 × 10−8 ohm·cm2 and the TLM method is valid.

The difficulty of deciding where to measure the voltage in the configuration of Fig. 3.17
has led to a test structure shown in Fig. 3.21(a) and a measurement technique known as
the transfer length method originally proposed by Shockley.64 Unfortunately it is also
abbreviated as TLM. The TLM test structure is very much like that of Fig. 3.13, but
consists of more than three contacts. Two contacts at the ends of the test structure served
as entry and exit point for the current in the original ladder structure and the voltage
was measured between one of the large contacts and each of the successive narrow
contacts in Fig. 3.21(a). Later the test structure had unequal spacing between contacts as
in Fig. 3.21(b), with the voltage measured between adjacent contacts.

The structure in Fig. 3.21(b) has certain advantages over that of Fig. 3.21(a). When
the voltage is measured in the ladder structure between contacts 1 and 4, for example,
the current flow may be perturbed by contacts 2 and 3. The effect of contacts 2 and 3
depends on the transfer length LT and the contact length L. For L � LT , the current
does not penetrate appreciably into the contact metal and, to first order, contacts 2 and
3 have no effect on the measurement. For L � LT , the current does flow into the metal
and the contact can be thought of as two contacts, each of length LT joined by a metallic
conductor.65 The shunting of the current by the metal strips obviously influences the
measured voltage or resistance. It is for this reason that the structure in Fig. 3.21(b) is
preferred, because there is only bare semiconductor between any two contacts.

For contacts with L ≥ 1.5 LT and for a front contact resistance measurement of the
structure in Fig. 3.21(b), the total resistance between any two contacts is

RT = Rshd

Z
+ 2Rc ≈ Rsh

Z
(d + 2LT ) (3.33)

where we have used the approximation leading from Eq. (3.22) to Eq. (3.23b). Eq. (3.33)
is similar to Eq. (3.32) with the contact peripheral length 2πL replaced by the contact
width Z.

1 9
Z W

2 3 4

1

(a)

(b)

2 3 4 5

Fig. 3.21 Transfer length method test structures.
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Fig. 3.22 A transfer length method test structure and a plot of total resistance as a function of
contact spacing, d. Typical values might be: L = 50 µm, W = 100 µm, Z-W = 5 µm (should be
as small as possible), d ≈ 5 to 50 µm.

The total resistance is measured for various contact spacings and plotted versus d as
illustrated in Fig. 3.22. Three parameters can be extracted from such a plot. The slope

(RT )/
(d) = Rsh/Z leads to the sheet resistance with the contact width Z indepen-
dently measured. The intercept at d = 0 is RT = 2Rc giving the contact resistance. The
intercept at RT = 0 gives −d = 2LT , which leads to the specific contact resistivity with
Rsh known from the slope of the plot. The transfer length method gives a complete char-
acterization of the contact by providing the sheet resistance, the contact resistance, and
the specific contact resistivity.

The transfer length method is commonly used, but it has its own problems. The
intercept at RT = 0 giving LT is sometimes not very distinct, leading to incorrect ρc

values. Perhaps a more serious problem is the uncertainty of the sheet resistance under
the contacts. Eq. (3.33) assumes the sheet resistance to be identical under the contacts
and between contacts. But the sheet resistance under the contacts may differ from the
sheet resistance between contacts due to the effects of contact formation. This would be
true for alloyed and silicided contacts where the region under the contact is modified
during contact fabrication, leading to the modified expression for the front contact and
total resistance,66

Rcf = ρc

LT kZ
coth (L/LT k) (3.34)

and

RT = Rshd

Z
+ 2Rc ≈ Rshd

Z
+ 2RskLT k

Z
= Rsh

Z
[d + 2(Rsk/Rsh)LT k] (3.35)

where Rsk is the sheet resistance under the contact and LT k = (ρc/Rsk)
1/2. The slope of

the RT versus d plot still gives Rsh/Z and the intercept at d = 0 gives 2Rc. However, the
intercept at RT = 0 now yields 2LT k(Rsk/Rsh) and it is no longer possible to determine ρc

since Rsk is unknown. Nevertheless, by determining Rcf from the transfer length method
and Rce from the end resistance method, where

Rce =
√

Rskρc

Z sinh(L/LT k)
= ρc

ZLT k sinh(L/LT k)
;
Rce

Rcf

= 1

cosh(L/LT k)
(3.36)
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one can determine LT k and ρc. In this way it is possible to find the contact resistance and
the specific contact resistivity in addition to the sheet resistance between and under the
contacts. One can also separate Rsh from Rsk by etching the semiconductor between the
contacts.

Extraction of electrical contact parameters by the TLM method is based on the assump-
tion of constant electrical and geometrical contact parameters across the sample. However,
such parameters typically exhibit scatter across a wafer. Statistical modeling has shown
that the usual data extraction procedure can lead to errors in the extracted contact param-
eters even if there is no error in the measured electrical and geometrical parameters.67

For short contacts (L < LT ), ρc can be determined accurately regardless of the scatter
in other parameters, while Rsh and Rsk are in error only if ρc exhibits scatter over the
wafer. For long contacts, the extracted ρc and Rsk are in error only if Rsk or resistance
measurements are in error. Best results are obtained for L ≥ 2LT . When a wafer exhibits
non-uniformities of the electrical parameters of 10–30%, the error in ρc and Rsk can be as
high as 100–1000%. Redundancy through the use of more than one test structure allows
the errors to be reduced.

We have so far considered the specific contact resistivity and sheet resistance of the
semiconductor, but have neglected the resistance of the metal. This generally introduces
little error although at times the metal resistance increases with aging and can no longer
be neglected. The resistance of silicides is higher than that of pure metals and may
not always be negligible. A more serious limitation arises when polysilicon conductors
are used instead of metals. Their resistance is significantly higher than that of metals
and may need to be considered for proper interpretation of the experimental results. For
non-negligible metal resistance, the contact resistance of Eq. (3.22) becomes68 – 69

Rcf = ρc

LT mZ(1 + α)2

[
(1 + α2)coth(L/LT m) + α

(
2

sinh(L/LT m)
+ L

LT m

)]
(3.37)

where α = Rsm/Rsk , Rsm is the metal sheet resistance, and LT m = [ρc/(Rsm + Rsk)]1/2 =
LT k/(1 + α)1/2. Equation (3.37) reduces to Eq. (3.34) for Rsm = 0 and to Eq. (3.22) for
Rsk = Rsh and Rsm = 0. The contact front resistance from Eq. (3.37), normalized by
multiplying by Z, is plotted in Fig. 3.23 against the contact length as a function of
the specific contact resistivity. The main difference between Fig. 3.18 and 3.23 is the
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Fig. 3.23 Front contact resistance–contact width product as a function of contact length and specific
contact resistivity for Rsk = 20 �/square and Rsm = 50 �/square.
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minimum in Fig. 3.23, which is absent when Rsm = 0. For each combination of ρc, Rsk ,
and Rsm there is an optimum contact length for minimum contact resistance. For lengths
above and below this optimum value, the contact resistance increases. Further discussions
of the effects of finite-resistance metal conductors can be found in ref. 70.

We need to consider one more correction. So far we assumed the gap δ in Fig. 3.22 to
be zero. The fact that δ 
= 0, can lead to incorrect intercepts of the RT − d plot. Various
corrections have been proposed.49, 71 We follow the suggestions of ref. 72, where the δ

region between the contacts is represented by parallel resistances. As shown in Appendix
3.1, instead of plotting RT versus d , one plots R′ versus d , where

R′ = 2Rce + (RT (δ 
= 0) − 2Rce)Rp

Rp − RT (δ 
= 0) − 2Rce

(3.38)

where Rce is the contact end resistance, RT the measured resistance, and Rp the parallel
“strip” resistance. The derivation of Eq. (3.38) and a method to determine Rp are given in
Appendix 3.1. Figure 3.24 shows uncorrected and corrected TLM curves for one particular
contact area. It clearly shows the different intercepts for the uncorrected lines (solid lines)
leading to incorrect contact resistance, transfer length, and specific contact resistivity, but
one common intercept for the corrected data (dashed line).

3.4.3 Four-Terminal Contact Resistance Method

The specific contact resistivity measurement techniques discussed so far require the semi-
conductor bulk resistivity or the semiconductor sheet resistance to be known. However,
it is desirable to measure Rc and ρc by minimizing or eliminating, if possible, the con-
tribution from bulk or sheet resistance. The measurement technique that comes closest to
this goal is the four-terminal Kelvin test structure also known as the cross-bridge Kelvin
resistance (CBKR). It appears to have been first used for evaluating metal-semiconductor
contacts in 197273 but it was only in the early 1980s that it was evaluated seriously.74 – 76

In principle, this method allows the specific contact resistivity to be measured without
being affected by the underlying semiconductor or the contacting metal conductor.
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Fig. 3.24 Uncorrected (solid points and lines) and corrected (open points and dashed line) total
resistance versus spacing d for Au/Ni/AuGe/n-GaAs contacts annealed at 400◦C for 20 s. Reprinted
after ref. 72 by permission of IEEE ( 2002, IEEE).
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Fig. 3.25 A four-terminal or Kelvin contact resistance test structure. (a) Cross section through
section A–A, (b) top view of the structure.

The principle is illustrated in Fig. 3.25. Current is forced between contacts 1 and 2 and
the voltage is measured between contacts 3 and 4. There are three voltage drops between
pad 1 and pad 2. The first is between pad 1 and the semiconductor n-layer, the second
along the semiconductor sheet, and the third between the n-layer and the pad 2/3. A high
input impedance voltmeter, for measuring the voltage V34 = V3 –V4, allows very little
current flow between pads 3 and 4. Hence, the potential at pad 4 is essentially the same
as the potential in the n-region directly under contact 2/3, as illustrated in Fig. 3.25(a) by
connection 4 under the contact. V34 is solely due to the voltage drop across the contact
metal-semiconductor interface. The name “Kelvin Test Structure” refers to the fact that a
voltage is measured with little current flow as in four-point probe resistance measurements.

The contact resistance is

Rc = V34

I
(3.39)

which is simply the ratio of the voltage to the current. The specific contact resistivity is

ρc = RcAc (3.40)

where Ac is the contact area.
Equation (3.40) does not always agree with experimental data. The specific contact

resistivity calculated with Eq. (3.40) is an apparent specific contact resistivity differing
from the true specific contact resistivity by lateral current crowding for contact windows
smaller than the diffusion tap, shown as δ > 0 in Fig. 3.25.77 Contact window to diffused
layer misalignment and lateral dopant diffusion account for δ > 0. In the ideal case, δ = 0
as illustrated in Fig. 3.26(a). In an actual contact, some of the current, indicated by the
arrows in Fig. 3.26(b), flows around the metal contact. In the ideal case with δ = 0, the
voltage drop is V34 = IRc. For δ > 0, the lateral current flow gives an additional voltage
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Fig. 3.26 Four-terminal contact resistance test structures. (a) Ideal with only lateral current flow,
(b) showing current flowing into and around the contact. The black area is the contact area.

drop that is included in V34, leading to a higher voltage. Therefore, according to Eq. (3.39)
Rc is higher and is usually designated Rk . According to Eq. (3.40) ρc is also higher if the
actual contact area Ac is used. The ρc so extracted is known as the effective or apparent
specific contact resistivity. The error introduced by this geometrical factor is highest for
low ρc and/or high Rsh and lowest for high ρc and/or low Rsh.78 The vertical voltage drop
in the semiconductor normal to the contact plane, usually neglected, leads to an additional
correction.79

The effect of contact misalignment is shown in Fig. 3.27.80 Larger δ leads to higher
measured resistance. Clearly, for large misalignment, the measured resistance is seriously
in error. The true resistance is obtained by extrapolating to δ = 0. The effect of asym-
metrical misalignment is illustrated in Fig. 3.28, where the apparent contact resistance is
plotted versus misalignments L1 and L2. This figure clearly shows the effect of parasitic
current paths. In one case Rk increases, in the other it decreases. It is difficult to fabri-
cate test structures with δ = 0. However, a solution is illustrated in Fig. 3.29(a). Here the
semiconductor voltage tap consists of individual “strips”.80 The measured voltage for the
three taps is shown in Fig. 3.29(b). By extrapolating the data to zero voltage tap spacing,
the true resistance is obtained.
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contact areas are given on the right side of the figure. Under the contact: Arsenic implant,
2 × 1015 cm−2, 50 keV, annealed at 1000◦C, 30 s. Contact metal: Ti/TiN/Al/Si/Cu. Adapted from
ref. 80.
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A simplified two-dimensional approach gives the contact resistance Rk as80

Rk = ρc + √
ρcRshL1coth(L/LT ) + 0.5 RshL

2
1 + √

ρcRshL2/sinh(L/LT )

(L + L1 + L2)W
(3.41)

with the various dimensions shown on Fig. 3.28. Curves calculated with Eq. (3.41) agree
qualitatively with the data in Fig. 3.27. Lateral current flow around the contact accounts for
the additional resistance. The resistance increase gets worse the lower the specific contact
resistivity, further aggravated for higher sheet resistances. Unfortunately, the trend in the
technology of today’s high-density integrated circuits is toward lower ρc and higher Rsh

due to shallower junctions. Both are in the direction of complicating the interpretation
of four-terminal contact resistance test structure measurements. Simple one-dimensional
interpretations must be carefully evaluated for their accuracy.

Figure 3.30 shows calculated curves for the apparent and the actual values of specific
contact resistivity for the structure of Fig. 3.31.79 For the ideal case of L/W = 1 or
δ = 0 the two are identical indicated by the 45◦ line for two-dimensional calculations.
However, for the more realistic three-dimensional calculations the two are not identical
even for δ = 0. As ρc decreases the contact resistance voltage decreases and the lateral
voltage becomes more important until the contact resistance voltage becomes negligible
and ρc,apparent is independent of the true ρc. Universal error corrections curves from three-
dimensional modeling, including the finite depth of the semiconducting are shown in
Fig. 3.31. In these calculations the semiconductor sheet resistance under the contact is
assumed identical to the sheet resistance beyond the contacts. Rk in these curves is the
contact resistance including parasitic resistances.

Two-dimensional models of the transmission line, the contact end resistance, and the
cross-bridge Kelvin resistance structures have been used to calculate and plot the contact
resistance normalized by the sheet resistance against the contact length normalized by δ.81

Deviations from the simple one-dimensional analysis are predicted for all three cases. The
TLM has the least sensitivity to δ because it detects the front contact potential, which is
only weakly perturbed by peripheral current flow. However, the TLM method relies on
extrapolation of experimental data to determine ρc. That has a potential error especially
if the data points do not lie on a well-defined straight line. Both the CER and the CBKR
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Fig. 3.30 Two-dimensional (dashed) and three-dimensional (solid lines) simulated apparent versus
true specific contact resistivity for various tap spacings δ. Reprinted after ref. 79 by permission of
IEEE ( 2004, IEEE).
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structures show significant deviations due to peripheral current flow. The contact resis-
tances determined by the CER method are generally low, Rce(CER) < Rc(CBKR), making
the measurement more difficult. Contact misalignment introduces further departures from
one-dimensional behavior.82 Self-aligned contacts solve the misalignment problem but not
the lateral diffusion problem.83 Other models of contact resistance calculations are given
in refs. 84 and 85.

Contact resistance test structures can also be implemented with a modified MOSFET
consisting of three n+ regions and two gates as illustrated in Fig. 3.32.86 The “sheet”
between contacts 1 and 2 and between contacts 3 and 4 is due to a channel formed
by biasing the two MOSFET sections into conduction. This structure is compatible with
standard silicide processes. It can be implemented in the CFR, the CER, or in the CKBR
configuration.
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n+ n+

Fig. 3.32 A MOSFET contact resistance test structure.
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Fig. 3.33 Vertical contact resistance Kelvin test structure.

The vertical Kelvin test structure in Fig. 3.33 was developed to overcome the lateral
current flow problems of the conventional Kelvin structure.87 The device requires one
additional mask level during its fabrication compared to conventional Kelvin structures.
The metal/semiconductor contact is made to a diffused or ion-implanted layer (n+-layer
in Fig. 3.33). Current I confined to the contact area by the oxide window and the isolating
np junction, is forced between contact 5 and substrate contact 6. Voltage V24 is measured
between contacts 2 and 4. V4 is the voltage of the metal and V2 is the voltage of the
semiconductor layer just below the metal, even though V2 is measured at some distance
from the contact. Just as in a conventional Kelvin structure, there is very little lateral
voltage drop along the n+ layer during the voltage measurement because essentially no
current is drawn. The contact resistance and the specific contact resistivity are given by
Rc = V24/I and ρc = RcAc.

Lateral effects, so important in all methods that rely on lateral current flow, also play
a role in this vertical structure. This comes about not because the current flows laterally
to reach a collecting contact, but because of current spreading. The current does not
flow strictly vertically. It has a small lateral, spreading component, shown in Fig. 3.33,
making the voltage at the sensing contact (contact 2) not exactly equal to the voltage under
the metal. The additional spreading resistance causes the measured contact resistance to
be higher than the true contact resistance.88 An additional complication arises when the
contact is smaller than the contact opening. The specific contact resistivity is then given
approximately as87

ρc,eff ≈ ρc + Rshxj /2 (3.42)

where Rsh is the sheet resistance and xj the junction depth of the upper n+ layer in
Fig. 3.33. Equation (3.42) is valid for L ≥ 10xj . The vertical test structure works well
the smaller the contact area and the shallower the upper n+ layer is.

Additional contacts are provided in Fig. 3.33. V13 can be used to average the voltage
reading with V24 to reduce experimental errors. Furthermore, conventional lateral six-
terminal measurements can be made to obtain the end resistance Rce, the front resistance
Rcf , and the sheet resistance Rsh. A detailed study of various non-idealities in the vertical
test structure has shown the current spreading effect to be small compared to lateral
current crowding in horizontal Kelvin test structures.89 Misalignment between the isolation
junction and the metal contact can produce more severe errors, but these can be minimized
by averaging the voltage readings on the left and the right arms.
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3.4.4 Six-Terminal Contact Resistance Method

The six-terminal contact resistance structure in Fig. 3.34 is related to the four-terminal
Kelvin structure with two more contacts for additional measurement options not available
with the conventional Kelvin structure.75 The structure allows the contact resistance, the
specific contact resistivity, the contact end resistance, the contact front resistance, and the
sheet resistance under the contact to be determined. For the conventional Kelvin structure
contact resistance measurement the current is forced between contacts 1 and 3 in Fig. 3.34
and the voltage is measured between contacts 2 and 4. The analysis is that of Eqs. (3.39)
and (3.40) for the one-dimensional case, where Rc = V24/I and ρc = RcAc. All the two-
dimensional complications, not reflected in Eqs. (3.39) and (3.40), manifest themselves
in the six-terminal structure also.

To measure the contact end resistance Rce = V54/I , current is forced between contacts
1 and 3 and the voltage is sensed across contacts 5 and 4. With the contact resistance and
the specific contact resistivity determined from the Kelvin part of this structure, the sheet
resistance under the contact can be determined from the end resistance using Eq. (3.36)
and the contact front resistance, given by Rcf in Eqs. (3.22) and (3.36) can be calculated
with Eq. (3.36).

3.4.5 Non-Planar Contacts

Thus far we have only concerned ourselves with deviations from simple theory due to
two-dimensional current flow. We have assumed the contact itself to be a smooth, inti-
mate contact between the metal and the semiconductor. Real contacts are not this perfect
introducing further complications. Contact history in Si integrated circuits is depicted in
Fig. 3.35. Initially Al was deposited directly onto Si (Fig. 3.35(a)). For aluminum-silicon
contacts, there is a tendency for the silicon to migrate into the aluminum, leaving voids
in the silicon.90 Aluminum can subsequently migrate into these voids creating spiking.
Under extreme conditions this can lead to junction shorts. Addition of 1 to 3 wt% Si to
the Al reduces spiking considerably but creates other problems. For example, it is possi-
ble for the Si to precipitate and to grow epitaxially between the original Si surface and
the Al film (Fig. 3.35(b)). The epitaxially regrown layer is p+-type because it contains a
high density of aluminum, a p-type dopant in Si, creating a pn junction at the regrown
epi/n+ interface. It has been observed that the propensity for such epitaxial films to form
is higher for (100) than for (111)-oriented substrates.91 This can be a severe problem for
small contact areas where the contact resistance for (100)-oriented substrates increases
over similar (111) surfaces.91
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Fig. 3.34 Six-terminal Kelvin structure for the determination of Rc , Rce, Rcf , and Rsk .
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Fig. 3.35 Historic progression of ohmic contacts in Si technology; (a) Al/Si, (b) Al/1-2% Si,
(c) Al/silicide/Si, and (d) Al/barrier layer/silicide/Si.

Silicides solved this problem (Fig. 3.35(c)). A silicide is formed by depositing a metal
onto Si and heating the sample to form the silicide. Commonly used metals are Ti, Co,
and Ni but many other metals form silicides. Silicides penetrate into the Si sample. There
is also a chance that Al above the silicide can migrate through the silicide along grain
boundaries and form Al/Si contacts. Hence, recent contacts consist of a silicide, a barrier
layer (e.g., W plug), and Al or Cu as shown in Fig. 3.35(d). This can give the required
low contact resistance and still be chemically stable. Unless the semiconductor is carefully
cleaned, there can be interfacial layers between the metal and the semiconductor. These
can consist of oxides forming prior to metal deposition. But interfacial layers can also be
due to poor substrate cleaning or even due to poor vacuum during metal deposition.92

Contacts to GaAs are typically formed by alloying. A Ge-containing alloy is deposited
on the device and heated until alloying occurs. The metal-semiconductor interface after
contact formation can be very non-planar. It has been suggested that the current in such
alloyed contacts flows through Ge-rich islands with the contact resistance largely deter-
mined by the spreading resistance under the Ge-rich regions.93 The effective contact area
is likely to be very different from the actual contact area for that model. Very smooth
metal-GaAs interfaces can be formed by evaporating Ge, Au, and Cr layers separately
and keeping the annealing temperature below the AuGe eutectic temperature.94 All of
these “technological” imperfections make contact resistance measurement interpretation
yet more difficult.

3.5 SCHOTTKY BARRIER HEIGHT

The band diagram of a Schottky barrier diode on an n-type substrate is shown in Fig. 3.36.
The ideal barrier height of φB0 is approached only when the diode is strongly forward
biased. The actual barrier height φB is less than φB0 due to image force barrier lowering
and other factors. Vbi is the built-in potential and Vo is the potential of the semicon-
ductor Fermi level with respect to the conduction band. The thermionic current-voltage
relationship of a Schottky barrier diode, neglecting series and shunt resistance, is given by

I = AA∗T 2e−qφB/kT (eqV/nkT − 1) = Is1e
−qφB/kT (eqV/nkT − 1) = Is(e

qV/nkT − 1)

(3.43)
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Fig. 3.36 Schottky barrier potential band diagram.

TABLE 3.1 Experimental A∗ Values.

Semiconductor A∗ (A/cm2 · K2) Ref.

n-Si 112 (±6) 95
p-Si 32 (±2) 95
n-GaAs 4–8 96
n-GaAs 0.41 (±0.15) 97
p-GaAs 7 (±1.5) 97
n-InP 10.7 109

where Is is the saturation current, A the diode area, A∗ = 4πqk2m∗/h3 =
120(m∗/m) A/cm2·K2 Richardson’s constant, φB the effective barrier height, and n the
ideality factor. Published values of A∗ are given in Table 3.1. Measurements in ref. 97
were made on almost ideal Al/n-GaAs devices with the Al deposited epitaxially by
molecular beam epitaxy in ultrahigh vacuum.

The ideality factor n incorporates all those unknown effects that make the device non
ideal. A Schottky diode is unlikely to be uniform over its entire area. Barrier height
patchiness leads to n > 1 and also explains other effects such as n decreasing with tem-
perature and with increasing reverse bias.99 Equation (3.43) is sometimes expressed as
(see Appendix 4.1)

I = Ise
qV/nkT (1 − e−qV/kT ) (3.44)

Data plotted according to Eq. (3.43) as semilog I versus V are linear only for V �
kT /q as shown in Fig. 3.37. When plotting log[I/(1 − exp(−qV/kT ))] versus V using
Eq. (3.44), the data are linear all the way to V = 0, also shown in Fig. 3.37.

3.5.1 Current-Voltage

Among the current-voltage methods, the barrier height is most commonly calculated from
the current Is , determined by extrapolating the semilog I versus V curve to V = 0. The
barrier height φB is calculated from Is in Eq. (3.43) according to

φB = kT

q
ln

(
AA∗T 2

Is

)
(3.45)

The barrier height so determined is φB for zero bias. The most uncertain of the param-
eters in Eq. (3.45) is A∗, rendering this method only as accurate as a knowledge of A∗.
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Fortunately, A∗ appears in the “ln” term and an error of two in A∗ gives rise to an error
of only 0.7 kT /q in φB . Nonetheless, errors do occur due to this uncertainty.

An experimental semilog I versus V plot for a Cr/n-Si diode is shown in Fig. 3.38(a).
The current deviates from linearity for V > 0.2 V due to series resistance (discussed in
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Fig. 3.38 (a) Current-voltage characteristics of a Cr/n-Si diode as deposited and annealed at 460◦C
measured at room temperature, (b) enlarged portion of (a). Courtesy of F. Hossain, Arizona State
University.
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Sections 4.2 and 4.3). The Schottky barrier diode with area 3.1 × 10−3 cm2 was fabricated
on n-Si.98 The device contains a p+ guard ring around the periphery of the Schottky
junction area to reduce the edge termination leakage current and it uses chromium (Cr)
as the Schottky contact as well as titanium tungsten (TiW) as the diffusion barrier metal
and nickel vanadium (NiV)-gold (Au) as the metal overlayer and chromium-nickel-gold
as the back ohmic contact. The front and back metal were sputtered and evaporated,
respectively. When the device is annealed at T = 460◦C the barrier height increases and
the current decreases. The expanded I –V curve in Fig. 3.38(b) allows the slope to be
determined from which n = 1.05 and from the V = 0 intercept of Is = 5 × 10−6 A, the
barrier height, calculated from Eq. (3.45), is φB(I –V ) = 0.58 V for A∗ = 110 A/cm2K2

for n-Si.

3.5.2 Current—Temperature

For V � kT /q Eq. (3.43) can be written as

ln(I/T 2) = ln(AA∗) − q(φB − V/n)/kT (3.46)

A plot of ln(I/T 2) versus 1/T at a constant forward bias voltage V = V1, sometimes
called a Richardson plot, has a slope of −q(φB − V1/n)/k and an intercept ln(AA∗) on
the vertical axis. A Richardson plot for the diode of Fig. 3.38 is shown in Fig. 3.39. The
slope is usually well defined, but the extraction of A∗ from the intercept is prone to error.
Generally the 1000/T axis covers only a narrow range, 2.6 to about 3.4 in this example.
Extrapolating the data from that narrow range to 1/T = 0 involves extrapolation over a
long distance and any uncertainty in the data can produce a large uncertainty in A∗. In
Fig. 3.39 the intercept is given by log(AA∗) from which A∗ = 114 A/cm2·K2.

The barrier height is given by

φB = V1

n
− k

q

d[ln(I/T 2)]

d(1/T )
= V1

n
− 2.3k

q

d[log(I/T 2)]

d(1/T )
(3.47)

The barrier height is obtained from the slope for a known forward bias voltage, but n

must be determined independently. For the data of Fig. 3.39 with n = 1.05 determined
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Fig. 3.39 Richardson plot of the “No Anneal” diode in Fig. 3.38 measured at V = 0.2 V.
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from Fig. 3.38, V1 = 0.2 V, and the slope d[log(I/T 2)]/d(1000/T ) = −1.97 we find
φB(I − 1/T ) = 0.59 V, very close to φB(I –V ) = 0.58 V from the semilog I versus V

plot. Sometimes ln(Is/T 2) is plotted against 1/T , with Is obtained from the intercept of
semilog I versus V plots. The current I in Eq. (3.47) should then be replaced by Is and
V1 = 0.

An implicit assumption in the barrier height determination by the Richardson plot
method is a temperature-independent barrier height. Should it be temperature dependent,
we can write φB as

φB(T ) = φB(0) − ξT (3.48)

With this temperature dependence, Eq. (3.46) becomes

ln(I/T 2) = ln(AA∗) + qξ/k − q(φB(0) − V/n)/kT (3.49)

A Richardson plot now gives the “zero Kelvin” barrier height φB(0), and the intercept
is ln(AA∗) + qξ/k. Now A∗ can no longer be determined. Non-linearities are some-
times observed in Richardson plots at low temperatures. These may be due to current
mechanisms other than thermionic emission current, usually manifesting themselves as
n > 1.1. Non-linear Richardson plots are also observed when both the barrier height and
the ideality factor are temperature dependent. Accurate extraction of φB and A∗ becomes
impossible, but linearity can be restored if nln(I/T 2) is plotted against 1/T .100

3.5.3 Capacitance-Voltage

The capacitance per unit area of a Schottky diode is given by101

C

A
=

√
±qKsεo(NA − ND)

2(±Vbi ± V − kT /q)
(3.50)

where the “+” sign applies to p-type (NA > ND) and the “−” sign to n-type (ND > NA)
substrates and V is the reverse-bias voltage. For n-type substrates ND > NA, Vbi < 0,
and V < 0, whereas for p-type substrates ND < NA, Vbi > 0, and V > 0. The kT /q in
the denominator accounts for the majority carrier tail in the space-charge region which
is omitted in the depletion approximation. The built-in potential is related to the barrier
height by the relationship

φB = Vbi + Vo (3.51)

as seen in Fig. 3.36. Vo = (kT /q) ln(Nc/ND), where Nc is the effective density of
states in the conduction band. Plotting 1/(C/A)2 versus V gives a curve with the slope
2/[qKsεo(NA –ND)], and with the intercept on the V -axis, Vi = −Vbi + kT /q.

The barrier height is determined from the intercept voltage by

φB = −Vi + Vo + kT /q (3.52)

The doping density can be determined from the slope as discussed in Chapter 2. φB(C –V )

is approximately the flat-band barrier height because it is determined from the 1/C2 –V

curve for 1/C2 → 0 or C → ∞ indicating sufficient forward bias to cause flatband
conditions in the semiconductor. A (C/A)−2 versus V plot of the diode of Fig. 3.38
is shown in Fig. 3.40. From the slope we find NA = 2 × 1016 cm−3, and from Eq. (3.52)
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Fig. 3.40 Reverse-bias 1/C2 versus voltage of the “No Anneal” diode in Fig. 3.38 measured at
room temperature.

the barrier height is φB(C –V ) = 0.74 V using the intercept voltage Vi = −0.53 V and
the room temperature ni = 1010 cm−3 for Si.

3.5.4 Photocurrent

When a Schottky diode is irradiated with photons of sub band gap energy (hν < EG), it is
possible to excite carriers from the metal into the semiconductor as shown in Fig. 3.41(a).
For hν > φB , electrons excited from the metal over the barrier into the semiconductor, are
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Fig. 3.41 Photoemission yields of a Pt/p-Si Schottky diode. Data adapted from ref. 107.
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detected as photocurrent Iph. The light can be incident from the metal or the semiconductor
side, since the semiconductor is transparent for these photon energies. The metal must be
sufficiently thin for light penetration. The yield Y , defined as the ratio of the photocurrent
to the absorbed photon flux, is given by102

Y = B(hν − qφB)2 (3.53)

where B is a constant. Y 1/2 is plotted versus hν, and an extrapolation of the linear portion
of this curve, sometimes called a Fowler plot, to Y 1/2 = 0 gives the barrier height. The
yield is also given as103

Y = C
(hν − qφB)2

hν
(3.54)

where C is another constant. Example plots are shown in Fig. 3.41(b). The “toe” below
0.29 eV is due photon-assisted thermionic emission.

A Fowler plot is not always linear as predicted by the theory. When it is non-linear
it is difficult to determine φB . By differentiating Eq. (3.53) the deviation from linearity
is much smaller than it is in the conventional Fowler plot, because the extended tail of
the Fowler plot in the vicinity of the barrier height is removed by the differentiation.105

Moreover, the derivative plot is more sensitive to contact non-uniformities and has been
used to detect such non-uniformities.105 The photocurrent technique relies only on photo-
excited current flow and is little influenced by tunnel currents, especially if φB is obtained
by extrapolating from hν � φB , where only those electrons well above the barrier height
contribute to the photocurrent.

3.5.5 Ballistic Electron Emission Microscopy (BEEM)

Ballistic Electron Emission Microscopy, based on scanning tunneling microscopy is a
powerful low-energy tool for non-destructive local characterization of semiconductor het-
erostructures, such as Schottky diodes and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 9. It
can provide information on the homogeneity of the interface electronic structure with
extremely high lateral resolution and can yield energy-resolved information on hot-electron
transport in the metal film, at the interface, and in the semiconductor.106

3.6 COMPARISON OF METHODS

A number of studies have been undertaken to compare barrier heights determined by
the current-voltage (I –V ), current-temperature (I –T ), capacitance-voltage (C –V ), and
photocurrent (PC) techniques. In one study the barrier height of evaporated Pt films
on GaAs substrates was determined as φB(I –V ) = 0.81 V, φB(C –V ) = 0.98 V, and
φB(PC) = 0.905 V.107 Which is the most reliable value? Any damage at the interface
affects the I –V behavior because defects may act as recombination centers or as
intermediate states for trap-assisted tunnel currents. Either one of these mechanisms raises
n and lowers φB . C –V measurements are less prone to such defects. However, defects
can alter the space-charge region width and hence the intercept voltage. Photocurrent
measurements are less sensitive to such defects, and this method is judged to be the most
reliable. Nevertheless, Fowler plots are not always linear. The first derivative plot usually
does have a straight-line portion, making φB extraction more reliable.

The sequence φB(I –V ) < φB(PC) < φB(C –V ) was also observed for a variety of
metals deposited on n-GaAs and p-GaAs.108 Barrier height measurements of Schottky
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barriers on p-type InP gave φB(I –T ) < φB(C –V ).109 The difference was attributed
to patchiness of barrier heights across the contact. When two Schottky diodes of dif-
ferent barrier height are connected in parallel, the lower barrier height dominates the
I –V behavior, but the barrier height with the largest contact area dominates the C –V

behavior.110 In the parallel conduction model, regions with different local barrier heights
are assumed to be electrically independent and the total current is simply the sum of the
currents flowing through all individual areas. This concept was extended theoretically to
mixed-phase contacts of varying dimensions but fixed area ratios, predicting that generally
φB(C –V ) > φB(I –V ).111 For large contact regions results similar to those in ref. 110
were obtained. For smaller contact regions, however, the low barrier height regions were
found to be pinched off by the high barrier height regions.

The barrier height patchiness invoked to explain the differing barrier heights also pre-
dicts varying Richardson constants. It is frequently observed that A∗ varies with processing
conditions such as annealing. It may well be that annealing causes the patchiness to vary
and therefore A∗ to change. This would rule against using those methods that rely on a
knowledge of A∗ for φB determination, favoring C –V and photocurrent measurements
over I –V and I –T measurements. For the C –V method it is important that C−2 versus
V plots be linear and independent of frequency. Photocurrent probes the device from
outside the semiconductor, that is, photo emission is from the metal to the semiconductor.
The I –V and C –V methods probe the device from the semiconductor side. It is for this
reason that the latter two methods are more sensitive to spatial inhomogeneities, insulating
layers between the metal and the semiconductor, doping inhomogeneities, surface damage,
and tunneling. The PC technique is least influenced by these parameters and is therefore
likely to yield the most reliable value of barrier height. For well-behaved contacts with
few of these degradation factors, all methods give values that agree reasonably well with
one another.

3.7 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

Two-Terminal Methods: The two-contact, two-terminal contact resistance measurement
technique is simple but the least detailed. The contact resistance data are corrupted by
either the semiconductor bulk or sheet resistance. The method is only infrequently used
today. The two-terminal contact string is used mainly as a process monitor. It does not
give detailed contact resistance information nor can the specific contact resistivity be
reliably extracted. The multiple-contact, two-terminal technique is usually employed in
its transfer length method implementation, where the effect of the semiconductor sheet
resistance is separated from the contact resistance and both contact resistance as well
as specific contact resistivity can be determined. This method allows both front and end
contact resistance measurements to be made. Complications in the interpretation of the
experimental data arise due to three main effects: (1) the extrapolation of experimental data
to obtain intercepts, (2) lateral current flow around the contact, and (3) the sheet resistance
under the contact differing from the sheet resistance outside the contact window. Current
flows laterally around the contact window whenever the contact window is narrower
than the diffusion tap leading to erroneous contact resistances if the experimental data are
analyzed by the conventional one-dimensional theory. For the most reliable measurements
the test structure should be configured to satisfy the following requirements: L > LT ,
Z � L, δ = W − Z � W as defined in Fig. 3.22.
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Four-Terminal Method: The four-terminal or Kelvin structure is preferred over the
two- and three-terminal structures for several reasons. (1) There is only one metal-
semiconductor contact and the contact resistance is measured directly as the ratio of
a voltage to a current. Rc can therefore be very small. (2) Neither metal nor semiconduc-
tor sheet resistance enter into the Rc determination. Hence there is no practical limit to
the value of Rc that can be measured. (3) The contact area can be made small to be con-
sistent with contact areas used in high-density ICs. This makes the method very simple
and attractive. However, any lateral current flow obscures the interpretation. Modeling
has shown two- and three-dimensional effects to be important, especially for appreciable
gaps between the contact window and the diffusion edge.

Six-Terminal Method: The six-terminal method is very similar to the four-terminal
technique. It incorporates the Kelvin structure, but additionally allows measurements of
the front and end contact resistance as well as the contact sheet resistance. It is only
slightly more complex than the four-terminal structure but does not require additional
masking operations.

For any of the contact resistance measurement methods it is difficult to determine
absolute values of ρc. Simple one-dimensional interpretations of the experimental data
frequently give incorrect values of specific contact resistivity. Proper interpretation of the
experimental data requires more exact modeling. This makes many of the data, determined
in the past by simple one-dimensional interpretation, suspect. Nevertheless, ρc can be used
as a figure of merit but the experimental conditions under which they were obtained should
be carefully specified. The contact resistance can be measured directly, but the measured
resistance may not be the true contact resistance.

Schottky Barrier Height: Strengths and weaknesses of Schottky barrier height mea-
surements are discussed in Section 3.6.

APPENDIX 3.1

Effect of Parasitic Resistance

This discussion follows ref. 72. Equations (3.22) and (3.24) suggest the simple equivalent
circuit in Fig. A3.1. When the current I flows as indicated, the resistance between A and
ground is Rcf and between B and ground it is Rce as required. For the configuration of
Fig. A3.2, the equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. A3.3. Rce, the end resistance, is similar
to that in Fig. A3.1. The remainder of the contact has the resistance Rcf − Rce, making
the contact resistance Rcf . The semiconductor region between the contacts of width Z

is characterized by the resistance Rshd/Z, where Rsh is the sheet resistance, leaving the
small overlap regions of length d and width δ, characterized by the parallel resistance
RP . The total resistance between the contacts is then

RT (δ 
= 0) = 2Rce + [2(Rcf − Rce) + Rshd/Z]//RP /2 (A3.1)

where “//” denotes the parallel resistance combination. For δ = 0

RT (δ = 0) = 2Rcf + Rshd/Z (A3.2)

Multiplying the various terms in Eq. (A3.1) and solving for 2Rcf + Rsd/Z, leads to

2Rcf + Rshd/Z = 2Rce + (RT (δ 
= 0) − 2Rce)RP

RP /2 − RT (δ 
= 0) + 2Rce

= R′ (A3.3)
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Fig. A3.1 Equivalent circuit of a single contact showing the contact front and end resistances.

d
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L
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Fig. A3.2 TLM contact structure.

Rce Rce

Rcf − Rce Rcf − Rce

Rp

Rp

Rshd/Z

Fig. A3.3 Equivalent circuit of the TLM structure of Fig. A3.2, including the parallel
resistances Rp .

RT (δ 
= 0) is the measured total resistance between two contacts and R′ is the resistance
corrected by including the two parallel resistances.

The parallel resistance in Eq. (A3.1) is given by

Rp = 2F Rsh (A3.4)

where F is the correction factor

F = K(k0)/K(k1) (A3.5)

and K is the complete elliptic integral

K(k) =
∫ π/2

0

dφ√
1 − (k sin φ)2

(A3.6)
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Fig. A3.4 Corrections factor versus d as a function of gap spacing δ for L = 25 µm. Reprinted
after ref. 72 by permission of IEEE ( 2002, IEEE).

and k0 and k1 are given by

k0 = tanh(πd/4δ)

tanh(π(d + 4L)/4δ)
; k1 =

√
1 − k2

0 (A3.7)

L is the contact length, d the contact spacing, and δ the gap, all shown on Fig. A3.2.
The correction factor F is plotted in Fig. A3.4 versus contact spacing d as a function

of gap spacing δ.

APPENDIX 3.2

Alloys for Contacts to Semiconductors

Material Alloy Contact Type

n-Si Au-Sb ohmic
p-Si Au-Ga ohmic
n-Si Al ohmic
p-Si Al Schottky
n-GaAs Au-Ge ohmic
n-GaAs Sn ohmic
p-GaAs Au-Zn ohmic
p-GaAs In ohmic
n-GaInP Au-Sn ohmic
n-InP Ni/Au-Ge/Ni ohmic
n-InP Au-Sn ohmic
p-InP Au-Zn ohmic
n-AlGaAs∗ Ni/Au-Ge/Ni ohmic
p-AlGaAs∗ In-Sn ohmic
GaAs (n or p type) Ni Schottky
GaAs (n or p type) Al Schottky
GaAs (n or p type) Au-Ti Schottky
InP (n or p type) Au Schottky
InP (n or p type) Au-Ti Schottky

Source: Bio-Rad. Ref. 112.
∗with GaAs capping layer
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PROBLEMS

3.1 The I –V data of a forward-biased pn junction are given in the following table.
Determine the temperature T and the series resistance Rs for this device.

V (V ) I (A) V (V ) I (A) V (V ) I (A)
0.0000 0.0000 0.35000 1.0960e-07 0.70000 0.0062910
0.025000 1.2910e-12 0.37500 2.5120e-07 0.72500 0.010050
0.050000 4.2480e-12 0.40000 5.7540e-07 0.75000 0.014290
0.075000 1.1020e-11 0.42500 1.3180e-06 0.77500 0.019610
0.10000 2.6540e-11 0.45000 3.0190e-06 0.80000 0.025430
0.12500 6.2090e-11 0.47500 6.9130e-06 0.82500 0.031850
0.15000 1.4350e-10 0.50000 1.5820e-05 0.85000 0.038330
0.17500 3.3010e-10 0.52500 3.6180e-05 0.87500 0.045040
0.20000 7.5760e-10 0.55000 8.2520e-05 0.90000 0.051940
0.22500 1.7370e-09 0.57500 0.00018720 0.92500 0.058990
0.25000 3.9800e-09 0.60000 0.00041910 0.95000 0.066160
0.27500 9.1190e-09 0.62500 0.00091340 0.97500 0.073440
0.30000 2.0890e-08 0.65000 0.0018820 1.0000 0.080800
0.32500 4.7860e-08 0.67500 0.0035060

3.2 A portion of a semiconductor test structure is shown in Fig. P3.2. It incorporates
a TLM test structure, a one-element contact string and a circular Schottky diode.
Several measurements were made.

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d5 D

n-type (ND)

p+

d6
A B

TLM Test Structure    

x

0
xj

t

Schottky Diode    Simple Contact String

L

Fig. P3.2

(a) Schottky Diode I –V :

V (V ) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
I (A) 5.59 × 10−8 1.36 × 10−6 3.04 × 10−5 6.71 × 10−4 0.0148

Determine the barrier height φB (in V ) and the ideality factor n.

(b) p+ Layer:
The p+ majority carrier profile is approximated by p(x) ≈ NA(x) = 8 ×
1019 exp(−x/5 × 10−6), with x in cm.
Determine the junction depth xj (in cm), and the sheet resistance Rsh (in
�/square) of the p+ layer; neglect the contribution of the electrons in the
p+ layer.
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(c) TLM Test Structure:
The TLM test structure gave the following values:

d (µm) d1 = 1 d2 = 3 d3 = 7 d4 = 10
RT (�) 8.2 13.41 23.83 31.65

Determine the sheet resistance Rsh, the contact resistance Rc(�), and the specific
contact resistance ρc (�-cm2).

(d) One Element Contact String:
Determine the resistance between points A and B (in �). Neglect the metal
resistance.

(e) Resistance Through the Wafer:
Suppose two circular contacts of diameter 1 cm are formed on opposite sides
of the n-type wafer and that the current flow from top to bottom is confined
to this area as it flows through the wafer. Determine the resistance between
these two contacts using ρc = (∂J/∂V )−1 evaluated at V = 0 assuming current
flow is due to thermionic emission. Z (width of the p+layer) = 100 µm, d5 =
50 µm, d6 = 500 µm, L = 25 µm, D = 1 mm, A∗∗ = 110 A/cm2· K, substrate
ρ = 0.1 �-cm (to convert to doping density, use Fig. A1.1), t = 750 µm, T =
300 K, Ks = 11.7, use µp = 60 cm2/V -s. Neglect the space-charge region width
of the p+n junction in these calculations, i.e., assume it to be zero.

3.3 The I–V and C –V curves of two Schottky diodes were measured. These diodes
are fabricated on identical n-type substrates. One diode (device 1) has barrier height
φB1 and area A and the other consists of a diode with barrier height φB1 over half
the area and φB2 over the other half area. The total area is the same for both devices.
The Schottky diode equations are

I = AA∗T 2e−qφB/kT (eq(V −I rs )/nkT − 1) = Io(e
q(V −I rs )/nkT − 1) and

C = A

√
KsεoqND

2(Vbi − V )

Io is the saturation current. The I –V curve of device 1 is shown in Fig. P3.3.

10−1

10−2

10−3

10−4

10−5

10−6

10−7

10−8
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

I 
(A

)

V (V)

T = 300 K

Fig. P3.3
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The saturation currents as a function of temperature are:

Device 1: T (K) Io1 (A) Device 2: T (K) Io2 (A)
300 1.57 × 10−8 300 3.83 × 10−7

350 1.02 × 10−6 350 1.46 × 10−5

400 2.42 × 10−5 400 2.33 × 10−4

The room-temperature, zero-biased capacitance is: C1(0V ) = 4.092 × 10−11F ;
C2(0V ) = 4.335 × 10−11 F . Ks = 11.7, εo = 8.854 × 10−14 F/cm, k = 8.617 ×
10−5 eV/K, A = 10−3 cm2, ND = 1016 cm−3, ni = 1010 cm−3, Ei = EG/2 =
0.56 eV. Determine A∗, n, rs , φB1, and φB2.

3.4 Consider a Schottky diode whose barrier height is not constant over the diode area.
Determine the effective barrier height φB,eff , from

(a) log(I)—V plot

(b) (A/C)2 —V plot

where the barrier heights and areas are: φB1 = 0.6 V, A1 = 0.2 A and φB2 =
0.7 V, A2 = 0.8 A, where A is the area given below. Use A∗ = 100 A/cm2 · K2,
A = 10−3 cm2, n = 1, T = 300 K, Ks = 11.7, ND = 1015 cm−3, and NC = 2.5 ×
1019 cm−3. The effective barrier height is defined by the equations

I = AA∗T 2e−qφB,eff /kT (eqV/nkT − 1) for the I–V plot, and by

Vbi = φB,eff + V0 = φB,eff + kT

q
ln

(
Nc

ND

)
for the (A/C)2 —V plot.

Neglect the “kT/q” term in the capacitance equation in the book.

3.5 The transfer length contact resistance test structure is used to measure various elec-
trical parameters. The sheet resistance between contacts Rsh is different from the
sheet resistance under the contacts Rsk in this case.

(a) For negligible metal resistance, the following data were obtained:

d (µm) 3 5 10 20 30 50
V (mV) 43.6 49.6 64.6 94.6 124.6 184.6

L = 12 µm, Z = 100 µm, I = 10 mA. The end resistance for this test structure
is Re = 3.4 × 10−3�. Determine Rsh, Rsk , Rc, ρc, and LT c.

(b) One day when these measurements were made, it was found that the contact
resistance had increased to Rc = 5.18 �. It is suspected that the metal resistance
has increased due to a problem with the metal deposition system. All other
parameters are unchanged. Determine the metal sheet resistance Rsm.

3.6 The I –V curves of a Schottky diode are shown as a function of temperature in
Fig. P3.6. The diode has a circular area of 1 mm diameter. The current is given by

I = AA∗T 2e−qφB/kT (eqV/nkT − 1).

Determine A∗, n, and φB .
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100

10−2

10−4

10−6

10−8
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Fig. P3.6

3.7 The I–V curves of a forward-biased pn junction is shown in Fig. P3.7. Determine
the temperature T for the “T =?” curve and the series resistance rs for the “T =
300 K” curve.

100

10−1

10−2

10−3

10−4

10−5

10−6

10−7

10−8
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

I 
(A

)

V (V)

T = 300 K

T = ?

Fig. P3.7

3.8 The pn junction diode I –V equation at high injection levels, neglecting series resis-
tance, is:

I = I01(e
qV /2kT − 1)

With series resistance, but no high injection level effects, the I –V equation is:

I = I02(e
q(V −I rs )/kT − 1)

Discuss how one can determine which equation applies for experimental I –V data
that fall in that region of the I –V curve where either one of these equations could
be valid.
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3.9 The doping density versus depth for the n-layer is shown for two cases in Fig. P3.9.
Discuss the sheet resistances and the specific contact resistivities for these two cases,
i.e., are they the same or not and why or why not.

ND

(b)
x

n

p

(a)

Fig. P3.9

3.10 The contact resistance of contact A is RcA in Fig. P3.10. It is measured between
points A–C and between points A–B. For both contacts A and B, we have LT < L,
where LT is the transfer length and L is the contact length. Choose one answer from
the following list and explain it briefly.

�RcA(A–C) > RcA(A–B) �RcA(A–C) = RcA(A–B) �RcA(A–C) < RcA(A–B)

A B

C

L

Fig. P3.10

3.11 In the TLM test structure the resistance between adjacent contacts is measured and
displayed in Fig. P3.11 as an RT vs. d plot. What parameters are determined with
this test structure? One day something goes wrong during processing and a thin
oxide film remains on the n-layer before the metal contacts are deposited. Show on
the RT vs. d plot in Fig. P3.11 the data points that would be measured for this case.
Contact spacing and size and the n-layer are the same as before. The oxide film is thin
enough that current can tunnel through it and can be thought of as a resistive layer.

d

d

RT

n

p

Fig. P3.11
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3.12 Two metallic contacts are made on an n-type semiconductor wafer. The I –V curve
in Fig. P3.12 is for the case: contact A is a Schottky contact, contact B is an ohmic
contact. Draw on the same figure the I –V curve when both contacts are Schottky
contacts.

n-type

A

B

+I

+V

V

I

Fig. P3.12

3.13 The I –V curves of two Schottky diodes are shown in Fig. P3.13 for the same
temperature T . The relevant equation for the current is

I = AA∗T 2 exp(−qφB/kT )(exp(qV/nkT ) − 1)

The device parameter that has changed in going from curve (A) to curve (B) is:

�A∗ � φB �n

Choose one answer and explain.

10−11

0 0.1 0.2 0.3

10−10

10−9

10−8

10−7

10−6

10−5

I 
(A

)

V (V)

(A)
(B)

Fig. P3.13

3.14 A Schottky barrier diode is formed on both n- and p-type semiconductor regions as
shown in Fig. P3.14.

(a) Draw the I –V curve for this device.
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(b) Draw the band diagrams at the surface (x = 0) and at x = x1 for V = 0. The
doping densities and the barrier heights and A* are the same for both semicon-
ductor types and the areas on the two semiconductor types are identical.

 

 

Schottky Contact  

Ohmic Contact 
p-Type n -Type 

V
I 

0

x1 

x  

Fig. P3.14

3.15 The I —V and C —V plots of a Schottky diode on a Si substrate are shown
in Fig. P3.15. From the I —V curve determine φB , A∗, rs , T ; from the C —V

curve determine φB , ND . Use Ks = 11.7, k = 8.617 × 10−5 eV/K, εo = 8.854 ×
10−14F /cm, diode ideality factor n = 1, Area A = 10−3 cm2, EG = 1.12 eV, ni =
9.15 × 1019(T/300)2 exp(−6880/T)cm−3. The saturation current is given at various
temperatures as:

T (K) Is (A)

250 5.01 × 10−9

275 7.63 × 10−8

300 7.49 × 10−7

325 5.34 × 10−6

350 2.81 × 10−5

375 1.21 × 10−4

400 4.41 × 10−4

3.16 The resistance of a 100-element (N = 100) contact chain RT is given by

RT = N(2Rc + Rs) where Rc = ρc

LT Z
coth

(
L

LT

)
.

Two elements of this chain are shown in Fig. P3.16. Determine and plot RT versus
ρc for ρc = 10−8 to 10−5�-cm2 as a log-log plot. Use a sufficient number of points
for a smooth curve. L = 3 µm, d = 10 µm, Z(n+layer width) = 10 µm, Rsh =
50 �/square. Neglect the metal resistance.

3.17 The TLM test structure in Fig. P3.17 gave the RT values in the graph. The doping
density ND in the n+ layer is uniform.

(a) Determine the sheet resistance Rsh (ohms/square), the contact resistance Rc

(ohms), the specific contact resistance ρc (ohms-cm2), and the doping density ND

(cm−3). Z(n+layer width) = 100 µm, L = 25 µm, t = 2.5 × 10−4 cm, µn =
50 cm2/V -s.

(b) Plot a new line for the same parameters as in (i), except ρc = 10−7 ohms-cm2.
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3.18 A transfer length method test structure is shown in P3.18. The n layer is 1 µm
thick with resistivity ρ = 0.001 ohm-cm. The specific contact resistivity is ρc =
10−6 ohm-cm2.
Calculate and plot RT versus d for d = 2, 4, 6, 10 µm. Z = 20 µm, L = 10 µm.

RT = 2Rc + Rs = 2ρc

LT Z
coth

(
L

LT

)
+ Rshd

Z
.

d1 d2 d3 d4L L L L L

Zn

Fig. P3.18

3.19 In the Kelvin contact resistance test structure in Fig. P3.19, it is usually assumed
that the voltmeter has very high input resistance and there is negligible voltage drop
along the voltage measurement arm. Now suppose the input resistance Rin of the
voltmeter is finite. For I = 10−3 A, Rarm = 100 �, and Rc = 10 �, determine Rin

for a 10% error in Rc.

I I

Voltmeter

Rarm

Rin

Fig. P3.19

3.20 (a) All contacts in Fig. P3.20 have identical specific contact resistance ρc. Is the
contact resistance Rc of the three top contacts the same? Discuss. L � LT ,
where LT is the transfer length.
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I I
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Fig. P3.20

3.21 MOSFETs with different channel lengths, shown in Fig. P3.21, are used to deter-
mine the channel length and series resistance RSD . Can such transistors be used to
determine the contact resistance Rc and the specific contact resistivity ρc? Discuss.

  

p

n n n n

Fig. P3.21

3.22 RT versus d data points of a transfer length method contact resistance measurement
are shown in Fig. P3.22 for a uniformly-doped n-type layer on a p-type substrate.
The n-type resistivity is ρ, the contact length is L, and the contact width is Z.

(a) Indicate on the figure three parameters that can be determined from these data.

(b) Draw the data points when the n-layer thickness is increased; all other parameters
remain unchanged.

d

p-type

d

RT
n-type

Fig. P3.22

3.23 RT versus d data points of a transfer length method contact resistance measurement
are shown in Fig. P3.23 for a uniformly-doped n-type layer on a p-type substrate.
The n-type resistivity is ρ, the contact length is L, and the contact width is Z.

(a) Indicate on the figure three parameters that can be determined from these data.
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d

p-type

d

RT
n-type

Fig. P3.23

(b) Draw the data points when the n-layer resistivity is increased; all other param-
eters remain unchanged.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

• What is the most important parameter to give low contact resistance?
• What are the three metal-semiconductor conduction mechanisms?
• What is Fermi level pinning?
• What is the specific contact resistivity and what are its units?
• Does the contact chain give detailed contact characterization? Why or why not?
• What is the transfer length method?
• Why is the Kelvin contact test structure best?
• What is the effect of lateral current flow on Kelvin contact resistance measurement?
• How is the barrier height of Schottky diodes determined?
• How can the Richardson constant be measured?



4
SERIES RESISTANCE, CHANNEL
LENGTH AND WIDTH, AND
THRESHOLD VOLTAGE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor device and circuit performance is generally degraded by series resistance
that depends on the series and shunt resistance, on the device, on the current flowing
through the device, and on a number of other parameters. The series resistance rs depends
on the semiconductor resistivity, on the contact resistance, and sometimes on geometri-
cal factors. Series resistance may be very large before causing device degradation. For
example, in a reverse-biased photodiode with a photocurrent in the nano-amperes range,
series resistance is a minor consideration. However, series resistances of a few ohms are
detrimental for solar cells and power devices. The effect of rs on capacitance and carrier
concentration profiling measurements is discussed in Chapter 2. The aim of the device
designer should be a design in which series resistance is negligibly small for that device.
However, since rs cannot be zero, it is important to be able to measure it. The effective
channel length and width of a MOSFET are important device parameters because they
are required for modeling and they usually differ from the mask-defined and the physical
dimensions and the threshold voltage is one of the most important MOSFET parameters.
Methods to determine these are discussed.

4.2 PN JUNCTION DIODES

4.2.1 Current-Voltage

The current of a pn junction is often written as a function of the diode voltage Vd as

I = Io(e
qV d /nkT − 1) (4.1)

Semiconductor Material and Device Characterization, Third Edition, by Dieter K. Schroder
Copyright  2006 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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+

V

I

−

rs

+

Vd

−

Fig. 4.1 Equivalent circuit of a diode.

where Io is the saturation current and n the diode ideality factor. The diode voltage Vd

is the voltage across the space-charge region and excludes any voltage drops across the
p and n quasi-neutral regions. If both Io and n are constant, then a plot of log(I ) versus
Vd yields a straight line for Vd > nkT/q .

A semiconductor diode can be represented by the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4.1, con-
sisting of an ideal diode in series with resistance rs . When current flows through the
device, the diode terminal voltage V is

V = Vd + IRs (4.2)

With series resistance Eq. (4.1) becomes

I = Io(e
q(V −I rs )/nkT − 1) (4.3)

The current in pn junction diodes is due to two components: space-charge region
(scr) recombination/generation and quasi-neutral region (qnr) recombination/generation,
leading to the I –V relationship

I = Io,scr(e
q(V −I rs )/nkT − 1) + Io,qnr(e

q(V −I rs )/nkT − 1) (4.4)

Equation (4.4) is plotted in Fig. 4.2 for forward bias. There are four distinct regions in
the figure. For Irs � V � nkT/q , the current depends linearly on voltage (eqV /nkT − 1 ≈
qV /nkT ), giving a non-linear curve on the semilog plot. For V � nkT/q , the current is
dominated by scr recombination at low current and by qnr recombination at higher current.
The breakpoint between the two current components occurs at V = 0.3 V in this example.
The I –V curve deviates from linearity at high current due to series resistance rs .

Extrapolating the two linear regions to V = 0 gives Io,scr and Io,qnr . The slope is
given by

m = d log I

dV
(4.5)

Knowing the slope and sample temperature allows the ideality factor to be determined
from the relationship

n = q

ln(10)mkT
= q

2.3mkT
(4.6)

We will generally use the logarithm to base 10, written as “log”, instead of the logarithm
to base e, written as “ln”, because experimental data are usually plotted on “log”, not
“ln”, scales.
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Fig. 4.2 Current versus voltage for a diode with series resistance. Upper dashed line is for rs = 0.

The deviation of the log(I )–V curve from linearity at high currents is �V = Irs ,
allowing rs to be determined according to

rs = �V

I
(4.7)

Since the Schottky diode current-voltage behavior is similar to pn junctions, we will use
Fig. 3.38 for the rs extraction. Figure 4.3(a) gives that part of the I –V curve where rs is
negligible and n = 1.1 from the slope. Figure 4.3(b) shows the part of the rs-dominated
curve. The deviation from linearity, according to Eq. (4.7), gives rs = 0.8 �.

The resistance can also be obtained from the diode conductance gd = dI/dV . In the
region where rs is important, qnr recombination dominates and the current

I ≈ Io,qnre
q(V −Irs )/nkT (4.8)

gives

gd = qI (1 − rsgd)

nkT
(4.9)

We can write Eq. (4.9) as1

1

gd

= nkT

q
+ Irs (4.10)

suggesting a plot of I/gd versus I . Such a plot has an I = 0 intercept of nkT/q and slope
rs , as shown in Fig. 4.4(a).

Equation (4.9) can also be written as

gd

I
= q(1 − rsgd)

nkT
(4.11)

Plotting gd/I versus gd , the gd = 0 intercept is q/nkT , the gd/I = 0 intercept is 1/rs

and the slope is qrs/nkT , as shown in Fig. 4.4(b). Careful measurements have revealed
the approach of Eq. (4.11) to give the most reliable results,2 although Fig. 4.4 shows the
scatter in (b) to be more severe than in (a) because both axes require a differentiation
of the data. Comparing Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 for rs extraction brings out an important point.
A slope method is generally more accurate than a single point method to determine an
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Fig. 4.3 Current versus voltage for the diode in Fig. 3.38. (a) low voltage where rs can be neglected,
(b) high-voltage where rs dominates.

unknown quantity. Since experimental data exhibit small errors, slope methods allow
smoothing of the data, whereas single point measurements incorporate any experimental
uncertainties in the parameter determination.

The diode conductance can be measured by superimposing a small ac voltage δV

on the dc voltage V and measuring the in-phase component δI with a lock-in amplifier
to obtain gd = δI/δV .3 Because of the exponential dependence of current on voltage,
δV should be kept as low as possible. Alternately, one can differentiate the I –V curve.
Again, because of the exponential nature of the curve, dc voltage steps should be less
than 1 mV. Using the semilog plot, where gd = Id [ln (I )]/dV , voltage steps as high as
10 mV are permissible.2

4.2.2 Open-Circuit Voltage Decay (OCVD)

Open-circuit voltage decay is a method to determine the minority carrier lifetime of pn
junctions as discussed in Chapter 7 and can also be used to determine the diode series
resistance, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5. The diode is forward biased. At t = 0 switch S is
opened, and the open-circuit diode voltage is monitored as a function of time. The lifetime
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Fig. 4.5 Open-circuit voltage decay of a pn junction showing the voltage discontinuity at t = 0.

is determined from the slope of the Voc − t curve. The series resistance is obtained from
the voltage discontinuity �V at t = 0.3

The voltage drop across the diode just before opening the switch Voc(0−) consists of
the diode voltage Vd and the voltage drop across any device resistances

Voc(0
−) = Vd + Irs (4.12)
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When switch S is opened and the current drops to zero, the voltage drops abruptly and
Voc(0+) = Vd . With the measured voltage drop given by �V = Voc(0−) − Voc(0+) = Irs

and I measured independently, it is a simple matter to calculate the series resistance
rs = �V/I . This absolute measure does not rely on slopes or intercepts and is suitable
for low rs measurements. Diode series resistances as low as 10 to 20 m� have been
determined this way.

4.2.3 Capacitance-Voltage (C –V )

We show the effect of series resistance on capacitance in Chapter 2. For the parallel
equivalent circuit configuration, the measured capacitance Cm of a junction device is
related to the true capacitance C by

Cm = C

(1 + rsG)2 + (2πf rsC)2
(4.13)

where G is the conductance and f the frequency. For reasonably good junction devices,
the condition rsG � 1 is generally satisfied, and Eq. (4.13) simplifies to

Cm ≈ C

1 + (2πf rsC)2
(4.14)

Lowering the frequency reduces the second term in the denominator to less than unity
and the true capacitance is determined. Then the frequency is raised until the second term
dominates, and rs can be calculated with all other quantities known. This method is only
effective when rs � 1/2πf C. It can also be used when dc current techniques are unable
to determine the series resistance, e.g., for an MOS capacitor with no dc current flow.

4.3 SCHOTTKY BARRIER DIODES

4.3.1 Series Resistance

The current-voltage characteristic of a Schottky barrier diode without series resistance is
discussed in Section 3.5. The thermionic current-voltage expression of a Schottky barrier
diode with series resistance is given by

I = Is(e
q(V −I rs )/nkT − 1) (4.15)

where Is is the saturation current

Is = AA∗T 2e−qφB/kT = Is1e
−qφB/kT (4.16)

where A is the diode area, A∗ = 4πqk2m∗/h3 = 120 (m∗/m) A/cm2K2 is Richardson’s
constant4, φB the effective barrier height, and n the ideality factor. Equation (4.15) is
sometimes expressed as (see Appendix 4.1)

I = Is exp

(
qV

nkT

)(
1 − exp

(
−qV

kT

))
(4.17)

valid for Irs � V . Data plotted according to Eq. (4.15) are linear only for V � kT /q.
When plotting log[I/(1 − exp(−qV /kT ))] versus V , using Eq. (4.17), the data are linear
to V = 0.
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The method of extracting rs , given in Section 4.2.1, can also be used for Schottky
diodes. Another method defines the Norde function F as5

F = V

2
− kT

q
ln

(
I

Is1

)
(4.18)

With Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16), Eq. (4.18) becomes

F =
(

1

2
− 1

n

)
V + Irs

n
+ φB (4.19)

Why is this rather peculiarly defined F function used? When F is plotted against V , it
exhibits a minimum which is used to determine rs and φB . To see the dependence of
F on V , we consider the low and high voltage limits. At low applied voltages, where
Irs � V , Eq. (4.19) gives dF/dV = 1/2 − 1/n ≈ −1/2 for n ≈ 1. At high voltages,
where Irs � V , dF/dV = 1/2. Hence, F has a minimum lying between these two limits.
The voltage at the minimum is Vmin and the corresponding current is Imin. From dF/dV =
0 at the minimum, the series resistance is

rs = 2 − n

Imin

kT

q
(4.20)

The minimum F -value, found by substituting Eq. (4.20) into Eq. (4.19), is

F =
(

1

2
− 1

n

)
Vmin + 2 − n

n

kT

q
+ φB (4.21)

The series resistance of the Schottky diode is calculated from the ideality factor n and
from Imin. The ideality factor is obtained from the slope of the log(I ) versus V plot, and
Imin is the current at V = Vmin. For this method, Is1, and therefore A∗, must be known.
This is a disadvantage of this technique, since A∗ is not necessarily known. In the absence
of an experimentally determined A∗, one must use published values for A∗. That is not
always a good assumption since A∗ depends on the contact preparation, including the
surface cleaning procedure6 and sample annealing temperature; it even appears to depend
on the metal thickness and on the metal deposition method.7

The original Norde method of plotting F versus V assumes the ideality factor n = 1,
and the statistical error is increased by using only a few data points near the minimum
of the F versus V curve. A modified Norde increases the accuracy, allowing rs , n, and
φB to be extracted from an experimental log(I ) versus V plot.8 Alternately, rs , n, and φB

can be determined from the I –V curves at two different temperatures.9

Barrier height measurements in the absence of series resistance are discussed in
Section 3.5. The barrier height is commonly calculated from the saturation current Is

determined by an extrapolation of the log(I ) versus V curve to V = 0. Series resistance
is not important in this extrapolation because the current Is is very low. The barrier height
φB is calculated from Is in Eq. (4.16) according to

φB = kT

q
ln

(
AA∗T 2

Is

)
(4.22)

The barrier height so determined is φB at zero bias. The most uncertain of the parameters
in Eq. (4.22) is A∗, rendering this method only as accurate as A∗ is known. Fortunately,
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A∗ appears in the “ln” term. For example, an error of two in A∗ gives rise to an error of
0.69 kT/q in φB .

Several variations of the Norde plot have been proposed to overcome its limitations.
In one of these, an H -function is defined as10

H = V − nkT

q
ln

(
I

Is1

)
= Irs + nφB (4.23)

A plot of H versus I has a slope of rs and an H -axis intercept of nφB . Like the F plot,
the H plot also requires a knowledge of A∗. An approach, not requiring a knowledge of
A∗, is the modified Norde plot11

F1 = qV

2kT
− ln

(
I

T 2

)
(4.24)

F1 is plotted versus V for several different temperatures. Each of these plots exhibits a
minimum and each minimum defines an F1min, a voltage Vmin, and a current Imin. With
Eqs. (4.15), (4.16) and (4.20) and V � kT /q,

2F1min + (2 − n) ln

(
Imin

T 2

)
= 2 − n(ln(AA∗) + 1) + qnφB

kT
(4.25)

When the left side of Eq. (4.25) is plotted against q/kT , a straight line results with slope
nφB and y-axis intercept {2 − n[ln(AA∗) + 1]}. With n independently determined, it is
possible to extract both φB and A∗, provided the area A is known.

The function
F(V ) = V − Va ln(I ) (4.26)

was also used to determine, Is , and rs . One determines the minimum of F (V ) for different
Va , where Va is an independent voltage.12 Using Eq. (4.26), but with the current I as the
dependent variable, and finding the minimum is the basis of yet another method.13 Methods
with different assumed functions but requiring solutions to simultaneous equations have
also been proposed.14 Occasionally it is impossible to extract barrier height and series
resistance from I –V measurements using the thermionic emission equation. It may then
be necessary to include space-charge region recombination and tunnel currents.15 When
the barrier height is voltage dependent, the extraction of device parameters saturation
current, barrier height, diode ideality factor, and series resistance becomes more difficult.
One solution to this problem is provided in ref. 16.

4.4 SOLAR CELLS

Solar cells are particularly prone to series resistance, because it reduces the maximum
available power. The series resistance should be approximately rs < (0.8/X)� for 1 cm2

area cells, where X is the solar concentration.17 Here X = 1 for non-concentrator cells,
whereas for concentrator cells X can be several hundred. For X = 100, rs < 8 × 10−3 �.
Under “one-sun” conditions 10–20% of the maximum power available from a solar
cell can be lost due to a series resistance of 1 �. Although solar cells are pn junc-
tion diodes, their I –V characteristics are often not suitable for the types of measurements
of conventional diodes. Since the operation of solar cells in the presence of sunlight
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Fig. 4.6 Solar cell equivalent circuit.

may alter the series resistance, rs should be determined under operating conditions. Shunt
resistance is also important for solar cells.

Several methods have been used to determine rs . They are generally neither simple to
implement nor to interpret. A solar cell, represented by the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4.6,
consists of a photon or light-induced current generator Iph, a diode, a series resistor rs ,
and a shunt resistor rsh. The part of the circuit to the left of the two points is the cell and
the part to the right is the load, characterized by the load resistor RL. Frequently rs and
rsh are assumed to be constant, but they may depend on the cell current. The current I
flows through the load resistor and develops a voltage V across it. The current is given by

I = Iph − Io

(
exp

(
q(V + Irs)

nkT

)
− 1

)
− V + Irs

rsh
(4.27)

This equation does not take into account that both Io, and n are not constant over the
entire I –V curve. At low voltage, space-charge region (scr) recombination generally
dominates, but at higher voltage quasi-neutral region (qnr) recombination is dominant.
Equation (4.27) is used for most solar cell analyses in spite of its simplifications, although
scr and qnr recombination are occasionally considered separately.

The current-voltage characteristic is measured with conventional I –V techniques
or with the quasi-steady-state (Qss) photoconductance technique, where a flash lamp
produces slowly varying illumination and the resulting time dependence of the excess
photoconductance of the sample is measured.18 The Qss approach can measure the open-
circuit voltage of solar cells as a function of the incident light intensity. Monotonically
varying illumination produces a voltage versus illumination curve in a fraction of a sec-
ond. This quasi-steady-state open-circuit voltage method has important advantages over
the classic Isc − Voc technique to measure the characteristics of the solar cell free from
series resistance effects. An example light intensity-open circuit voltage curve is shown
in Fig. 4.7. Care should be exercised when using this technique on high sheet resistance
cells, e.g., amorphous solar cells, due to shadows cast by the probe needle, for example.19

Such shadowing distorts the experimental data.
A current-voltage curve of a solar cell is shown in Fig. 4.8. The open-circuit voltage

Voc, the short-circuit current Isc, and the maximum power point Vmax and Imax are also
shown. The quantities rso and rsho are the resistances defined by the slopes of the I –V

curve at I = 0 and at V = 0, respectively. The effects of series and shunt resistances are
shown on the I –V characteristics in Fig. 4.9 calculated from Eq. (4.27). Series resistances
of a few ohms or less degrade the device performance, as do shunt resistances of several
hundred ohms. Small I –V degradation has a significant effect on cell efficiency. The
maximum power points are shown by the points on Fig. 4.8 and 4.9.
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4.4.1 Series Resistance—Multiple Light Intensities

An early method to determine rs is based on the measurement of the I –V curves at two
different light intensities giving the short-circuit currents Isc1 and Isc2, respectively. A
current δI below Isc, I = Isc − δI , is picked on both I –V curves. The currents I1 =
Isc1 − δI and I2 = Isc2 − δI correspond to voltages V1 and V2. The series resistance is
then20

rs = V1 − V2

I2 − I1
= V1 − V2

Isc2 − Isc1
(4.28)

By using more than two light intensities more than two points are generated. Drawing
a line through all of the points gives the series resistance by the slope of this line,
�I/�V , as

rs = �V

�I
(4.29)

The method is illustrated in Fig. 4.10.
The slope method lends itself to rs determination at any current with no limiting

approximations and is generally considered to give good results. It is also independent of
Io, n, and rsh, provided they do not change with the operating point. This is an important
consideration. Those techniques that require a knowledge of Io, n, and rsh, and even Iph in
some cases, are at a disadvantage because these parameters may not be accurately known.
It is important that the temperature of the cell be constant during the measurements at
different light intensities, as temperature variations can alter the series resistance.

Comparison of experimental I –V curves with a theoretical curves (rs = 0) has also
been used to determine rs . The shift of the maximum power point from its theoretical
value, �Vmax = Vmax(theory) − Vmax(exp), is given by22

rs = �Vmax

Imax
(4.30)

A weakness of this method is the assumption that parameters like Io and n are known. If
unknown, they must be determined by other means, for they are required to calculate the
theoretical I –V curve.
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Fig. 4.10 Series resistance determination of a solar cell.
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Under short-circuit conditions, where I = Isc and V = 0, Eq. (4.27) becomes

ln

(
Iph − Isc

Io

)
= qIscrs

nkT
(4.31)

A plot of ln[(Iph − Isc)/Io] versus Isc has a slope of qrs/nkT .23 The series resistance is
calculated from the slope, provided n and Iph are known.

Another method relies on a dark I –V curve, the open-circuit voltage, and the short-
circuit current. From Eq. (4.27) with rsh very large, the dark voltage is

Vdk = nkT

q
ln

(
Idk

Io

)
− Idkrs (4.32)

The open-circuit voltage is given by

Voc = nkT

q
ln

(
Iph

Io

)
(4.33)

Voc is independent of rs since there is no current during an open circuit voltage measure-
ment. Hence, by comparing Voc with Vdk at a given current Idk , it is possible to determine
rs at that current. To reduce any error, one should choose that point on the Idk − Vdk

curve where the diode parameters are the same as those of the open-circuit condition.24

That corresponds to Idk = Iph and since generally Iph ≈ Isc,

rs ≈ Vdk(Isc) − Voc

Isc

(4.34)

Idk = Isc ensures that the upper limit of the series resistance for a given light intensity is
obtained.24

4.4.2 Series Resistance—Constant Light Intensity

The series resistance can be determined by the area under the I –V curve,25 given by the
power P1,

P1 =
∫ Isc

0
V (I) dI (4.35)

The series resistance, obtained from Eqs. (4.27) and (4.35), is25

rs = 2

(
Voc

Isc

− P1

I 2
sc

− nkT

qIsc

)
(4.36)

This method has been used to measure the very low resistances of concentrator solar cells
of rs = 5 to 6 × 10−3�. Such cells, because they are operated under solar concentrations
with high photocurrents, are particularly prone to series resistance degradation.

Series resistances determined by the “area” method have been compared to values
determined by the “slope” methods. Such comparisons have shown the “area” method
to overestimate rs at “one-sun” and lower illuminations,26 because n must be known
accurately in Eq. (4.36) and rsh may not be negligible. The results of the two methods at
high illumination are in reasonably good agreement.
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Various analytical techniques have also been used to determine rs . Some are based
on complete curve fitting of the solar equation to experimental I –V curves. Others use
several points on the experimental I –V curve to determine the key parameters. In the five
point method the parameters Iph, Io, n, rs , and rsh are calculated from the experimental
Voc, Isc, Vm, Im, rso, and rsho shown in Fig. 4.8.27 Later simplifications in the equations
make the analysis more tractable.28 A comparison of the five parameters determined by
the exact five point, by the approximate five point, and by numerical techniques gave
very good agreement for Iph, Io, and n. The main differences were found for rs and rsh

at low light intensities. In the three point method , Iph, Io, n, rs , and rsh are determined
from the open-circuit voltage, the short circuit current, and the maximum power point.
Both five-point and three-point methods give comparable results.29 – 30

Because scr and qnr recombination take place in a solar cell, parameters describing
both of these processes should be determined for complete solar cell modeling. Applying
small current steps to a solar cell in both the forward and reverse current directions and
measuring the resulting voltage, allows Io(scr), Io(qnr), n(scr), n(qnr), rs , and rsh to be
determined.31

A technique especially suitable for concentrator solar cells with low series resistances
is based on high intensity flash illumination.32 Neglecting the shunt resistance in the
circuit in Fig. 4.6, for very high light intensities the output current I approaches but
cannot exceed Voc/(RL + rs). In order to keep the cell temperature as constant as possible
during the measurement, it is best to flash the illumination. Approximating the voltage by
Voc ≈ I (RL + rs) and varying the load resistance at constant light intensity

rs ≈ I2RL2 − I1RL1

I1 − I2
(4.37)

where I1 and I2 are the currents for load resistances RL1 and RL2. Series resistances as
low as 7 to 9 m� have been determined with this method for GaAs concentrator solar
cells at light intensities approaching 9000 suns with 1 ms light pulses.32 The value of the
load resistance should be on the order of the series resistance.

4.4.3 Shunt Resistance

The shunt resistance rsh can be determined by some of the curve-fitting approaches dis-
cussed in the previous section, or it can be determined independently. It is sometimes
found from the slope of the reverse-biased current-voltage characteristic before break-
down. Most solar cells, however, exhibit large reverse currents at voltages well below
breakdown because solar cells are not designed to operate under high reverse voltages.
This makes it difficult to obtain reasonable value for rsh by this method. Furthermore, a
solar cell in the dark under reverse bias is a poor representation of a solar cell operating
in the light under forward bias.

An alternate method is to rewrite Eq. (4.27) in terms of Voc and Isc as

Isc

(
1 + rs

rsh

)
− Voc

rsh

= Io

(
exp

(
qV oc

nkT

)
− exp

(
qIscrs

nkT

))
(4.38)

This equation can be simplified for the usual condition of rs � rsh. If the measurement
is made under low light intensities where Iscrs � nkT/q , then Eq. (4.38) becomes

Isc − Io

(
exp

(
qV oc

nkT

)
− 1

)
= Voc

rsh

(4.39)
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This approximation is valid for Isc ≤ 3 mA for series resistances on the order of 0.1 �.
When measurements of rsh were made under these conditions, rsh was found to be highly
sensitive to Io and n, that may not be known accurately.33 This problem was alleviated
by making the measurements at very low light intensities, allowing the second term on
the left side of Eq. (4.39) to be neglected and then

Isc ≈ Voc

rsh

(4.40)

The Isc − Voc plot has a linear region of slope 1/rsh. The curve becomes non-linear at
higher light intensities, and the method becomes invalid. Measurements showed that for
Isc in the 0 to 200 µA and Voc in the 0 to 50 mV range, the shunt resistances were 65 to
1170 �.33 Example Jsc − Voc plots are shown in Fig. 4.11.

4.5 BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTORS

An integrated-circuit bipolar junction transistor (BJT) with parasitic series resistances is
shown in Fig. 4.12. The n+ emitter and the p-base are formed in an n-collector layer on a
p-substrate. The transistor is decoupled from adjacent transistors by oxide isolation regions
not shown. The parasitic resistances and their measurement are relevant for our purpose.
The emitter resistance RE is primarily determined by the emitter contact resistance. The
base resistance RB is composed of the intrinsic base resistance RBi , under the emitter,
and the extrinsic base resistance RBx , from the emitter to the base contact including the
base contact resistance. The collector resistance RC is comprised of two components: RC1

and RC2. The resistances are generally functions of the device operating point.
A common method to display the base and collector current is a semilog plot of

the logarithm of the current plotted against the emitter-base voltage, shown in Fig. 4.13
and known as a Gummel plot.34 The two currents are expressed as a function of the
base-emitter voltage VBE by

IB = IB0 exp

(
q(VBE − IBRB − IERE

nkT

)
(4.41)
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Fig. 4.11 Short circuit current density versus open circuit voltage for two solar cells. Adapted from
ref. 21.
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Fig. 4.12 An npn bipolar junction transistor and its parasitic resistances.
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IC = IC0 exp

(
q(VBE − IBRB − IERE

kT

)
(4.42)

IB0 depends on whether the dominant recombination mechanism is space-charge region
(scr) or quasi-neutral region recombination.

The collector current Gummel plot is linear with slope of q/ ln(10)kT over most of its
range. It saturates at the collector-base junction leakage current ICB0 at low voltages and
deviates from linearity at high voltages due to series resistances. For simplicity, additional
deviations from linearity at high voltages due to high-level injection are not shown.

The base current generally exhibits two linear regions. At low voltages the cur-
rent is dominated by emitter-base space-charge region recombination with a slope of
q/ ln(10)nkT , where n ≈ 1.5 to 2. At intermediate voltages the slope is q/ ln(10)kT just
as it is for the collector current due to quasi-neutral region recombination, and at higher
voltages the curve deviates from linearity due to series resistances. High-level injection
effects are again not shown, for clarity.

The external voltage drop between the base and the emitter terminals VBE is

VBE = V ′
BE + IBRB + IERE = V ′

BE + (RB + (β + 1)RE)IB (4.43)

and the voltage drop across the parasitic resistances is

�VBE = IBRB + IERE = (RB + (β + 1)RE)IB (4.44)

where β is the common emitter current gain, IC = βIB , IE = IC + IB = (β + 1)IB , and
VBE is the potential drop across the base-emitter junction. Although RE is generally small,
the (β + 1) multiplier can make (β + 1)RE appreciable. The emitter and base resistances
depress the currents below their ideal values, shown by the curves below the extrapolated
dashed lines in Fig. 4.13.

BJT resistance measurement techniques fall into two main categories: dc methods
and ac methods. The dc methods are generally fast and easy to implement and can be
further subdivided into methods relying on determining the series resistance from I –V

curves or from open circuit voltage measurements. The ac techniques require measurement
frequencies of typically 50 MHz to several GHz, necessitating a careful consideration of
device and measurement circuit parasitics and of the distributed nature of BJT parameters.

4.5.1 Emitter Resistance

The emitter resistance in discrete BJTs is around 1 � and for small-area IC transistors
it is around 5 to 100 �. One method to determine RE is based on a measure of the
collector-emitter voltage VCE

35 – 36

VCE = kT

q
ln

(
IB + IC(1 − αR)

αR(IB − IC(1 − αR)/αF

)
+ RE(IB + IC) + RCIC (4.45)

neglecting the small reverse saturation current. Here αF = βF /(1 + βF ) and αR = βR/

(1 + βR) are the large-signal forward and reverse common base current gains. With the
collector open circuited, IC = 0 and Eq. (4.45) becomes

VCE = kT

q
ln

(
1

αR

)
+ REIB = kT

q
ln

(
1 + βR

βR

)
+ REIB (4.46)
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Fig. 4.14 Emitter resistance measurement setup and IB − VCE plot.

A plot of IB versus VCE and the measurement setup are shown in Fig. 4.14. The curve
is linear with a VCE -axis intercept of (kT/q) ln(1/αR) and a slope of 1/RE . This behavior
is indeed observed for discrete transistors.36 – 37 The base current should not be too small
for unambiguous measurements. For example, base currents around 10 mA are suitable for
RE ≈ 1 �, and it is important to ensure that zero or very low collector currents are drawn
during the measurement. A suitable connection is: BJT base connected to the collector
terminal, BJT emitter connected to the emitter terminal, and BJT collector connected to
the base terminal of the curve tracer.38

Departures of the IB − VCE curve from linearity occur when αR is current dependent.
This generally happens at low and high currents. Hence an RE determination may not
yield one unique value. The slope of the curve increases at high base currents.38 – 39

Intermediate base currents usually give good linearity. Additional complications can arise
for integrated circuit transistors where part of the buried layer resistance can add to the
emitter resistance due to internally circulating currents even for zero external collector
current. The accuracy of this method is also dependent on the sensitivity of the base
charge with respect to base current.40 A method to improve the original open collector
measurement, requiring a measurement of forward/reverse current gains and the intrinsic
base sheet resistance, allows the IB − VCE plot to be linearized, making the unambiguous
extraction of RE easier.41

A different approach uses two base contacts in Fig. 4.12, by biasing the device in the
forward active region with base current supplied through base contact B1 and no current
flowing through contact B2. The base-emitter voltage VBE2 is

VBE2 = VBE0 + REIE (4.47)

where VBE0 is the base-emitter voltage at the edge closest to B2.42 The emitter resistance is

RE = VBE2 − VBEeff

IE

(4.48)

where VBEeff is determined from the base current expression42

IB1 = IC0

β

(
exp

(
qV BEeff

nkT

)
− 1

)
(4.49)

The same method can also be used for base resistance extraction.42

Yet another method uses the null in third-order intermodulation as a function of emitter
current in a bipolar transistor to find the emitter resistance and the thermal resistance.43
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4.5.2 Collector Resistance

A problem with collector resistance measurements is the strong dependence of collector
resistance on the device operating point. The collector resistance can be determined by
the same IB − VCE method of Section 4.5.1 by interchanging the collector and emitter
terminals. With E → C and C → E, the IB − VCE curve has a VCE -axis intercept of
(kT/q) ln(1/αF ) and a slope of 1/RC . Another method uses the parasitic substrate pnp
transistor that exists in the structure of Fig. 4.12 and the reverse transistors associated
with the npn transistor to determine the internal voltages of the npn BJT, allowing RC to
be determined.44

Another method uses the transistor output characteristics. Typical output IC − VCE

curves are shown in Fig. 4.15. The two dashed lines 1/RCnorm and 1/RCsat represent the
two limiting values of RC . The 1/RCnorm line is drawn through the knee of each curve,
where the output curves tend to horizontal. The collector resistance obtains for the device
in its normal, active mode of operation. The 1/RCsat line gives the appropriate collector
resistance for the transistor in saturation. A good discussion of this measurement technique
using a curve tracer is given in Getreu.38 The collector resistance can also be determined
by measuring the substrate current of the parasitic pnp vertical transistor linked with the
npn transistor.45 The pnp device is operated with either the bottom substrate-collector or
the top base-collector pn junction forward biased, allowing the separation of the various
RC components.

4.5.3 Base Resistance

The base resistance is difficult to determine accurately because it depends on the device
operating point and because its measurement is influenced by the emitter resistance
through the term (β + 1)RE . The base current flows laterally in BJTs, giving lateral
voltage drops in the base, causing VBE to be a function of position. Small VBE variations
give rise to large current variations since IC and IB depend exponentially on VBE . Most of
the emitter current flows at the emitter edge nearest the base contact, referred to as emit-
ter crowding, reducing the distance for base current flow with increased emitter current,
thereby decreasing RBi with current.

VCE

IC

Saturation

Slope = 1/RCsat

Slope = 1/RCnorm

Fig. 4.15 Common emitter output characteristics. The two lines show the limiting values of RC .
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A simple method to determine the total series resistance between emitter and base is
shown in Fig. 4.13. The experimental base current deviates from the extrapolated straight
line by the voltage drop

�VBE = (RB + (β + 1)RE)IB (4.50)

A plot of �VBE /IB versus β has a slope of RE and an intercept on the �VBE /IB-axis
of RB + RE . To vary the current gain β one chooses a device with varying β over some
operating range, or use different devices from the same lot. The first method ensures that
only one device is measured, but conductivity modulation and other second-order effects
may distort the measurement since the current must be changed to vary β. In order
to avoid conductivity modulation and other second-order effects, one should make the
measurement at a constant emitter current. But, of course, a constant IE implies constant
β. In that case one must use different devices from the same lot whose βs vary over some
appropriate range, assuming the resistances to be the same for all devices from that lot.46

A variation on this method is based on rewriting Eqs. (4.41) and (4.42) as39

nkT

qIC

ln

(
IB1

IB

)
= RE + RBi

β
+ RE + RBx

β
(4.51)

where RB = RBi + RBx and IB1 = IB0 exp(qV BE /nkT ). Then RBi/β is constant if RBi is
proportional to β.47 The requirement of RBi ∼ β at all IE is a weakness in this method;
it may not always be satisfied. A plot of (kT/qIC) ln(IB1/IB) versus 1/β, for n = 1, has
a slope of RE + RBx and an intercept on the (kT/qIC) ln(IB1/IB)-axis of RE + RBi/β,
as shown in Fig. 4.16. The intrinsic base resistance must be calculated in this technique.
For a rectangular emitter of width WE and length LE with a base contact on one side
RBi = WRshi /3L, where Rshi is the intrinsic base sheet resistance. For a rectangular emitter
with two base contacts, RBi = WRshi /12L. For square emitters with contacts on all sides,
RBi = Rshi /32, and for circular emitters with a base contact all around RBi = Rshi/8π .39

The method based on Eq. (4.51) does not take into account lateral voltage drops along the
intrinsic base current path. This condition is satisfied for collector currents of less than 10
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Fig. 4.16 Measured device characteristics according to Eq. (4.51) for a self-aligned, high-speed
digital BJT. Reprinted after Ning and Tang39 by permission of IEEE ( 1984, IEEE).
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Fig. 4.17 Equivalent emitter-base portion of the “two-base contact” BJT.

to 20 mA for scaled digital BJTs.39 Current crowding makes the results unreliable, unless
such crowding is insignificant, e.g., in very narrow emitter transistors.

The method of Eq. (4.51) must be used with caution for polysilicon emitter contacts
when a thin insulating barrier exists between the polysilicon and the single crystal emitter.
This can cause the (kT/qIC) ln(IB1/IB) versus 1/β curve to be non-linear for low 1/β

values. The slope of this plot can even become negative. This behavior cannot be explained
by a resistive drop, but is attributable to an interfacial layer between the polysilicon contact
and the single crystal emitter.48

A quite different approach makes use of the BJT in Fig. 4.12 with two independent
base contacts, B1 and B2. The BJT emitter-base junction is forward biased using base
contact B1. The voltage is measured between B1 and the emitter, VB1E , and between B2

and the emitter, VB2E . For the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4.17, base current flows from B1

only. For the Kelvin voltage measurement of VB2E , almost no current flows through the
right half of the base. The resulting voltages are

VB1E = (RBx + RBi)IB + REIE; VB2E = REIE (4.52)

and
VB1E − VB2E

IB

= �VBE

IB

= RBx + RBi (4.53)

To separate the base resistance into its components, RB can be written as

RB = RBx + RBi = RBx + Rshi (WE − 2d)

3LE

(4.54)

where WE and LE are the emitter window width and length, and d describes the deviation
between the emitter window and the effective internal base region.49 The second term on
the right side of Eq. (4.54) is discussed earlier with respect to Eq. (4.51). Both RBx and
RBi can be determined by measuring RB as a function of WE for transistors with identical
LE but varying WE . Such a plot is shown in Fig. 4.18. The sheet resistance Rshi is varied
by changing the base-emitter bias voltage, due to base conductivity modulation. VBE ,
however, should not be too high or excessive current crowding will result, but it should
be sufficiently high to avoid uncertainties in the potential measurement. The intersection
point gives RBx and 2d. A further refinement of this Kelvin method is given in ref. 50,
where more detailed modeling further elucidates the various resistive components.
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Fig. 4.18 Measured base resistance versus emitter window width as a function of base-emitter
voltage. Reprinted after Weng et al.49 by permission of IEEE ( 1992, IEEE).

Several techniques to measure RB are based on frequency measurements. In the input
impedance circle method, the emitter-base input impedance is measured as a function of
frequency and is plotted on the complex impedance plane for zero ac collector voltage.51

The locus of this plot is a semicircle whose real axis intersections at low and high
frequencies are

Rin,lf = Rπ + RB + (1 + β)RE ; Rin,hf = Rπ + RB (4.55)

Resistance Rπ can be calculated from the relationships Rπ = β/gm with gm = qIC/nkT .
This method allows both RB and RE to be determined. The effect of Rπ on the mea-
surement of RB can be reduced by measuring at low temperatures, where Rπ is reduced
according to the relationships Rπ = nkTβ/qIC .52 The semicircle is sometimes distorted
due to parasitic capacitances making the interpretation more difficult. Furthermore, the
measurement is very time-consuming and loses accuracy at low collector current when
the circle diameter is large. The method is more accurate for RB > 40 � and I ≥
1 mA.53

A variation of this technique is the phase cancellation method in which a common
base transistor is connected to an impedance bridge, and the input impedance is measured
as a function of collector current at a constant frequency of a few MHz. The collector
current is varied until the input capacitance becomes zero, and the input impedance is
purely resistive at collector current IC1. The input impedance is Zi = RB + RE and the
base resistance is given by51

RB = nkT

qIC1
(4.56)

The phase cancellation method does not lend itself to BJTs with β < 10 commonly
found in lateral pnp transistors, and the base resistance in this method obtains for one
value of collector current only. However, the method is fast and relatively unaffected by
the emitter resistance, since RE appears in the input impedance as RE directly, not as
(β + 1)RE .
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In another method the frequency response of β(f ) and yf b(f ), the forward trans-
fer admittance of the BJT in the common base configuration, are measured. The base
resistance is54

RB = β(0)fβ

yfb(0)fy

(4.57)

where β(0) is the low frequency β, yf b(0) the low frequency yf b, fβ the 3 dB frequency
of β, and fy the 3 dB frequency of yf b. The 3 dB frequency is the frequency at which the
respective quantity has decreased to 0.7 of its low frequency value. The advantage of this
technique is that Eq. (4.57) is relatively unaffected by collector and emitter resistances
and that the measurement of yf b is relatively insensitive to stray capacitance. However,
it does require measurements of β and yfb over a wide frequency range. In a variation
on one of the ac methods, the input impedance of common emitter BJTs is measured at
10 to 50 MHz and RBi , RBx , and RE are extracted from the measurement.55 The method
is suitable for low base-emitter voltages with negligible high current effects. A further
variation using a single frequency but varying the emitter-base voltage allows not only the
base and emitter resistances but also the base-emitter and the base-collector capacitances
to be determined.56

The base resistance can also be determined from a pulse measurement similar to the
method shown in Fig. 4.5. The base current of a common emitter BJT is pulsed to zero, and
the resulting VBE is determined.57 The base resistance is determined from the sudden drop
of the emitter-base voltage �VBE = RBIB . A cautionary note: extraction of resistances
using methods involving kT/q will be in error if self heating causes temperature variations
in the device, even with temperature-controlled probe stations.

4.6 MOSFETS

4.6.1 Series Resistance and Channel Length–Current-Voltage

The MOSFET source/drain series resistance and the effective channel length or width are
frequently determined with one measurement technique. The resistance between source
and drain consists of source resistance, channel resistance, drain resistance, and contact
resistances. The source resistance RS and drain resistance RD are shown in Fig. 4.19. They
are due to the source and drain contact resistance, the sheet resistance of the source and
drain, the spreading resistance at the transition from the source diffusion to the channel,
and any additional “wire” resistance. The channel resistance is contained in the MOSFET
symbol and is not explicitly shown.

Current crowding in the source in the vicinity of the channel gives rise to the spreading
resistance Rsp. A first-order expression for Rsp for a source of constant resistivity is
given by

Rsp = 0.64ρ

W
ln

(
ξxj

xch

)
(4.58)

where W is the channel width, ρ the source resistivity, xj the junction depth, xch the
channel thickness, and ξ is a factor that has been given as 0.37,58 0.58,59, 0.75,60 and
0.9.61 Its exact value is not that important since it appears in the “ln” term. More realistic
expressions for Rsp have been derived for junctions with non-uniform dopant profiles.58

The effective channel length differs from the mask-defined gate length and even from
the physical device gate length due to source and drain junction encroachment under the
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Fig. 4.19 (a) A MOSFET with source and drain resistances, (b) device cross section showing the
actual gate length L and Leff = L − �L with �L = 2δL. The substrate resistance is not shown.
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Fig. 4.20 Various MOSFET gate lengths: mask length, physical gate length, metallurgical, and
effective channel lengths.

gate, as shown in Fig. 4.20, where Lm is the mask-defined gate length, L the physical
gate length, Lmet the metallurgical channel length (distance between source and drain),
and Leff the effective channel length. The effective or electrical channel length is often
thought to be the distance between source and drain, i.e., Leff = Lmet . That is not always
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the case. For highly doped source and drain with steep doping density gradients, the
effective length is approximately equal to the physical length between source and drain.
However, for lightly-doped drain (LDD) structures, the effective length can be larger than
the source/drain spacing, because the channel can extend into the lightly-doped source
and drain, especially for high gate voltages. Leff can be thought of as that channel length
that gives good agreement between theory and experiment when it is substituted into
appropriate model equations.

Neglecting the body effect of the ionized bulk charge in the MOSFET space-charge
region, the MOSFET current-voltage equation, valid for low drain voltage, is

ID = k(V ′
GS − VT − 0.5V ′

DS)V ′
DS (4.59)

where k = Weff µeff Cox/Leff , Weff = W − �W , Leff = L − �L, VT is the threshold volt-
age, V ′

GS and V ′
DS are defined in Fig. 4.19(a), W is the gate width, L the gate length, Cox

the oxide capacitance/unit area, and µeff the effective mobility. W and L usually refer to
the mask dimensions.

With VGS = V ′
GS + IDRS and VDS = V ′

DS + ID(RS + RD), Eq. (4.59) becomes

ID = k(VGS − VT − 0.5VDS)(VDS − IDRSD) (4.60)

if RS = RD = RSD/2, where RSD = RS + RD . For these measurements the drain voltage
is usually low (VDS ≈ 50–100 mV) ensuring device operation in the linear region. For
the device in strong inversion, with (VGS − VT ) � 0.5VDS , Eq. (4.60) becomes

ID = k(VGS − VT )(VDS − IDRSD) (4.61)

which can be written as

ID = Weff µeff Cox(VGS − VT )VDS

(L − �L) + Weff µeff Cox(VGS − VT )RSD
(4.62)

Equation (4.62) is the basis for most techniques to determine RSD , µeff , Leff , and Weff .
We will discuss the most relevant methods here. The techniques usually require at least two
devices of different channel lengths. Comparisons of the various techniques are given by
Ng and Brews62, McAndrew and Layman63, and Taur.64 We should make a comment here
regarding the threshold voltage VT which is used in many of the following techniques. As
shown later in Section 4.8, one method to determine VT is the linear extrapolation method.
In this technique, VT = VGSi − VDS/2, but the VDS/2 term is neglected in Eq. (4.62),
leading to some error.

An early method is due to Terada and Muta,65 and Chern et al.,66 with Rm = VDS/ID

Rm = Rch + RSD = L − �L

Weff µeff Cox(VGS − VT )
+ RSD (4.63)

where Rch is the channel resistance, i.e., the intrinsic resistance of the MOSFET.
Equation (4.63) gives Rm = RSD for L = �L. A plot of Rm versus L for devices with
differing L and for varying gate voltages in Fig. 4.21, has lines intersecting at one point
giving both RSD and �L. Which gate lengths should be used in these plots? Should it
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Fig. 4.21 Rm versus L as a function of gate voltage.

be the mask-defined gate lengths or the physical gate lengths? It does not matter. These
methods give a �L such that Leff will be the correct value, regardless which L is used.

If the Rm versus L lines fail to intersect at a common point, one can carry this technique
one step further by writing Eq. (4.63) as

Rm = RSD + ALeff = (RSD − A�L) + AL = B + AL (4.64)

The parameters A and B are determined from slope and intercept of Rm versus L plots
for different gate voltages. �L and RSD are obtained from the slope and intercept, respec-
tively, of a B versus A plot.67 A and B depend implicitly on (VGS − VT ) and they can
be fitted for various gate voltages with a least squares technique. Such a linear regression
can be used to extract both RSD and �L, with no requirement for a common intersec-
tion point.68 It is, however, assumed that both �L and RSD and are only weakly VGS

dependent, required for a linear equation. Since neither �L nor RSD are fully gate voltage
independent, the linear regression will give only approximate results.

The difference between L and Leff is particularly important for short-channel devices.
But short-channel devices also have a channel length-dependent threshold voltages, so that
each threshold voltage must be determined independently. Furthermore, both the series
resistance and the effective channel length may be gate voltage dependent.69 The effective
channel length increases and the series resistance decreases with increasing gate voltage,
due to channel broadening in which Leff is modulated by the gate voltage. The effec-
tive channel is considered to lie between the transitional points where the current flows
from the lateral spread of the source and the drain diffusion to the inversion layer. The
end of the channel is where the conductivity of the diffusion resistance is approximately
equal to the incremental inversion layer conductivity. Since the inversion layer conduc-
tivity increases with gate voltage, it follows that Leff increases and the series resistance
decreases with increasing gate voltage.

The dependence of Leff and RSD on gate voltage is particularly acute for LDD devices,
containing lightly-doped regions between the source and the channel and between the drain
and the channel.70 The effect of gate voltage-dependent Leff and RSD is one reason for
the failure of the Rm versus L lines of Fig. 4.21 to intersect at a common point. As a
result no unique value of these two parameters can be obtained. A suggested method to
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ensure that the lines intersect at one point is to vary VT in Eq. (4.63) instead of varying
VGS .71 This is most conveniently done by varying the substrate bias VBS , maintaining the
gate voltage constant at VGS ≈ 1 to 2 V. Another approach is to confine the gate voltages
to small variations from each other. For example, instead of varying VGS by 1 V as in
Fig. 4.21, one might vary VGS by 0.1 V. This brings the several intersection points close
to one common point. For LDD devices, RSD and Leff also depend on drain voltage,
because the drain space-charge region width varies with VDS .72 This is usually considered
to be a minor effect and is frequently neglected.

The substrate bias technique has yielded unreliable data because substrate bias changes
the threshold voltage of MOSFETs of different channel lengths by different amounts.
A more serious error is introduced by assuming dLeff /dVBS = 0. It has been shown
that Leff is reduced by VBS and is no longer clearly defined.62 An improved method
is a combination substrate/gate bias technique.73 The gate voltage of the longest chan-
nel device is held constant while its threshold voltage is changed by substrate bias
modulation. When measuring the resistance of shorter-channel devices, the gate voltage
is reduced by the amount the threshold voltage has decreased from the long-channel
value, ensuring constant gate drive for all devices. Yet another variation on the Rm

versus L method uses a “paired gate voltage” approach.74 Two Rm versus L lines
are determined for two gate voltages, one being typically 0.5 V lower than the other.
The intersection of these two lines gives a good approximation of RSD and Leff . The
gate voltage dependence of RSD and Leff can be found using various VGS pairs. In a
variation of the paired gate voltage method, �L is determined for a given VT using
one short and one long-channel device. A new �L is found for a VT that differs by
about 0.1–0.2 V from the original. This is repeated a number of times and �L is plot-
ted against VT . The intercept on the �L axis yields the metallurgical channel length
Lmet .75

A different representation of Eq. (4.62) is to define the parameter E as76

E = Rm(VGS − VT ) = L − �L

Weff µeff Cox

+ RSD(VGS − VT ) (4.65)

There are a number of mobility expressions. One of the simplest and one that is frequently
used to interpret channel length and width measurements, is

µeff = µo

1 + θ(V ′
GS − VT )

= µo

1 + θ(VGS − IDRS − VT )
≈ µo

1 + θ(VGS − VT )
(4.66)

The approximation in Eq. (4.66) is valid for (VGS − VT ) � IDRS . Substituting Eq. (4.66)
into Eq. (4.65) gives

E = (L − �L)[1 + θ(VGS − VT )]

Weff µoCox

+ RSD(VGS − VT ) (4.67)

From Eq. (4.65) we find the intercept Eint and slope m of E versus (VGS − VT ) plots
to be

Eint = (L − �L)

Weff µoCox

; m = dE

dVGS

= (L − �L)θ

Weff µoCox

+ RSD (4.68)

E is plotted against (VGS − VT ) as a function of channel length. The slopes of these
plots are m = (L − �L)θ/Weff µoCox + RSD and the intercepts on the E-axis are
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Ei = (L − �L)/Weff µoCox . Ei varies since devices with varying channel lengths are
used. Plots of Ei and m versus L give �L and RSD from the intercepts and µo and θ

from the slopes.
A method related to the method of Eq. (4.65), allowing �L, RSD , µo and θ to be

extracted, is that due to De La Moneda et al., based on writing Eq. (4.63) as77

Rm = L − �L

Weff µoCox(VGS − VT )
+ θ(L − �L)

Weff µoCox

+ RSD (4.69)

with the effective mobility of Eq. (4.66). First Rm is plotted against 1/(VGS − VT ) as
shown in Fig. 4.22(a). The slope of this plot is m = (L − �L)/Weff µoCox and the inter-
cept on the Rm axis is Rmi = [RSD + θ(L − �L)/Weff µoCox] = RSD + θm. Next m is
plotted against L (Fig. 4.22(b)). This plot has a slope of 1/Weff µoCox and an intercept on
the L axis of �L, allowing µo and �L to be determined. Lastly, Rmi is plotted against
m (Fig. 4.22(c)), giving θ from the slope and RSD from the intercept on the Rmi axis.

Two devices suffice for these measurements. The channel lengths of the device pair
should be selected to minimize the error in �L associated with the extrapolation of the
m versus L plot because errors in m are magnified by extrapolation. Errors in �L are
minimized by choosing channel lengths that differ by about a factor of ten. Furthermore,
(VGS − VT ) should be chosen to cover a wide range. One bias point should be for low
(VGS − VT ) (about 1 V) where µoCox is dominant. A second bias point should be for
high (VGS − VT ) (about 3–5 V), where θ and RSD dominate. As mentioned earlier, RSD

is gate voltage dependent for LDD devices. To find this dependence, one can determine
�L, plot Rm versus L for various VGS − VT and determine various RSD at L = �L.
These RSD can then be plotted as a function of VGS − VT to illustrate this gate voltage
dependence.78

A variation of the de la Moneda method is a combination of Eq. (4.60) and (4.66)
to give79

ID = ko(VGS − VT )(VDS − IDRSD)

1 + θ(VGS − VT )
= ko(VGS − VT )(VDS − IDR′) (4.70)

where

ko = Weff µoCox

Leff
; R′ = RSD + θ

ko

(4.71)

Differentiating Eq. (4.70) and using the definition for the transconductance gives

gm = ∂ID

∂VGS

|VDS=constant = ko(VDS − IDR′)
1 + koR′(VGS − VT )

(4.72)

When combined with Eq. (4.70), we obtain

ID√
gm

= √
koVDS(VGS − VT ) (4.73)

To determine the various device parameters, we plot ID/gm
1/2 versus VGS . The intercept

yields the threshold voltage VT and the slope gives ko. The relationship

1

ko

= L − �L

Weff µoCox

(4.74)
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suggest a plot of 1/ko versus L. Such a plot has the intercept L = �L. R′ is obtained
from Eq. (4.71). A subsequent plot of R′ versus 1/ko yields RSD from the intercept and
θ from the slope.

A further variation of Eq. (4.61) for devices with two different channel lengths is the
drain current ratio80

ID1

ID2
= k1

k2

(
1 − (ID1 − ID2)RSD

VDS

)
(4.75)

for VDS1 � ID1RSD and VDS2 � ID2RSD and equal mobilities and equal threshold volt-
ages for the two devices. A plot of ID1/ID2 versus (ID1 − ID2) has a slope of k1RSD/k2VDS

and an intercept on the ID1/ID2 axis of k1/k2. This method does not work if the condi-
tions VDS1 � ID1RSD and VDS2 � ID2RSD are not satisfied. In case these conditions
are not satisfied, a modification consists of a plot of (VDS2/ID2 − VDS1/ID1) versus
VDS1/ID1,81 which is linear with an intercept on the VDS1/ID1 axis of RSD and a slope
(L2 − L1)/(L1 − �L) yielding �L.

The transconductance is also used in the transresistance method.82 – 83 The transconduc-
tance gm and the drain conductance gd = ∂ID/∂VDS are measured in the linear MOSFET
region at drain voltages of 25 to 50 mV. The transresistance r is defined by

r = gm

g2
d

(4.76)

Two devices are required for the measurement. One is a long-channel device and the other
is a short-channel device with known channel length L. The transresistance is determined
for each device and a parameter �λ is calculated from the two channel lengths and the
two transresistances as

�λ = Lrref − Lref r

rref − r
(4.77)

where �λ is plotted against (VGS − VT ) and the extrapolated intercept on the �λ axis is
�L. The series resistance depends on the channel lengths and the drain conductances as

RSD = (Lref − �L)/gd − (L − �L)/gdref

Lref − L
(4.78)

A comment about techniques that require differentiation: As is well known, differentia-
tion is a noise-producing process, by accentuating small variations in the data. Hence such
techniques, e.g., those that require gd or gm, tend to be noisier than those not requiring
differentiation.

A technique in which the mobility can be any function of gate voltage, and for any RSD ,
is the shift and ratio (S/R) method.84 It uses one large device and several small devices
(varying channel lengths, constant channel width) and starts with Eq. (4.63) rewritten as

Rm = RSD + Lf (VGS − VT ) (4.79)

where f is a general function of gate overdrive, VGS − VT , common to all devices.
Equation (4.79) is differentiated with respect to VGS . The resistance RSD is usually a
weak function of gate voltage and its derivative is neglected.

Equation (4.79) becomes

S = dRm

dVGS

= L
d[f (VGS − VT )]

dVGS

(4.80)
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S is plotted versus VGS for the large and one small device. To solve for L and VT , one
curve is shifted horizontally by a varying amount δ and the ratio r = S(VGS)/S(VGS − δ)

between the two devices is computed as a function of VGS . When S is shifted by a voltage
equal to the threshold voltage difference between the two devices, r is nearly constant,
which is the key in this measurement. With constant gate overdrive, the mobility is
identical or nearly identical, allowing r to be written as

r = S(VGS)

S(VGS − δ)
= L0

L
(4.81)

where Lo and L are the channel lengths of the large and small device, respectively. Plotting
the L so obtained versus Lm for several devices gives a line with intercept �L on the Lm

axis. The method has been successfully used for MOSFETs with channel lengths below
0.2 µm. The best range for VGS is from slightly above VT to about 1 V above VT . For
LDD devices one should use low gate overdrives to ensure high S allowing dRSD/dVGS

to be neglected.85 Once �L is found, RSD can be calculated from Eq. (4.79).
A detailed analysis of various Leff and RSD extraction techniques showed the S/R

method to provide the lowest variance and the best accuracy.85 It is very important,
however, to choose a properly optimized gate voltage range in order to satisfy the basic
assumption that RSD is VGS independent. It is well known that RSD does depend on
VGS , especially near the threshold voltage and in LDD devices. More precise �L and
VT extraction is achieved by assuming that dRSD/dVGS = 0 only at high gate voltages
where �L is maximized.86

A comprehensive study of the various mechanisms limiting the accuracy of channel
length extraction techniques especially for lightly doped drain MOSFETs has shown that
low gate overdrives and consistent threshold voltage measurements are very important for
reliable channel length extraction.87

Other methods of determining the series resistance are based on fitting the current-
voltage characteristics using one of several methods. In the least squares method both
non-linear and multi-variable least square methods have been used. Two-dimensional
device simulators have also been used. A detailed comparison of many of the techniques
showed that the various plots, which according to simple theory should be linear, are
frequently non-linear.63 As a result, there are no unique slopes and intercepts rendering
the results unreliable. Furthermore, measurement noise can substantially affect intercepts.
Experimental noise can sometimes be reduced by using longer integration times during
current and voltage measurements. A non-linear optimization procedure gave significantly
more accurate and robust results than some of the methods above.63 A robust method to
extract VT , RSD , �L, and �W based on optimization using an iterative linear regression
procedure has been developed.88 The parameters are extracted from analytical expressions
to a linear set of equations, avoiding differentiations. The method is especially suited to
process characterization.

In all methods where series resistance is extracted, it is always RSD that is determined.
It is usually assumed that RS = RD . That may not be always true, especially if a device
has been stressed to cause hot electron damage. It is possible to determine the asymmetry
between RS and RD by measuring the transconductance in the usual MOSFET configu-
ration, i.e., drain is drain and source is source, and in the inverted configuration in which
source and drain are interchanged. Combining this measurement with substrate bias and
external resistances, allows the asymmetry to be determined.89

The conventional current-voltage methods reach their limit when Leff approaches
0.1 µm, because Rch is no longer a linear function of Leff due to short channel effects.
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Hence, the key assumption of these methods is no longer satisfied. A method based on an
entirely different principle is the drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) method.90 DIBL,
one manifestation of short channel effects, is the threshold voltage reduction with drain
voltage, because the drain voltage affects the barrier at the source-substrate junction. In
the sub-threshold region, the drain current becomes

ID = I0 exp

(
q(VGS − VT )

nkT

)
exp

(
qλVDS

kT

)
= I0 exp

(
q(VGS − V ′

T )

nkT

)
(4.82)

where λ is the DIBL coefficient and

V ′
T = VT − nλVDS ⇒ �VT = V ′

T − VT = −nλVDS (4.83)

The effect of DIBL on drain current is shown in Fig. 4.23(a), showing both increased
off current (ID at VGS = 0) and reduced threshold voltage. The DIBL coefficient is
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determined from the slope of a �VT versus VDS plot, illustrated in Fig. 4.23(b) taking
�VT = 0 for VDS = 0.1 V.

Drain-induced barrier lowering also depends on the channel length. The shorter the
channel the more the drain voltage modulates the source-substrate barrier, suggesting the
use of DIBL for effective channel length measurement. The �VT dependence on channel
length is90

�VT = α + β exp

(
−Leff

2Lc

)
(4.84)

where α, β and Lc are constants. The key issue of Leff extraction is to determine these con-
stants. α = �VT for devices with channel length in the range of 1 µm > Leff > 0.4 µm.
β is determined from the junction built-in and Fermi potentials that depend on the doping
density according to

β = 2
√

(Vbi − 2φF )(Vbi − 2φF + VDS) (4.85)

with β between 0.4 and 0.8 V. The length Lc is determined from

Lc = LDdes1 − LDdes2

2[ln(�VT 1 − α) − ln(�VT 2 − α)]
(4.86)

where LDdes are the design channel lengths of two devices with slightly different channel
lengths which should lie between 0.1 and 0.2 µm. The method has been applied for Leff

as low as 40 nm.

4.6.2 Channel Length—Capacitance-Voltage

The current-voltage methods of Section 4.6.1 are the most common methods to deter-
mine series resistance and effective channel length, largely because of their measurement
simplicity. But they do have some limitations, as discussed above. Hence, capacitance
techniques are also used to determine Leff . While series resistance cannot be determined
by C –V techniques, the measurement is free of ambiguities introduced by series resis-
tance and gate voltage-dependent mobility. We discuss capacitance measurements with
reference to the MOSFET in Fig. 4.24.

The capacitance is measured between the gate and the source/drain connected together
for devices with varying channel length and wide constant width gates.91 The substrate is
grounded (connected to the shield of the C –V meter cables) to shunt the drain-substrate
and source-substrate capacitances from the C –V meter. For VG < VT , the surface under
the gate is accumulated and the capacitance meter reads the two overlap capacitances
(Fig. 4.24(a)). For VG > VT , the surface under the gate is inverted and the capacitance
meter reads the two overlap capacitances and the channel capacitance (Fig. 4.24(b)). The
effective gate length in this measurement is considered to be the metallurgical channel
length Lmet . Cov and Cinv are given by

Cov = Koxεo�LW

tox

; Cinv = KoxεoLW

tox

(4.87)

Rearranging Eq. (4.87) yields Lmet as

Lmet = L − �L = L

(
1 − Cov

Cinv

)
(4.88)
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One can either make a measurement on a single device and use Eq. (4.88) or plot (Cinv −
Cov ) versus L, with slope KoxεoW/tox and intercept �L on the L axis. A modified C –V

method is given in ref. 92. It has also been applied to DMOSFETs.93

At what gate voltage should Cov be measured? Extensive modeling and experimental
results place the gate voltage corresponding to Cov at the point where the surface just
begins to invert, i.e., VGS = VGS ,ov which is near VT . To determine VGS ,ov one mea-
sures the capacitance of several devices with different channel lengths. Such curves are
shown in Fig. 4.24(c). Then VGS ,ov is that gate voltage where the capacitance-gate voltage
curves begin to diverge. Figure 4.24(c) shows a single curve in accumulation. Detailed
measurements show the curves in accumulation to depend weakly on gate length due to
stray capacitances.94 Cov in the “off” state may differ from that in the “on” state. If it is
taken as the capacitance just below the threshold voltage, it contains an unwanted inner
fringe term that is absent when the conducting channel is formed. If taken at a negative
gate voltage for n-MOSFETs to accumulate the substrate and eliminate the inner fringe
component, the overlapped source-drain region can be depleted. Such errors translate into
a large error in �L for short-channel devices with low intrinsic capacitances.

For small-area MOSFETs the capacitance is very small and the overlap capacitance
is still smaller, making for difficult measurements. This problem can be alleviated by
connecting many devices in parallel, thereby making the effective area much larger. In
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one design, 3200 transistors were connected in parallel.95 A multi-finger gate device for
sufficiently high capacitance, may have an offset to the MOSFET device used for I –V

characterization due to lithographic proximity effects. For sub-100 nm MOSFETs, the
gate oxides are so thin for tunnel currents to be significant, affecting the capacitance
measurement.

Once Lmet is known and if one measures µeff on a large MOSFET, it is then possible to
determine RSD by comparing an ideal with a real device. In this comparison one assumes
Lmet ≈ Leff . If we use ID for the drain current of Eq. (4.60) and ID0 as the drain current
when RSD = 0, then by simply taking the ratio ζ = ID/ID0, RSD is

RSD = (1 − ς)VDS

ID

(4.89)

In this manner, one can easily generate an RSD versus VGS curve showing the gate voltage
dependence of the series resistance.91

4.6.3 Channel Width

The methods to determine the channel width W are similar to those for channel length.
Several devices with varying gate width and constant gate length are used. An early
technique used a plot of the MOSFET drain conductance as a function of W for devices
with constant channel length.96 If source and drain resistances are neglected, then from
Eq. (4.60) the drain conductance is

gd = ∂ID

∂VDS

|VGS=constant = (W − �W)µeff Cox(VGS − VT )

Leff
(4.90)

A plot of gd against W has an intercept on the W -axis of �W at gd = 0. This method
neglects the source and drain resistances, which is more problematic than it is for channel
length measurements. Although it is a reasonably good assumption to take RS and RD as
constants for devices with varying channel lengths, this is no longer true for devices with
varying channel widths. Both source and drain resistances depend on channel width.

When the drain conductance in Eq. (4.90) is used to extract Weff , it is possible for
the intersection point to occur at negative gd . This can be due to a resistance in parallel
with the intrinsic MOSFET due to a leakage path between source and drain at the device
periphery. The intersection point yields both Weff and GP , the parallel conductance.97

The drain current can be written as (see Eq. (4.62))

ID = (W − �W)µeff Cox(VGS − VT )VDS

Leff + (W − �W)µeff Cox(VGS − VT )RSD

(4.91)

Plotting ID versus W gives W = �W for ID = 0. This has been used to determine Weff .98

The measured drain resistance is [see Eq. (4.63)]

Rm = Rch + RSD = Leff

(W − �W)µeff Cox(VGS − VT )
+ RSD (4.92)

The slope of Rm versus 1/(VGS − VT ) is m = Leff /(W − �W)µeff Cox . An mW versus
m plot has the slope �W .99 Even if RSD varies with W , it does not vary with L, and
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differentiating Eq. (4.92) with respect to L gives

m = 1

dRm/dL
= (W − �W)µeff Cox(VGS − VT ) (4.93)

Plotting m versus W gives the intercept W = �W at m = 0. Both methods require devices
of varying gate widths with constant gate length. By varying the gate voltage, it is possible
to generate data for Weff as a function of VGS .

A technique using non-linear optimization, similar to that for Leff determination in
ref. 63, can also be used for Weff extraction.100 The drain current is measured for devices
with varying widths and constant length and varying lengths and constant width. A non-
linear optimization model is fit to the data accounting for the width-dependent VT , RSD ,
and Weff . The method is robust, does not assume a linear model, and does not suffer from
extrapolation errors in the presence of non-linear or noisy data.

A method that does not rely on current-voltage measurements, not affected by series
resistance, is the capacitance method. The oxide capacitance of a MOSFET is given by

Cox = KoxεoLeff (W − �W)

tox

(4.94)

A plot of Cox as a function of W for transistors with identical gate lengths but varying
widths gives a straight line with slope KoxεoLeff /tox and intercept on the W -axis at
W = �W .101

4.7 MESFETS AND MODFETS

A MESFET (metal-semiconductor field-effect transistor) consists of a source, channel,
drain, and gate. Majority carriers flow from source to drain in response to a drain voltage.
The drain current is modulated by a reverse bias on the metal-semiconductor junction
gate. With sufficient reverse bias, the space-charge region of the metal-semiconductor
contact extends to the insulating substrate and the channel is pinched off. The output
current-voltage characteristics resemble those of depletion-mode MOSFETs. However, in
contrast to MOSFETs, the MESFET metal-semiconductor junction can be forward biased,
leading to high input currents. A MODFET (modulation-doped FET), shown in Fig. 4.25,
is similar to a MESFET, with a wide band gap semiconductor interposed between the

n+

Rch/2RG
RS

D

n-Channel

RD

S

G

Semi Insulating Substrate

n+

Wide Band Gap
Semiconductor

Fig. 4.25 Cross-section of a MODFET showing the various resistances. RG is the resistance of the
wide band gap semiconductor.
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n-channel and the gate; in a MESFET the gate is placed directly on the n-channel. We
will not distinguish between these two structures.

The ability to forward bias the gate of a MESFET allows additional measurements
that are not possible with a MOSFET. With the gate forward biased, the drain-source
voltage is

VDS = (Rch + RS + RD)ID + (αRch + RS)IG (4.95)

where α accounts for the fact that the gate current flows only through a portion of the
channel resistance from the gate to the source; α ≈ 0.5. The gate-source voltage is

VGS = nkT

q
ln

(
IG

Is

)
+ RS(ID + IG) (4.96)

where IG = Is exp(qV GS/nkT ) is the forward-biased gate Schottky diode current with
zero resistance.

ID versus VDS as a function of IG has a slope of 1/(Rch + RS + RD), and VDS/IG

gives (αRch + RS) for ID = 0. Furthermore, from the forward-biased IG − VGS curves
as a function of ID , �VGS/�ID = RS for IG = constant , allowing RS , RD , and Rch to
be determined. When the gate resistance RG is included, it is determined from the gate
current with a voltage between gate and source. However, log(IG) is plotted against VGD ,
not VGS , with the drain open circuited. A deviation of this semilog plot from a straight
line is caused by the gate resistance.

Another method relies on a measure of the gate current as a function of the drain-
source voltage. The source is grounded and the gate current flows from the gate to the
source. The gate current flowing through the source resistance and through a portion of
the channel resistance rch creates a voltage drop. The drain acts as a voltage probe of this
voltage drop. The “end” resistance is defined as

Rend = ∂VDS

∂IG

(4.97)

From Eq. (4.97) the “end” resistance is approximately

Rend = αRch + RS (4.98)

In one “end” resistance measurement method, the drain current is zero and the drain
contact floats electrically. This gives α ≈ 0.5. In another version, drain current does flow,
but it is constant during the measurement, and the drain does not float. For IG � ID ,102

Rend = RS + nkT

qID

(4.99)

A plot of Rend versus 1/ID has a slope nkT/q and an intercept RS on the Rend axis.
This plot has a rather limited straight-line portion. Deviation from a straight line at high
ID is the result of the drain current being not much lower than the saturation drain current.
At low ID there is a deviation due to a violation of the IG � ID requirement, rendering
the method of rather limited usefulness. A refinement of this method is given in Chaudhuri
and Das.103

The transmission line method, discussed in detail in Chapter 3, has also been used for
RS measurement. The technique yields the sheet resistance of the n-channel, from which
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the source resistance can be calculated, knowing the device dimensions. A disadvantage
of this method is the absence of the gate on the TLM structure. Consequently, spreading
resistance due to current crowding at the source end cannot be accurately measured.

In another technique, devices with varying channel lengths are used with the devices
operated in their linear region.104 Current-voltage measurements are made with one of the
contacts floating. With the gate floating electrically, the various resistances are

RGS(fg) = RS + Rch/2; RGD(fg) = RD + Rch/2; RSD(fg) = RS + RD + Rch

(4.100)

A small current is forced from source to drain and the voltage drop between the floating
gate and the source is measured with a high-impedance voltmeter to give RGS . Similarly
for the other resistances. With the source floating,

RGS(f s) = RG (4.101)

We define

Rch = RLG; RG = 1

GLG

(4.102)

where R represents the channel resistance per unit length of channel and G represents the
gate-to-channel conductance/unit length of channel. Substituting Eq. (4.102) into (4.100)
and (4.101) gives

RGS(fg) = RS + R

2GRGS(f s)
; RGD(fg) = RD + R

2GRGS(f s)
;

RSD(fg) = RS + RD + R

GRGS(f s)
(4.103)

Plots of RGS(fg), RGD(fg), and RSD(fg) versus 1/RGS(f s) are linear with intercepts
on the vertical axes of RS , RD , and RS + RD . Examples of such plots are shown in
Fig. 4.26. The method can be checked by plotting 1/RSD(f s) versus Lm, the mask-
defined or drawn channel length. Such a plot should yield a straight line with an intercept
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Fig. 4.26 Plots of RGS(fg), RGD(fg), and RSD(fg) versus 1/RGS(f s). Reprinted after Azzam
et al.104 by permission of IEEE ( 1990, IEEE).
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at Lm = 0. Another method uses two drain currents at constant gate current with the gate
forward biased. The shift in the IG − VGS curves corresponding to these two conditions
is related to the source resistance.105 A technique, related to the end contact resistance
method, uses the gate electrode instead of the source and drain contacts to measure the
source and drain resistances.106

4.8 THRESHOLD VOLTAGE

Before discussing threshold voltage measurement techniques, we briefly discuss the con-
cept of threshold voltage. A good overview of threshold voltage measurement techniques
is given in ref. 107. The threshold voltage VT is an important MOSFET parameter required
for the channel length/width and series resistance measurements of this chapter. However,
VT is not uniquely defined. Various definitions exist and the reason for this can be found in
the ID − VGS curves of Fig. 4.27. Fig. 4.27(a) shows the ID − VGS curve of a MOSFET,
illustrating the non-linear nature of this curve. Figure 4.27(b) gives an expanded view
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Fig. 4.27 ID − VGS curve of a MOSFET near the threshold voltage; (b) is an enlarged portion of
(a). Modeled using Leff = 1.5 µm, tox = 25 nm, VT ,start = 0.7 V, VD = 0.1 V.
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showing the curve near the threshold voltage. There is clearly no unique gate voltage at
which drain current begins to flow. A commonly used definition of threshold voltage is
that gate voltage for which the surface potential, φs , in the semiconductor below the gate
oxide is given by

φs = 2φF = 2kT

q
ln

(
p

ni

)
≈ 2kT

q
ln

(
NA

ni

)
(4.104)

for an n-channel MOSFET. This definition, first proposed in 1953,108 is based on equating
the surface minority carrier density to the majority carrier density in the neutral bulk, i.e.,
n(surface) = p(bulk) and is shown as VT ,2φF in Fig. 4.27(b). Clearly, it is well below
the extrapolated threshold voltage, VT,extrapol.

The threshold voltage for large-geometry, n-channel devices on uniformly doped sub-
strates with no short- or narrow-channel effects, when measured from gate to source and
the φs = 2φF definition, is

VT = VFB + 2φF +
√

2qKsεoNA(2φF − VBS)

Cox

(4.105)

where VBS is the substrate-source voltage and VFB is the flatband voltage. The threshold
voltage for non-uniformly doped, ion-implanted devices depends on the implant dose as
well. Additional corrections obtain for short- and narrow-channel devices.

4.8.1 Linear Extrapolation

A common threshold voltage measurement technique is the linear extrapolation method
with the drain current measured as a function of gate voltage at a low drain voltage of
typically 50–100 mV to ensure operation in the linear MOSFET region.109 – 111 According
to Eq. (4.60) the drain current is zero for VGS = VT + 0.5VDS . But Eq. (4.60) is valid
only above threshold. The drain current is not zero below threshold and approaches zero
only asymptotically. Hence the ID versus VGS curve is extrapolated to ID = 0, and the
threshold voltage is determined from the extrapolated or intercept gate voltage VGSi by

VT = VGSi − VDS/2 (4.106)

Equation (4.106) is strictly only valid for negligible series resistance.112 Fortunately series
resistance is usually negligible at the low drain currents where threshold voltage mea-
surements are made, but it can be appreciable in LDD devices. The linear extrapolation
technique can also be used for threshold voltage measurements of depletion-mode or
buried channel MOSFETs.113

The ID − VGS curve deviates from a straight line at gate voltages below VT due to
sub-threshold currents and above VT due to series resistance and mobility degradation
effects. It is common practice to find the point of maximum slope on the ID − VGS

curve by a maximum in the transconductance, fit a straight line to the ID − VGS curve at
that point and extrapolate to ID = 0, as illustrated in Fig. 4.28. According to Eq. (4.106),
VT = 0.9 V for this device. The linear extrapolation method is sensitive to series resistance
and mobility degradation.87, 112, 114
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Fig. 4.28 Threshold voltage determination by the linear extrapolation technique. VDS = 0.1 V,
tox = 17 nm, W/L = 20 µm/0.8 µm. Data courtesy of M. Stuhl, Medtronic Corp.

Exercise 4.1

Problem: Does the linearly extrapolated threshold voltage depend on series resistance
RSD? Assume µeff to be independent of VGS .

Solution: First consider the case for RSD = 0. As in the linear extrapolation method, the
maximum slope of the ID − VGS curve, the transconductance gm,max is determined. From
Fig. E4.1

VGSi = VGS,max − ID,max

gm,max
, where

ID,max = k(VGS,max − VT − VDS/2)VDS and gm,max = kVDS ; k = Weff µeff Cox

Leff

Substituting ID,max and gm,max into the first equation, and solving for VT gives

VT = VGsi − VDS/2, identical to Eq. (4.106). From Eq. (4.60) with RSD = 0;
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ID,max = k(VGS,max − VT − VDS/2)(VDS − ID,maxRSD)

= k(VGS,max − VT − VDS/2)VDS

1 + kRSD(VGS,max − VT − VDS/2)

and

gm,max = kVDS

[1 + kRSD(VGS,max − VT − VDS/2)]2

Substituting ID,max and gm,max into the VGsi equation above gives

VGSi = VT + VDS/2 − kRSD(VGS,max − VT − VDS/2)2

Solving for the threshold voltage gives

VT = VGS,max − VDS

2
+ 1 − √

1 + 4kRSD(VGS,max − VGSi)

2kRSD

Expanding this expression, using
√

1 + x ≈ 1 + x

2
− x2

8
+ 3x3

48
gives

VT ≈ VGSi − VDS/2 + kRSD(VGS,max − VGSi)
2 − 2(kRSD)2(VGS,max − VGSi)

3

The threshold voltage can also be determined in the MOSFET saturation regime. The
drain current in saturation for mobility-dominated MOSFETs is

ID,sat = mWµeff Cox

L
(VGS − VT )2 (4.107)

where m is a function of doping density; it approaches 0.5 for low doping densities.
VT is determined by plotting ID

1/2 versus VGS and extrapolating the curve to zero drain
current, illustrated in Fig. 4.29(a).115 – 116 Since ID is dependent on mobility degradation
and series resistance, we again extrapolate at the point of maximum slope. Setting VGS =
VDS ensures operation in the saturation region.

For short-channel MOSFETs, where the drain current is velocity saturation limited,
the saturated drain current is

ID = WCox(VGS − VT )vsat (4.108)

where vsat is the saturation-limited velocity. The drain current in Eq. (4.108) is linear in
VGS − VT as shown in Fig. 4.29(b). The threshold voltage now is simply the extrapolated
gate voltage.

4.8.2 Constant Drain Current

It is obvious from Fig. 4.27 that the drain current at the threshold voltage is higher than
zero. This is utilized in the constant drain current method where the gate voltage at a
specified threshold drain current, IT , is taken to be the threshold voltage. This measure-
ment is simple with only one voltage measurement necessary and it can be implemented
with the circuit of Fig. 4.30(a) or by digital means.115 It lends itself readily to threshold
voltage mapping. The threshold current IT is forced at the MOSFET source terminal and
the op-amp adjusts its output voltage to equal the gate voltage consistent with that IT .
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Fig. 4.29 Threshold voltage determination by the saturation extrapolation technique. (a) VDS =
2 V, tox = 17 nm, W/L = 20 µm/0.8 µm. (b) saturation limited velocity case. Data courtesy of M.
Stuhl, Medtronic Corp.

In order to make IT independent of device geometry, IT = ID/(Weff /Leff ) is sometimes
specified at a current around 10 to 50 nA but other values have been used.114 – 115 VT

for ID = 1 µA, often used in this type of measurement, is shown in Fig. 4.30(b). Also
shown is the “linear extrapolation” VT . The method has found wide application, provided
a consistent drain current is chosen.

4.8.3 Sub-threshold Drain Current

In the sub-threshold method the drain current is measured as a function of gate voltage
below threshold and plotted as log(ID) versus VGS . The sub-threshold current depends
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Fig. 4.30 Threshold voltage determination by the sub-threshold and the threshold drain current tech-
nique. (a) Measurement circuit, (b) experimental data. tox = 17 nm, W/L = 20 µm/0.8 µm. Data
courtesy of M. Stuhl, Medtronic Corp.

linearly on gate voltage in such a semilog plot. The gate voltage at which the plot departs
from linearity is sometimes taken as the threshold voltage. However, for the data of
Fig. 4.30(b) this point yields a threshold voltage of VT = 0.87 V, somewhat lower than
that determined by the linear extrapolation method (VT = 0.95 V).

4.8.4 Transconductance

The transconductance method uses a linear extrapolation of the gm − VGS characteristic
at its maximum first derivative point.117 In weak inversion, the transconductance depends
exponentially on gate bias, but in strong inversion, if series resistance and mobility degra-
dation are negligible, the transconductance tends to a constant value. In the transition
region between weak and strong inversion, the transconductance depends linearly on gate
bias. Fig. 4.31 shows an example of this technique with VT = 0.83 V, lower than the
previous techniques.
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Fig. 4.31 Threshold voltage determination by the transconductance technique. tox = 17 nm,
W/L = 20 µm/0.8 µm. Data courtesy of M. Stuhl, Medtronic Corp.

4.8.5 Transconductance Derivative

The derivative of the transconductance with gate voltage ∂gm/∂VGS is determined at low
drain voltage and plotted versus gate voltage in the transconductance derivative method.
The origin of this method can be understood by considering an ideal MOSFET, where
ID = 0 for VGS < VT and ID ∼ VGS for VGS > VT . Hence the first derivative dID/dVGS is
a step function and the second derivative d2ID = dVGS

2 will tend to infinity at VGS = VT .
In a real device the second derivative is not infinite, but exhibits a maximum. An example
plot is shown in Fig. 4.32 for the device of Fig. 4.28. The threshold voltage is about the
same as for the method in Figs. 4.28. The method is not affected by series resistance and
mobility degradation.112

4.8.6 Drain Current Ratio

The drain current ratio method was developed to avoid the dependence of the extracted
VT on mobility degradation and parasitic series resistance.114 The drain current, given in
Eq. (4.62), is reproduced here
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Fig. 4.32 Threshold voltage determination by the transconductance change technique. tox = 17 nm,
W/L = 20 µm/0.8 µm. Data courtesy of M. Stuhl, Medtronic Corp.
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ID = Weff µeff Cox(VGS − VT )VDS

(L − �L) + Weff µeff Cox(VGS − VT )RSD

(4.109)

Using

µeff = µo

1 + θ(VGS − VT )
(4.110)

allows Eq. (4.109) to be written as

ID = WCox

L

µo

1 + θeff (VGS − VT )
(VGS − VT )VDS (4.111)

where
θeff = θ + (W/L)µoCoxRSD (4.112)

The transconductance is given by

gm = ∂ID

∂VGS

= WCox

L

µo

[1 + θeff (VGS − VT )]2
VDS

The ID/gm
1/2 ratio

ID√
gm

=
√

WCoxµo

L
VDS(VGS − VT ) (4.113)

is a linear function of gate voltage, whose intercept on the gate-voltage axis is the threshold
voltage. This method is valid provided the gate voltage is confined to small variations near
VT and the assumptions VDS/2 � (VGS − VT ) and ∂RSD/∂VGS ≈ 0 are satisfied. The plot
is shown in Fig. 4.33 giving VT = 0.97 V. The low-field mobility µo can be determined
from the slope of the ID − gm

1/2 versus VGS − VT plot and the mobility degradation
factor is

θeff = ID − gm(VGS − VT )

gm(VGS − VT )2
(4.114)

from which θ can de determined provided RSD is known.
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A comparison of several methods was carried out as a function of channel length.118

The results are shown in Fig. 4.34. It is clear from this plot, as it is from the data in
this section, that the threshold voltage can vary widely depending on how it is measured.
In all threshold voltage measurements it is important to state the sample measurement
temperature since VT does depend on temperature. A typical VT temperature coefficient
is −2 mV/

◦C, but it can be higher.119

4.9 PSEUDO MOSFET

The pseudo MOSFET is a simple test structure to characterize the Si layer of silicon-
on-insulator (SOI) wafers without having to fabricate test devices.120 The original imple-
mentation is illustrated in Fig. 4.35(a), with the bulk Si substrate the “gate”, the buried
oxide (BOX) the “gate” oxide, and the Si film the transistor “body”. Mechanical probes
on the film surface form the source and drain. Biasing the gate drives the Si at the bot-
tom interface into inversion, depletion, or accumulation, allowing both electron and hole
conduction to be characterized. Drain current-gate voltage and drain current-time mea-
surements yield the effective electron and hole mobilities, threshold voltage, dopant type,
dopant density, interface and oxide charge densities, series resistance, and layer defects.
To reduce the effect of BOX leakage due to BOX defects, it is advantageous to etch the
Si layer into islands.

A more recent implementation is the mercury probe HgFET in Fig. 4.35(b), with
Hg the source S, the concentric drain D, and the concentric guard ring GR.121 While
changing the probe configuration from Fig. 4.35(a) to Fig. 4.35(b) may appear to be
trivial, this change is actually quite profound. In the two-probe configuration, the probe
contact resistance and contact area depend on the probe pressure that may be difficult to
control. The Hg probe configuration has well-defined source and drain areas, as well as
a guard ring to suppress surface leakage currents. However, the HgFET relies on Hg-Si
interfaces, i.e., Schottky barrier source and drain. It turns out that the Hg-Si interface is
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Fig. 4.35 Pseudo MOSFETs (a) probe and (b) Hg contact configurations.

very sensitive to surface treatment and this interface is extremely important during HgFET
measurements. A common method to control the Hg-Si barrier, is to rinse the Si sample
in dilute HF (e.g., 1 HF:20 H2O). This gives a low electron barrier height.122 With time,
as the surface conditions change, the electron barrier height increases and the hole barrier
height decreases.123

4.10 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

This chapter covers such a variety of characterization techniques that it is difficult to
summarize the strengths and weaknesses of each method here. Instead, we have chosen
to mention the strengths and weaknesses throughout the chapter.

APPENDIX 4.1

Schottky Diode Current-Voltage Equation

The current-voltage equation of a Schottky diode with series resistance is

I = AA∗T 2e−qφB/kT (eq(V −I rs )/nkT − 1) (A4.1)

It has been suggested that Eq. (A4.1) is incorrect because it predicts the non-ideality,
included through the parameter n, to affect only the current flow from the semiconductor
to the metal but not from the metal to the semiconductor,124 as is obvious from Eq. (A4.1).
For high forward bias only the first term in the “exp” bracket is important and it contains
the factor n. For reverse bias the second term is important and it does not contain n.

To overcome this problem, consider the voltage dependence of the barrier height. The
barrier height φB depends on voltage due to image force barrier lowering, due to voltage
drops across any interfacial layers between the metal and the semiconductor, and other
possible effects. Assuming the barrier height depends linearly on voltage according to

φB(V ) = φB0 + γ (V − Irs) (A4.2)

where γ > 0 because the barrier height increases with increased forward bias, Eq. (A4.1)
becomes

I = AA∗T 2e−qφB0/kT e−qγ (V −I rs )/kT (eq(V −I rs )/kT − 1) (A4.3)
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Defining the diode ideality factor n by

1

n
= 1 − γ = 1 − ∂φB

∂V
(A4.4)

allows Eq. (A4.3) to be written as

I = AA∗T 2e−qφB0/kT eq(V −I rs )/nkT (1 − e−q(V −I rs )/kT ) (A4.5)

To determine n, it is common practice to use that range of the log(I )–V plot where series
resistance is negligible (V � Irs). Under those restrictions Eq. (A4.5) becomes

I = AA∗T 2e−qφB0/kT eqV /nkT (1 − e−qV /kT ) (A4.6)

Instead of plotting log(I ) versus V , Eq. (A4.6) predicts that log[I/(1 − exp(−qV /

kT ))] versus V should be plotted. Such a plot exhibits a straight line all the way to
V = 0, giving a wider range of the curve from which n is determined.125 The ideality
factor is near unity for well-behaved Schottky diodes. However, it can deviate from
unity as a result of current flow due to mechanisms other than thermionic emission, e.g.,
thermionic-field emission current, interface damage, and interfacial layers all tend to raise
n above unity.
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PROBLEMS

4.1 The I –V data of a forward-biased pn junction are shown. Determine the temperature
T and the series resistance rs for this device.

V (V ) I (A) V (V ) I (A) V (V ) I (A)
0.00 0.0000 0.350 1.096e-07 0.700 0.006291
0.0250 1.291e-12 0.375 2.512e-07 0.725 0.01005
0.0500 4.248e-12 0.400 5.754e-07 0.750 0.01429
0.0750 1.102e-11 0.425 1.318e-06 0.775 0.01961
0.100 2.654e-11 0.450 3.019e-06 0.800 0.02543
0.125 6.209e-11 0.475 6.913e-06 0.825 0.03185
0.150 1.435e-10 0.500 1.582e-05 0.850 0.03833
0.175 3.301e-10 0.525 3.618e-05 0.875 0.04504
0.200 7.576e-10 0.550 8.252e-05 0.900 0.05194
0.225 1.737e-09 0.575 0.0001872 0.925 0.05899
0.250 3.980e-09 0.600 0.0004191 0.950 0.06616
0.275 9.119e-09 0.625 0.0009134 0.975 0.07344
0.300 2.089e-08 0.650 0.001882 1.00 0.08080
0.325 4.786e-08 0.675 0.003506
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4.2 The I –V curves of a forward-biased pn junction are shown in Fig. P4.2. Determine
the temperature T for the “T = ?” curve and the series resistance rs for the “T =
300 K” curve.
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T = ?

Fig. P4.2

4.3 The current voltage relationship for a pn junction is

I = Io,scr

(
exp

(
q(V − Irs)

nkT

)
− 1

)
+ Io,qnr

(
exp

(
q(V − Irs)

nkT

)
− 1

)
.

From the I –V curve in Fig. P4.3 or data determine Io,scr , Io,qnr , n in the scr, n in the
qnr, and rs . T = 300 K. Determine rs and n also from I/gd versus I and gd/I versus
gd plots.
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Fig. P4.3

V (V ) I (A) V I V I V I
0.0 0.0 0.20 4.916e-08 0.40 7.533e-06 0.6 0.005193
0.01 2.141e-10 0.21 6.046e-08 0.41 1.049e-05 0.61 0.006188
0.02 4.738e-10 0.22 7.445e-08 0.42 1.472e-05 0.62 0.007770
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V (V ) I (A) V I V I V I

0.03 7.890e-10 0.23 9.183e-08 0.43 2.079e-05 0.63 0.009066
0.04 1.172e-09 0.24 1.135e-07 0.44 2.952e-05 0.64 0.01073
0.05 1.637e-09 0.25 1.408e-07 0.45 4.211e-05 0.65 0.01224
0.06 2.201e-09 0.26 1.751e-07 0.46 6.029e-05 0.66 0.01402
0.07 2.887e-09 0.27 2.187e-07 0.47 8.657e-05 0.67 0.01569
0.08 3.721e-09 0.28 2.745e-07 0.48 0.0001245 0.68 0.01757
0.09 4.734e-09 0.29 3.464e-07 0.49 0.0001792 0.69 0.01937
0.10 5.966e-09 0.30 4.398e-07 0.50 0.0002575 0.70 0.02112
0.11 7.466e-09 0.31 5.623e-07 0.51 0.0003691 0.71 0.02321
0.12 9.291e-09 0.32 7.243e-07 0.52 0.0005260 0.72 0.02506
0.13 1.151e-08 0.33 9.406e-07 0.53 0.0007432 0.73 0.02720
0.14 1.422e-08 0.34 1.232e-06 0.54 0.001037 0.74 0.02912
0.15 1.753e-08 0.35 1.629e-06 0.55 0.001421 0.75 0.03130
0.16 2.157e-08 0.36 2.173e-06 0.56 0.001904 0.76 0.03327
0.17 2.651e-08 0.37 2.925e-06 0.57 0.002479 0.77 0.03549
0.18 3.257e-08 0.38 3.975e-06 0.58 0.003122 0.78 0.03765
0.19 4.001e-08 0.39 5.449e-06 0.59 0.003792 0.79 0.03976

4.4 The current–voltage curves of a Schottky diode are shown in Fig. P4.4 for various
temperatures. Determine n, φB , A∗, and rs . A = 10−3 cm2.
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4.5 A solar cell obeys the “light” and “dark” equations

I = IL − Io

(
exp

(
q(V + Irs)

nkT

)
− 1

)
; Idk = Io

(
exp

(
q(V − Irs)

nkT

)
− 1

)
.

From the curves in Fig. P4.5 determine: Io, n and rs . T = 290 K. To determine rs

use three methods: (i) the “light” curves only; (ii) the “dark” curve only; (iii) both
curves.

4.6 Consider a resistor R placed externally in either the base lead or the emitter lead in
the bipolar junction transistor in Fig. P4.6. Which placement has the largest effect
on the collector IC?
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4.7 Leff and RSD = RS + RD of a MOSFET can be obtained from a plot of the measured
drain resistance Rm vs. L. Consider two Rm versus L curves of an LDD (lightly-
doped drain) MOSFET for VGS1 and VGS2, where VGS2 = VGS1 + �V1. Draw the
two lines for VGS1 and VGS2 on an Rm versus L plot. On the same figure, draw the
line for VGS3 = VGS1 + �2, where �V2 < �V1. Remember, in LDD devices, both
Leff and RSD are gate voltage dependent. Give reasons for your answer.

4.8 Consider the two n-channel MOSFETs in Fig. P4.8. NA2 > NA1. Discuss whether
the threshold voltages and the drain currents for a given drain and gate voltage

NA1 NA1

n+ n+

NA2 

(a) (b)

Fig. P4.8
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are the same for these devices. Justify your answers. Assume the source and substrate
to be grounded.

4.9 Consider the four n-channel MOSFETs in Fig. P4.9. NA2 > NA1. Discuss whether
the threshold voltages and the drain currents for a given drain and gate voltage are
the same for these devices. Justify your answers. Assume the source and substrate
to be grounded.

n+
NA1

n+
NA1 NA2

n+
NA2

n+
NA2 NA1

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. P4.9

4.10 Consider two MOSFETs of the type shown in Fig. P4.10.

G
D

xL0

nn

p

Fig. P4.10

(a) Uniform gate oxide thickness tox = tox1.

(b) Graded gate oxide thickness between source and drain, according to

tox(x) = (tox1 − tox2)(1 − x/L) + tox2; tox2 < tox1.

Are the threshold voltages for these two structures identical? Are the drain currents,
measured at low drain voltage, identical for these two structures? Give reasons for
your answers. VFB = 0.
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4.11 The measured resistance of a MOSFET is shown in Fig. P4.11 for various gate
lengths as a function of gate voltage. Choose one answer.

�VG1 > VG2 ,�VG1 = VG2, �VG1 < VG2 .

What is determined by point A? Draw on the same figure the lines for the same
gate voltages when Rm = 0 and �L = 0. All other parameters are unchanged.

Rm
VG1

VG2

A

L

Fig. P4.11

4.12 Rm = VDS/ID is shown in Fig. P4.12 for the MOSFET on the left for gate voltages
VG1 and VG2. Draw the VG2 line for the LDD structure on the right. VG1 is that gate
voltage at which a channel is formed between the two n-regions without changing
the conductivity of these regions.

n+ n+

n pp

Rm RmVG1

VG1

VG2

RSD

2L1 L L

Fig. P4.12

4.13 The current-voltage relationship of a MOSFET in the presence of series resistance
is (source and substrate are grounded):

ID ≈ Weff Cox

Leff

µo

[1 + θ(VGS − VT )]
(VGS − VT − 0.5VDS)V

′
DS,
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where V ′
DS = VDS − ID(RS + RD), Weff = W − �W , and Leff = L − �L. Using

the ID − VGS data determine VT , µo, θ , �L, and RSD = RS + RD; assume �W =
0. tox = 10 nm, W = 50 µm, VD = 50 mV. The drain current for various channel
lengths and various gate voltages is listed in the following table:

ID (A)
VGS (V ) L = 20 µm 12 µm 7 µm 1 µm

0.725 4.935e-07 8.326e-07 1.460e-06 1.517e-05
1.025 6.176e-06 1.026e-05 1.749e-05 0.0001132
1.325 1.145e-05 1.876e-05 3.119e-05 0.0001527
1.625 1.636e-05 2.645e-05 4.304e-05 0.0001740
1.925 2.094e-05 3.345e-05 5.339e-05 0.0001873
2.225 2.523e-05 3.985e-05 6.250e-05 0.0001964
2.525 2.924e-05 4.572e-05 7.058e-05 0.0002031
2.825 3.301e-05 5.113e-05 7.781e-05 0.0002081
3.125 3.656e-05 5.612e-05 8.430e-05 0.0002121
3.425 3.991e-05 6.075e-05 9.017e-05 0.0002153
3.725 4.307e-05 6.504e-05 9.550e-05 0.0002179
4.025 4.606e-05 6.905e-05 0.0001004 0.0002202
4.325 4.889e-05 7.278e-05 0.0001048 0.0002220
4.625 5.157e-05 7.628e-05 0.0001089 0.0002237
4.925 5.412e-05 7.957e-05 0.0001127 0.0002251
5.225 5.655e-05 8.265e-05 0.0001162 0.0002263

4.14 Draw ID − VDS for VGS = VGS1 > VT and ID − VGS for low VDS , with region [1]:
(i) p+, (ii) n+, as shown in Fig. P4.14. Draw both curves on the same figure in
each case. What device characteristics are determined from ID − VDS curves? What
device characteristics are determined from ID − VGS curves?

n

p-type

n

VDS

VDS VGS

VGS

[1]

ID ID

Fig. P4.14
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4.15 The ID − VGS and ID − VDS plots of two MOSFETs with different gate lengths are
shown in Fig. P4.15. Determine VT , RSD and �L for each device. Determine the
effective mobility for the L = 2 µm device at VGS = 2 V, using

µeff = gdLeff

WCox(VGS − VT )
.

MOSFET1: tox = 5 nm, L = 0.5 µm, W = 10 µm, Kox = 3.9.
MOSFET2: tox = 10 nm, L = 2 µm, W = 10 µm, Kox = 3.9.
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Fig. P4.15

4.16 The ID − VGS and ID − VDS plots of two MOSFETs with different gate lengths are
shown ion Fig. P4.16. Determine VT , RSD and �L. Determine the effective mobility
for the L = 2 µm device at VGS = 2 V, using

µeff = gdLeff

WCox(VGS − VT )
.

MOSFET1: tox = 5 nm, L = 0.25 µm, W = 5 µm, Kox = 3.9.
MOSFET2: tox = 5 nm, L = 2 µm, W = 5 µm, Kox = 3.9.
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4.17 Rm = VDS/ID versus 1/(VGS − VT ) curves are measured on MOSFETs with various
gate lengths and shown in Fig. P4.17. Determine �L(in µm), RSD , µo, and θ .
W = 10 µm, tox = 5 nm, Kox = 3.9, VT = 0.4 V.
Curve fitting gives: y = 198.7 + 50x; y = 200.6 + 112x; y = 203 + 173x;
y = 207.3 + 263x.
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4.18 On Fig. P4.18, show the physical gate length and the metallurgical channel length.
Can the effective channel length be larger than L1? Discuss.

L1

n+n+

p

Gate

Gate Oxide

Fig. P4.18

4.19 Two Rm versus L lines for a MOSFET are shown in Fig. P4.19. Rm = VDS/ID .
Determine the source and drain resistance RSD and �L = L − Leff . Then, on the
same figure, draw the two lines when the MOSFET oxide thickness tox is decreased.
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Fig. P4.19

4.20 The total resistance Rm defined as VDS/ID is shown in Fig. P4.20 for MOSFETs
with different gate lengths.

Rm
 

L

VGS1

VGS2

Fig. P4.20
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Choose one answer: �VGS1 > VGS2 �VGS1 = VGS2 �VGS1 < VGS2

What parameters can be determined from this plot? Draw the two lines for the
same gate voltages VGS1 and VGS2 when the oxide thickness is reduced. Assume the
threshold voltage remains unchanged.

4.21 The total resistance Rm defined as VDS/ID is shown in Fig. P4.21 for MOSFETs
with different gate lengths.

Rm
 

L

VGS1

VGS2

Fig. P4.21

Choose one answer: �VGS1 > VGS2 �VGS1 = VGS2 �VGS1 < VGS2

What parameters can be determined from this plot? Draw the two lines for the
same gate voltages VGS1 and VGS2 when the source and drain contact resistances
are increased.

4.22 The Rm versus L plot of MOSFET (a) is shown in Fig. P 4.22.

VGS2n+ n+

p

p

nn

(a)

(b)

VGS1
Rm

L

n+ n+

Fig. P4.22

(a) What is L and Rm at the point of intersection?

(b) �VGS1 > VGS2 �VGS1 = VGS2 �VGS1 < VGS2

(c) Draw on the Rm versus L plot the two lines for the LDD MOSFET (b) for the
same gate voltages. The gate overlap over the n+ source and drain in (a) is the
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same as the overlap over the n regions in (b). For MOSFET (b): At the lower
gate voltage, a channel exists between the two n-regions; at the higher gate
voltage, the n-regions are accumulated by the gate voltage.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

• Why is the I –V curve a straight line on a semilog plot?
• Why does a Si diode log I –V curve have two slopes?
• How does series resistance affect the diode current?
• How is the barrier height of Schottky diodes determined?
• Why can the Schottky diode barrier heights be different when determined from

I –V or C –V data?
• Why are series and shunt resistance important in solar cells?
• How are emitter and base resistances in BJT determined?
• Name three device/material parameters that influence the threshold voltage?
• Why does the effective channel length differ from the physical gate length?
• Which effective channel length methods are useful for short-channel MOSFETs?
• What is an advantage of the capacitance-voltage technique over current-voltage

techniques for effective channel length determination?
• How is the threshold voltage measured?



5
DEFECTS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

All semiconductors contain defects. They may be foreign atoms (impurities) or crystalline
defects. Impurities are intentionally introduced as dopant atoms (shallow-level impurities),
recombination centers (deep-level impurities) to reduce the device lifetime, or deep-level
impurities to increase the substrate resistivity. Impurities are also unintentionally incor-
porated during crystal growth and device processing. Various types of defects are shown
schematically in Fig. 5.1. The open circles represent the host atoms (e.g., silicon). The
defects are: (1) foreign interstitial (e.g., oxygen in silicon), (2) foreign substitutional (e.g.,
dopant atom), (3) vacancy, (4) self interstitial, (5) stacking fault, (6) edge dislocation, and
(7) precipitate. The corncob illustrates a vacancy and an interstitial and the saguaro cactus
a stacking fault and edge dislocation. Today’s silicon is grown very pure with metallic
densities on the order of 1010 cm−3 or less. Processing tends to introduce higher densities,
but many of these impurities are gettered during subsequent processing with densities of
typically 1010 –1012 cm−3 after processing.

Metallic impurities affect various device parameters. We show in Fig. 5.2 some regions
where metals cause problems. A major concern is metallic contamination at the semicon-
ductor/oxide interface because it degrades the gate oxide integrity. Metals also degrade
devices if located at high stress points and in junction space-charge regions. The effect
of iron and copper contamination in silicon is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Fig. 5.3(a) shows
the % failure versus oxide breakdown electric field as a function of iron contamination
in Si wafers. Fig. 5.3(b) shows a similar plot for copper contamination. Typically metal
contamination leads to more severe oxide breakdown degradation for thicker oxides, but
as these figure show there is degradation even for 3 nm oxides. Thinner oxides show

Semiconductor Material and Device Characterization, Third Edition, by Dieter K. Schroder
Copyright  2006 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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(2)

(1) (3)

(4)

(6)

(5)

(7)

Fig. 5.1 Schematic representation of defects in semiconductors described in the text.

 

Metal
precipitate

Space-charge
region

Stress

Fig. 5.2 MOSFET regions sensitive to metal contamination.

less degradation due to the higher leakage currents through such thin oxides even in the
absence of metal contamination.

The characterization of shallow-level or dopant impurities is discussed in
Chapters 2, 10, and 11. Shallow-level impurity densities are best measured electrically,
but their energy levels are best determined optically. In this chapter we discuss
predominantly the measurement of deep-level impurities whose densities and energy
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Fig. 5.3 Oxide failure percentage versus oxide breakdown electric field as a function of metal
contamination for (a) Fe-contaminated Si and (b) Cu-contaminated Si; the wafers were dipped in a
10 ppb or 10 ppm CuSO4 solution and annealed at 400◦C. Data after ref. 1.

levels are best measured electrically. Milnes gives a good review of impurities in
semiconductors.2 – 3 Jaros treats the theoretical aspects of deep-level impurities.4

5.2 GENERATION-RECOMBINATION STATISTICS

5.2.1 A Pictorial View

The band diagram of a perfect single crystal semiconductor consists of a valence band
and a conduction band separated by the band gap, with no energy levels within the
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band gap. When the periodicity of the single crystal is perturbed by foreign atoms or
crystal defects, discrete energy levels are introduced into the band gap, shown by the
ET lines in Fig. 5.4. Each line represents one such defect. Such defects are commonly
called generation-recombination (G-R) centers or traps. G-R centers lie deep in the band
gap and are known as deep energy level impurities, or simply deep-level impurities. They
act as recombination centers when there are excess carriers in the semiconductor and
as generation centers when the carrier density is below its equilibrium value as in the
reverse-biased space-charge region (scr) of pn junctions or MOS-capacitors, for example.

For single crystal semiconductors like silicon, germanium, and gallium arsenide, deep
level impurities are usually metallic impurities, but they can be crystal imperfections, such
as dislocations, stacking faults, precipitates, vacancies, or interstitials. Usually they are
undesirable, but occasionally they are deliberately introduced to alter a device characteris-
tic, e.g., the switching time of bipolar devices. In some semiconductors like GaAs and InP,
deep-level impurities raise the substrate resistivity, creating semi-insulating substrates. For
amorphous semiconductors, defects are mainly due to structural imperfections.

Let us consider the deep-level impurity in Fig. 5.4 with an energy ET and density
NT impurities/cm3. The energy ET is an effective energy discussed in Appendix 5.1.
The semiconductor has n electrons/cm3 in the conduction band and p holes/cm3 in the
valence band introduced by shallow-level dopants, not shown on the figure. To follow the
various capture and emission processes, let the center first capture an electron from the
conduction band (Fig. 5.4(a)), characterized by the capture coefficient cn. After electron
capture one of two events takes place. The center can either emit the electron back to
the conduction band, called electron emission en (Fig. 5.4(b)), or it can capture a hole
from the valence band, shown in Fig. 5.4(c) as cp . After either of these events, the G-R
center is occupied by a hole and again has two choices. Either it emits the hole back
to the valence band ep in Fig. 5.4(d) or captures an electron (Fig. 5.4(a)). These are the
only four possible events between the conduction band, the impurity energy level, and
the valence band. Process (d) is sometimes viewed as electron emission from the valence
band to the impurity shown by the dashed arrow. We will, however, use the hole emission
process in (d) because it lends itself more readily to mathematical analysis.

A recombination event is Fig. 5.4(a) followed by (c) and a generation event is
(b) followed by (d). The impurity is a G-R center and both the conduction and valence
bands participate in recombination and generation. These mechanisms are the topic of

cn

pT

nT

cp ep

en

Ec

ET

Ev

n

x

p

(a) (b) (c) (d)

E

Fig. 5.4 Electron energy band diagram for a semiconductor with deep-level impurities. The capture
and emission processes are described in the text.
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Chapter 7. A third event that is neither recombination nor generation, is the trapping
event (a) followed by (b) or (c) followed by (d). In either case a carrier is captured and
subsequently emitted back to the band from which it came. Only one of the two bands
and the center participate and the impurity is a trap. Impurities are frequently referred to
as traps, regardless of whether they act as recombination, generation, or trapping centers.
The subscript “T ” in the following equations stands for trap.

Whether an impurity acts as a trap or a G-R center depends on ET , the location of
the Fermi level in the band gap, the temperature, and the capture cross-sections of the
impurity. Generally those impurities with energies near the middle of the band gap behave
as G-R centers, whereas those near the band edges act as traps. Generally the electron
emission rate for centers in the upper half of the band gap is higher than the hole emission
rate. Similarly the hole emission rate is generally higher than the electron emission rate for
centers in the lower half of the band gap. For most centers one emission rate dominates,
and the other can frequently be neglected.

5.2.2 A Mathematical Description

A G-R center can exist in one of two states. When occupied by an electron, it is in the
nT state and when occupied by a hole, it is in the pT state (both shown in Fig. 5.4). If the
G-R center is a donor, nT is neutral and pT is positively charged. For an acceptor, nT is
negatively charged and pT is neutral. The density of G-R centers occupied by electrons
nT and holes pT must equal the total density NT or NT = nT + pT . In other words, a
center is either occupied by an electron or a hole. When electrons and holes recombine
or are generated, the electron density in the conduction band n, the hole density in the
valence band p, and the charge state of the center nT or pT are all functions of time. For
that reason we will first address the question, “what is the time rate of change of n, p,
and nT ?” We develop the appropriate equations for electrons. The equations for holes are
analogous, and their derivation follows similar paths. A good discussion of the equations
and their derivations is given by Sah et al.5

The electron density in the conduction band is diminished by electron capture (pro-
cess (a) in Fig. 5.4) and increased by electron emission (process (b) in Fig. 5.4) and the
electron time rate of change due to G-R mechanisms is6 – 7

dn

dt
|G−R = (b) − (a) = ennT − cnnpT (5.1)

The subscript “G-R” signifies that we are only considering emission and capture processes
through G-R centers. We are not considering radiative or Auger processes. However, later
in the chapter we address briefly optical emission as a mechanism to excite carriers into
or out of G-R centers. Electron emission depends on the density of G-R centers occupied
by electrons and the emission rate through the relation (b) = ennT . This relationship does
not contain n because it is not necessary for there to be electrons in the conduction band
during the emission process. But the G-R centers must be occupied by electrons, for if
there are no electrons on the centers, none can be emitted.

The capture process is slightly more complicated because it depends on n, pT and
the capture coefficient cn through the relation (a) = cnnpT . The electron density n is
important because, to capture electrons, there must be electrons in the conduction band.
For holes we find the parallel expression

dp

dt
|G−R = (d) − (c) = eppT − cppnT (5.2)
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The emission rate en represents the electrons emitted per second from electron-occupied
G-R centers. The capture rate cnn represents the density of electrons captured per second
from the conduction band. The units are: en in 1/s and cn in cm3/s. You may wonder
how there can be more than one electron emitted from a G-R center. After an electron
has been emitted, the center finds itself in the pT state and subsequently emits a hole,
returning it to the nT state. Then the cycle repeats.

Where do the electrons and holes come from for this cycle to continue? Surely they
cannot come from the center itself. It may be helpful to view hole emission from the G-R
center as electron emission from the valence band to the G-R center, indicated by the
dashed line in Fig. 5.4(d). In this picture the electron-hole emission process is nothing
more than an electron being excited from the valence band to the conduction band with
an intermediate stop at the ET level. However, it is easier to deal with the equations if
we consider hole and electron emission as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 5.4.

The capture coefficient cn is defined by

cn = σnvth (5.3)

where vth is the electron thermal velocity and σn is the electron capture cross-section
of the G-R center. A physical explanation of cn can be gleaned from Eq. (5.3). We
know that electrons move randomly at their thermal velocity and that G-R centers remain
immobile in the lattice. Nevertheless, it is helpful to change the frame of reference by
letting the electrons be immobile and the G-R centers move at velocity vth. The centers
then sweep out a volume per unit time of σnvth. Those electrons that find themselves in
that volume have a very high probability of being captured. Capture cross-sections vary
widely depending on whether the center is neutral, negatively, or positively charged. A
center with a negative or repulsive charge has a smaller electron capture cross section
than one that is neutral or attractively charged. Neutral capture cross-sections are on the
order of 10−15 cm2 —roughly the physical size of the atom.

Whenever an electron or hole is captured or emitted, the center occupancy changes,
and that rate of change is, from Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), given by

dnT

dt
|G−R = dp

dt
− dn

dt
= (cnn + ep)(NT − nT ) − (cpp + en)nT (5.4)

This equation is non-linear, with n and p being time-dependent variables. If the equation
can be linearized, it can be solved easily. Two cases allow this simplification. (1) In
a reverse-biased space-charge region both n and p are small and can, to first order,
be neglected. (2) In the quasi-neutral regions n and p are reasonably constant. Solving
Eq. (5.4) for condition (2) gives nT (t) as

nT (t) = nT (0) exp

(
− t

τ

)
+ (ep + cnn)NT

en + cnn + ep + cpp

(
1 − exp

(
− t

τ

))
(5.5)

where nT (0) is the density of G-R centers occupied by electrons at t = 0 and τ =
1/(en + cnn + ep + cpp). The steady-state density as t → ∞ is

nT = ep + cnn

en + cnn + ep + cpp
NT (5.6)
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This equation shows the steady-state occupancy of nT to be determined by the electron
and hole densities as well as by the emission and capture rates. Equations (5.5) and (5.6)
are the basis for most deep-level impurity measurements.

Equation (5.5) is difficult to solve because neither capture nor emission rates may be
known. Furthermore, n and p vary with time and generally also with distance in a device.
Certain experimental simplifications are usually made to allow data interpretation. We will
show the results of those simplifications here and the experimental implementations later.

For an n-type substrate where, to first order, p can be neglected, Equation (5.5)
becomes

nT (t) = nT (0) exp

(
− t

τ1

)
+ (ep + cnn)NT

en + cnn + ep

(
1 − exp

(
− t

τ1

))
(5.7)

with τ1 = 1/(en + cnn + ep). There are two cases of particular interest for the Schottky
diode on an n-substrate in Fig. 5.5. The diode is at zero bias in Fig. 5.5(a). With n

mobile electrons, capture dominates emission, and the steady-state G-R center density
from Eq. (5.7) is nT ≈ NT . When the diode is pulsed from zero to reverse bias as shown
in Fig. 5.5(b), with most G-R centers initially occupied by electrons for t ≤ 0, electrons
are emitted from the G-R centers for t > 0. Emission dominates during this reverse-
bias phase because the emitted electrons are swept out of the reverse-biased space-charge
region very quickly, thereby reducing the chance of being recaptured. The electron sweep-
out or transit time is tt ≈ W/vn. For vn ≈ 107 cm/s and W being a few microns, tt is
a few tens of picoseconds. This time is significantly shorter than typical capture times.
However, near the edge of the scr the mobile electron density tails off into the scr from the
quasi-neutral region even under reverse bias. This implies that the cnn term in Eq. (5.7) is
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Fig. 5.5 A Schottky diode for (a) zero bias, (b) reverse bias at t = 0, (c) reverse bias as t → ∞.
The applied voltage and resultant capacitance transient are shown in (d).
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not negligible in that part of the scr and electron emission competes with electron capture.
With n not spatially homogeneous, τ is not constant, and the time dependence of n(t) can
be non-exponential.

Let us consider traps in the upper half of the band gap with en � ep , allowing ep to
be neglected in Eq. (5.7). During the initial emission period, the time dependence of nT

simplifies to

nT (t) = nT (0) exp

(
− t

τe

)
≈ NT exp

(
− t

τe

)
(5.8)

with τe = 1/en. Following electron emission from traps, holes remain and are subsequently
emitted followed by electron emission, and so on. The steady-state trap density nT in the
reverse-biased scr is

nT = ep

en + ep

NT (5.9)

Some traps will be in the nT and some will be in the pT state. When the diode is pulsed
from reverse bias to zero bias, electrons rush in to be captured by traps in the pT state.
The time dependence of nT during the capture period is

nT (t) = NT − (NT − nT (0)) exp

(
− t

τc

)
(5.10)

where τc = 1/cnn and nT (0) is the initial steady-state density given by Eq. (5.9).
Similar equations to those in this section also hold for interface trapped charge. The

relevant electron and hole densities are those at the surface, the traps are interface traps,
and the capture and emission coefficients are those of the interface traps. The concepts,
however, remain unchanged.

5.3 CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENTS

The equations in Section 5.2.2 describe the traps in terms of their densities and their
emission and capture coefficients. With impurities being charged or neutral, and with
electrons or holes emitted or captured, any measurement that detects charged species
can be used for their characterization, i.e., capacitance, current, or charge measurements.
We will first discuss capacitance measurements and later address the other two. The
capacitance of the Schottky diode of Fig. 5.5 is

C = A

√
qKsεo

2

√
Nscr

Vbi − V
(5.11)

where Nscr is the ionized impurity density in the space-charge region. The ionized shallow-
level donors (dopant atoms) in the scr are positively charged and Nscr = ND

+ − n−
T

for deep-level acceptor impurities that are negatively charged when occupied by elec-
trons. When occupied by holes the deep level acceptors are neutral and Nscr = ND

+.
For shallow-level donors and deep-level donors occupied by electrons, Nscr = ND

+. For
deep-level donors occupied by holes, Nscr = ND

+ + pT
+.

The time-dependent capacitance reflects the time dependence of nT (t) or pT (t). Two
chief methods are utilized to determine deep-level impurities. In the first, the steady-
state capacitance is measured at t = 0 and at t = ∞. In the second, the time-varying
capacitance is monitored.
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5.3.1 Steady-State Measurements

We saw in Chapter 2 that plots of 1/C2 versus V yield the doping density. It is possible
to determine NT from such plots. For shallow-level donors and deep-level acceptors 1/C2

is given as
1

C2
= 1

K2

Vbi − V

ND − nT (t)
(5.12)

For the reverse-biased diode of Fig. 5.5, nT (t) is negatively charged when occupied by
electrons. With time, as electrons are emitted and the traps become neutral, (ND − nT (t))
increases and 1/C2 decreases. In steady-state measurements the reverse-biased capacitance
at t = 0 is compared with the reverse-biased capacitance as t → ∞. If we define a slope
S(t) = −dV/d(1/C2), then

S(∞) − S(0) = K2[nT (0) − nT (∞)] (5.13)

For nT (0) ≈ NT and nT (∞) ≈ 0, applicable for en � ep , the difference of the two
slopes gives the deep-level impurity density. This method was used during early impurity
measurements.8 A slightly more detailed analysis takes account of those traps with energy
levels below the Fermi level.9 They do not emit and capture electrons as those levels above
the Fermi level, perturbing the charge distributions somewhat, but is usually a minor effect.

5.3.2 Transient Measurements

Figure 5.5 shows the space-charge region width W to change when electrons are emitted
from traps. In transient measurements it is this time-varying W that is detected as a
time-varying capacitance. From Eq. (5.11)

C = A

√
qKsεoND

2(Vbi − V )

√
1 − nT (t)

ND

= C0

√
1 − nT (t)

ND

(5.14)

where C0 is the capacitance of a device with no deep-level impurities at reverse bias -V .
It is, of course, possible to measure C and analyze the data as C2 to avoid taking the
square root. We address that method at the end of this section. However, for the most
common use of transient capacitance measurements, the deep-level impurities form only
a small fraction of the scr impurity density, i.e., NT � ND . In other words, one is looking
for trace amounts of impurities. Using a first-order expansion of Eq. (5.14) gives

C ≈ C0

(
1 − nT (t)

2ND

)
(5.15)

Emission—Majority Carriers: Carrier emission is most commonly measured. The
junction device is initially zero biased, allowing impurities to capture majority carriers
(Fig. 5.5(a)). The capacitance is the zero-biased value C(V = 0). Following a reverse
bias pulse, majority carriers are emitted as a function of time (Fig. 5.5(b)). Equation (5.8)
is the appropriate equation. When substituted into Eq. (5.15), we find

C = C0

[
1 −

(
nT (0)

2ND

)
exp

(
− t

τe

)]
(5.16)
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Equation (5.16) is shown in Fig. 5.5(d) for t > 0. The scr is widest and the capacitance
is lowest immediately after the device is reverse biased. As majority carriers are emitted
from the traps (Fig. 5.5(b)), W decreases and C increases until steady state is attained
(Fig. 5.5(c)). In Fig. 5.5(c) holes remain on the traps. What happens, of course, is that
after electrons are emitted, holes will be emitted, then electrons, and so forth. This is
the leakage current of reverse-biased diodes. Here we are only concerned with the initial
electron emission to characterize the traps.

The same time dependence of the capacitance is observed for deep-level donor impu-
rities in n-type substrates. In that case the impurities are neutral, when initially occupied
by electrons, and the scr impurity density at t = 0+ is ND . As electrons are emitted, the
traps become positively charged, and the final charge is q[ND + pT (∞)]. Both charge
and capacitance increase with time. The capacitance increases with time regardless of
whether the deep-level impurities are donors or acceptors. Using the same arguments, it
is straightforward to show that this is also true for p-type substrates with either donor or
acceptor traps. The capacitance increases with time for majority carrier emission whether
the substrate is n- or p-type and whether the impurities are donors or acceptors.

From the decay time constant of the C-t curve one derives τe and from the reverse-
biased capacitance change, one obtains nT (0). Defining �Ce = C(t = ∞) − C(t = 0) we
have

�Ce = nT (0)

2ND

C0 (5.17)

Plotting the capacitance difference

C(∞) − C(t) = nT (0)

2ND

C0 exp

(
− t

τe

)
(5.18)

as ln[C(∞) − C(t)] versus t , gives a curve with slope −1/τe and intercept on the ln-axis
of ln[nT (0)C0/2ND]. The emission time constant contains parameters describing the trap.
To bring these out, we have to return to the capture and emission coefficients.

The capture and emission coefficients are related to each other through Eqs. (5.1) and
(5.2). In equilibrium we invoke the principle of detailed balance, which states that under
equilibrium conditions each fundamental process and its inverse must balance independent
of any other process that may be occurring inside the material.10 – 11 This requires funda-
mental process (a) in Fig. 5.4 to self-balance with its inverse process (b). Consequently
dn/dt = 0 under equilibrium conditions and

enonT o = cnonopT o = cnono(NT − nT o) (5.19)

where the subscript “o” stands for equilibrium. no and nT o are defined as10

no = ni exp((EF − Ei)/kT ); nT o = NT

1 + exp((ET − EF )/kT )
(5.20)

Combining Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) gives

eno = cnoni exp((ET − Ei)/kT ) = cnon1 (5.21)

The derivation for holes gives an expression similar to Eq. (5.21).
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Then a crucial assumption is made: the emission and capture coefficients remain equal
to their equilibrium values under non-equilibrium conditions. This gives

en = cnn1; ep = cpp1 (5.22)

where
n1 = ni exp((ET − Ei)/kT ); p1 = ni exp(−(ET − Ei)/kT ) (5.23)

The validity of the equilibrium assumption under non-equilibrium conditions is open to
question. For small deviations from equilibrium, it may be assumed that the emission and
capture coefficients do not deviate significantly from their equilibrium values.12 Certainly
it is a poor approximation in the reverse-biased junction scr where high electric fields exist,
but that is precisely where most capacitance transient measurements are made. Capture
cross-sections determined from emission measurements generally do not give true cross-
section values, as discussed in Appendix 5.1. The equilibrium assumption is nevertheless
a common assumption, and any measured results are subject to this uncertainty.

We show the electric field effect in Fig. 5.6. An electron energy diagram at zero electric
field is shown by (1). An energy Ec − ET is required for electron emission from the trap
to the conduction band. An applied electric field causes the bands to be slanted, as shown
by (2), and the emission energy is reduced by the energy δE. Poole-Frenkel emission
over the lowered barrier is shown as (a).13 Even less energy is required for phonon-
assisted tunneling, shown as (b), in which the electron is excited by phonons for only
part of the energy barrier and then tunnels through the remaining barrier. As an example,
the electric field dependence of the emission coefficient for the gold acceptor level in
silicon is negligible for electric fields up to 104 V/cm, but for fields around 105 V/cm
the emission coefficient increases by about a factor of two and continues to increase with
higher fields.14

With en = 1/τe and cn = σnvth, the emission time constant is

τe = exp((Ei − ET )/kT )

σnvthni

= exp((Ec − ET )/kT )

σnvthNc

(5.24)

 δE
EC

EC − ET

(2)

(a)

(b)

(1)

Fig. 5.6 Electron energy diagram in equilibrium (1) and in the presence of an electric field
(2) showing field-enhanced electron emission: (a) Poole-Frenkel emission, (b) phonon-assisted
tunneling.
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TABLE 5.1 Coefficients γn,p for Si and GaAs.

Semiconductor γn,p (cm−2s−1K−2)

n-Si 1.07 × 1021

p-Si 1.78 × 1021

n-GaAs 2.3 × 1020

p-GaAs 1.7 × 1021

A similar expression for holes is

τe = exp((ET − Ei)/kT )

σpvthni

= exp((ET − Ev)/kT )

σpvthNc

(5.25)

where Nc and Nv are the effective conduction and valence band densities of state and the
thermal velocities vth differ slightly for electrons and holes. The emission time constant τe

depends on the energy ET and the capture cross-section σn. The emission time constants
in Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25) are somewhat simplified. The energy differences �Ec = (Ec −
ET ) and �Ev = (ET − Ev) are actually Gibbs free energies �G, that differ from �E,
discussed in Appendix 5.1.

The electron thermal velocity is

vth =
√

3kT

mn

(5.26)

and the effective density of states in the conduction band is

Nc = 2

(
2πmnkT

h2

)3/2

(5.27)

allowing the emission time constant to be written as

τeT
2 = exp((Ec − ET )/kT )

γnσn
(5.28)

with γn = (vth/T 1/2)(Nc/T 3/2) = 3.25 × 1021(mn/mo) cm−2s−1K−2, where mn is the
electron density-of-states effective mass.15 – 16 The γ values for Si and GaAs17 are
given in Table 5.1. Modified GaAs values γn = 1.9 × 1020 cm−2s−1K−2 and γp =
1.8 × 1021 cm−2s−1K−2 have been proposed, based on a critical evaluation of GaAs
parameters.18

Exercise 5.1

Problem: What are typical emission times for impurities with energy levels in the semi-
conductor band gap?

Solution: The emission time constant τe, given by Eq. (5.24), is plotted in Fig. E5.1,
illustrating the large range of τe for a change in energy level �E = Ec − ET .
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Fig. 5.7 τeT
2 versus 1/T plots for Si diodes containing Au and Rh. Reprinted with permission

after Pals. Ref. 19.

A plot of ln(τeT
2) versus 1/T , has a slope of (Ec − ET )/k and an intercept on the

ln(τeT
2) axis of ln[1/(γnσn)], leading to σn. Although this method of determining the

capture cross-section is fairly common, the values so obtained should be viewed with
caution. The cross-sections are affected by the electric fields in the scr as well as by other
effects discussed in Appendix 5.1. An example plot for Au and Rh in Si is shown in
Fig. 5.7, whose ET and σ are shown in Table 5.2.

The energy levels and the capture cross-sections in Table 5.2 are determined from
the intercept of the ln(τeT

2) versus 1/T lines and by another method—the filling pulse
method that is described in the sub-section “Capture—Majority Carriers”. Note the large
discrepancy between the two methods, with the intercept method giving values at least ten
times larger. There are various reasons for this large discrepancy. Electric field enhanced
emission tends to give larger cross-sections. As discussed in Appendix 5.1, the term
(γnσn) contains possible degeneracy factors and entropy terms, rendering the extrapolated
cross-sections questionable.
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TABLE 5.2 Energy Levels and Capture Cross Sections for
the Diodes of Fig. 5.7.

Diode Ec − ET

(eV)
Ec − ET

(eV)
σn,p

(intercept)
(cm2)

σn,p

(filling pulse)
(cm2)

1 − p+n 0.56 2.8 × 10−14 1.3 × 10−16

4 − p+n 0.315 1.6 × 10−13 3.6 × 10−15

4 − p+n 0.534 7.5 × 10−15 4 × 10−15

5 − n+p 0.346 1.5 × 10−13 1.6 × 10−15

The time constant τe can also be determined by combining Eqs. (5.12), (5.13), and
(5.8) as

S(∞) − S(t) = K2nT (t) = K2nT (0) exp(−t/τe) (5.29)

and plotting ln[S(∞) − S(t)] versus t . This was one of the earliest approaches.9 However,
the slope −dV/d(1/C2) is more complex to measure with automatic equipment than just
C, and the method of Eq. (5.29) is rarely used today. Yet, Eq. (5.29) does not entail a
small-signal expansion and is not subject to the limitation NT � ND .

Transient C-t data no longer follow a simple exponential time dependence when the
emission rate is electric field dependent, when there are multiple exponentials due to
several trapping levels with similar emission rates, and when the trap density is not
negligibly small compared to the shallow-level dopant density. The analysis becomes
more complicated for the last case, and we do not derive the relevant equations. This
problem has been treated elsewhere.20 – 23

Emission—Minority Carriers: The preceding section considered the capacitance
response to majority carrier capture and emission when a Schottky diode is pulsed between
zero and reverse bias. Similar results obtain when a pn junction is pulsed between zero
and reverse bias. With the pn junction there is an additional option. Under forward bias,
minority carriers are injected. Let us consider a p+n junction and neglect the p+ region in
this discussion. During the forward-bias phase, holes are injected into the n-substrate and
capture dominates emission. The steady-state G-R center occupancy is from Eq. (5.6):

nT = cnn

cnn + cpp
NT (5.30)

which depends on both capture coefficients and both carrier densities. The occupancy is
difficult to predict, but the traps are no longer solely occupied by electrons as they are
for the zero bias case; a certain fraction is occupied by holes. Schottky diodes do not
inject minority carriers efficiently, and pn junctions should be used for electrical minority
carrier injection. It is possible to inject minority carriers from high-barrier-height Schottky
diodes with minority carrier storage at the inverted surface.24 – 25

For the sake of our discussion here, we assume cp � cn and p ≈ n. Then most traps
are occupied by holes and for the deep-level acceptor impurities we have considered so
far, the centers are neutral with nT ≈ 0 and Nscr ≈ ND at t = 0 after the junction has been
forward biased. When pulsed to reverse bias, minority holes are emitted from the traps,
their charge changes from neutral to negative, and Nscr ≈ (ND − nT ) for t → ∞. The
total ionized scr density decreases, the scr width increases, and the capacitance decreases
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Fig. 5.8 The capacitance-time transients following majority carrier emission and minority carrier
emission.

with time. This is shown in Fig. 5.8 and is opposite to majority carrier behavior. For
simplicity, we assume in Fig. 5.8 all deep-level impurities to be filled with electrons
(majority carrier emission) or holes (minority carrier emission) at t = 0. The capacitance
transient is still described by an expression of the type in Eq. (5.16), with the emission
time constant now τe = 1/ep .

Traps in the upper half of the band gap are generally detected with majority carrier
pulses; those in the lower half of the band gap are observed with minority carrier pulses
for n-type substrates. Traps with energies around the middle of the band gap can respond
to either majority or minority carrier excitation. Minority carriers can also be injected
optically as discussed later.

Capture—Majority Carriers: Consider the Schottky diode of Fig. 5.5(c). It has been
reverse biased sufficiently long that all majority carriers have been emitted and the traps
are in the pT state. When the diode is pulsed from reverse bias (5.5(c)) to zero bias
(5.5(a)), electrons rush into the scr to be captured by unoccupied traps. The density of
traps able to capture majority carriers, for negligible emission, is given by

nT (t) = NT − [NT − nT (0)] exp(−tf /τc) (5.31)

where tf is the capture or “filling” time. If there is sufficient time, i.e., tf � τc, essentially
all traps capture electrons and nT (tf → ∞) ≈ NT . If the time available for electron
capture is short, only a fraction of the traps will be occupied by electrons when the diode
returns to reverse bias. In the limit of very short times, i.e., tf � τc, very few electrons
are captured and nT (tf → 0) ≈ 0.

When the device is reverse biased, nT (0) in Eq. (5.16) is given by Eq. (5.31), with the
initial density during the emission phase equal to the final density of the capture phase.
The reverse-bias capacitance at t = 0 then depends on the filling pulse width, shown by
substituting Eq. (5.31) into (5.16) to give

C(t) = C0

(
1 − NT − [NT − nT (0)] exp(−tf /τc)

2ND

exp

(
− t − tf

τe

))
(5.32)

Equation (5.32) is shown in Fig. 5.9(a).
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Fig. 5.9 (a) C-t response showing the capture and initial part of the emission process, (b) the
emission C-t response as a function of capture pulse width.

The capture time τc can be determined by varying tf , the filling pulse width. The
capture time is usually much shorter than the emission time. We show the C-t curves
during emission as a function of tf in Fig. 5.9(b). The capacitance at t = tf

+ is dependent
on the capture time and is given by

C(t+f ) = C0

(
1 − NT − [NT − nT (0)] exp(−tf /τc)

2ND

)
(5.33)

Equation (5.33) can be written as

�CC = C(tf ) − C(tf = ∞) = NT − nT (0)

2ND

C0 exp

(
− tf

τc

)
(5.34)

with �Cc shown on Fig. 5.9(b). Then tf can be extracted from Eq. (5.34) by writing it
as

ln(�CC) = ln

(
NT − nT (0)

2ND

C0

)
− tf

τc

(5.35)

A plot of ln(�Cc) versus tf has a slope of −1/τc = −σnvthn and an intercept on
the ln(�Cc) axis of ln{[NT − nT (0)]C0/2ND}, obtained by varying the capture pulse
width during the capacitance transient measurement. In this manner the capture cross-
section is determined from capture, not emission. Since capture times are much shorter
than emission times, the instrumentation is more demanding. Modifications to capacitance
meters to accommodate the necessary narrow pulses are given in ref. 26. Sometimes one
obtains non-linear ln(�Cc) versus tf plots due to slow capture from carrier tails extend-
ing into the scr. Models to derive σn from these curves are frequently too imprecise
or involve complicated curve fitting routines, but are required for non-linear experimen-
tal data.27

A variation on this method is not to measure the capacitance as a function of time,
but instead to keep the capacitance constant during the measurement through a feedback
circuit and measure the voltage required to keep the capacitance constant.28 – 29 The data
analysis is similar and a plot of the voltage change �V required to keep the capacitance
constant shows the expected semi-logarithmic behavior.
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Equation (5.31) gives the capture time as τc = (σnvthn)−1. The actual trap filling pro-
cess is more complicated because not all traps empty during the emission process. Those
traps with energy levels below the Fermi level will tend to remain occupied by electrons
during the emission transient29 and do not capture electrons during the filling pulse. This
should be taken into account during the data analysis.

Capture—Minority Carriers: There are several methods to determine the capture
properties of minority carriers. One method is very similar to that of the previous section,
except that during the filling pulse the diode is forward biased. Various pulse widths are
used to determine the capture properties.26,30 – 31 Neglecting carrier emission, the capture
time constant during the filling pulse is given by Eq. (5.5) as

τc = 1

cnn + cpp
(5.36)

and the trap occupancy will be that of Eq. (5.30). It depends not only on n and p, but also
on cn and cp . The injected minority carrier density is varied by changing the injection level,
and both cn and cp can be determined.26 The narrow pulse widths (nanoseconds or lower)
necessary to fill the centers partially are a decided disadvantage. A more fundamental limit
is the turn-on time of junction diodes, because they do not turn on instantly following
a sharp pulse. The minority carrier density builds up in a time related to the minority
carrier lifetime. For the narrow pulses required for the capture measurements, it is very
likely that the minority carrier density does not reach its steady-state value.

In an alternate method, the traps are populated with minority carriers not with constant-
amplitude, varying-width bias pulses, but with constant-width, varying-amplitude pulses.
The diode is forward biased with a long pulse, around 1 ms, and then reverse biased. The
reverse-bias capacitance transient is observed. The minority carrier density is related to
the injection current.26 One must pay attention that minority carrier recombination with
majority carriers is not significant.

It is also possible to inject minority carriers optically in pn junctions or Schottky diodes.
We mention the method only briefly here and discuss it in more detail in Section 5.6.3.
Consider a reverse-biased pn junction or Schottky barrier diode. A light pulse with photon
energy hν > EG is flashed on the device, creating electron-hole pairs in the scr and in
the quasi-neutral region. The minority carriers from the quasi-neutral region diffuse to
the reverse-biased space-charge region to be captured by traps. With the light turned off,
those captured minority carriers are emitted and detected as C-t or I -t transients. From
the transient one determines ET , σp , and NT .32

5.4 CURRENT MEASUREMENTS

The carriers emitted from traps can be detected as a capacitance, a charge, or a
current.5,33 – 34 We saw earlier that the capacitance is given by Eq. (5.16). As the
temperature changes, only the time constant changes; the initial capacitance step remains
constant. For transient current measurements, the integral of the I -t curve represents
the total charge emitted by the traps. For high temperatures, the time constant is short,
but the initial current is high. For low temperatures, the time constant increases and the
current decreases, but the area under the I -t curve remains constant. This makes current
measurements difficult at low temperatures. By combining C-t measurements at the lower
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temperatures with I -t measurements at the higher temperatures, it is possible to obtain
time constant data over ten orders of magnitude.33

Current measurements are more complicated because the current consists of emis-
sion current Ie, displacement current Id , and junction leakage current I1. The emission
current is

Ie = qA

∫ W

0

dn

dt
dx (5.37)

The displacement current is5

Id = qA

∫ W

0

dnT

dt

x

W
dx (5.38)

The lower limit of the integral in Eqs. (5.37) and (5.38) should have been the zero-biased
scr width. However, for simplicity we have set the lower limit to zero. With dn/dt ≈
ennT (Eq. (5.1)), dnT /dt ≈ −ennT (Eq. (5.4)), and electron emission dominating for the
reverse-biased diode of Fig. 5.4, we find

I (t) = qAW(t)ennT (t)

2
+ I1 = qAW0nT (t)

2τe

√
1 − nT (t)/ND

+ I1 (5.39)

using

W(t) =
√

2Ksεo(Vbi − V )

q(ND − nT (t))
=

√
2Ksεo(Vbi − V )

qND(1 − nT (t)/ND)
= W0√

1 − nT (t)/ND

(5.40)

For nT � ND and using Eq. (5.8), the current becomes

I (t) = qAW0

2τe

nT (0) exp(−t/τe)

1 − (nT (0)/2ND) exp(−t/τe)
+ I1 (5.41)

The interpretation of current measurements is more complex than capacitance mea-
surements because the I -t curve does not have a simple dependence on τe, i.e., τe appears
in the numerator and the denominator of Eq. (5.41). If the second term in the denominator
is small compared to unity for nT (0) � 2ND and may be neglected, the current exhibits
an exponential time dependence. The addition of the leakage current generally presents
no problems since it is constant unless it is sufficiently high to mask the current transient.
The instrumentation must be able to handle the large current transients during the pulse.
The amplifier should be non-saturable, or the large circuit transients must be eliminated
from the current transient of interest. A circuit with these properties is described in ref. 26.

Current transients do not allow a distinction between majority and minority carrier
emission. Another feature of current measurements is a shift of the peak to higher temper-
atures relative to capacitance for the same rate window because the current is inversely
proportional to the emission time constant (see Eq. (5.41)) while the capacitance is not.
This property causes the current to increase very rapidly with temperature, effectively
skewing the line shape toward higher temperatures.

Current measurements are preferred when it is difficult to make capacitance measure-
ments. For example, the low capacitance of small-geometry MOSFETs or MESFETs is
difficult to measure and the capacitance change is even smaller. In that case it is possible
to detect the presence of deep-level impurities by pulsing the gate voltage and monitoring
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Fig. 5.10 Drain current ID and gate capacitance CG transients of a 100 µm × 150 µm gate MES-
FET. Reprinted with permission after Hawkins and Peaker. Ref. 38.

the drain current as a function of time, known as conductance or current DLTS. Consider
a MOSFET biased to some drain voltage and pulsed from accumulation to inversion, that
is, from “off ” to “on”. Traps have captured majority carriers during the “off ” state. A
space-charge region is created when the device is turned “on” and drain current flows. As
carriers are emitted from traps, the scr width and the threshold voltage change, causing a
time-dependent drain current.35 In constant-resistance DLTS, the MOSFET conductance
is applied as an input signal to a feedback circuit, providing the voltage to compensate for
the charge loss from traps during emission.36 The mobility or transconductance need not
be known. This technique is similar to the constant capacitance DLTS as it compensates
for the emission of trapped carriers by adjusting the applied bias.

Current measurements work best in devices in which the channel can be totally
depleted. In a MESFET, for example, the gate is pulsed from zero to reverse bias, creating
a deep space-charge region. Electron or hole emission from traps changes the scr width
and is measured as a drain current change that can be detected with the gate voltage
held constant, or the gate voltage change can be detected with the current held constant
through a feedback circuit.37 Examples of MESFET drain current and capacitance data
are shown in Fig. 5.10.38 For these measurements it was necessary to use gate areas of
100 µm × 150 µm to obtain sufficiently large capacitances to be measurable.

Drain current measurements are relatively simple to implement, but they are more
difficult to interpret than capacitance measurements for trap density extraction because the
current is a change in drain current brought about by a changing scr width. Interpretation
of the data requires a knowledge of the mobility.39 This difficulty is circumvented by
holding the drain current constant, changing the gate voltage, and converting gate voltage
changes to current changes through the device transconductance.38

5.5 CHARGE MEASUREMENTS

Carriers emitted from traps can be detected directly as a charge with the circuit of
Fig. 5.11. Switch S is closed to discharge the feedback capacitor CF . At t = 0 the diode is
reverse biased, S is opened, and from Eq. (5.41), with the second term in the denominator
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Fig. 5.11 Circuit for charge transient measurements.

neglected, the current through the diode for t ≥ 0 is

I (t) = qAW0

2τe

nT (0) exp(−t/τe) + I1 (5.42)

With the input current into the op-amp approximately zero, the diode current must flow
through the RF CF feedback circuit, giving the output voltage

V0(t) = qAW0RF nT (0)

2(tF − τe)

(
exp

(
− t

tF

)
− exp

(
− t

τe

))
+ I1RF

(
1 − exp

(
− t

tF

))

(5.43)

where tF = RF CF . Choosing the feedback network such that tF � τe reduces Eq. (5.43)
to

V0(t) ≈ qAW0nT (0)

2CF

(
1 − exp

(
− t

τe

))
+ I1t

CF

(5.44)

Charge transient measurements have been implemented with the relatively simple circuit
shown in Fig. 5.11.40 The integrator replaces the high-speed capacitance meter in C-t
measurements or the high-gain current amplifier in I -t measurements. The output voltage
depends only on the total charge released during the measurement and is independent of
τe. Charge measurements can also be used for MOS capacitor characterization.41

5.6 DEEP-LEVEL TRANSIENT SPECTROSCOPY (DLTS)

5.6.1 Conventional DLTS

The early C-t and I -t measurements and methods were developed by Sah and his
students.5,33 The initial implementation was time-consuming and tedious because the
measurements were single-shot measurements. The power of emission and capture tran-
sient analysis was only fully realized when automated data acquisition techniques were
adopted. The first of these was Lang’s dual-gated integrator or double boxcar approach
named deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS).42 – 43

Lang introduced the rate window concept to deep level impurity characterization. If the
C-t curve from a transient capacitance experiment is processed so that a selected decay
rate produces a maximum output, then a signal whose decay time changes monotonically
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with time reaches a peak when the rate passes through the rate window of a boxcar
averager or the frequency of a lock-in amplifier. When observing a repetitive C-t transient
through such a rate window while varying the decay time constant by varying the sample
temperature, a peak appears in the capacitance versus temperature plot. Such a plot is a
DLTS spectrum.44 – 45 The technique, which is merely a method to extract a maximum in
a decaying waveform, applies to capacitance, current, and charge transients.

We explain DLTS using capacitance transients. Assume the C-t transient follows the
exponential time dependence

C(t) = C0

[
1 − nT (0)

2ND

exp

(
− t

τe

)]
(5.45)

with τe depending on temperature as

τe = exp((Ec − ET )/kT )

γnσnT 2
(5.46)

The time constant τe decreases with increasing temperature, illustrated by the C-t curves
in Fig. 5.12(a).

The capacitance decay waveform is typically corrupted with noise, and the heart of
DLTS is the extraction of the signal from the noise in an automated manner. The technique
is a correlation technique, which is a signal-processing method with the input signal
multiplied by a reference signal, the weighting function w(t), and the product filtered
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Fig. 5.12 Implementation of the rate window concept with a double boxcar integrator. The output
is the average difference of the capacitance amplitudes at sampling times t1 and t2. Reprinted with
permission after Miller et al.44
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(averaged) by a linear filter. The properties of such a correlator depend strongly on
the weighting function and on the filtering method. The filter can be an integrator or a
low-pass filter. The correlator output is

δC = 1

T

∫ T

0
f (t)w(t) dt = C0

T

∫ T

0

(
1 − nT (0)

2ND

exp

(
− t

τe

))
w(t) dt (5.47)

where T is the period and we use Eq. (5.45) for f (t).

Boxcar DLTS: Suppose that the C-t waveforms in Fig. 5.12(a) are sampled at times
t = t1 and t = t2 and that the capacitance at t2 is subtracted from the capacitance at t1,
i.e., δC = C(t1) − C(t2). Such a difference signal is a standard output feature of a double
boxcar instrument. The temperature is slowly scanned while the device is repetitively
pulsed between zero and reverse bias. There is no difference between the capacitance at
the two sampling times for very slow or for very fast transients, corresponding to low
and high temperatures. A difference signal is generated when the time constant is on
the order of the gate separation t2 − t1, and the capacitance difference passes through
a maximum as a function of temperature, as shown in Fig. 5.12(b). This is the DLTS
peak. The capacitance difference, or DLTS signal, is obtained from Eq. (5.47), using the
weighting function w(t) = δ(t − t1) − δ(t − t2), as

δC = C(t1) − C(t2) = nT (0)

2ND

C0

(
exp

(
− t2

τe

)
− exp

(
− t1

τe

))
(5.48)

where T = t1 – t2 in Eq. (5.47).
δC in Fig. 5.12(b) exhibits a maximum δCmax at temperature T1. Differentiating

Eq. (5.48) with respect to τe and setting the result equal to zero gives τe,max at δCmax as

τe,max = t2 − t1

ln(t2/t1)
(5.49)

Equation (5.49) is independent of the magnitude of the capacitance and the signal baseline
need not be known. By generating a series of C-t curves at different temperatures for
a given gate setting t1 and t2, one value of τe corresponding to a particular temperature
is generated, giving one datum point on a ln(τeT

2) versus 1/T plot. The measurement
sequence is then repeated for another t1 and t2 gate setting for another point. In this
manner, a series of points are obtained to generate an Arrhenius plot. δC-t plots for t2/t1
fixed, t1 and t2 varied are shown in Fig. 5.13. The effect of other t1, t2 variations on δC-t
plots is discussed in Exercise 5.2.

Example DLTS spectra of iron-doped Si are shown in Fig. 5.14.46 As discussed in
Chapter 7, iron forms Fe-B pairs in boron-doped p-type Si with a DLTS peak at around
T = 50 K. When the sample is heated at 180–200◦C for a few minutes, the Fe-B pairs
dissociate into interstitial iron and substitutional boron and the DLTS peak for the inter-
stitial Fe occurs around T = 250 K. After a few days the interstitial iron again forms
Fe-B pairs and the “T = 50 K” peak returns as shown in Fig. 5.14. Example DLTS spec-
tra of Au-doped Si samples are shown in Fig. 5.15 showing both majority and minority
carrier peaks.47 The opposite polarity peaks correspond to the schematic diagrams in
Fig. 5.8. The majority carrier peaks are measured with DLTS pulsed between zero and
reverse bias. The minority carrier peaks are determined by optical minority carrier injec-
tion, where above band gap light, incident on the semitransparent Schottky diode, creates
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Fig. 5.13 DLTS spectra for t2/t1 fixed, t1 and t2 varied. Ec − ET 1 = 0.37 eV, σn1 = 10−15 cm2,
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electron-hole pairs. The sampling or gate width should be relatively wide, because the
signal/noise ratio is proportional to the square root of the gate width.45 Equation (5.49)
then needs to be modified by changing t1 to (t1 + �t) and t2 to (t2 + �t) where �t is
the gate width.48

Exercise 5.2

Problem: What is the effect of varying the sampling times t1 and t2?

Solution: The sampling times can be varied by: (1) t1 fixed, t2 varied (Fig. E5.2(a));
(2) t2 fixed, t1 varied (Fig. E5.2(b)); (3) t2/t1 fixed, t1 and t2 varied (Fig. 5.14). Method
(3) is best because the peaks shift with temperature with no curve shape change, making
peak location easier. Additionally ln(t2/t1) remains constant. For methods (1) and (2) the
peaks change both in size and in shape. Alternatively, one can vary t2-t1 at a constant
temperature with t2/t1 constant. Then one would change the temperature and repeat to
generate an Arrhenius plot from a single temperature scan.
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Fig. E5.2 DLTS spectra for (a) t1 fixed, t2 varied, (b) t2 fixed, t1 varied. Ec − ET 1 = 0.37 eV,
σn1 = 10−15 cm2, NT 1 = 5 × 1012 cm−3, Ec − ET 2 = 0.6 eV, σn2 = 5 × 10−15 cm2, NT 2 = 2 × 1012

cm−3, C0 = 4.9 × 10−12F , ND = 1015 cm−3.
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The DLTS signal does not give the capacitance step �Ce of Fig. 5.5 (δCmax < �Ce),
and the impurity density cannot be determined from the DLTS signal using Eq. (5.17).
The impurity density, derived from the maximum capacitance δCmax of the δC-T curves,
is given by

NT = δCmax

C0

2ND exp{[r/(r − 1)] ln(r)}
1 − r

= δCmax

C0

2rr/(r−1)

1 − r
ND (5.50)

where r = t2/t1. Equation (5.50) is derived from Eqs. (5.48) and (5.49) with δCmax =
δC, assuming nT (0) = NT . For r = 2, a common ratio, NT = −8NDδCmax/C0, and for
r = 10, NT = −2.87NDδCmax/Co. The minus sign accounts for the fact that δC < 0 for
majority carrier traps.

Well-maintained DLTS systems can detect δCmax/C0 ≈ 10−5 to 10−4, allowing trap
densities on the order of (10−5 to 10−4)ND to be determined. High-sensitivity bridges
allow measurements as low as δCmax/C0 ≈ 10−6.49 Capacitance meters often have res-
ponse times of 1 to 10 ms and should be modified to allow faster transients to be measured.
In addition, difficulties arise from overloads during device pulsing. Overload recovery
delays are avoided by installing a fast relay that grounds the input of the amplifier during
the pulse, deactivating the internal overload detection circuitry.50

Several refinements of the basic boxcar DLTS technique have been implemented. In the
Double-Correlation DLTS (D-DLTS) method, pulses of two different amplitudes are used
instead of the one-amplitude pulse of the basic technique. However, D-DLTS retains the
conventional DLTS rate window concepts as shown in Fig. 5.16.51 The weighting function
gives the signal

[C ′(t1) − C(t1)] − [C ′(t2) − C(t2)] = �C(t1) − �C(t2) (5.51)

In the first correlation the transient capacitances after the two pulses are related to form
the differences �C(t1) and �C(t2) at corresponding delay times after each pulse shown
in Fig. 5.16. In a second step, the correlation [�C(t1) − �C(t2)] is performed as in
conventional DLTS to resolve the time constant spectrum during the temperature scan. The
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measurement requires either a four-channel boxcar integrator or an external modification
to a two-channel boxcar integrator.52

This added complexity sets an observation window within the space-charge region,
allowing the impurities within this spatial window to be detected. By setting the window
well within the scr, away from the quasi-neutral region scr edge, all traps are well above the
Fermi level, and the capacitance transient is due to emission only. Traps near the Fermi
level are excluded from the measurement and all traps within the window experience
approximately the same electric field. Trap density profiles are obtained by varying the
observation window or by changing the pulse amplitudes or the dc reverse bias.

Constant Capacitance DLTS: In Constant Capacitance DLTS (CC-DLTS) the capac-
itance is held constant during the carrier emission measurement by dynamically varying
the applied voltage during the transient through a feedback path.26,53 – 54 Miller pioneered
the feedback method and applied it originally to carrier density profiling.55 Just as the
transient capacitance contains the trap information in the constant voltage method, so the
time-varying voltage contains the trap information in the constant capacitance method.
The approximate capacitance transient expression in Eq. (5.15) is valid for NT � ND .
For NT > 0.1ND large changes occur in W and the C-t signal becomes non-exponential.
Equation (5.14), which does not have this limitation, gives

V = −qKsεoA

2C2

(
ND − nT (0) exp

(
− t

τe

))
+ Vbi (5.52)

valid for arbitrary NT because the scr width is held constant and the resulting voltage
change is directly proportional to the change in scr charge.

Equation (5.52) shows the V -t response to be exponential in time. Sometimes a non-
exponential portion to the V -t curve occurs near t = 0, e.g., by carrier capture even
during the emission phase of the measurement. The majority carrier density does not drop
abruptly to zero at the scr edge but tails into the scr, and electron emission competes with
electron capture in that tail region. Electron capture dominates at the scr edge and most
of the traps remain filled with electrons, leading to a non-exponential V -t curve.56

One of the limitations of CC-DLTS is the slower circuit response due to the feedback
circuits. An early implementation was limited to transients with time constants on the
order of a second,57 that was reduced to about 10 ms for the same meter by using double
feedback amplifiers.58 The response time was later further reduced and the sensitivity
increased.59 However, feedback circuitry generally degrades the sensitivity of CC-DLTS
compared to Constant Voltage DLTS (CV-DLTS). CC-DLTS is well suited for trap density
depth profiling.60 It has also been used for interface trapped charge measurements due
to its high-energy resolution, and it permits more accurate DLTS measurements of defect
profiles for high trap densities. Further refinements are possible by combining D-DLTS
with CC-DLTS.61

Lock-in Amplifier DLTS: Lock-in amplifier DLTS is attractive because lock-in ampli-
fiers are more standard lab instruments than boxcar integrators,62 and they have a better
signal/noise ratio than boxcar DLTS.63 Lock-in amplifiers use a square wave weighting
function whose period is set by the frequency of the lock-in amplifier. A DLTS peak is
observed when this frequency bears the proper relationship to the emission time constant.
A lock-in amplifier can be thought of as a one-component Fourier analyzer to analyze
a repetitive signal. The weighting function resembles that of a boxcar integrator but is
wider, increasing the signal/noise ratio but also posing an overload problem.
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The device junction capacitance is very high during the forward-biased phase and tends
to overload the relatively slow (response time ∼1 ms unless modified) capacitance meter.
A lock-in amplifier is very sensitive to the meter transient and overloads easily since its
square wave weighting function has unit amplitude at all times. The boxcar does not have
this problem because the first sampling window is delayed past the initial transient. The
lock-in amplifier sensitivity to overloads can be reduced by preceding the weighting func-
tion by a narrow-band filter. This leads to an approximate sinusoidal weighting function.
A better solution is to gate off the first 1 to 2 ms of the capacitance meter output, elim-
inating the overloading problems.48,64 The analysis of the lock-in amplifier signal must
include this gate-off time. The gate-off time also affects the base line which may become
non-zero after the signal is suppressed part of the time.65 The phase setting also affects
the signal.66 Details of three basic modes of lock-in DLTS operation and the relevant
precautions to observe are discussed in ref. 48. Choosing a gate-off time that is always
the same fraction of the repetition rate avoids problems of erroneous DLTS peaks.67

The details of a lock-in amplifier-based DLTS system are given by Rohatgi et al.64 For
the weighting function w(t) = 0 for 0 ≤ t < td , w(t) = 1 for td < t < T/2, w(t) = −1
for T/2 < t < (T − td ), and w(t) = 0 for (T − td ) < t < T , the output from the lock-in
amplifier is63

δC = −GC0nT (0)

ND

τe

T
exp

(
− td

τe

) [
1 − exp

(
−T − 2td

2τe

)]2

(5.53)

where G is the lock-in amplifier and capacitance meter gain, T is the pulse period,
and the delay time td is the interval between the end of the bias pulse and the end of
the holding interval. Equation (5.53) exhibits a maximum, similar to that of Eq. (5.48).
Differentiating Eq. (5.53) with respect to τe and setting the result equal to zero allows
τe,max to be determined from the transcendental equation

1 + td

τe,max
=

(
1 + T − td

τe,max

)
exp

(
−T − 2td

2τe,max

)
(5.54)

For a typical delay time of td = 0.1T , τe,max = 0.44T . A ln(τeT
2) versus 1/T plot is

generated as described in the previous section once pairs of τe and T are known. The
trap density, derived from Eqs. (5.53) and (5.54) for δC = δCmax under the assumption
that nT (0) = NT and td = 0.1T , is given by

NT = 8δCmax

C0

ND

G
. (5.55)

Instead of holding the lock-in frequency constant and varying the sample temperature,
it is also possible to keep the temperature constant and vary the frequency.68

Correlation DLTS: Correlation DLTS is based on optimum filter theory, which states
that the optimum weighting function of an unknown signal corrupted by white noise has
the form of the noise-free signal itself. This can be implemented in DLTS by multiplying
the exponential capacitance or current waveforms by a repetitive decaying exponential
generated with an RC function generator and integrating the product.63

Correlation DLTS has a higher signal/noise ratio than either boxcar or lock-in DLTS.69

Since the small capacitance transient rides on a dc background, it is not sufficient to use a
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simple exponential because the weighting function and baseline restoration are required.70

The method has not found much application, but it has been used to study impurities in
high-purity germanium.71

Isothermal DLTS: In the isothermal DLTS method, the sample temperature is held
constant and the sampling time is varied.72 The technique is also based on Eq. (5.45),
repeated here

C(t) = C0

[
1 −

(
nT (0)

2ND

)
exp

(
− t

τe

)]
(5.56)

Differentiating this expression and multiplying by time t , gives

t
dC(t)

dt
= − t

τe

nT (0)

2ND

C0 exp

(
− t

τe

)
(5.57)

The function t dC(t)/dt plotted versus t has a maximum value (nT (0)C0/2ND)(1/e) at
t = τe. Generating a series of t dC(t)/dt versus t plots at several constant temperatures
allows an Arrhenius plot of ln(τeT

2) versus 1/T , similar to a conventional DLTS plot. The
chief difference is the constancy of the temperature during the measurement, easing the
requirements on the temperature control/measurement. Instead, the measurement difficulty
shifts to the time domain, where C(t) measurements have to be made over a wide time
range, requiring fast capacitance meters. Differentiating may introduce additional “noise”
into the data. A plot of t dC(t)/dt versus t for the same data as Fig. 5.13, is shown in
Fig. 5.17. Note the close correspondence between the temperature dependence and the
time dependence of the capacitance signal.

Computer DLTS: Computer DLTS refers to DLTS systems in which the capacitance
waveform is digitized and stored electronically for further data management.73 One tem-
perature sweep of the sample is sufficient since the entire C-t curve is obtained at each
of a number of different temperatures. It is readily established whether the signal is expo-
nential; this is not possible with the boxcar or lock-in methods since those methods only
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Fig. 5.17 DLTS spectra for T fixed, t varied. Ec − ET 1 = 0.37 eV, σn1 = 10−15 cm2, NT 1 = 5 ×
1012 cm−3, Ec − ET 2 = 0.6 eV, σn2 = 5 × 10−15 cm2, NT 2 = 2 × 1012 cm−3, C0 = 4.9
× 10−12F , ND = 1015 cm−3.
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give maxima at selected temperatures but lose the waveform itself. Various signal pro-
cessing functions can be applied to the C-t data: fast Fourier transforms, the method of
moments to analyze simple and multiple exponential decays,74 – 76 Laplace transform,77

spectroscopic line fitting,78 the covariance method of linear predictive modeling,79 linear
regression,80 and an algorithm allowing the separation of closely spaced peaks.81 One
implementation uses a pseudo logarithmic sample storage scheme allowing 11 different
sampling rates and 3–5 decades of time constants to be taken, that can separate closely
spaced deep levels, where conventional DLTS fails.82

Laplace DLTS: There are two broad DLTS categories: analog and digital signal pro-
cessing. Analog signal processing is done in real time as the sample temperature is ramped,
choosing only one or two decay components at a time with filters producing an output
proportional to the signal within a particular time constant range, by multiplying the
capacitance meter output signal by a time-dependent weighting function. Digital schemes
digitize the analog transient output of the capacitance meter and averaging many digi-
tized transients to reduce the noise level. The time constant resolution of conventional
DLTS is too poor for studying fine structure in the emission process due to the filter
rather than thermal broadening. Even a perfect defect produces a broad line on the DLTS
spectrum due to instrumental effects. Any emission time constant variation results in addi-
tional peak broadening. Some improvement in resolution is possible by changing the filter
characteristic.77

A common approach to the quantitative description of non-exponential behavior in
the capacitance transients is to assume that they are characterized by a spectrum of
emission rates

f (t) =
∫ ∞

0
F(s)e−st ds (5.58)

where f (t) is the recorded transient and F(s) is the spectral density function.77 For sim-
plicity, this spectrum is sometimes represented by a Gaussian distribution overlaying the
logarithmic emission rate scale. In this way it is possible to describe the non-exponential
transient in terms of broadening of the emission activation energy.

A mathematical representation of the capacitance transients given by Eq. (5.58) is the
Laplace transform of the true spectral function F(s). To find a real spectrum of the emis-
sion rates in the transient it is necessary to use an algorithm that effectively performs an
inverse Laplace transform for the function f (t), yielding a spectrum of delta-like peaks for
multi-, mono-exponential transients, or a broad spectrum with no fine structure for contin-
uous distribution. It is not necessary to make any a priori assumptions about the functional
shape of the spectrum, except that all decays are exponential in the same direction.

Laplace DLTS (L-DLTS) gives an intensity output as a function of emission rate. The
area under each peak is directly related to the initial trap concentration. The measurement
is carried out at a fixed temperature, and several thousand capacitance transients are cap-
tured and averaged. L-DLTS can provide an order of magnitude higher energy resolution
than conventional DLTS techniques, provided a good signal-to-noise ratio exists. In prac-
tice this limits the application to cases where the defect density is 5 × 10−4 to 5 × 10−2 of
the shallow donor or acceptor density. Given these limitations, L-DLTS enables a range
of measurements which are not practical in other systems. It is very important to reduce
all noise contributions. For example, it is very important to use very stable power supplies
and pulse generators.

An obvious application of L-DLTS is to separate states with very similar emission rates.
The poor resolution of conventional DLTS has resulted in considerable confusion over
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Fig. 5.18 (a) DLTS and (b) Laplace DLTS spectra of hydrogenated silicon containing gold. The
DLTS peak is attributed to electron emission from the gold acceptor and gold-hydrogen levels. The
Laplace spectrum clearly separates the gold-acceptor level and the gold-hydrogen. Adapted from
Deixler et al.83

the “identity” of particular DLTS fingerprints. Using conventional DLTS, it is sometimes
possible to separate states with very similar emission rates, provided they have different
activation energies, by conducting the DLTS experiment over a very wide range of rate
windows. An example is shown in Fig. 5.18. Figure 5.18(a) gives a conventional DLTS
peak of gold in Si. This sample was hydrogen annealed and there should be a hydrogen-
gold peak, which is not obvious, however. The L-DLTS spectrum, which is a plot of
spectral density function versus emission rate, in Fig. 5.18(b) clearly shows two distinct
peaks.83 Knowing the emission rate allows the energy level to be determined.

Laplace DLTS has been used for Pt-doped Si, EL2 in GaAs, and DX defects in AlGaAs,
GaSb, GaAsP, and δ-doped GaAs.84 In each case the standard DLTS gave featureless
peaks while the Laplace DLTS spectra revealed the fine structure in the thermal emission
process.

5.6.2 Interface Trapped Charge DLTS

The instrumentation for interface trapped charge DLTS is identical to that for bulk deep-
level DLTS. However, the data interpretation is different because interface traps are
continuously distributed in energy through the band gap, whereas bulk traps have discrete
energy levels. We illustrate the interface trapped charge majority carrier DLTS concept
for the MOS capacitor (MOS-C) in Fig. 5.19(a). For a positive gate voltage electrons
are captured and most interface traps are occupied by majority electrons for n-substrates
(Fig. 5.19(b)). A negative gate voltage drives the device into deep depletion, and elec-
trons are emitted from interface traps (Fig. 5.19(c)). The emitted electrons give rise to
a capacitance, current, or charge transient. Although electrons are emitted over a broad
energy spectrum, emission from interface traps in the upper half of the band gap dom-
inates. DLTS is very sensitive, allowing interface trap density determination in the mid
109 cm−2eV −1 range.

Interface trap characterization by DLTS was first implemented with MOSFETs.85 MOS-
FETs, being three-terminal devices, have an advantage over MOS capacitors (MOS-Cs).
By reverse biasing the source/drain and pulsing the gate, majority electrons are captured
and emitted without interference from minority holes that are collected by the source-drain.
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Fig. 5.19 (a) Majority carrier capture and (b) majority carrier emission from interface traps.

This allows interface trap majority carrier characterization in the upper half of the band
gap. With the source-drain forward biased, an inversion layer forms, allowing interface
traps to be filled with minority holes. Minority carrier characterization is then possible
and the lower half of the band gap can be explored. This is not possible with MOS-Cs
because there is no minority carrier source. When an inversion layer does form through
thermal ehp generation, especially at higher temperatures and at high ehp generation rates,
it can interfere with majority carrier trap DLTS measurements.

MOS capacitors are, nevertheless, used for interface trap characterization.53,86 – 87

Unlike the conductance technique discussed in Chapter 6, DLTS measurements are
independent of surface potential fluctuations. The derivation of the capacitance expression
is more complex for MOS-Cs than it is for diodes. We quote the main results whose
derivations can be found in Johnson54 and Yamasaki et al.87 For q2Dit = Cit � Cox and
δC = Chf (t1) − Chf (t2) � Chf

δC = C3
hf

KsεoNDCox

∫ ∞

−∞
Dit (e

−t2/τe − e−t1/τe ) dEit (5.59)

where

τe = e(Ec−Eit )/kT

γnσnT 2
(5.60)

Eit is the energy of the interface traps. The maximum emission time is τe,max = (t2 −
t1)/ ln(t2/t1) from Eq. (5.49). In conjunction with Eq. (5.60) where τe,max corresponds to
Eit,max, we find, when the electron capture cross-section is not a strong function of energy,

Eit,max = Ec − kT ln

(
γnσnT

2(t2 − t1)

ln(t2/t1)

)
(5.61)
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where Eit,max is sharply peaked. If Dit varies slowly in the energy range of several kT
around Eit,max, it can be considered reasonably constant and can be taken outside the
integral of Eq. (5.59). The remaining integral becomes

∫ ∞

−∞
(e−t2/τe − e−t1/τe ) dEit = −kT ln(t2/t1) (5.62)

allowing Eq. (5.59) to be written as

δC ≈ C3
hf

KsεoNDCox

kT Dit ln(t2/t1) (5.63)

From Eq. (5.63) the interface trap density is

Dit = − KsεoNDCox

kT C3
hf ln(t2/t1)

δC (5.64)

determined from electrons emitted from interface traps in time (t2 − t1) in the energy
interval �E = kT ln(t2/t1) at energy Eit,max. A plot of Dit versus Eit is constructed by
varying t1 and t2. For each t1,t2 combination, an Eit is obtained from Eq. (5.60) and a
Dit from Eq. (5.64). If the sample contains bulk as well as interface traps, it is possible
to differentiate bulk traps from interface traps by the shape and the peak temperature of
the DLTS plot.87

For the constant capacitance DLTS technique an equation analogous to Eq. (5.64) is54

Dit = Cox

qkT A ln(t2/t1)
�VG (5.65)

where A is the device area and �VG is the gate voltage change required to keep the
capacitance constant. Equation (5.65) is easier to use than (5.64) because neither the
high-frequency capacitance nor the doping density need be known. Figure 5.20 shows
the interface trap distribution for n-Si, with Dit measured by the quasi-static and the
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Fig. 5.20 Interface trapped charge density for n-Si measured by the CC-DLTS and quasi-static
methods. Reprinted with permission after Johnson et al. Ref. 88.
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CC-DLTS technique.88 The discrepancy between the two curves may be due to the
assumption of constant capture cross-sections in the DLTS analysis.

MOS capacitors can also be measured by the current DLTS method. Using the small
pulse method,89 in which pulses of tens of millivolts are used, both interface trap density
and capture cross-sections can be measured.90 Small filling pulses are applied as the
quiescent bias is scanned at constant temperature and constant rate window. As the Fermi
level scans the band gap, a DLTS peak is observed when τe in a small energy region around
the Fermi level matches the rate window. Varying the rate window or the temperature
gives the interface trap distribution.

5.6.3 Optical and Scanning DLTS

Optical DLTS comes in various implementations. Light can be used (1) to determine
optical properties of traps, such as optical capture cross-sections, (2) to create electron-
hole pairs for minority carrier injection, and (3) to create ehps in semi-insulating materials,
where electrical injection is difficult. Light does two basic things: it imparts energy to a
trapped carrier, causing its emission from a trap to the conduction or to the valence band,
and it changes n and/or p by creating ehps, thereby changing the capture properties of
the center. An electron beam in a scanning electron microscope also creates ehps and can
be used for DLTS measurements.

Optical Emission: For conventional majority carrier emission, a Schottky diode on
an n-type substrate is zero biased and traps are filled with electrons at low temperatures.
Instead of raising the temperature and detecting the capacitance or current transient due to
thermal emission, the sample is held at a sufficiently low temperature for negligible ther-
mal emission. Light is shone on the sample provided with a transparent or semitransparent
contact. For hν < (Ec − ET ) there is no band gap optical absorption. For hν > Ec − ET

photons excite electrons from the traps into the conduction band. Equation (5.8) holds, but
the emission rate en becomes en + en

o, where en
o is the optical emission rate en

o = σn
o	,

with σn
o the optical capture cross-section and 	 the photon flux density. The trap density

is obtained from the capacitance step just as it is during thermal emission measurements.
The light is used in these experiments to determine optical trap properties, such as the
optical cross-section, using either capacitance or current transients.30,91 – 93

It is possible to determine the multiplicity of charge states by varying the energy of
the incident light. For a center with two donor levels, for example, one increases the light
energy to excite electrons from the upper level into the conduction band, detected by a
capacitance change. Increasing the energy further leaves the capacitance unchanged, pro-
vided all electrons have been excited out of that level, until the energy is sufficient to excite
electrons from the second level into the conduction band, giving a second capacitance
rise. This has been used to determine the double-donor nature of sulfur in silicon.94

In the two-wavelength method, a steady-state, above band gap background light creates
a steady-state population of holes on traps below the Fermi level and of electrons on traps
above the Fermi level. A variable-energy probe light excites carriers from the traps into
either of the bands while the junction is pulsed electrically,95 or ehps are generated
optically by above band-gap light.96 Both electrons and holes can be captured by traps in
the scr. When the light is turned off, the carriers are thermally emitted. In this method,
the light merely generates ehps; the transient is due to thermal emission. Other optical
techniques were mentioned earlier when we discussed the use of light to generate ehps
for the measurement of the minority carrier capture cross-sections.26,32
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Photoinduced Current Transient Spectroscopy: The optical techniques of the previous
section supplement electrical measurements. Although the measurements can generally
be done electrically, the optical input makes the measurement easier (minority carrier
generation) or gives additional information (optical cross-section). But purely electrical
measurements are difficult in high-resistivity or semi-insulating substrates, e.g., GaAs and
InP. Optical inputs can then be a decided advantage and in some cases are the only way
to obtain information of deep level impurities.

In the photoinduced current transient spectroscopy (PITS or PICTS) method the current
is measured as a function of time. The sample is provided with a top semitransparent
ohmic contact. Capacitance cannot be measured because the substrate resistance is too
high. During the PITS measurement light is pulsed on the sample, and the photocurrent
rises to a steady-state value. The light pulse can have above band-gap or below band-gap
energy.97 The photocurrent transient at the end of the light pulse consists of a rapid drop
followed by a slower decay. The initial rapid drop is due to ehp recombination and the
slow decay is due to carrier emission. The slow current transient can be analyzed by
DLTS rate window methods.98 It is sometimes possible to determine whether the level is
an electron or a hole trap by measuring the peak height as the bias polarity is changed.
However, this identification is not as simple as it is for capacitance transients.

For electron traps and sufficient light intensity to saturate the photocurrent, the transient
current is99

δI = CNT

τe

exp(−t/τe) (5.66)

where C is a constant [see Eq. (5.42)]. When plotted against temperature, δI exhibits a
maximum for t = τe as determined by differentiating Eq. (5.66) with respect to tempera-
ture,

d(δI)

dT
= KNT

τ 3
e

(t − τe) exp(−t/τe)
dτe

dT
(5.67)

and setting Eq. (5.67) equal to zero.
PITS is not well suited for trap density determination, and the reliability of information

extracted from the data for trap identification falls off as the trap energy approaches the
intrinsic Fermi level.108 Additional complications occur when carriers emitted from traps
recombine. The recombination lifetime for semi-insulating materials is usually quite low.
In addition, emitted carriers can be retrapped. All of these effects make the method difficult
to use.100 Unfortunately, there are few techniques other than PITS to characterize such
materials.

Scanning DLTS: Scanning DLTS (S-DLTS) uses a scanning electron microscope elec-
tron beam as the excitation source. The high spatial resolution—in the micron range—is
its main advantage, but also one of its disadvantages because such a small sampling area
produces very small DLTS signals. For conventional DLTS the diode diameter is typi-
cally in the 0.5 to 1 mm range, and the entire area is active during the measurement. For
S-DLTS the diode diameter is similar, giving rise to a large steady-state capacitance. But
the emission-active area, defined by the electron beam diameter, can be much smaller and
gives very small capacitance changes. The original S-DLTS used current DLTS because
it can be more sensitive than capacitance DLTS.101 Equation (5.41) shows the current to
be inversely proportional to the emission time constant. As T increases, τe decreases,
and hence I increases. Later developments of an extremely sensitive capacitance meter
with 10−6 pF sensitivity, consisting of a resonance-tuned LC bridge at 28 MHz with
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permanent slow automatic zero balance to ensure operation in a tuned state at all times,
allowed capacitance DLTS measurements.102 Quantitative measurements are difficult to
implement in S-DLTS,103 but one can map a distribution of a particular impurity by
scanning the device area, choosing an appropriate temperature and rate window. A few
hundred impurity atoms per scanning point have been detected.104

5.6.4 Precautions

Leakage Current: Several measurement precautions have already been mentioned
throughout this chapter. Here we point out a few more. Devices sometimes exhibit high
reverse-bias leakage currents. During DLTS measurements of leaky MOS capacitors, the
DLTS peak amplitude decreases much more strongly with slower rate windows than
expected. This was attributed to competition between carrier capture due to leakage current
and thermal emission. The thermal emission rate then becomes an apparent rate given by

en,app = en + cnn (5.68)

We can write the leakage current density as

Jleak = qnv = qnvcn

cn

= qnvcn

σnvth

≈ qncn

σn

(5.69)

assuming v ≈ vth. Substituting Eq. (5.69) into Eq. (5.68) gives

en,app = en + Jleakσn

q
(5.70)

If we assume the leakage current to be of the form105

Jleak = qA∗T 2e−EA/kT (5.71)

then Eq. (5.28) becomes

τeT
2 = exp((Ec − ET )/kT )

σnγn(1 − (A∗/γn) exp((Ec − ET − EA)/kT ))
(5.72)

If Eq. (5.72) applies, errors in the trap energy and capture cross-section extracted from an
Arrhenius plot will result.105 For leaky diodes, an experimental system with two diodes,
having similar C –V and I –V characteristics, is driven 180◦ out of phase.106

Series Resistance: Another device anomaly that can affect the DLTS response is the
device series resistance and parallel conductance. A pn or Schottky diode consisting of
junction capacitance C, junction conductance G, and series resistance rs in Fig. 5.21(a).
Capacitance meters assume the device to be represented by either the parallel equivalent
circuit in Fig. 5.21(b) or the series equivalent circuit in Fig. 5.21(c). CP and CS can be
written as

CP = C

(1 + rsG)2 + (ωrsC)2
≈ C

1 + (ωrsC)2
; CS = C

(
1 +

(
G

ωC

)2
)

(5.73)
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Fig. 5.21 (a) Actual circuit, (b) parallel equivalent circuit, and (c) series equivalent circuit for a pn
or Schottky diode.

where ω = 2πf and the “rsG” term in the denominator was neglected in the approximate
expression.

A DLTS measurement records the change in capacitance given by

�CP = �C

1 + (ωrsC)2

(
1 − 2(ωrsC)2

1 + (ωrsC)2

)
; �CS = �C

(
1 −

(
G

ωC

)2
)

(5.74)

where �CP depends on rs and �CS depends on G. For rs = 0 and G = 0, �CP = �CS =
�C. However, as rs increases, �CP decreases. �CP and the DLTS signal can become
zero and even reverse sign and majority carrier traps can be mistaken for minority carrier
traps.78,107 Similarly, as G increases, �CS decreases and can also become negative.

If series resistance is anticipated to be a problem, one can insert additional external
resistance into the circuit and check for sign reversal.108 If sign reversal is not observed,
there is a good chance that it has already taken place without any additional external
resistance, and the measured data must be carefully evaluated. Occasionally an additional
capacitance is introduced by an oxide layer at the back of the sample, which can also
lead to DLTS signal reversal.109 Series resistance is not a particular problem for current
DLTS because it is essentially a dc measurement, not requiring the high probe frequency
of capacitance DLTS.

Instrumentation Considerations: The temperature of the sample has to be precisely
controlled and measured for precise energy level extraction. Temperature control and
measurement to 0.1 K is desirable. That is not always easy to do, since the thermocouple
or diode used for temperature measurements is usually located in a heat sink block away
from the sample under test. The capacitance meter should be sufficiently fast to be able
to follow the smallest transient of interest. For some instruments it is necessary to block
the large capacitance during the filling pulse to prevent instrument overload. A good
discussion of instrument considerations is given in ref. 43.

Incomplete Trap Filling: We have assumed that all traps fill with majority carriers
during the capture time and emit majority carriers during the emission time. That is only
an assumption as illustrated with the band diagram in Fig. 5.22.110 For the zero-biased
device in Fig. 5.22(a), traps within W1 do not fill because they are above the Fermi level;
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Fig. 5.22 Band diagram for a Schottky diode on an n-substrate. (a) Diode at zero bias during the
filling phase, (b) immediately after the reverse bias pulse, (c) steady-state reverse bias.

those traps to the right of W1, but near W1, fill more slowly than those further to the right
because the electron density tails off. Consequently, for narrow filling pulses, not all traps
to the right of W1 become occupied by electrons. When the bias switches to reverse bias,
Fig. 5.22(b), electrons are emitted. However, those traps within λ do not emit electrons
because they are below the Fermi level (Fig. 5.22(c)), where W2 is the final scr width and
λ is given by45

λ =
√

2Ksεo(EF − ET )

q2ND

(5.75)

Only those traps within (W -W1-λ) participate during the DLTS measurement.111 W1

is almost always neglected; frequently λ is neglected too. When λ is not neglected, the
capacitance step �Ce of Eq. (5.17) becomes45,112

�Ce = nT (0)

2ND

C0f (W) (5.76)
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where

f (W) = 1 − (2λ/W(V ))(1 − C(V )/C(0)

1 − [C(V )/C(0)]2
(5.77)

C(0) and C(V ) are the capacitances at voltages zero and V , respectively. If the edge
region can be neglected, f (W ) becomes unity. However, with f (W) < 1, neglecting the
edge region can introduce appreciable error.113

Blackbody Radiation: The usual assumption is that the device is in the dark during
DLTS measurements. This is true if the device is encapsulated with the case at the mea-
surement temperature. If, however, the device is in wafer form and it “sees” a part of the
dewar at a temperature higher than the measurement temperature, e.g., room temperature,
it is possible for photons in the blackbody radiation spectrum to cause optical emission
to add to thermal emission and give erroneous activation energies. If this is a concern, it
is experienced at low temperatures and at low scanning rates.114

5.7 THERMALLY STIMULATED CAPACITANCE AND CURRENT

Thermally stimulated capacitance (TSCAP) and current (TSC) measurements were pop-
ular before DLTS. The techniques were originally used for insulators and later adapted to
lower resistivity semiconductors when it was recognized that the reverse-biased scr is a
region of high resistance.115 During the measurement the device is cooled and the traps
are filled with majority carriers at zero bias or traps can be filled with minority carriers by
optical injection or by forward biasing a pn junction. Then the device is reverse biased,
heated at a constant rate, and the steady-state capacitance or current is measured as a
function of temperature. Capacitance steps or current peaks are observed as traps emit
their carriers, shown in Fig. 5.23.

The temperature of the TSC peak or the midpoint of the TSCAP step Tm is related to
the activation energy �E = Ec − ET or �E = ET − Ev by116

�E = kTm ln

(
γnσnkT 4

m

β(�E + 2kTm)

)
(5.78)
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Fig. 5.23 Schematic of (a) TSCAP and (b) TSC for a sample with a majority carrier trap of density
NT and a shallower minority carrier trap of density 2NT . The current increase at higher temperatures
is due to thermally generated current. Reprinted with permission after Lang. Ref. 45.
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Fig. 5.24 DLTS and TSC data for high resistivity silicon. Reprinted from ref. 117 with kind per-
mission from Elsevier Science-NL, Burgerhartsraat 2S, 1055 KV Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

For p-type samples the subscript n should be replaced by p. The trap density is obtained
from the area under the TSC curve or from the step height of the TSCAP curve.

The equipment is simpler than that for DLTS, but the information obtained from TSC
and TSCAP is more limited and more difficult to interpret. The thermally stimulated tech-
niques allow a quick sweep of the sample to survey the entire range of traps in a sample
and work well for NT ≥ 0.1ND and �E ≥ 0.3 eV. The TSC peaks depend on the heating
rate, but the TSCAP steps do not. TSC is influenced by leakage currents. TSCAP allows
discrimination between minority and majority carrier traps by the sign of the capacitance
change as indicated in Fig. 5.23(a); TSC does not. Thermally stimulated measurements
have been largely replaced with DLTS. However, in high-resistivity materials, where it
is difficult to make DLTS measurements, TSC can be used. An example is shown in
Fig. 5.24 where both DLTS and TSC were used to determine the energy levels in high
resistivity Si.117 The defect energy levels extracted from the data agree quite well between
the two methods.

5.8 POSITRON ANNIHILATION SPECTROSCOPY (PAS)

Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) is the spectroscopy of gamma (γ ) rays emerg-
ing from the annihilation of positrons and electrons. It can be used to examine defects in
semiconductors without any special test structures, is independent of the sample conduc-
tivity, and is non-destructive.118 Before discussing PAS, we will briefly describe positrons,
since they are rarely mentioned in semiconductor books. A positron is similar to an elec-
tron. Its mass is the same as that of an electron and its charge is the same magnitude
but of opposite sign to that of an electron. The positron was predicted by Dirac in 1928
and was observed experimentally in 1932 by Anderson during cosmic ray cloud chamber
experiments. Positrons diffusing through matter may be captured at certain trapping sites
and the character and the density of these lattice defects can be investigated.

An excellent discussion of PAS is given by Krause-Rehberg and Leipner.118 The energy
and momentum conservation during the annihilation of electrons with positrons can be
used to study solids because the annihilation parameters are sensitive to lattice imper-
fections. The positron may be trapped in crystal defects, based on the formation of an
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Fig. 5.25 Schematic illustration of positron annihilation showing positron creation, positron-
electron annihilation, γ ray emission and the three main experimental techniques for PAS.

attractive potential at open-volume defects, such as vacancies, vacancy agglomerates, and
dislocations. When a positron is trapped in an open-volume defect, the annihilation param-
eters are changed in a characteristic way. Its lifetime increases due to the lower electron
density. Momentum conservation leads to a small angular spread of the collinear γ -quanta
or a Doppler shift of the annihilation energy. Most positron lifetimes for the important
semiconductors and lifetimes for various vacancy-type defects have been experimentally
determined. Neutral and negative vacancy-type defects, as well as negative ions, are the
dominant positron traps in semiconductors. Temperature-dependent lifetime measurements
may distinguish between both defect types.

Positrons are most commonly produced during nuclear decay, when a proton of proton
rich nuclei decays into a neutron with the emission of a positron and a neutrino. For
example 11Na22 →10 Ne22 + positron + neutrino. The Na22 isotope has a half life of 2.6
years and emits a 1.27 MeV γ ray within 10 ps of emitting a positron. This γ ray is
used in lifetime spectroscopy measurements. Radioactive decay positrons possess a wide
energy range. To produce a monochromatic positron beam for PAS from such a broad
spectrum, the positrons pass through a moderator, e.g., W , Ni, and Mo. The positron
energy is typically kT ≈ 25 meV after moderation.

A positron is a stable particle by itself, but when it is combined with an electron, the
two annihilate each other with the mass of the positron-electron pair converted into energy,
i.e., gamma rays, as illustrated in Fig. 5.25. The released energy is twice the electron rest
mass energy 2mc2 = 2 × 8.19 × 10−14 J = 2 × 5.11 × 105 eV, where m is the electron
rest mass and c the speed of light. The most probable decay is by the emission of
two γ rays, moving in opposite directions. The energies, emission directions, and time of
emission of these γ rays provide information about the behavior of positron-electron pairs
and thus about the material where they annihilate. Energy and momentum conservation
requires each γ ray to have one half the energy of the positron-electron system, i.e.,
511 keV. The probability of annihilation depends on the density of available electrons.

When annihilation occurs, the gamma rays have an energy and directional distribution
which depends on the electron motion before annihilation. The angle between the two γ

rays differs slightly from 180◦, with the angular deviation �θ depending on the component
of electron momentum perpendicular to the emission direction, pperp. The energy of each
γ ray, Eγ , depends on the component of electron momentum parallel to the emission
direction, ppar

�θ = pperp

mc
; Eγ = mc2 + pparc

2
; �Eγ = Eγ − mc2 = pparc

2
(5.79)
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The terms �θ and �Eγ provide information about the electron momentum components
in a material. It is chiefly the electron momenta that determine �θ and �Eγ , since
positrons have low energy before annihilation. Additional information about the state of
the electron before annihilation can be obtained by measuring the positron lifetime �t . The
annihilation positron lifetime is in the low ns range, but is affected by processes that alter
the local density of electrons, making the lifetime one measure of crystal perfection. The
positron lifetime is inversely proportional to the electron density of the material sampled
by the positron, making it a unique probe of open volume lattice defects. The lifetime
is the time between the creation of the positron and the creation of the gamma rays.
For pure Si it is 219 ps, for monovacancies in Si about 266 ps, and for divacancies in Si
about 320 ps.119 Most defects produce two effects related to positron annihilation. Defects
producing local region of negative charge, attract positrons and defects alter the electron
density and momentum distribution near the trapped positron. This leads to changes in
�t , �θ , and �Eγ .

The positron lifetime is measured with two fast γ ray detectors and a timing circuit.
Many positron sources, including Na, emit gamma rays (γbirth in Fig. 5.25) within a
few picoseconds of the positron emission. Detection of this γ ray signals the positron
injection into the material under test. �θ is measured with a positron angular correlation
spectrometer. In angular correlation of annihilation radiation, one measures the angle
between the directions of photons in two γ annihilations. Momentum conservation during
annihilation of a positron-electron pair requires the γ rays to move in opposite directions
if the pair is at rest. If the pair has a finite momentum, it causes a deviation of the
angle between the gamma rays from 180◦. The measurement consists of counting pairs
of annihilating γ rays emitted at angles that differ slightly from 180◦ as illustrated in
Fig. 5.25. Typical values for �θ are on the order of 0.01 rad. An example of the positron
lifetime after electron irradiation is shown in Fig. 5.26, where 2 MeV electron irradiation
produced vacancies which were annealed and the lifetime is a measure of the vacancy
density. The initial vacancy density was estimated to be 3 × 1017 cm−3.118

The motion of the annihilating positron-electron pair causes a Doppler shift in the
energy of the 511 keV γ rays. The energy Eγ is measured with a positron Doppler
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Fig. 5.26 Positron lifetime versus annealing temperature for float-zone Si. The sample was electron
irradiated at 2 MeV, T = 4 K, and 1018 cm−2 dose. The bulk lifetime refers to a vacancy-free sample.
Adapted from Krause-Rehberg and Leipner.118
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broadening line-shape spectrometer. The shape of the 511 keV gamma ray line is broad-
ened due to the electron momenta and is usually characterized by the “S parameter”.
The S parameter is defined as the number of counts in the central region of the 511 keV
peak, containing about half of the total area, divided by the total number of counts in
the peak. Lifetime and Doppler broadening experiments are more commonly used than
angular correlation. The latter requires more complex equipment.

PAS exploits the high sensitivity of positrons to regions of lower-than-average electron
density such as vacancies, vacancy clusters, voids, and other defects in semiconductors,
e.g., dislocations, grain boundaries, and interfaces. Any process that produces vacancies
is suitable for PAS, e.g., ion implantation, where small vacancy clusters, too small for
electron microscope detection, can be detected. PAS has also been used to study radiation
damage and the SiO2-Si interface.119 Doppler broadening reflects the momentum state
of the electron annihilated by the positron. Positrons trapped at vacancies have a higher
probability of annihilation with electrons having low momentum and consequently the S

parameter increases with the presence of vacancies or vacancy-type defects. Measuring
the S parameter as a function of annealing allows ion implanted samples to be charac-
terized in terms of vacancy creation during implantation and their subsequent destruction
during the implant damage anneal.120 To study depth-dependent defects, positron beams
with 0.1–30 keV energies were implanted. However, there is a depth resolution limit,
because the positron implantation profile is broadened with increasing positron energy
and its full width half maximum is comparable to the mean implanted depth. The trap
sites of the implanted positrons also depend on their thermal diffusion following implanta-
tion. Enhanced depth resolution was achieved by repeated chemical etching and positron
measurement.121 The defect profile and annealing behavior in B and P ion implantations
to Si showed that defects were induced beyond the implanted ion profile. Positron emis-
sion has also been applied to microscopy where positrons are used instead of electrons in
a scanning electron microscope.122

5.9 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

DLTS is the most common deep-level characterization technique today, having replaced
thermally stimulated current and capacitance. It lends itself to a number of different imple-
mentations and equipment is commercially available. Although DLTS is spectroscopic in
nature, giving trap energies, it is frequently not easy to assign a specific impurity to a
particular DLTS spectrum. Identification of impurities is not always straightforward.

Capacitance Transient Spectroscopy: Its strength lies in the ease of measurement.
Most systems use commercial capacitance meters or bridges and add signal-processing
functions (lock-in amplifiers, boxcar integrators, or computers). One can distinguish
between majority and minority carrier traps, and its sensitivity is independent of the
emission time constant. Its major weakness is the inability to characterize high resistivity
substrates. The fact that its sensitivity is independent of a time constant can be a
disadvantage because the sensitivity cannot be changed. Laplace DLTS produces very
high resolution plots allowing trap with close lying energy levels to be distinguished.

Current Transient Spectroscopy: Its strength lies in the ability to characterize con-
ducting as well as semi-insulating substrates. The fact that the current depends inversely
on the emission time constant allows the sensitivity of the method to be changed by
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changing the time constant. This has led to its use in scanning DLTS. Its weakness is its
dependence on diode quality, where leakage current can interfere with the measurement.

Optical DLTS: Its strength lies in the ability to create minority carriers without the
need for pn junctions. This allows materials in which it is difficult to make pn junctions
to be characterized. O-DLTS is useful to determine impurity optical cross-sections. Its
major weakness lies in the requirement for light. The low temperature dewar must have
transparent windows, and monochromators or pulsed light sources must be available.

Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy: Its strength lies in the contactless, non-destructive
characterization of defects in solids. It allows depth-dependent defect characterization. Its
weaknesses are that it is chiefly sensitive to void-like defects such as vacancies and requires
elaborate equipment that is not readily available to most researchers.

APPENDIX 5.1

Activation Energy and Capture Cross-Section

The relationship between the emission rate and the capture cross-section is often written as

en = σnvthNc exp((Ec − ET )/kT ) (A5.1)

This relationship is frequently used to determine ET and σn. However, when the capture
cross-section is determined from the intercept of a ln(τeT

2) versus 1/T plot, considerable
error can result.

From thermodynamics we find the following definitions:123

G = H − T S; H = E + pV (A5.2)

where G is the Gibbs free energy, H the enthalpy, E the internal energy, T the temperature,
S the entropy, p the pressure and V the volume. The energy to excite an electron thermally
from a trap into the conduction band is �Gn.124 Equation (A5.1) then becomes

en = σnvthNc exp(−�Gn/kT ) (A5.3)

From Eq. (A5.2), �Gn = �Hn − T �Sn for constant T . When substituted into Eq. (A5.3),
the emission rate is

en = σnXnvthNc exp(−�Hn/kT ) (A5.4)

where Xn = exp(�Sn/k) is an “entropy factor”, that accounts for the entropy change
accompanying electron emission from a trap to the conduction band. The entropy change
can be expressed as �Sn = �Sne + �Sna , where �Sne is the change due to electronic
degeneracy and �Sna is due to atomic vibrational changes.

The electronic contribution may be expressed in terms of two degeneracy factors: g0

is the degeneracy of the trap unoccupied by an electron, and g1 is the degeneracy of the
trap occupied by one electron, giving

Xn = (g0/g1) exp(�Sna/k) (A5.5)
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The degeneracy factors are not well known for deep-level impurities. Using values from
shallow levels and with �Sna ≈ a few k, Xn can easily be 10–100.

Equation (A5.4) states that the energy determined from a ln(τeT
2) or ln(T 2/en) versus

1/T plot is an enthalpy, and the prefactor can be written as σn,eff vthNC , with σn,eff =
σnXn. In other words, the effective capture cross-section differs from the true capture
cross-section by Xn. If that distinction is not made, then obviously the extracted cross-
section can be seriously in error. Effective cross-sections larger by factors of 50 or more
from true cross-sections are not uncommon.15 Examples are shown in Table 5.2.

Additional complications occur when σn is temperature dependent. Some cross-sections
follow the relationship

σn = σ∞ exp(−Eb/kT ) (A5.6)

where σ∞ is the cross-section as T → ∞ and Eb is the cross-section activation energy.
Equation (A5.4) becomes

en = σnXnvthNc exp

(
−�Hn + Eb

kT

)
(A5.7)

Under these conditions the Arrhenius plot gives neither the trap energy level nor its
extrapolated cross-section correctly. If in addition the capture cross-section is electric-
field dependent, further inaccuracies arise. A good discussion of energy levels, enthalpies,
entropies, capture cross-sections, etc., can be found in the work of Lang et al.15

Further thermodynamic derivations can be found in the work by Thurmond and Van
Vechten.125 – 126

A non-thermodynamic approach defines the energy �ET = Ec − ET as being temper-
ature dependent according to �ET = �ET 0 − αT . The degeneracy ratio in Eq. (A5.5) is
written as gn.127 Equation (A5.1) becomes

en = σnXnvthNc exp(−�ET 0/kT ) (A5.8)

where now Xn = gn exp(α/k). We find the energy as that as T → 0K and the cross-section
is again σnXn, although now Xn is defined differently.

APPENDIX 5.2

Time Constant Extraction

The capacitance of a Schottky barrier or p+n junction containing impurities is from
Eq. (5.11)

C = K

√
ND − NT exp(−t/τe)

Vbi − V
(A5.9)

where nT (0) = NT , if we confine ourselves to emission transients for simplicity.
How is τe determined? One method to extract τe is to take dV/d(1/C2) from Eq. (A5.9)

as8

dV

d(1/C2)
|t=∞ − dV

d(1/C2)
|t = K2NT exp(−t/τe) (A5.10)
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and to plot the ln(left side of Eq. (A5.10)) versus t . The slope of this plot gives τe, and
the intercept at t = 0 is ln(K2NT ). This method places no limitation on the magnitude of
NT with respect to ND .

Another method defines f (t) = C(t)2 − C0
2 = [−K2NT /(Vbi − V )] exp(−t/τe),

where C0 is the capacitance in Eq. (A5.9) for NT = 0. The measurement is made at
constant temperature. Differentiating f (t) and multiplying by t gives

t
df

dt
= K2NT

Vbi − V

t

τe

exp(−t/τe) (A5.11)

When plotted against t , tdf/dt has a maximum of K2NT /[e(Vbi − V )] at t = τ .72 Hence
determining the maximum in the curve gives the time constant.

For NT � ND , we can write [see Eq. (5.16)]

C = C0

[
1 −

(
nT (0)

2ND

)
exp(−t/τe)

]
= C0

[
1 −

(
NT

2ND

)
exp(−t/τe)

]
(A5.12)

Equation (A5.12) has been used in a number of implementations to extract τe. In the
two-point method, the C-t exponential time-varying curve is sampled t = t1 and t = t2.42

From Eq. (5.49)

τe,max = t2 − t1

ln(t2/t1)
(A5.13)

In the three-point method, three points are measured on the C-t curve at a constant tem-
perature, C = C1 at t = t1, C = C2 at t = t2, and C = C3 at t = t3.128 From Eq. (A5.12)

C1 − C2

C2 − C3
= exp(�t/τe) − 1

1 − exp(�t/τe)
(A5.14)

where �t = t2 − t1 = t3 − t2. A solution of Eq. (A5.14) for τe is

τe = �t

ln[(C1 − C2)/(C2 − C3)]
(A5.15)

A good choice for �t is τe/2, but of course τe is not known a priori, although a first-order
value for it can be obtained from the “1/e point” on the capacitance decay curve.

Another technique is based on a very different approach. Consider the function y1 =
y(t) = A exp(−t/τ ) + B, i.e., an exponentially decaying function superimposed on a dc
background. We define a second function y2 = y(t + �t) = A exp[−(t + �t)/τ ] + B.
The second function is obtained from the first by simply adding a constant increment �t

to the time t . A plot of y2 versus y1 is a straight line with slope m = exp(−�t/τ) and
intercept on the y2 axis of B(1 − m).129 Then τ is calculated from the slope and �t and
B are found from the intercept and the slope. �t should be smaller than τ , but not much
smaller, e.g., �t ≈ 0.1 to 0.5τ .

An excellent discussion of decay time extraction is given by Istratov and Vyvenko.130

For a single energy level impurity with a single exponential decay, the transient is char-
acterized by

f (t) = A exp(−λt) + B (A5.16)

where A is the decay amplitude, B is a constant (the baseline offset), and λ is the decay
rate, decay constant or rate constant, which is the inverse of the decay time constant τ
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(τ = 1/λ). If the decay consists of a sum of n exponentials of the form Eq. (A5.16),
then

f (t) =
n∑

i=1

Ai exp(−λit) (A5.17)

neglecting the baseline offset B. This behavior is expected from more than one energy
level. The goal of any multi-exponential analysis is to determine the number of exponential
components n, their amplitudes Ai , and decay rates λi . When the decay is due to a
continuous distribution of emission rates given by a spectral function g(λ) rather than by
a sum of discrete exponential transients

f (t) =
∫ ∞

0
g(λ) exp(−λt) dλ (A5.18)

where g(λ) is the spectral function. Such behavior is exhibited by interface traps with a
continuous distribution of energy in the band gap at the SiO2/Si interface, for example.

The major goal of exponential analysis is to distinguish exponential components with
close time constants in the experimentally measured decay. To achieve high resolution in
exponential analysis, it is very important to record the transient until it decays completely.
Since the ratio of amplitudes of two exponentials with close decay rates: exp(−λ1t)
and exp(−λ2t) increases with the time as exp[((λ2 − λ1)t], these exponentials always
can, at least theoretically, be distinguished if the decay is monitored for a sufficiently
long time. Since the exponential is a decaying function of time, the transient should be
monitored as long as the signal amplitude exceeds the noise level. For a signal-to-noise
ratio, S/R = 100, the measurement time should be at least 4.6τ , for S/R = 1000 about
6.9τ , and for S/R = 104 at least 9.2τ .130 This is frequently ignored in experiments and
numerical simulations.

Consider the example in Fig. A5.1. Twenty-four data points were fitted by a double
exponential f2(t) = 2.202 exp(−4.45t) + 0.305 exp(−1.58t) and by a triple exponential
f3(t) = 0.0951 exp(−t) + 0.8607 exp(−3t) + 1.5576 exp(−5t) in Fig. A5.1(a). Lanczos
showed that a sum of two exponentials could be reproduced to within two decimal places
by a sum of three exponentials with entirely different time constants and amplitudes.131

However, a discrepancy is observed when the data are extended to longer times as shown
in Fig. A5.1(b). However, the difference between the two curves does not exceed 0.001
of the decay amplitude, and can be detected only if the S/R exceeds 1000.

APPENDIX 5.3

Si and GaAs Data

Arrhenius plots for Si and GaAs are shown in Figs. A5.2 and A5.3. In Fig. A5.2,
(300/T )2en and (300/T )2ep are plotted instead of τnT

2 and τpT
2, giving negative slopes.

The deep level impurity metals are shown wherever possible, and the numbers listed
below the elements are their energy levels calculated from the slopes. The superscripts
are the references given in the review paper by Chen and Milnes.3

Table A5.1 lists typical trace contamination in Si most commonly produced during
device processing or after 1-MeV electron beam irradiation.132 The impurities were deter-
mined from transient capacitance spectroscopy. DLTS spectra have been correlated with
metallic impurities, growth-related defects, oxidation, heat treatments, electron and proton
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Fig. A5.1 (a) Data points were fitted by a double exponential f2(t) = 2.202 exp(−4.45t) + 0.305
exp(−1.58t) and by a triple exponential f3(t) = 0.0951 exp(−t) + 0.8607 exp(−3t) + 1.5576 exp
(−5t). The difference between f2(t) and f3(t) is less than the line width. (b) The curves separated
after 2 h, but the absolute value of the separation is less than only 0.001 of the decay amplitude.
Adapted from ref. 131.

irradiation, dislocation-related states, electronically stimulated defects, and laser anneal.
Established temperature regimes of defect and impurity reactions are indicated.

An unknown DLTS peak can be compared with the data in Table A5.1 by two
methods.132 First, an Arrhenius plot of τeT

2 versus 1/T can be constructed using the
point given by the temperature of the known peak (T ) at a time constant of 1.8 ms (τ )
and the slope given by the activation energy (ET ) in the table. Alternatively, the temper-
ature at which a signal from a listed defect should occur using any time constant of the
analyzing instrument can be determined by iteration. A simple computer program sets the
ratio R,

R = τ1T
2

1 exp(−ET /kT1)

τ2T
2

2 exp(−ET /kT2)
(A5.16)
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Fig. A5.2 Arrhenius plots obtained from capacitance transient measurements: (a) electron traps,
(b) hole traps in Si. The vertical axis is (300/T 2)en,p instead of τn,pT 2. Reprinted, with permission,
from the Annual Review of Material Science, Vol. 10,  1980 by Annual Reviews Inc.
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Fig. A5.3 Arrhenius plots obtained from capacitance transient measurements: (a) electron traps,
(b) hole traps in GaAs. The vertical axis is T 2/en,p instead of τn,pT 2. Reprinted, with permission
after Martin et al.17 and Mitonneau et al.17  Institution of Electrical Engineers.

where subscript 1 refers to the value of Table A5.1 and subscript 2 refers to the value for
the particular measurement. For τ1 > τ2 the temperature T2 is increased; for τ1 < τ2 the
temperature T2 is decreased until R = 1.
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TABLE A5.1 Capacitance Transient Spectral Features for Silicon.

Defect T (K)
1.8 ms

ET (eV) σmaj (cm2) Anneal Comments(a)

Ag 286 E (0.51) 10−16 Q, *, FZ
184 H (0.38) — Q, *, FZ

Au 288 E (0.53) 2 × 10−16 Q, *, FZ
173 H (0.35) > 10−15 Q, *, FZ

Cu 112 H (0.22) > 6 × 10−14 Out 150◦C Q, *, FZ
242 H (0.41) 8 × 10−14 Q, *, FZ

Fe 181 E (0.35) 6 × 10−15 Q, *, FZ
(Fe-B) 59 H (0.10) > 4 × 10−15 Out > 150◦C Q, *, FZ
(Fei) 267 H (0.46) In > 150◦C, out > 200◦C Q, *, FZ

208 E (0.21) — S, FZ
299 E (0.46) — S, FZ
184 H (0.23) — S, FZ
170 E (0.35) — Q, CG
168 H (0.30) 5 × 10−15 Q, CG
237 H (0.43) — Q, CG
220 H (0.47) — Q, CG

Mn 68 E (0.11) — Q, FZ
216 E (0.41) 10−15 Q, FZ
81 H (0.13) > 2 × 10−15 Q, FZ

Ni 257 E (0.43) 5 × 10−16 Q, *, FZ
88 E (0.14) 10−16 Out 150◦C Q, *, FZ

Pt 114 E (0.22) > 4 × 10−15 Q, *, FZ
174 E (0.30) ∼ 10−15 Q, *, FZ
87 H (0.22) Q, *, FZ

O-Donor Below E (0.07) ∼ 10−15 In 400◦C, out 600◦C *, CG
Freezeout —

58 E (0.15) — In 400◦C, out 600◦C *, CG
Heat

Treatment
59,60 E (0.15) In 900◦C *, CG

112 E (0.22) > 3 × 10−15 In 900◦C *, CG
228 E (0.47) 2 × 10−16 In 900◦C *, CG

Laser Donor 115 E (0.19) 7 × 10−16 Out 550◦C Q, FZ, CG
200 E (0.33–0.36) 5 × 10−16 Out 650◦C Q, FZ, CG
211 H (0.36) 5 × 10−19 Q, *, FZ, CG

Vacancy-O 98 E (0.18) 5 × 10−16 In −43◦C, out 350◦C 1 MeV, CG
Vacancy-

Vacancy
139 E (0.23) Out 300◦C 1 MeV, CG, FZ

245 E (0.41) — Out 300◦C 1 MeV, CG, FZ
123 H (0.21) 10−14 Out 300◦C 1 MeV, CG, FZ

P -Vacancy 237 E (0.44) 2 × 10−16 Out 150◦C 1 MeV, CG, FZ
Cs − Ci 204 H (0.36) 4 × 10−15 In 43◦C 1 MeV, CG, FZ
Dislocation 225 E (0.38) 2 × 10−16 FZ

206 H (0.35) > 10−16 FZ
Point Defect

Debris
288 E (0.63–0.68) 8 × 10−17 Out 800◦C FZ, cross slip

1.4 × 10−15

> 5 × 10−17

Source: Ref. 132. (a) Symbols: Q = quenched material, ∗ = diffused junction, S = slow cool, FZ = float zone
growth, CG = crucible growth, and 1 MeV = electron bombardment.
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PROBLEMS

5.1 Using

τeT
2 = exp((Ec − ET )/kT )

γnσn

; δC = C0nT (0)

2ND

(
exp

(
− t2

τe

)
− exp

(
− t1

τe

))

= �C0

(
exp

(
− t2

τe

)
− exp

(
− t1

τe

))

(a) Show that when δC is plotted versus temperature, the peak DLTS value, δCmax,
occurs for

τe = t2 − t1

ln(t2/t1)
= t1(r − 1)

ln(r)
where r = t2/t1.

(b) Show that δCmax = �C0((1 − r)/rr/(r−1)). Hint: Define x = exp(−t1/τe).

5.2 Using the equations in Problem 5.1,

(a) Show that when t2 � t1,

ln

[
ln(�Co/δC)

T 2

]
≈ ln(γnσnt1) − �E

kT
where �E = EC − ET .

(b) Show that a plot of ln

[
ln(�Co/δC)

T 2

]
versus 1/T allows �E and σn to be

extracted.

(c) Plot δC versus T for �Co = 10−13F , �E = 0.4 eV, σn = 10−15 cm2, and γn =
1.07 × 1021 cm−2s−1K−2, for t1 = 1 ms and r = 2, 5, 10, 100, and 500. Plot all
five curves on the same figure.

(d) Plot ln

[
ln(�Co/δC)

T 2

]
versus 1/T for the high temperature branch of the δC-T

curve of (iii) for r = 500 and extract �E and σn. This technique is discussed
in Ref. 133.

5.3 In the boxcar DLTS approach, the peak of the δC-T curve is used to determine τe and
the relevant temperature T for points on an Arrhenius plot. This gives only one point
per temperature scan. More data points lead to better Arrhenius plots. One way to
obtain more data points is to use more points of a given δC-T curve than just the peak
value. For example, one can use points at δCmax, 0.75δCmax, and 0.5δCmax, as shown
in the Fig. P5.3. We know that τe(δCmax) = (t2 − t1)/ ln(t2/t1) = t1(r − 1)/ ln(r)

(see Eq. (5.49). Determine the two values each for:
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0.5 δCmax

0.75 δCmax

δCmax

T(Κ)

C

Fig. P5.3

(a) τe,0.5 = τe(0.5δCmax)
(b) τe,0.75 = τe(0.75δCmax), all four in terms of t1 for r = 2. This technique is dis-

cussed in Ref. 134.

5.4 The deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) curve in Fig. P5.4 was obtained by the
boxcar method on a Schottky barrier diode on an n-type Si substrate for t1 = 0.5 ms,
t2 = 1 ms.

T (K)

0

Peak 1

dC
 (

F)

Peak 2t1 = 0.5 ms, t2 = 1 ms

150 200 300 400250 350 450

−1 × 1015

−2 × 1015

−3 × 1015

−4 × 1015

Fig. P5.4

Other curves gave:

t1 (ms) t2 (ms) T1 max(K) δC1 max (F ) T2 max(K) δC2 max (F )

0.5 1 234 −1.25 × 10−15 376 −3.125 × 10−15

1 2 227 −1.25 × 10−15 364 −3.125 × 10−15

2 4 220 −1.25 × 10−15 352 −3.125 × 10−15

4 8 213 −1.25 × 10−15 341 −3.125 × 10−15

8 16 207 −1.25 × 10−15 331 −3.125 × 10−15

Determine �E = Ec − ET , NT and the intercept σn for both peaks. C0 = 5 ×
10−12F , ND = 1015 cm−3, γn = 1.07 × 1021 cm−2s−1K−2.
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5.5 The capacitance transients for peak 2 in Problem 5.4, were measured for filling pulse
widths tf = 5 ns and tf = ∞, for t1 = 1 ms and t2 = 2 ms. Other curves gave:

tf (ns) 0.5 1 2 3 5
δC (F ) 5.9 × 10−17 1.15 × 10−16 2.19 × 10−16 3.31 × 10−16 4.77 × 10−16

7 10 20 ∞
6.13 × 10−16 7.72 × 10−16 1.07 × 10−15 1.25 × 10−15

Determine τc, cn, σn and NT from these data. Use vth = 107(T /300)0.5, n ≈ ND .

5.6 Consider a Schottky diode at zero bias with deep-level impurities NT . Light is
incident on this device generating electron-hole pairs uniformly. All deep-level impu-
rities are filled with holes while the light is “on” as shown in Fig. P5.6(a). Then at
t = 0, the light is turned off and a reverse-bias voltage -V1 is applied simultaneously.

V

−V1

−V1

n-type

Ec

ET

NTEv

Draw occupancy of NT in the 
space-charge region

(c)

(a)

(b)

Draw band diagram and occupancy of NT

W(t = 0+)

Fig. P5.6
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(a) On the band diagram, Fig. P5.6(b), draw the occupancy of NT at t = 0+, i.e.,
immediately after the light is turned off.

(b) Draw the band diagram and the occupancy of NT as t → ∞ in Fig. P5.6(c).
In both cases concern yourself only with the space-charge region. Don’t
worry about the quasi-neutral region. The deep-level impurities are acceptors,
NT < ND .

5.7 The deep-level transient spectroscopy data in Fig. P5.7(a) were obtained by the
box-car method on a Schottky barrier diode on an n-type Si substrate. γn = 1.07 ×
1021 cm−2s−1K−2, ND = 1015 cm−3, Co = 1 pF. In this device it is known that the
emission rate can be represented by

en = σnvthNc exp(−�E/kT ), where σn = σno exp(−Eb/kT )

The data for σn versus T are given in Fig. P5.7(b).
Determine �E = Ec − ET , NT , σno, and Eb. (See Appendix 5.1)

0

220 240 260 280
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150 200 250 300
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4/8
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10−15

10−16

10−17

10−18
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σ n
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2 )

δC
 (

F)

Fig. P5.7
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5.8 Plot δC versus T (150K ≤ T ≤ 300K), similar to Fig. P5.7(a), using the boxcar
DLTS Eq. (5.48) for an n-Si sample with two energy levels in the band gap using
the values:

γn = 1.07 × 1021 cm−2s−1K−2,

ND = 1015 cm−3, Co = 1 pF,�E1 = 0.25 eV, �E2 = 0.4 eV,

σn1 = 10−16 cm2, σn2 = 10−15 cm2,

NT 1 = 5 × 1012 cm−3, NT 2 = 8 × 1012 cm−3, t1 = 1 ms, t2 = 2 ms.

5.9 The deep-level transient spectroscopy data in Fig. P5.9 were obtained by the box-
car method on a Schottky barrier diode on a p-type Si substrate. The diode area is
0.02 cm2 and the diode bias voltage was varied from zero to reverse bias voltage of
5V during the measurement. Ks = 11.7, γp = 1.78 × 1021 cm−2s−1K−2, NA = 1015

cm−3, Vbi = 0.87 V. Determine ET − Ev , NT , and the intercept σp for each of the
impurities.

150 250
Τ (Κ)

350200

δC
 (

F)

300

t1 = 0.5 ms, t2 = 1 ms
1 = ms, 2 ms
2 = ms, 4 ms
4 = ms, 8 ms

−2.0 × 10−14

−1.5 × 10−14

−1.0 × 10−14

−5.0 × 10−15

0.0 × 100

Fig. P5.9

5.10 Determine and plot δC versus T for a Schottky diode on an n-type Si substrate
containing two types of impurities. Use the following parameters: γn = 1.07 × 1021

cm−2s−1K−2, ND = 5 × 1015 cm−3, Co = 104 pF.

Impurity 1 : Ec − ET 1 = 0.3 eV, NT 1 = 1012 cm−3, σn1 = 10−15 cm2;

Impurity 2 : Ec − ET 2 = 0.5 eV, NT 2 = 5 × 1011 cm−3, σn2 = 5 × 10−16 cm2.

Use the boxcar equations with t1 = 1 ms, t2 = 2 ms and the temperature range 150 ≤
T ≤ 350 K.

5.11 A deep-level acceptor impurity is diffused uniformly into an n-type Si wafer. The
wafer was originally doped with arsenic to ND = 1015 cm−3.
Calculate and plot the resistivity versus deep-level impurity density (1014 ≤ NT ≤
1017 cm−3) on a log-log plot for ET = 0.46, 0.56, and 0.66 eV. Plot all three curves
on one figure to compare.
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You have to first solve for EF using the equations below. Knowing EF you can
then find n and p and then determine ρ.
Charge neutrality requires

p + n+
D − n − n−

T = 0

where

p = ni exp((Ei − EF )/kT ); n = ni exp((EF − Ei)/kT )

n+
D = ND

1 + exp((EF − ED)/kT )
; n−

T = NT

1 + exp((ET − EF )/kT )

ρ = 1

q(µnn + µpp)

Use: ND = 1015 cm−3, ni = 1010 cm−3, T = 300 K, µn = 1400 cm2/V -s, µp =
450 cm2/V -s, EG = 1.12 eV, Ei = 0.56 eV, ED = Ec − 0.045 eV. It is easiest to
use Ev = 0 as a reference energy.

5.12 The deep-level transient spectroscopy data in Fig. P5.12 were obtained on a Schottky
barrier diode on an n-type Si substrate containing two impurities. γn = 1.07 × 1021

cm−2s−1K−2, ND = 1015 cm−3, C0 = 1 pF. Determine �E = Ec − ET , σn, and NT

for each deep-level impurity.

0

0.5 ms, 1 ms
−1 × 10−17

−2 × 10−17

−3 × 10−17

150 250 350200 300 400

T (K)

δC
 (

F)

1 ms, 2 ms

2 ms, 4 ms

t1 = 4 ms, t2 = 8 ms

Fig. P5.12

5.13 Consider interface trapped charge or interface state density Dit at the SiO2/Si inter-
face of an MOS device. The device is heavily inverted and all interface states are
filled with electrons. Determine the density of interface states still filled with elec-
trons, Nit = Dit�E, 100 µs after the surface is driven into depletion and electrons
are emitted from interface states during the 100 µs. Dit = 5 × 1010 cm−2eV −1, T =
300 K, σn = 10−15 cm2, vth = 107 cm/s, Nc = 2.5 × 1019 cm−3, k = 8.617 × 10−5

eV/K, EG(Si) = 1.12 eV. The electron emission time constant from interface states
at energy Eit is given by

τe = exp[(Ec − Eit )/kT ]

σnvthNc
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5.14 The Arrhenius plot of a deep-level impurity in Si is shown in Fig. P5.14. Determine
Ec − ET and σn.

1010

108

106

104

102

0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007

τ e
T

2  (
s-

K
2 )

1/T (K−1)

Fig. P5.14

Use γn = 1.07 × 1021 cm−2s−1K−1, k = 8.617 × 10−5 eV/K.

5.15 Calculate and plot C(t)/Co given by
C(t)

Co

= 1 − NT

2ND

exp(−t/τe) for ND = 1015

cm−3, NT = 5 × 1012 cm−3, σn = 10−15 cm2, Ec − ET = 0.35 eV, γn = 1.07 ×
1021 cm−2s−1K−1, for T = 200 K, 225 K and 250 K over the time interval: 0 <

t < 0.002 s.

5.16 A Schottky diode on an n-type substrate, containing a deep-level impurity, is zero
biased for some time. Next, the device is reverse biased at t = 0. The charge density
in the reverse-biased space-charge region at t = 0+, immediately after applying the
reverse-bias pulse, is ρ = qND . The deep-level impurity is: � donor � acceptor.
Give your reason.

5.17 Identify the two deep-level impurities in Fig. P 5.17.

 
Neutral

(i)

EC

ET

EV  

EC

ET

EV
Neutral

(ii)

Fig. P5.17

Deep-level impurity (i) is a: � donor � acceptor. Give your reason.
Deep-level impurity (ii) is a: � donor � acceptor. Give your reason.
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5.18 There are two defects in the transmission electron micrograph in Fig. P 5.18.

Fig. P5.18

Identify them and state whether they are point, line, plane, or volume defects.

5.19 A DLTS plot of δC versus T is shown in Fig. P5.19 for a certain impurity with
energy level ET = ET 1 and density NT = NT 1. On the same figure draw the curve
for an impurity with ET = ET 2 > ET 1 and NT = NT 2 < NT 1. t2/t1 is unchanged.

0

δC
 (

pF
)

−0.01

−0.02

−0.03

−0.04

Temperature (K)

200 220 240 260 280 300

t2 = 10−3 s

t1 = 5 × 10−4 s

Fig. P5.19

5.20 A DLTS plot of δC versus T is shown in Fig. P5.19. On the same figure draw the
curve when both t1 and t2 are increased, but t2/t1 is unchanged.
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5.21 Consider an n-type semiconductor doped with ND donor atoms/cm3 with energy
level ED shown in “Before” in Fig. P5.21. All donors are ionized. Next, a deep-
level impurity at energy level ET is introduced into the n-type semiconductor wafer,
shown in “After”.
The deep-level impurity is a: � donor � acceptor. Give your reason.
The wafer resistivity: � increases � decreases � remains unchanged. Give your
reason.

EC
ED

EF
ET

EV

EC
ED

EF

EV

+ + + + + + + + ++

Before After

Fig. P5.21

5.22 The DLTS spectrum of impurity 1 in an n-type semiconductor is shown in Fig. P5.22.
It has an energy level ET 1, density NT 1, and capture cross section σn1.

(a) Show the effect of decreasing σn1 on the spectrum in Fig. P5.22(a) and on the
ln(τeT

2) − 1/T plot in Fig. P5.22(b).

(b) On Fig.5.22(c), draw the DLTS spectrum for impurity 2 with energy level ET 2,
where Ec − ET 2 < Ec − ET 1, NT 2 < NT 1, and σn2 = σn1 in this case.

δC

T

δC

T

ln
(τ

eT
2 )

1/T
(a) (c)(b)

Fig. P5.22

REVIEW QUESTIONS

• Name some common defects in Si wafers.
• What do metallic impurities do in Si devices?
• Name some defect sources.
• What are point defects? Name three point defects.
• Name a line defect, an area defect, and a volume defect.
• How do oxidation-induced stacking faults originate?
• Why is emission generally slower than capture?
• What determines the capacitance transient?
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• Where does the energy for thermal emission come from?
• Why do minority and majority carrier emission have opposite behavior?
• What is deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS)?
• What parameters can be determined with DLTS?
• What advantage does Laplace DLTS have?
• What is positron annihilation spectroscopy and for what defect measurement is it

most useful?



6
OXIDE AND INTERFACE TRAPPED
CHARGES, OXIDE THICKNESS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The discussions in this chapter are applicable to all insulator-semiconductor systems.
However, the examples are generally directed at the SiO2-Si system. The most important
aspect of device scaling for this chapter is the thinner oxide with each successive technol-
ogy node. Thin oxides with their respective higher leakage currents, have a pronounced
effect on many of the methods in this chapter. Capacitance-voltage and oxide thickness
measurements must be more carefully interpreted for thin, leaky oxides.

Oxide Charges:1 There are four general types of charges associated with the SiO2-Si
system shown on Fig. 6.1. They are fixed oxide charge, mobile oxide charge, oxide trapped
charge and interface trapped charge. This nomenclature was standardized in 1978. The
abbreviations of the various charges are given below. In each case, Q is the net effective
charge per unit area at the SiO2-Si interface (C/cm2), N is the net effective number of
charges per unit area at the SiO2-Si interface (number/cm2), and Dit is given in units
of number/cm2·eV. N = |Q|/q, where Q can be positive or negative, but N is always
positive.

(1) Interface Trapped Charge (Qit , Nit , Dit ): These are positive or negative charges,
due to structural defects, oxidation-induced defects, metal impurities, or other defects
caused by radiation or similar bond breaking processes (e.g., hot electrons). The interface
trapped charge is located at the Si–SiO2 interface. Unlike fixed charge or trapped charge,
interface trapped charge is in electrical communication with the underlying silicon. Inter-
face traps can be charged or discharged, depending on the surface potential. Most of the
interface trapped charge can be neutralized by low-temperature (∼450◦C) hydrogen or

Semiconductor Material and Device Characterization, Third Edition, by Dieter K. Schroder
Copyright  2006 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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Fig. 6.1 Charges and their location for thermally oxidized silicon. Reprinted after Deal by permis-
sion of IEEE ( 1980, IEEE).

forming gas (hydrogen/nitrogen mixture) anneals. This charge type has been called sur-
face states, fast states, interface states and so on. It has been designated by Nss , Nst and
other symbols in the past.

(2) Fixed Oxide Charge (Qf , Nf ): This is a positive charge near the Si–SiO2 inter-
face. The charge density, whose origin is related to the oxidation process, depends on the
oxidation ambient and temperature, cooling conditions, and on silicon orientation. Since
the fixed oxide charge cannot be determined unambiguously in the presence of moder-
ate densities of interface trapped charge, it is usually measured after a low-temperature
(450◦C) hydrogen or forming gas anneal which minimizes interface trapped charge. The
fixed oxide charge is not in electrical communication with the underlying silicon. Qf

depends on the final oxidation temperature. The higher the oxidation temperature, the
lower is Qf . However, if it is not permissible to oxidize at high temperatures, it is pos-
sible to lower Qf by annealing the oxidized wafer in a nitrogen or argon ambient after
oxidation. This has resulted in the well-known “Deal triangle” in Fig. 6.2, which shows
the reversible relationship between Qf and oxidation and annealing.2 An oxidized sam-
ple may be prepared at any temperature and then subjected to dry oxygen at any other
temperature, with the resulting value of Qf being associated with the final temperature
and any Qf value resulting from a previous oxidation can be reduced to a constant value.
Fixed charge was often designated as Qss in the past.
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Fig. 6.2 “Deal triangle” showing the reversibility of heat treatment effects on Qf . Reprinted after
Deal et al.2 with permission of the publisher, the Electrochemical Society, Inc.
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(3) Oxide Trapped Charge (Qot , Not ): This positive or negative charge may be due
to holes or electrons trapped in the oxide. Trapping may result from ionizing radia-
tion, avalanche injection, Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, or other mechanisms. Unlike fixed
charge, oxide trapped charge is sometimes annealed by low-temperature (<500◦C) treat-
ments, although neutral traps may remain.

(4) Mobile Oxide Charge (Qm , Nm ): This is caused primarily by ionic impurities such
as Na+, Li+, K+, and possibly H+. Negative ions and heavy metals may contribute to
this charge.

6.2 FIXED, OXIDE TRAPPED, AND MOBILE OXIDE CHARGE

6.2.1 Capacitance-Voltage Curves

The various charges can be determined by the capacitance-voltage (C –V ) of metal-oxide-
semiconductor capacitors (MOS-C). Before discussing measurement methods, we derive
the capacitance-voltage relationships and describe the C –V curves. The energy band
diagram of an MOS capacitor on a p-type substrate is shown in Fig. 6.3. The intrinsic
energy level Ei or potential φ in the neutral part of the device is taken as the zero reference
potential. The surface potential φs is measured from this reference level. The capacitance
is defined as

C = dQ

dV
(6.1)

It is the change of charge due to a change of voltage and is most commonly given in units
of farad/unit area. During capacitance measurements, a small-signal ac voltage is applied
to the device. The resulting charge variation gives rise to the capacitance. Looking at
an MOS-C from the gate, C = dQG/dVG, where QG and VG are the gate charge and
the gate voltage. Since the total charge in the device must be zero, QG = −(QS + Qit )

assuming no oxide charge. The gate voltage is partially dropped across the oxide and
partially across the semiconductor. This gives VG = VFB + Vox + φs , where VFB is the
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EF/q, fF

Ei/q, f
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tox + W                                    x

VG

 fF
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Fig. 6.3 Cross-section and potential band diagram of an MOS capacitor.
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flatband voltage, Vox the oxide voltage, and φs the surface potential, allowing Eq. (6.1)
to be rewritten as

C = −dQS + dQit

dVox + dφs

(6.2)

The semiconductor charge density QS , consists of hole charge density Qp , space-
charge region bulk charge density Qb, and electron charge density Qn. With QS = Qp +
Qb + Qn, Eq. (6.2) becomes

C = − 1
dVox

dQS + dQit

+ dφs

dQp + dQb + dQn + dQit

(6.3)

Utilizing the general capacitance definition of Eq. (6.1), Eq. (6.3) becomes

C = 1
1

Cox

+ 1

Cp + Cb + Cn + Cit

= Cox(Cp + Cb + Cn + Cit )

Cox + Cp + Cb + Cn + Cit

(6.4)

The positive accumulation charge Qp dominates for negative gate voltages for p-substrate
devices. For positive VG, the semiconductor charges are negative. The minus sign in
Eq. (6.3) cancels in either case.

Equation (6.4) is represented by the equivalent circuit in Fig. 6.4(a). For negative gate
voltages, the surface is heavily accumulated and Qp dominates. Cp is very high approach-
ing a short circuit. Hence, the four capacitances are shorted as shown by the heavy line
in Fig. 6.4(b) and the overall capacitance is Cox . For small positive gate voltages, the
surface is depleted and the space-charge region charge density, Qb = −qNAW , domi-
nates. Trapped interface charge capacitance also contributes. The total capacitance is the
combination of Cox in series with Cb in parallel with Cit as shown in Fig. 6.4(c). In weak
inversion Cn begins to appear. For strong inversion, Cn dominates because Qn is very
high. If Qn is able to follow the applied ac voltage, the low-frequency equivalent circuit
(Fig. 6.4(d)) becomes the oxide capacitance again. When the inversion charge is unable to
follow the ac voltage, the circuit in Fig. 6.4(e) applies in inversion, with Cb = Ksεo/Winv

with Winv the inversion space-charge region width discussed in Chapter 2.
The inversion capacitance dominates only if the inversion charge is able to follow the

frequency of the applied ac voltage, also called the ac probe frequency. With the MOS-C
biased in inversion, the ac voltage drives the device periodically above and below the dc
bias point. During the phase when the device is driven to a slightly higher gate voltage,
an increased gate charge requires an increased semiconductor charge (inversion charge
or space-charge region (scr) charge). For the inversion charge to increase, electron-hole
pairs (ehp) must be thermally generated in the scr. The scr generation current density,
given by Jscr = qniW/τg and discussed in more detail in Chapter 7, dominates at room
temperature in silicon. The current flowing through the oxide is the displacement current
density Jd = CdV G/dt . In order for the inversion charge to respond, the scr current must
be able to supply the required displacement current or Jd ≤ Jscr . This leads to

dVG

dt
≤ qniW

τgCox

(6.5)
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Fig. 6.4 Capacitances of an MOS capacitor for various bias conditions as discussed in the text.

with C approximated by Cox . For Si at T = 300 K with ni = 1010 cm−3

dVG

dt
≤ 0.046Wtox

τg

V/s (6.6)

with W in µm, tox in nm, and τg in µs. When the MOSFET gate capacitance is measured,
the low-frequency C –VG characteristic is typically obtained when the source and drain
are grounded, because the S/D can supply carriers to the channel easily even at high
frequencies without thermal generation.

Generation lifetimes lie in the 10 µs to 10 ms range. For tox = 5 nm, W = 1 µm,
and τg = 10 µs, dVG/dt = 0.023 V/s—not a severe constraint. However, for τg = 1 ms,
dVG/dt = 0.23 mV/s—a very severe constraint. This constraint can be somewhat relaxed
by measuring at elevated temperatures because ni increases. By raising the temperature
from 300 K to 350 K, ni increases from 1010 cm−3 to 3.6 × 1011 cm−3 relaxing the ramp
rate by a factor of 36, i.e., from 0.23 to 8.3 mV/s. Defining an effective frequency as
feff = (dVG/dt)/v, where v is the ac voltage, we find feff ≈ 1.5 Hz for the former and
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0.015 Hz for the latter using v = 15 mV. These first-order numbers show that extremely
low frequencies are required to obtain low-frequency C –V curves at room temperature.
Increased generation rates at higher temperatures allow higher frequencies. Since typical
C –V measurement frequencies lie in the 104 − 106 Hz range, it is obvious that high-
frequency curves are usually observed.

The low-frequency semiconductor capacitance CS,lf is given by

CS,lf = ÛS

Ksε0

2LDi

[eUF
(
1 − e−US

) + e−UF
(
eUS − 1

)
]

F(US,UF )
(6.7)

where the dimensionless semiconductor surface electric field F(US , UF ) is defined by

F(US,UF ) =
√

eUF (e−US + US − 1) + e−UF (eUS − US − 1) (6.8)

The Us are normalized potentials, defined by US = qφs/kT and UF = qφF /kT , where
the surface potential φs and the Fermi potential φF = (kT /q) ln(NA/ni) are defined in
Fig. 6.3. The symbol ÛS stands for the sign of the surface potential and is given by

ÛS = |US |
US

(6.9)

where Ûs = 1 for Us > 0 and Ûs = −1 for Us < 0. The intrinsic Debye length LDi is

LDi =
√

Ksε0kT

2q2ni

(6.10)

The high-frequency C –V curve results when the minority carriers in the inversion
charge are unable to follow the ac voltage. The majority carriers at the scr edge are
able to follow the ac signal thereby exposing more or less ionized dopant atoms. The dc
voltage sweep rate, given by Eq. (6.5), must be sufficiently low to generate the necessary
inversion charge. The high-frequency semiconductor capacitance in inversion is3

CS,hf = ÛS

Ksε0

2LDi

[eUF (1 − e−US ) + e−UF (eUS − 1)/(1 + δ)]

F(Us, UF )
(6.11)

with δ given by

δ = (eUS − US − 1)/F (US, UF )∫ US

0

eUF (1 − e−U )(eU − U − 1)

2[F(U, UF )]3
dU

(6.12)

An approximate expression, accurate to 0.1–0.2% in strong inversion, is4

CS,hf =
√

q2KsεoNA

2kT {2|UF | − 1 + ln[1.15(|UF | − 1)]} (6.13)
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When the dc bias voltage is changed rapidly with insufficient time for inversion charge
generation, the deep-depletion curve results. Its high- or low-frequency semiconductor
capacitance is

CS,dd = Cox√
[1 + 2(VG − VFB)/V0] − 1

(6.14)

where V0 = qKsε0NA/Cox
2.

The total capacitance is given by

C = CoxCS

Cox + CS

(6.15)

The gate voltage is related to the oxide voltage, the surface potential, and the flatband
voltage VFB through the relationship

VG = VFB + φs + Vox = VFB + φs + ÛS

kT KstoxF (US,UF )

qKoxLDi
(6.16)

Ideal low-frequency (lf), high-frequency (hf) and deep depletion (dd) C –V curves are
shown in Fig. 6.5 for Qit = 0 and VFB = 0. They coincide in accumulation and depletion
but deviate in inversion, because the inversion charge is unable to follow the applied ac
voltage for the hf case and does not exist for the dd case.

Which of these three curves is obtained during a C –V measurement depends on the
measurement conditions. Consider an MOS-C on a p-substrate with the dc gate voltage
swept from negative to positive voltages. Superimposed on the dc voltage is an ac voltage
of typically 10–15 mV amplitude. All three curves are identical in accumulation and
depletion. The curves deviate from one another when the device enters inversion. If the
dc voltage is swept sufficiently slowly to allow the inversion charge to form and if the ac
voltage is of a sufficiently low frequency for the inversion charge to be able to respond
to the ac probe frequency, then the low-frequency curve is obtained. If the dc voltage is
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Fig. 6.5 Low-frequency (lf), high-frequency (hf), and deep-depletion (dd) normalized SiO2-Si
capacitance-voltage curves of an MOS-C; (a) p-substrate NA = 1017 cm−3, (b) n-substrate
ND = 1017cm−3, tox = 10 nm, T = 300 K.
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Fig. 6.6 Effect of sweep direction and sweep rate on the hf MOS-C capacitance on p-substrate,
(a) entire C –VG curve, (b) enlarged portion of (a) showing the dc sweep direction; f = 1 MHz.
Data courtesy of Y.B. Park, Arizona State University.

swept sufficiently slowly to allow the inversion charge to form but the ac probe frequency
is too high for the inversion charge to be able to respond, then the high-frequency curve
is obtained. The deep-depletion curve obtains for either high- or low-frequency if the dc
sweep rate is too high and no inversion charge can form during the sweep.

The most commonly measured curve is the high-frequency curve. However, the true
hf curve is not always easy to obtain. Consider the C –VG curve in Fig. 6.6. The true or
equilibrium curve is shown by the dashed line. If the bias is swept from −VG to +VG

there is a tendency for the C –V curve to go into partial deep depletion and the resulting
curve will be below the true curve, especially for high generation lifetime material. We
showed the limitation on the ac frequency in Eq. (6.5). This limitation also holds for the
dc bias sweep rate; the sweep rate for high lifetime material must be extremely low.

When the bias is swept from +VG to −VG, inversion charge is injected into the
substrate. The inversion layer/substrate junction becomes forward biased and the resulting
capacitance will be above the true curve. The true curve is, in general, only obtained by
setting the bias voltage and waiting for the device to come to equilibrium, then repeating
this procedure to generate the C –V curve point-by-point. If the point-by-point procedure
is inconvenient, then the +VG → −VG sweep direction is preferred for p-substrates since
the deviation of the capacitance from its true value is generally less than it is for the
−VG → +VG sweep.

Exercise 6.1

Problem: What happens to Chf when the measurement temperature is raised?

Solution: According to Eq. (6.5) the minority carriers respond to higher sweep rates when
ni increases and they respond to higher probe frequencies as T increases, i.e., low fre-
quency behavior should be observed at high probe frequencies. This is illustrated in
Fig. E6.1. The data points are experimental data and the solid lines are calculated lf curves.
At room temperature the hf curve is measured and there is large discrepancy between the
measured and calculated lf curves. As temperature increases, some of the inversion layer
carriers are able to respond and the hf curve begins to show lf characteristics. Finally
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Fig. E6.1 Measured hf (points) and calculated lf (lines) curves of an MOS-C. ND = 2.6 × 1014

cm−3, tox = 30 nm, f = 10 kHz. Data courtesy of S.Y. Lee, Arizona State University.

at T = 300◦C, the hf curve coincides with the lf curve. Hence Chf and Clf measured
at T = 300◦C are identical in this example. The temperature at which this happens, also
depends on parameters other than ni , e.g., τg , W , and Cox .

6.2.2 Flatband Voltage

The flatband voltage is determined by the metal-semiconductor work function difference
φMS and the various oxide charges through the relation

VFB = φMS − Qf

Cox

− Qit (φs)

Cox

− 1

Cox

∫ tox

0

x

tox

ρm(x) dx − 1

Cox

∫ tox

0

x

tox

ρot (x) dx

(6.17)
where ρ(x) = oxide charge per unit volume. The fixed charge Qf is located very near the

Si–SiO2 interface and is considered to be at that interface. Qit is designated as Qit (φs),
because the occupancy of the interface trapped charge depends on the surface potential.
Mobile and oxide trapped charges may be distributed throughout the oxide. The x-axis is
defined in Fig. 6.3. The effect on flatband voltage is greatest, when the charge is located
at the oxide-semiconductor substrate interface, because then it images all of its charge in
the semiconductor. When the charge is located at the gate-oxide interface, it images all of
its charge in the gate and has no effect on the flatband voltage. For a given charge density,
the flatband voltage is reduced as the oxide capacitance increases, i.e., for thinner oxides.
Hence, oxide charges usually contribute little to flatband or threshold voltage shifts for
thin-oxide MOS devices.

The flatband voltage of Eq. (6.17) is for a uniformly doped substrate, with the gate
voltage referenced to the grounded back contact. For an epitaxial layer of doping density
Nepi on a substrate of doping density Nsub , the built-in potential at the epi-substrate
junction modifies the flatband voltage to5

VFB(epi ) = VFB(bulk) ± kT

2q
ln

(
Nsub

Nepi

)
(6.18)
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Fig. 6.7 CFB/Cox versus NA as a function of tox for the SiO2-Si system at T = 300 K.

The plus sign in Eq. (6.18) is for p-type and the minus sign for n-type material, assuming
the substrate and the epitaxial layer doping densities are of the same type, either both
acceptors or both donors.

To determine the various charges, one compares theoretical and experimental
capacitance-voltage curves. The experimental curves are usually shifted with respect to the
theoretical curves as a result of the charges and the work function difference of Eq. (6.17).
The voltage shift can be measured at any capacitance, however, it is frequently measured
at the flatband capacitance CFB and is designated the flatband voltage VFB . For ideal
curves, VFB is zero. The flatband capacitance is given by Eq. (6.15) with CS = Ksεo/LD ,
where LD = [kT Ksεo/q

2(p + n)]1/2 ≈ [kT Ksεo/q
2NA]1/2 is the Debye length defined

in Eq. (2.11). For Si with SiO2 as the insulator, CFB normalized by Cox , is given as

CFB

Cox

=
(

1 + 136
√

T/300

tox

√
NA or ND

)−1

(6.19)

with tox in cm and NA (ND) in cm−3. In Fig. 6.7, CFB/Cox is plotted versus NA as a
function of oxide thickness.

The flatband capacitance can be easily calculated when the doping density is uniform
and when the wafer is sufficiently thick. The calculation becomes more difficult when
the doping is non-uniform and numerical techniques may have to be employed.6 For thin
silicon layers, e.g., silicon-on-insulator, the active semiconductor layer may be so thin that
it cannot accommodate the space-charge region of the MOS-C. Then special precautions
must be used to determine CFB . Graphical and analytical methods have been used.7 The
analytical methods rely on a measure of the capacitance, which is 90% or 95% of the
oxide capacitance. The voltage for this capacitance is then related to the flatband voltage.8

Exercise 6.2

Problem: Determine the flatband voltage of an MOS capacitor.

Solution: The flatband voltage must be accurately known to determine CFB . Calculating
CFB , as described, allows VFB to be determined, provided all the parameters in Eq. (6.17)
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are well known. That may not always be the case. One way to determine VFB experimen-
tally is to plot (1/Chf )2 or 1/(Chf /Cox)

2 versus VG as shown in Fig. E6.2. This curve
corresponds to the data in Fig. 6.5(a). The lower knee of this curve occurs at VG = VFB .
Such a transition is sometimes difficult to determine. Differentiating this curve and finding
the maximum slope of the left flank of this differentiated curve occurs at VFB . Differenti-
ating this differentiated curve a second time results in a sharply peaked curve whose peak
coincides with VFB . The second differentiation usually introduces a great deal of noise,
but smoothing the data helps. This method is discussed in R.J. Hillard, J.M. Heddleson,
D.A. Zier, P. Rai-Choudhury, and D.K. Schroder, “Direct and Rapid Method for Deter-
mining Flatband Voltage from Non-equilibrium Capacitance Voltage Data,” in Diagnostic
Techniques for Semiconductor Materials and Devices (J.L. Benton, G.N. Maracas, and P.
Rai-Choudhury, eds.), Electrochem. Soc., Pennington, NJ, 1992, 261–274.

Finite Gate Doping Density. We have so far neglected the effect the gate may have on
the C –VG curve, other than the metal-semiconductor work function difference. Polycrys-
talline Si is a common gate material, with doping densities around 1019 –1020 cm−3. What
is the effect of this? Consider the MOS-C in Fig. 6.8, consisting of a p-type substrate
and an n+ polysilicon gate. For negative gate voltage, substrate and gate are accumulated
and we can treat the gate as a metal. However, for positive gate voltage, not only is the
substrate depleted and eventually inverted, but the gate can also be depleted and perhaps
inverted. Instead of Cox in series with CS , there is now an additional gate capacitance
Cgate , reducing overall capacitance. The measurement of gate doping density by a C –V

technique is discussed in Chapter 2.
The effect of gate depletion is illustrated on the C/Cox –VG curves in Fig. 6.9. Note

the additional capacitance drop for +VG. This drop increases as ND in the gate decreases.
Such polysilicon gate depletion changes the threshold voltage of MOSFETs, reduces the
drain current, and increases the gate resistance. All of these effects reduce circuit speed.
On the other hand, gate and source/drain overlap capacitances are also reduced, which
tends to increase circuit speed. A recent study has shown the overall effect to be negative,
i.e., circuit speed is reduced.9
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Fig. 6.8 Schematic illustration of an MOS-C with finite gate doping density, showing gate depletion
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Exercise 6.3

Problem: How are the C –V curves of MOS devices affected by quantization and Fermi-
Dirac statistics?

Solution: Equations describing the C –V curves above are frequently derived using sim-
plified assumptions. One modification to these assumptions is the depletion of the poly-Si
gate. Other modifications, significant for sub 10 nm oxide thicknesses, include Fermi-
Dirac (F –D) instead of Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics and inversion layer quantization.
Both of these effects must be considered for devices in strong accumulation or inversion.
In this degenerate condition, the free carriers occupy discrete energy states in the conduc-
tion band reducing the substrate capacitance. Simulations and experiments confirm these
effects. Simulated results are shown in Fig. E6.3, where tox,phys is the physical oxide thick-
ness. These curves include F –D, quantization, and gate depletion effects. The substrate
is inverted and the gate accumulated (Cgate = Cinv ) at +VG and for −VG the substrate is
accumulated and the gate inverted (Cgate = Cacc). Cinv is calculated at VG = VFB − 4 V
and Cacc is calculated at VG = VFB + 3 V. This figure shows the gate capacitance to be
less than the oxide capacitance by at least 10% for tox < 10 nm. Hence extracting oxide
thicknesses from C –V measurements will yield incorrect tox if the data are not prop-
erly analyzed. These effects are discussed in K.S. Krisch, J.D. Bude, and L. Manchanda,
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“Gate Capacitance Attenuation in MOS Devices With Thin Gate Dielectrics,” IEEE Elec-
tron Dev. Lett. 17, 521–524, Nov. 1996; D. Vasileska, D.K. Schroder, and D.K. Ferry,
“Scaled Silicon MOSFET’s: Degradation of the Total Gate Capacitance,” IEEE Trans
Electron Dev. 44, 584–587, April 1997.

6.2.3 Capacitance Measurements

High Frequency: High-frequency C –V curves are typically measured at 10 kHz–1 MHz.
The basic capacitance measuring circuit in Fig. 6.10 consists of the device to be measured
and an output resistor R. The MOS device is represented by the parallel G/C circuit, with
G the conductance of the scr and C its capacitance. An ac current i flows through the
device and the resistor, giving the output voltage as

vo = iR = R

Z
vi = R

R + (G + jωC)−1
vi = RG(1 + RG) + (ωRC)2 + jωRC

(1 + RG)2 + (ωRC)2
vi

(6.20)

For RG � 1 and (ωRC)2 � RG, Eq. (6.20) reduces to

vo ≈ (RG + jωRC)vi (6.21)

R

G C

vo

vi

i

~

Fig. 6.10 Simplified capacitance measuring circuit.
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Fig. 6.11 Block diagram of circuits to measure the current and charge of an MOS capacitor.

The output voltage has two components: the in-phase RG and the out-of-phase jωRC,
with vo = RGvi for the 0◦ phase and ωRCvi for the 90◦ phase components. Using a
phase sensitive detector, one can determine the conductance G or the capacitance C,
knowing R and ω = 2πf .

Low Frequency: Current-Voltage: The low-frequency capacitance of an MOS-C is
usually not obtained by measuring the capacitance, but rather by measuring a current
or a charge, because capacitance measurements at low frequencies are very noisy. In
the quasi-static or linear ramp voltage method, the current is measured in response to
a slowly varying voltage ramp in Fig. 6.11(a).10 The op-amp circuit with a resistive
feedback connected to the MOS-C gate is an ammeter. The resulting displacement current
is given by

I = dQG

dt
= dQG

dVG

dVG

dt
= C

dVG

dt
(6.22)

For a linear voltage ramp, dVG/dt is constant, I is proportional to C, and the low-
frequency C –V curve is obtained, if dVG/dt is sufficiently low.

Exercise 6.4

Problem: What is the effect of gate leakage current on the lf C –V curve?

Solution: It is important that the gate leakage current be as low as possible, because
gate current adds or subtracts from the displacement current. This leads to an erroneous
capacitance, because the current is no longer proportional to the capacitance in that case.
The gate capacitor becomes very lossy due to high leakage, and the gate capacitance rolls
up or down in the inversion and accumulation regions of the C –V curve and it is no
longer possible to extract Cox directly. The roll-off varies with the gate leakage current,
so that for two gate dielectrics with the same thickness and different leakage currents,
different Cox and tox are obtained. Example C –V curves are shown in Fig. E6.4. A good
discussion of these problems can be found in C. Scharrer and Y . Zhao, “High Frequency
Capacitance Measurements Monitor EOT (Equivalent Oxide Thickness) of Thin Gate
Dielectrics,” Solid State Technol. 47, Febr. 2004.
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Low-Frequency: Charge-Voltage: In the quasi-static I –V method in Fig. 6.11(a),
leakage currents are included in the I –V plot. Moreover, the ammeter in conjunction
with the capacitor is a differentiator and tends to exaggerate noise spikes or non-linearities
in the voltage ramp. The Q–V quasi-static method alleviates some of the limitations of
the I –V quasi-static method. Initially the MOS-C was placed in the feedback loop of an
op-amp and it was charged with a constant current,11 and later modified.12 Analog and
digital versions13 have been proposed and a commercial version is shown schematically
in Fig. 6.11(b).14 This circuit is an integrator, reducing the effects of spurious signals. The
MOS-C is connected with its gate to the op-amp and its substrate to the voltage source
in Fig. 6.11 to minimize stray capacitance and noise.

This technique, also called the feedback charge method, uses a voltage step input �V

to the virtual ground op-amp. The capacitance is determined by measuring the transfer
of charge in response to this voltage increment. The feedback capacitor CF is initially
discharged by closing the low-leakage current switch S. When the measurement starts,
S is opened and �VG causes charge �Q to flow onto capacitor CF , giving the output
voltage

�Vo = −�Q

CF

(6.23)

With �Q = C�VG

�Vo = − C

CF

�VG (6.24)

with the output voltage proportional to the MOS-C capacitance. Gain is introduced into
the measurement for C > CF by choosing the capacitance ratio C/CF appropriately.
Incrementing �VG generates a Clf versus VG curve. Additionally, when Q changes, a
current Q/t flows. This current should only flow during the transient time period until
the device reaches equilibrium. Hence, Q/t is a measure of whether equilibrium has been
established and is used to determine the time increments at which �VG should be changed
to measure the equilibrium low-frequency C –V curve.14 The method is well suited for
MOS measurements since it has high noise immunity, because sizable voltages rather
than low currents are measured, and since voltage steps rather than precise linear voltage
ramps are used.
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6.2.4 Fixed Charge

The fixed charge is determined by comparing the flatband voltage shift of an experimental
C –V curve with a theoretical curve and measure the voltage shift, as shown in Fig. 6.12.
CFB is calculated from Eq. (6.19) or taken from Fig. 6.7, provided the oxide thickness
and the doping density are known or determined as in Exercise 6.2. To determine Qf ,
one should eliminate or at least reduce the effects of all other oxide charges and reduce
the interface trapped charge to as low a value as possible. Qit is reduced by annealing
in a hydrogen ambient at temperatures around 400–450◦C. Pure hydrogen is rarely used
due to its explosive nature. Forming gas, a hydrogen-nitrogen mixture (∼5–10% H2), is
commonly used. When the SiO2 is covered by Si3N4, Qit annealing is more difficult due
to the imperviousness of the nitride.15

Qf is related to the flatband voltage by the equation

Qf = (φMS − VFB)Cox (6.25)

where φMS must be known in order to determine Qf . Equation (6.25) assumes that
interface traps play a negligible role in fixed charge density measurements. Methods
to determine φMS are given in Section 6.2.5. The normalized flatband capacitance is 0.77
and VFB = −0.3 V for the example in Fig. 6.12. Since φMS is required to determine Qf

from C –V flatband voltage shifts, there is as much uncertainty in the fixed charge as
there is in φMS . For example, the uncertainty in Nf = Qf /q, according to Eq. (6.25), is
related to the uncertainty in φMS for SiO2 with Kox = 3.9 by

�Nf = Koxεo

qtox

�φMS = 2.16 × 1013

tox(nm)
�φMS(V ) cm−2 (6.26)

For an uncertainty in the metal-semiconductor work function difference of �φMS =
0.05 V, �Nf = 5.4 × 1011 cm−2 for tox = 2 nm. This kind of uncertainty is higher than
typical fixed charge densities, showing the importance of knowing φMS accurately.
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A second method to determine Qf dispenses with a knowledge of φMS . Rewriting
Eq. (6.25) as

VFB = φMS − Qf

Cox

= φMS − Qf tox

Koxεo

(6.27)

suggests a plot of VFB versus tox with slope Qf /Koxε0 and intercept φMS . This method,
described in more detail in the next section, requires MOS capacitors with differing tox .
However, it is more accurate because it is independent of φMS . Since the published
literature shows variations of φMS by as much as 0.5 V, it is obviously important to
determine φMS for a given process and not rely on published values.

6.2.5 Gate-Semiconductor Work Function Difference

The metal-semiconductor work function difference φMS is indicated in Fig. 6.13 for a
flatband metal-oxide-semiconductor potential band diagram with zero oxide charges. VG =
VFB assures that the bands in the semiconductor and in the oxide are flat. For zero oxide
or interface charge, VFB = φMS from Eq. (6.17). Note that all quantities are given in
potentials in Fig. 6.13, not in energies. φM and φM

′ are the metal and effective metal
work function, φS is the semiconductor work function, χ and χ ′ are the electron and
effective electron affinity. All other symbols have their usual meanings. From Fig. 6.13,

φMS = φM − φS = φ′
M − (χ ′ + (Ec − EF )/q) (6.28)

Here φM
′, χ ′, and (Ec − EF )/q are constants for a given gate material, semiconductor,

and temperature. For p- and n-substrates, Eq. (6.28) becomes

φMS = K − φF = K − kT

q
ln

(
NA

ni

)
; φMS = K + φF = K + kT

q
ln

(
ND

ni

)
(6.29)

where K = φM
′ − χ ′ − (Ec − Ei)/q and (Ec − EF )/q = (Ec − Ei)/q + φF = (Ec −

Ei)/q + (kT /q) ln(NA/ni). φMS depends not only on the semiconductor and the gate
material, but also on the substrate doping type and density.
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Fig. 6.13 Potential band diagram of a metal-oxide-semiconductor system at flatband.
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Fig. 6.14 Potential band diagram of (a) n+ poly-Si/p substrate, and (b) p+ poly-Si/n substrate at
flatband.

Figure 6.14 shows the band diagram for an n+ poly-Si-p substrate and for a p+ poly-
Si-n substrate MOS-C. Since both gate and substrate have the same electron affinity, we
find

φMS = φF (gate) − φF (substrate) (6.30)

The Fermi level for n+ poly-Si gates coincides approximately with the conduction band
and with the valence band for p+ poly-Si gates, giving φMS(n

+gate) ≈ −EG/2q

− (kT /q) ln(NA/ni) and φMS (p+ gate) ≈ EG/2q + (kT /q) ln(ND/ni). For n+ gates
on n-substrates, φMS(n

+gate) ≈ −EG/2q + (kT /q) ln(ND/ni), where NA and ND are
the substrate doping densities.

Early φMS determinations used photoemission measurements.16 With a voltage applied
between a semitransparent gate and the substrate, no current flows in the absence of light
because of the insulating nature of the oxide. Photons of sufficient energy strike the gate
and excite electrons from the gate into the oxide. Some of these electrons drift through
the oxide to be collected as photocurrent. Electrons are excited from the semiconductor
into the oxide and flow to the gate for positive gate voltages and the barrier height of
the semiconductor/oxide interface is determined. For negative gate voltages, electrons
are excited from the gate into the oxide and flow to the semiconductor leading to the
gate/oxide barrier.

Photoemission measurements determine φMS only indirectly. A more direct measure
utilizes Eq. (6.27), repeated here

VFB = φMS − Qf

Cox

= φMS − Qf tox

Koxεo

(6.31)

A plot of VFB versus oxide thickness has a slope of −Qf /Koxε0 and an intercept on the
VFB axis of φMS .17 This method is more direct, as it measures the capacitance of MOS
capacitors. Furthermore, since the flatband voltage is measured, it ensures zero electric
field at the semiconductor surface eliminating Schottky barrier lowering corrections. The
oxide thickness can be varied by oxidizing the wafer to a given thickness, measuring
VFB , etching a portion of the oxide, remeasuring VFB and so on. This method ensures
that the same spot on the oxide is measured each time. Oxide etching does not affect the
fixed charge, since Qf is located very near the SiO2-Si interface. Sometimes the oxide is
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etched in strips to different thicknesses, or oxides can be grown to different thicknesses on
different wafers and MOS capacitors formed, assuming Qf to be the same for all samples.

Plots of VFB − tox are shown in Fig. 6.15.18 The MOS capacitors with SiO2 gate
dielectric were fabricated on p-type Si substrates. 40–200 nm thick poly-Si was deposited
on the gate dielectric followed by 80–200 nm hafnium. Silicidation was done by furnace
annealing at 420◦C or rapid thermal annealing at temperatures from 600◦C to 750◦C for
1 min. and the samples were annealed in forming gas at 420◦C for 30 min.

φMS depends on oxidation temperature, wafer orientation, interface trap density, and on
the low temperature Dit anneal.19 The work function of poly-Si gate devices should depend
on the doping density of the gate. One report shows a φMS maximum at phosphorus and
arsenic densities of 5 × 1019 cm−3, with the work function difference decreasing above
and below this density.20 The dependence of φMS on doping density is shown in Fig. 6.16
for the SiO2/Si system with poly-Si gates.
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6.2.6 Oxide Trapped Charge

Charge can become trapped in the oxide during device operation even if not introduced
during device fabrication. Electrons and/or holes can be injected from the substrate or
from the gate. Energetic radiation also produces electron-hole pairs in the oxide and some
of these electrons and/or holes are subsequently trapped in the oxide. The flatband voltage
shift �VFB due to oxide trapped charge Qot is obtained from

�VFB = VFB(Qot ) − VFB(Qot = 0) (6.32)

assuming all other charges remain unchanged during the oxide trapped charge introduction.
Contrary to Qf , the oxide trapped charge is usually not located at the oxide/semiconductor
interface, but is distributed through the oxide. The distribution of Qot must be known for
proper interpretation of C –V curves. Trapped charge distributions are measured most
commonly by the etch-off and the photo I –V methods.

In the etch-off method, thin layers of the oxide are etched. The C –V curve is measured
after each etch and the oxide charge profile is determined from these C –V curves. The
photo I –V method is non-destructive and more accurate than the etch-off method. It
is based on the optical injection of electrons from the gate or from the substrate into
the oxide. Electron injection depends on the distance of the energy barrier from the
injecting surface and on the barrier height. Both barrier distance and barrier height are
affected by oxide charge and gate bias. Photo I –V curves yields both the barrier distance
and the barrier height. A good discussion of the method can be found in ref. 24 and
references therein. Occasionally the technique is useful to monitor the flatband voltage
continuously.25

A determination of the charge distribution in the oxide is tedious and therefore not
routinely done. In the absence of such information, the flatband voltage shift due to charge
injection is generally interpreted by assuming the charge is at the oxide-semiconductor
interface using the expression

Qox = −Cox�VFB (6.33)

6.2.7 Mobile Charge

Mobile charge in SiO2 is due primarily to the ionic impurities Na+, Li+, K+, and perhaps
H+. Sodium is the dominant contaminant. Lithium has been traced to oil in vacuum pumps
and potassium can be introduced during chemical-mechanical polishing. The practical
application of MOSFETs was delayed due to mobile oxide charges in the early 1960s.
MOSFETs were found to be very unstable for positive gate bias but relatively stable
for negative gate voltages. Sodium was the first impurity to be related to this gate bias
instability.26 By intentionally contaminating MOS-Cs and measuring the C –V shift after
bias-temperature stress, it was shown that alkali cations could easily drift through thermal
SiO2 films. Chemical analysis of etched-back oxides by neutron activation analysis and
flame photometry was used to determine the Na profile.27 The drift has been measured
with the isothermal transient ionic current method, the thermally stimulated ionic current
method, and the triangular voltage sweep method.28

The mobility some oxide contaminants is given by the expression29

µ = µo exp(−EA/kT ) (6.34)
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where for Na: µ0 = 3.5 × 10−4 cm2/V·s (within a factor of 10) and EA = 0.44 ± 0.09 eV;
for Li: µ0 = 4.5 × 10−4 cm2/V·s (within a factor of 10) and EA = 0.47 ± 0.08 eV, for
K: µ0 = 2.5 × 10−3 cm2/V·s (within a factor of 8) and EA = 1.04 ± 0.1 eV, and for Cu,
µ0 = 4.8 × 10−7 cm2/V·s and EA = 0.93 ± 0.2 eV.29 The oxide electric field is given by
VG/tox , neglecting the small voltage drop across the semiconductor and gate. The drift
velocity of mobile ions through the oxide is vd = µVG/tox and the transit time tt is

tt = tox

vd

= t2
ox

µVG

= t2
ox

µoVG

exp(EA/kT ) (6.35)

Equation (6.35) is plotted in Fig. 6.17 for the three alkali ions and for Cu. For this plot
the oxide electric field is 106 V/cm, a common oxide electric field for such measurements,
and the oxide thickness is 100 nm. For thinner or thicker oxides, the transit time change
according to Eq. (6.35). Na and Li drift very rapidly through the oxide. Typical measure-
ment temperatures lie in the 200 to 300◦C range and only a few milliseconds suffice for
the charge to transit the oxide. Mobile charge densities in the 5 × 109 –1010 cm−2 range
are generally acceptable in integrated circuits.

Bias-Temperature Stress: The bias-temperature stress (BTS) method is one of two
techniques to determine the mobile charge. However, in contrast to room-temperature
C –V measurements for Qf determination, for mobile charge measurements the temper-
ature must be sufficiently high for the charge to be mobile. Typically the device is heated
to 150 to 250◦C, and a gate bias to produce an oxide electric field of around 106 V/cm
is applied for 5–10 min. for the charge to drift to one oxide interface. The device is then
cooled to room temperature under bias and a C –V curve is measured. The procedure is
then repeated with the opposite bias polarity. The mobile charge is determined from the
flatband voltage shift, according to the equation

Qm = −Cox�VFB (6.36)
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Fig. 6.17 Drift time for Na, Li, K, and Cu for an oxide electric field of 106 V/cm and tox = 100 nm.
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The reproducibility of BTS measurements becomes questionable as mobile ion densi-
ties approach 109 cm−2. For example, the flatband voltage shift in a 10 nm thick oxide
due to the drift of a 109 cm−2 mobile ion density is 0.5 mV. Changing the gate area does
not help since one measures voltage shifts, not capacitance.

There is sometimes a question of whether a measured flatband voltage shift is due to
oxide trapped charge or due to mobile charge. A simple check to discriminate between
the two is the following: Consider an MOS-C on a p-type substrate whose C –V curve
is initially measured with moderate gate voltage excursions giving C –V curve (a) in
Fig. 6.18. We assume that as a result of the modest gate voltage excursion charge is
neither injected into the oxide nor does mobile charge move. Next, a BTS test is done
with positive gate voltage. Keeping the oxide electric field around 1 MV/cm causes mobile
charge to drift, but the electric field is insufficient for appreciate charge injection. If the
C –V curve after the BTS is curve (b) in Fig. 6.18, then the drift is due to positive mobile
charge. For higher gate voltages at room temperature, there is a good chance that electrons
and/or holes can be injected into the oxide and mobile charge may also drift, making that
measurement less definitive.

Triangular Voltage Sweep: In the triangular voltage sweep (TVS) method the current
is measured instead of the capacitance.30 The MOS-C is held at an elevated, constant
temperature of 200 to 300◦C and the low-frequency C –V curve is measured. Clf is
usually not obtained by measuring the capacitance, but rather by measuring a current or
charge, as discussed in Section 6.2.3. TVS is based on measuring the charge flow through
the oxide at an elevated temperature in response to an applied time-varying voltage. The
charge flow is detected either as a current or as a charge. For a mobile ion density of
109 cm−2, the resulting current is I = 34 pA for a sweep rate of 0.01 V/s and gate area
of 0.01 cm2. The charge in a charge sensing measurement is Q = 1.6 pC. Both of these
are within typical measurement capability.

The current is determined by applying a slowly varying voltage ramp, as shown in
Fig. 6.11(a), and measuring the current. If the ramp rate is sufficiently low, the measured
current is the sum of displacement and conduction current due to the mobile charge. The
current I is defined by

I = dQG

dt
(6.37)
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Fig. 6.18 C –VG curves illustrating the effects of mobile charge motion.
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With QG = −(QS + Qit + Qf + Qot + Qm), the current can be written as24

I = Clf

(
α − dVFB

dt

)
(6.38)

where α = dVG/dt is the gate voltage ramp rate. Integrating both sides from −VG1 to
+VG2 gives

∫ VG2

−VG1

(I/Clf − α) dVG = −α{VFB[t (VG2)] − VFB [t (−VG1)]} (6.39)

Let us assume that at −VG1 all mobile charges are located at the gate-oxide interface
(x = 0) and at VG2 all mobile charges are located at the semiconductor-oxide interface
(x = tox). Then considering mobile charge only we find from Eq. (6.17),

−α{VFB[t (VG2)] − VFB [t (−VG1)]} = α
Qm

Cox

(6.40)

and Eq. (6.39) becomes

∫ VG2

−VG1
(I/Clf − α)Cox dVG = αQm (6.41)

As shown in Exercise 6.1, the hf and lf C –V curves coincide at high temperatures
and the mobile charge is obtained by measuring the hf and lf curves and taking the area
between the two curves, as illustrated in Fig. 6.19.31 The integral of Eq. (6.41) represents
the area between the lf and the hf curves in Fig. 6.19. One may ask why the lf curve
exhibits the mobile charge hump, when Clf and Chf coincide. The reason is that during
the lf current measurement, not only does the inversion charge respond to the probe
frequency, but the mobile charge also drifts. For high temperature and high frequency
capacitance measurements, only the inversion charge is detected.
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Sometimes two peaks are observed in I –VG curves at different gate voltages. These
have been attributed to mobile ions with different mobilities. For an appropriate tempera-
ture and sweep rate, high-mobility ions (e.g., Na+) drift at lower oxide electric fields than
low-mobility ions (e.g., K+). Hence, the Na peak occurs at lower gate voltages than the
K peak. Such discrimination between different types of mobile impurities is not possible
with the bias-temperature method. This also explains why sometimes the total number of
impurities determined by the BTS and the TVS methods differ. In the BTS method one
usually waits long enough for all the mobile charge to drift through the oxide. If in the
TVS method the temperature is too low or the gate ramp rate is too high, it is possible
that only one type of charge is detected. For example, it is conceivable that high-mobility
Na drifts but low-mobility K does not. The TVS method also lends itself to mobile charge
determination in interlevel dielectrics, not just gate oxides, since a current or charge is
measured instead of a capacitance.

Other Methods: The electrical characterization methods are dominant because they
are easily implemented and are very sensitive. The BTS method has a sensitivity of about
1010 cm−2 and the TVS method can detect densities as low as about 109 cm−2. However,
electrical methods cannot detect neutral impurities nor the sodium content in chemicals,
furnace tubes etc. Analytical methods that have been employed for sodium detection
include radiotracer,32 neutron activation analysis,33 flame photometry,34 and secondary
ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). For SIMS it is important to take surface charging by the
positive or negative ion beam into account, because it can alter the ionic distribution and
give erroneous distribution curves.35

6.3 INTERFACE TRAPPED CHARGE

Interface trapped charge, also known as interface traps or states, are attributed to dangling
bonds at the semiconductor/insulator interface. Their density is most commonly reduced
by forming gas anneal. A good overview of the nature of interface trapped charge and
methods for its characterization can be found in refs. 24, 36, 37.

6.3.1 Low Frequency (Quasi-static) Methods

The low-frequency or quasi-static method is a common interface trapped charge measure-
ment method. It provides information only on the interface trapped charge density, but not
on their capture cross-sections. In this chapter we use the terms “interface trapped charge”
and “interface traps” interchangeably. Before discussing characterization techniques, it is
useful to discuss the nature of interface traps. One model attributes donor-like behavior
to Dit below Ei and acceptor-like behavior to Dit above Ei as shown in Fig. 6.20(a).
Although this model is not universally accepted, there is experimental evidence for it.38

Donor interface traps below EF are occupied by electrons and hence neutral. Those
with energies EF < E < Ei are unoccupied donors and hence positively charged. Those
above Ei are unoccupied acceptors and hence neutral. As a result, at flatband, Dit con-
tributes a positive net charge. For positive gate voltage (Fig. 6.20(b)) some of the acceptor
states lie below EF and there is a net negative charge while for negative gate voltage
(Fig. 6.20(c)) there is a more net positive charge. Hence, according to Eq. (6.17) the
C –V curves shift to the left for negative gate voltage and to the right for positive gate
voltage.
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Fig. 6.20 Semiconductor band diagrams illustrating the effects of interface traps; (a) VG = 0,
(b) VG > 0, (c) VG < 0. Electron-occupied interface traps are indicated by the small horizontal heavy
lines and unoccupied traps by the light lines.
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ated interface traps.

The effect of interface traps on both hf and lf C –V curves is illustrated in Fig. 6.21. If
interface traps cannot follow the ac probe frequency, they do not contribute a capacitance
and the equivalent circuits are those of Fig. 6.4 with Cit = 0. However, interface traps
can follow the slowly varying dc bias. As the gate voltage is swept from accumulation to
inversion, the gate charge is QG = −(QS + Qit ) assuming no oxide charges. In contrast
to the ideal case, where Qit = 0, now both semiconductor and interface traps must be
charged. The relationship of surface potential to gate voltage differs from Eq. (6.16) and
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the hf C –V curve stretches out as shown in Fig. 6.21(a). This stretch-out is not the result
of interface traps contributing excess capacitance, but rather it is the result of the C –V

curve stretch-out along the gate voltage axis. Interface traps do respond to the probe
frequency at low measurement frequencies, and the curve distorts because the interface
traps contribute interface trap capacitance Cit and the curve stretches out along the voltage
axis, shown in Fig. 6.21(b). For φs = φF , the upper half band gap donor-type and lower
half band gap acceptor-type interface traps cancel one another, leading to the coincidence
of the ideal and distorted C –V curves. Experimental curves are shown in Fig. 6.21(c)
before and after oxide stress induced by gate current through the oxide.

The basic theory of the quasi-static method was developed by Berglund.38 The method
compares a low-frequency C –V curve with one free of interface traps. The latter can
be a theoretical curve, but is usually an hf C –V curve determined at a frequency where
interface traps are assumed not to respond. “Low frequency” means that interface traps and
minority carrier inversion charges must be able to respond to the measurement ac probe
frequency. The constraints for minority carrier response are discussed in Section 6.2.1.
The interface trap response has similar limitations. Fortunately, the limitations are usually
less severe than for minority carrier response and frequencies low enough for inversion
layer response are generally low enough for interface trap response.

The lf capacitance is given by Eq. (6.4) in depletion-inversion as

Clf =
(

1

Cox

+ 1

CS + Cit

)−1

(6.42)

where we have replaced Cb + Cn by CS , the lf semiconductor capacitance. Cit is related
to the interface trap density Dit by Dit = Cit/q

2, giving

Dit = 1

q2

(
CoxClf

Cox − Clf

− CS

)
(6.43)

Equation (6.43) is suitable for interface trap density determination over the entire band
gap.

Exercise 6.5

Problem: Why is Cit = q2Dit used here when most text use Cit = qDit ?

Solution: Cit = qDit is quoted in well respected texts, e.g., Nicollian and Brews on p.
195.24 But . . . if we substitute units, something is not right. With Dit in cm−2 eV−1 (the

usual units) and q in Coul the units for Cit are
Coul

cm2eV
= Coul

cm2Coul − Volt
= F

cm2Coul

using eV = Coul − Volt ; Volt = Coul

F
. This suggests that the correct definition should

be Cit = q2Dit . We must keep in mind, however, that in the expression E(eV) = qV ,
q = 1 not 1.6 × q10−19! Hence Cit = q2Dit = 1 × 1.6 × 10−19 Dit . If Dit is given in
cm−2 J−1, then Cit = (1.6 × 10−19)2 Dit . This was pointed out to me by Kwok Ng and
can be found in his book K.K. Ng, Complete Guide to Semiconductor Devices, 2nd Ed.,
Wiley-Interscience, New York, 2002, p. 183.
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Clf and CS must be known to determine Dit . Clf is measured as a function of gate
voltage and CS is calculated from Eq. (6.7). In Eq. (6.7), the capacitance is calculated as
a function of surface potential φs but in Eq. (6.43) Clf is measured as a function of gate
voltage. Hence, we need a relationship between φs and VG. Berglund proposed39

φs =
∫ VG2

VG1

(1 − Clf /Cox) dVG + � (6.44)

where � is an integration constant given by the surface potential at VG = VG1. The
integrand is obtained by integrating the measured Clf /Cox versus VG curve with VG1 and
VG2 arbitrarily chosen, since the integration constant � is unknown. Integration from VG =
VFB makes � = 0, because band bending is zero at flatband. Integration from VFB to
accumulation and from VFB to inversion gives the surface potential over most of the band
gap range. If the integration is carried out from strong accumulation to strong inversion, the
integral should give [φs(VG2) − φs(VG1)] = EG/q. A value higher than EG/q indicates
gross non-uniformities in the oxide or at the oxide-semiconductor interface, making the
analysis invalid. Various approaches to determine the surface potential based on lf and hf
C –V curves have been proposed.40 Kuhn proposed fitting the experimental and theoretical
Clf versus φs curves in accumulation and strong inversion.10 Plotting (1/Cs)2 against φs

gives a line with slope NA and intercept � if NA is uniform. If it is non-uniform, then no
unique value of � is obtained. These methods are generally based on measuring charge
using an operational amplifier with a capacitor in the feedback loop. In one circuit, Dit

is determined and plotted directly as a function of φs .41

The determination of Dit from Eq. (6.43) and (6.44) is quite time consuming and a
simplified approach was proposed by Castagné and Vapaille.42 It eliminated the uncertainty
associated with the calculation of CS in Eq. (6.43) and replaced it with a measured CS .
From the hf C –V curve, we find from Eq. (6.15),

CS = CoxChf

Cox − Chf

. (6.45)

Substituting Eq. (6.45) into (6.43) gives Dit in terms of the measured lf and hf C –V

curves as

Dit = Cox

q2

(
Clf /Cox

1 − Clf /Cox

− Chf /Cox

1 − Chf /Cox

)
(6.46)

Equation (6.46) gives Dit over only a limited range of the band gap, typically from
the onset of inversion, but not strong inversion, to a surface potential towards the majority
carrier band edge where the ac measurement frequency equals the inverse of the interface
trap emission time constant. This corresponds to an energy about 0.2 eV from the majority
carrier band edge. The higher the frequency the closer to the band edge can be probed.
Typical hf and lf curves are shown in Fig. 6.22.

Data for Dit − φs typically have a U -shaped distribution with a minimum near midgap
and sharp increases toward either band edge, as shown in Fig. 6.26. It is very important
when using the technique based on Eq. (6.43), that the integration constant � be well
known. Small errors in � have a large effect on Dit near the band edges.43 Errors
can also be introduced by surface potential fluctuations due to inhomogeneities in oxide
charge and/or substrate doping density.44 Errors in Dit extraction are also introduced by
neglecting quantum-mechanical effects in the inversion capacitance.45 The conventional
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quasi-static technique underestimates the interface state density if the quantum-mechanical
effect is significant, which becomes more critical as the doping density is increased.

It is not always necessary to determine Dit as a function of surface potential. For
example, for process monitoring it is frequently sufficient to determine Dit at one point
on the C –V curve. A convenient choice is the minimum Clf where the technique is most
sensitive. This point corresponds to a surface potential in the light inversion region near
midgap, (φF < φs < 2φF ). To extract Dit , Eq. (6.46) is plotted in Fig. 6.23 for SiO2 with
tox = 10 nm. To use the figure, measure Clf /Cox and Chf /Cox , then determine �C/Cox =
Clf /Cox − Chf /Cox and find Dit from the graph (�C/Cox is defined in Fig. 6.22).46 For
oxide thicknesses other than 10 nm, multiply Dit from Fig. 6.22 by 10/tox with tox in nm.
Other graphical techniques have also been proposed.47

For high-frequency curves, the measurement frequency must be sufficiently high that
interface traps do not respond. The usual 1 MHz frequency may suffice, but for devices
with high Dit there will be some response due to interface traps. If possible, one should
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use higher frequencies, but care must be used to ascertain that series resistance effects
do not become important. It is easier to measure Clf when sweeping from inversion
to accumulation, because minority carriers need not be generated thermally since they
already exist in the inversion layer. Series resistance and stray light can also influence the
curve.48 A detailed accounting of the errors in extracting Dit is given by Nicollian and
Brews.24 The lower limit of Dit that can be determined with the quasi-static technique lies
around 1010 cm−2 eV−1. However, as oxide thickness decreases, the lf curve contains an
appreciable oxide leakage current component, rendering quasi-static results questionable.

The charge voltage method is well suited for MOS measurements and can also deter-
mine the additive constant � of Eq. (6.44) by comparing experimental and theoretical φs

versus W curves, where W is the space-charge region width obtained from the experi-
mental hf C –V curve.

6.3.2 Conductance

The conductance method, proposed by Nicollian and Goetzberger in 1967, is one of the
most sensitive methods to determine Dit .49 Interface trap densities of 109 cm−2 eV−1 and
lower can be measured. It is also the most complete method, because it yields Dit in
the depletion and weak inversion portion of the band gap, the capture cross-sections for
majority carriers, and information about surface potential fluctuations. The technique is
based on measuring the equivalent parallel conductance GP of an MOS-C as a function
of bias voltage and frequency. The conductance, representing the loss mechanism due to
interface trap capture and emission of carriers, is a measure of the interface trap density.

The simplified equivalent circuit of an MOS-C appropriate for the conductance method
is shown in Fig. 6.24(a). It consists of the oxide capacitance Cox , the semiconductor
capacitance CS , and the interface trap capacitance Cit . The capture-emission of carriers
by Dit is a lossy process, represented by the resistance Rit . It is convenient to replace the
circuit of Fig. 6.24(a) by that in Fig. 6.24(b), where CP and GP are given by

CP = CS + Cit

1 + (ωτit )2
(6.47)

GP

ω
= qωτitDit

1 + (ωτit )2
(6.48)

where Cit = q2Dit , ω = 2πf (f = measurement frequency) and τit = RitCit , the inter-
face trap time constant, given by τit = [vthσpNA exp(−qφs/kT ]−1. Dividing GP by ω

makes Eq. (6.48) symmetrical in ωτit . Equations (6.47) and (6.48) are for interface traps

Cit

(a)

CP GP

(b)

Cox Cox

Rit
CS Cm Gm

(c)

Cit

(d)

Cox

Rit
CS

Gt

rs

Fig. 6.24 Equivalent circuits for conductance measurements; (a) MOS-C with interface trap time
constant τit = RitCit , (b) simplified circuit of (a), (c) measured circuit, (d) including series rs resis-
tance and tunnel conductance Gt .
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with a single energy level in the band gap. Interface traps at the SiO2-Si interface, how-
ever, are continuously distributed in energy throughout the Si band gap. Capture and
emission occurs primarily by traps located within a few kT/q above and below the Fermi
level, leading to a time constant dispersion and giving the normalized conductance as49

GP

ω
= qDit

2ωτit

ln[1 + (ωτit )
2] (6.49)

Equations (6.48) and (6.49) show that the conductance is easier to interpret than the
capacitance, because Eq. (6.48) does not require CS . The conductance is measured as a
function of frequency and plotted as GP /ω versus ω. GP /ω has a maximum at ω =
1/τit and at that maximum Dit = 2GP /qω. For Eq. (6.49) we find ω ≈ 2/τit and Dit =
2.5GP /qω at the maximum. Hence we determine Dit from the maximum GP /ω and
determine τit from ω at the peak conductance location on the ω-axis. GP /ω versus f plots,
calculated according to Eqs. (6.48) and (6.49), are shown in Fig. 6.25. The calculated
curves are based on Dit values from a detailed interface extraction routine from the
experimental data also shown on the figure. Note the much broader experimental peak.

Experimental GP /ω versus ω curves are generally broader than predicted by Eq. (6.49),
attributed to interface trap time constant dispersion caused by surface potential fluctuations
due to non-uniformities in oxide charge and interface traps as well as doping density.
Surface potential fluctuations are more pronounced in p-Si than in n-Si.50 Surface potential
fluctuations complicate the analysis of the experimental data. When such fluctuations are
taken into account, Eq. (6.49) becomes

GP

ω
= q

2

∞∫
−∞

Dit

ωτit

ln[1 + (ωτit )
2]P(Us) dUs (6.50)

where P (Us) is a probability distribution of the surface potential fluctuation given by

P(Us) = 1√
2πσ 2

exp

(
− (Us − Us)

2

2σ 2

)
(6.51)

with US and σ the normalized mean surface potential and standard deviation, respectively.
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Fig. 6.25 Gp/ω versus ω for a single level [Eq. (6.48)], a continuum [Eq. (6.49)], and experimental
data.37 For all curves: Dit = 1.9 × 109 cm−2 eV−1, τit = 7 × 10−5 s.
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The line through the data points in Fig. 6.25 is calculated from Eq. (6.50). Note the
good agreement between theory and experiment when φs fluctuations are considered.
An approximate expression giving the interface trap density in terms of the measured
maximum conductance is49

Dit ≈ 2.5

q

(
GP

ω

)
max

(6.52)

Capacitance meters generally assume the device to consist of the parallel Cm − Gm

combination in Fig. 6.24(c). A circuit comparison of Fig. 6.24(b) to 6.24(c) gives GP /ω

in terms of the measured capacitance Cm, the oxide capacitance, and the measured con-
ductance Gm as

GP

ω
= ωGmC2

ox

G2
m + ω2(Cox − Cm)2

(6.53)

assuming negligible series resistance. The conductance measurement must be carried out
over a wide frequency range. A comparison of interface traps determined by the quasi-
static and the conductance techniques is shown in Fig. 6.26. Note the broad energy range
over which the quasi-static method yields Dit and the good agreement over the narrower
range where the conductance method is valid. The portion of the band gap probed by
conductance measurements is typically from flatband to weak inversion. The measurement
frequency should be accurately determined and the signal amplitude should be kept at
around 50 mV or less to prevent harmonics of the signal frequency giving rise to spurious
conductances. The conductance depends only on the device area for a given Dit . However,
a capacitor with thin oxide has a high capacitance relative to the conductance, especially
for low Dit and the resolution of the capacitance meter is dominated by the out-of-phase
capacitive current component. Reducing Cox by increasing the oxide thickness helps this
measurement problem.

For thin oxides, there may be appreciable oxide leakage current. In addition, the
device has series resistance which has so far been neglected. In the more complete cir-
cuit in Fig. 6.24(d), Gt represents the tunnel conductance and rs the series resistance.
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Fig. 6.26 Interface trapped charge density versus energy from the quasi-static and conductance
methods. (a) (111) n-Si, (b) (100) n-Si. After ref. 50 and 51.
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Equation (6.53) now becomes52

GP

ω
= ω(Gc − Gt)C

2
ox

G2
c + ω2(Cox − Cc)2

(6.54)

where

Cc = Cm

(1 − rsGm)2 + (ωrsCm)2
(6.55)

Gc = ω2rsCmCc − Gm

rsGm − 1
(6.56)

Cm and Gm are the measured capacitance and conductance. The series resistance is deter-
mined by biasing the device into accumulation according to24

rs = Gma

G2
ma + ω2C2

ma

(6.57)

where Gma and Cma are the measured conductance and capacitance in accumulation. The
tunnel conductance is determined from Eq. (6.56) as ω → 0.52 Equation (6.54) reverts to
Eq. (6.53) when rs = Gt = 0.

Several models have been assumed to explain the experimental conductances.53 In
general it is necessary to use one of these models to extract Dit and σp with confidence.
Schemes have been proposed for analyzing data by taking pairs of values of Gp/ω having
a predetermined relationship of either frequency54 or magnitude.55 For example, Gp/ω

curves can be determined at two frequencies and the appropriate parameters are found
from universal curves. Brews uses a single Gp/ω curve and determines the points where
the curve has fallen to a fraction of its peak value and then utilizes universal curves to
determine Dit and σp .55 Noras presents an algorithm to extract the relevant parameters.55

In yet another simplification, a single hf C –V and G–V curve suffices to determine
Dit .56

Instead of changing the frequency and holding the temperature constant, it is also pos-
sible to change the temperature and hold the frequency constant.57 This has the advantage
of not requiring measurements over a wide frequency range and one can chose a frequency
for which series resistance is negligible. Elevated temperature measurements enhance the
sensitivity near mid-gap allowing the detection of trap energy levels and capture cross-
sections.58 It also is possible to use MOSFETs instead of MOS-Cs and measure the
transconductance instead of the conductance but still use the concepts of the conductance
method.59 This permits interface trap density determination on devices with the small gate
areas associated with MOSFETs without the need for special MOS-C test structures.

6.3.3 High Frequency Methods

Terman Method: The room-temperature, high-frequency capacitance method developed
by Terman was one of the first methods for determining the interface trap density.60 The
method relies on a hf C –V measurement at a frequency sufficiently high that interface
traps are assumed not to respond. They should, therefore, not contribute any capacitance.

How can one measure interface traps if they do not respond to the applied ac signal?
Although interface traps do not respond to the ac probe frequency, they do respond to the
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slowly varying dc gate voltage and cause the hf C –V curve to stretch out along the gate
voltage axis as interface trap occupancy changes with gate bias illustrated in Fig. 6.21(a).
In other words, for an MOS-C in depletion or inversion additional charge placed on the
gate induces additional semiconductor charge QG = −(Qb + Qn + Qit ). With

VG = VFB + φs + Vox = VFB + φs + QG/Cox (6.58)

it is obvious that for a given surface potential φs , VG varies when interface traps are
present, leading to the C –V “stretch-out” in Fig. 6.21. The stretch-out produces a non
parallel shift of the C –V curve. Interface traps distributed uniformly through the semi-
conductor band gap produce a fairly smoothly varying but distorted C –V curve. Interface
traps with distinct structure, for example peaked distributions, produce more abrupt dis-
tortions in the C –V curve.

The relevant equivalent circuit of the hf MOS-C is that in Fig. 6.4(c) with Cit = 0,
that is Chf = CoxCS/(Cox + CS) where CS = Cb + Cn. Chf is the same as that of a
device without interface traps provided CS is the same. The variation of CS with surface
potential is known for an ideal device. Knowing φs for a given Chf in a device without
Qit allows us to construct a φs versus VG curve of the actual capacitor as follows: From
the ideal MOS-C C –V curve, find φs for a given Chf . Then find VG on the experimental
curve for the same Chf , giving one point of a φs versus VG curve. Repeat for other points
until a satisfactory φs − VG curve is constructed. This φs − VG curve contains the relevant
interface trap information. The experimental φs versus VG curve is a stretched-out version
of the theoretical curve and the interface trap density is determined from this curve by24

Dit = Cox

q2

(
dVG

dφs

− 1

)
− CS

q2
= Cox

q2

d�VG

dφs

(6.59)

where �VG = VG –VG(ideal) is the voltage shift of the experimental from the ideal curve,
and VG the experimental gate voltage.

The method is generally considered to be useful for measuring interface trap densities
of 1010 cm−2 eV−1 and above,61 and has been widely critiqued. Its limitations were orig-
inally pointed out to be due to inaccurate capacitance measurements and insufficiently
high frequencies.62 A later, theoretical study concluded that Dit in the 109 cm−2 eV−1

range can be determined provided the capacitance is measured to a precision of 0.001 to
0.002 pF.63

For thinner oxides, the voltage shift associated with the interface traps also decreases.
An assumption of the Terman method is that the measured Chf curve does not con-
tain appreciable interface state capacitance. Simulations have shown that the difference
between the true high-frequency C –V curve and the 1 MHz curve is on the same order
of the difference between the “no Dit” curve and the 1 MHz curve, because the interface
state capacitance is small, but non-negligible, compared to the voltage stretch-out for thin
dielectrics.64 For thicker dielectrics, the interface state capacitance is the same, but the
voltage stretch-out increases. Both interface trap capacitance and voltage stretch-out scale
with Dit making this method questionable for thin oxides.

To compare experimental with theoretical curves, one needs to know the doping density
exactly. Any dopant pile up or out-diffusion introduces errors. Surface potential fluctua-
tions can cause fictitious interface trap peaks near the band edges. The assumption that
interface traps do not follow the ac probe frequency may not be satisfied for surface
potentials near flatband and towards accumulation unless exceptionally high frequencies
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are used. Lastly, differentiation of the φs versus VG curve can cause errors. Large dis-
crepancies were found for Dit determined by the Terman technique compared with deep
level transient spectroscopy (DLTS).65

Gray-Brown and Jenq Method: In the Gray-Brown method, the high-frequency capac-
itance is measured as a function of temperature.66 Reducing the temperature causes the
Fermi level to shift towards the majority carrier band edge and the interface trap time
constant τit increases at lower temperatures. Hence interface traps near the band edges
should not respond to typical ac probe frequencies at low temperatures whereas at room
temperature they do respond. This method should extend the range of interface traps
measurements to Dit near the majority carrier band edge.

The hf C –V curves are measured from room temperature to typically T = 77 K. The
interface trap density is obtained from the flatband voltages at those temperatures. Just as
the interface trap occupancy changes with gate voltage in the Terman method, so it changes
with temperature in this method. It is this change that is analyzed and Dit is extracted
from the experimental data. The original measurements were made at 150 kHz and gave
characteristic peaks of interface traps near the band edges. Theoretical calculations later
indicated that these peaks were an artifact by using too low ac probe frequencies.67

Frequencies near 200 MHz should be used to maintain high-frequency conditions near
the band edges. It is useful as a fast, qualitative indicator of interface traps. In particular,
an hf C –V measurement at 77 K shows a “ledge” in the curve.66, 68 This ledge voltage
is related to the interface trap density over part of the band gap.

A method related to the Gray-Brown technique is the Jenq technique.69 The MOS
device is biased into accumulation at room temperature. Then it is cooled to T = 77 K and
swept from accumulation to deep depletion, driven into inversion by illumination or short
circuiting the source-drain of a MOSFET, and then swept from inversion to accumulation.
The hysteresis between the two curves is proportional to the average interface trap density
over typically the central 0.7–0.8 eV of the band gap. A comparison of average Dit

determined by this technique and by charge pumping shows excellent agreement over the
3 × 1010 ≤ Dit ≤ 1012 cm−2 eV−1 range.70

6.3.4 Charge Pumping

In the charge pumping method, originally proposed in 1969,71 a MOSFET is used as
the test structure, making it suitable for interface trap measurements on small-geometry
MOSFETs instead of large-diameter MOS capacitors. We explain the technique with
reference to Fig. 6.27. The MOSFET source and drain are tied together and slightly
reverse biased with voltage VR . The time varying gate voltage is of sufficient amplitude
for the surface under the gate to be driven into inversion and accumulation. The pulse
train can be square, triangular, trapezoidal, sinusoidal, or trilevel. The charge pumping
current is measured at the substrate, at the source/drain tied together, or at the source and
drain separately.

Let us begin by considering the MOSFET in inversion shown in Fig. 6.27(a). The
corresponding semiconductor band diagram—from the Si surface into the substrate—is
shown in Fig. 6.27(c). For clarity we show only the semiconductor substrate on this
energy band diagram. The interface traps, continuously distributed through the band gap,
are represented by the small horizontal lines at the semiconductor surface with the filled
circles representing electrons occupying interface traps. When the gate voltage changes
from positive to negative potential, the surface changes from inversion to accumulation
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and ends up as in Fig. 6.27(b) and (f). However, the important processes take place during
the transition from inversion to accumulation and from accumulation to inversion.

When the gate pulse falls from its high to its low value during its finite transition
time, most electrons in the inversion layer drift to source and drain and electrons on
those interface traps near the conduction band are thermally emitted into the conduction
band (Fig. 6.27(d)) and also drift to source and drain. Those electrons on interface traps
deeper within the band gap do not have sufficient time to be emitted and will remain on
interface traps. Once the hole barrier is reduced (Fig. 6.27(e)), holes flow to the surface
where some are captured by those interface traps still occupied by electrons. Holes are
indicated by the open circles on the band diagrams. Finally, most traps are filled with
holes as shown in Fig. 6.27(f). Then, when the gate returns to its positive voltage, the
inverse process begins and electrons flow into the interface to be captured. Eight holes
flow into the device in Fig. 6.27(b). Two are captured by interface traps. When the device
is driven into inversion, six holes leave. Hence, eight holes in, six out result in a net
charge pumping current, Icp, that is proportional to Dit .

The time constant for electron emission from interface traps is

τe = exp(Ec − E1)/kT )

σnvthNc

(6.60)

where E1 is the interface trap energy measured from the bottom of the conduction band.
The concepts of electron and hole capture, emission, time constants, and so on are dis-
cussed in Chapter 5. For a square wave of frequency f , the time available for electron
emission is half the period τe = 1/2f. The energy interval over which electrons are emitted
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is, from Eq. (6.60),
Ec − E1 = kT ln(σnvthNc/2f ) (6.61)

For example, Ec − E1 = 0.28 eV for σn = 10−16 cm2, vth = 107 cm/s, Nc = 1019 cm−3,
T = 300 K and f = 100 kHz. Hence, electrons from Ec to Ec − 0.28 eV are emitted
while those below Ec − 0.28 eV are not emitted and therefore recombine with holes,
when holes come rushing in. The hole capture time constant is

τc = 1

σpvthps

(6.62)

where ps = hole density/cm3 at the surface. τc is very small for any appreciable hole
density. In other words, emission, not capture, is the rate limiting process.

During the reverse cycle when the surface changes from accumulation to inversion,
the opposite process occurs. Holes within an energy interval

E2 − Ev = kT ln(σpvthNv/2f ) (6.63)

are emitted into the valence band and the remainder recombine with electrons flowing
in from source and drain. E2 is the interface trap energy measured from the top of
the valence band. Those electrons on interface traps within the energy interval �E =
EG − (Ec − E1) − (E2 − Ev)

�E ≈ EG − kT [ln(σnvthNc/2f ) + ln(σpvthNv/2f )] (6.64)

recombine. A detailed discussion of these concepts is given in ref. 72.
Qn/q electrons/cm2 flow into the inversion layer from the source and drain but only

(Qn/q –Dit�E) electrons/cm2 flow back into the source-drain. Dit�E electrons/cm2

recombine with holes. For each electron-hole pair recombination event, an electron and
a hole must be supplied. Hence Dit�E holes/cm2 also recombine. In other words, more
holes flow into the semiconductor than leave, giving rise to the charge pumping cur-
rent Icp in Fig. 6.27. Dit�E holes being supplied at rate of f Hz to a MOSFET with
gate area AG gives the charge pumping current Icp = qAGf Dit�E. In our example
�E ≈ 1.12 − 0.56 = 0.56 eV. Substituting numerical values for a 10 µm × 10 µm gate
area, a 100 kHz pump frequency, an interface trap density Dit = 1010 cm−2 eV−1, and
�E = 0.56 eV gives Icp ≈ 10−10 A. As predicted, Icp has been found to be proportional
to both gate area and pump frequency.

The gate voltage waveform can be of various shapes. Early work used square waves.
Later trapezoidal73 and sinusoidal74 waveforms were used. The waveforms can be con-
stant base voltage in accumulation and pulsing with varying voltage amplitude �V into
inversion as illustrated in Fig. 6.28(a), or varying the base voltage from inversion to accu-
mulation keeping �V constant as in Fig. 6.28(b). The current saturates for the former,
while for the latter it reaches a maximum and then decreases. The letters “a” to “e” on
Fig. 6.28 correspond to the points on the current waveforms.

The plot of charge pumping current versus gate voltage in Fig. 6.28(a) depends some-
what on source-drain voltage VR in Fig. 6.27. The non-saturating characteristic sometimes
observed for VR = 0 has been attributed to the recombination of those channel electrons
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unable to drift back to source and drain. This current is the “geometrical component” of
Icp , with the total charge pumping current given by73

Icp = AGf [qDit�E + αCox(VGS − VT )] (6.65)

where α is the fraction of the inversion charge that recombines with holes before drifting
back to the source-drain and AG is the gate area. The geometrical component is negligible
for MOSFETs with short gate lengths or for gate pulse trains with moderate rise and fall
times, giving the channel electrons sufficient time to drift back to source and drain.

The basic charge pumping technique gives an average value of Dit over the energy
interval �E. It does not give an energy distribution of the interface traps. Various refine-
ments have been proposed to obtain energy-dependent interface trap distributions. Elliot
varied the pulse base level from inversion to accumulation keeping the amplitude of the
gate pulse constant.75 Groeseneken73 varied the rise and fall times of the gate pulses while
Wachnik75 used small pulses with small rise and fall times to determine the energy distri-
bution of Dit . For a trapezoidal waveform, the recombined charge per cycle, Qcp = Icp/f ,
is given by73

Qcp = 2qkT DitAG ln

(
vthni

√
σnσp

√
ζ1 − ζ

|VFB − VT |
|�VGS |f

)
(6.66)

where Dit is the average interface trap density, �VGS the gate pulse peak-peak amplitude,
and ζ the gate pulse duty cycle. The slope of a Qcp versus log(f) plot gives Dit and the
intercept on the log(f) axis yields (σnσp)1/2. By using a voltage controlled oscillator,
one can sweep the frequency continuously and plot Qcp versus log(f) to extract Dit and
(σnσp)1/2.76 A plot of Qcp as a function of log(f) in Fig. 6.29 shows the expected linear
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dependence. The departure from linearity is due to traps not at the SiO2-Si interface, but
within the oxide, discussed later in this section.

The interface trap distribution through the band gap and capture cross-sections can be
determined with a trilevel waveform with an intermediate voltage level Vstep ,78 illustrated
in Fig. 6.30, switching the device from inversion to an intermediate state near midgap, and
then to accumulation instead of from inversion to accumulation directly. At point (a), the
device is in strong inversion with interface traps filled with electrons. As the waveform
changes to (b) electrons begin to be emitted from interface traps, starting with the traps
nearest the conduction band. The gate voltage remains constant to point (c). For tstep 
 τe,
where τe is the emission time constant of interface traps being probed, all traps above
ET have emitted their electrons and only those below ET are available for recombination
when holes come in to recombine with the electrons at point (d) on the waveform. This
gives a charge pumping current that saturates as tstep increases. For tstep < τe, fewer
electrons have time to be emitted and more are available for hole recombination giving a
correspondingly higher charge pumping current.
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Fig. 6.30 Trilevel charge pumping waveform and corresponding band diagrams.
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A typical Icp versus tstep plot in Fig. 6.31(a) shows the Icp saturation and the tstep =
τe breakpoint. From the emission time τe one can determine the capture cross-section
according to the expression

τe = exp(Ec − ET )/kT

σnvthNc

(6.67)

For a discussion of Eq. (6.67) see Chapter 5. By varying Vstep one can probe interface
traps through the band gap. Of course, the surface potential must be related to Vstep by
one of the techniques discussed in Section 6.3.1. The interface trap density is determined
from the slope of the Icp versus tstep curve according to the expression79

Dit = − 1

qkT AGf

dIcp

d ln tstep
(6.68)
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The trilevel charge pumping current can be expressed as80

Icp = qAGf Dit

[
ET − kT ln

(
1 −

(
1 − exp

(
ET − Ec

kT

))
exp

(
− tstep

τe

))]
(6.69)

Equation (6.69) simplifies for low and high tstep

Icp(tstep → 0) ≈ qAGf DitEG; Icp(tstep → ∞) ≈ qAGf DitET (6.70)

demonstrating that various portions of the band gap can be probed with the trilevel charge
pumping approach. Furthermore, by reducing the pulse frequency, one can probe traps
within the insulator. In this case, electrons tunnel into and out of those traps from the
channel with the tunneling time depending exponentially on the trap distance from the
interface.80 Example trap distributions are shown in Fig. 6.31(b) illustrating the higher
trap density in Al2O3 compared to SiO2.

Charge pumping can also determine the spatial variation of interface traps along the
MOSFET channel by varying the drain and/or source bias leading to “AG” variations
caused by the drain-source space-charge region extending into the channel region.81

Another method is the variation of voltage pulse amplitudes, thereby probing regions
of the channel with varying threshold and flatband voltage.81 – 82 Charge pumping has
also been used to determine the oxide trap density close to the SiO2-Si interface.83 The
charge recombined per cycle, Qcp = Icp/f , should be independent of frequency. How-
ever, Qcp increases as the waveform frequency is reduced from typical frequencies of
104 –106 Hz to 10–100 Hz. At low frequencies there is sufficient time for electrons to
tunnel to traps located in the oxide and to recombine there. Such traps are sometimes
referred to as border traps.84 Charge pumping can also be implemented by varying the
temperature and keeping the gate waveform frequency constant.85 For silicon-on-insulator
MOSFETs, there are two SiO2/Si interfaces and charge pumping currents depend on the
state of the back interface. It is highest with the bottom interface in depletion.86 Interface
trap densities determined by various measurement techniques are shown in Fig. 6.32.

The charge pumping current is assumed to be due electron-hole pair recombination at
interface traps with Icp given by Eq. (6.65). For thin oxides, there is an additional gate
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ment techniques. Data after ref. 88.
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current that adds to the charge pumping current. Jcp = 4 × 10−3 A/cm2 for f = 1 MHz,
Dit = 5 × 1010 cm−2 eV−1, and �E = 0.5 eV. The gate oxide leakage current can easily
exceed this value. The charge pumping to gate oxide leakage current density ratio is

Jcp

JG

= qfD it�E

JG

≈ 4 × 10−3

JG

(6.71)

Fig. 6.33 shows the effect of gate oxide leakage current on Icp.87 At sufficiently low
frequencies, the gate leakage current dominates and can be subtracted from the total
current.

6.3.5 MOSFET Sub-threshold Current

The drain current of a MOSFET operated at gate voltages below threshold (sub-threshold)
is89

ID = ID1 exp

(
q(VGS − VT )

nkT

) (
1 − exp

(
−qVDS

kT

))
(6.72)

where ID1 depends on temperature, device dimensions and substrate doping density; n,
given by n = 1 + (Cb + Cit )/Cox , accounts for the charge placed on the gate that does
not result in inversion layer charge. Some gate charge is imaged as space-charge region
charge and some as interface trap charge. Ideally n = 1, but n > 1 as the doping density
increases (Cb ∼ NA

1/2) and as the interface trap density increases (Cit ∼ Dit ).
The usual sub-threshold plot is log(ID) versus VGS for VDS 
 kT /q. Such a plot has

a slope of q/[ln(10)nkT ]. The slope is usually expressed as the sub-threshold swing S,
which is that gate voltage necessary to change the drain current by one decade, and is
given by

S = 1

Slope
= ln(10)nkT

q
≈ 60nT

300
mV/decade (6.73)

with T in Kelvin.
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The interface trap density, obtained from a plot of log(ID) versus VG is

Dit = Cox

q2

(
qS

ln(10)kT
− 1

)
− Cb

q2
(6.74)

requiring an accurate knowledge of Cox and Cb. The slope also depends on surface
potential fluctuations. This is the reason that this method is usually used as a comparative
technique in which the sub-threshold swing is measured, then the device is degraded and
remeasured. The change in Dit is given

�Dit = Cox

ln(10)qkT
(Safter − Sbefore) (6.75)

The assumption in Eq. (6.75) is that the interface trap creation is uniform along the
MOSFET channel. This is generally not the case when the MOSFET is stressed with gate
and drain voltages and �Dit gives an average value.

Sub-threshold MOSFET curves are shown in Fig. 6.34 before and after stress, causing
a threshold voltage shift and a slope change. For the SiO2-Si interface, interface traps
in the upper half of the band gap are acceptors and those in the lower half are donors
with the demarcation between the two occurring at about half the band gap. Hence when
the surface potential coincides with the Fermi level, as shown in Fig. 6.35(a) by φs = φF

at the surface, interface traps in the upper half are empty of electrons and neutral, and
those in the lower half are occupied by electrons, hence also neutral, and the traps do not
contribute to a gate voltage shift. We define a voltage Vso as

Vso = VT − Vmg (6.76)

where Vmg is the midgap gate voltage, which is typically the gate voltage at ID ≈
0.1–1 pA. Increasing the gate voltage from Vmg to VT fills interface traps in the upper
half of the band gap with electrons (Fig. 6.35(b)). The sub-threshold curve shifts, causing
Vso to change from Vso1 to Vso2. From this shift the interface trap density change �Nit

is90

�Vit = Vso2 − Vso1 and �Nit = �Dit�E = �VitCox

q
(6.77)
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where �Nit is the increased interface trap density within the energy interval �E shown
in Fig. 6.35(b). �E usually covers the range from midgap to strong inversion. Since at
midgap the interface traps do not contribute any voltage shift, a shift at Vmg must then
be due to oxide trapped charge according to

�Vot = Vmg2 − Vmg1 and �Not = �VotCox

q
(6.78)

6.3.6 DC-IV

The DC-IV method is a dc current technique.91 We explain it with reference to the
MOSFET in Fig. 6.36(a). With the source S forward biased, electrons are injected into
the p-well. Some electrons diffuse to the drain to be collected and measured as drain
current ID . Some electrons recombine with holes in the p-well bulk (not shown) and
some recombine with holes at the surface below the gate. Only the surface-recombining
electrons are influenced by the gate voltage. The holes lost by recombination are replaced
by holes from the body contact leading to body current IB . In contrast to a regular
MOSFET with the source usually grounded, here the source is forward biased. In some
DC-IV publications the source is referred to as the emitter, the drain as the collector, the
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body as the base, and the currents as the collector and base currents and the n-substrate
has been used as the electron injector/source.

The electron-hole pair surface recombination rate depends on the surface condition.
With the surface in strong inversion or accumulation, the recombination rate is low. The
rate is highest with the surface in depletion.92 The body current is given by

�IB = qAGnisr exp(qVBS/2kT ) (6.79)

where sr is the surface recombination velocity given by

sr = (π/2)σovth�Nit (6.80)

with σo the capture cross-section (assuming σn = σp = σo).
Although the MOSFET in Fig. 6.36 resembles a bipolar junction transistor, it has the

additional feature that the region between source (S) and drain (D) can be varied with
the gate voltage. When the gate voltage exceeds the flatband voltage, a channel forms
between S and D and the drain current will increase significantly. For VGB = VT , the
ID − VGB curve saturates. If charge is injected into the oxide, leading to a VT shift, the
drain current will also shift. It is this shift that can be used to determine oxide charge.
We should point out that the interface trap density determined with the sub-threshold
slope method samples the band gap between midgap and strong inversion, while the DC-
IV body current samples the band gap between sub-threshold and weak accumulation,
i.e., surface depletion. By varying the gate voltage, different regions of the device are
depleted (Fig. 6.36(b)) and those regions can be characterized, allowing spatial Dit pro-
filing. Experimental DC-IV data are shown in Fig. 6.37 for a MOSFET before and after
gate current stress.93 A clear peak is observed at maximum surface recombination around
VGB = 0. In this example the method was used to determine interface trap generation
caused by gate oxide current stress and plasma charging damage. A comparison of inter-
face traps determined by charge pumping and DC-IV, gave very similar results.81 Both
techniques allow lateral trap profiling.
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current density. VBS = 0.3 V, W/L = 20/0.4 µm, tox = 5 nm. Data adapted from ref. 93.
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6.3.7 Other Methods

A sensitive method to determine Dit is deep-level transient spectroscopy, covered in
Chapter 5. The charge transfer loss in charge-coupled devices (CCD) is also a sensitive
indicator of interface trap densities,94 but is not practical if a CCD has to be specially
fabricated as the test structure. In the surface charge analyzer method, the oxide in an
MOS-C is replaced by a mylar sheet and the gate is replaced by an optically transparent,
electrically conducting layer.95 By exposing the sample to above band gap light, that
creates ehp in the semiconductor through the transparent gate, the ac surface photovoltage
is given by95

δVSPV = q(1 − R)W

4f Ksεo

(6.81)

where  is the incident photon flux density, W the space-charge region width, and f

the modulated light frequency. W is determined from a measurement of δVSPV . With the
mylar sheet about 10 µm thick, the measured series mylar-oxide capacitance is dominated
by Cmylar and the total charge is

Q = QS + Qox + Qit = −CVG ≈ −CmylarVG (6.82)

Knowing W allows QS to be determined. Qox and Qit are then determined by the usual
MOS-C analyses. Changing the bias voltage drives the Si surface into inversion, depletion,
or accumulation. Since the electrode is separated from the sample by the 10 µm thick
mylar film, its small probe capacitance is dominant and leakage current is suppressed.
The interface trap density and energy are given by96

Dit (E) = Ksεo

q2W

(
1

qNA

dQ

dW
− 1

)
(6.83)

E = EF − Ei + qφs = kT ln

(
NA

ni

)
− qNAW 2

2Ksεo

(6.84)

Since the space-charge region width W is measured instead of the capacitance, this tech-
nique is independent of oxide thickness, in contrast to some of the earlier methods that
depend sensitively on tox and their interpretation becomes difficult for thin oxides with
high oxide leakage currents. Furthermore, there is no need for quantum mechanical and
gate depletion corrections. It is, however, influenced by the substrate doping density and
NA should not be higher than about 1017 cm−3.

The technique can be used as an in-line method to obtain surface charge information,
e.g., follow various cleaning cycles. In one comparison between the SCA and conventional
MOS-C methods, the SCA method fared very well, especially due to its shorter measure-
ment cycle, since devices need not be fabricated.95 It has also been used to determine Dit

for SiO2, HfO2, and Si3N4 for equivalent oxide thicknesses of 1–3 nm.96

Crystallographic structural information on interface traps can be obtained from electron
spin resonance (ESR) measurements,97 but the method is relatively insensitive and Dit ≥
1011 cm−2 eV−1 is required. ESR was instrumental in identifying dangling bonds at the
SiO2/Si interface as interface traps.98 Figure 6.38 shows the two major Si oriented surfaces
and the associated dangling bonds, designated Pb, Pb0, and Pb1 centers.
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6.4 OXIDE THICKNESS

The oxide thickness is an important parameter for the interpretation of many of the tech-
niques discussed in this chapter. Electrical, optical and physical methods are used in
its determination, including C –V , I –V , ellipsometry, transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), medium energy ion scattering spectrom-
etry (MEIS), nuclear reaction analysis (NRA), Rutherford backscattering (RBS), elastic
backscattering spectrometry (EBS), secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), grazing
incidence X-ray reflectometry (GIXRR), and neutron reflectometry. We discuss the C –V

method here and mention other methods briefly. Some of them are detailed in later
chapters. A recent joint study by numerous techniques (MEIS, NRA, RBS, EBS, XPS,
SIMS, ellipsometry, GIXRR, neutron reflectometry and TEM) compared oxide thicknesses
of 10 carefully prepared samples covering oxide thicknesses of 1.5 to 8 nm.99 There are
three thickness offsets: water and carbonaceous contamination equivalent to ∼1 nm and
adsorbed oxygen mainly from water at an equivalent thickness of 0.5 nm.

The existence of an interfacial layer between silicon dioxide and silicon is accepted
by a majority of the technical community. There is approximately 1 monolayer (ML) of
an interfacial layer at the SiO2/Si interface.100 There is evidence for up to ∼1 ML of
additional sub-stoichiometric oxide located within the first 0.5 to 1 nm of the interface.
Each characterization method probes slightly different aspects of the interface. X-ray
reflectivity and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy support the presence of stress as do
infrared IR measurements. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy shows the presence of at
least a monolayer film of incompletely oxidized silicon. Infrared spectroscopy further
supports the presence of sub-stoichiometry at the interface. Thus ellipsometry observes
a slab of mixed dielectric constant. Stress within the oxide layer itself, i.e., above the
interface plane, is supported by X-ray reflectivity and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
Ellipsometry determines thickness based on optical models that include an interfacial
layer. The long wavelength of ellipsometry and the need to sample a large area results in
an averaged sampling of interfacial optical properties.

6.4.1 Capacitance-Voltage

It would seem that capacitance-voltage data lend themselves to oxide thickness determi-
nation with the MOS device in strong accumulation. Complications arise for thin oxides
that render conventional methods questionable. These complications include Fermi-Dirac
rather than Boltzmann statistics, quantization of carriers in the accumulation layer, poly-Si
gate depletion, and oxide leakage current. The capacitance of the depleted gate and of the
accumulation layer, being in series with the oxide capacitance, lead to thicker effective
oxides than simple theory would predict.101
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In the Maserjian, the McNutt and Sah, and the Kar methods, the following assumptions
are made: the interface trap capacitance is negligible in accumulation at 100 kHz-1 MHz,
the differential interface trap charge density, between flatband and accumulation is negli-
gible, the oxide charge density is negligible, and quantization effects are neglected. The
relevant equations are for the McNutt-Sah method102

∣∣∣∣dChf ,acc

dV

∣∣∣∣
1/2

=
√

q

2kT Cox

(Cox − Chf ,acc) (6.85)

where Chf ,acc is the high-frequency accumulation capacitance. A plot of (dChf ,acc/dV )1/2

versus Chf ,acc yields Cox as the intercept on the Chf ,acc axis and from the slope. For the
Maserjian method103

1

Chf ,acc
= 1

Cox

+
(

2

b2

)1/3
√

1

Chf ,acc

∣∣∣∣dChf ,acc

dV

∣∣∣∣
1/6

(6.86)

where b is a constant. One plots Chf ,acc
−1/2(dChf ,acc/dV )1/6 versus 1/Chf ,acc . If a linear fit

is obtained, then its intercept on the 1/Chf ,acc axis yields 1/Cox . With quantization effects,
the equation becomes104

1

Chf ,acc
= 1

Cox

+ s

∣∣∣∣∣d(1/C2
hf ,acc)

dV

∣∣∣∣∣
1/4

(6.87)

where s is a constant. Equation (6.87) has a simpler form than Eq. (6.86). In this case, one
plots 1/Chf ,acc versus (d(1/Chf ,acc

2)/dV )1/4. For a linear fit, its intercept on the 1/Chf ,acc

axis yields 1/Cox . For the Kar method105

1

Chf ,acc
= 1

Cox

+
(

1

2β

∣∣∣∣∣d(1/C2
hf ,acc)

dV

∣∣∣∣∣
)1/2

, (6.88)

where β is a constant. Here, one plots 1/Chf ,acc versus (d(1/Chf ,acc
2)/dV )1/2. For a linear

fit, its intercept on the 1/Chf ,acc axis yields 1/Cox . This method has been successfully used
for 1–8 nm thick high-K dielectrics.

A variation of the Maserjian method is based on the following equations.106 The
capacitance with the device in accumulation is

1

C
= 1

Cox

+ 1

CS

; Cox = KoxεoA

tox

; CS = dQacc

dφs

(6.89)

with

Qacc = K exp

(
qφs

2kT

)
giving CS = qQacc

2kT
. (6.90)

Using

VG = VFB + φs − Qacc

Cox

→ VG − VFB − φs = −2kT

q

CS

Cox

. (6.91)
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Fig. 6.39 1/C versus 1/(VG − VFB) for two oxide thicknesses. Reprinted after Vincent et al.
(Ref. 106) by permission of IEEE ( 1997, IEEE).

Combining Eqs. (6.89) and (6.91) gives

1

C
= 1

Cox

− 2kT

qCox

1

VG − VFB − φs

≈ 1

Cox

− 2kT

qCox

1

VG − VFB

. (6.92)

The approximation in Eq. (6.92) holds for (VG − VFB) 
 φs , valid in strong accumula-
tion.

Equation (6.92) suggests a plot of 1/C versus 1/(VG − VFB), as illustrated in Fig. 6.39.
The 1/C axis intercept is 1/Cox . Although poly-Si gate depletion affects the second term of
Eq. (6.92), it does not alter the intercept and can be neglected. A more accurate approach
without the Eq. (6.92) approximation is given in ref. 107. The oxide thickness can also
be determined from a plot of gate corona charge versus gate voltage of an MOS capacitor
discussed in Chapter 9.

One can also vary the frequency of the applied signal. Measuring the circuits in
Figs. E6.5(a) and (b) at two different frequencies, allows the various components in
Fig. 6.4(a) to be determined108

C = f 2
1 C2

P 1(1 + D2
1) − f 2

2 C2
P 2(1 + D2

2)

f 2
1 − f 2

2

; D = GP

ωCP

= Gt(1 + rsGt)

ωC
+ ωrsC (6.93)

where D1 and CP 1 refer to measured values at frequency f1 and D2 and CP 2 at f2.

Gt =
√

ω2CP C(1 + D2) − (ωC)2 (6.94)

rs = D

ωCP (1 + D2)
− Gt

G2
t + (ωC)2

(6.95)

A detailed analysis of the two-frequency method has shown that D should be less than
1.1.109 For thin oxides, the device area must be reduced for D < 1.1 but the device must
remain sufficiently large not to be limited by the capacitance meter’s lower measurement
limit. Reductions of Gt and rs lead to higher D, implemented by reducing the device area
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because Gt ∼ area and rs ∼ 1/area1/2 due to spreading resistance. The minimum radial
frequency, determined from Eq. (6.93)

ωmin = Gt

C

√
1 + 1

rsGt

(6.96)

leads to the minimum dissipation factor

Dmin = 2
√

rsGt (1 + rsGt ) (6.97)

Figure 6.40 shows the dependence of measurement error on device area and oxide thick-
ness. For a f = 1 MHz oxides to about 1.5 nm can be measured. The frequency in
Fig. 6.40 refers to the higher of the two frequencies.

Treating the MOSFET as a transmission line leads to the capacitance110

C ≈ Cm

1 + cosh (K)

1 + sinh (K)/K
6.98

where K = (r ′
sG

′
tL

2)1/2 and Cm is the measured capacitance, L the gate length and

r ′
s = W

L

√
Zdc

Ydc

4

4 − ZdcYdc

cosh−1

(
2

2 − ZdcYdc

)
(�/square) (6.99)

G′
t = 1

WL

cosh−1

(
2

2 − ZdcYdc

)
√

Zdc

Ydc

4

4 − ZdcYdc

(S/cm2) (6.100)

where W is the gate width. The measurement is a dc measurement with the MOSFET
source and substrate (or CMOS well) grounded. The gate voltage is swept over an appro-
priate voltage range and the dc gate admittance Ydc is determined from the slope of
the IG − VGS curve. At each gate voltage, the drain voltage is swept from −15 mV to
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Fig. 6.40 Measurement error dependence on device area and oxide thickness. The two-frequency
measured capacitance is in error less than 4% in the shaded region. At higher frequencies the D = 1.1
border shifts to thinner oxides. Adapted from ref. 109.
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+15 mV and the slope of the ID − VDS yields the dc drain impedance Zdc. Both rs
′ and

Gt
′ are strongly gate voltage dependent and need to be accurately measured. Corrections

are required for longer gates, because the increased channel resistance leads to reduced
capacitance. Similarly, thinner oxides lead to higher gate current and increased channel
voltage drop and require corrections. The method has proven successful for oxides as thin
as 0.9 nm.

Exercise 6.6

Problem: What is the effect of gate leakage current and series resistance on C –V be-
havior?

Solution: In accumulation with no interface traps, the equivalent circuit from Fig. 6.24
becomes Fig. E6.5(a). Following Chapter 2, we convert it to the parallel and series equiv-
alent circuits in Figs. E6.5(b) and (c) where

CP = C

(1 + rsG)2 + (ωrsC)2
; CS = C

(
1 +

(
G

ωC

)2
)

.

Cox

Cs

Gt

rs

CPGP

(a) (b)
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RS

(c)
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Fig. E6.5 (a) MOS-C equivalent circuit with tunnel conductance and series resistance, (b) parallel,
(c) series equivalent circuits, and (d) calculated C –VG curves.
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To understand the basic concepts, we have used a simple constant series resistance
rs = 0.5 �, tox = 3 nm, NA = 1017 cm−3, and Gt = exp(1/VG) for VG < 0. The result-
ing CP and CS as well as the ideal (rs = Gt = 0) capacitances are shown in Fig. E6.5(d).
CP decreases and CS increases as a result of Gt , making oxide thickness extraction more
difficult. Of course, the actual dependence of Gt on gate voltage differs from this simple
model, but it illustrates the main concept. This kind of behavior has been experimen-
tally verified, e.g., D.P. Norton, “Capacitance-Voltage Measurements on Ultrathin Gate
Dielectrics,” Solid-State Electron. 47, 801–805, May 2003.

6.4.2 Current-Voltage

Oxide current-voltage characteristics are discussed in Chapter 12. Here we briefly give the
relevant equations and how they relate to oxide thickness. The current flowing through
an insulator is either Fowler-Nordheim (FN) or direct tunnel current. The FN current
density is

JFN = AE
2
ox exp

(
− B

Eox

)
(6.101)

where Eox is the oxide electric field and A and B are constants. The direct tunnel current
density is

Jdir = AVG

t2
ox

kT

q
C exp

(
−B(1 − (1 − qVox/B)1.5)

Eox

)
(6.102)

where B is the semiconductor-insulator barrier height and Vox the oxide voltage. Both
currents are very sensitive to oxide thickness. Tunneling currents also contain a small
oscillatory component. These oscillations arise due to the quantum interference of elec-
trons and show a strong dependence on oxide thickness, suggesting that these oscillations
can be used for oxide thickness determination.111

6.4.3 Other Methods

Ellipsometry, discussed in Chapter 10, is suitable for oxides into the 1–2 nm regime.
Variable angle, spectroscopic ellipsometry is especially suited for oxide thickness mea-
surements.

Transmission Electron Microscopy, discussed in Chapter 11, is very precise and usable
to very thin oxides, but sample preparation is tedious.

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy and other beam techniques are discussed in
Chapter 11.

6.5 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

Mobile Oxide Charge: The strength of the bias temperature stress method is its simplic-
ity requiring merely the measurement of a C –V curve, albeit at elevated temperatures.
Its weakness is that the total mobile charge density is measured. Separation of various
species is not possible. Furthermore, occasionally the C –V curve becomes distorted due
to interface trapped charge and the flatband voltage is difficult to determine.

The main strengths of the triangular voltage sweep method are its ability to differentiate
between different mobile charge species, its higher sensitivity, and the fact that the method
is fast because the sample does not need to be heated and cooled; it needs only to be
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heated. Since a current or charge is measured, this method lends itself to determination of
mobile charge in interlevel dielectrics, which is not possible with capacitance methods.
Its weakness is the increasing oxide leakage current for thin oxides.

Interface Trapped Charge: For MOS capacitors the choice for the most practical meth-
ods lies between the conductance and the quasi-static methods. These are the two most
widely used techniques. The strength of the conductance method lies in its high sensitivity
and its ability to give the majority carrier capture cross sections. Its major weakness is
the limited surface potential range over which Dit is obtained and the required effort to
extract Dit , although simplified methods have been proposed.

The main strengths of the quasi-static method (both the I –V and the Q–V ) are the
relative ease of measurement and the large surface potential range over which Dit is
obtained. A weakness for the I –V version is the current measurement requirement. The
currents are usually low because the sweep rates must be low to ensure quasi-equilibrium.
The Q–V version alleviates some of these problems. For both techniques, increased gate
oxide leakage currents are problematic for thin oxides, making the methods difficult or
impossible.

For MOSFETs the choice is charge pumping, sub-threshold current, and DC-IV meth-
ods. The chief strengths are the direct measurement of the current, which is proportional
to Dit and the fact that measurements can be made on regular MOSFETs with no
need for special test structures. Charge pumping has been used to determine a single
interface trap.112 It can also determine the insulator trap density. Its main weaknesses
are that unless special measurement variations and interpretations are used, one gets a
single value for an average interface trap density - not the energy distribution of Dit

and the measurement is sensitive to gate leakage current. The sub-threshold method
is simpler to implement than charge pumping but is difficult to interpret for interface
trap measurement. It is more useful when determining the change of interface trap
density following hot electron stressing or energetic radiation exposure. DC-IV yields
results similar to CP, but the measured current is related to the surface recombination
velocity and the capture cross-section needs to be known to extract the interface trap
density.
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Fig. 6.41 Ranges of energy in the band gap of a p-type Si substrate over which interface trap
charges are determined by various characterization techniques.
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The various energies over which interface trap charges can be determined are shown
in Fig. 6.41. A good discussion of various interface trap charge measurement techniques
with their strengths and weaknesses is given in ref. 113.

Oxide Thickness: Among the electrical techniques, MOS C –V measurements are
most common. However, thin oxide leakage currents make the measurement interpretation
more difficult. Occasionally, I –V data are used for thickness extraction. Ellipsometry is
routinely used for oxide thickness measurements, being sensitive to very thin oxides.
However, the optical parameters of the layer must be known and for thin oxides the
insulator may be inhomogeneous. Among the physical characterization techniques, XPS
is suitable for very thin oxides. An excellent overview of SiO2 and nitrided oxide including
fabrication and characterization issues is given by Greene et al.114

APPENDIX 6.1

Capacitance Measurement Techniques

Most capacitance measurements are made with capacitance bridges or capacitance meters.
In the vector voltage-current method of Fig. A6.1, ac signal vi is applied to the device
under test (DUT) and the device impedance Z is calculated from the ratio of vi to the
sample current ii . A high-gain operational amplifier with feedback resistor RF operates
as a current-to-voltage converter. With the input to the op-amp at virtual ground, the
negative terminal is essentially at ground potential, because the high input impedance
allows no input current to the op-amp, ii ∼ io. With ii = vi/Z and io = −vo/RF , the
device impedance can be derived from vo and vi as

Z = −RF vi

vo

(A6.1)

where the device impedance of the parallel G–C circuit in Fig. A6.1 is given by

Z = G

G2 + (ωC)2
− jωC

G2 + (ωC)2
(A6.2)

It consists of a conductance, the first term, and a susceptance, the second term. The
voltages vo and vi are fed to a phase detector and the conductance and susceptance of

+

–

Phase
Detector

G

C

DUT

RF

Z

ii

vi

io
vi

vo
Zx~

Fig. A6.1 Schematic circuit diagram of a capacitance-conductance meter.
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Fig. A6.2 Three-terminal capacitance measurement connections: (a) the measurement principle,
(b) a MOSFET.

the sample are obtained by using the 0◦ and 90◦ phase angles of vo referenced to vi . The
zero degree phase angle gives the conductance G while the 90◦ phase angle gives the
susceptance or the capacitance C.

Although this method uses a simple circuit configuration and has relatively high accu-
racy, it is difficult to design a feedback resistor amplifier with io in exact proportion to ii
at high frequencies. An auto-balance circuit incorporating a null detector and a modulator
overcomes this problem.115 More detailed discussions of capacitance measurement cir-
cuits, probe stations, and other capacitance measurement hints can be found in the book
by Nicollian and Brews.24

Some capacitance meters are three-terminal while others are five-terminal instru-
ments. One of the terminals in either instrument is ground while the others connect
to the device under test. The five-terminal instrument operates much like a four-point
probe with the outer two terminals supplying the current and the inner two terminals
measuring the potential. The ground terminal on these instruments gives additional flex-
ibility by eliminating stray capacitances. Two examples with the ground terminal in a
capacitance meter are shown in Fig. A6.2. Consider a three-terminal device with con-
ductance G and capacitance C, which also has stray capacitances C1 and C2 shown
in Fig. A6.2(a). By connecting the DUT to the capacitance meter (Hi-Lo) and the two
stray capacitances to ground, C1 and C2 are eliminated from the measurement by shunt-
ing them to ground. The MOSFET of Fig. A6.2(b) is arranged to determine the gate-
source and gate-drain overlap capacitances Cov , by shunting the oxide capacitance in
the channel region, Cch, to ground. To determine Cch, one connects the gate and sub-
strate to the capacitance meter and shunts the source and drain to ground. The inter-
nal structure of the device, e.g., substrate resistance or CMOS well resistance, play
a role in capacitance measurements of the type in Fig. A6.2(b) especially for small
capacitances.116

APPENDIX 6.2

Effect of Chuck Capacitance and Leakage Current

When device capacitance is measured at the wafer level, with the wafer resting on a
chuck, precautions must be observed for the measurement setup not to influence the
results. Consider the experimental arrangement in Fig. A6.3(a). The “Hi” terminal of
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Fig. A6.3 (a) Cross-section of a MOSFET showing the effect of chuck capacitance, (b) equivalent
circuit, and (c) theoretical and experimental measured capacitances. rs = 124 �, C1 = 680 pF,
CP = 10.7 pF. Lines: theory, points: experimental data from ref. 118.

the capacitance meter should be connected to the substrate/source/drain and the “Lo”
terminal to the gate.117 The capacitance is measured by applying a time varying voltage
and the resulting current is proportional to the capacitance. However, the current has
two paths: through the device capacitance and through the parasitic chuck capacitance.
The equivalent circuit in Fig. A6.3(b), consists of the device capacitance CP , the leakage
conductance GP , e.g., due to tunneling, series resistance rs , and parasitic capacitance C1.
The capacitance meter assumes the circuits consists of a parallel Cm, Gm circuit, given by

Cm = C1(CP /C1 − rsGP )

(1 + rsGP )2 + (ωrsC1(1 + CP /C1))2
(A6.3a)

Gm = GP + rsG
2
P + ω2rsCP C1(1 + CP /C1)

(1 + rsGP )2 + (ωrsC1(1 + CP /C1))2
(A6.3b)

For negligibly small C1, Eq. (A6.3) simplifies to Eq. (2.32).
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Equation (A6.3a) is plotted in Fig. A6.3(c) for various values of GP . Note the drop
off at the higher frequencies due to the high chuck capacitance, which is also observed
experimentally as indicated by the points.118 Cm becomes negative for CP /C1 < rsGP .
This is observed during MOS capacitance measurements for high gate voltages and thin
oxides where the oxide becomes very leaky.119 One solution to the capacitance droop at
the higher frequencies, is to nullify the chuck capacitance by connecting the top chuck
layer to the “Hi” terminal and the middle layer of a triaxial chuck to the guard terminal
of the capacitance meter with the wafer resting on the chuck.118
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PROBLEMS

6.1 Consider an MOS capacitor with a p+ poly-Si gate (EF = Ev) and a p-type sub-
strate with NA = 1016 cm−3. tox = 15 nm, ni = 1010 cm−3, T = 300 K , Ks = 11.7,
Kox = 3.9, EG(poly-Si) = EG(Si = 1.12 eV).

(a) Determine the flatband voltage VFB and the normalized flatband capacitance
CFB/Cox .

(b) Determine VFB when the p+ poly-Si gate is replaced with an n+ poly-Xx gate
(EF = Ec), where Xx is a semiconductor with electron affinity χ(Xx) = χ(Si),
but with band gap EG(Xx) = EG(Si)/2. Qf = Qit = Qm = Qot = 0.

6.2 The flatband voltage VFB data are given in the following table as a function of
oxide thickness tox for an MOS capacitor. This device has a fixed charge density
Qf (C/cm2) and a uniform oxide trapped charge density ρot (C/cm3). The flatband
voltage is given by

VFB = φMS − Qf

Cox

− 1

Cox

∫ tox

0
(x/tox)ρot (x) dx

Determine the work function difference φMS , the fixed charge density Nf = Qf /q

(cm−2), the oxide trapped charge density ρot/q (cm−3) and Not (cm−2). Determine
Not for tox = 10−5 cm. Kox = 3.9, Qit = Qm = 0. Note: You have to think of the
effect of a uniform ρot on VFB .

tox (cm) VFB (V ) tox (cm) VFB (V )

10−6 0.265 6 × 10−6 −0.256
2 × 10−6 0.207 7 × 10−6 −0.429
3 × 10−6 0.126 8 × 10−6 −0.626
4 × 10−6 0.0219 9 × 10−6 −0.846
5 × 10−6 −0.105 10−5 −1.09

6.3 Consider the low-frequency Clf /Cox versus VG curve in Fig. P6.3. It is for an MOS
capacitor with a p-type substrate (NA = 1015 cm−3), a metal gate, and VFB = 0.
Draw the Clf /Cox versus VG curve for this device on the same figure with the metal
gate replaced by an n-type poly-Si gate doped to ND = NA (substrate). T = 300 K,
ni = 1010 cm−3.
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6.4 Consider the low-frequency Clf /Cox versus VG curve in Fig. P6.4. It is for an MOS
capacitor with a p-type substrate (NA = NA1), a metal gate, and VFB = 0. Draw the
Clf /Cox versus VG curve for this device if the metal gate is replaced with a p-type
poly-Si gate doped to NA = NA1.
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6.5 Consider an MOS capacitor with tox = 40 nm and VFB = 0. Now consider a similar
device except the oxide is contaminated with mobile ions. These are very peculiar
mobile ions. The upper half of the oxide (the side nearest the gate) contains a uniform
density of positively charged ions with ρm1 = 0.04 C/cm3. The lower half of the
oxide (the side nearest the substrate) contains a uniform density of negatively charged
ions with ρm2 = −0.06 C/cm3. Determine VFB for this case. The device undergoes
a bias-temperature stress at elevated temperature with positive gate voltage and all
charges move. Determine VFB for this case.
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6.6 The Chf /Cox − VG curve of an ideal MOS-C is shown in Fig. P6.6(a). Draw on the
same figure the Chf /Cox − VG curve for an MOS-C with identical dimensions in
which the oxide of half of the gate area contains positive charge and the other half
does not (Fig. 6.6(b)). The flatband voltage of the contaminated half of the device
is VFB = −2 V.

Ideal MOS-C

Contaminated MOS-C

 

(b) 

+++
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C
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(a) 

Fig. P6.6

6.7 (a) Draw the Clf /Cox − VG curve qualitatively for an ideal MOS-C (VFB = 0) when
the semiconductor is intrinsic (NA = ND = 0). Use tox = 10 nm.

(b) Does the Clf /Cox − VG curve change if tox increases from 10 nm to, say, 100 nm?
Discuss. Assume that series resistance is not a problem.

6.8 The high-frequency C − VG curve of an MOS capacitor is shown in Fig. P6.8
CFB/Cox = 0.6.
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Determine the fixed charge density Nf in units of cm−2. Then by some magical
process the fixed charge is removed from half the area of this device, but remains
in the other half. The device has area A. For A/2 the fixed charge is the same as
the original, for the other A/2 it is zero. Draw the new C –VG curve. tox = 20 nm,
Kox = 3.9, T = 300 K, φMS = 0, there are no other oxide charges.

6.9 An MOS capacitor consists of a polycrystalline Si gate, a thick thermally grown
oxide, and a p-Si substrate. Flatband voltage measurements as a function of oxide
thickness give:

VFB (V ) −1.98 −1.76 −1.59 −1.42 −1.20 −1.05
tox (µm) 0.3 0.25 0.2 0.15 0.1 0.05

(a) Determine the fixed oxide charge density Nf in units of cm−2 and the work
function difference φMS in units of V . Assume the fixed charge is all located in
the oxide at the SiO2/Si interface.

(b) Is the gate n+ or p+ poly-Si? Why?
(c) Next consider a positive mobile charge uniformly distributed through the oxide

of this device with a volume density of Nm = 1016 cm−3. This oxide has the
same Nf as in (i). Determine the flatband voltage for tox = 0.1 µm. Kox = 3.9.

6.10 The C − VG curve of an MOS capacitor is measured as curve (A) in Fig. P 6.10.
This device has mobile charge uniformly distributed throughout the oxide. Next, a
gate voltage is applied and all of the charge drifts to one side of the oxide, giving
curve (B). T = 300 K, Kox = 3.9, Ks = 11.7.
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0 × 10−0

−5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3

C
 (F

/c
m

2 )

VG (V)

Ideal

(A)

(B)

Fig. P6.10

(a) Determine the oxide thickness (in nm) and the doping concentration (in cm−3)
(from the flatband capacitance).

(b) Choose one answer for each of the three choices and justify your answers.

(i) The applied voltage during the mobile ion drift experiment is: � positive
� negative
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(ii) The mobile ion charge is: � positive � negative

(iii) The mobile ions drift to the: � oxide/gate interface � oxide/substrate inter-
face

6.11 The sub-threshold ID − VGS curves of a MOSFET are shown in Fig. P6.11 above
before and after stressing the device. Determine the interface trap density change
�Dit (in cm−2 eV−1) induced by the stress. T = 300 K, Kox = 3.9, tox = 10 nm.

10−4
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10−10

10−12
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I D
 (

A
)

VGS (V)

Before

After stress

Fig. P6.11

6.12 During charge pumping measurements, electrons and holes are captured by interface
states leading to electron-hole pair recombination and electron/hole emission. The
charge pumping current is given by

Icp = qAf Dit�E

where �E is the energy interval over which electrons/holes are not emitted to Ec

or Ev . Determine and plot �E versus log(f) and log(Icp) versus log(f) for T =
250, 300, 350 K over the frequency range 104 ≤ f ≤ 106 Hz. Use A = 10−6 cm2,
Dit = 5 × 1010 cm−2 eV−1, σn = σp = 10−15 cm2, vth = 107(T /300)1/2 cm/s, Nc =
2.5 × 1019(T /300)1.5 cm−3, EG = 1.12 eV.

6.13 The electron and hole emission time constants from interface traps are given by

τe,n = exp[(Ec − Eit )/kT ]

σnvthNc

; τe,p = exp[(Eit − Ev)/kT ]

σpvthNv

In the charge pumping method, the interface trap density Nit around the central
portion of the band gap (�E) of a MOSFET is determined (Nit = Dit�E), depend-
ing on how many electrons and holes drift back to the source/drain and substrate
and how many remain on interface traps to recombine. During the charge pumping
measurement, a square wave of frequency f is applied to the gate. Consider two
measurements with two different frequencies, f = f1 and f = f2, where f1 < f2.
For which frequency, f1 or f2, is a larger portion of the interface traps in the
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band gap determined? Discuss your answer. Use equations and/or band diagrams if
appropriate.

6.14 Draw the band diagram of the MOS capacitor in Fig. P 6.14 biased at VG =
−0.75 V, i.e., at the flatband voltage point. This device has a metal gate and
Qm = Qf = Qot = Qit = 0.
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6.15 The ID − VGS curves of two MOSFETs are shown in Fig. P 6.15. Curve (a) is for
an ideal device with VFB = 0 and curve (b) is for a device with uniform gate oxide
charge. Determine the charge density ρox (C/cm3). Cox = 10−8 F/cm2, tox = 10 nm,
φMS = 0, Qf = 0, Dit = 0.
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0 × 100
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I D
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A
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(a)

VDS = 0.2 V

(b)

Fig. P6.15

6.16 VFB versus tox of an MOS capacitor, is shown in Fig. P6.16. Draw and justify the
VFB versus tox plot for an MOS capacitor qualitatively for the same φMS and Qf but
in addition having a uniform positive oxide charge density ρox (C/cm3) throughout
the oxide.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

• Name the four main charges in thermal oxides.
• How is the low-frequency capacitance measured?
• Why do the lf and hf C –V curves differ in inversion?
• What is the flatband voltage and flatband capacitance?
• What is the effect of gate depletion on C –V curves?
• How does bias-temperature stress differ from triangular voltage sweep?
• Describe charge pumping.
• How is the interface trapped charge measured?
• How does the conductance method work?
• How does the sub-threshold slope yield the interface trap density?
• How does the DC-IV method work?
• Briefly describe two oxide thickness measurement techniques.



7
CARRIER LIFETIMES

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The theory of electron-hole pair (ehp) recombination through recombination centers (also
called traps) was put forth in 1952 in the well-known papers by Hall1 and Shockley
and Read2. Hall later expanded on his original brief letter.3 Even though lifetimes and
diffusion lengths are routinely measured in the IC industry their measurement and mea-
surement interpretation are frequently misunderstood. Lifetime is one of few parameters
giving information about the low defect densities in semiconductors. No other technique
can detect defect densities as low as 109 –1011 cm−3 in a simple, contactless room temper-
ature measurement. In principle, there is no lower limit to the defect density determined
by lifetime measurements. It is for these reasons that the IC community, largely concerned
with unipolar MOS devices in which lifetime plays a minor role, has adopted lifetime
measurements as a “process cleanliness monitor.” Here, we discuss lifetimes, their depen-
dence on material and device parameters like energy level, injection level, and surfaces,
and how lifetimes are measured.

Different measurement methods can give widely differing lifetimes for the same mate-
rial or device. In most cases, the reasons for these discrepancies are fundamental and
are not due to a deficiency of the measurement. The difficulty with defining a lifetime
is that we are describing a property of a carrier within the semiconductor rather than
the property of the semiconductor itself. Although we usually quote a single numerical
value, we are measuring some weighted average of the behavior of carriers influenced by
surfaces, interfaces, energy barriers, and the density of carriers besides the properties of
the semiconductor material and its temperature.

Lifetimes fall into two primary categories: recombination lifetimes and generation
lifetimes.4 The concept of recombination lifetime τr holds when excess carriers decay

Semiconductor Material and Device Characterization, Third Edition, by Dieter K. Schroder
Copyright  2006 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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Fig. 7.1 (a) Forward-biased and (b) reverse-biased junction, illustrating the various recombination
and generation mechanisms.

as a result of recombination. Generation lifetime τg applies when there is a paucity of
carriers, as in the space-charge region (scr) of a reverse-biased device and the device
tries to attain equilibrium. During recombination an electron-hole pair ceases to exist on
average after a time τr , illustrated in Fig. 7.1(a). The generation lifetime, by analogy, is the
time that it takes on average to generate an ehp, illustrated in Fig. 7.1(b). Thus generation
lifetime is a misnomer, since the creation of an ehp is measured and generation time
would be more appropriate. Nevertheless, the term “generation lifetime” is commonly
accepted.

When these recombination and generation events occur in the bulk, they are char-
acterized by τr and τg . When they occur at the surface, they are characterized by the
surface recombination velocity sr and the surface generation velocity sg , also illustrated
in Fig. 7.1. Both bulk and surface recombination or generation occur simultaneously and
their separation is sometimes quite difficult. The measured lifetimes are always effective
lifetimes consisting of bulk and surface components.

Before discussing lifetime measurement techniques, it is instructive to consider τr and
τg in more detail. Those readers not interested in these details can skip these sections
and go directly to the measurement methods. The excess ehps may have been generated
by photons or particles of energy higher than the band gap or by forward biasing a pn
junction. There are more carriers after the stimulus than before, and the excess carriers
return to equilibrium by recombination. A detailed derivation of the relevant equations is
given in Appendix 7.1.

7.2 RECOMBINATION LIFETIME/SURFACE RECOMBINATION VELOCITY

The bulk recombination rate R depends non-linearly on the departure of the carrier den-
sities from their equilibrium values. We consider a p-type semiconductor throughout this
chapter and are chiefly concerned with the behavior of the minority electrons. Confining
ourselves to linear, quadratic, and third order terms, R can be written as

R = A(n − no) + B(pn − pono) + Cp(p2n − p2
ono) + Cn(pn2 − pon

2
o) (7.1)
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where n = no + �n, p = po + �p, no, po are the equilibrium and �n, �p the excess
carrier densities. In the absence of trapping, �n = �p, allowing Eq. (7.1) to be simpli-
fied to

R ≈ A�n + B(po + �n)�n + Cp(p2
o + 2po�n + �n2)�n

+ Cn(n
2
o + 2no�n + �n2)�n (7.2)

where some terms containing no have been dropped because no � po in a p-type material.
The recombination lifetime is defined as

τr = �n

R
(7.3)

giving

τr = 1

A + B(po + �n) + Cp(P 2
o + 2po�n + �n2) + Cn(n2

o + 2no�n + �n2)
(7.4)

Three main recombination mechanisms determine the recombination lifetime: Shockley-
Read-Hall (SRH) or multiphonon recombination characterized by τSRH , radiative recom-
bination characterized by τrad and Auger recombination characterized by τAuger . The three
recombination mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 7.2. The recombination lifetime τr is
determined according to the relationship

τr = 1

τ−1
SRH + τ−1

rad + τ−1
Auger

(7.5)

During SRH recombination, electron-hole pairs recombine through deep-level impuri-
ties or traps, characterized by the density NT , energy level ET , and capture cross-sections
σn and σp for electrons and holes, respectively. The energy liberated during the recombi-
nation event is dissipated by lattice vibrations or phonons, illustrated in Fig. 7.2(a). The
SRH lifetime is given by2

τSRH = τp(no + n1 + �n) + τn(po + p1 + �p)

po + no + �n
(7.6)

Ec

Ev

ET

Phonon

Photon

Excited
Carrier

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7.2 Recombination mechanisms: (a) SRH, (b) radiative, and (c) Auger.
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where n1, p1, τn, and τp are defined as

n1 = ni exp

(
ET − Ei

kT

)
; p1 = ni exp

(
−ET − Ei

kT

)
(7.7)

τp = 1

σpvthNT

; τn = 1

σnvthNT

(7.8)

During radiative recombination ehps recombine directly from band to band with the
energy carried away by photons in Fig. 7.2(b). The radiative lifetime is5

τrad = 1

B(po + no + �n)
(7.9)

B is the radiative recombination coefficient. The radiative lifetime is inversely proportional
to the carrier density because in band-to-band recombination both electrons and holes must
be present simultaneously.

During Auger recombination, illustrated in Fig. 7.2(c), the recombination energy is
absorbed by a third carrier and the Auger lifetime is inversely proportional to the carrier
density squared. The Auger lifetime is given by

τAuger = 1

Cp(p2
o + 2po�n + �n2) + Cn(n2

o + 2no�n + �n2)

≈ 1

Cp(p2
o + 2po�n + �n2)

(7.10)

where Cp is the Auger recombination coefficient for a holes and Cn for electrons. Values
for radiative and Auger coefficients are given in Table 7.1.

Equations (7.6) to (7.10) simplify for both low-level and high-level injection. Low-
level injection holds when the excess minority carrier density is low compared to the
equilibrium majority carrier density, �n � po. Similarly, high-level injection holds when

TABLE 7.1 Recombination Coefficients.

Semiconductor Temperature
(K)

Radiative
Recombination
Coefficient, B

(cm3/s)

Auger Recombination
Coefficient, C

(cm6/s)

Si 300 4.73 × 10−15 [10] Cn = 2.8 × 10−31, Cp = 10−31 [11 D/S]
Si 300 — Cn + Cp = 2–35 × 10−31 [11 B/G]
Si 77 8.01 × 10−14 [10] —
Ge 300 5.2 × 10−14 [5] Cn = 8 × 10−32, Cp = 2.8 × 10−31

GaAs 300 1.7 × 10−10 [8 S/R] Cn = 1.6 × 10−29, Cp = 4.6 × 10−31 [6]
GaAs 300 1.3 × 10−10 [8 ′t Hooft] Cn = 5 × 10−30, Cp = 2 × 10−30 [8 S/R]
GaP 300 5.4 × 10−14 [5] —
InP 300 1.6–2 × 10−11 [7] Cn = 3.7 × 10−31, Cp = 8.7 × 10−30 [6]
InSb 300 4.6 × 10−11 [5] —
InGaAsP 300 4 × 10−10 [8] Cn + Cp = 8 × 10−29 [9]
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�n � po. The injection level is important during lifetime measurements. The appropriate
expressions for low-level (ll) and for high-level (hl) injection become

τSRH (ll) ≈ n1

po

τp +
(

1 + p1

po

)
τn ≈ τn; τSRH (hl) ≈ τp + τn (7.11)

where the second approximation in the τSRH (ll) expression holds when n1 � po and
p1 � po. A more detailed discussion of injection level is given by Schroder.12

τrad (ll) = 1

Bpo

; τrad (hl) = 1

B�n
(7.12)

τAuger(ll) = 1

Cpp2
o

; τAuger(hl) = 1

(Cp + Cn)�n2
(7.13)

The Si recombination lifetimes according to Eq. (7.5) are plotted in Fig. 7.3. At high
carrier densities, the lifetime is controlled by Auger recombination and at low densities
by SRH recombination. Auger recombination has the characteristic 1/n2 dependence. The
high carrier densities may be due to high doping densities or high excess carrier densi-
ties. Whereas SRH recombination is controlled by the cleanliness of the material, Auger
recombination is an intrinsic property of the semiconductor. Radiative recombination plays
almost no role in Si except for very high lifetime substrates (see τrad in Fig. 7.3), but is
important in direct band gap semiconductors like GaAs. The data for n-Si in Fig. 7.3 can
be reasonably well fitted with Cn = 2 × 10−31 cm6/s. However, the fit is not perfect and
detailed Auger considerations suggest different Auger coefficients.13

The bulk SRH recombination rate is given by2

R = σnσpvthNT (pn − n2
i )

σn(n + n1) + σp(p + p1)
= (pn − n2

i )

τp(n + n1) + τn(p + P1)
(7.14)

leading to the SRH lifetime expression (7.6). The surface SRH recombination rate is

Rs = σnsσpsvthNit (psns − n2
i )

σns(ns + n1s ) + σps(ps + p1s)
= snsp(psns − n2

i )

sn(ns + n1s) + sp(ps + p1s)
(7.15)
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Fig. 7.3 Recombination lifetime versus majority carrier density for n-Si with Cn = 2 × 10−31 cm6/s
and B = 4.73 × 10−15 cm3/s. More detailed Auger considerations suggest Cn = 1.8 × 10−24n1.65.13

Data from ref. 11 and 13.
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Fig. 7.4 sr versus injection level η as a function of σps for Nit = 1010 cm−2, pos = 1016 cm−3,
ET s = 0.4 eV, σns = 5 × 10−14 cm2. Data from ref. 15.

where
sn = σnsvthNit ; sp = σpsvthNit (7.16)

The subscript “s” refers to the appropriate quantity at the surface; ps and ns are the
hole and electron densities (cm−3) at the surface. The interface trap density Nit (cm−2) is
assumed constant in Eq. (7.15). If not constant, the interface trap density Dit (cm−2 eV−1)
must be integrated over energy with Nit in these equations given by Nit ≈ kT Dit .14

The surface recombination velocity sr is

sr = Rs

�ns

(7.17)

From Eq. (7.15)

sr = snsp(pos + nos + �ns)

sn(nos + n1s + �ns) + sp(pos + p1s + �ps)
(7.18)

The surface recombination velocity for low-level and high-level injection becomes

sr (ll) = snsp

sn(n1s/pos) + sp(1 + p1s/pos)
≈ sn; sr(hl) = snsp

sn + sp

(7.19)

sr depends strongly on injection level for the SiO2/Si interface as shown in Fig. 7.4.

7.3 GENERATION LIFETIME/SURFACE GENERATION VELOCITY

Each of the recombination processes of Fig. 7.2 has a generation counterpart. The inverse
of multiphonon recombination is thermal ehp generation in Fig. 7.1(b). The inverse of
radiative and Auger recombination are optical and impact ionization generation. Optical
generation is negligible for a device in the dark and with negligible blackbody radiation
from its surroundings. Impact ionization is usually considered to be negligible for devices
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biased sufficiently below their breakdown voltage. However, impact ionization at low
ionization rates can occur at low voltages, and care must be taken to eliminate this
generation mechanism during τg measurements.

From the SRH recombination rate expression in Eq. (7.14), it is obvious that gener-
ation dominates for pn < n2

i . Furthermore the smaller the pn product, the higher is the
generation rate. R becomes negative and is then designated as the bulk generation rate G

G = −R = n2
i

τpn1 + τnp1
= ni

τg

(7.20)

for pn ≈ 0 with

τg = τp exp

(
ET − Ei

kT

)
+ τn exp

(
−ET − Ei

kT

)
(7.21)

The condition pn → 0 is approximated in the scr of a reverse-biased junction.
The quantity τg , defined in Eq. (7.21), is the generation lifetime16 that depends

inversely on the impurity density and on the capture cross-section for electrons and holes,
just as recombination does. It also depends exponentially on the energy level ET . The
generation lifetime can be quite high if ET does not coincide with Ei . Generally, τg is
higher than τr , at least for Si devices, where detailed comparisons have been made and
τg ≈ (50–100)τr .12, 16

When psns < n2
i at the surface, we find from Eq. (7.15), the surface generation rate

Gs = −Rs = snspn2
i

snn1s + spp1s

= nisg (7.22)

where sg is the surface generation velocity, sometimes designated as so (see note in
Grove17), given by

sg = snsp

sn exp((Eit − Ei)/kT ) + sp exp(−(Eit − Ei)/kT )
(7.23)

For Eit �= Ei , we find sr > sg from Eqs. (7.18) and (7.23).

7.4 RECOMBINATION LIFETIME—OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS

Before discussing lifetime characterization techniques, we will briefly give the relevant
equations for the common optical methods. More details are given Appendix 7.1. Con-
sider a p-type semiconductor with light incident on the sample. The light may be steady
state or transient. The continuity equation for uniform ehp generation and zero surface
recombination is18

∂�n(t)

∂t
= G − R = G − �n(t)

τeff
(7.24)

where �n(t) is the time dependent excess minority carrier density, G the ehp generation
rate, and τeff the effective lifetime. Solving for τeff gives

τeff (�n) = �n(t)

G(t) − d�n(t)/dt
(7.25)
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In the transient photoconductance decay (PCD) method, with G(t) � d�n(t)/dt

τeff (�n) = − �n(t)

d�n(t)/dt
(7.26)

In the steady-state method, with G(t) � d�n(t)/dt

τeff (�n) = �n

G
(7.27)

and in the quasi-steady-state photoconductance (QSSPC) method, Eq. (7.25) obtains. Both
�n and G need to be known in the steady-state and QSSPC methods to determine the
effective lifetime.

The excess carrier density decay for low level injection is given by �n(t) =
�n(0) exp(−t/τeff ) where τeff is

1

τeff
= 1

τB

+ Dβ2 (7.28)

with β found from the relationship

tan

(
βd

2

)
= sr

βD
(7.29)

where τB is the bulk recombination lifetime, D the minority carrier diffusion constant
under low injection level and the ambipolar diffusion constant under high injection level,
sr the surface recombination velocity, and d the sample thickness. Equation (7.28) holds
for any optical absorption depth provided the excess carrier density has ample time to
distribute uniformly, i.e., d � (Dt)1/2. The effective lifetime of Eq. (7.28) is plotted
in Fig. 7.5 versus d as a function of sr , showing the dependence on d and sr . For thin
samples, τeff no longer bears any resemblance to τB , the bulk lifetime, and is dominated by
surface recombination. The surface recombination velocity must be known to determine τB

unambiguously unless the sample is sufficiently thick. Although the surface recombination
velocity of a sample is generally not known, by providing the sample with high sr , by
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Fig. 7.5 Effective lifetime versus wafer thickness as a function of surface recombination velocity.
D = 30 cm2/s.
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sandblasting for example, it is possible to determine τB directly. However, the sample
must be extraordinarily thick. Equation (7.28) can be written as

1

τeff
= 1

τB

+ 1

τS

(7.30)

where τS is the surface lifetime.
Two limiting cases are of particular interest: sr → 0 gives tan(βd/2) ≈ βd/2 and

sr → ∞ gives tan(βd/2) ≈ ∞ or βd/2 ≈ π/2, making the surface lifetime

τS(sr → 0) = d

2sr

; τS(sr → ∞) = d2

π2D
(7.31)

For sr → 0, a plot of 1/τeff versus 1/d has a slope of 2sr and an intercept of 1/τB ,
allowing both sr and τB to be determined. For sr → ∞, a plot of 1/τeff versus 1/d2 has
a slope of π2D and an intercept of 1/τB . Both examples are illustrated in Fig. 7.6. The
approximation τS = d/2sr holds for sr < D/4d .
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Fig. 7.6 Determination of bulk lifetime, surface recombination velocity, and diffusion coefficient
from lifetime measurements. Data from ref. 19.
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Equations (7.28)–(7.31) hold for samples with one dimension much smaller than the
other two dimensions, for example, a wafer. For samples with none of the three dimensions
very large, Eq. (7.30) becomes for sr → ∞

1

τeff
= 1

τB

+ π2D

(
1

a2
+ 1

b2
+ 1

c2

)
(7.32)

where a, b, and c are the sample dimensions. It is recommended that the sample sur-
faces have high surface recombination velocities, by sandblasting the sample surfaces, for
example.20 The recommended dimensions and the maximum bulk lifetimes that can be
determined through Eq. (7.32) for Si samples are given in Table 7.2.

The time dependence of the carrier decay after cessation of an optical pulse is a
complicated function, as discussed in Appendix 7.1.21 – 22 We show in Fig. 7.7 calculated
excess carrier decay curves with the time dependence

�n(t) = �n(0) exp

(
− t

τeff

)
(7.33)

According to Eq. (7.30) the effective lifetime is

1

τeff
= 1

τB

+ 1

τS

= 1

τB

+ Dβ2 (7.34)

TABLE 7.2 Recommended Dimensions for PCD Samples
and Maximum Bulk Lifetimes for Si.

Sample
Length
(cm)

Sample
Width × Height

(cm × cm)

Maximum τB

(µs)
n-Si

Maximum τB

(µs)
p-Si

1.5 0.25 × 0.25 240 90
2.5 0.5 × 0.5 950 350
2.5 1 × 1 3600 1340

Source: ASTM Standard F28. Ref. 20.
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Fig. 7.7 Calculated normalized excess carrier density versus time as a function of surface recom-
bination velocity. d = 400 µm, α = 292 cm−1.
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where β is determined from Eq. (7.28), which has a series of solutions for βd/2 in the
ranges 0 to π/2, π to 3π/2, 2π to 5π/2, and so on. For each combination of sr , d , and
D, we find a series of β values, giving a series of τS . One way to solve Eq. (7.29) is to
write it as

βmd

2
− (m − 1)π = arctan

(
sr

βmD

)
(7.35)

where m = 1, 2, 3, . . . and solve iteratively for βm. The higher order terms decay much
more rapidly than the first term. Hence, the semi-log curves are non-linear for short times
and then become linear for longer times. From Eq. (7.33), the slope of this plot is

Slope = d ln(�n(t))

dt
= ln(10)d log(�n(t))

dt
= − 1

τeff
(7.36)

Taking the slope in the linear portion of the plot gives τeff . To be safe, one should wait
for the transient to decay to about half of its maximum value before measuring the time
constant.

7.4.1 Photoconductance Decay (PCD)

The photoconductance decay lifetime characterization technique was proposed in 195523

and has become one of the most common lifetime measurement techniques. As the name
implies, ehps are created by optical excitation, and their decay is monitored as a function
of time following the cessation of the excitation. Other excitation means such as high-
energy electrons and gamma rays can also be used. The samples may either be contacted
with the current being monitored or the measurement can be contactless.

In PCD, the conductivity σ

σ = q(µnn + µpp) (7.37)

is monitored as a function of time. n = no + �n, p = po + �p and we assume both
equilibrium and excess carriers to have identical mobilities. This is true under low-level
injection when �n and �p are small compared to the equilibrium majority carrier density,
but not for high optical excitation, because carrier-carrier scattering reduces the mobilities.

In some PCD methods the time-dependent excess carrier density is measured directly;
in others indirectly. For insignificant trapping, �n = �p, and the excess carrier density
is related to the conductivity by

�n = �σ

q(µn + µp)
(7.38)

A measure of �σ is a measure of �n, provided the mobilities are constant during the
measurement.

A schematic measurement circuit for PC decay is shown in Fig. 7.8. We follow Ryvkin
for the derivation of the appropriate equations.24 For a sample with dark resistance rdk

and steady-state photoresistance rph, the output voltage change between the dark and the
illuminated sample is

�V = (iph − idk)R (7.39)
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Fig. 7.8 Schematic diagram for contact photoconductance decay measurements.

where iph, idk are the photocurrent and the dark current. With

�g = gph − gdk = 1

rph

− 1

rdk

(7.40)

Equation (7.39) becomes

�V = r2
dkR�gVo

(R + rdk)(R + rdk + Rrdk�g)
(7.41)

where �g = �σA/L. According to Eq. (7.41), there is no simple relationship between
the time dependence of the measured voltage and the time dependence of the excess
carrier density.

There are two main versions of the technique in Fig. 7.8: the constant voltage method
and the constant current method. The load resistor R is chosen to be small compared to
the sample resistance in the constant voltage method, and Eq. (7.41) becomes

�V ≈ R�gVo

1 + R�g
≈ R�gVo

(
1 − �V

Vo

)
(7.42)

For low-level excitation (�gR � 1 or �V � Vo) �V ∼ �g ∼ �n; the voltage decay is
proportional to the excess carrier density. For the constant current case, R is very large,
and

�V ≈ (r2
dk/R)�gVo

1 + rdk�g
≈ rdk�gVo

(
rdk

R
− �V

Vo

)
(7.43)

For rdk�g � 1 or �V/V o � rdk/R , �V ∼ �g ∼ �n again.
For the measurements in Fig. 7.8, the contacts should not inject minority carriers and

the illumination should be restricted to the non-contacted part of the sample to avoid
contact effects or minority carrier sweep-out. The electric field in the sample should
be held to a value E = 0.3/(µτr)

1/2, where µ is the minority carrier mobility.20 The
excitation light should penetrate the sample. A λ = 1.06 µm laser is suitable for Si. One
can also pass the light through a filter made of the semiconductor to be measured to
remove the higher energy light. The carrier decay can also be monitored without sample
contacts, allowing for a fast, non-destructive measure of �n(t), using the rf bridge circuit
of Fig. 7.9(a)25 – 26 or the microwave circuit of Fig. 7.9(b) in the reflected or transmitted
microwave mode.27

Low surface recombination velocities can be achieved by treating the surface in one of
several ways. Oxidized Si surfaces have been reported with sr ≈ 20 cm/s.28 Immersing
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Fig. 7.9 PCD measurement schematic for contactless (a) rf bridge and (b) microwave reflectance
measurements.

a bare Si sample in one of several solutions can reduce sr even below this value. For
example, immersion in HF has given sr = 0.25 cm/s for high level injection.29 Immersing
the sample in iodine in methanol has given sr ≈ 4 cm/s.22 Low temperature silicon nitride
deposited in a remote plasma CVD system has yielded sr ≈ 4–5 cm/s.30 The contactless
PCD technique has been extended to lifetime measurements on GaAs by using a Q-
switched Nd:YAG laser as the light source.31 By using inorganic sulfides as passivating
layers, surface recombination velocities as low as 1000 cm/s were obtained on GaAs
samples.

In the microwave reflection method of Fig. 7.9(b),32 – 33 the photoconductivity is mon-
itored by microwave reflection or transmission. Microwaves at ∼10 GHz frequency are
directed onto the wafer through a circulator to separate the reflected from the incident
microwave signal. The microwaves are reflected from the wafer, detected, amplified, and
displayed. In the small perturbation range, the relative change in reflected microwave
power �P/P is proportional to the incremental wafer conductivity �σ 33

�P

P
= C�σ (7.44)

where C is a constant. The microwaves penetrate a skin depth into the sample. Typical skin
depths in Si at 10 GHz are 350 µm for ρ = 0.5 ohm-cm to 2200 µm for ρ = 10 ohm-cm.
Skin depth is discussed in Section 1.5.1. Consequently, a good part of the wafer thickness
is sampled by the microwaves and the microwave reflected signal is characteristic of the
bulk carrier density. The lower limit of τr that can be determined depends on the wafer
resistivity. Lifetimes as low as 100 ns have been measured.

If a resonant microwave cavity is used, it is important that the signal decay is indeed
that of the photoconductor and not that of the measurement apparatus. When the cavity
is off resonance the system response is very fast, while an on-resonance cavity results in
a large increase in the system fall time.34
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7.4.2 Quasi-Steady-State Photoconductance (QSSPC)

In the QSSPC method the sample is illuminated with a flash lamp with a decay time
constant of several ms and an illumination area of several cm2.35 Due to the slow decay
time, the sample is under quasi steady-state conditions during the measurement as the light
intensity varies from its maximum to zero. The steady-state condition is maintained as
long as the flash lamp time constant is longer than the effective carrier lifetime. The time-
varying photoconductance is detected by inductive coupling. The excess carrier density is
calculated from the photoconductance signal. The generation rate, required in Eq. (7.25),
is determined from the light intensity measured with a calibrated detector. Semiconductors
absorb only a fraction of the incident photons, depending on the reflectivity of the front
and back surfaces, possible faceting of those surfaces, and the thickness of the wafer.
The value of the absorption fraction for a polished, bare silicon wafer is f ≈ 0.6. If
the wafer has an optimized antireflection coating, f ≈ 0.9, while a textured wafer with
antireflection coating can approach f ≈ 1.36 The generation rate per unit volume G can
then be evaluated from the incident photon flux and the wafer thickness, according to

G = f �

d
(7.45)

where � is the photon flux density and d the sample thickness.
Assuming the flash lamp light decay is exponential in time, the generation rate is

G(t) = 0 for t ≤ 0; Go exp(−t/τflash) for t > 0 (7.46)

and the solution of Eq. (7.25) is18

�n(t) = τeff

1 − τeff /τflash
Go

(
exp

(
− t

τflash

)
− exp

(
− t

τeff

))
(7.47)

For τeff < τflash , the sample is in quasi steady-state during the measurement. Hence, the
flash lamp decay time must be sufficiently long for the QSSCP measurement to be valid.
An example QSSCP plot is shown in Fig. 7.10, illustrating the increasing SRH lifetime
with injection level followed by lifetime decrease due to Auger recombination.

7.4.3 Short-Circuit Current/Open-Circuit Voltage Decay (SCCD/OCVD)

The recombination lifetime can be determined by monitoring the pn junction voltage,
current, and short circuit current decay after optical generation of excess carriers.38 – 40 The
combination open-circuit voltage decay /short-circuit current decay method was developed
for characterizing the lifetime, diffusion length, and surface recombination velocity of solar
cells in which the base width is typically on the order of or less than the minority carrier
diffusion length, making the determination of these parameters difficult. In contrast to
most other methods in which only a single parameter is measured, two measurements -
the short-circuit current and the open-circuit voltage - are necessary to determine τr and
sr .

The theory is based on a solution of the minority carrier differential equation
[Eq. A7.13] subject to the boundary conditions40

1

�n(x, t)

∂�n(x, t)

∂x
= − sr

Dn

for x = d (7.48a)

�n(0, t) = 0 (7.48b)
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Fig. 7.10 Effective recombination lifetime versus injection carrier density obtained with the QSSPC
technique. Adapted from ref. 37.

for the short-circuit current, and

∂�n(x, t)

∂x
= 0 for x = 0 (7.49)

for the open-circuit voltage method.
So far we have only concerned ourselves with substrate minority carrier recombination

in n+p junctions. There is, of course, also minority carrier recombination in the scr and
in the heavily doped n+ emitter. The minority carriers are swept out of the scr by the
electric field in times on the order of 10−11 s under short-circuit conditions. The emitter
lifetime is generally much lower than the base lifetime, and emitter contributions play
a role only during the early phase of the current decay.41 Emitter recombination causes
carriers from the base to be injected into the emitter where they recombine at a faster
rate. However, the voltage decay is determined by the base recombination parameters for
long times.42 If the asymptotic decay rate is measured after the initial transient, then a
decay time, representative of base recombination, is observed.41

The current decay is found to be exponential with time, with the time constant deter-
mined by the time dependence of the excess carrier density. The voltage decay can be
significantly influenced by the junction RC time constant, which can be very large for
large-area junction devices. This effect is reduced by measuring the small-signal voltage
decay with a steady-state bias light to reduce R.43 One might expect the current and
voltage decays to be identical for devices with the base much thicker than the minority
carrier diffusion length because sr is no longer important. This is indeed the case. Both
have the asymptotic time dependence

Isc, Voc ∼ exp(−t/τB)√
t

(7.50)

This method is one of few allowing both the lifetime and surface recombination veloc-
ity at the back surface to be determined, by measuring the current and voltage decays
of the same device. Being a transient technique, it is subject to higher-order decay time
constants and possible trapping. These potential sources of error are considerably reduced
by measuring the time constants asymptotically toward the end of the decay and using a
bias light.
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7.4.4 Photoluminescence Decay (PLD)

Photoluminescence decay is another method of monitoring the time dependence of excess
carriers. Excess carriers are generated by a short pulse of incident photons with energy
hν > EG. The excess carrier density is monitored by detecting the time dependence of the
light emitted by the recombining electron-hole pairs. The PL signal is higher for efficient
light-emitting direct band gap semiconductors, e.g., GaAs or InP, than for indirect band
gap semiconductors, e.g., Si or Ge, for which photoluminescence is quite inefficient.
Instead of optical excitation, electron-beam excitation can also been used in transient
cathodoluminescence.

The excess carrier density and time decay expressions are those discussed in
Section 7.4.1. We expect PL decay to follow those considerations, except that the PL
intensity is given by

�PL(t) = K

∫ d

0
�n(x, t) dx (7.51)

where K is a constant accounting for the solid angle over which the light is emitted and
for the reflectivity for the radiation emitted from the sample and d is the sample thickness.

A complication arises if self-absorption takes place, where some of the photons gen-
erated by the recombination radiation are absorbed by the semiconductor. Once absorbed
they can create ehps. The lifetime expression becomes44

1

τPL

= 1

τnon−rad

+ 1

τS

+ 1

γ τrad

(7.52)

where τnon−rad , τrad and τs are the non-radiative, the radiative, and the surface lifetimes;
γ is the photon recycling factor. Self-absorption is not important for indirect band-gap
semiconductors since the optical absorption coefficient is low for near band-gap photons,
but it can be important for direct band-gap semiconductors. A discussion of PL lifetime
determination is given in ref. 45. PL decay has been used to map the lifetime in Si power
devices by scanning the excitation beam across the device.46

7.4.5 Surface Photovoltage (SPV)

The steady-state surface photovoltage method determines the minority carrier diffusion
length using optical excitation. The diffusion length is related to the recombination lifetime
through the relation Ln = (Dτr)

1/2. SPV is an attractive technique, because (1) it is non-
destructive and contactless, (2) sample preparation is simple (no contacts, junctions, or
high temperature processing required), (3) it is a steady-state method relatively immune
to the slow trapping and detrapping effects that can influence transient measurements, and
(4) the equipment is commercially available.

The SPV technique was first described in 195747 to determine diffusion lengths in
Si48 – 49 and GaAs.49 The sample is assumed to be homogeneous and of thickness d in
Fig. 7.11. One surface is chemically treated to induce a surface space-charge region (scr)
of width W . The scr is the result of surface charges, not due to a bias voltage. The surface
with the induced scr is uniformly illuminated by chopped monochromatic light of energy
higher than the band gap, with the back surface kept in the dark. The light is chopped to
enhance the signal/noise ratio using lock-in techniques. The wavelength is varied during
the measurement. Some of the optically generated minority carriers diffuse toward the
illuminated surface to be collected by the scr, establishing a surface potential or surface
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Fig. 7.11 Sample cross-section for SPV measurements. The optically transparent, electrically con-
ducting contact to the left of the sample allows light to reach the sample and the voltage to be
measured.

photovoltage voltage VSPV relative to the grounded back surface. VSPV is proportional to
the excess minority carrier density �n(W ) at the edge of the scr. The precise relationship
between �n(W ) and VSPV need not be known, but it must be a monotonic function. Light
reaching the back surface produces an undesirable SPV signal that can be detected by its
large amplitude, by a reversal in signal polarity over the SPV wavelength range, or by a
signal decrease with increasing illumination at the longer wavelengths.

The excess carrier density through the wafer for low-level injection is given by
Eq. (A7.4). In principle, it is possible to extract the diffusion length Ln from that expres-
sion for arbitrary W , d , and α. In practice, several constraints are imposed on the system
to simplify data extraction. The undepleted wafer should be much thicker than the diffu-
sion length and the scr width should be small compared to Ln. The absorption coefficient
should be sufficiently low for αW � 1, but sufficiently high for α(d − W) � 1. The light
diameter should be large compared to the sample thickness, allowing a one-dimensional
analysis and low-level injection should prevail. The assumptions

d − W ≥ 4Ln; W � Ln; αW � 1; α(d − W) � 1; �n � po (7.53)

allow Eq. (A7.4) to be reduced to

�n(W) ≈ (1 − R)�

(s1 + Dn/Ln)

αLn

(1 + αLn)
(7.54)

The excess carrier density at x = W is related to the surface photovoltage by

�n(W) = npo

(
exp

(
qVSPV

kT

)
− 1

)
≈ npo

qVSPV

kT
for VSPV � kT

q
(7.55)

giving

VSPV = (kT /q)(1 − R)�Ln

npo(s1 + Dn/Ln)(Ln + 1/α)
(7.56)

VSPV is proportional to �n for VSPV < 0.5kT /q. Typical surface photovoltages are
in the low millivolt range, ensuring a linear relationship. s1 is the surface recombination
velocity at x = W , not at the surface, where sr is the surface recombination velocity, as
illustrated in Fig. 7.11.
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During SPV measurements, Dn and Ln are assumed to be constant. Furthermore over a
restricted wavelength range the reflectivity R can also be considered constant. The surface
recombination velocity s1 is usually unknown. However, if �n(W ) is held constant dur-
ing the measurement, the surface potential is also constant, and s1 can be considered
reasonably constant. This leaves α and � as the only variables. There are two SPV
implementations: (1) constant surface photovoltage and (2) constant photon flux density.
In method (1), VSPV = constant implies �n(W) is constant. A series of different wave-
lengths is selected during the measurement with each wavelength providing a different
α. The photon flux density � is adjusted for each wavelength to hold VSPV constant,
allowing Eq. (7.56) to be written as

� = npo(s1 + Dn/Ln)(Ln + 1/α)

(kT /q)(1 − R)Ln

VSPV = C1

(
Ln + 1

α

)
(7.57)

where C1 is a constant.
Then � is plotted against 1/α for constant VSPV . The result is a line whose extrapo-

lated intercept on the negative 1/α axis (� = 0) is the minority carrier diffusion length
Ln, shown in Fig. 7.12(a). The slope of such a plot is C1 which contains the surface
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Fig. 7.12 (a) Constant voltage, (b) constant photon flux density SPV plots for Si samples.
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recombination velocity s1. While it is difficult to extract s1 from all the other parameters
contained in C1, it is possible to observe changes in s1 by comparing SPV plots before
and after a process that changes surface recombination.

For the constant photon flux density implementation, we write Eq. (7.56) as

1

VSPV
= npo(s1 + Dn/Ln)(Ln + 1/α)

(kT /q)(1 − R)�Ln

= C2

(
Ln + 1

α

)
(7.58)

where C2 is a constant. A plot of 1/VSPV versus 1/α gives Ln as illustrated in Fig. 7.12(b).
VSPV changes during the measurement, hence surface recombination may vary during the
measurement.

The � versus 1/α plot is a straight line for well-behaved samples. A detailed theo-
retical study has shown the constant surface photovoltage method to give correct results
even considering recombination in the space-charge region.50 A detailed theoretical and
experimental comparison of the PCD and SPV methods has shown the lifetimes deter-
mined by these techniques to be identical, provided one considers effects such as surface
recombination, sample thickness, and so on.51

Exercise 7.1

Problem: How can iron in Si be detected with lifetime/diffusion length measurements?

Solution: Since τSRH ∼ 1/NT , it should be possible to determine NT by measuring τSRH .
Further, since Ln ∼ τ

1/2
SRH , one should be able to determine NT from minority carrier

diffusion length measurements also. Some impurities in Si have unique characteristics,
e.g., iron forms pairs with boron in p-type Si. For a Fe-contaminated, B-doped Si wafer
at room temperature, the iron forms Fe-B pairs. Upon heating at 200◦C for a few minutes
or illuminating the device (>0.1 W/cm2 light intensity), the Fe-B pairs dissociate into
interstitial iron (Fei) and substitutional B. The recombination properties of Fei differ
from those of Fe-B, as shown by the effective diffusion lengths in Fig. E7.1(a). By
measuring the diffusion length or lifetime before (Ln,i , τeff ,i) and after (Ln,f , τeff ,f ) Fe-B
pair dissociation, NFe is

NFe = 1.06 × 1016

(
1

L2
n, f

− 1

L2
n,i

)
= C

(
1

τeff ,f

− 1

τeff ,i

)
[cm−3]

with diffusion lengths in µm and lifetimes in µs. The diffusion lengths as a function of
Fe density for a range of NFe are shown in Fig. E7.1(b). The prefactor, usually assumed
as 1.06 × 1016 µm2/cm3, varies from 2.5 × 1016 µm2/cm3 at NB = 1013 cm−3 to 7.5 ×
1015 µm2/cm3 at NB = 1017 cm−3 (D. H. Macdonald, L. J. Geerligs, and A. Azzizi, “Iron
Detection in Crystalline Silicon by Carrier Lifetime Measurements for Arbitrary Injection
and Doping,” J. Appl. Phys. 95, 1021–1028, Feb. 2004).

The measurement has some restrictions. The diffusion lengths must be measured under
low-injection conditions. The most reliable technique for this is SPV, since it operates
in true low injection. PCD and QSSPC suffer from reduced sensitivity at low-injection
and are also affected by minority carrier trapping at low injection causing a majority
carrier excess, which distorts the photoconductance that is due to minority and majority
carriers. Voltage-based techniques such as SPV are not affected by trapping because
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Fig. E7.1 (a) Surface photovoltage plot for iron-contaminated Si sample, (b) effective minority
carrier diffusion length versus iron density showing the “before” and “after” FeB pair breaking
data.

they detect only minority carriers. As a result of these considerations, the widely used
photoconductance-based lifetime techniques generally operate at mid to high injection
levels. However, even for low-injection SPV measurements, if the doping density is
outside the 1–3 × 1015 cm−3 range, the prefactor is not constant, due to the properties of
Fei and Fe-B: the energy level of the Fe-B center is relatively shallow, and its impact on
the low-injection lifetime depends on the doping density. On the other hand Fei , being a
deep center, yields a doping density-independent low-injection lifetime. Since the prefactor
C is determined by the difference of the inverse lifetimes, it also varies with the doping
density. The factor C varies sensitively with injection level from C = 3 × 1013 µs/cm3 to
−3 × 1013 µs/cm3. It becomes negative for �n > 2 × 1014 cm−3 (see McDonald et al.
above), i.e., the lifetime decreases after dissociation for low injection but increases for
high injection! The Fe-B pairing time constant, after dissociation, is given by

τpairing = 4.3 × 105T

NA

exp

(
0.68

kT

)
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A good discussion can be found in G. Zoth and W. Bergholz, “A Fast, Preparation-Free
Method to Detect Iron in Silicon,” J. Appl. Phys. 67, 6764–6771, June 1990 and Mac-
donald et al., above. The references for the experimental data are: O.J. Antilla and M.V.
Tilli, “Metal Contamination Removal on Silicon Wafers Using Dilute Acidic Solutions,”
J. Electrochem. Soc. 139, 1751–1756, June 1992; Y. Kitagawara, T. Yoshida, T. Ham-
aguchi, and T. Takenaka, “Evaluation of Oxygen-Related Carrier Recombination Centers
in High-Purity Czochralski-Grown Si Crystals by the Bulk Lifetime Measurements,” J.
Electrochem. Soc. 142, 3505–3509, Oct. 1995; M. Miyazaki, S. Miyazaki, T. Kitamura,
T. Aoki, Y. Nakashima, M. Hourai, and T. Shigematsu, “Influence of Fe Contamination
in Czochralski-Grown Silicon Single Crystals on LSI-Yield Related Crystal Quality Char-
acteristics,” Japan. J. Appl. Phys. 34, 409–413, Feb. 1995; A.L.P. Rotondaro, T.Q. Hurd,
A. Kaniava, J. Vanhellemont, E. Simoen, M.M. Heyns, and C. Claeys, “Impact of Cu and
Fe Contamination on the Minority Carrier Lifetime of Silicon Substrates,” J. Electrochem.
Soc. 143, 3014–3019, Sept. 1996.

Chromium in silicon forms Cr-B pairs. When these pairs dissociate, the lifetime
increases (K. Mishra, “Identification of Cr in p-type Silicon Using the Minority Carrier
Lifetime Measurement by the Surface Photovoltage Method,” Appl. Phys. Lett. 68,
3281–3283, June 1996).

The condition W � Ln is generally satisfied for single-crystal Si samples, but that
may not be true for other semiconductors. For example, the diffusion length in GaAs
is often only a few microns. In amorphous Si it is even shorter. In such a situation the
intercept is given by52

1

α
= −Ln

(
1 + (W/Ln)

2

2(1 + W/Ln)

)
(7.59)

Equation (7.59) reduces to (7.57) for W � Ln. For W � Ln the 1/α intercept is −W/2,
independent of the diffusion length. The scr width can be reduced with steady-state light
on the device when W � Ln.

In Eqs. (7.57) and (7.58) the photon flux density is plotted against the inverse absorp-
tion coefficient. It is not the absorption coefficient, however, but the wavelength that is
varied during the measurement. An accurate wavelength-absorption coefficient relation-
ship is therefore very important for SPV measurements. Any error in that relationship
leads to incorrect diffusion lengths. Various equations have been proposed. A fit to recent
α − λ data for silicon is given by53

α =
(

83.15

λ
− 74.87

)2

[cm−1] (7.60)

with the wavelength λ in µm, valid for the 0.7 to 1.1 µm wavelength range typically
used for Si.

An expression that gives reasonable agreement with experimental GaAs absorption
data54 is

α =
(

286.5

λ
− 237.13

)2

[cm−1] (7.61)

for the 0.75 to 0.87 µm wavelength range. For InP55

α =
(

252.1

λ
− 163.2

)2

[cm−1] (7.62)

is a reasonable approximation for the 0.8 to 0.9 µm wavelength range.
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The reflectance R in Eq. (7.54) is usually considered to be constant. However, there
is a weak wavelength dependence for Si, given by56

R = 0.3214 + 0.03565

λ
− 0.03149

λ2
(7.63)

for 0.7 < λ < 1.05 µm with λ in µm.
SPV measurements have become very common in the semiconductor industry, largely

due to the availability of commercial equipment. Diffusion lengths are routinely measured,
because they are a good measure of process cleanliness. Monitoring of furnace tube
cleanliness, detection of metallic contamination of incoming chemicals, and control of
photoresist ashing are but a few examples for SPV applications.57

A crucial component of SPV is the surface treatment to create the surface scr. The
ASTM method recommends boiling n-Si in water for one hour.56 For p-Si a one-minute
etch in 20 ml concentrated HF + 80 ml H2O is recommended. This method works best
when care is taken in earlier preparation steps not to produce a stain film by withdrawing
the sample from an HF-containing etch directly into air. Otherwise, a low or unstable
SPV is likely to result. The stain can be avoided by quenching the HF-containing etch
thoroughly with deionized water before withdrawing the sample into air. Another surface
treatment for Si samples is a standard Si clean/etch,58 removing any residual SiO2 in
buffered HF and treating n-Si in an aqueous solution of KMnO4. For p-Si, the KMnO4

step is omitted.
Schottky and pn junction diodes are also suitable for SPV measurements. In both

cases, one makes contact to the device directly, without the need for capacitive contacts,
yielding a higher surface photovoltage. The metal must be partially transparent for Schot-
tky diodes.59 It may be necessary to observe certain precautions.60 Aluminum, 10–20 nm
thick, is sufficiently transparent to be suitable. It also possible to use liquid contacts.61

The size of the optical beam has an influence on the measured diffusion length. For
a beam diameter less than about 30Ln, the diffusion length is reported to be larger than
the true value.62 As with all diffusion length measuring techniques, the true diffusion
length can only be determined for samples thicker than 4Ln. Effective diffusion lengths
are determined for thinner samples,63 but for samples thinner than Ln, it is difficult to
extract the correct diffusion length.64 Further complications arise if the sample consists of
regions of different diffusion lengths as found in Si wafers that have undergone a denuding
and oxygen precipitation cycle. The extraction of the diffusion length then becomes quite
complicated.65 The SPV technique has also been implemented with ac photosignals.66 A
photon beam is scanned across the sample and the resulting ac photovoltage is detected
with a capacitive probe and displayed on a TV monitor.

Exercise 7.2

Problem: Is it possible to determine Ln when d < Ln?

Solution: The � term was calculated and plotted versus 1/α as a function of Ln using
Eq. (A7.4) for Si. Fig. E7.2(a) shows a good linear fit to the calculated data for d ≈ 4Ln

as expected, but beyond that there is poor linearity and the simple analysis of Eq. (7.57)
does not work. For x = 0, d � Ln, and αd � 1 Eq. (A7.4) becomes

�n(0) = (1 − R)�ατ

(α2L2
n − 1)

sr2αd + αD − Dd/L2
n − sr2

sr1sr2d/D + Dd/L2
n + sr1 + sr2

≈ (1 − R)�

(1 − α−2L−2
n )

d − 1/α

sr1d + D
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Fig. E7.2 Constant voltage SPV plots (a) exact equation, (b) approximate equation. sr1 = 104 cm/s,
sr2 = 104 cm/s, Dn = 30 cm2/s, VSPV = 10 mV, R = 0.3, npo = 105 cm−3, d = 500 µm.

where the approximation holds for high sr2. A plot of 1/� versus 1/α, according to

1

�
≈ (1 − R)

�n(0)(1 − α−2L−2
n )

d − 1/α

sr1 d + D

has a 1/α intercept that is neither the sample thickness d nor Ln. It is obvious from
these figures that the diffusion length cannot be reliably determined when Ln exceeds the
sample thickness.

7.4.6 Steady-State Short-Circuit Current (SSSCC)

The steady-state short-circuit current method is related to the SPV method. The sample
must contain a collecting junction such as a pn junction or Schottky diode, and the short-
circuit current is measured as a function of wavelength. Using the same assumptions as
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Fig. 7.13 Measurement schematic for (a) the short-circuit current diffusion length measurement
method and (b) for the ELYMAT double surface method.

those of the SPV method [Eq. (7.53)], the short-circuit current density of the n+p junction
of Fig. 7.13(a) is, according to Eq. (A 7.9), given by

Jsc ≈ q(1 − R)�

(
Ln

Ln + 1/α
+ Lp

Lp + 1/α

)
(7.64)

The diffusion length is generally low for heavily doped layers, allowing the second term
to be neglected for an n+p junction, and the short-circuit current density becomes

Jsc ≈ q(1 − R)�

(
Ln

Ln + 1/α

)
(7.65)

Neglecting ehp generation in the n+ layer and in the space-charge region is permissible
if these regions are narrow and if α is not too high.

Equation (7.65) has been used in two ways to extract the diffusion length. In one tech-
nique the current is held constant by adjusting the photon flux density as the wavelength
is changed.67 Equation (7.65) then becomes

� = C1(Ln + 1/α) (7.66)

where C1 = Jsc/q(1 − R)Ln. Ln is the intercept on the negative 1/α axis when � is
plotted against 1/α. In a second technique, Eq. (7.65) is written as68

1

α
= (X − 1)Ln (7.67)

where X = q(1 − R)�/Jsc. Here 1/α is plotted against (X − 1) and the diffusion length
is given by the slope of this plot. A check on the data is provided by the extrapolated lines
passing through the origin. Both methods neglect carrier collection from the n+ region
and the scr.

The short-circuit current methods are in principle similar to SPV, but they require
a junction to collect the minority carriers. In practice, it is easier to measure a current
than an open-circuit voltage. However, junction formation may alter the diffusion length.
Two implementations not requiring permanent junctions make use of mercury contacts
or liquid semiconductor contacts. In the mercury contact method, two Hg probes are
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pressed against one side of the sample and modulated light is incident on the other side.
From an analysis of the frequency-dependent photocurrent, one can extract the lifetime
and diffusion coefficient.69 A different implementation, the electrolytical metal tracer
(ELYMAT), shown schematically in Fig. 7.13(b), uses electrolyte-semiconductor junctions
at the front and at the back surface to map the photo response which is related to the
diffusion length.70 The wafer is immersed in an electrolyte (normally, but not necessarily,
1%–2% HF in H2O). The electrolyte serves the dual function of photocurrent collection
as well as wafer surface passivation.

The front and back induced photocurrents IF and IB are measured in response to
laser beam excitation of the sample. For light with short penetration depth, moderate
wafer diffusion lengths, and negligible back surface recombination, the front current IF

is measured. For penetrating light and low front surface recombination, the back current
IB is measured. The currents are given by70

IB ≈ Imax(1 + srf /Dnα)

cosh(d/Ln) + (srf Ln/Dn) sinh(d/Ln)
≈ Imax

cosh(d/Ln)
(7.68a)

IF ≈ Imax; Imax ≈ qA�(1 − R)(1 − exp(−αd)) (7.68b)

where A is the area, srf the surface recombination velocity at the front surface, and � the
photon flux density. The approximation in the first equation holds for low srf , as observed
in an HF solution. Measuring IF and IB allows Ln to be determined. Using laser excitation
with two different wavelengths and voltage bias, allows the surface recombination velocity
and the minority carrier diffusion length as well as depth-dependent diffusion length
to be determined. Scanning the laser produces diffusion length maps rapidly with no
mechanical motion. Although submersing the sample in a dilute HF solution ensures low
surface recombination, at times it is useful to control surface effects further, e.g., using an
oxidized Si wafer with a solution that does not etch SiO2, e.g., CH3COOH. Then biasing
the solution with respect to the sample, the Si surface can be accumulated, depleted or
inverted. Such “electrostatic passivation” further reduces surface recombination.71

7.4.7 Free Carrier Absorption

The free carrier absorption lifetime method is a non-contacting technique, relying on
optical ehp generation and optical detection using two different wavelengths. As illustrated
in Fig. 7.14, a pump beam using photons with energy hν > EG creates ehps. The readout
is based on the dependence of the free carrier absorption of photons with hν < EG on the
density of free carriers. The probe beam transmitted photon flux density �t is given by

�t = (1 − R)2�i exp(−αf cd)

1 − R2 exp(−2αf cd)
(7.69)

where αfc is the free carrier absorption coefficient, d the sample thickness, and R the
reflectivity. For n-type semiconductors the absorption coefficient is72

αf c = Knλ
2n (7.70)

where Kn is a materials constant and λ the wavelength of the probe beam. For n-Si, Kn ≈
10−18 cm2/µm2, and for p-Si, Kp ≈ (2–2.7) × 10−18 cm2/µm2.72 – 73 A small correction
to Kn in Eq. (7.70) has been suggested.74
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Fig. 7.14 (a) Schematic free carrier absorption arrangement, (b) schematic for lifetime mapping,
(c) free carrier absorption lifetime map after Isenberg et al.79

The method can be used in both steady-state and transient modes. A probe beam, for
example, a CO2 laser (λ = 10.6 µm), HeNe (λ = 3.39 µm) or black body radiation, is
incident on the sample in the steady-state embodiment. The transmitted beam is detected
by an infrared detector. The pump beam is chopped at a few hundred Hz for synchronous
detection by a lock-in amplifier. In the transient method the pump beam is pulsed, and the
time-dependent carrier density is detected through the transmitted probe beam. A further
implementation of the technique is the phase shift method.75 Excess carriers are generated
by sine-wave modulated light. A phase shift occurs between the generation and infrared
transmission through the sample. This phase shift leads to the lifetime.

The change in the transmitted probe beam as a result of a chopped or pulsed pump
beam is

��t ≈ − (1 − R)�i�αf cd

1 + R
(7.71)

using exp(−2αf cd) ≈ exp(−αf cd) ≈ 1 in Eq. (7.71) with αf cd � 1. The change in the
absorption coefficient is

�αf c = Knλ
2�n = Knλ

2

d

∫ d

0
�n(x) dx (7.72)
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In turn, �n is related to the minority carrier lifetime and the surface recombination
velocity through Eq. (A7.4). In addition �n contains the sample reflectivity, the pump
beam absorption coefficient, and the photon flux density. The fractional change in trans-
mitted photon flux density, under certain simplifying assumptions, is76

��t

�t

≈ (1 − R)Knλ
2�iτn(1 + sr1/αf cDn)

1 + sr1Ln/Dn

(7.73)

It is obvious that lifetime extraction is not simple, even if the assumptions leading to
Eq. (7.73) are satisfied since a number of sample parameters must be known. However,
the measurement requires neither high-speed light sources nor detectors because it is a
steady-state measurement and is therefore suitable for short lifetime determination.

The transient version data interpretation is simpler since the transient carrier decay
contains the recombination information. A 3.39 µm HeNe probe beam and a pulsed
1.06 µm Nd:YAG pump beam (150 ns pulse width) were used in one implementation.77

The lifetime so determined agreed well with the lifetimes measured by open-circuit voltage
decay and by photoconductance decay. As illustrated in Fig. 7.14(b), the probe and pump
beams can be perpendicular to one another and by scanning the probe beam, it is possible
to map the lifetime through the wafer thickness, for example.78

An interesting free carrier lifetime characterization approach uses infrared (IR)
radiation from a black body transmitted through the sample and detected by an infrared
light detecting charge-coupled device as the detector (mercury-cadmium-telluride or
AlGaAs/GaAs).79 The black body source can be as simple as a hot plate. A laser with
hν > EG creates ehps in the sample. By taking the difference of the IR radiation through
the sample with and without the laser, one measures the free carrier absorption due to
the excess carriers. Taking two-dimensional images of the IR radiation over the entire
wafer, allows for rapid measurements. The system is calibrated with a set of Si wafers of
varying doping densities. The transmissivity of these wafers successively placed between
the camera and the black body is measured. The signal differences are then due to the
differences in free-carrier absorption of the samples. One needs to apply a correction
to account for the fact that in the calibration procedure of p-type wafers only the IR
absorption of holes is measured while in an actual measurement laser-generated electron-
hole pair generation must be considered.

Knowing the laser generation rate G′ = (1 − R)� (cm−2 s−1) and the sample thickness
d , the effective lifetime is

τeff = d�n

G′ (7.74)

A two-dimensional lifetime map obtained in 50 s with this technique is shown in
Fig. 7.14(c). No scanning is required, since both black body and excitation laser are broad
area sources, covering the entire sample. The black body emits over a wide wavelength
range with a peak wavelength at

λpeak ≈ 3000

T
µm (7.75)

A hot plate at T = 350 K, has its peak wavelength at λpeak ≈ 8.6 µm—a suitable wave-
length for free carrier absorption measurements. Just as carriers absorb IR radiation, they
also emit IR radiation. According to Kirchhoff’s law they emit the same power as they
absorb to remain at a given temperature. Hence, the sample itself will emit IR radiation
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and can be used to determine the lifetime. The sample is still excited with a laser and the
difference signal is acquired as in the transmission system. Both emission and absorption
have been used for lifetime measurements.80

7.4.8 Electron Beam Induced Current (EBIC)

Electron beam induced current is used to measure minority carrier diffusion length, minor-
ity carrier lifetime, and defect distribution. In contrast to photons that typically create one
ehp pair upon absorption, an absorbed electron of energy E creates

Nehp = E

Eehp

(
1 − γEbs

E

)
(7.76)

electron-hole pairs.81 Ebs is the mean energy of the backscattered electrons, γ the backscat-
tering coefficient and Eehp the average energy required to create one ehp (Eehp ≈ 3.2EG;
for Si Eehp = 3.64 ± 0.03 eV).82 The backscattering term γEbs/E is approximately equal
to 0.1 for Si and 0.2–0.25 for GaAs over the 2 to 60 keV electron energy range. The
electron penetration depth or range Re is given by83

Re = 2.41 × 10−11

ρ
E1.75 [cm] (7.77)

where ρ is the semiconductor density (g/cm3) and E the incident energy (eV). For Si and
GaAs, Re(Si) = 1.04 × 10−11E1.75 cm and Re(GaAs) = 4.53 × 10−12E1.75 cm.

It is instructive to calculate the ehp density generated by an electron beam of energy
E and beam current Ib. The generation volume tends to be pear shaped, as shown in
Chapter 11, for atomic numbers Z < 15. For 15 < Z < 40 it approaches a sphere, and for
Z > 40 it becomes hemispherical. We approximate it as a sphere of volume (4/3)π(Re/2)3,
for simplicity. Combining Eqs. (7.76) and (7.77) gives the generation rate

G = NehpIb

(4/3)πq(Re/2)3
= 8.5 × 1050ρ3Ib

EehpE4.25
[cm−3 s−1] (7.78)

neglecting the backscattered term in Eq. (7.76). For Si with a beam current of 10−10 A,
Eehp = 3.64 eV and E = 104 eV the generation rate is G = 3 × 1024 ehp/cm3 · s.

The interaction of an electron beam with the semiconductor sample can take place for
a variety of geometries. One of these is shown in Fig. 7.15(a). The electron beam induced
current IEBIC collected by the junction changes by moving the beam in the x-direction.
Changes in the z-direction are produced by changing the beam energy. The e-beam creates
ehps at a distance d from the edge of the scr. Some of the minority carriers diffuse to the
junction to be collected, and IEBIC decreases with increasing d due to bulk and surface
recombination.

IEBIC can be expressed as84

IEBIC = qG′ReL
n
n

(2π)1/2dn
= Cd−n exp

(
− d

Ln

)
(7.79)

where G′ = IbNehp/q, provided sr � Dn/Ln, Ln � d , Re � d , ReLn � d2, and low-
level injection prevails. The exponent n depends on surface recombination. For sr → 0,
n = 1/2 and for sr → ∞ n = 3/2. A plot of ln(IEBIC dn) versus d should give a straight
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Fig. 7.15 (a) Conventional EBIC implementation, (b) depth modulation by electron beam energy.

line of slope −1/Ln. Since sr is generally not known, n is also unknown. One method to
determine n is to plot ln(IEBIC dn) versus d and vary n until a straight line results.85

For the configuration in Fig. 7.15(b), IEBIC is86

IEBIC = I1

(
exp

(
− z

Ln

)
− 2srF

π

)
(7.80)

where I1 is a constant and F depends on sr and on the ehp generation point. The second
term in Eq. (7.80) vanishes for d = Ln and Ln is found by recording Iph versus z.87

Surface recombination plays an important role in EBIC measurements.88

Instead of determining the diffusion length from the steady-state photocurrent as a
function of lateral motion or beam penetration, one can use a stationary pulsed beam and
extract the minority carrier lifetime from the transient analysis. An approximate expression
for IEBIC for high sr , is88

IEBIC (t) = K1

( τn

t

)2
exp

(
d

Ln

(
1 − τn

4t

)
− t

τn

)
(7.81)

valid for d � Ln for Fig. 7.15(b). Theory predicts that IEBIC does not decay immediately
after the injection has ceased. Instead, there is a delay that is more pronounced the further
the beam is from the junction. For optical excitation, the technique is known as optical
beam induced current (OBIC), with considerations very similar to EBIC except for a
different generation expression.89 – 90

Most EBIC measurements are made as illustrated in Fig. 7.15 and the method is fairly
straightforward for long diffusion lengths. For short diffusion length measurements, the
sample can be beveled to enhance the depth.91 Surface recombination effects are reduced
if the beam penetration is increased. This can be directly tested by plotting ln(IEBIC )

versus d for various beam energies. The plot should approach a straight line for higher
energies.

7.5 RECOMBINATION LIFETIME—ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

7.5.1 Diode Current-Voltage

The pn junction diode forward current depends on recombination of excess carriers and
is the sum of space-charge region, quasi-neutral region (qnr), and surface recombination
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currents. In reverse bias, it is generation in the various regions that is measured. In most
analyses, surface recombination is neglected and the current density is

J = J0,scr

(
exp

(
qV

nkT

)
− 1

)
+ J0,qnr

(
exp

(
qV

kT

)
− 1

)

J0,scr = qniW

τscr
; J0,qnr = qn2

i F

(
Dn

NALn

+ Dp

NDLp

)
(7.82)

where F is a correction factor that depends on the sample geometry, e.g., denuded zones
on defective substrates, epitaxial layers on heavily or lightly doped substrates, silicon-on-
insulator (SOI), etc. It is, in general, a complicated function of the active layer thickness,
the diffusion lengths and doping densities in the layer and the substrates, and possible
interface recombination velocity at the layer-substrate interface.

Equation (7.82) is plotted in Fig. 7.16. Extrapolating the qnr line to V = 0 yields I0,qnr .
For a p+n junction NA � ND and although τn in a heavily-doped region is much lower
than τp in the lightly-doped substrate, it is often permissible to neglect the first term in
the J0,qnr term because NA is very high, giving

J0,qnr ≈ qn2
i F

Dp

NDLp

(7.83)

Knowing ni , F , Dp , and ND allows Lp to be determined.
Consider the device cross-sections in Fig. 7.17. Neglecting electron injection into the

p+ region for simplicity, the current in the forward-biased p+n junction in Fig. 7.17(a)
with d < Ln depends on hole recombination in the scr (1), in the qnr (2), and at the
surface (3). The correction factor is given by65

F = (srLp/Dp) cosh(d/Lp) + sinh(d/Lp)

cosh(d/Lp) + (srLp/Dp) sinh(d/Lp)
(7.84)

Figure 7.17(b) shows an n-substrate consisting of a denuded zone (1) of width d (Lp1,
NA) on a precipitated substrate (2) (Lp2, NA). An epitaxial layer (1) of thickness d (Lp1,
NA1) on a substrate (2) (Lp2, NA2) is shown in (c) and (d) shows an SOI wafer. Correction
factors have been derived for these cases.92 For the epitaxial device in Fig. 7.17(c)

F ≈ (1 + NA2/NA1) exp(Dp/Lp) + (1 − NA2/NA1) exp(−Dp/Lp)

(1 + NA2/NA1) exp(Dp/Lp) − (1 − NA2/NA1) exp(−Dp/Lp)
(7.85)
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Fig. 7.17 pn junction cross sections (a) recombination mechanisms in the n-substrate for d < Lp ,
(b) denuded zone on precipitated substrate, (c) epitaxial layer on substrate, and (d) SOI wafer.

Although correction factors can, in principle, be applied, it is fraught with difficulties,
because the lifetimes in the epi layer and the substrate and the interface recombination
velocity at the epi-substrate interface are rarely known. Some of the pitfalls in the interpre-
tation of such measurements are given in ref. 93. A recent study concluded that the most
effective techniques to characterize epitaxial layers are generation lifetime techniques.94

Instead of extrapolating the forward-biased current-voltage characteristics, one can also
use the reverse-bias current-voltage curve.95 Under reverse bias, where V < 0, Eq. (7.82)
becomes

Jr = −qniW

τg

− qn2
i F

(
Dn

NALn

+ Dp

NDLp

)
≈ −qniW

τg

− qn2
i F

Dp

NDLp

(7.86)

Plotting Jr versus W gives a curve with slope related to the generation lifetime τg and
intercept giving J0,qnr , illustrated in Fig. 7.18. The scr width is determined from reverse-
biased capacitance-voltage data, but the true capacitance must be measured,96 especially
for small area diodes where perimeter, corner, and parasitic capacitances are important.
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Fig. 7.18 Reverse leakage current versus scr width for measured and corrected capacitance. Adapted
from ref. 96.
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The actual diode leakage current consists of areal, peripheral, corner, and parasitic currents
according to97

Ir = AJA + PJP + NCJC + Ipar

where A is the diode area, P the diode perimeter (JP in units of A/cm), NC the number
of corners (JC in units of A/corner) and Ipar is a parasitic current.

7.5.2 Reverse Recovery (RR)

The diode reverse-recovery method was one of the first electrical lifetime characterization
techniques.98 – 100 A measurement schematic and current-time and voltage-time responses
are shown in Fig. 7.19. In Fig. 7.19(b) the current is suddenly switched from forward to
reverse current by changing switch position S, whereas in 7.19(c) the current is gradually
changed, typical of power devices in which currents cannot be switched very abruptly.

For a description of the method, let us consider Figs. 7.19(a) and (b). A forward
current If flows through the diode for t < 0 and the diode voltage is Vf . Excess carriers
are injected into the quasi-neutral regions, leading to low device resistance. At t = 0 the
current is switched from If to Ir , with Ir ≈ (Vr − Vf )/R. The small diode resistance is
neglected because the diode remains forward biased during the initial time of Ir flow.
Currents can be switched very quickly in minority carrier devices because only a change

(a)

S

t = 0 R

If

Id

Vr

If

Id

I0

Ir

t

ts

Vd
Vf

Vr

If

I0

Ir

Vf

Vr

0 t

∆Vd

(b)

Id

t
t1

Vd

0 t

(c)

t2 t3

Fig. 7.19 Reverse recovery circuit schematic, (b) current and voltage waveforms for abruptly
switched current, and (c) current and voltage waveforms for ramped currents.
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in the slope of the minority carrier density gradient at the edge of the scr is required.
The diode voltage, in contrast, is proportional to the log(excess carrier density) at the
scr edge. The voltage hardly changes during this period and the diode remains forward
biased although the current has reversed direction. The voltage step �Vd is due to the
ohmic voltage drop in the device.101

The excess carrier density decreases during the reverse current phase as some carriers
are swept out of the device by the reverse current and some carriers recombine. The
excess minority carrier densities at the edges of the scr are approximately zero at t = ts ,
and the diode becomes zero biased. For t > ts , the voltage approaches the reverse-bias
voltage Vr and the current approaches the leakage current I0.

The Id − t curve is conveniently divided into the constant-current storage phase, 0 ≤
t ≤ ts , and the recovery phase, t > ts . The storage time ts is related to the lifetime by99

erf

√
ts

τr

= 1

1 + Ir/If

(7.87)

with “erf”, the error function, defined and approximated by

erf (x) = 2√
π

∫ x

0
e−z2

dz ≈ 1 −
(

0.34802

1 + 0.4704x
− 0.095879

(1 + 0.4704x)2
+ 0.74785

(1 + 0.4704x)3

)

× exp(−x2) (7.88)

An approximate charge storage analysis that considers the charge Qs remaining at t = ts
gives102

ts = τr

[
ln

(
1 + If

Ir

)
− ln

(
1 + Qs

If τr

)]
(7.89)

Qs/Irτr can be considered a constant for many cases.
A plot of ts versus ln(1 + If /Ir ) is shown in Fig. 7.20. The lifetime is found from

the slope and the intercept is (1 + Qs/Irτr ). The slope is constant only if the second
term in Eq. (7.89) is constant. Various approximations have been derived for QS , and it
is found to be approximately constant provided Ir � If .103 The effect of recombination
in the heavily doped emitter can be virtually eliminated by keeping Ir � If .104 The plot
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Fig. 7.20 Storage time versus (1 + If /Ir ). Reprinted after Kuno102 by permission of IEEE (
1964, IEEE).
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of Fig. 7.20 becomes highly curved if these conditions are not met and a unique lifetime
can no longer be extracted. For Fig. 7.19(c) the lifetime is related to t1, t2, and t3 by105

τr ≈ √
(t2 − t1)(t3 − t1) (7.90)

where t3 is defined as the time for Id = 0.1Ir . The junction displacement current Ij =
Cj dVj/dt is neglected in all of these expressions because it constitutes only a small
fraction of the total current.100

What is τr in Eqs. (7.87) and (7.90)? To first order it would seem to be the base lifetime
in pn junctions. For short-base diodes, it is an effective lifetime representing both bulk and
surface recombination.106 A problem in forward-biased pn junctions is the existence of
excess carriers in both quasi-neutral regions and in the scr. The emitter is generally much
more heavily doped than the base and the emitter lifetime is much lower than the base
lifetime. Hence, one would expect emitter recombination to have a significant influence on
the RR transient. This is particularly troublesome for high injection conditions, leading to
appreciably reduced lifetimes.107 – 108 However, the emitter can alter the measured lifetime
from its true base value even at low and moderate injection levels.

7.5.3 Open-Circuit Voltage Decay (OCVD)

The open-circuit voltage decay method measurement principle is shown in
Fig. 7.21(a).109 – 110 The diode is forward biased and at t = 0 switch S is opened and the
voltage, decaying due to recombination of excess carriers, is detected as in Fig. 7.21(b).
The voltage step �Vd = If rs is due to the ohmic voltage drop in the diode when the
current ceases and can be used to determine the device series resistance as discussed in
Chapter 4.101 OCVD is similar to the optically excited, open-circuit voltage decay method
in Section 7.4.3. In contrast to RR, in the OCVD method the excess carriers all recombine;
none are swept out of the device by a reverse current since the current is zero.

The excess minority carrier density �np in the quasi-neutral region at the edge of the
scr in a p-substrate, is related to the time-varying junction voltage Vj (t) by

�np(t) = npo

(
exp

(
qVj (t)

kT

)
− 1

)
(7.91)

where npo is the equilibrium minority carrier density. The junction voltage is

Vj (t) = kT

q
ln

(
�np(t)

npo

+ 1

)
(7.92)

A measure of the voltage time dependence is a measure of the excess carrier time depen-
dence.
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Fig. 7.21 Open circuit voltage decay (a) circuit schematic and (b) voltage waveform.
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The diode voltage is Vd = Vj + Vb, where Vb is the base voltage, neglecting the
voltage across the emitter. How can there be a base voltage when there is no current flow
during the decay? The base or Dember voltage is the result of unequal electron and hole
mobilities and is given by111

Vb(t) = kT

q

b − 1

b + 1
ln

(
1 + (b + 1)�np(t)

npo + bppo

)
(7.93)

with b = µn/µp . The Dember voltage is negligible for low injection levels, and we will
not consider it further, but may not be negligible for high injection levels. We assume
that Vd(t) ≈ Vj (t), given by Eq. (7.92), and will simply use V (t) for the time-varying
device voltage.

For d � Ln and low-level injection110

V (t) = V (0) + kT

q
ln

(
erfc

√
t

τr

)
(7.94)

where V (0) is the diode voltage before opening the switch and erfc(x) = 1 − erf (x)

is the complementary error function. Equation (7.94), plotted in Fig. 7.22, obtains for
V (t) � kT /q. The curve has an initial rapid decay followed by a linear region with
constant slope. The slope is

dV (t)

dt
= − (kT /q) exp(−t/τr)√

πtτrerfc
√

1/τr

≈ − kT /q

τr(1 − τr/2t)
(7.95)

where the approximation holds for t ≥ 4τr . Equation (7.95) can be further simplified by
neglecting the second term in the bracket. For t ≥ 4τr the lifetime is determined from the
slope according to

τr = − kT /q

dV (t)/dt
(7.96)

As Fig. 7.22 shows, the curve becomes linear for t > 4τr .
A word of caution regarding Eq. (7.96). The assumption in the derivation leading to

this equation is that recombination is dominated by quasi-neutral region recombination
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Fig. 7.22 Open circuit voltage decay waveform according to Eq. (7.94).
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with the simple exponential voltage dependence exp(qV/kT ). For scr recombination
the dependence becomes exp(qV/nkT ), where the diode ideality factor n lies typically
between 1 and 2. Equation (7.96) should contain n as a prefactor. Of course, as the diode
voltage drops from V (0) ≈ 0.7 V or so to zero, n is likely to vary from 1 to a value
closer to 2, and since one usually does not know what n is, it is generally taken as unity.

Due to the low emitter lifetime, excess emitter carriers recombine more rapidly than
excess base carriers causing carriers from the base to be injected into the emitter during
the voltage decay, and reducing the voltage decay time. Fortunately this effect becomes
negligible for t ≥ 2.5τb, where τb is the base lifetime, and the V (t) − t curve becomes
linear with slope (kT /qτb) regardless of emitter recombination or band-gap narrowing.112

Under high level injection, the lifetime is given by113

τr = − 2kT /q

dV (t)/dt
(7.97)

subject to the restrictions: the excess carrier density in the base is uniform and the base
excess carrier density is higher than the base doping density. The 2 accounts for high
injection effects. The high injection level V − t curve frequently exhibits two distinct
slopes.

Unusual V − t responses, shown in Fig. 7.21(b), are sometimes observed for non-
negligible diode capacitance or low junction shunt resistance. Capacitance tends to extend
the V − t curve, giving the curve a smaller slope leading to too high lifetimes.114 Space-
charge region recombination and shunt resistance cause the V − t curve to drop faster than
observed for quasi-neutral bulk recombination only. A variation of the OCVD method
that has been found to be useful for devices exhibiting such decay curves is to switch an
external resistor and capacitor into the measurement circuit and differentiate the curve to
extract the lifetime.115 Another possible anomaly is a peak in the V − t curve near t = 0
due to emitter recombination.116

A variation of OCVD is the small-signal OCVD method in which the diode is biased
to a steady-state voltage, by illuminating the device and imposing a small electrical pulse
on the “optical” bias.43, 117 With the pulse “on,” additional carriers are injected, and with
it “off,” these additional carriers recombine. This method is used to measure τr under bias
conditions and also to reduce capacitance and shunt resistance effects.

A comparison of the RR and the OCVD techniques favored OCVD for its ease and
accuracy.107 In OCVD the lifetime can be extracted from that part of the V − t curve
where base recombination dominates, whereas in RR storage time measurements there is
some averaging over a voltage range that includes at the lower current the scr recombina-
tion current. During OCVD the experimental considerations are relaxed since the carriers
decay by recombination only.

7.5.4 Pulsed MOS Capacitor

The principle of the pulsed MOS capacitor (MOS-C) recombination lifetime measurement
technique is divided into two methods. In the first of these for an MOS-C biased into
strong inversion in Fig. 7.23(a) and point A in 7.23(d), the inversion charge density is

Qn1 = (VG1 − VT )Cox (7.98)
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Fig. 7.23 Pulsed MOS capacitor recombination lifetime measurement. The device behavior at var-
ious voltages is shown in (a), (b), and (c) and the C –VG and VG − t curves in (d).

A voltage pulse of amplitude −�VG and pulse width tp superimposed on VG1 reduces
the gate voltage during the pulse period to VG2 = VG1 − �VG shown in Fig. 7.23(b) and
by point B in 7.23(d). The inversion charge is

Qn2 = (VG2 − VT )Cox < Qn1 (7.99)

The charge difference �Qn = (Qn1 − Qn2) is injected into the substrate, as indicated in
Fig. 7.21(b).

What happens to �Qn? Minority carriers in an inversion layer do not recombine with
majority carriers because they are separated by the electric field of the scr. However, those
minority carriers injected into the substrate are surrounded by holes and can recombine.

Let us now consider two extremes. First, for a wide pulse (tp > τr ) the injected minority
carriers have sufficient time to recombine. When the gate voltage returns to VG1 only Qn2

is available, and the MOS-C is driven into partial deep depletion, shown in Fig. 7.23(c)
and by point C in 7.23(d). Thermal ehp generation subsequently returns the device to
equilibrium, point A. Second, for a narrow pulse (tp � τr ), the device goes through
similar stages as in the first case except the injected minority carriers have insufficient
time to recombine because the pulse width is less than the recombination lifetime and the
capacitance sequence in Fig. 7.23(d) is CA → CB → CA. For intermediate pulse widths,
the capacitance lies between CC and CA.
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The capacitance at the end of the injection pulse is a measure of how many minority
carriers have recombined during the pulse period. For a simple exponential decay of the
minority carriers118

�Qn(t) = �Qn(0) exp

(
− t

τr

)
= K

(
1

C2
A

− 1

C2
C

)
(7.100)

where K is a constant. To determine the lifetime, the pulse width is varied and the
capacitance CC is measured for each pulse width and ln(1/CA

2 − 1/CC
2) is plotted against

tp; τr is obtained from the slope of this plot. A more detailed theory shows the exponential
time decay of the carriers in Eq. (7.100) to be too simplistic because minority carriers
recombine not only in the quasi-neutral substrate but also in the scr and at the surface.119

This pulsed MOS-C recombination lifetime measurement method has not found wide
acceptance because most capacitance meters are unable to pass the required narrow pulses
undistorted. It is easier to modify the experimental arrangement by coupling the device
to the capacitance meter through a pulse transformer at its input terminals.120

A variation of the pulsed MOS-C technique, based on charge pumping, has been
proposed for MOSFETs.121 When a MOSFET is pulsed from inversion into accumulation,
most of the inversion charge leaves the channel through the source and the drain. However,
a small fraction of the charge is unable to reach either source or drain and recombines
with majority carriers. This fraction, proportional to the pulse frequency, is detected as
a substrate current. As the frequency increases to the point where the time between
successive pulses is on the order of τr , the substrate current-pulse frequency relationship
becomes non-linear, and τr can be extracted from the current.

The second pulsed MOS-C method is based on an entirely different principle - the
measurement of the relaxation time of an MOS-C when pulsed into deep depletion. We
assume that prior to applying the depleting gate voltage, the device is in equilibrium and
illustrate the technique in Fig. 7.24, where the MOS-C capacitance is driven from A to B
by a depleting voltage step. Thermal generation returns the device to equilibrium, shown
by the path B to C, in Fig. 7.24(a). The return to equilibrium on the C − t diagram is
typically as shown in Fig. 7.24(b). The recovery time tf is determined by the thermal ehp
generation in the semiconductor and at the oxide-semiconductor interface.

The thermal generation rates in Fig. 7.25 are (1) bulk scr generation characterized by
the generation lifetime τg , (2) lateral surface scr generation characterized by the surface
generation velocity sg , (3) surface scr generation under the gate characterized by the
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Fig. 7.24 The C –VG and C − t behavior of an MOS-C pulsed into deep depletion.
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Fig. 7.25 Thermal generation components of a deep-depleted MOS capacitor.

surface generation velocity s’g , (4) quasi-neutral bulk generation characterized by the
minority carrier diffusion length Ln, and (5) back surface generation characterized by
the generation velocity sc. Components 1 and 2 depend on the scr width, discussed in
Section 7.6.2, and 3–5 are independent of the scr width.

The capacitance depends on the gate voltage and on the inversion charge Qn as122

C(t) = Cox√
1 + 2(V ′

G(t) + Qn(t)/Cox)/V0

(7.101)

where V ′
G(t) = VG(t) − VFB and V0 = qKsε0NA/Cox

2. Solving Eq. (7.101) for V ′
G and

differentiating with respect to t gives

dVG

dt
= − 1

Cox

dQn

dt
− qKsεoNA

C3

dC

dt
(7.102)

with dVFB/dt = 0. In Eq. (7.102) we have dropped the time dependence designation “(t)”
for simplicity.

Equation (7.102) is an important equation relating the gate voltage rate of change
with time to inversion charge and capacitance rate of change with time. For the pulsed
capacitor, VG is constant, dVG/dt = 0, and Eq. (7.102) solved for dQn/dt becomes

dQn

dt
= −qKsεoCoxNA

C3

dC

dt
(7.103)

where dQn/dt represents the thermal generation rates in Fig. 7.25

dQn

dt
= G1 + G2 + G3 + G4 + G5 = −qniW

τg

− qnisgAS

AG

− qnis
′
g − qn2

i Dn

NAL′
n

(7.104)
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where AS = 2πrW is the area of the lateral scr (assuming the lateral scr width to be
identical to the vertical scr width W ) and AG = πr2 is the gate area. Ln

′ is an effective
diffusion length that couples bulk and back surface generation and is given by122

L′
n = Ln

cosh(d/Ln) + (scLn/Dn) sinh(d/Ln)

(scLn/Dn) cosh(d/Ln) + sinh(d/Ln)
(7.105)

The surface generation velocity sc depends on the type of back contact. For a p-
semiconductor-metal contact, the surface generation velocity is very high. A p-p+
semiconductor-metal has low sc because the low-high p-p+ contact is a minority carrier
barrier.123

The first two terms in Eq. (7.104) are scr width-dependent generation rates. Here
we consider the last two scr width-independent rates. Those with an ni dependence all
exhibit identical temperature dependence. However, G4 has a ni

2 dependence, causing
it to increase faster with temperature. This is the basis for the recombination lifetime
measurement. G4 dominates for temperatures above about 75◦C.

When dQn/dt = −qn2
i Dn/NALn

′ is substituted into Eq. (7.103)122

C = Ci√
1 − t/t1

(7.106)

where t1 = (Ks/Kox)(Cox/Ci)
2(NA/ni)

2(tox/2)(Ln
′/Dn) and Ci is defined in Fig. 7.24.

The measurement consists of a C-t plot. When quasi-neutral region generation domi-
nates, 1 − (Ci/C)2 plotted against t has a slope of 1/t1. The diffusion length is determined
from t1. To ensure that qnr generation dominates, the [1 − (Ci/C)2] versus t curve should
be linear. If it is not, then the measurement temperature is probably too low.

7.5.5 Other Techniques

Short-Circuit Current Decay: For reverse-recovery, the diode current is switched from
forward to reverse; for open-circuit voltage it is switched from forward to zero current.
In the short-circuit current decay method the current is switched from forward current
to short-circuit current or zero voltage. Emitter minority carriers play a relatively minor
role in this measurement because they recombine very quickly when the diode is short-
circuited.124 – 125

Conductivity Modulation: The conductivity modulation technique was developed to
measure the recombination lifetime in epitaxial layers with thicknesses less than the
minority carrier diffusion length. The measured lifetime is neither affected by substrate
recombination nor by recombination in heavily doped regions. The structure consists of
alternate n+ and p+ stripes diffused or implanted into a p-epi layer on a p+ substrate.
All p+ stripes are connected to each other, and all n+ stripes are connected to each
other forming a lateral n+ pp+ diode. The spacing between stripes is smaller than the
minority carrier diffusion length. The lateral diode is forward biased. A small ac voltage
is superimposed on the dc bias, and the ac current due to recombination in the epitaxial
layer is measured and related to the recombination lifetime.126 By applying a dc voltage
to the p+ substrate, it is possible to profile the lifetime through the epitaxial layer.
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7.6 GENERATION LIFETIME—ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

7.6.1 Gate-Controlled Diode

The generation lifetime τg is determined by junction leakage current and MOS capacitor
storage time measurements. One device to characterize the generation parameters is the
three-terminal gate-controlled diode, consisting of a p substrate, an n+ region (D), a
circular gate (G) surrounding the n+ region, and a circular guard ring (GR) surrounding
the gate in Fig. 7.26. The gate is sometimes located in the center surrounded by a circular
n+ region. The gate should overlap the n+ region slightly to prevent potential barriers. The
guard ring should be close to the gate and bias the semiconductor into accumulation to
isolate the gate-controlled diode from the rest of the wafer. Devices can also be decoupled
by doping the semiconductor between the devices more heavily.

We give here the necessary background for generation lifetime and surface generation
velocity measurements. Figure 7.26 shows three generation regions: (1) the diode scr
(J), (2) the gate-induced scr (GIJ), and (3) the depleted surface (S) under the gate. Each
region contributes a current with the total current IJ + IGIJ + IS . Let us first consider the
semiconductor under the gate with the diode short-circuited to the substrate (VD = 0). The
surface is accumulated for VG < VFB , at flatband for VG = VFB , depleted for VFB < VG <

VT and inverted for VG > VT . Accumulation and flatband conditions remain unchanged
when the diode is reverse biased, but depletion and inversion conditions change. For
diode voltage VD �= 0, depletion holds for 0 < φs < VD + 2φF and inversion for φs ≥
VD + 2φF , with the surface potential φs related to the gate voltage by Eq. (6.16) and
φF = (kT /q) ln(NA/ni).

The diode is biased at a constant voltage VD1, and the gate voltage is varied. The surface
under the gate is accumulated for negative gate voltage −VG1, illustrated in Fig. 7.27(a).
The measured current is the diode scr generated current IJ shown in Fig. 7.27(a) and by
point A in (d). The current increase for more negative gate voltages has been attributed
to weak breakdown of the gate-induced n+-p+ junction at the surface. At VG = VFB the
semiconductor is at flatband, the diode scr width is the same at the surface as in the bulk.

D

p-Type

(2)

(1)

(3)

G GR

n+

Fig. 7.26 The gate-controlled diode. D is the n+ p diode, G the gate, and GR the guard ring,
illustrating the various generation mechanisms and locations.
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Fig. 7.27 Gate-controlled diode in (a) accumulation, (b) depletion, (c) inversion; (d) shows the cur-
rent-voltage characteristic with points A, B, and C corresponding to (a), (b), and (c).

The surface under the gate depletes for VG > VFB , and the current increases rapidly,
due to the surface generation current IS and the gate-induced scr current IGIJ in
Fig. 7.27(b). Higher gate voltages lead to a more gradual current increase as the scr under
the gate widens. Gate voltage VG2 (point B in Fig. 7.27(d)) is characteristic of this part
of the current-voltage curve, the surface potential lies in the range 0 < φs < VD1 + 2φF ,
and the scr width under the gate is given by

WG,dep = Kstox

Kox

(√
1 + 2(VG − VFB)

V0
− 1

)
(7.107)

assuming no inversion charge. The surface inverts for surface potential φs ≥ VD1 + 2φF ,
and the gate scr width pins to

WG,inv =
√

2Ksεo(VD1 + 2φF )

qNA

(7.108)
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The junction scr width is

WJ =
√

2Ksεo(VD1 + Vbi)

qNA

(7.109)

with Vbi = (kT /q) ln(NAND/ni
2) the built-in potential.

Surface generation drops precipitously when the surface inverts and IS effectively
disappears, as shown by the inverted surface in Fig. 7.27(c). Further gate voltage increases
beyond the inversion voltage give no further current changes. This is also evident from
Eq. (7.15), which shows high surface generation for a depleted surface when ps and ns

are low and low surface generation when either ps or ns is high. Thermal generation
is reduced for heavily inverted surfaces, because most interface traps are occupied by
electrons. Assuming zero surface generation, the current is due to the junction current IJ

and the field-induced junction current IFIJ , shown in Fig. 7.27(c) and by C in Fig. 7.27(d).
Experimental current-voltage curves are shown in Fig. 7.28. In these curves the current
does increase for +VG due to diode non-idealities not discussed here.

There is a sufficiently high reverse bias for the mobile carrier density to be negligible
in the scr and at the depleted surface. The bulk and surface generation rates are given by
Eqs. (7.20) and (7.22). The bulk scr generation current is qG × volume and the surface
component is qGS × area, where volume and area are the thermal generation volume and
area. The total current is I = IJ + IGIJ + IS with

IJ = qniWJ AJ

τg,J

; IGIJ = qniWGAG

τg,G

; IS = qnisgAG (7.110)

where τg,J and τg,G are the generation lifetimes in the diode and gate region, respectively.
To extract the generation parameters one must measure or calculate the various scr

widths. The widths can be experimentally determined from capacitance measurements,
but it is usually more convenient to calculate them using Eqs. (7.107) to (7.109). To
determine the surface generation velocity, one usually makes I –VG measurements at
low diode voltages (VD ≈ 0.5–1V), thereby increasing the importance of surface current
relative to bulk current. It is also possible, of course, to determine the generation lifetime
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Fig. 7.28 Experimental gate-controlled diode current-voltage characteristics.
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under the gate separately from the generation lifetime under the n+ diffusion and to profile
both as a function of depth.127

The theory discussed so far was originally proposed by Grove and Fitzgerald.128 It is
based on several simplifying assumptions. It assumes the current to be due to scr-generated
current only. This is a reasonable assumption for Si devices at room temperature, but the
quasi-neutral current component may not be negligible for high-lifetime devices. The ratio
of the bulk scr current to the bulk quasi-neutral region current, that is, component 1 to
component 4 in Eq. (7.104), becomes

Iscr

Iqnr
= NAWLn

niDnτg

= NAW
√

τr

ni

√
Dnτg

≈ 36
√

τr

τg

(7.111)

for NA/ni = 106, W = 2 µm, Dn = 30 cm2/s and Ln = (Dnτr)
1/2. For τg = τr = 1 µs

we find the ratio to be 36,000, and scr current clearly dominates and for τg = 1 ms
and τr = 100 µs, it is 360. The ratio approaches unity for temperatures above room
temperature. When the ratio in Eq. (7.111) approaches unity, quasi-neutral region current
becomes important and Eq. (7.110) no longer holds.

The assumption of total depletion of the surface before inversion has been shown not to
be the case.129 The lateral surface current inverts the surface weakly for all but a very small
fraction of the channel for gate biases far below the gate voltage required to invert the
surface strongly. Active devices are frequently surrounded by implantation-doped/thick-
oxide channel stops. These channel-stop sidewalls contribute additional current, and the
gate-controlled diode is an effective test structure to measure this current.130

7.6.2 Pulsed MOS Capacitor

The pulsed MOS capacitor lifetime measuring technique is commonly used to determine
τg . Many papers have been written on the basic method, first proposed by Zerbst in
1966,131 and on subsequent variations. A review of the various methods can be found in
Kang and Schroder.132 We give the most relevant concepts and equations here for three
popular versions of this method, leaving the details to the published literature.

Zerbst Plot: The MOS capacitor is pulsed into deep depletion, and the capacitance-
time curve is measured, as shown in Fig. 7.29. An experimental room-temperature C − t

curve is shown in Fig. 7.29(a). The capacitance relaxation is determined by thermal ehp
generation, which can be written as

dQn

dt
= −qni(W − Winv )

τg

− qnisgAS

AG

− qniseff = −qni(W − Winv )

τg,eff
− qniseff (7.112)

where Winv = (4KsεoφF /qNA)1/2 and τg,eff is defined by considering only the scr gener-
ation rates

dQn,scr

dt
= −qni(W − Winv )

τg

− qnisgAS

AG

= −qni

(
W − Winv

τg

+ 2πrsg(W − Winv )

πr2

)

= −qni(W − Winv )

τg

(
1 + 2sgτg

r

)
= −qni(W − Winv )

τg,eff
(7.113)

The effective scr width (W − Winv ) approximates the actual generation width and ensures
that at the end of the C − t transient the scr generation becomes zero. The term qniseff
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accounts for the scr width-independent generation rates (surface generation under the gate
and in the quasi-neutral region) with

seff = s ′
g + niDn

NAL′
n

(7.114)

The scr width is related to the capacitance C through

W = Ksεo

Cox − C

CoxC
(7.115)

Combining Eqs. (7.103), (7.112) and (7.115) gives

− d

dt

(
Cox

C

)2

= 2ni

τg,eff NA

Cox

Cinv

(
Cinv

C
− 1

)
+ 2Koxniseff

KstoxNA

(7.116)

using the identity (2/C3) dC/dt = −[d(1/C)2/dt].
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Equation (7.116) is the basis of the well-known Zerbst plot, −d(Cox/C)2/dt versus
(Cf /C − 1), shown in Fig. 7.29(b). The curved portion near the origin is when the device
approaches equilibrium and the curvature at the other end of the straight line has been
attributed to field-enhanced emission from interface and/or bulk traps.133 The slope of the
straight line is 2niCox/NACf τg,eff and its extrapolated intercept on the vertical axis is
2niKoxseff /KstoxNA. The slope is a measure of the scr generation parameters τg and sg ,
whereas the intercept is related to the scr width-independent generation parameters s ′

g , Ln

and sc. seff obtained from the intercept should not be interpreted as the surface generation
velocity as is sometimes done. It includes not only the quasi-neutral bulk generation rates,
but a more detailed analysis of the C − t response shows that the inherent inaccuracy of
the (W − Winv ) approximation for the generation width can lead to a non-zero intercept
even if seff = 0.134

It is instructive to examine the two axes of the Zerbst plot for a better insight into the
physical meaning of such a plot. For the identity that leads to Eq. (7.116), we find from
Eq. (7.103) and (7.116)

− d

dt

(
Cox

C

)2

∼ dQn

dt
;
Cinv

C
− 1 ∼ W − Winv (7.117)

The Zerbst plot vertical axis is proportional to the total ehp carrier generation rate or to
the generation current and the horizontal axis is proportional to the scr generation width.
So this rather complicated plot is nothing more than a plot of generation current versus
scr width.

The measured C − t transient times are usually quite long with times of tens of seconds
to minutes being common. The relaxation time tf is related to τg,eff by135 – 136

tf ≈ 10NA

ni

τg,eff (7.118)

This equation brings out a very important feature of the pulsed MOS-C technique, which
is the magnification factor NA/ni built into the measurement. Values of τg,eff range over
many orders of magnitude, but representative values for high quality silicon devices lie
in the range of 10−4 to 10−2 s. Equation (7.118) predicts the actual C − t transient time
to be 10 to 104 s. These long times point out a virtue of this measurement technique. To
measure lifetimes in the microsecond range, it is only necessary to measure capacitance
recovery times on the order of seconds.

The time magnification factor in Eq. (7.118) is also a disadvantage. Such long measure-
ment times preclude mapping of large number of devices. Several approaches have been
proposed to reduce the measurement time. Equations (7.112) and (7.114) show seff ∼ ni

2.
As the temperature is raised, this scr width-independent term becomes more important and
the relaxation time is considerably reduced. The Zerbst plot is shifted vertically retaining
the slope determined by τg,eff .136 As pointed out in Section 7.5.4, the temperature should
not be so high that quasi-neutral generation dominates, for then it is impossible to extract
τg,eff . A tf reduction is also attained by illuminating the sample.137

The measurement time can also be reduced by driving the MOS-C into deep depletion
by a voltage pulse and then into inversion by a light pulse. Subsequently, a series of small
pulses of opposite polarity and varying amplitudes are superimposed on the depleting
voltage, driving the device into weaker inversion and then into depletion. C and dC/dt

are determined after each pulse to construct a Zerbst plot. The total measurement time
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can be reduced by as much as a factor of 10.138 In yet another simplification the scr width
is calculated from the C − t response, and ln(W) is plotted against time.139 Such a plot
is nearly linear. The line can be extrapolated to tf without recording the entire curve by
using only the initial portion of the C − t response.

One caution about MOS-C generation lifetime measurement is the possibility of gate
oxide currents for thin oxides.140 After pulsing the device into deep depletion, the inversion
layer builds up as a function of time until equilibrium is attained. If part of this inversion
layer leaks through the oxide during the measurement, obviously the measurement time
is extended, leading to an incorrect τg,eff . Solutions to this problem are using lower gate
voltages for which gate oxide leakage current is negligible or using a constant charge
approach, as discussed for the corona-oxide-semiconductor method later in this section.
Another issue for thin oxides is that tunneling electrons or holes when they enter the
semiconductor from the gate have sufficient energy to generate additional ehps by impact
ionization.141 A contactless capacitance measurement technique uses a metal probe held
slightly less than one micrometer above the sample. C –V and C − t measurements have
been implemented without the need of a permanent contact on the sample.142 Pulsed
capacitor measurements can also be implemented in silicon-on-insulator (SOI) samples,
where the SOI MOSFET drain current is measured, illustrated in Fig. 7.30. The device is
biased above threshold (VG > VT ) with some back gate bias VGB1. The back gate bias is
then pulsed to VGB2 and the resulting drain current transient is measured. The analysis is
similar to C − t analyses and τg,eff can be extracted.143

It is also possible to extract the SOI recombination lifetime. With the SOI MOSFET
back gate grounded, the front gate is switched from depletion or accumulation to strong
inversion. The minority carriers to form the inversion channel are rapidly supplied by the
source/drain regions. The positive front gate pulse leads to a scr region extension, but the
majority carriers expelled from this region cannot be removed instantaneously and are
stored in the neutral body, inducing a temporary increase in the body potential, reducing
the threshold voltage and increasing the drain current. Equilibrium is reached through
carrier recombination to remove the excess majority carriers.144

Current-Capacitance: The Zerbst technique requires differentiation of the experi-
mental data and a knowledge of NA. The current-capacitance technique requires neither,
but one must measure the current and the capacitance of a pulsed MOS-C. The current is

I = AG

(
dQn

dt
+ qNA

dW

dt

)
(7.119)
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Fig. 7.30 Generation lifetime measurement schematic for SOI devices.
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where the first term is the generation and the second term the displacement current. The
current-capacitance relationship is133

I

1 − C/Cox
= qKsεoA

2
Gni

τg,eff

(
1

C
− 1

Cinv

)
+ qAGniseff (7.120)

From the C − t and the I − t curve one plots I/(1 − C/Cox) versus (1/C − 1/Cf ). The
slope of this curve gives τg,eff and the intercept gives seff , as shown in Fig. 7.31.

For a generation lifetime profile, Eq. (7.120) can be written as

τg,eff = qKsεoA
2
Gni

Cox

d(Cox/C)/dt

d[I/(1 − C/Cox)]/dt
(7.121)

By measuring current and capacitance simultaneously and differentiating the data, it is
possible to plot a profile of τg,eff directly without knowing the doping profile.

In a modified current-capacitance method, leading to much reduced measurement times,
the scr generation current density145

Jscr = Cox

Cox − C
J = qni(W − Winv )

τg,eff
+ qniseff (7.122)

is combined with the scr width

W = KSεoAg

(
1

C
− 1

Cox

)
(7.123)

The current and the high-frequency capacitance are measured simultaneously immediately
after pulsing into deep depletion. The pulse duration is just long enough to measure
the capacitance and the current. From these data the scr width W and the scr current
density Jscr are determined. The pulse height is continuously increased, probing deeper
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into the sample. The measurement time is determined solely by the acquisition time of the
capacitance meter and the ammeter multiplied by the number of data points. Jscr is plotted
versus W and the slope of this curve yields the effective generation lifetime according to

τg,eff = qni(W − Winv )

dJscr/dW
(7.124)

Such a plot is similar to Fig. 7.31. The doping concentration need not be known.

Linear Sweep: In the linear sweep technique a linearly varying voltage is applied
to the gate of an MOS-C of a polarity to drive the device into depletion. We showed in
Chapter 6 that for sufficiently slow sweep rates, the equilibrium C –VG curve is traced
out. We also know that when the sweep rate is high, the pulsed MOS-C deep-depletion
curve is obtained. For intermediate sweep rates, an intermediate trace is swept out, shown
in Fig. 7.32, lying between the deep-depletion and equilibrium curves.

The interesting point about this curve is its saturation characteristic.146 Assume the
voltage sweeps from point A in Fig. 7.32 to the right. For voltages more positive than
VB , the scr widens beyond Winv , with the capacitance driven below Cinv . Electron-hole
pair generation attempts to re-establish equilibrium, but the gate voltage continues to drive
the device into deep depletion, further increasing W . This in turn enhances the generation
rate that is proportional to W . At the voltage Vsat the attempt by the linearly varying gate
voltage to drive the device into deeper depletion is exactly balanced by the generation
rate holding it at that capacitance. The capacitance-voltage curve saturates at Csat .

For a constant sweep rate, dVG/dt = R, Eq. (7.102) becomes

dQn

dt
= −qKsεoCoxNA

C3

dC

dt
− CoxR (7.125)

Using the generation rate expression Eq. (7.112), leads to

− d

dt

(
Cox

C

)2

= 2

V0

(
qKsεoni(Cinv/C − 1)

CinvCoxτg,eff
+ qniseff

Cox

− R

)
(7.126)
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Fig. 7.32 Inversion, saturation, and deep-depletion MOS-C curves.
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When the device enters saturation, Csat changes neither with voltage nor with time and
the left side of Eq. (7.126) becomes zero and

R = qKsεoni(Cinv/Csat − 1)

CinvCoxτg,eff
+ qniseff

Cox

(7.127)

Equation (7.127) gives the relationship between the linear sweep rate R and the generation
parameters τg,eff and seff . In the experiment, a series of C –VG curves at different linear
sweep rates are plotted. The Csat values are taken from these curves, and a plot of R

versus (Cinv/Csat − 1) yields a straight line of slope qKsεoni/Cinv Coxτg,eff and intercept
qniseff /Cox . Similar to the Zerbst plot, τg,eff is obtained from the slope and seff from the
intercept.

Experimental data for the linear sweep method are shown in Fig. 7.33 for the device
whose Zerbst plot is shown in Fig. 7.29. Note the good agreement between the experi-
mentally determined values for τg,eff and seff . The linear sweep technique does not require
the acquisition of an entire C − t curve, nor the differentiation of the experimental data.
It does, however, require multiple saturating C –VG curves. For those devices with high
lifetimes and consequent long C − t transients, it is found that very low sweep rates are
required, with resultant long data acquisition times. The use of a feedback circuit, with
the capacitance preset to a certain value and the linear sweep rate adjusting itself through
feedback to maintain this preset value, reduces the data acquisition time.147 Computer
automation of the linear sweep technique has also been developed.148 The technique has
also been adapted for lifetime measurements in silicon-on-insulator materials.149

Corona-Oxide-Semiconductor: The corona-oxide-semiconductor (COS) technique is
illustrated in Fig. 7.34 (corona charge characterization is discussed in Chapter 9).150 Pos-
itive or negative charge from a corona source is deposited on the semiconductor sample
surface. In Fig. 7.34, negative charge is deposited on an oxidized p-Si wafer to bias the
substrate into accumulation followed by a smaller area positive charge driving the sample
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Fig. 7.34 Corona-pulsed deep-depletion measurement apparatus.

into deep depletion. The relaxation to equilibrium is monitored by measuring the Kelvin
probe voltage as a function of time. The ability to deposit both negative and positive
charge has the distinct advantage over MOS-C measurements of providing a zero-gap
guard ring, reducing perimeter generation.

The gate and oxide voltages of an MOS-C or COS-C are

VG = VFB + Vox + φs ; Vox = QG

Cox

= − QS

Cox

(7.128)

with QG the gate charge density and QS the semiconductor charge density. Equa-
tion (7.128) becomes

VG − VFB = φs − QS

Cox

= φs − Qb − Qn

Cox

(7.129)

where Qn is the inversion charge density and Qb the bulk charge density.
After corona charge is deposited, QG and Vox remain constant. Differentiating

Eq. (7.128) leads to
dVG

dt
= dφs

dt
(7.130)

assuming dVFB/dt = 0. The bulk charge density is

Qb = −qNAW = −√
2qKsεoNAφs (7.131)

where W is the space-charge region width. With QG and QS constant with time

dQS

dt
= 0 = −dQn

dt
+ dQb

dt
= −dQn

dt
− qNA

dW

dt
(7.132)

or, using Eq. (7.131),

dQn

dt
= −

√
qKsεoNA

2φs

dφs

dt
= −Ksεo

W

dφs

dt
= −Ksεo

W

dVG

dt
(7.133)
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With dQn/dt given by Eq. (7.112)

dVG

dt
= qniW

Ksεo

(
W − Winv

τg,eff
+ seff

)
(7.134)

The dependence of the voltage rate of change on W (W − Winv ) is shown in Fig. 7.35. The
linear relationship is in good agreement with the prediction of Eq. (7.134). The slopes of
these lines give τg,eff . All lines intersect at the origin, implying seff to be negligibly small.

7.7 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

Recombination Lifetime: Recombination lifetime or diffusion length measurements have
become ubiquitous in the semiconductor industry, because they are a good indicator of
wafer contamination. Among the optical recombination lifetime measuring methods, the
microwave reflection or inductive coupling photoconductance decay technique is com-
monly used. Its major strength is the contactless nature and rapid measurement. Its major
weakness is the unknown surface recombination velocity. If the sample thickness can
be changed, then both the bulk lifetime and the surface recombination velocity can be
extracted. The quasi-steady-state photoconductance method is a more recent method and
has found wide acceptance in the photovoltaic community. Its main strength is a measure
of the lifetime as a function of injection level in one measurement. One of its disadvan-
tages is the large sample area (several cm2) precluding high density mapping. Free carrier
absorption through the use of black body emitters is an interesting method allowing a
lifetime map to be obtained in a very short time through the use of two dimensional
imagers.

Another common optical technique is surface photovoltage. A chief application is the
detection of iron in p-Si. It is a low injection level method and is not subject to trapping.
The open-circuit voltage decay method is the most common electrical recombination
lifetime method. It is easy to interpret, but a junction diode is required. Measured τr or
Ln mean little for thin layers, e.g., epitaxial layers on highly doped substrates, denuded
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zones on heavily precipitated substrates, or silicon-on-insulator films. Such layers are best
characterized through generation lifetime measurements.94

Generation Lifetime: The generation lifetime is commonly determined with the pulsed
MOS capacitor. The Zerbst plot implementation is the most common, but the current ver-
sus inverse capacitance is easier to interpret because the doping density of the sample
need not be known. Since τg is measured in the space-charge region of a reverse-biased
device (diode or MOS device), it lends itself easily for the characterization of thin layers,
e.g., epitaxial layers on highly doped substrates,94 denuded zones on heavily precipitated
substrates, or silicon-on-insulator films. Furthermore, since the scr width can be varied
by an applied voltage, it is possible to generate a τg depth profile, that is difficult to do
with τr measurements, because the measurement depth for τr and Ln measurements is
the minority carrier diffusion length. To avoid contact formation, one can use the corona-
oxide-semiconductor approach, replacing the metal or poly-Si gate with corona charge.

APPENDIX 7.1

Optical Excitation

Steady State: We consider the p-type semiconductor of Fig. A7.1. It is a wafer of
thickness d , reflectivity R, minority carrier lifetime τ , minority carrier diffusion coef-
ficient D, minority carrier diffusion length L, and surface recombination velocities sr1

and sr2 at the two surfaces. Monochromatic light of photon flux density �, wavelength
λ, and absorption coefficient α, is incident on one side of this wafer. Carriers gener-
ated by absorbed photons diffuse in the x-direction and the wafer is infinite in the y − z

plane, allowing edge effects to be neglected. The steady-state, small-signal excess minor-
ity carrier density �n(x) is obtained from a solution of the one-dimensional continuity
equation

D
d2�n(x)

dx2
− �n(x)

τ
+ G(x) = 0 (A7.1)

sr1 sr2

t, D, L

p-Type

0 d x

F(a)

R

Fig. A7.1 Homogeneous p-type sample geometry with optical excitation.
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subject to the boundary conditions

d�n(x)

dx
|x=0 = sr1

�n(0)

D
and

d�n(x)

dx
|x=d = −sr2

�n(d)

D
(A7.2)

The generation rate is

G(x, λ) = �(λ)α(λ)[1 − R(λ)] exp(−α(λ)x) (A7.3)

An implicit assumption in this expression is that each absorbed photon generates
one ehp.

The solution to Eq. (A7.1) using (A7.2) and (A7.3) is151

�n(x) = (1 − R)�ατ

(α2L2 − 1)

(
A1 + B1e

−αd

D1
− exp(−αx)

)
(A7.4)

where

A1 =
(

sr1sr2L

D
+ sr2αL

)
sinh

(
d − x

L

)
+ (sr1 + αD) cosh

(
d − x

L

)

B1 =
(

sr1sr2L

D
− sr1αL

)
sinh

( x

L

)
+ (sr2 − αD) cosh

( x

L

)

D1 =
(

sr1sr2L

D
+ D

L

)
sinh

(
d

L

)
+ (sr1 + sr2) cosh

(
d

L

)

For some measurement methods, the excess carrier density is required, for others, the
current density.

In the derivation of Eq. (A7.4) only diffusion was considered. The electric fields are
assumed to be sufficiently small that drift is negligible. The diffusion current density is

Jn(x) = qD
d�n(x)

dx
(A7.5)

From Eq. (A7.4), Jn(x) can be written as

Jn(x) = q(1 − R)�αL

(α2L2 − 1)

(
A2 − B2e

−αd

D1
− αL exp(−αx)

)
(A7.6)

where

A2 =
(

sr1sr2L

D
+ sr2αL

)
cosh

(
d − x

L

)
+ (sr1 + αD) sinh

(
d − x

L

)

B2 =
(

sr1sr2L

D
− sr1αL

)
cosh

( x

L

)
+ (sr2 − αD) sinh

( x

L

)
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Fig. A7.2 Junction geometry for optical excitation.

For the n+p junction of Fig. A7.2 we derive the excess carrier density and the current
density expressions by some modification to Eqs. (A7.4) and (A7.6). Hovel gives an
excellent discussion.152 For the n+ layer we are concerned with the thin top layer of
thickness d1. Hence in Eq. (A7.4): d → d1 and sr1 → sp. We are especially interested
in the excess carrier densities under short-circuit current conditions, where the excess
carrier density is zero at the edge of the space-charge region (x = d1). From a surface
recombination point of view, this means sr2 = ∞, resulting in

�p(x) = (1 − R)�ατp

(α2L2
p − 1)

(
A3 + B3e

−αd1

D3
− exp(−αx)

)
(A7.7)

with
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Similar arguments for the p-substrate, using x ′ = (x − d1 − W), d ′ = (d − d1 − W), and
sr1 = ∞, give

�n(x ′) = (1 − R)�ατn

(α2L2
n − 1)

(
A4 + B4e

−αd ′

D4
− exp(−αx ′)

)
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with
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The additional term exp[−α(d1 + W)] in Eq. (A7.8) accounts for carrier generation
beyond x = d1 + W . The absorbed photon flux density is already diminished by this factor
when the photons enter the p-substrate. The current density for the short-circuited structure
of Fig. A7.2 is obtained by considering the diffusion current only, as in Eq. (A7.5).
An implicit assumption is that there are no voltage drops across the n+ and p regions
and that drift currents are negligible in these two regions. In the scr the electric field
is dominant, and recombination is negligible. With these assumptions, the short-circuit
current density is

Jsc = Jp + Jn + Jscr (A7.9)

The hole current density is

Jp = q(1 − R)�αLp

(α2L2
p − 1)

(
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(A7.10)

where
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The electron current density is

Jn = q(1 − R)�αLn

(α2L2
n − 1)

(
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+ αLn
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where
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and the space-charge region current density is

Jscr = q(1 − R)� exp(−αd)(1 − exp(−αW)) (A7.12)

Transient: The transient one-dimensional continuity equation for the sample geome-
try of Fig. A7.1 is

∂�n(x, t)

∂t
= D

∂2�n(x, t)

∂x2
− �n(x, t)

τB

+ G(x, t) (A7.13)

Generally, during transient measurements, the carrier decay is monitored after the excita-
tion source is turned off; that is, G(x, t) = 0 during the measurement.
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A solution to Eq. (A7.13) with G(x, t) = 0 and the boundary conditions

∂�n(x, t)

∂x
|x=0 = sr1

�n(0, t)

D
and

∂�n(x, t)

∂x
|x=d = −sr2

�n(d, t)

D
(A7.14)

gives21, 153

�n(x, t) =
∞∑

m=1

Am exp(−t/τm) (A7.15)

where the coefficients Am depend upon the initial conditions. For optical carrier generation
with light of wavelength λ and optical absorption coefficient α, Am is given by22
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t
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(A7.16)

where Go is the generation rate. Equation (A7.16) holds for sr1 = sr2. For the more general
case of sr1 �= sr2 the expression becomes slightly more complicated.154 The appropriate
expressions for excess carriers generated by an electron beam are given in ref. 21.

The decay time constants τm are given by

1

τm

= 1

τB

+ Dβ2
m (A7.17)

with βm being the mth root of

tan(βmd) = βm(sr1 + sr2)D

β2
mD2 − sr1sr2

(A7.18)

These equations are similar to Eqs. (7.28) and (7.29). Equation (A7.18) becomes Eq. (7.29)
for sr1 = sr2 = sr . The excess carrier decay curve is a sum of exponentials with the higher-
order solutions decaying more rapidly with time than the first and may be neglected after
an initial transient period as shown in Fig. A7.3. The dominant mode decays exponentially
with a time constant τeff

1

τeff
= 1

τB

+ Dβ2
1 (A7.19)

with β1 being the first real root of Eq. (A7.18).
For low surface recombination velocity (sr1 = sr2 = sr → 0)

1

τeff
= 1

τB

+ 2sr

d
(A7.20a)

while for high sr(sr1 = sr2 → ∞)

1

τeff
= 1

τB

+ π2D

d2
(A7.20b)

The measured lifetime is always less than the true recombination lifetime according
to Eq. (A7.20). The discrepancy of the measured lifetime from the true lifetime depends
on sr , τB , and d . A more detailed discussion of the decay rate is given in refs. 21 and 22.
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Fig. A7.3 Calculated normalized excess carrier density versus time as a function of (a) surface
recombination velocity, (b) absorption coefficient. d = 400 µm.

The curves in Fig. A7.3 exhibit an initial rapid decay that depends on sr and α. While
it is difficult to vary sr reproducibly, it is easy to vary α by changing the incident light
wavelength, allowing sr to be extracted.51, 155

All of the above theories are valid for low-level injection, where the SRH, radiative,
and Auger lifetimes can be treated as constants and, aside from surface effects, the tran-
sient decay can be considered to be of an exponential form. This is no longer true for
high-level injection, especially for radiative and Auger recombination, because the life-
times themselves are functions of the excess carrier densities and the decay is no longer
exponential. The equations become very complex, and a detailed discussion is given by
Blakemore.156

In some measurement techniques, a phase shift between the optical excitation source
and the detected parameter is measured. For a sinusoidally varying generation rate,

G(x, t) = (G0 + G1e
jωt ) exp(−αx) = (�0 + �1e

jωt )α(1 − R) exp(−αx) (A7.21)
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the fundamental component of the variation of the excess minority carrier density
�n1(x) exp(jωt) is determined from the equation

D
d2�n1(x)

dx2
− �n1(x)

τB

+ G1 exp(−αx) = jω�n1(x) (A7.22)

The solution to this equation, subject to the same boundary conditions as Eq. (A7.1), is

�n1(x) = (1 − R)�1ατB

(α2L2 − 1 − jωτB)

(
A′ + B ′e−αd

D′ − exp(−αx)

)
(A7.23)

where A′, B ′, and D′ are similar to A, B and D in Eq. (A7.4), except that in those
equations L is replaced by L/(1 + jωt)1/2, the frequency-dependent diffusion length.

Trapping: For low-level injection and low trap density (NT � NA), the above anal-
ysis holds. For high NT , �n �= �p and the transient decay is not a simple exponential.
There may also be trapping centers which capture the carriers and then release them back
to the band from which they were captured, illustrated in Fig. A7.4. An excess ehp is intro-
duced into the semiconductor. Instead of recombining directly, the electron is temporarily
captured or trapped onto level ET 2 (Fig. A7.4(a)). It is subsequently re-emitted into the
conduction band (Fig. A7.4(b)), and finally it recombines with the hole (Fig. A7.4(c)).
Clearly the electron “lives” longer in this case by the length of time that it is trapped,
before it “dies” by recombination and a lifetime measurement gives an erroneously high
value. Quite the opposite happens for diffusion length measurements. Due to trapping,
the electron distribution is determined by where the electrons are generated rather than by
the diffusion process. The minority carrier distribution “frozen” by trapping is responsible
for shortening of the minority carrier diffusion length observed in SPV measurements on
Si-wafers with traps.157

The resultant effective lifetime with trapping is

τ ′
n = τn

1 + b + bτ2/τ1

1 + b
(A7.24)

where b = µn/µp , τ1 is the average time the minority electron spends in the conduction
band before it is trapped by a trapping center, and τ2 is the mean time the electron
spends in the trap before being emitted back into the conduction band. With no trapping
τn

′ = τn; with trapping τn
′ > τn, and τn

′ can be very long. For example, certain wide

Ec

Ev

ET1

ET2

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. A7.4 Band diagram showing trapping and recombination.
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band-gap phosphors exhibit afterglow effects lasting minutes following cessation of the
excitation caused by trapping effects in these materials. However, even Si samples can
exhibit significant trapping.158

Trapping can be much reduced by illuminating the sample with a steady-state bias light
that continually creates ehps, keeping the traps filled, and any additional ehps created by
a light flash will tend to recombine with reduced trapping. Another alternative is to use
a very short, intense light pulse. If the pulse width is much less than τ1, the trap density
will not change appreciably during the pulse and will play a negligible part during the
carrier decay.

APPENDIX 7.2

Electrical Excitation

Optical excitation as a means to create ehps in semiconductors for lifetime measuring is
non-contacting. The α − λ relationship must be accurately known for some methods, e.g.,
surface photovoltage. Electrical injection is easier to control, and it is a planar source of
minority carriers injected at the edges of the scr in a pn junction. The main disadvantage is
the requirement of a junction as the source of minority carriers. In most electrical lifetime
methods, a junction is forward biased to inject minority carriers into both quasi-neutral
regions. The injection can be thought of as proceeding from a plane located at the edge of
the scr. Consider the p-substrate of an n+p junction. The spatial distribution of electrons
injected from x = 0 into the base is given by

�n(x) = npo

(
exp

(
qVf

kT

)
− 1

)
A

B
(A7.25)
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)
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)
sinh
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d

Ln

)
+ cosh

(
d
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)

where d is the p-substrate thickness. Equation (A7.25) resembles Eq. (A7.4) if in the
latter we let α → ∞, which is similar to confining the optical carrier generation to the
plane at x = 0.

One of the key differences between optical and electrical injection is that during opti-
cal injection excess carriers are generated in the sample volume, with the generation
depth controlled by the absorption coefficient. Electrical injection proceeds from a plane.
Excess carriers exist beyond that plane because they diffuse there, not because they are
generated there.
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PROBLEMS

7.1 Calculate and plot the SRH, the radiative, and the Auger low-level recombination
lifetimes in Si and GaAs using the parameters in Table 7.1. Use the D/S Auger
coefficients for Si and the S/R coefficients for GaAs. Plot log(τSRH ), log(τrad ),
log(τAuger), and the resultant overall log(τr ) over the hole concentration range of 1015

to 1020 cm−3 all on the same figure. T = 300 K, σn = 10−16 cm2, σp = 10−15 cm2,
NT = 1013 cm−3, ET = Ei + 0.15 eV, vth = 107 cm/s.

7.2 The effective recombination lifetime τeff is given by

1

τeff
= 1

τB

+ Dβ2, with tan

(
βd

2

)
= sr

βD

Determine and plot τeff versus thickness d for τB = 9 × 10−4 s and sr = 10, 103,
105, and 107 cm/s and 0.001 ≤ d ≤ 1 cm. D = 30 cm2/s. Plot log(τeff ) versus
log(d). Hint : It may be easier to solve the equation: βd/2 = arctan(sr/βD)

7.3 Plots of 1/τeff versus 1/d and 1/d2 are shown in Fig. P7.3. (a) is for sr → 0 and
(b) is for sr → ∞.
Determine τB for each case and also determine sr for (a) and D for (b).

7.4 The recombination lifetime τr is shown in Fig. P7.4 and given by

1

τr

= 1

τSRH
+ 1

τrad
+ 1

τAuger
; τSRH = 1

σpvthNT

, τrad = 1

Bno

, τAuger = 1

Cn2
o

Determine σpNT and C for device (i) and σpNT and B for device (ii). vth =
107 cm/s.

7.5 The effective recombination lifetime is shown in Fig. P7.5 as a function of wafer
thickness; all samples have identical τB and sr .

1

τreff
= 1

τB

+ 1

τS

; τS = d

2sr

Determine τB and sr .

7.6 The effective recombination lifetime, given by

1

τeff
= 1

τB

+ 1

τS

; τB = 1

σnvthNT

, τS = d

2sr

is plotted in Fig. P7.6 as a function of impurity density NT . Determine σn and sr .
vth = 107 cm/s.
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7.7 Calculate and plot log(τeff ) versus log(NT ) for 109 ≤ NT ≤ 1014 cm−3.

τeff = τB

1 + τBDnβ2
where β is determined from the relationship tan

(
βd

2

)
= sr

βDn

.

Use: τB = 1

σnvthNT

, σn = 2 × 10−14 cm2, vth = 107 cm/s, d = 650 µm, Dn =
30 cm2/s. Plot three curves on the same figure for sr = 1, 100, and 10,000 cm/s.

7.8 Calculate and plot the photoconductive decay curves according to Eq. (7.41) for:
p-type Si, NA = 1015 cm−3, load resistor R = 10 �, sample length = 0.3 cm, sam-
ple area = 0.01 cm2, τ = 5 µs, T = 300 K. Use Eq. (A8.3) for the mobilities. Plot
log(�V/V o) versus t for 0 ≤ t ≤ 10−4 s for: (a) �n(0) = 1014 cm−3, (b) �n(0) =
1016 cm−3, and (c) �n(0) = 1018 cm−3 using �n(t) = �n(0) exp(−t/τ ). Discuss
the relevant features of the curves.
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7.9 The normalized photoconductance decay curve (�n(t)/�n(0) versus t) is shown
in Fig. P7.9 for wafer thicknesses d = 0.025 and d = 0.05 cm. From these curves,
determine the effective recombination lifetimes τeff , the bulk lifetime τB and the
surface recombination velocity sr . It is best if you plot 1/τeff versus 1/d and then
use the equation

1

τeff
= 1

τB

+ 2sr

d

0 × 100 2 × 10–5 4 × 10–5 6 × 10–5

t(s)

d = 0.05 cm

0.025 cm

0.01

0.1

1

∆n
(t

)/
∆n

(0
)

Fig. P7.9

7.10 The surface photovoltage data of an SPV measurement on a p-type Si substrate are
given.
Determine the minority carrier diffusion length Ln and the surface recombination
velocity s1.
Dn = 32 cm2/s, R = 0.3, �n(W) = 1010 cm−3, use the λ to α conversion of
Eq. (7.60).

λ (µm) 0.7 0.725 0.75 0.775 0.8 0.825 0.85 0.875 0.9
� (1015 Photons/s · cm2) 2.08 2.09 2.11 2.13 2.15 2.19 2.23 2.29 2.38

λ (µm) 0.925 0.95 0.975 1.0 1.025 1.05
� (1015 Photons/s · cm2) 2.51 2.71 3.05 3.65 4.91 8.17

7.11 Generate and plot surface photovoltage (SPV) curves of � versus 1/α for a p-Si sub-
strate using the following parameters: (i) Ln = 100 µm, s1 = 100 cm/s; (ii) Ln =
100 µm, s1 = 10,000 cm/s; (iii) Ln = 10 µm, s1 = 100 cm/s. Plot all three curves
on the same figure. Give appropriate units to � and 1/α. Use Eqs. (7.54), (7.60), and
(7.63), Dn = 30 cm2/s, �n(W) = 1010 cm−3, 0.7 ≤ λ ≤ 1.05 µm. Then determine
Ln and s1 from these SPV plots to see if you obtain the starting values.

7.12 Calculate and plot the SPV curves for Fe and Fe-B in p-Si, i.e., plot � versus 1/α.
After plotting the curves, extrapolate to � = 0 and determine the minority carrier
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diffusion length Ln from the plots.

VSPV = (kT /q)(1 − R)�

npo(s1 + Dn/Ln)

Ln

(Ln + 1/α)
,

where α =
(

83.15

λ
− 74.87

)2

cm−1 (λ in µm)

for 0.7 ≤ λ ≤ 1 µm. Fe: NT = 1012 cm−3, σn = 5.5 × 10−14 cm2, Fe-B: NT =
1012 cm−3, σn = 5 × 10−15 cm2. Use the following parameters: s1 = 1000 cm/s,
Dn = 30 cm2/s, R = 0.3, T = 300 K, po = 1015 cm−3, ni = 1010 cm−3, VSPV =
5 mV.

7.13 The surface photovoltage plot of an iron-contaminated sample is shown in Fig. P7.13.
Determine the iron density, NFe.

NFe = 1.05 × 1016

(
1

L2
n,final

− 1

L2
n,initial

)
cm−3

0 × 100

1 × 108 

2 × 108

Φ
 (

cm
–2

s–1
)

3 × 108

4 × 108

5 × 108

0 × 100 5 × 10–3 1 × 10–2 2 × 10–2

1/α (cm)

Fig. P7.13

7.14 (a) Calculate and plot log(τeff ) versus log(NFe) for 109 ≤ NFe ≤ 1014 cm−3. Use:
sr = 100 cm/s, electron diffusion coefficient Dn = 30 cm2/s, wafer thickness
d = 650 µm. For Fe-B: σn = 3 × 10−15 cm2; for interstitial iron Fei : σn =
3 × 10−14 cm2; vth = 107 cm/s. The effective recombination lifetime τeff is
given by

1

τeff
= 1

τB

+ Dnβ
2, with tan

(
βd

2

)
= sr

βDn

and τB = 1

σnvthNT

where NT is NFe−B or NFei . Hint: It may be easier to solve the equation:
βd/2 = arctan(sr/Dnβ); try whatever works.

(b) Next determine and plot � versus 1/α for NT = 1012 cm−3 for Fe-B and Fei

and determine the minority carrier diffusion length Ln from these surface pho-
tovoltage plots. In a real experiment, you would, of course, measure and plot
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� versus 1/α. Here you calculate and plot it to determine Ln which should be
the same as the starting values. The relevant equation is

� = VSPV npo(s1 + Dn/Ln)(Ln + 1/α)

(kT /q)(1 − R)Ln

Use: R = 0.3, s1 = 1000 cm/s, T = 300 K, NA = 1015 cm−3, ni = 1010 cm−3,
VSPV = 10 mV, α = 64, 157, 310, 540, 870, 1340, 2000, and 3020 cm−1. These
absorption coefficients correspond to certain photon wavelengths in Si.

(c) Determine the iron density from the expression

NFe = 1.05 × 1016

(
1

L2
n(Fei )

− 1

L2
n(Fe-B)

)
cm−3

with the diffusion lengths in units of micrometers. NFe should be very similar
to the iron density starting value.

7.15 The C − t data from a pulsed MOS capacitor measurement (VG: 0 → VG1) give:

t(s) C(pF) t(s) C(pF) t(s) C(pF) t(s) C(pF) t(s) C(pF)

0 5.53 60 6.94 120 9.08 180 12.36 240 16.81
5 5.62 65 7.10 125 9.29 185 12.71 245 17.09

10 5.72 70 7.24 130 9.53 190 13.05 250 17.29
15 5.83 75 7.40 135 9.76 195 13.42 255 17.43
20 5.95 80 7.55 140 10.01 200 13.79 260 17.53
25 6.06 85 7.72 145 10.26 205 14.17 265 17.58
30 6.18 90 7.89 150 10.53 210 14.55 270 17.62
35 6.30 95 8.08 155 10.81 215 14.94 275 17.64
40 6.42 100 8.26 160 11.09 220 15.34 280 17.64
45 6.54 105 8.45 165 11.39 225 15.72 285 17.64
50 6.68 110 8.65 170 11.71 230 16.10 290 17.65
55 6.81 115 8.85 175 12.03 235 16.48 295 17.65

Determine the generation lifetime τg,eff (defined in Eq. (7.116)) using the Zerbst
technique.
Use tox = 110 nm, NA = 3.5 × 1014 cm−3, ni = 1010 cm−3, A = 3.45 × 10−3 cm2,
T = 300 K, Kox = 3.9, Ks = 11.7, VFB = 0.

7.16 The pulsed MOS capacitor C − t curve is shown in Fig. P7.16 when the gate voltage
is pulsed from 0 to VG1. Draw on the same figure the I − t curve that is measured
during this transient if an ammeter is placed in the circuit where the arrow is shown.

7.17 Switch S1 in Fig. P7.17 is switched from ground to VG1 at t = 0. For the three
cases of switch S2 in position: (i) A (ground), (ii) B (open circuit), and (iii) C

(VD1 = VG1), draw the C –VG curves immediately after S1 is closed and as t → ∞.
Switch S1 does not close instantly; there is a certain rise time to reach VG1. Also
draw the C − t curves. VFB = 0, VG1 > VT , where VT is the threshold voltage when
the n+ p diode is grounded. The capacitance is measured at high frequencies and
the measurement circuit is not shown for simplicity. The gate overlaps the diode
slightly. C at VG = 0 is CFB .
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

• Name the three recombination mechanisms.
• What is the difference between recombination and generation lifetimes?
• How does photoconductance decay work?
• How does quasi-steady-state photoconductance work?
• How does surface photovoltage work?
• What is special about iron in p-Si?
• How is free carrier absorption used for lifetime determination?
• How does surface recombination affect the effective recombination lifetime?
• How does the diode reverse recovery technique work?
• What techniques give the generation lifetime?
• What recombination/generation parameters can be determined from gate-controlled

diode measurements?
• How does corona oxide charge method work and what recombination/generation

parameters can be determined with it?



8
MOBILITY

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The carrier mobility influences the device performance through its frequency or time
response in two ways. First, at low electric fields the carrier velocity is proportional to the
mobility with higher mobility material leading to higher frequency response, because carri-
ers take less time to travel through the device. Second, higher mobility devices have higher
currents that charge capacitances more rapidly resulting in a higher frequency response.

There are several mobilities in use. The fundamental mobility is the microscopic
mobility, calculated from basic concepts. It describes the mobility of the carriers in their
respective band. The conductivity mobility is derived from the conductivity or the resistiv-
ity of a semiconducting material. The Hall mobility is determined from the Hall effect and
differs from the conductivity mobility by the Hall factor. The drift mobility refers to the
mobility when minority carriers drift in an electric field. The effective mobility refers to the
MOSFET mobility. In addition there are considerations that cause further division between
majority carrier mobility and minority carrier mobility. Momentum considerations show
that electron-electron or hole-hole scattering have no first-order effect on the mobility.
However, electron-hole scattering does reduce the mobility, since electrons and holes have
opposite average drift velocities. Hence minority carriers experience ionized impurity and
electron-hole scattering, while majority carriers experience ionized impurity scattering.

8.2 CONDUCTIVITY MOBILITY

The conductivity σ of a semiconductor is given by

σ = q(µnn + µpp) (8.1)

Semiconductor Material and Device Characterization, Third Edition, by Dieter K. Schroder
Copyright  2006 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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For reasonably extrinsic p-type semiconductors p � n, and the hole or conductivity mobil-
ity is

µp = σ

qp
= 1

qρp
(8.2)

Measuring the conductivity and carrier density was one of the first means of determin-
ing the semiconductor mobility, namely, the conductivity mobility.1, 2 The main reasons
for its use are ease of measurement and the fact that the Hall scattering coefficient need
not be known. To determine the conductivity mobility, it suffices to measure the majority
carrier density and either the conductivity or the resistivity of the sample independently.

8.3 HALL EFFECT AND MOBILITY

8.3.1 Basic Equations for Uniform Layers or Wafers

The Hall effect was discovered by Hall in 1879 when he investigated the nature of the
force acting on a conductor carrying a current in a magnetic field.3 In particular, he
measured the transverse voltage on gold foils. Suspecting the magnet may tend to deflect
the current, he wrote “. . . that in this case there would exist a state of stress in the
conductor, the electricity pressing, as it were, toward one side of the wire. . . I thought
it necessary to test for a difference of potential between points on opposite sides of the
conductor”. Sopka gives a nice discussion of the discovery of the Hall effect including
excerpts from Hall’s unpublished notebook.4

Discussions of the Hall effect can be found in many solid state and semiconductor
books. A comprehensive treatment is given by Putley.5 The Hall effect measurement
technique has found wide application in the characterization of semiconductor materials
because it gives the resistivity, the carrier density, and the mobility. Resistivity measure-
ments are discussed in Chapter 1 and carrier density in Chapter 2. In this chapter we give
a more detailed discussion of the Hall effect and its application to mobility measurements.

Hall found that a magnetic field applied to a conductor perpendicular to the current flow
direction produces an electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field and the current.
Consider the p-type semiconductor sample in Fig. 8.1. A current I flows in the x-direction,
indicated by the holes flowing to the right and a magnetic field B is applied in the
z-direction. The current is given by

I = qApvx = qwdpv x (8.3)

The voltage along the x-direction, indicated by Vρ , is

Vρ = ρsI

wd
(8.4)

sVρ

VH
B

w

d
I

I
e

x

y

z

q

Fig. 8.1 Schematic illustrating the Hall effect in a p-type sample.
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from which the resistivity is derived as

ρ = wd

s

Vρ

I
(8.5)

Consider now the motion of holes in a uniform magnetic field strength B. The force
on the holes is given by the vector expression

F = q(EEE + v × B) (8.6)

The magnetic field in conjunction with the current deflects some holes to the bottom of
the sample, as indicated in Fig. 8.1. For n-type samples, the electrons are also deflected
to the bottom of the sample for the same current direction as that in Fig. 8.1, because
they flow in the opposite direction to holes and have opposite charge. In the y-direction
there is no net force on the holes since no current can flow in that direction and Fy = 0.
Combining Eqs. (8.6) and (8.3) gives

Ey = Bv x = BI

qwdp
(8.7)

The electric field in the y-direction produces the Hall voltage VH∫ VH

0
dV = VH = −

∫ 0

w

Ey dy = −
∫ 0

w

BI

qwtp
dy = BI

qtp
(8.8)

The Hall coefficient RH is defined as

RH = dVH

BI
(8.9)

The Hall angle θ between the current and the net electric field is

tan(θ) = Ey

Ex

= Bµp (8.10)

using Eq. (8.7) and I = qpµpExwd .

Exercise 8.1

Problem: How is RH converted from mks to cgs units?

Solution: For the mks system, the units of RH are m3/C for d in m, VH in V , B in T

(1 T = 1 Tesla = 1 Weber/m2 = 1 V·s/m2), and I in A.
What are the cgs units? One way to determine this is to use Eq. (8.9), i.e.,

VH = RHBI

d
= RH (cm3/C) × 10−6(m3/cm3)B(G) × 10−4(T /G) × I (A)

d(cm) × 10−2(m/cm)

= 10−8 RH BI

d
or RH = 108 dVH

BI

for RH in cm3/C, d in cm, VH in V , B in G (Gauss; 10,000 G = 1 T ), and I in A.
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For B = 5000 G, I = 0.1 mA, and p = 1015 cm−3, we find VH = 3.1/d . For a
wafer of thickness d = 5 × 10−2 cm, this gives a Hall voltage VH ≈ 6 mV and RH ≈
60,000 cm3/C.

Combining Eqs. (8.8) and (8.9) gives

p = 1

qRH

; n = − 1

qRH

(8.11)

When both holes and electrons are present, the Hall coefficient becomes6

RH = (p − b2n) + (µNB)2(p − n)

q[(p + bn)2 + (µNB)2(p − n)2]
(8.12)

This expression is relatively complex and depends on the mobility ratio b = µn/µp and
on the magnetic field strength B. In the limit of low and high magnetic field strength, the
Hall coefficient becomes

B ⇒ 0 : RH = (p − b2n)

q(p + bn)2
; B ⇒ ∞ : RH = 1

q(p − n)
(8.13)

For Eq. (8.13) to hold in the low field limit, B � 1/µn for p � n and B � 1/µp

for p � n. For a mobility of 1000 cm2/V·s this requires B � 10 T . For mobilities of
105 cm2/V·s, this requirement becomes more severe, with B � 0.1 T . The high-field
limit requires B � 1/µn for p � n and B � 1/µp for p � n. Hence magnetic fields
much larger than 10 T or 0.1 T , respectively, are necessary in this example.

For semiconductors with modest mobilities in the 100 to 1000 cm2/V·s range and
with mobility ratios of b ≈ 3 to 10, the Hall coefficient is generally found to vary little
with magnetic field and Eq. (8.13) with B ⇒ ∞ is used. However, for semiconductors
with high mobilities and high b the Hall coefficient is found to vary with magnetic field
and changes sign as a function of temperature. Such behavior is found in semiconduc-
tors like HgCdTe, as shown in Fig. 8.2(a) for a p-type HgCdTe with EG = 0.15 eV.7

Electron conduction dominates for temperatures of 220 to 300 K, with n = ni
2/p � p,

because ni
2 is high for narrow band gap materials. RH = −1/qn in this temperature

range, and it is independent of B. For T ≈ 100 to 200 K holes begin to participate and
mixed conduction causes RH to decrease and be magnetic field dependent. Hole con-
duction dominates at lower temperatures. The Hall coefficient becomes positive and is
magnetic field independent. This figure exhibits the temperature and magnetic field depen-
dent behavior of mixed conduction very nicely. Figure 8.2(b) shows the Hall coefficient
for GaAs, with neither magnetic field dependence nor mixed conduction8 and the electron
density derived from the Hall coefficient using Eq. (8.11). Sometimes it is necessary to
consider the contribution of light and heavy holes.9

Equations (8.11) to (8.13) are derived under simplifying assumptions of energy-
independent scattering mechanisms. With this assumption relaxed, the expressions for
the hole and electron densities become5 – 6

p = r

qRH

; n = − r

qRH

(8.14)

where r is the Hall scattering factor, defined by r = 〈τ 2〉/〈τ 〉2, with τ being the mean
time between carrier collisions. The scattering factor depends on the type of scattering
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Fig. 8.2 (a) Temperature and magnetic field dependent Hall coefficient for HgCdTe showing typical
mixed conduction behavior. Reprinted with permission after Zemel et al.7 (b) Hall coefficient and
electron density for GaAs adapted from Stillman and Wolfe.8

mechanism in the semiconductor and generally lies between 1 and 2. For lattice scattering,
r = 3π/8 = 1.18, for impurity scattering r = 315π/512 = 1.93, and for neutral impurity
scattering r = 1.6, 10 The scattering factor is also a function of magnetic field and tem-
perature and can be determined by measuring RH in the high magnetic field limit, i.e.,
r = RH (B)/RH (B = ∞). In the high field limit r → 1. The scattering factor in n-type
GaAs as a function of magnetic field and was found to vary from 1.17 at B = 0.01 T ,
as expected from lattice scattering, to 1.006 at B = 83 kG.11 The high fields necessary
for r to approach unity are difficult to achieve, and r > 1 for most Hall measurements.
Typical magnetic fields used for Hall measurements lie between 0.05 and 1 T .

The Hall mobility µH , defined by

µH = |RH |
ρ

= |RH |σ (8.15)

differs from the conductivity mobility. Substituting Eq. (8.1) into Eq. (8.15) gives

µH = rµp; µH = rµn (8.16)
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Fig. 8.3 (a) Bridge-type Hall sample, (b) lamella-type van der Pauw Hall sample.

for extrinsic p- and n-type semiconductors, respectively. Hall mobilities can differ sig-
nificantly from conductivity mobilities since r is generally larger than unity. For most
Hall-determined mobilities, r is taken as unity, but this assumption should be specified.

The schematic Hall sample of Fig. 8.1 has a variety of practical implementations. One
of these is the bridge-type Hall bar in Fig. 8.3(a). The current flows into 1 and out of
4, the Hall voltage is measured between 2 and 6 or between 3 and 5 in the presence of
a magnetic field. The resistivity is determined in the absence of the magnetic field by
measuring the voltage between 2 and 3 or between 6 and 5. The equations above apply
for this geometry.

A more general geometry is the irregularly shaped sample in Fig. 8.3(b). The theoretical
foundation of Hall measurement evaluation for irregularly shaped samples is based on
conformal mapping developed by van der Pauw.12 – 13 He showed how the resistivity,
carrier density, and mobility of a flat sample of arbitrary shape can be determined without
knowing the current pattern if the following conditions are met: the contacts are at the
circumference of the sample and are sufficiently small, the sample is uniformly thick, and
does not contain isolated holes.

For the sample of Fig. 8.3(b) the resistivity is given by12

ρ = πt

ln(2)

R12,34 + R23,41

2
F (8.17)

where R12,34 = V34/I . The current I enters the sample through contact 1 and leaves
through contact 2 and V34 = V3 − V4 is the voltage between contacts 3 and 4. R23,41

is similarly defined. Current enters the sample through two adjacent terminals and the
voltage is measured across the other two adjacent terminals. F is a function of the ratio
Rr = R12,34/R23,41 only, satisfying the relation

Rr − 1

Rr + 1
= F

ln(2)
arcosh

(
exp(ln(2)/F )

2

)
(8.18)

and is plotted in Fig. 8.4. For symmetric samples (circles or squares) F = 1.
The van der Pauw Hall mobility is determined by measuring the resistance R24,13 with

and without a magnetic field. R24,13 is measured by forcing the current into one and out
of the opposite terminal, e.g., terminals 2 and 4 in Fig. 8.3, with the voltage measured
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Fig. 8.4 The van der Pauw F factor plotted against Rr .

across terminals 1 and 3. The Hall mobility is then given by

µH = d�R24,13

Bρ
(8.19)

where �R24,13 is the resistance change of R24,13 due to the magnetic field.
Equations (8.14) and (8.17) are for carrier densities per unit volume and for resistivity

ρ (ohm·cm). Occasionally it is useful to determine carrier densities per unit area and sheet
resistance Rsh (ohms/square). For uniformly doped samples of thickness d , the sheet Hall
coefficient RHsh is defined as

RHsh = RH

t
(8.20)

and

µH = |RHsh |
Rsh

(8.21)

where Rsh = ρ/d .
The thickness is well defined for bulk samples. For thin layers on substrates of opposite

conductivity or on semi-insulating substrates, the active film thickness is not necessarily
the total film thickness. Depletion effects caused by Fermi level pinned band bending or
surface charges and by band bending at the layer-substrate interface lead to errors in the
Hall coefficient.14 – 15 For sufficiently lightly doped films it is possible for the surface-
induced space-charge region to deplete the entire film. Hall effect measurements then
indicate a semi-insulating film. For semiconducting films on insulating substrates, the
mobility is frequently observed to decrease toward the substrate. Surface depletion forces
the current to flow in the low-mobility portion of the film, giving apparent mobilities lower
than true mobilities.15 Even the temperature dependence of the surface and interface space-
charge regions should be considered for unambiguous temperature-dependent mobility and
carrier density measurements.16

8.3.2 Non-uniform Layers

Hall effect measurements are simple to interpret for uniformly doped samples. Non-
uniformly doped layer measurements are more difficult to interpret. If the doping density
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varies with film thickness, then its resistivity and mobility also vary with thickness. A
Hall effect measurement gives the average resistivity, carrier density, and mobility. For
spatially varying mobility µp(x) and carrier density p(x), the Hall sheet coefficient RHsh ,
the sheet resistance Rsh, and the average Hall mobility 〈µH 〉 for a p-type film of thickness
d are given by17 – 18

RHsh =
∫ t

0 p(x)µ2
p(x) dx

q
(∫ t

0 p(x)µp(x) dx
)2 ; Rsh = 1

q
∫ t

0 p(x)µp(x) dx
; 〈µH 〉 =

∫ d

0 p(x)µ2
p(x) dx∫ d

0 p(x)µp(x) dx

(8.22)

assuming r = 1. Here x specifies the distance into the sample. To determine resistivity and
mobility profiles, Hall measurements are made as a function of film thickness. The film
thickness is varied by either removing thin portions of the film by etching and measuring
the Hall coefficient repeatedly, or by making portions of the film electrically inactive by
a reverse-biased space-charge region.

In principle, one can use chemical etching to remove thin layers of the film. In practice,
it is difficult to remove thin layers reproducibly by chemical etching. The electrochemi-
cal profiler, discussed in Section 2.2.6, has been successfully used to remove thin layers
by electrolytic etching of GaAs in Tiron (1,2 dihydroxybenzene-3,5 disulphonic acid, dis-
odium salt in an aqueous solution).19 Hall effect measurements are made after each etch. A
more common method for reliable layer removal is anodic oxidation and subsequent oxide
etch.17 – 18, 20 – 24 Anodic oxidation consumes a fraction of the semiconductor during oxida-
tion. When the oxide is subsequently etched, that portion of the semiconductor consumed
during oxidation is also removed, providing for reproducible semiconductor removal with-
out altering the doping profile. A discussion of anodic oxidation is given in Section 1.4.1.

A second method uses a junction formed on the upper surface of the film to be profiled.
The film must be sufficiently thin for the reverse-biased space-charge region to be able to
deplete it and it must be bounded at its lower surface by an insulator or a junction. The
upper junction may be a pn junction, a Schottky barrier junction, or an MOS capacitor.
An example in Fig. 8.5 consists of a p-layer on an insulator. The layer is provided with
a Schottky gate. The zero-biased metal-semiconductor junction induces a space-charge
region of width W under the metal. The insulator could be replaced by a semi-insulating
substrate or by an n-type substrate. The square sample is laterally isolated by etching but
could be isolated by surrounding it with an n-type film. Four contacts provide for current
and voltage probes.

Van der Pauw measurements provide information on the undepleted film of thickness
d-W , where d is the total film thickness. A single measurement gives the mobility, the

A Insulator

p-Layer
W

d

p+ Contact

(a) (b)

A

Fig. 8.5 Schottky-gated thin film van der Pauw sample, (a) top view, (b) cross-section along line
A-A showing the gate, two contacts and the space-charge region of width W .
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resistivity, and the carrier density averaged over d-W . When the Schottky barrier junction
is reverse biased, its space-charge region extends into the film, reducing the thickness of
the neutral portion of the film. By measuring the Hall effect as a function of reverse-
bias voltage, one can determine mobility, resistivity, and carrier density profiles of the
underlying layer. This method has been implemented with MOSFETs for thin Si films on
sapphire,25 – 27 for Si-on-insulator,28 and with Schottky diodes for GaAs on semi-insulating
substrates.29 – 30 A comparison of the destructive “anodize-etch-measure” with the “gated”
technique has shown the “gated” method to give more reliable mobilities and to have
higher spatial resolution.31

The spatially varying Hall mobility is determined from the spatially varying sheet Hall
coefficient and sheet conductance Gsh = 1/Rsh by the relationship17 – 18, 32

µH = d(RHshG
2
sh)/dx

dGsh/dx
(8.23)

and the spatially varying carrier density is

p(x) = r

q

(dGsh/dx)2

d(RHshG
2
sh)/dx

(8.24)

In the differential Hall effect (DHE) discussed in Chapter 1, the mobility and carrier
density profiles are determined after each layer removal step by making Hall measurements
and using the Hall measured values of adjacent layers in the calculations. The average
values of mobility and carrier density may differ from the true values if there are large
inhomogeneities in the sample. To reduce this effect, it is necessary to make �xi , where
�xi is the thickness of the i th layer, small to approximate the non-uniform film by a
uniform film. For ion-implanted and fully annealed samples with no mobility anomalies,
the error between the measured and real mobility and carrier density is less than 1% if
�xi < 0.5�Rp , where �Rp is the standard deviation of the implanted profile.33 A density
profile of a boron layer implanted into Si is shown in Fig. 8.6, where the Hall measured
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Fig. 8.6 Dopant density profiles determined by DHE, spreading resistance profiling, and secondary
ion mass spectrometry. Data after ref. 34.
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profile is compared with the profile determined by secondary ion mass spectrometry and
spreading resistance profiling.34

Difficulties can arise when there are large mobility variations through the film. Consider
a film consisting of two layers of equal thickness. The upper layer has a carrier density of
P1 holes/cm2 with mobility µ1 and the lower one has P2 holes/cm2 and µ2.35 The total
hole density is P1 + P2. The Hall effect measures the weighted averages18

P = (P1µ1 + P2µ2)
2

P1µ
2
1 + P2µ

2
2

(8.25)

µH = P1µ
2
1 + P2µ

2
2

P1µ1 + P2µ2
(8.26)

Here P will be significantly less than (P1 + P2) and µH will lie between µ1 and µ2

for P1 > P2 and P1µ1
2 < P2µ2

2. For example, for P1 = 10P2 and µ2 = 10 µ1 we find
P ≈ 4P2 and µH = 0.55 µ2. For inhomogeneous samples it is possible for the mobility
to be higher than the expected bulk mobility. One cause of abnormally high mobilities is
the inclusion of metallic precipitates in the crystal. A thorough discussion of this effect
is given by Wolfe and Stillman.36

8.3.3 Multi Layers

The measurement of non-uniform films on an “inert” substrate, i.e., a substrate that does
not contribute to the measurement, was addressed in the previous section. A p-film on
an n-substrate or an n-film on a p-substrate might be thought to be in the same category,
with the space-charge region (scr) between two semiconductors of opposite conductivity
considered an insulating boundary. But this is a more precarious situation. For example, a
leaky junction can no longer be considered an insulator. Even if the insulating properties
of the scr are sufficiently good, there may be leakage paths along the surface, or, even
worse, the heavily doped contacts may be diffused into the substrate, providing a leakage
path. Film characterization is then no longer unique to the film, and the substrate properties
are reflected in the measurements.

This problem was originally addressed by Neduloha and Koch37 and by Petritz,38

who considered a substrate whose surface is inverted by surface charges, e.g., an n-type
inversion layer on a p-type substrate. The two-layer interacting configuration was later
extended.39 – 40 For a simple two-layer structure with an upper layer having thickness d1

and conductivity σ1 and a substrate of thickness d2 and conductivity σ2, the Hall constant
is given by37

RH = d[(RH1σ
2
1 d1 + RH2σ

2
2 d2) + RH1σ

2
1 RH2σ

2
2 (RH1d2 + RH2d1)B

2]

(σ1d1 + σ2d2)2 + σ 2
1 σ 2

2 (RH1d2 + RH2d1)2B2
(8.27)

which becomes38, 40

RH = d(RH1σ
2
1 d1 + RH2σ

2
2 d2)

(σ1d1 + σ2d2)2
= RH1

d1

d

(σ1

σ

)2 + RH2
d2

d

(σ2

σ

)2
(8.28)

in the low magnetic field limit, and

RH = RH1RH2d

RH1d2 + RH2d1
(8.29)
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Fig. 8.7 Hall coefficient of a p-type substrate with an n-type layer as a function of n1t1 for two
magnetic fields.

in the high magnetic field limit. In these equations RH1 is the Hall constant of layer 1,
RH2 is the Hall constant of substrate 2, d = d1 + d2 and σ is given by

σ = d1

d
σ1 + d2

d
σ2 (8.30)

The magnetic field dependence of Eq. (8.27) gives additional information by measuring
the Hall coefficient as a function of magnetic field, illustrated in Fig. 8.7 for an n-layer
on a p-substrate where RH1 = −1/qn1 and RH2 = 1/qp2. The Hall coefficients are of
opposite sign, making it possible for the measured Hall coefficient to reverse its sign with
magnetic field. The Hall coefficient is plotted against the n1d1 product. For low n1d1

the Hall coefficient is dominated by the p-substrate and is magnetic field independent.
Both p2 and µ2 can be determined from RH . For intermediate values of n1d1, the Hall
coefficient becomes field dependent. Conduction is initially dominated by holes, and then
by electrons as the Hall coefficient changes its sign. The carrier density and mobility
of both the n-layer and the p-substrate can be deduced from an analysis of the field-
dependent RH using the two-layer model of Eq. (8.27). For high n1d1 values the Hall
coefficient is negative, conduction is dominated by the n-layer and RH becomes again
magnetic field independent. A good discussion can be found in Zemel et al.7

If the upper layer is more heavily doped than the substrate or is formed by inversion
through surface states, for example, and the carriers in the substrate freeze out at low
temperatures making σ2 very small. Examples of an n-type skin on a p-type bulk, an
n-type film on p-type bulk, and an n-type skin on n-type bulk are given for HgCdTe and
InSb.40 – 41

8.3.4 Sample Shapes and Measurement Circuits

Hall samples come in two basic geometries: bridge type and lamella type. The paral-
lelepiped sample shape of Fig. 8.1 is not recommended because contacts have to be
directly soldered to the sample. To ease the contact problem, the Hall bridge has extended
arms as shown in Fig. 8.8(a).42 Both six- and eight-arm geometries can be used with
dimensions given in ASTM Standard F76.42 The lamellar specimen may be of arbitrary
shape, but a symmetrical configuration is preferred. The sample must be free of geomet-
rical holes; typical shapes are shown in Fig. 8.8(b) to (d). For the lamella-type specimen
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(a)

(b) (c) (d)

Fig. 8.8 (a) Bridge-type Hall configuration, (b)-(d) lamella-type Hall configuration.
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Fig. 8.9 van der Pauw Hall sample shapes.

it is important for the contacts to be small and to be placed as close to the periphery as
possible.

Some common lamella or van der Pauw shapes are shown in Fig. 8.9. During the
early days of ion implantation development, implant uniformity was often characterized
by sample shapes of the type in Fig. 8.9. In Fig. 8.9(a), photolithography is used to provide
the patterns for the p+ contact diffusions 1 to 4. The area to be measured is region 5. A
transfer length contact resistance test pattern has also been used for Hall measurements.
In addition to the contact resistance, specific contact resistance, and sheet resistance, the
mobility in the implanted layer and under the contacts, as well as the sheet carrier density,
were extracted by applying a magnetic field.43

The size and placement of the contacts is important. For van der Pauw samples the
contacts should be point contacts located symmetrically on the periphery. This is not
achievable in practice, and some error is introduced thereby. A few cases were treated
by van der Pauw.12 He considered circular samples with contacts spaced at 90◦ intervals.
The contacts are equipotential areas with three cases shown in Fig. 8.10. In each case
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Fig. 8.10 Effect of non ideal contact length or contact placement on the resistivity and mobility
for van der Pauw samples. Reprinted with permission from van der Pauw.12

there are three ideal contacts, with the fourth being non-ideal. The fourth contact is either
of length s and larger than a point contact or is a point contact displaced a distance s

from the periphery. Also indicated for each geometry is the relative error in resistivity
�ρ/ρ and mobility �µH /µH introduced by the non-ideal contact, valid for small s/D

and low µH B. The errors are additive to first order if more than one contact is not ideal.
One implementation is the use of some form of cloverleaf geometry shown in Fig. 8.8

(c) and Fig. 8.9. The errors due to displaced contacts on square specimen are discussed in
refs. 44–45. The placement of the contacts on square samples is better at the midpoint of
the sides than at the corners.44 The Greek Cross in Fig. 8.9(b) makes use of this type of
geometry, where for L = 1.02W less than 0.1% error is introduced.45 For square samples
with sides of length L having square and triangular contacts of contact length s in the four
corners, less than 10% error is introduced for Hall measurements as long as s/L < 0.1.46

The contacts need not be exactly opposite one another, since the magnetic field reversal
routinely made during Hall measurements tends to cancel any unbalanced voltage. But
for an unbalanced voltage higher than the Hall voltage, the Hall voltage is the difference
of two large numbers, and errors are likely to be introduced.

Some samples use the geometry of a semiconductor device. For example, a MOSFET
fabricated in a thin film on an insulating substrate has the general shape of the Hall sample
in Fig. 8.11, where the p+ regions 1 and 2 are the source and the drain and 7 is the gate.
The contact regions 3–6 are added for Hall measurements. The Hall voltage is developed
between contacts 3 and 5 and 4 and 6. In some cases there are only two contacts, e.g.,
4 and 6, and they should be about halfway between source and drain and W/L ≤ 3.47

However, the sample is shorted at the ends by the source and the drain with a significant
influence on the measured Hall voltage VHm. For L = 3W in Fig. 8.12(a), VHm is less than
the Hall voltage for samples with L > 3W. The Hall voltage VH for sample dimensions
of L � W used in the earlier equations in this chapter is related to the measured Hall
voltage for short samples by VH = VHm/G, where G is shown in Fig. 8.12(b).48 The
curves in Fig. 8.12(b) are calculated for the Hall voltage measured across the sample at
x = L/2. For sample lengths L = 3W, the shorting effect is negligible, and the measured
voltage is the usual Hall voltage.

ASTM Standard F76 gives a detailed discussion of the measurement procedure and
measurement precautions.42 The current and the magnetic field are reversed and the
readings averaged for more accurate measurements. Special precautions are necessary
when the specimen resistance is very high to eliminate current leakage paths and sample
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Fig. 8.11 Hall sample with electrically shorted regions at the ends; (a) top view with the gate not
shown, (b) cross section along cut A-A.
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Fig. 8.12 (a) Hall sample with electrically shorted end regions; (b) ratio of measured voltage VHm

to Hall voltage VH . G = VHm/VH . Reprinted with permission after Lippmann and Kuhrt.48
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loading by the voltmeter. The guarded approach utilizes high input impedance unity gain
amplifiers between each probe on the sample and the external circuitry.49 The unity gain
outputs drive the shields on the leads between the amplifier and the sample to reduce
leakage currents and system time constant by effectively eliminating the stray capacitance
in the leads. Measurements of resistances up to 1012 ohms have been made with such a
system.50 Measurements on semi-insulating GaAs have been made by illuminating a slit
across a “dark” wafer and introducing a dark spot within the illuminated slit.51 A resis-
tance measurement along the slit determines essentially the resistance of the small dark
spot since the dark spot resistance is much higher than the resistance of the illuminated
strip. A resistance map can be obtained by moving the dark spot.

Hall effect profiling measurements have other possible errors. For example, the bottom
pn junction may be leaky, causing smaller Hall voltages than would be measured for
perfect isolation of the film from the substrate. The upper junction in a Schottky contact
configuration may also be leaky. Junction leakage currents can be reduced by sample
cooling.21 If the upper junction is forward biased to reduce the space-charge region width
to profile closer to the surface, considerable error is introduced due to the forward-biased
junction current.29 Although the effect of injected gate current can be corrected,52 the
correction is large and the accuracy may be questionable. Instead of conventional dc
measurement circuits, ac circuits can be employed,29 – 30 where the device is driven with
an ac current at one frequency and a gate voltage containing both a dc bias to vary the scr
width and an ac component of a frequency different from the current. The appropriate ac
voltages are measured with a lock-in amplifier without interference from the dc leakage
current. In one implementation the magnetic field and the current frequencies were 60 Hz
and 200 Hz, respectively.53 The Hall voltage is detected by a lock-in amplifier at 260 Hz,
eliminating most thermoelectric and thermomagnetic errors allowing Hall voltages as low
as 10 µV to be measured.

8.4 MAGNETORESISTANCE MOBILITY

Typical Hall-effect structures are either long or of the van der Pauw variety. They require
four or more contacts. A long Hall bar is shown schematically in Fig. 8.13(a) with L � W .
Field-effect transistors (FETs) are short with L � W , shown in Fig. 8.13(b). The Hall
electric field, resulting from an applied magnetic field, is nearly shorted by the long
contacts and FET structures do not lend themselves well to Hall measurements. The
extreme of this short geometry is when one contact is in the center of a circular sample
and the other contact is at the periphery, shown in Fig. 8.13(c). The Hall electric field in
this Corbino disk 54 is shorted, and no Hall voltage exists. The geometries of Fig. 8.13(b)
and (c), however, lend themselves well to magnetoresistance measurements.

L

W

(a)

W

L

(b) (c)

Fig. 8.13 (a) Hall sample, (b) short, wide sample, (c) Corbino disk.
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The resistivity of a semiconductor generally increases when the sample is placed in a
magnetic field. This is the physical magnetoresistance effect (PMR), if the conduction is
anisotropic, if conduction involves more than one type of carrier, and if carrier scattering
is energy dependent. The resistance of a semiconductor is also influenced by magnetic
fields.55 The magnetic field causes the path of the charge carriers to deviate from a straight
line, raising the sample resistance. This depends on the sample geometry and is known as
the geometrical magnetoresistance (GMR). The magnetic field induced resistance change
is due to resistivity changes of the semiconductor as well as geometrical effects and is
larger the higher the sample mobility is. Geometric effects usually dominate. For example,
in GaAs at room temperature and in a magnetic field of 1 T , the PMR is about 2%, whereas
the GMR is about 50%. The geometric magnetoresistance mobility µGMR is related to the
Hall mobility µH by

µGMR = ξµH (8.31)

where ξ is the magnetoresistance scattering factor given by ξ = (〈τ 3〉〈τ 〉/〈τ 2〉2)2.10 For
τ independent of energy, the mean time between collisions becomes isotropic, ξ = 1
and µGMR = µH . The physical magnetoresistivity change ratio �ρPMR = (ρB − ρ0)/ρ0

becomes zero under those conditions, where ρB is the resistivity in the presence and ρ0

in the absence a magnetic field.
The dependence of the resistance ratio RB/R0 is shown in Fig. 8.14 as a function

of µGMRB for rectangular samples of varying L/W ratios.56 Here RB is the resistance
with B �= 0 and R0 is the resistance with B = 0. For long rectangular samples with
contacts at the ends of the long sample as in Fig. 8.13(a), the ratio is near unity and
the magnetoresistance effect is very small. The ratio is higher for short, wide samples.
The highest ratio is obtained for the Corbino disk with L/W = 0. Figure 8.14 shows the
magnetoresistance and the Hall effect to be complementary. When one decreases, the other
increases. For example, in Fig. 8.12 the Hall voltage is reduced for short, wide samples.
But those same sample shapes produce maximum magnetoresistance. Magnetoresistance
measurements are suitable for field-effect transistors that are short and wide. The current
flow in a Corbino disk is radial from the center to the periphery for B = 0. With a
magnetic field perpendicular to the sample, the current streamlines become logarithmic
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Fig. 8.14 Geometric magnetoresistance ratio of rectangular samples versus µGMRB as a function
of the length/width ratio. Reprinted with permission after Lippmann and Kuhrt.56
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spirals and the resistance ratio becomes

RB

R0
= ρB

ρ0
[1 + (µGMRB)2] (8.32)

Equation (8.32) represents the Corbino disk’s curve in Fig. 8.14. Generally, the mag-
netoresistance scattering factor ξ is taken as unity just as the Hall scattering factor is
generally taken to be unity for simplicity and because the scattering mechanisms are not
known precisely. Measurements of µGMR on a modified Corbino disk geometry and of
µH on Hall samples from the Corbino disk showed ξ to be unity for GaAs within exper-
imental error.57 – 58 The measurements were performed for magnetic fields up to 0.7 T

and temperatures from 77 to 400 K.58 Under those conditions ρB ≈ ρ0 and µGMR ≈ µH .
Making the additional assumption of µH ≈ µp , the mobility is given by

µp ≈ 1

B

√
RB

R0
− 1 (8.33)

The mobility is obtained from the slope of a plot of (RB/R0 − 1)1/2 versus B and can be
profiled by using a Corbino disk with a Schottky gate and measuring the resistance as a
function of the gate voltage.59

The use of Corbino disks is inconvenient because of its special geometrical configu-
ration. However, as is evident from Fig. 8.14, rectangular sample shapes with low L/W

ratios are equally suitable for magnetoresistance measurements.60 For rectangular samples
with low L/W ratios and µGMRB < 1, Eq. (8.36) is replaced by56 – 57

RB

R0
= ρB

ρ0
[1 + (µGMRB)2(1 − 0.54L/W)] (8.34)

If the error in the determination of µGMR is to be less than 10%, then the aspect ratio
L/W must be less than 0.4. For typical FET structures with L/W � 1, Eq. (8.34) is a
close approximation to Eq. (8.32), and it is for that reason that Eq. (8.32) is generally
used in GMR measurements. Magnetoresistance measurements were first used for GaAs
Gunn effect devices.57, 61 It is a rapid technique that can be used for functional devices,
requiring no special test structures. Instead of measuring the resistance as a function of
the FET gate voltage, it also possible to determine the mobility from transconductance
measurements with and without a magnetic field.62

The magnetoresistance mobility measurement method has been applied to metal-
semiconductor FETs (MESFETs) as well as to modulation-doped FETs (MODFETs). By
using the magnetic field dependence of the GMR effect, it is possible to extract the mobil-
ities of the various conducting regions and sub-bands in MODFETs.63 The method has
been used to determine the mobility dependence on gate electric field.64 Effects of gate
currents for Schottky-gate devices and series resistance effects must be corrected.52, 62, 65

Gate current corrections are particularly important when the gate becomes forward biased.
Contact resistance, which is of only secondary importance for Hall measurements, is very
important for GMR measurements because it adds to the measured resistance and contact
resistance is relatively independent of magnetic field. When the mobility is measured as
a function of gate bias, the average mobility is measured for each value of gate voltage.
Both the average and the differential mobilities can be determined from transconductance
measurements.66
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The GMR effect is not universally applicable the way the Hall effect is, shown by
Eq. (8.32). Assuming that ρB/ρ0 ≈ 1, which is a reasonable assumption, to observe a
resistance change, �R/R0 = (RB − R0)/R0 of, say, 10%, the condition µGMR = 0.3/B

must be met. For typical magnetic fields of 0.1 to 1 T , this requires µGMR = 30,000 to
3000 cm2/V·s, mobilities found in MESFETs and MODFETs made in III-V materials,
especially at low temperatures. These are the very materials that have been success-
fully characterized by GMR. For higher magnetic fields, as obtained with superconduct-
ing magnets, lower mobilities can be determined. Silicon, whose mobility lies in the
500–1300 cm2/V·s range, is unsuitable for magnetoresistance measurements because its
GMR is negligibly small for typical laboratory magnet fields.

8.5 TIME-OF-FLIGHT DRIFT MOBILITY

The time-of-flight method to determine the minority carrier mobility was first demonstrated
in the Haynes-Shockley experiment.67 – 69 The first comprehensive mobility measurements
for Ge and Si were made with this technique by Prince.70 The principle of the method
is demonstrated with the p-type semiconductor bar in Fig. 8.15(a). A drift voltage −Vdr
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Fig. 8.15 (a) Drift mobility measurement arrangement and (b) normalized output voltage
pulse (µp = 180 cm2/V·s, τn = 0.67 µs, T = 423 K, E = 60 V/cm), (c) output voltage pulses
(µn = 1000 cm2/V·s, τn = 1 µs, T = 300 K, E = 100 V/cm, N = 1011 cm−2), (d) output voltage
pulses (µn = 1000 cm2/V·s, d = 0.075 cm, T = 300 K, E = 100 V/cm, N = 1011 cm−2).
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Fig. 8.15 (continued)

produces an electric field E = Vdr/L along the bar. Minority electrons are injected by
negative polarity pulses at the n-emitter. The injected electron packet drifts from the
emitter to the collector in the applied electric field to be collected by the collector.

The electrons are injected as a narrow pulse at t = 0 and diffuse and recombine
with majority holes as they drift along the bar. Consequently, the minority carrier pulse
broadens by diffusion and its area decreases by recombination. The pulse shape is given
as a function of space and time by71

�n(x, t) = �n(x, 0) exp

(
− (x − vt)2

4Dnt
− t

τn

)
= N√

4πDnt
exp

(
− (x − vt)2

4Dnt
− t

τn

)
(8.35)

where N is the electron density (electrons/cm2) in the packet at t = 0 at the point of
injection. The first term in the exponent describes diffusion and drift, and the second term
describes recombination.

The time for the electron packet to drift from emitter to collector is td = d/v, where
d is the spacing between contacts in Fig. 8.15(a) and v = µnE is the electron packet
velocity. The normalized output voltage waveform according to Eq. (8.35) is shown in
Fig. 8.15(b) along with data points from Ref. 72. Calculated output voltages are shown
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in Figs. 8.15(c) and (d) as a function of spacing d and lifetime τn. Note the area decrease
and pulse broadening with time in (c) and the pulse amplitude dependence on lifetime
in (d).

The delay time td is determined by measuring the output pulses versus time for varying
amplitude input pulses and extrapolating to zero injection or the injection pulse amplitude
can be reduced until the peak position of the output pulse no longer shifts in time. This
ensures low-level injection with the injected carrier density well below the majority carrier
equilibrium density, eliminating any local disturbance of the electric field by the minority
carrier pulse.

With the velocity given by v = µnE, the drift mobility is determined from the rela-
tionship

µn = d

td E
(8.36)

The time-of-flight method actually measures the minority carrier velocity or the minority
carrier mobility. It is therefore useful for the determination of the carrier velocity-electric
field behavior. This relationship is difficult to determine with other mobility measurement
techniques.

To determine the diffusion constant Dn, the collected pulse width is measured at half
its maximum amplitude. It can be shown (see Problem 8.10) that Dn is given by

Dn = (d�t)2

16 ln(2)t3
d

(8.37)

where �t is the pulse width.
The lifetime is determined by measuring the collected electron packet pulse at times

td1 and td2, corresponding to the two drift voltages, Vdr1 and Vdr2 . In the ideal case with
no minority carrier trapping, the collected pulse has the predicted Gaussian shape and the
lifetime is obtained by comparing the corresponding output pulse amplitudes V01 and V02.
The electron lifetime is then72

τn = td2 − td1

ln(V01/V02) − 0.5 ln(td2/td1)
(8.38)

Electrical injection can be replaced by optical injection with the basic method un-
changed. For example, in one technique, electron-hole pairs (ehps) are created optically
near the front in the p region of a pn junction.73 Electrons diffuse and are collected
by the junction acting as an integrator. The resulting voltage is measured, allowing the
mobility to be extracted. A variation combines optical injection with optical detection.
Laser pulse created ehps drift and diffuse. Electron-hole pair recombination is accom-
panied by photon emission, especially in III-V materials where radiative recombination
dominates. It is this radiative recombination that is detected in the “photon in–photon out”
time-of-flight method. In one particular scheme, quantum wells are used as time markers
for both GaAs/AlGaAs74 and InGaAs/InP.75 The ehps can also be created by a pulsed
electron beam76 or by placing the sample into a microwave circuit, with the electron
beam deflected at microwave frequencies across the sample, and the resulting microwave
current is detected.77 The drift velocity is determined from the amplitude and phase of
the microwave current.77, 78 The region between emitter and collector can be oxidized
and provided with a gate, if surface recombination is of concern.72 An appropriate gate
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voltage biases the surface into accumulation, effectively reducing surface recombination.
Surface recombination is discussed in Chapter 7.

In addition to mobility, the carrier drift velocity in the form of the velocity—electric
field curve is important. There are two techniques to determine the drift velocity as a
function of electric field: the current and the time-of-flight technique. In the former the
electron drift velocity is determined from the current of an n-type neutral region at high
electric fields. The electron drift velocity is given by

v = I

qwtn
(8.39)

where I is the current, w the sample width, t the thickness, and n the electron density.
Accurate determination of the drift velocity requires precise knowledge of the physical
dimensions and the carrier density. To minimize heating, pulses are applied to the sample
to generate appropriate electric fields with pulse widths in the 50–100 ns range.79 The
sample may need to be bathed in an inert ambient to prevent arcing. The technique has
been used to determine the v − E curve of SiC.79

The principle of the time-of-flight method is illustrated in Fig. 8.16(a). Voltage −V1

is applied to the cathode of two parallel plates. Electrons, liberated at the cathode by UV
light, for example, drift with velocity vn from the cathode to the anode in the electric
field generated by −V1. The electron charge QN = qN C/cm2 induces charges QC and
QA in the cathode and anode, respectively, with QN = QC + QA. The arrows represent

−V1

−V1

+
+

+

QC QN

+

QA

RC

V(t)I(t)

W

(a)

0 tt
(b)

V(t)

QNA/C

(c)

V(t)

Vo

P+

RC

V(t)I(t)

0

(d)

n+hv hv

t

W x

p

Fig. 8.16 (a) Time-of-flight measurement schematic, (b) output voltage for tt � RC, (c) output
voltage for tt � RC, (d) implementation with a p+πn+ diode.
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electric field lines from QC and QA terminating on QN . The electric field lines due to
the applied voltage are not shown.

The charge on both plates redistributes itself continuously as the charge between the
plates drifts from the cathode to the anode. The anode charge is QA = 0 at t = 0 and
QA = QN at t = tt , where tt is the transit time defined by

tt = W

vn

(8.40)

When QA changes from zero to QN , the charge flows through the external circuit as
current I (t) during the transit time tt , given by80 – 81

I (t) = QNA

tt
= QNAvn

W
, 0 ≤ t ≤ tt (8.41a)

I (t) = 0, t > tt (8.41b)

where A is the electrode area.
The sample, connecting leads, and input to the voltage-sensing circuit all contain

capacitances that are lumped into C. R is the load resistance in Fig. 8.16(a). The output
voltage is

V (t) = QNAvnR

W
(1 − e−t/RC) = Vo(1 − e−t/RC) (8.42)

Exercise 8.2

Problem: Derive Eq. (8.42).

Solution: In the frequency domain

V (ω) = Z(ω)I = R

1 + jωRC
I

Taking the Laplace transform gives

V (s) = Z(s)I (s) = R

1 + sRC
I (s) = R

s(1 + sRC )

QNAvn

W

using a step current of I (s) = I/s = (QNAvn/W)(1/s), where “s” is the Laplace oper-
ator. Taking the inverse Laplace transform gives

V (t) = QNAvnR

W
(1 − e−t/RC) = Vo(1 − e−t/RC)

Equation (8.42) has two limits that are of interest for transit time measurements:

1. For tt � RC, the voltage becomes

V (t) ≈ Vot

RC
= QNAvnt

WC
, 0 ≤ t ≤ tt (8.43)

V (t) = QNA

C
, t > tt (8.44)
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In this approximation the RC circuit acts as an integrator, and the voltage is shown in
Fig. 8.16(b) by the solid line.

2. For tt � RC, the voltage becomes

V (t) ≈ Vo = QNAvnR

W
, 0 ≤ t ≤ tt (8.45)

V (t) = 0, t > tt (8.46)

The RC time constant in this approximation is so small that the capacitor never charges
and V (t) ≈ RI (t). The voltage is shown in Fig. 8.16(c) by the solid line. The transit time
can be determined for either case and the carrier velocity is extracted from tt .

This time-of-flight method can be implemented with the p+πn+ junction in
Fig. 8.16(d). The π region is a lightly doped p-region in this figure. Bias voltage −V1

depletes the π region entirely. Shallow penetration excitation (high energy light or an
electron beam) from the left creates ehps near x = 0. The holes flow into the p+ contact
layer and the electrons drift to x = W , allowing the electron velocity to be determined.
With excitation from the right, holes drift to the left, and the hole velocity is measured.

Two slightly different implementations of time-of-flight measurement geometries are
shown in Fig. 8.17. Both use pn diodes combined with MOS structures. Figure 8.17(a)
shows a gate-controlled diode with diode and gate biased to V1, ensuring deep depletion
under the gate so that an inversion layer cannot form.82 – 83 The gate of the gate-controlled
diode is a high-resistivity poly-silicon film with sheet resistance around 10 kohms/square.
The voltage pulse V2 with 200 ns pulse length and 10 kHz repetition rate creates a periodic
voltage along the gate as well as along the semiconductor, leading to a lateral electric

V2 V1

Laser Pulses
Vo

p-Substrate

n+

Poly-Si

(a)

VG

−Vdr

Laser Pulses

Vo

p-Substrate

(b)

n+p+ p+
d

Fig. 8.17 Two drift mobility measurement implementations as discussed in the text.
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field. Optical pulses, from a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser, are directed to two openings
in a metal gate creating electron-hole pairs in the semiconductor. The holes drift into
the substrate and the electrons drift along the surface to the collecting diode to produce
a current pulse in the output circuit. By injecting minority carriers into two locations,
defined by optical apertures, the difference in arrival times is used to determine the drift
velocity. To obtain the field dependence of the mobility, the lateral or tangential electric
field is varied by changing V2. To determine the gate voltage dependence of the mobility,
the normal or vertical electric field is varied by adjusting V1.82

The electric field in the semiconductor in Fig. 8.17(b) is obtained from a voltage
applied between two p+ contacts in the semiconductor itself.84 The Al gate sets the surface
potential, but the lateral electric field is independent of the vertical electric field since the
lateral field does not originate from a gate voltage. The continuous gate is also a light
shield with two slits for the laser pulses to generate ehps. Optical pulses with 70 ps pulse
widths from a mode-locked Nd-YAG laser have been used. The minority carrier packets
are collected by the n+ collector and displayed on a sampling oscilloscope. The circuits of
Figs. 8.15 and 8.17 are similar. The chief difference lies in the method of minority carrier
injection. In Fig. 8.15 minority carriers are injected electrically, in Fig. 8.17 optically. In
all of these techniques, it is important for carrier trapping to be eliminated or accounted
for in the data analysis.75, 85 The dashed lines in Fig. 8.16(b) and (c) indicate the effects
of trapping.81

The saturation velocity can also be determined from MOSFET current-voltage data.
For short channel MOSFETs, the drain current under saturation conditions in the presence
of source resistance RS , can be written as86

ID,sat = Weff vsatµeff Cox(VGS − VT − ID,satRS)
2

2vsatLeff + µeff (VGS − VT − ID,satRS)
(8.47)

Solving for ID,sat and dropping higher order ID,sat terms, allows Eq. (8.47) to be written
as

1

ID,sat
= 2RSWeff vsatCox + 1

Weff vsatCox(VGS − VT )
+ 2(Lm − �L)

Weff µeff Cox(VGS − VT )2
(8.48)

A plot of 1/ID,sat versus Lm has intercepts (1/ID,sat )int and Lm,int given by(
1

ID,sat

)
int

= 2RSWeff vsatCox + 1

Weff vsatCox(VGS − VT )
− 2�L

Weff µeff Cox(VGS − VT )2
(8.49)

Lm,int = �L − µeff (VGS − VT )(2RSWeff vsatCox + 1)

2vsat
(8.50)

Substituting Eq. (8.49) into (8.50) gives

Lm,int = �L + 2RSWeff vsatCox + 1

Weff vsatCox(VGS − VT )

Lm,int

(1/ID,sat )int
= �L + A

Lm,int

(1/ID,sat )int
(8.51)

Note that Eq. (8.51) no longer contains µeff . Plotting Lm,int versus Lm,int/(1/ID,sat )int has
the slope A. Plotting A versus 1/(VGS − VT ) gives a line with slope S, which leads to
vsat through the expression

vsat = 1

Weff Cox(S − 2RS)
(8.52)
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8.6 MOSFET MOBILITY

The conductivity, Hall, and magnetoresistance mobilities are bulk mobilities. Surfaces
play a relatively minor role in their determination. The carriers are free to move through-
out the sample and a mobility, averaged over the sample thickness, is measured. The main
scattering mechanisms are lattice or phonon scattering and ionized impurity scattering.
Neutral impurity scattering is important at low temperatures, where ionized impurities
become neutral due to carrier freeze out. For some semiconductors there is piezoelec-
tric scattering. Each scattering mechanism is associated with a mobility. According to
Mathiessen’s rule, the net mobility µ depends on the various mobilities as87

1

µ
= 1

µ1
+ 1

µ2
+ . . . . . . . (8.53)

and the lowest mobility dominates.
In this section we are concerned with additional scattering mechanisms that occur

when the current carriers are confined within a narrow region as in a MOSFET channel.
The location of the carriers near the oxide-semiconductor interface introduces additional
scattering mechanisms like Coulomb scattering from oxide charges and interface states,
as well as surface roughness scattering, reducing the MOSFET mobility below the bulk
mobility.88 Quantization of carriers in inversion layers further reduces the mobility.89 – 91

8.6.1 Effective Mobility

We consider an n-channel MOSFET of gate length L and width W . The considerations for
p-channel devices are similar. The drain current ID is a combination drift and diffusion
currents

ID = Wµeff QnVDS

L
− Wµeff

kT

q

dQn

dx
(8.54)

where Qn is the mobile channel charge density (C/cm2), and µeff the effective mobility,
usually measured at drain voltages of typically 50–100 mV. Lower VDS is better, because
then the channel charge is more uniform from source to drain, allowing the diffusive
second term in Eq. (8.54) to be dropped. Solving for the effective mobility µeff gives

µeff = gdL

WQn
(8.55)

where the drain conductance gd is defined as

gd = ∂ID

∂VDS

|VGS
= constant (8.56)

How is Qn determined? Two approaches are commonly used. In the first, the mobile
channel charge density is approximated by

Qn = Cox(VGS − VT ) (8.57)

Although channel charge exists in the sub-threshold region below VT , the expression VGS −
VT ensures the device operation in the above-threshold, drift-limited regime. Nevertheless,
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this approach has some deficiencies. The first is that the channel charge density is not
exactly given by Eq. (8.57). Second, the threshold voltage is not necessarily well known
and Cox is not strictly the oxide capacitance/unit area. It is an effective oxide capacitance
taking into account poly-Si gate depletion and the fact that the inversion layer resides
slightly below the SiO2/Si interface. Both effects introduce additional series capacitances.

When µeff is determined with Eqs. (8.55) and (8.57), one usually observes a signif-
icant mobility drop near VGS = VT . The reasons for this are that Eq. (8.57) is only an
approximation to the true value of Qn, the threshold voltage is not precisely known, and
the channel charge density decreases as the gate voltage is decreased and ionized impurity
scattering becomes more important. It is less significant at higher gate voltages, because
the inversion charge screens the ionized impurities.

The approach giving better results is based on a direct measure of Qn from capacitance
measurements, with the mobile channel charge density determined from the gate-to-
channel capacitance/unit area, CGC , according to

Qn =
∫ VGS

−∞
CGC dVGS (8.58)

Then CGC is measured using the connection of Fig. 8.18. The capacitance meter is con-
nected between the gate and the source/drain connected together (not shown) with the
substrate grounded. For a more detailed discussion see Appendix 6.1. For negative gate
voltage (Fig. 8.18(a)), the channel region is accumulated and the overlap capacitances
2Cov are measured. For VGS > VT (Fig. 8.18(b)), the surface is inverted and all three
capacitances, 2Cov + Cch, are measured. A CGC − VGS curve is shown in Fig. 8.19(a).
Subtracting 2Cov from this curve and integrating gives the Qn − VGS curve of Fig. 8.19(a).
Figure 8.19(b) gives the drain output characteristics. These curves give the drain conduc-
tance gd from the slope at low VDS . Extracting the mobility from Fig. 8.19 through
Eq. (8.55) gives the mobility shown in Fig. 8.20.

Even if the mobility is determined with Eqs. (8.55) and (8.57), there are still some
frequently ignored sources of error. We will briefly mention them. CGC is most commonly
measured as shown in Fig. 8.18(a). In this configuration, VDS = 0, but the drain current
to determine gd is obviously measured with VDS > 0. It is very common to use VDS =
100 mV for ID measurements. A better choice is to use as small a drain voltage as possible.
However, if VDS is too low, the measurement becomes noisy, but VDS ≈ 20–50 mV is
reasonable. VDS > 0 introduces an error in µeff − VGS data, primarily near VGS = VT ,
because Qn reduces as VDS is increased for a given VGS .92 – 94 Modifying the measurement
circuit slightly allows a drain bias to be applied during the CGC measurement, with the
capacitance measured between G and S (CGS ) with the drain reverse biased.94 Then the

Cov Cov

VGS < VT VGS < VT

(a)

Cov Cov

n+

p

Cch

(b)

p

n+

Fig. 8.18 Schematic for gate-to-channel capacitance measurements for (a) VGS <VT , (b) VGS >VT .
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G to D capacitance (CGD) is measured. CGC is CGS + CGD . Another error is the neglect
of the overlap capacitances Cov in Fig. 8.18, although it may be permissible to neglect
these capacitances for large MOSFETs with gate lengths of 100 µm or so. Nevertheless
some error is introduced if these capacitances are not considered in the analysis.

A further error is introduced by assuming the drain current to be drift current only.
While this may be a good approximation for operation above threshold, for VGS near VT ,
diffusion current begins to be important. In fact, as is well known, for VGS < VT , i.e.,
in the sub-threshold region the drain current is mainly due to diffusion. The capacitance
should be measured at a sufficiently high frequency for interface traps to be unable to
follow the ac signal, typically 100 kHz to 1 MHz. For low frequencies, the interface traps
contribute a capacitive component.

The mobile channel charge density measurement technique is known as the “split
C-V ” technique, with the capacitance measured between the gate and source-drain and
between the gate and the substrate, as illustrated in Fig. 8.18. The method was originally
proposed by Koomen to measure the interface trapped charge density and the substrate
doping density.95 It was later adapted to mobility measurements.96

To understand the split C-V technique, consider Fig. 8.21. A time-varying gate voltage
gives rise to currents I1 and I2. With the substrate grounded, I1 is

I1 = dQn

dVGS

dVGS

dt
= Cn

dVGS

dt
= CGC

dVGS

dt
(8.59)

Similarly,

I2 = dQb

dVGS

dVGS

dt
= Cb

dVGS

dt
= CGB

dVGS

dt
(8.60)

The mobile channel charge density Qn is derived from Eq. (8.59) and from (8.60) one
derives the bulk charge density Qb or the substrate doping density. Typical CGC and CGB

curves are shown in Fig. 8.22.
The effective mobility depends on lattice scattering, ionized impurity scattering, and

surface scattering. Ionized impurity and surface scattering depend on the substrate doping
density and the gate voltage. The dependence of the effective mobility on gate voltage,
illustrated in Fig. 8.23, is sometimes expressed as the dependence of µeff on the vertical

VG

I1 I2

Fig. 8.21 Split C-V measurement arrangement.
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surface electric field Eeff , according to

µeff = µo

1 + (αEeff )γ
(8.61)

where α and γ are constants. Equation (8.61) produces “universal” mobility-electric field
curves if the electric field produced by the gate voltage is expressed as the electric field
due to the space-charge region and the inversion layer charges as97 – 98

Eeff = Qb + ηQn

KsEo

(8.62)

where Qb and Qn are the charge densities (C/cm2) in the space-charge region and the
inversion layer, respectively. The η in the inversion layer charge accounts for averaging
of the electric field over the electron distribution in the inversion layer, usually taken as
η = 1/2 for the electron mobility and 1/3 for the hole mobility.97 – 98 The “universal” µeff

versus Eeff plot contains the gate voltage and the bulk/inversion charge dependence.
A large body of experimental room temperature Si data agrees closely with the empir-

ical expressions99 – 102

µeff ,n = 638

1 + (Eeff /7 × 105)1.69
; µeff ,p = 240

1 + (Eeff /2.7 × 105)
(8.63)

Electron and hole effective mobilities for SiO2/Si devices calculated with Eq. (8.63) are
shown in Fig. 8.23. Also shown are experimental data, showing that Eq. (8.63) is a good
predictor of the experimental effective mobility data.

This form of presentation is appealing from the point of view of universality, but it
is more difficult to arrive at from an operational point of view. It is, after all, the gate
voltage that is measured experimentally, not the electric field. Conversion of measured
voltages to electric field requires the doping density under the gate and the inversion
charge density to be known. “Universal” mobility curves as a function of gate voltage are
shown in Appendix 8.2.

The effective mobility reduction with effective electric field or with gate voltage has
been attributed to enhanced surface roughness scattering with increased gate voltage and
to quantization effects and it is common practice to express the effective mobility through
an empirical relationship. The effective mobility is sometimes given by

µeff = µo

1 + θ(VGS − VT )
(8.64)

The mobility degradation factor θ varies with gate oxide thickness and with doping
density.103 The low-field mobility µo is the intercept of the µeff versus (VGS − VT ) curve
shown in Fig. 8.24(a). The constant θ is obtained from the slope of the µo/µeff versus
(VGS − VT ) plot in Fig. 8.24(b).

A number of variations of the expression in Eq. (8.64) have been proposed to agree
with experimental data. Some expressions include series resistance;104 others include
mobility reduction due to lateral electric fields,105 – 106 important only for short-channel
devices in which the drain voltage or the lateral electric field affects the mobility.

Effect of Gate Depletion and Channel Location: As discussed in Chapter 6, n+ poly-
silicon gates in n-channel MOSFETs and p+-Si gates in p-channel MOSFETs are partially
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Fig. 8.24 (a) Effective mobility, (b) normalized mobility versus VGS − VT .

depleted when the device is biased in inversion, introducing a gate capacitance CG in
series with the oxide capacitance, thereby lowering Cox . Location of the inversion channel
slightly below the Si surface introduces an additional channel capacitance, Cch, lowering
the oxide capacitance further. The gate-to-channel capacitance due to these two parasitic
capacitances is

CGC = Cox

1 + Cox/CG + Cox/Cch
(8.65)

CGC for metal gate and n+ poly-Si gate in Fig. 8.25 clearly shows the CGC droop
for positive gate voltages. Such reduced capacitance, if not properly accounted for, yields
artificially high mobilities according to Eqs. (8.57) and (8.58). For ND = 1019 cm−3, CGC

increases when the gate inverts at VG = 1.6 V.
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Fig. 8.25 Simulated gate-to-channel capacitance versus gate voltage as a function of poly-Si
gate doping density. Oxide leakage current not considered. tox = 2 nm, NA = 1017 cm−3,
µeff = 300 cm2/V-s.

Effect of Gate Current: The gate current influences the drain current for sufficiently
thin gate insulators, as illustrated in Fig. 8.26. For low drain voltage, e.g., VDS =
10-20 mV, the channel region can be considered an equipotential and approximately half
the gate current flows to the source and half to the drain. The gate current flowing to
the drain opposes the current from source to drain. This reduced drain current leads to
a drain conductance reduction and, according to Eq. (8.55), to lower effective mobility.
Experimental drain and gate currents are shown in Fig. 8.27 for two drain voltages. It is
obvious that as the gate current increases the drain current decreases.

Several approaches have been proposed to correct this problem. In one of these, it is
assumed that half the gate current flows to the drain giving the effective drain current107

ID,eff = ID + IG/2 (8.66)

where ID and IG are the measured drain and gate currents. ID,eff should be used to
determine the drain conductance. In another approach, the drain current is measured at
two drain voltages and the effective drain current is108

ID,eff = �ID = ID(VDS2 ) − ID(VDS1 ) (8.67)

n+ n+ VDS

VGS

IG/2 IG/2

ID

p

Fig. 8.26 MOSFET cross section showing drain and gate currents. Gate current adds to source
current and subtracts from drain current.
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Fig. 8.27 Drain and gate currents versus gate voltage for an n-channel MOSFET. Gate insulator:
HfO2 ∼ 2 nm thick. With permission of W. Zhu and T.P. Ma, Yale University.

For example, in Fig. 8.27 the drain current is measured at 10 mV and 20 mV. For gate
voltages slightly higher than 1 V, the drain current drops. Subtracting one from the other
yields the lower current, assuming that the gate current is not affected by such low drain
voltages. As seen in Fig. 8.27 that is a good assumption with the gate current only weakly
dependent on drain voltage.

Effect of Inversion Charge Frequency Response: Errors can occur in the determination
of Qn due to the channel frequency response. Consider the cross-sectional MOSFET
diagram in Fig. 8.28, consisting of Cox , Cov , Cch the channel capacitance, Cb the space-
charge region or bulk capacitance, RS the source resistance, RD the drain resistance,
and Rch the channel resistance. The capacitances are in F /unit area. When the gate-to-
channel capacitance CGC is measured, electrons are supplied by the source and drain.
They encounter resistance Rch and various capacitances limiting the frequency response
of the inversion charge. The gate-to-channel capacitance is given by92

CGC = CoxCch

Cox + Cch + Cb

Re

(
tanh(λ)

λ

)
(8.68)

 
Cov Cov

Cch

RD
RS

Rch
Cb

Cox

Fig. 8.28 MOSFET cross-section showing source and drain resistances (RS and RD), channel resis-
tance Rch , overlap, oxide, channel and bulk capacitances (Cov , Cox , Cch , and Cb).
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where
λ =

√
j0.25ωC ′RchL2 (8.69)

The derivation is given in Appendix 8.3.
Figure 8.29 gives CGC as a function of frequency and channel length, showing that the

frequency must be sufficiently low or the gate sufficiently short for the channel frequency
effects to be negligible. If those conditions are not satisfied, the integrated CGC leads to
an incorrect mobility.

Effect of Interface Trapped Charge: Interface traps affect mobility measurements in
several ways. They provide scattering sites, reducing the mobility. Electrons trapped in
interface traps contribute to Qn but not to drain current or drain conductance.109 Interface
traps can contribute a capacitance, leading to a Qn increase. Hence, Qn increases and gd

decreases, both leading to reduced mobility, according to Eq. (8.55). Let us consider two
of these effects. Interface traps contribute a capacitance if they can respond to the applied
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Fig. 8.29 Simulated gate-to-channel capacitance versus gate voltage as a function of (a) frequency
and (b) channel length. Gate depletion and oxide leakage current not considered. tox = 2 nm,
NA = 1017 cm−3, µn = 300 cm2/V-s.
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frequency. Their response is determined by the capture and emission time constants. From
Eq. (6.60) the interface trap electron emission time constant is

τit = exp(�E/kT )

σnvthNc

= 4 × 10−11 exp(�E/kT ) [s] (8.70)

where �E is the interface trap energy interval measured from the bottom of the conduc-
tion band to the interface trap energy of interest. The numerical value is calculated for
σn = 10−16 cm2, vth = 107 cm/s, and Nc = 2.5 × 1019 cm−3. The frequency dependent
capacitance is then

Cit = q2Dit

1 + ω2τ 2
it

(8.71)

where Dit is the interface trap density.
The interface trap capacitance is in parallel with Cch and the effective gate capaci-

tance is

CGC = Cox(Cch + Cit )

Cox + Cch + Cb + Cit

(8.72)

Cit only contributes a noticeable component for low Cch , which typically occurs near
the threshold voltage where the channel is weak. Furthermore, Cit is only significant
for high interface trap densities, typically observed for insulators other than SiO2 on Si.
The measurement frequency is, of course, also important, according to Eq. (8.71). This
frequency depends on �E, which, in turn depends on the doping density, as discussed in
Appendix 8.4.

A second effect of interface traps is its influence on the gate voltage. The effect of Dit

on VT is given by

VG = VFB + φs + Qs

Cox

± Qit

Cox

(8.73)

The “±” sign accounts for the interface trap charge. It is generally accepted that for
SiO2/Si interfaces, the interface traps in the upper half of the band gap are acceptors
and in the lower half are donors. For inverted n-channel MOSFETs, donors occupied by
electrons are neutral and acceptors occupied by electrons are negatively charged, leading
to positive threshold voltage shifts, illustrated in Fig. 8.30. The increased capacitance
in Fig. 8.30(a) is seen only at low CGC and the shifted gate voltage is quite obvious.
Interface traps lead to an incorrect integrated CGC and incorrect mobility. Fig. 8.30(b)
includes the effects of gate depletion and interface traps.

Effect of Series Resistance: We discussed in Chapter 4 how series resistance degrades
the MOSFET current-voltage behavior. Source, drain and contact resistances also affect
the mobility, since the effective mobility depends on drain conductance gd . As ID depends
on series resistance RSD , µeff also depends on RSD . It should be understood that µeff itself
does, of course, not depend on RSD . The drain conductance becomes

gd(RSD) = gd0

1 + gd0RSD

(8.74)

where gd0 is the drain conductance for RSD = 0. With gd reduced, the effective mobility
is also reduced as evident in Eq. (8.55).
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The effective mobility of depletion-mode devices can be measured by the same drain
conductance method. In depletion-mode devices mobility profiles are obtained by varying
the gate voltage. In order to extract depth-dependent mobilities, it is necessary to determine
the carrier density independently, by capacitance-voltage measurements for example.110

8.6.2 Field-Effect Mobility

While the effective mobility is derived from the drain conductance, the field-effect mobility
is determined from the transconductance, defined by

gm = ∂ID

∂VGS

|VDS
= constant (8.75)

The drift component of the drain current with Qn = Cox(VGS − VT ) is

ID = W

L
µeff Cox(VGS − VT )VDS (8.76)
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When the field-effect mobility is determined, the transconductance is usually taken to be

gm = W

L
µeff CoxVDS (8.77)

When this expression is solved for the mobility, it is known as the field-effect mobility

µFE = Lgm

WCoxVDS
(8.78)

The field-effect mobility, defined by Eq. (8.78), is generally lower than the effective
mobility, as shown in Fig. 8.31. This is rather disturbing, since it is the same device
measured under identical bias conditions. This discrepancy between µeff and µFE is
due to the neglect of the electric field dependence of the mobility in the derivation of
Eq. (8.78).111 – 112 Considering the µeff dependence on gate voltage, gives the transcon-
ductance

gm = W

L
µeff CoxVDS

(
1 + (VGS − VT )

µeff

dµeff

dVGS

)
(8.79)

and the field-effect mobility becomes

µFE = Lgm

WCoxVDS

(
1 + (VGS − VT )

µeff

dµeff

dVGS

)
(8.80)

Since dµeff /dVGS < 0, it is obvious that Eq. (8.80) gives a higher µFE than Eq. (8.78).
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Fig. 8.31 Effective and field-effect mobilities.
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8.6.3 Saturation Mobility

Sometimes the MOSFET mobility is derived from the drain current–drain voltage curves
with the device in saturation. The saturation drain current can be expressed as

ID,sat = BWµnCox

2L
(VGS − VT )2 (8.81)

where B represents the body effect which is weakly dependent on the gate voltage.
When Eq. (8.81) is solved for the mobility, this mobility, sometimes called the saturation
mobility, is

µsat = 2Lm2

BWC ox

(8.82)

where m is the slope of the (ID,sat )1/2 versus (VGS − VT ) plot. The saturation mobility in
Eq. (8.82) is usually lower than µeff because the gate voltage dependence of the mobility
is also neglected in Eq. (8.82). Additional error is introduced because the factor B is not
well known and usually assumed as unity. The saturation mobility is only valid when the
drain current is governed by mobility, not by velocity saturation.

8.7 CONTACTLESS MOBILITY

Infrared (IR) reflectance, discussed in Section 2.6.1 for carrier density characterization,
can also be used for mobility measurements. In this technique, the infrared reflectance
is measured over a wide wavelength range and the data are fitted to obtain the mobility.
Long wavelength IR reflectance data have a characteristic plasma frequency

ωp =
√

q2p

Ksεom∗ (8.83)

The mobility is given by

µ = q

γpm∗ (8.84)

where γp is the free carrier damping constant. The SiC mobility over the 1017 –1019 cm−3

doping density range was obtained by a fitting procedure involving ωp and γp .113

8.8 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

Conductivity Mobility: The weakness of the conductivity mobility method is the require-
ment for both sample resistivity and carrier density, requiring independent measurements.
Its strength lies in that it is directly defined from the sample resistivity or conductivity
and no correction factors are required in its analysis.

Hall Effect Mobility: The weakness of the Hall method lies in the special sample
requirements and the inability to predict a precise value for the Hall scattering factor.
The usual assumption of r = 1 introduces an error into the measured mobility. Although
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appropriate sample geometries exist for profiling, the method is awkward for mobility
profiling. The strength of the Hall technique lies in its common use and the availability
of mobilities determined by this method for the common semiconductors.

Magnetoresistance Mobility: The weakness of the magnetoresistance technique lies in
its limited use and the inability to characterize low-mobility semiconductors. For example,
it does not work well for Si. In common with the Hall effect, it is difficult to determine
the magnetoresistance scattering factor, and the assumption ξ = 1 introduces an error. Its
strength is the ability to measure devices requiring no special test structures. MESFETs
and MESFET-like devices can be easily characterized.

Time-of-Flight or Drift Mobility: The weakness of this method is the requirement for
special test structures and high speed electronics and/or optics. This puts the method into
the hands of specialists in a few laboratories. Its strength lies in the ability to measure the
mobility and the carrier velocity at high electric fields. Many of the experimental data of
velocity-electric field curves were generated by this method.

MOSFET Mobility: This method is only suitable for MOSFETs, MESFETs, and
MODFETs and an operational mobility is extracted. Depending on how the mobility is
measured, different experimental values are obtained. The effective mobility is the most
common and the least ambiguous. Both the field-effect and saturation mobility, as usually
defined, yield lower mobilities than µeff and should not be used to characterize a device,
unless appropriately modified equations are used in their derivation.

APPENDIX 8.1

Semiconductor Bulk Mobilities

Silicon: The dependence of the mobility on carrier density giving good agreement with
experiment at room temperature is given by the empirical expressions114

µn = µo + µmax − µo

1 + (n/Cr)a
− µ1

1 + (Cs/n)b
(A8.1)

µn = µoe
−pc/p + µmax

1 + (p/Cr)a
− µ1

1 + (Cs/n)b
(A8.2)

The parameters that give the best fit to experimental data are given in Table A8.1. These
two expressions are plotted in Figs. A8.1 and A8.2. For clarity, the experimental points
are not shown, but are found in Masetti et al.114

The doping density dependence of the mobility is often expressed as115

µ = µmin + µo

1 + (N/Nref )α
(A8.3)

where µ is either the electron or hole mobility and N is the donor or acceptor doping
density. The temperature dependence of the various parameters in Eq. (A8.3) has the form

A = Ao(T /300)n (A8.4)

The parameters that give the best fit to experimental data are given in Table A8.2.
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Fig. A8.1 Room temperature electron and hole mobilities in Si.
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from Eqs. (A8.3) and (A8.4).
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TABLE A8.1 Mobility Fit Parameters for Silicon.

Parameter Arsenic Phosphorus Boron

µo (cm2/V·s) 52.2 68.5 44.9
µmax (cm2/V·s) 1417 1414 470.5
µ1 (cm2/V·s) 43.4 56.1 29.0
Cr (cm−3) 9.68 × 1016 9.20 × 1016 2.23 × 1017

Cs (cm−3) 3.43 × 1020 3.41 × 1020 6.10 × 1020

a 0.680 0.711 0.719
b 2.00 1.98 2.00
pc (cm−3) — — 9.23 × 1016

Source: Masetti et al. Ref. 114.

TABLE A8.2 Mobility Fit Parameters for Silicon.

Temperature-Independent Prefactors Temperature

ExponentParameter Electrons Holes

µo (cm2/V·s) 1268 406.9 −2.33 electrons
−2.23 holes

µmin (cm2/V·s) 92 54.3 −0.57
Nref (cm−3) 1.3 × 1017 2.35 × 1017 2.4
α 0.91 0.88 −0.146

Source: Baccarani and Ostoja, Arora et al., and Li and Thurber, Refs. 116–118.

Equation (A8.3) is plotted in Fig. A8.2 for n-Si and p-Si as a function of tempera-
ture. Experimental data from Li and Thurber118 and Li119 agree reasonably well with the
mobilities in Fig. A8.2. Other mobility expressions have also been proposed.120 – 121

Gallium Arsenide: The mobilities of n− and p-type GaAs are shown in Fig. A8.3
at T = 300 K.
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Fig. A8.3 Room temperature electron and hole mobilities in GaAs. Data adapted from ref. 122.
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APPENDIX 8.2

Semiconductor Surface Mobilities

SiO2 /Si: The dependence of the effective mobility on effective electric field is shown
in Section 8.6.1. However, what is measured is the gate voltage. Hence it is useful to
determine the effective mobility as a function of gate voltage. Such curves are shown in
Fig. A8.4 for electron and hole mobilities, described by the equations123

µn,eff = 540

1 + (Eeff /9 × 105)1.85
(A8.5a)

µp,eff = 180

1 + (Eeff /4.5 × 105)
(A8.5b)

with Eeff in V /cm. These curves resemble those in Section 8.6.1. The effective electric
field is converted to gate voltage through123

Eeff (µn,eff ) = VG + VT

6tox

(A8.6a)

Eeff (µp,eff ) = VG + 1.5VT − α

7.5tox

(A8.6b)

with VG and VT in V and tox in cm. In Eq. (A8.6b) α = 0 for p+ poly-Si gate surface
channel p-MOSFETs, α = 2.3 for n+ poly-Si gate buried channel p-MOSFETs, and
α = 2.7 for p+ poly-Si gate p-MOSFETs.

APPENDIX 8.3

Effect of Channel Frequency Response

The effective MOSFET mobility is

µeff = gdL

WQn

(A8.7)
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Fig. A8.5 MOSFET transmission line equivalent circuit.

Errors can occur in the determination of gd and Qn. Consider the cross-sectional MOSFET
diagram in Fig. 8.28, consisting of overlap, oxide, channel, and bulk capacitances, as well
as source, drain, and channel resistances. The MOSFET is represented by the equivalent
circuit in Fig. A8.5.92 The gate-to-channel capacitance is

CGC = CoxCch

Cox + Cch + Cb

Re
tanh(λ)

λ
; λ = √

jωτGC (A8.8)

where the channel time constant is

τGC = CGC0 L2

4Rsh,ch
; CGC0 = Cch(Cox + Cb)

Cox + Cch + Cb

; Rsh,ch = 1

Qnµn

(A8.9)

with Cch = dQn/dφs the inversion capacitance, Cb = dQb/dφs the space-charge region
or bulk capacitance, Rsh,ch the channel sheet resistance, and µn the channel mobility.
During capacitance measurements, the channel charge is supplied by the source and drain
junctions. To avoid distortion of the capacitance-voltage curve due to channel charging
effects, the measurement frequency f must satisfy the criterion

f � 1

2πτGC

= 4Rsh,ch

2πCGC0 L2
(A8.10)

placing limits on CGC , Rsh,ch , f , and L as shown in Fig. 8.29. For oxides thinner than
2 nm, L should be 10 µm or less for f = 1 MHz.124 For thinner oxides or longer chan-
nels, the source and drain are unable to supply the required channel. This will clearly
be important for effective mobility extraction since the channel charge density Qn in
Eq. (A8.7) depends on CGC .

APPENDIX 8.4

Effect of Interface Trapped Charge

From Eq. (6.57 the interface trap electron emission time constant is

τit = exp(�E/kT )

σnvthNc

= 4 × 10−11 exp(�E/kT ) [s] (A8.11)
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Fig. A8.6 Semiconductor band diagram of a MOSFET or (a) low NA and (b) high NA showing
�E variation.

where �E is the interface trap energy interval from the bottom of the conduction band to
the interface trap energy of interest. The numerical value is calculated for σn = 10−16 cm2,
vth = 107 cm/s, and Nc = 2.5 × 1019 cm−3. With fit = 1/2πτit

fit = 4 × 109 exp(−�E/kT ) (A8.12)

Figure A8.6 shows the band diagrams for two n-channel MOSFETs at flatband and at
the onset of inversion where the surface potential is (φs = 2φF ). Figure A8.6(a) has a
lightly-doped and (b) a heavily-doped substrate. Only the semiconductor band diagram is
shown for simplicity. The vertical line represents the insulator/semiconductor interface.
The small horizontal lines at the interface denote interface traps. The heavy lines represent
interface traps below the Fermi energy EF , occupied by electrons, and the light lines are
unoccupied traps. Those interface traps responding to the external ac signal are around
the Fermi energy. �E is lower for highly-doped substrates, since it takes a higher surface
potential to invert the surface. However, according to Eq. (A8.12), a lower �E corre-
sponds to a higher frequency response. For lightly-doped substrates (NA = 1016 cm−3),
�E = 0.41 eV and f = 500 Hz, while for NA = 1018 cm−3, �E = 0.17 eV and f =
5.5 MHz. Interface traps responding to the ac signal contribute the interface trap capaci-
tance Cit . The resulting gate-to-channel capacitance becomes

CGC = Cox(Cch + Cit )

Cox + Cch + Cb + Cit

(A8.13)
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PROBLEMS

8.1 The excess carrier density in a Haynes-Shockley experiment follows the equation

�n(x, t) = N√
4πDnt

exp

(
− (x − vt)2

4Dnt
− t

τn

)
; Dn = (d�t)2

16 ln(2)t3
d

;

τn = td2 − td1

ln(�n1/�n2) − 0.5 ln(td2/td1)
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where td is the delay time (the time at the peak in the curves) and �t is the pulse
width at half its maximum amplitude. From the E = 75 V/cm curve in Fig. P8.1
determine the velocity v, the mobility µn (v = µnE, where E is the electric field),
and the diffusion constant Dn. From the E = 75 V/cm and E = 150 V/cm curves,
determine the lifetime τn. d = 2.5 × 10−2 cm, T = 300 K.
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Fig. P8.1

8.2 The ID − VD and ID − VG curves of a MOSFET are shown in Fig. P8.2(a) and (b).

(a) Determine and plot µeff versus VG for this device to VG = 5 V.

(b) Determine θ and µo.

(c) Determine and plot µFE versus VG, using Eq. (8.78).

(d) Derive a modified version of Eq. (8.78) taking into account the dependence of
µeff on VG. Then use this modified equation to determine and plot new and
more accurate values of µFE .

Plot all mobilities on the same figure. W/L = 20, Cox = 1.7 × 10−7 F/cm2, effective
mobility can be represented by µeff = µo/[1 + θ(VG − VT )].

8.3 The ID − VD curves of a MOSFET are shown in Fig. P 8.3.

(a) Determine and plot µeff versus VG for this device to VG = 6 V.

(b) Determine VT , µo, and θ . W = 20 µm, L = 2 µm, tox = 12.5 nm, the effective
mobility can be represented by

µeff = µo/[1 + θ(VG − VT )].

8.4 The ID − VGS curve of a MOSFET with µeff = constant and RSD = 0, measured at
VDS = 100 mV, is shown in Fig. P 8.4.

(a) Determine the threshold voltage.

(b) Draw the transconductance curve gm on the same diagram and label the gm axis.

(c) Draw the ID − VGS curve if µeff is not constant, but depends on gate voltage
according to µeff = µo[1 + θ(VGS − VT )]; show how the gm curve changes.
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8.5 A short duration light flash creates excess electron-hole pairs, �n = �p, at x = 0
at t = 0 as shown in Fig. P8.5. Minority carriers drift in the electric field. Draw
�n at t = t1 corresponding to x = x1. What material parameters can be determined
with this experiment? Explain.

V

x1 x

t1 t

p-type

Light flash

∆n

0

0

Fig. P8.5

8.6 A sheet of electrons and holes is generated at x = 0.5 mm at t = 0 as shown in
Fig. P8.6. These carriers drift in the electric field. The electron velocity is 107 cm/s
and the hole velocity is 5 × 106 cm/s. Draw the electron current, the hole current,
and the total current (in arbitrary units, but all currents on the same scale) on the
diagram provided.

8.7 In the time-of-flight measurement, electron-hole pairs (ehp) are generated in the
depleted space-charge region of width W of a reverse-biased junction as shown in
Fig. P8.7. At t = 0 there is a brief light flash creating ehp. The flash has a negligible
pulse width and it creates 6.25 × 106 ehp.

(a) Determine the transit time for electrons or holes for the flash at positions (a)
and (c).
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(b) Determine the current for positions (a) and (c).

(c) Draw the I-t curves for the light flash at positions (a) x = 0, (b) x = W/2, and
(c) x = W .

vn = 2vp = 107 cm/s, W = 100 µm. There are no capacitances in the output circuit,
i.e., the RC time constant is zero. Label the axes with numerical values.

8.8 In a time-of-flight measurement, electron-hole pairs (ehp) are generated in the
depleted space-charge region of width W of a reverse-biased p+in+ junction as
shown in Fig. P8.8. At t = 0 there is a brief light flash creating ehps uniformly
throughout the entire space-charge region. Draw the resulting V (t) versus t curve.
Use vn = 2vp, where vn is the electron velocity and vp is the hole velocity. Neglect
any capacitance in the output circuit.
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8.9 In a time-of-flight measurement, carriers are generated in the depleted space-charge
region of width W of a reverse-biased p+in+ junction, shown in Fig. P8.9. “i”
stands for intrinsic region. At t = 0 there is a brief light flash creating electrons
only uniformly throughout the entire space-charge region. This is strange light that
only creates electrons. Draw the I -t curve. tt is the transit time of electrons to drift
from x = 0 to x = W . There are no capacitances in the output circuit, i.e., the RC
time constant is zero.
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Light flash

I

I

xW0

ttt0

Fig. P8.9

8.10 Derive Eq. (8.37). Consider the pulse width, which has spread due to diffusion, at
its 50% maximum value in the solution.

8.11 The current expression for a MOSFET with series resistance (Fig. P8.11) is given
by

ID = (W/L)µeff Cox(V
′
G − VT − V ′

D/2)V ′
D ≈ β(V ′

G − VT )V ′
D (P8.11)
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where

V ′
G = VG − IDRS ; V ′

D = VD − IDRSD; RSD = RS + RD

Show that the measured transconductance gm = ∂ID/∂VGS|VDS=constant is given by

gm = gmo

1 + gdoRSD + gmoRs

where gmo = ∂ID/∂V ′
GS|VDS=constant and gdo = ∂ID/∂V ′

DS|VGS =constant.

VG

V′G

V′D
RD

VD

RS

S

G

D

Fig. P8.11

8.12 From the ID − VD and the CGC − VG curves in Fig. P8.12, determine and plot µeff

versus VG − VT . Plot both on the same figure. To integrate the CGC − VG curve to
determine Qn use a simple graphical integration

µeff = gdL

WCox(VG − VT )
; µeff = gdL

WQn

W = 1 µm, L = 0.18 µm, tox = 2.5 nm, VT = 0.5 V, RSD = 0, Kox = 3.9.
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8.13 The current-voltage relationship of a MOSFET in the presence of series resistance
is (source and substrate are grounded):

ID ≈ Weff Cox

Leff

µo

[1 + θ(VG − VT )]
(VG − VT − 0.5VD)V ′

D
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where V ′
D = VD − ID(RS + RD), Weff = W − �W , and Leff = L − �L. Using the

ID − VG curves determine VT , µo, θ , �L, and RSD = RS + RD; assume �W = 0.
tox = 10 nm, W = 50 µm, VD = 50 mV.

The drain currents for various channel lengths and various gate voltages are:

ID (A)
VG (V ) L = 20 µm 12 µm 7 µm 1 µm
1.325 1.145e-05 1.876e-05 3.119e-05 0.0001527
1.625 1.636e-05 2.645e-05 4.304e-05 0.0001740
1.925 2.094e-05 3.345e-05 5.339e-05 0.0001873
2.225 2.523e-05 3.985e-05 6.250e-05 0.0001964
2.525 2.924e-05 4.572e-05 7.058e-05 0.0002031
2.825 3.301e-05 5.113e-05 7.781e-05 0.0002081
3.125 3.656e-05 5.612e-05 8.430e-05 0.0002121
3.425 3.991e-05 6.075e-05 9.017e-05 0.0002153
3.725 4.307e-05 6.504e-05 9.550e-05 0.0002179
4.025 4.606e-05 6.905e-05 0.0001004 0.0002202
4.325 4.889e-05 7.278e-05 0.0001048 0.0002220
4.625 5.157e-05 7.628e-05 0.0001089 0.0002237
4.925 5.412e-05 7.957e-05 0.0001127 0.0002251
5.225 5.655e-05 8.265e-05 0.0001162 0.0002263

8.14 In a Haynes Shockley experiment, the output voltage versus time is measured and
shown in Fig. P8.14. The semiconductor is then flown in outer space, where it is
bombarded with high-energy particles, creating damage in the semiconductor. After
returning to earth, the Vout versus t curve is remeasured. Draw and justify the new
curve on the same figure. Mobility and diffusion coefficient are unchanged.
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Fig. P8.14

8.15 In a Haynes Shockley experiment, the output voltage versus time is measured and
shown in Fig. P8.14. Draw and the curve when the electric field is increased. Mobil-
ity and diffusion coefficient are unchanged.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

• What are the different mobilities?
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• Why is the MOS effective mobility less than the bulk mobility?
• Why does the Hall mobility differ from the conductivity mobility?
• How does the Haynes-Shockley experiment work?
• What is determined with the Haynes-Shockley experiment?
• For what is the time-of-flight technique used?
• What precaution must be observed when the time-of-flight method is used to deter-

mine the mobility at high electric fields?
• How is µeff most commonly determined?
• Why is µFE usually lower then µeff ?
• What are the effects of gate depletion and gate current on effective mobility mea-

surements?
• Why is the channel frequency response important in effective mobility measure-

ments?



9
CHARGE-BASED AND PROBE
CHARACTERIZATION

9.1 INTRODUCTION

Many semiconductor characterization techniques are based on current, voltage, and capac-
itance measurements. They generally require some device fabrication or at least temporary
contacts, e.g., mercury probe C –V measurements. For example, to determine the oxide
charge and interface trap density of an MOS device, it is necessary to make an MOS
capacitor, traditionally done by evaporating a metal gate, depositing a poly-Si gate, or
using a mercury probe for the gate on an oxidized wafer. It is sometimes useful to make
measurements without device fabrication. One way is to deposit charge on an oxidized
wafer and measure the voltage contactless with a Kelvin or Monroe probe. The charge in
this configuration becomes the “gate”. After all, applying a gate voltage to an MOS capac-
itor is equivalent to placing a charge on the gate. Depositing the charge directly on the
oxide circumvents the gate formation with the additional advantage of being contactless.
The charge can be removed with a water rinse. Some of the material/device parameters
that can be determined with charge-based measurements are illustrated in Fig. 9.1.

Charge-based measurements lend themselves to measurements during the development
of integrated circuits (ICs) and for manufacturing control. To be effective, such test struc-
tures should provide rapid feedback to the pilot or manufacturing line. Surface voltage
(SV) and surface photovoltage (SPV) semiconductor characterization techniques are suit-
able for such rapid feedback and have become powerful and convenient methods for
a variety of material/device parameter measurements.1 The introduction of commercial
equipment led to widespread adoption by the semiconductor industry for initially measur-
ing the minority carrier diffusion length,2 later expanded to encompass routine character-
ization of surface voltage, surface barrier height, flatband voltage, oxide thickness, oxide
leakage current, interface trap density, mobile charge density, oxide integrity, generation

Semiconductor Material and Device Characterization, Third Edition, by Dieter K. Schroder
Copyright  2006 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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Fig. 9.1 Schematic illustration of the various material/device parameters measurable with charge/
probe/light techniques.

lifetime, recombination lifetime, and doping density. Charge, in these measurements, is
used in two basic ways: as the “gate” in MOS-type measurements, where the charge
replaces the metal or poly-silicon gate, and as a surface modifying method, where the
charge controls the surface potential.

IBM developed corona charge for semiconductor characterization during the period
1983–1992.3 However, due to lack of commercial instruments, the technique was ini-
tially only sparingly used. Later, it was developed into commercial products. We give an
introduction to this technique here, review the relevant theory and compare the technique
to the well-established MOS technique and illustrate it with several examples.

9.2. BACKGROUND

Bardeen and Brattain first described the SPV technique in 1953.4 They characterized
the light-induced surface potential variation in Ge samples with a mechanically vibrat-
ing reed. In 1955 Garret and Brattain presented the basic theory of the photo-induced
change of the surface potential in a semiconductor when illuminated with light.5 In the
same year, Moss considered diffusion of photo-generated carriers during surface photo-
voltage measurements.6 He called it “photovoltage” and the “photovoltaic effect”. The
name “surface photovoltage” appears to have been used first by Brattain and Garret in
1956 using continuous illumination.7 Morrison used a chopped light signal for capacitive
voltage detection.8 The use of SPV for minority carrier diffusion length determination was
proposed by Moss in 1955, by Johnson in 1957,9 by Quilliet and Gosar in 1960,10 and by
Goodman in 1961.11 It was Goodman’s SPV approach that led to the first full-scale imple-
mentation of the technique in the semiconductor industry at RCA,12 where it was employed
during semiconductor production by placing high-diffusion length wafers into critical fur-
naces and measuring the diffusion length after heating the wafers. Through this relatively
simple, contactless method, they were able to detect cracked furnace tubes, contaminated
solid source diffusion sources, metallic contact contamination, and other contamination
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sources. Instead of dc surface voltage or photovoltage measurements, lifetimes or diffusion
lengths can also be extracted from frequency-dependent, charge-based measurements.
Nakhmanson introduced frequency-dependent optically induced lifetime measurements.13

The equivalent circuit concept has proven to be very powerful for the analysis of such
measurements.14

During charge-based measurements, charge is deposited on the wafer and the semicon-
ductor response is measured with a Kelvin probe. To understand charge-based measure-
ments, it is necessary to understand Kelvin probes, first proposed by Kelvin in 1881.15

Kronik and Shapira give an excellent explanation of such probes and applications.16

9.3 SURFACE CHARGING

Charge is deposited chemically or as a corona charge. During chemical treatment, for
n-type silicon, the oxide on the sample surface should be removed and the sample should
be boiled in H2O2 or in water for about 15 min and then rinsed in deionized water (DI).17

Alternately, one can soak the sample in KMnO4 for 1–2 min and then rinse in DI water.
These treatments produce a stable depletion surface potential barrier. For p-type silicon
very little treatment is required. In case of very low VSPV , etching in buffered HF followed
by a DI water rinse is recommended.

Corona charging is used in copying processes using xerographic techniques where
the charge is deposited on a photoconductive drum.18 One of the first uses of deposited
charge for semiconductors was in the characterization of ZnO in 1968.19 Williams and
Woods20 and later Weinberg21 expanded the approach to the characterization of oxide
leakage current and mobile charge drift.22 Ions are deposited on a surface at atmospheric
pressure through an electric field applied to a source of ions. The corona source consists of
a wire, a series of wires, a single point, or multiple points located a few mm or cm above
the sample surface.23 The substrate may be moved during charging or between charging
cycles and the sample may be charged uniformly or in well-defined areas through a mask.
It is even possible to deposit positive (negative) charge in a given area and surround the
area with negative (positive) charge, to act as a zero-gap guard ring.24

A potential of 5,000–10,000 V of either polarity is applied to the corona source, as
illustrated in Fig. 9.2. Ions are generated close to the electrode, where a faint glow may be
observed in a darkened room. For a negative source potential, positive ions bombard the
source while free electrons are rapidly captured by ambient molecules to form negative
ions. For a positive source potential, electrons are attracted to the source and positive
ions follow the electric field lines to the substrate. The negative and positive corona ionic
species are predominantly CO−3 and H3O+ (hydrated protons), respectively. The corona
source forces a uniform flow of ionized air molecules toward the surface. The very short
(approximately 0.1 µm) atmospheric mean free path of the ionized gas ensures collision-
dominated ion transport with the molecules retaining very little kinetic energy. Typically
a few seconds are required to charge an insulating surface to a saturation potential.

One of the advantages for oxide thickness and oxide integrity measurements using
corona charge “gates” rather than conductive gates is the low surface mobility of the
“corona” ions on the sample surface. A charge deposited on the surface of an oxidized
wafer, creates an oxide electric field. The oxide breaks down at its weakest spot, with
the current confined to the breakdown spot, because the surface corona charge does not
readily drift or diffuse along the surface. By contrast, for a conductive gate with applied
gate voltage, the breakdown area may be the same as for the corona charge method, but
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Fig. 9.2 Schematic illustration of point and wire electrode corona charging methods. The deposited
charge is precisely measured with the op-amp charge meter.

the current from the entire gate area will be channeled into the weak spot, possibly leading
to catastrophic breakdown.

9.4 THE KELVIN PROBE

How does a surface voltage or photovoltage come about and how is it measured? A
surface voltage is generated by a surface or insulator charge or work function difference
and is most commonly detected with a non-contacting probe. The probe is a small plate,
2–4 mm in diameter, held typically 0.1–1 mm above the sample. Two types of probes
are used, as illustrated in Fig. 9.3. In the Kelvin probe, the electrode is vibrated vertically
changing the capacitance between probe and sample. In the Monroe probe, the electrode
is fixed and a grounded shutter, mounted in front of the electrode, is vibrated horizontally
thereby modulating the probe to wafer capacitance. The vibrational frequencies are typi-
cally 500–600 Hz. Two modes are used to determine the voltage: measuring the current
and measuring the voltage.

To understand the operation of a Kelvin probe, let us start with the band diagrams in
Fig. 9.4, consisting of two metals with differing work functions spaced a distance d1 and
forming a capacitor. In Fig. 9.4(a) the two metals are not connected and there is a voltage
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Fig. 9.3 Kelvin probe (left) and Monroe probe (right) for contact potential difference measurements.
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Fig. 9.4 Two metal plates and their band diagrams (a) plate 2 is floating electrically, (b) plate 2 is
grounded with spacing d1, and (c) plate 2 is grounded with spacing d2 > d1.

difference between them due to the work function difference (�M2 − �M1)/q, illustrated
by its band diagram. This voltage, indicated by the different metal Fermi energies EF1

and EF2, can be measured with a voltmeter. There is, however, no electric field in the
gap between the metal plates, since neither metal plate is charged. In Fig. 9.4(b), the
metals are both grounded and the Fermi energies equalize. Electrons flow from plate 2
to plate 1 establishing a net charge Q1 and −Q1 on the plates and an electric field in
the gap. The external voltage is now zero, but there is an internal voltage, the contact
potential difference indicated by Vcpd . Clearly, as plate 2 is grounded, current I1 flows
momentarily. The charge is related to the voltage and capacitance by

Q = V C = V εo/d (9.1)

where C is the capacitance and V is the internal voltage between the plates, d the spacing
between plates and εo the permittivity of free space. If now the plates are pulled apart
to distance d2 on Fig. 9.4(c) while remaining grounded, the charge on each plate must
decrease, since the voltage is constant at Vcpd , but the electric field is reduced. Electrons
flowing from plate 1 to plate 2 give rise to current I2. In the vibrating Kelvin probe the
current is25

I = dQ

dt
= V

dC

dt
= −V

εo

d2

dd

dt
(9.2)
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Fig. 9.5 Two metal plates and their band diagrams, (a) voltage −V is applied to plate 2 with
spacing d1, (b) voltage −V is applied to plate 2 with spacing d2 > d1, (c) charge Q1 on plate 2, and
(d) voltage −V2 reduces the current to zero.

For the example in Fig. 9.4, the current is

I = Vcpd
dC

dt
∼ Vcpd (9.3)

The contact potential difference is determined by calibrating the current. Vcpd depends
on the work function, adsorption layers, oxides, doping density in semiconductors, and
sample temperature variations.

The zero current mode is illustrated in Fig. 9.5. In Fig. 9.5(a) a negative voltage
V = �M2/q − �M1/q is applied to plate 2 reducing the charge on the plates and the
electric field between the plates to zero and there is no current flow. When the plates
are pulled further apart (9.5(b)) there is still no current flow since there is no charge on
the plates. The applied voltage V is adjusted until the current reaches zero when one of
the plates is vibrated. This voltage is equal to Vcpd and is also shown on Fig. 9.3 as V .
The method in Fig. 9.4 is faster than that in Fig. 9.5 and is typically used for mapping
purposes.

Let us now consider the case when charge Q1 is deposited on plate 2 as shown on
Fig. 9.5(c) with charge–Q1 induced on plate 1. Initially the voltage on floating gate 2 is
Vcpd (Fig. 9.4(a)). The voltage Q1/C alters floating plate 2 voltage to V1 and a current
pulse flows when the charge is deposited. Applying an external voltage V2 = Q1/C in
Fig. 9.5(d) reduces the charge and the current to zero. Hence, knowing the capacitance
one can determine the charge from the voltage.

Having established the basic operation of the Kelvin probe with two metal plates, we
now turn to semiconductors. The potential band diagram of the probe-air-semiconductor
system is shown in Fig. 9.6, where �M/q and �S/q are the metal and semiconductor
work function potentials, i.e., the potentials between the vacuum potential Evac/q and the
Fermi potential φF . Ec and Ev are the conduction band and valence band energies and
Ec/q and Ev/q their potentials. The potential of the intrinsic energy level in the neutral
bulk semiconductor, φ, is taken as the reference potential. The semiconductor surface
potential φs (φs is φ at x = 0) is zero for flatband, positive for depletion and inversion,
and negative for accumulation for p-substrates.

The potential on the sample surface is the surface voltage VS . For a bare sample
VS = φs , but VS �= φs for oxidized wafers with charge in or on the oxide. The potential
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Fig. 9.6 Cross-section and band diagram of a metal-air-semiconductor system with zero work
function difference; (a) no surface charge, (b) positive surface charge, (c) strong light excitation.

measured at the probe is the contact potential difference Vcpd also called the contact
potential, denoted as the probe potential VP from now on. All potentials are measured
with respect to the grounded substrate. The probe voltage is the difference in Fermi
potential between probe and substrate.

First we consider the bare, grounded p-type semiconductor in Fig. 9.6 with the metal
probe placed a distance tair above the sample. There is no surface charge and �M and
�S are equal, leading to the work function difference �MS = �M − �S = 0 and VP =
0 in Fig. 9.6(a). The band diagram is very similar to that of an MOS capacitor, with
the oxide replaced by air. Next, positive charge density Q (C/cm2) is deposited on the
semiconductor surface in Fig. 9.6(b), inducing charge density QS in the semiconductor.
The dashed lines on the energy band diagram obtain for zero charge and the solid lines for
charge density Q, inducing charge only in the semiconductor, not in the probe, because
the probe is floating electrically. Hence, no electric field exists between the sample and
the probe making VP = VS = φs .

The induced semiconductor charge density QS , in the absence of an inversion layer,
consists of ionized acceptors in the space-charge region (scr) and is

Q = −QS = qNAW (9.4)

where W is the scr width and NA the acceptor doping density. The scr width W is

W =
√

2Ksεoφs

qNA

= Q

qNA

(9.5)

Solving for the surface potential φs gives

φs = Q2

2KsεoqNA

= (qN)2

2KsεoqNA

= 9.07 × 10−7 N2

KsNA

(9.6)

where N is the surface charge atom density (cm−2). For example, for Si with NA =
1016 cm−3, Ks = 11.7, and a surface charge atom density N = 1011 cm−2, the surface
potential is φs = 0.077 V.
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Fig. 9.7 MOS capacitor cross-section showing oxide charge ρox and the potential band diagram.

Many semiconductor samples characterized by SV or SPV techniques are oxidized and
contain charges and work function differences. To understand the effect of work function
differences and charge density on surface voltage, we will first consider the simpler and
well-known MOS capacitor (MOS-C) in Fig. 9.7, containing work function difference
�MS and uniform positive oxide charge density ρox (C/cm3). From Chapter 6, the gate
voltage is

VG = VFB + Vox + φs (9.7)

where Vox is the potential across the oxide. The flatband voltage is

VFB = �MS/q − 1

Cox

∫ tox

0

x

tox

ρox dx (9.8)

With the gate floating electrically, there is no charge on the gate and zero electric field in
the oxide at the gate, shown by the zero slope of the oxide band diagram at x = 0.

Let us now extend this example to an electrically floating Kelvin probe held above
a semiconductor covered with an insulator and a probe-semiconductor work function
difference �MS leading to the negative probe potential VP = �MS/q in Fig. 9.8(a). Next
uniform oxide charge density ρox (C/cm3) and surface charge density Q (C/cm2) are
added in Fig. 9.8(b). These charges induce charge density qNAW in the semiconductor
(indicated by the negative charges). The probe voltage, calculated with the same approach
as for MOS capacitors, is

VP = VFB + Vair + Vox + φs (9.9)
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For the floating gate configuration in Fig. 9.8(b), Vair = 0, since there is no charge on the
probe and no electric field in the air gap. The flatband voltage is

VFB = �MS/q − tair

tequ

Q

Cequ
− 1

Cequ

∫ tequ

tair

x

tequ
ρox dx (9.10)

where Cequ is the equivalent capacitance and tequ the equivalent thickness given by

Cequ = CairCox

Cair + Cox

= εo

tequ
; tequ = tair + tox/Kox (9.11)

Equations (9.9)–(9.11) show the probe voltage to be due to �MS , Q, and ρox . A single
measurement is unable to distinguish between these three parameters.

Next we consider the effect of light on the sample. For simplicity, we will use the bare
sample in Fig. 9.6. Fig. 9.6(a) shows the band diagram with surface charge density Q in
the dark and in Fig. 9.6(c) the sample is strongly illuminated driving the semiconductor to
the flatband condition and the probe potential approaches zero. The Fermi level splits into
two quasi-Fermi levels and measuring the surface voltage without and with light yields
the surface potential and thus the charge density from Eq. (9.5). To understand how this
comes about, we must look at the flatband condition in more detail.

The semiconductor charge density QS for a p-type semiconductor in depletion or
inversion is

QS = −√
2kT KsεoniF (US, K) (9.12)

where F is the normalized surface electric field (for more details see Chapter 6), defined
as26

F(US, K) =
√

K(e−US + US − 1) + K−1(eUS − US − 1) + K(eUS + e−US − 2)�

(9.13)
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where K = po/ni (po is the equilibrium majority carrier density and ni the intrinsic carrier
density), Us = qφs/kT is the normalized surface potential, φs the surface potential, and
� the normalized excess carrier density (� = �n/po, where �p = �n is the excess
carrier density). In the absence of excess carriers, i.e., in equilibrium, the last term in
Eq. (9.13) vanishes.

F is plotted versus φs in Fig. 9.9 as a function of the normalized illumination-induced
excess carrier density. The electric field is related to the charge density through Eq. (9.12).
Constant charge implies constant electric field or constant F . Hence, as �n increases, the
surface potential decreases, because the locus of the F -φs plot is along a horizontal line
such as the dashed line. In the limit of intense illumination, φs → 0 and the semiconductor
approaches flatband.

The probe potential is

VP = VFB + Vair + Vox + φs ; Vox = Q/Cox = −QS/Cox (9.14)

The voltages in the dark and under intense illumination (φs → 0) are

VP,dark = VFB + Vair + Q/Cox + φs ; VP,light ≈ VFB + Vair + Q/Cox (9.15)

The charge density Q remains constant with illumination and the change in the surface
voltage becomes

�VP = VP,dark − VP,light ≈ φs (9.16)

showing that the surface potential is determined in this method. The flatband voltage
corresponds to φs = 0, i.e., VSPV ≈ 0, as illustrated in the surface photovoltage versus
probe voltage plot measured under intense illumination in Fig. 9.10. Flatband voltage is
indicated as the point where VSPV = 0. Note that determination of VFB in this way requires
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neither oxide thickness nor substrate doping density to be known, in contrast to MOS-C
flatband voltage determination, where both must be known.

9.5 APPLICATIONS

9.5.1 Surface Photovoltage (SPV)

Surface photovoltage was one of the first characterization techniques using surface charge
as discussed in Chapter 7 and is commonly used to determine the minority carrier diffusion
length.27 The concept of surface photovoltage can be understood with the band diagram
in Fig. 9.11. Surface charge density Q induces charge density QS in the semiconductor
with Q + QS = 0 shown in Fig. 9.11(a). The surface charge must be of a polarity to drive
the semiconductor into depletion. The band diagram in the dark is shown in Fig. 9.11(b).
Incident light creates electron-hole pairs (ehps). Some ehps recombine in the neutral p-
substrate, some diffuse toward the surface. If they reach the edge of the space-charge
region (scr), the holes neutralize acceptor atoms, thereby reducing the scr width and the
electrons drift in the scr electric field to the surface exchanging negatively electrons for
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Fig. 9.11 (a) Cross-section with surface charge Q and semiconductor charge density Qs , (b) band
diagram in the dark, (c) illuminated band diagram.
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negatively charged acceptors. This generates a forward bias, reducing the band bending
and splitting the Fermi level into the quasi-Fermi levels φFn and φFp giving the surface
photovoltage VS = φFn − φFp in Fig. 9.11(c). The SPV voltage, being a surface voltage,
is named VS here to be consistent with the nomenclature in this chapter, even though it is
VSPV in Chapter 7. For constant photon flux density �, the diffusion length is extracted
form a plot of 1/VS versus 1/α.

9.5.2 Carrier Lifetimes

Carrier lifetimes are discussed in Chapter 7. Here we outline the use of corona charge
in lifetime measurements. Lifetimes are divided into recombination lifetime and gener-
ation lifetime.28 For recombination lifetime determination, charge is deposited onto an
oxidized wafer to invert the semiconductor surface forming a surface charge-induced np
junction in a p-type substrate, shown in Fig. 9.12. A brief light pulse injects excess car-
riers into the sample thereby forward biasing this np junction. The junction bias changes
as ehps recombine, leading to a time-dependent surface voltage. This method is very
similar to the open-circuit voltage decay technique with the recombination lifetime deter-
mined by29

τr = kT /q

dVP /dt
(9.17)

The generation lifetime is determined by depositing a charge pulse onto an oxidized
wafer, driving the corona-oxide-semiconductor (COS) device into deep depletion, illus-
trated in Fig. 9.13(a). The space-charge region width is controlled by the amount of corona
charge. The wafer is then quickly transported under a Kelvin probe and the time-varying
probe voltage due to ehp generation is measured as a function of time (Fig. 9.13(b)).

The generation lifetime is extracted from the probe voltage transient through the
expression24

dVP

dt
= qni

Cox

(
(W − Wmin)

τg,eff
− sg,eff

)
(9.18)
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Fig. 9.12 Corona charge forms a charge-induced np junction. Pulsed light modifies the junction
voltage measured with the contactless probe.
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The gate voltage of a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS-C) or corona-oxide-semiconductor
(COS-C) is

VG = VS = VFB + Vox + φs ; Vox = QG/Cox = −QS/Cox = (Qn + Qb)/Cox (9.19)

VG is the gate voltage for the MOS-C or the surface voltage VS for the COS-C. After
corona charge is deposited on the gate, QG remains constant throughout the measurement,
causing Vox to remain constant too. Differentiating Eq. (9.19) leads to

dVS

dt
= dφs

dt
(9.20)

assuming the flatband voltage to be invariant with time, i.e., dVFB/dt = 0—a good
approximation for room temperature measurements.

With the bulk charge density

Qb = qNAW = √
2qKsεoNAφs (9.21)

and QG and QS constant with time, we get

dQS

dt
= 0 = −dQn

dt
− dQb

dt
= −dQn

dt
− qNA

dW

dt
(9.22)

or, using Eq. (9.21),

−dQn

dt
=

√
qKsεoNA

2φs

dφs

dt
= Ksεo

W

dφs

dt
= Ksεo

W

dVS

dt
(9.23)

For the pulsed MOS-C with constant gate voltage after the device is driven into deep
depletion, the capacitance is measured as a function of time. In that case, dQn/dt is given
by (see Chapter 7)

−dQn

dt
= qKsεoNACox

C3

dC

dt
(9.24)

For COS measurements, the surface voltage is monitored as a function of time.
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dQn/dt , the rate at which inversion carriers are generated in the non-equilibrium,
deep-depleted semiconductor, is

−dQn

dt
= qni(W − Winv )

τg,eff
+ qnisg,eff (9.25)

Equations (9.23) to (9.24) now become

dVS

dt
= qniW

Ksεo

(
(W − Wmin)

τg,eff
− sg,eff

)
(9.26)

1

C3

dC

dt
= ni

KsεoNACox

(
(W − Wmin)

τg,eff
− sg,eff

)
(9.27)

One of the advantages of the COS approach is the constancy of the surface charge. With
QG constant, Vox also remains constant in contrast to conventional MOS-C measurements,
where Vox increases with time, limiting the gate voltage because of oxide breakdown or
oxide current. It is possible for Vox to become sufficiently high for appreciable oxide
current to flow or for the oxide to break down. Gate current for a p-type substrate consists
of electrons from the thermally generated inversion layer. As some of these electrons are
injected into the oxide, it will take longer to build up the inversion layer. In other words,
it will appear as if the generation lifetime is longer than it actually is.30 This problem is
reduced in the COS method because the oxide voltage remains constant.

COS generation and recombination lifetime measurements were used to character-
ize epitaxial films and their substrates.31 The epitaxial layer is characterized through
generation lifetime measurements, with the thermal carrier generation confined to the
charge-induced space-charge region, which is typically on the order of 1 µm below the
semiconductor surface. The recombination lifetime, on the other hand, characterizes a
depth determined by the minority carrier diffusion length. Figure 9.14 illustrates corona-
induced generation and recombination lifetime measurements of n-epitaxial layers on
n-substrates. The figure shows the results for both “good” and “bad” epi-layers and “good”
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Fig. 9.14 Corona-induced generation and recombination lifetimes of n-epitaxial layers on n-sub-
strates. Data adapted from ref. 31.
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and “bad” substrates (SS). This is a good example of how these two complementary
charge-based techniques yield information that neither one alone can provide.

9.5.3 Surface Modification

Surface charge can be used to control the surface potential and surface recombination
by driving the sample into accumulation, depletion, or inversion, illustrated in Fig. 9.15.
Positive surface charge in Fig. 9.15(a) leads to a depleted surface. Excess minority carriers
are attracted to the surface to recombine there with high surface recombination velocity.
In contrast, the accumulated surface in Fig. 9.15(b) repels excess minority carriers with
a concomitant low surface recombination velocity. The effective lifetime and surface
recombination velocity are plotted in Fig. 9.16 as a function of surface charge density.32

The effective lifetime is measured with the photoconductance decay/microwave reflectivity
technique. The wafer surface is slightly inverted for zero surface charge. As negative
corona charge is deposited, the surface initially depletes. The effective lifetime decreases
because surface recombination increases. With more negative corona charge, the surface
becomes accumulated, surface recombination is reduced and the lifetime increases. In this
case, corona charge is used to modify the surface recombination velocity by controlling
the surface condition.
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Fig. 9.15 Band diagrams for (a) attractive potential, (b) repulsive potential.
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9.5.4 Near-Surface Doping Density

Near-surface doping density is a measure of the average doping density in the top few
microns of the semiconductor. This near-surface doping density is determined in the COS
technique by forming a field-induced junction and pulsing it into deep depletion, similar
to pulsed MOS measurements. The data analysis is similar to that of MOS measurements.
The junction is formed by first creating an accumulation region at the test site. Then, an
inverted region is created in the center of this test site. The accumulation region acts as
a guard ring, suppressing lateral conduction to give the junction a well-defined area.

The junction is then pulsed into deep depletion with an additional charge �Q and the
resulting voltage transient is recorded. The deposited charge is imaged in the substrate
by repelling majority carriers to a space-charge region width W . As minority carriers
are generated, the scr collapses in time and returns to its equilibrium width Winv and
equilibrium voltage VSi . During the measurement, the charge increment �Q and the
transient voltage increase �VSi are measured and the doping density is a function of
these two variables.

W and �Q are given by

W = Winv + �W ; �Q = qNAW (9.28)

The voltage during the depleting pulse is

�VSi + VSi = qNAW 2

2Ksεo

(9.29)

where VSi and space-charge region width Winv are related by

VSi = qNAW 2
inv

2Ksεo

(9.30)

VSi is also given by33

VSi = kT

q

[
2.1 ln

(
NA

ni

)
+ 2.08

]
(9.31)

Equations (9.28) to (9.31) are solved iteratively for NA. A comparison between NA mea-
sured by COS and MOS-C for n-epitaxial layers is shown in Fig. 9.17. For the MOS-C,
the max-min MOS-C method was used to determine NA (see Chapter 2).

9.5.5 Oxide Charge

The surface voltage dependence on surface charge lends itself to measurements of charge
in the insulator on a semiconductor wafer or charge on the wafer. This charge can be
oxide charge, interface trapped charge, plasma damage charge, or other charge. Let us
illustrate this by considering the mobile charge density Qm of an oxidized wafer.34 One
way to measure such a mobile charge is to combine SV measurements with corona
charge techniques by depositing corona charge on an oxidized semiconductor surface.
First deposit positive corona charge, heat the wafer to a moderate temperature of around
200◦C for a few minutes, driving the mobile charge to the oxide-semiconductor interface.
Cool the sample and determine the flatband voltage VFB1 . Next repeat the procedure with a
negative corona charge and drive the mobile charge to the oxide-air interface determining
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VFB2 . Qm is then determined by the flatband voltage difference �VFB = VFB2 − VFB1

through the relation
Qm = Cox�VFB (9.32)

The sensitivity of the measurement can be enhanced by decreasing the oxide capaci-
tance through thicker oxides, but that is inconsistent with today’s thin gate oxides. The
flatband voltage due to oxide charge density ρox alone is VFB = −ρoxtox

2/2Koxεo. For a
charge density of ρoxtox/q = 1010 cm−2, we find VFB = −2.3 × 103tox . For example, for
tox = 5 nm, VFB = −1.1 mV, illustrating that voltage measurements become impractical
for thin oxides. A solution to this problem is to measure the surface potential of an oxi-
dized wafer by measuring the surface voltage without and with intense light. Then deposit
corona charge until the surface potential becomes zero. The deposited corona charge is
equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the original oxide charge.35 The accuracy and
precision of this charge-based measurement is identical for thin and thick oxides.

Other charges that have been determined with SV measurements are plasma-induced
charge and damage as well as hydrogen-stabilized silicon surfaces.36 When Si surfaces
were exposed to two hydrogen treatments: annealing in hydrogen or immersing in HF,
hydrogen-annealed surfaces were more stable, determined by measuring the surface barrier
as a function of time. The measurement of oxide charge in buried oxides of silicon-on-
insulator materials is also feasible.37 An example of plasma charge induced surface voltage
is shown in Fig. 9.18.

Charge-based oxide charge measurements have an advantage over voltage-based mea-
surements. For example, to determine the oxide charge of an MOS device one can measure
the charge or the voltage. The relationship between the oxide voltage uncertainty �Vox

and oxide charge uncertainty �Qox is

�Qox = Cox�Vox = Koxεo�Vox/tox (9.33)

Equation (9.33) is plotted in Fig. 9.19. Suppose the oxide charge is determined from a
voltage measurement with an uncertainty of �Vox = 1 mV. �Qox varies from 2.2 × 1010

to 2.2 × 1011 cm−2 for oxide thicknesses from 10 nm to 1 nm. In voltage-based mea-
surements, there is a large uncertainty in oxide charge. For charge-based measurements,
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there is a charge uncertainty, but that is independent of oxide thickness and is on the
order of �Qox/q = 109 cm−2 or less. An example of charge-based and voltage-based
measurements is shown in Fig. 9.20.

9.5.6 Oxide Thickness and Interface Trap Density

To determine the oxide thickness, corona charge density Q is deposited on the oxidized
wafer and the surface voltages are measured in the dark and under intense light,38 giving
the surface voltage VS , that is plotted versus deposited charge density as in Fig. 9.21.39

In accumulation or inversion the curves are linear and the oxide thickness is

Cox = dQ

dVS

; tox = Koxεo

Cox

= Koxεo

dVS

dQ
(9.34)
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This method is not subject to the poly-Si gate depletion effects of MOS-C measurements.40

It is also not affected by probe punchthrough and is relatively insensitive to oxide pinhole
leakage currents. Interface traps distort the low-frequency Clf − VS curve, as discussed
in Chapter 6 (VS is VG in Ch. 6). Similarly, interface traps distort the VS − Q curve and
the interface trap density is determined from that distortion.

9.5.7 Oxide Leakage Current

To determine oxide leakage current, known as gate current in MOS devices, corona charge
is deposited on the surface of an oxidized wafer and the Kelvin probe voltage is measured
as a function of time. If the charge leaks through the oxide, the voltage decreases with
time. The device is biased into accumulation or inversion and the oxide leakage current
is related to the voltage through the relationship41

Ileak = Cox

dVP (t)

dt
⇒ VP (t) = Ileak

Cox

t (9.35)
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The device should be biased into accumulation. When biased into inversion, some inver-
sion electrons tunnel to the gate and have to be supplied through thermal ehp generation.
If the generation rate is lower than the oxide leakage rate, the leakage current is limited
by thermal generation giving erroneous leakage currents.

When the device is biased into accumulation, charge builds up on the oxide. However,
when the charge density is too high, it leaks through the oxide by Fowler-Nordheim or
direct tunneling and the surface voltage becomes clamped. The deposited charge density
is related to the oxide electric field Eox through the relationship

Q = KoxεoEox = 3.45 × 10−13
Eox (9.36)

for SiO2. Silicon dioxide breaks down at electric fields of 10–14 MV/cm. For Eox =
12 MV/cm, the charge is 4.1 × 10−6 C/cm2. The Eox versus Q plot in Fig. 9.22 clearly
shows the electric field saturation at a charge density of around 4.4 × 10−6 C/cm2, cor-
responding to a breakdown electric field of 12.8 MV/cm.

9.6 SCANNING PROBE MICROSCOPY (SPM)

Scanning probe microscopy refers to techniques in which a sharp tip is scanned across a
sample surface at very small distances to obtain two- or three-dimensional images of the
surface at nanometer or better lateral and/or vertical resolution.42 In the extreme, one can
obtain lateral resolution on the order of 0.1 nm and vertical resolution of 0.01 nm. The
original application of SPM was the scanning tunneling microscope (STM), invented in
198243 based on the earlier topografiner.44 It is the only technique for imaging at atomic
resolution other than transmission electron microscopy. A myriad of SPM instruments
has been developed over the past decade, and one can sense current, voltage, resistance,
force, temperature, magnetic field, work function, and so on with these instruments at
high resolution as outlined in Table 9.1.45 The operation of the instruments is generally
based on detecting the near-field image, as described for the near-field optical microscope
in Chapter 10. We briefly describe several scanning microscopy techniques. For a more
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TABLE 9.1 Scanning Probe Techniques and Their
Abbreviations and Acronyms.

AFM Atomic Force Microscopy
BEEM Ballistic Electron Emission Microscopy
CAFM Conducting AFM
CFM Chemical Force Microscopy
IFM Interfacial Force Microscopy
MFM Magnetic Force Microscopy
MRFM Magnetic Resonance Force Microscopy
MSMS Micromagnetic Scanning Microprobe System
Nano-Field Nanometer Electric Field Gradient
Nano-NMR Nanometer Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
NSOM Near Field Optical Microscopy
SCM Scanning Capacitance Microscopy
SCPM Scanning Chemical Potential Microscopy
SEcM Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy
SICM Scanning Ion-Conductance Microscopy
SKPM Scanning Kelvin Probe Microscopy
SSRM Scanning Spreading Resistance Microscopy
SThM Scanning Thermal Microscopy
STOS Scanning Tunneling Optical Spectroscopy
STM Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
TUNA Tunneling AFM
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Fig. 9.23 Schematic illustration of a scanning tunneling microscope.

detailed description of these and other probe techniques, the reader is referred to the
extensive published literature.

9.6.1 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM)

The schematic in Fig. 9.23 shows the major features of a scanning tunneling microscope,46

consisting of a very sharp metallic probe that is scanned across the sample at distances of
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about 1 nm, with a bias voltage between the tip and the sample that is less than the work
function of the tip or the sample. The probe is usually made from tungsten or Pt-Ir. It is
not trivial to make such probes with radii on the order of 100–1000 nm. Experimental
evidence suggests “mini tips” of <10 nm radii form at the tip of the probes.47 Piezoelectric
elements provide the scanning mechanism. A piezoelectric material is one that changes
dimension upon application of a voltage. By applying voltages to x, y, and z-oriented
piezoelectric elements, the tip or the sample can be scanned in all three directions. Early
implementations used the three-arm tripod arrangement in Fig. 9.23 that is subject to low
resonance frequencies and was later changed to the tubular implementation. The outside
of the tube contains four symmetric electrodes. Applying equal but opposite voltages to
opposing electrodes causes the tube to bend due to contraction and expansion. The inner
wall is contacted by a single electrode for actuation voltages for vertical movement.48

Since the probe tip is very close to the sample surface, a tunnel current of typically
1 nA flows across the gap. Clearly, both probe and sample must be conducting for this
technique. For high-resolution images it is very important that the tip be extremely sharp
and it is believed that a single atom at the probe tip primarily determines the device
operation. The current is given by49

I = C1V

d
exp


−2d

√
8π2m�B

h2


 = C1V

d
exp(−1.025d

√
�B) (9.37)

for d in Å and �B in eV, where C1 is a constant, V is the voltage, d the gap spacing
between tip and sample, and �B an effective work function defined by �B = (�B1 +
�B2)/2 with �B1 and �B2 the work functions of the tip and sample, respectively. For
�B ≈ 4 eV, a typical work function, a gap spacing change from 10 Å to 11 Å, changes the
current density by about a factor of eight. Hence, small variations in gap spacing produce
large current changes, suggesting application for surface flatness characterization.

There are two modes of operation. In the first the gap spacing is held constant, as the
probe is scanned in the x and y dimensions, through a feedback circuit holding the current
constant. The voltage on the piezoelectric transducer is then proportional to the vertical
displacement giving a contour plot. In the second mode, the probe is scanned across the
sample with varying gap and current. The current is now used to determine the wafer
flatness. Equation (9.37) is somewhat simplified, because the tunnel current is actually a
measure of the overlap of the electronic wave functions of probe and sample in the gap
and the probe actually images surface wave functions rather than just atomic positions.
However, the current is largely determined by the gap spacing or sample topography.
Holding the probe above a given location of the sample and varying the probe voltage
gives the tunneling spectroscopy current, allowing the band gap and the density of states
to be probed. By using the STM in its spectroscopic mode, the instrument probes the
electronic states of a surface located within a few electron volts on either side of the
Fermi energy. The sensitivity of STM to electronic structure can lead to undesirable
artifacts. For example, a region of lower conductivity appears as a dip in the image.

9.6.2 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

The atomic force microscope was introduced in 1986 to examine the surface of insulating
samples. There was a clear implication in the first paper that it was capable of resolving
single atoms.50 However, unambiguous evidence for atomic resolution with the AFM did
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Fig. 9.24 Schematic illustration of an atomic force microscope.

not appear until 1993. In the intervening years the AFM evolved into a mature instrument
providing new insights in the fields of surface science, electrochemistry biology and
technology.51 Atomic force microscopy operates by measuring the force between a probe
and the sample. This force depends on the nature of the sample, the distance between the
probe and the sample, the probe geometry, and sample surface contamination. In contrast
to scanning tunneling microscopy, which requires electrically conducting samples, AFM
is suitable for conducting as well as insulating samples.

The AFM principle is illustrated in Fig. 9.24. The instrument consists of a cantilever
with a sharp tip mounted on its end. The cantilever is usually formed from silicon, silicon
oxide or silicon nitride and is typically 100 µm long, 20 µm wide, and 0.1 µm thick, but
other dimensions are used. The vertical sensitivity depends on the cantilever length. For
topographic imaging, the tip is brought into continuous or intermittent contact with the
sample and scanned across the sample surface. Depending on the design, piezoelectric
scanners translate either the sample under the cantilever or the cantilever over the sample.
Moving the sample is simpler because the optical detection system need not move. The
motion of the cantilever can be sensed by one of several methods.52 It can be one mirror
of an optical laser interferometer or the cantilever deflection can be sensed by a capac-
itance change between the cantilever and a reference electrode. A common technique
is to sense the light reflected from the cantilever into a two-segment or four-segment,
position sensitive photodiode in Fig. 9.24.53 The cantilever motion causes the reflected
light to impinge on different segments of the photodiode. Vertical motion is detected by
z = (A + C) − (B + D) and horizontal motion by x = (A + B) − (C + D). Holding the
signal constant, equivalent to constant cantilever deflection, by varying the sample height
through a feedback arrangement, gives the sample height variation. Cantilevers come in
various shapes. Two common shapes are shown in Fig. 9.25. For the beam cantilever, the
resonance frequency is given by

fo = 1

2π

√
k

m
(9.38)
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where k is the spring constant and m the mass of the cantilever. Typical resonance
frequencies lie in the 50–500 kHz range.

AFMs can operate in several modes. In the contact mode, the probe tip is dragged
across the surface and the resulting image is a topographical map of the sample surface.
While this technique has been very successful for many samples, it has some drawbacks.
The dragging motion of the probe tip, combined with adhesive forces between the tip
and the surface, can damage both sample and probe and create artifacts in the data.
Under ambient air conditions, most surfaces are covered by a layer of condensed water
vapor and other contaminants. When the scanning tip touches this layer, capillary action
causes a meniscus to form and surface tension pulls the cantilever into the layer. Trapped
electrostatic charge on the tip and sample contribute additional adhesive forces. These
downward forces increase the overall force on the sample and, when combined with
lateral shear forces caused by the scanning motion, can distort measurement data and
damage the sample.

In the non-contact mode, the instrument senses van der Waal attractive forces between
the surface and the probe tip held above the sample surface. Unfortunately, these forces
are substantially weaker than the contact mode forces—so weak in fact that the tip must
be given a small oscillation and ac detection methods are used to detect the small forces
between tip and sample. The attractive forces also extend only a short distance from the
surface, where the adsorbed gas layer may occupy a large fraction of their useful range.
Hence, even when the sample-tip separation is successfully maintained, non-contact mode
provides lower resolution than either contact or tapping mode.

Tapping mode imaging overcomes the limitations of the conventional scanning modes
by alternately placing the tip in contact with the surface to provide high resolution and
then lifting the tip off the surface to avoid dragging the tip across the surface.54 It is
implemented in ambient air by oscillating the cantilever assembly at or near the can-
tilever’s resonant frequency with a piezoelectric crystal. The piezo motion causes the
cantilever to oscillate when the tip does not contact the surface. The oscillating tip is then
moved toward the surface until it begins to lightly touch, or “tap” the surface. During
scanning, the vertically oscillating tip alternately contacts the surface and lifts off, gen-
erally at a frequency of 50 to 500 kHz. As the oscillating cantilever contacts the surface
intermittently, energy loss caused by the tip contacting the surface reduces the oscillation
amplitude that is then used to identify and measure surface features. When the tip passes
over a bump in the surface, the cantilever has less room to oscillate and the amplitude of
oscillation decreases. Conversely, when the tip passes over a depression, the cantilever
has more room to oscillate and the amplitude increases approaching the maximum free air
amplitude. The oscillation amplitude of the tip is measured and the feedback loop adjusts
the tip-sample separation maintaining a constant amplitude and force on the sample.
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Fig. 9.26 Non-contact AFM image of metal lines showing the grains and grain boundaries.
10 µm × 10 µm scan area. Courtesy of Veeco Corp.

Tapping mode imaging works well for soft, adhesive, or fragile samples, allowing
high resolution topographic imaging of sample surfaces that are easily damaged or other-
wise difficult to image by other AFM techniques. It overcomes problems associated with
friction, adhesion, electrostatic forces, and other difficulties that can plague conventional
AFM scanning methods. An AFM image is shown in Fig. 9.26.

9.6.3 Scanning Capacitance Microscopy (SCM)

The two main techniques that have emerged for lateral doping density profiling are scan-
ning capacitance microscopy and scanning spreading resistance microscopy.55 Scanning
capacitance microscopy has received much attention as a lateral profiling tool.56 A small-
area capacitive probe measures the capacitance of a metal/semiconductor or an MOS
contact, similar to techniques described in Chapter 2. Scanning capacitance microscopy
combines atomic force microscopy with highly sensitive capacitance measurements. SCM
is able to measure the local capacitance-voltage characteristics between the SCM tip and
a semiconductor with nanometer resolution. SCM images have been used to extract two
dimensional carrier profiles and to locate electrical p − n junctions. The original SCM
used an insulating stylus.57 Later a metallized tip was used in combination with AFM.58

The metallized AFM tip is used for imaging the wafer topography in conventional contact
mode and also serves as an electrode for simultaneously measuring the MOS capacitance.
SCM images of actively biased cross-sectional MOSFETs and of operating pn junctions
allow visualization of the operation of semiconductor devices.

The semiconductor device is usually cleaved or polished so that the device cross
section is exposed, as shown in Fig. 9.27, although the sample top, without cleaving,
can also be measured. An oxide is deposited on the cross-sectional area and the probe is
scanned across the area in the contact mode, measuring the capacitance variations in the
nanometric probe/oxide/silicon MOS capacitor by applying a high-frequency ac voltage
between the probe and the semiconductor. For constant electrical bias, the space-charge
region in the MOS capacitor is wider for lower doping densities. Dedicated simulation
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Fig. 9.28 Schematic of the AFM/SCM design. C –V curve of n-type substrate with bias applied
to the substrate and dC/dV curve. The sign identifies the dopant type.

models are necessary to obtain a realistic conversion curve which relates the local SCM
signal with the local carrier density. A schematic of the measurement in Fig. 9.28 shows
the conducting AFM tip on the oxidized sample, the C –V and dC/dV curves. The
voltage is applied to the substrate in this case. In some cases, it is applied to the tip. The
shape of the dC/dV curve identifies the doping type. SCM is sensitive to carrier density
densities from 1015 to 1020 cm−3, with a lateral resolution of 20–150 nm, depending on
tip geometry and dopant density. Extraction of absolute dopant densities requires reverse
simulation incorporating tip geometry and sample oxide thickness. Example SCM maps
are given in Fig. 9.29, showing the formation of a channel in a MOSFET with increasing
gate voltage.59

The capacitance between the tip and sample is measured with a capacitance sensor from
an RCA Video Disk player,60 which is electrically connected to the tip. The capacitance
measurement is made independently of and simultaneously with the AFM measurement
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Fig. 9.29 Sequence of SCM images of a Si, p-channel MOSFET with VD = −0.1 V,
VS = VB = 0 V, and VG = (a) 0, (b) −1.05, and (c) 1.75 V. The progression of the SCM images
shows the formation of a conducting channel between the source and drain. The schematic drawing
in (a) shows the approximate locations of the polysilicon gate, titanium nitride spacers, the titanium
silicide contacts. Images were acquired with Vac = 2.0 V peak to peak and Vdc = 0 applied to the
SCM tip. After Nakakura et al.59

of topography. The sensor measures the capacitance at a frequency of 915 MHz, allowing
small variations in capacitance to be resolved. This ultra sensitive capacitance sensor can
detect relative variations in capacitance in the range of 10−18 F around an input capaci-
tance of about 0.1 pF. The conducting tips are made by coating commercially available
cantilevered AFM tips with metal. Silicon nitride cantilevers coated with approximately
20 nm Cr or Ti have useful lifetimes during probe scanning. Commercially available
Co/Cr-coated, highly doped silicon cantilevers, such as those used for magnetic force
microscopy have also been successful. A degree of electrical isolation of the SCM from
the environment is achieved by enclosing the entire microscope in a grounded acoustic
isolation hood.61

Two standard SCM methods have been developed for two-dimensional dopant profil-
ing: in the �C mode, a constant amplitude ac bias voltage is applied between tip and
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sample, and in the �V mode, a feedback loop adjusts the applied ac bias voltage to keep
the change in capacitance, �C, constant as the tip is moved from one region to another.62

In the former, the ac bias voltage produces a corresponding change in capacitance mea-
sured by a lock-in amplifier. As the tip moves from a region of high dopant density to a
more lightly doped region, the lock-in amplifier output increases owing to the larger C –V

curve slope in the lightly doped region. In the latter, a feedback loop adjusts the applied
ac bias voltage to keep �C constant as the tip is moved from one region to another.
In this case, the magnitude of the required ac bias voltage is measured to determine the
dopant density.

The advantage of the �C mode is simplicity. The disadvantage of this system is that
a large ac bias voltage (several volts ac) is needed to measure finite SCM signals at high
doping densities. When this same voltage is applied to lightly-doped silicon, it creates
a larger depletion volume, reducing the spatial resolution and making accurate model-
ing more difficult. The advantage of the �V method is that the physical geometry of
the depletion problem remains relatively constant as the tip is scanned from a lightly to
heavily-doped region. The disadvantage is that an additional feedback loop is required.

For reproducible measurements, samples must be prepared carefully.61 Factors that
influence the repeatability and the reproducibility of SCM measurements, include: sample-
related problems (mobile and fixed oxide charges, interface states, non-uniform oxide
thickness, surface humidity and contamination, sample aging, water-related oxide traps),
tip-related problems (increase of the tip radius, fracture of the tip-apex, mechanical wear
of the metal coating, contaminants on the tip picked up from the sample), and problems
related to the electrical operating conditions (amplitude of the ac probing signal in the
capacitance sensor, scanning rate, compensation of the stray capacitance, electric field
induced oxide growth, dc tip-bias voltage).

9.6.4 Scanning Kelvin Probe Microscopy (SKPM)

Scanning Kelvin probe microscopy falls in the category of electrostatic force microscopy
(EFM) techniques. EFM can be divided into three regimes based on tip-sample sepa-
ration: long range, intermediate, and short range.63 Additional regimes can be described
depending on whether the tip is driven mechanically or electrostatically. The SKPM probe,
typically held 30–50 nm above the sample, is scanned across the surface and the potential
is measured. Frequently this measurement is combined with AFM measurements. During
the first AFM scan the sample topography is measured and during the second scan, in the
SKPM mode, the surface potential is determined.64

The conducting probe and conducting substrate can be treated as a capacitor with the
gap spacing being the spacing between probe and sample surface. A dc and ac voltage
is applied to the tip (sometimes the voltage is applied to the sample with the tip held at
ground potential). This leads to an oscillating electrostatic force between tip and sample
from which the surface potential can de determined. The method is similar to the Kelvin
probe discussed earlier in this chapter, except that a force is measured instead of a current.
An advantage of force over current measurements is that the latter is proportional to the
probe size while the former is independent of it. The frequency is chosen equal or close
to the cantilever resonance frequency, which it typically around several 100 kHz.

Let us consider a capacitance C, a voltage V , and a charge Q. The capacitance and
energy stored in the capacitor are

C = Q

V
; E = 1

2
CV 2 = 1

2

Q2

C
(9.39)
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A voltage across the capacitor leads to an attractive force between the tip and the sample.
The relationship between energy and force is

F = dE

dz
= −1

2

Q2

C2

dC

dz
= −1

2
V 2 dC

dz
(9.40)

for constant charge and constant voltage where z is the tip-to-sample spacing.65 The tip
potential is

Vtip = Vdc + Vac sin(ωt) (9.41)

Substituting into Eq. (9.40) gives

F = 1

2

dC

dz

[
(Vdc − Vsurf )

2 + 1

2
V 2

ac(1 − cos(2ωt)) + 2(Vdc − Vsurf )Vac sin(ωt)

]
(9.42)

where Vsurf is the surface potential. The force between the tip and surface consists of
static, first harmonic, and second harmonic components

Fdc = 1

2

dC

dz

[
(Vdc − Vsurf )

2 + 1

2
V 2

ac

]
(9.43)

Fω = dC

dz
(Vdc − Vsurf )Vac sin(ωt) (9.44)

F2ω = −1

4

dC

dz
V 2

ac cos(2ωt) (9.45)

Using an ac signal without the dc component yields dc and 2ω force components, but
none at ω. Equation (9.44) shows Fω going to zero when Vdc = Vsurf .

The method consists of applying an ac voltage of constant amplitude together with a dc
voltage. A lock-in technique allows extraction of the first harmonic signal in the form of
the first harmonic tip deflection proportional to Fω. Using a feedback loop the oscillation
amplitude is minimized by adjusting Vdc. The detection technique is the AFM method
with a measure of the feedback voltage Vdc being a measure of the surface potential.
The null technique renders the measurement independent of dC/dz or to variations in the
sensitivity of the system to applied forces. SKPM has also been combined with optical
excitation, similar to the surface photovoltage measurements in Fig. 9.6.66

The spatial resolution depends on the tip shape, illustrated for the sample in Fig. 9.30
consisting of two regions with surface potentials Vsurf 1 and Vsurf 2. The force now is

Fω =
(

dC1

dz
(Vdc − Vsurf 1) + dC2

dz
(Vdc − Vsurf 2)

)
Vac sin(ωt) (9.46)

The dc tip potential to null the Fω force becomes

Vdc = Vsurf 1dC1/dz + Vsurf 2dC2/dz

dC1/dz + dC2/dz
(9.47)
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Fig. 9.30 Schematic illustration of a tip near a sample with two surface potentials.
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Fig. 9.31 AFM topographs, surface potential images, and surface potential profiles of GaN films
0.5, 1.1, and 14 µm thick. The grey scales correspond to 15 nm for the AFM and 0.1–0.2 V for the
surface potential images. After Simpkins et al.68

The measured potential depends on the capacitances and surface potentials of the two
regions. The measured potential of an area approaches the value of the surrounding surface
potential as the area decreases in size.67 Example AFM and SKPM plots are shown in
Figs. 9.31 and 9.32. Fig. 9.31 gives AFM, surface potential maps and surface potential line
scans of GaN showing the effect of dislocations.68 Figure 9.32 is an effective illustration
of surface potentials.69 The AFM topograph (9.32(a)) exhibits no differences associated
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Fig. 9.32 (a) ZnO AFM surface topography. (b) SKPM image on grounded surface shows local
work-function variations, under lateral (c) positive and (d) negative bias exhibit potential drops at
grain boundaries. The direction of potential drops inverts with bias. After ref. 69.

with multiple phases or grain boundaries in this ZnO sample. In the surface potential map
with no external perturbation (9.32(b)), a depression of approximately 60 mV is observed
due to the difference in work functions of the ZnO surface and pyrochlore phase. The
surface potential map with the sample under applied lateral bias shows a potential drop
at the grain boundaries in (c) and (d).

9.6.5 Scanning Spreading Resistance Microscopy (SSRM)

Scanning Spreading Resistance Microscopy, based on the atomic force microscope, uses
a small conductive tip to measure the local spreading resistance.70 The resistance is
measured between a sharp conductive tip and a large back surface contact. A precisely
controlled force is used while the tip is stepped across the sample. SSRM sensitivity
and dynamic range are similar to conventional spreading resistance (SRP is discussed in
Chapter 1). The small contact size and small stepping distance allow measurements on the
device cross section with no probe conditioning. The high spatial resolution allows direct
two-dimensional nano-SRP measurements, without the need for special test structures.
Spatial resolution of 3 nm has been demonstrated.71

For one- or two-dimensional carrier density profile measurements the sample is cleaved
to obtain a cross section. The cleavage plane is polished using decreasing grit-size abra-
sive paper and finally colloidal silica to obtain a flat silicon surface. After polishing the
sample is cleaned to eliminate contaminants and finally rinsed in deionized water. The
sole limitation is the requirement that the structure be sufficiently wide for the profile in
the direction perpendicular to the cross-section of the sample to be uniform.
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Fig. 9.33 Calibration curves for a W-coated diamond tip on n-type (open circles) and p-type (filled
circles) (100) silicon at a load of 70 µN and 200 µN. Calibration curves for a conventional W/Os
SRP probe at a load of 50 mN are given for comparison. After DeWolf et al.72

The AFM equipment is standard commercially available equipment. A conductive can-
tilever with a highly-doped ion-implanted diamond tip can be used as a resistance probe.
Diamond protects the tip from deformation due to the rather high loads (∼50–100 µN)
required to penetrate the native oxide layer and make good electrical contact. Coating the
tip with a thin tungsten layer improves the conductivity. Like conventional SRP, nano-
SRP needs a calibration curve to convert the measured resistances into carrier densities.
The resistance is measured at a bias of ∼5 mV, as in conventional SRP. Scanning the
tip over the cross section of the sample provides a two-dimensional map of the local
spreading resistance with a spatial resolution set by the tip radius of typically 10–15 nm.
A straight conversion of spreading resistance to local resistivity is made. Example cal-
ibration curves in Fig. 9.33 show the dependence of the measured resistance on probe
pressure and their deviation from conventional spreading resistance calibration.72 To com-
pensate for non-linearities the experimental calibration curve and quantification is based
on a look-up procedure using calibration curves. More refined data treatment is required
to correct for two-dimensional current spreading effects induced by nearby layers, which
are, however, second-order corrections.73

As in conventional spreading resistance measurements, a proper model must be used to
interpret the experimental data. It is frequently assumed that the contact between the probe
and the sample is ohmic. However, it has been shown that the contact is not ohmic.74

The I -V curves vary from an ohmic-like shape in heavily doped areas to a rectifying in
lightly doped areas and that surface states induced by the sample preparation influence the
I -V curves. The presence of surface states due to sample polishing reduces the current,
particularly pronounced in lightly-doped areas.

9.6.6 Ballistic Electron Emission Microscopy (BEEM)

Ballistic Electron Emission Microscopy, based on scanning tunneling microscopy is a
powerful low-energy tool for non-destructive local characterization of semiconductor het-
erostructures, such as Schottky diodes.75 We follow the discussions in ref. 76. A schematic
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Fig. 9.34 A schematic BEEM experimental setup, band diagrams showing electron emission, and a
typical BEEM spectrum, with a threshold voltage Vo corresponding to the Schottky barrier height φB .

of the BEEM experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 9.34. The BEEM structure is analogous
to a bipolar junction transistor. The metal tip, the emitter, injects electrons across the tun-
neling gap into the metal, the base, deposited on a semiconductor. The substrate, the
collector, collects those electrons that have traversed the interface. The emitter or tunnel
current IT is on the order of 1 nA and the collector current IC is on the order of 10 pA.

A fine metal tip is brought close to the Schottky diode metal and a negative voltage VT

between the tip and the metal gate allows tunnel current IT to flow by electron tunneling
from the negatively biased tip to the metal. This current is the conventional STM current.
IT is held constant while IC is measured as a function of VT . Since the scattering mean-
free path of the electrons in the metal film is on the order of several nm, some electrons
reach the metal/semiconductor interface ballistically for metal films on the order of 10 nm
thick. A sufficiently high VT lifts the tip Fermi level above the barrier height φB allowing
electrons to tunnel through the air gap into the semiconductor leading to BEEM current
IC that depends strongly on the local properties of the interface as well as the scattering
properties of the metal film. Varying the tip voltage allows a spectroscopic determination
of the Schottky-barrier height with high accuracy from the threshold voltage V0, in a
plot of IC versus VT . The lateral resolution is determined by the conditions of tunneling,
scattering processes in the metal, and interface transmission. Values below 1 nm can be
achieved, providing information on the homogeneity of the interface electronic structure.
BEEM can also yield energy-resolved information on hot-electron transport in the metal
film, at the interface, and in the semiconductor.

Although BEEM was originally used as a unique microscopic and spectroscopic
method to probe Schottky barriers on a local scale, it has been successfully used for
heterojunction offsets, resonant transport through single barrier, double-barrier and super-
lattice resonant tunneling heterostructures, for investigation of hot carrier transport in
low-dimensional nanostructures such as quantum wires and quantum dots, as well as for
imaging of defects buried below the surface.

Special care has to be taken when designing the instrument: The main objective for a
usual STM is vibration isolation to obtain mechanical-noise levels of less than 0.01 nm for
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atomic resolution. Such low-level mechanical noise is also required for BEEM, although
it does not seem to be required for the typical lateral resolution of BEEM. However, a dif-
ference in tip-to-sample spacing by only 0.1 nm results in a variation of the tunnel current
by about a factor 10, so that mechanical vibrations yield strong tunnel-current variations.

9.7 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

Corona Charge: The strength of corona charge based systems is the contactless nature
of the measurements allowing some semiconductor processes to be monitored without
having to fabricate test structures as well as the variety of semiconductor parameters that
can be determined. A weakness is the specialized nature of the equipment not as routinely
found as current-voltage or capacitance-voltage systems.

Probe Microscopy: The strength of probe microscopy lies in the variety of possible
measurements (topography, electric field, temperature, magnetic field, etc.) and their high
resolution to atomic scale. Weaknesses include the measurement time and the fragility of
the probes, although recent equipment has become automated and is more rugged than
early versions.
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PROBLEMS

9.1 A positive charge density of 3 × 10−7 C/cm2 is deposited on a p-type semiconductor
surface doped to NA = 1015 cm−3. Compute the surface potential and the charge-
induced space-charge region width.

9.2 Does the potential measured with a Kelvin probe change as the Kelvin probe spacing
above the sample surface is changed? Discuss.

9.3 A capacitor consisting of two parallel metal plates with an air dielectric has a voltage
V1 applied across the plates. Charge Q1 and −Q1 exists on the plates. Then a dielectric
with dielectric constant >1 is inserted into the gap between the plates. With the
voltage remaining at V1, does the charge and the capacitance change? Does it increase,
decrease, or remain the same?

9.4 Draw a band diagram similar to Fig. 9.7 for positive and negative surface charge on
an n-type substrate.

9.5 Charge is pulse deposited onto a p-type wafer as in Fig. 9.15(b). The band diagram
immediately after the charge pulse is shown in Fig. P9.5. Draw the band diagram
when, due to thermal electron-hole pair generation, the space-charge region width
has decreased, but has not yet reached equilibrium.

9.6 Compute the maximum charge density, in C/cm2 and in cm−2, that can be deposited
onto an oxidized Si wafer. The limit is the oxide breakdown electric field of 1.5 ×
107 V/cm. Does it matter how thick the oxide is?

9.7 1012 cm−2 positive charges are deposited on gates 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. P9.7. The oxide
has a dielectric constant of 4. Compute the oxide electric field and the oxide voltage
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Fig. P9.5 Schematic illustration of a tip near a sample with two surface potentials.
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Fig. P9.7 Schematic illustration of a tip near a sample with two surface potentials.

in regions A, B, C, and D. tox(A) = tox(C) = 100 nm, tox(B) = tox(D) = 50 nm.
Neglect any voltage drop across the semiconductor. The gate areas on thick and thin
oxide are identical.

9.8 Compute and plot the scanning tunneling microscope tunnel current for an air gap
width of 0.2 to 2 nm. Plot is as I/C1V versus d , according to Eq. (9.37). The work
function of the probe and the sample is 4 eV.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

• How is surface charging done?
• How does a Kelvin probe work?
• Does the Kelvin probe voltage depend on the distance between the probe and the

surface?
• Name an advantage of generation lifetime measurement using corona charge com-

pared to a conventional gate.
• How can charge be used to vary the effective recombination lifetime?
• How is the oxide thickness determined with the charge-based method?
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• How does a scanning tunneling microscope work?
• How does an atomic force microscope work?
• What is “tapping” mode in an AFM?
• How is the force determined in scanning Kelvin probe microscopy?
• What is ballistic electron emission microscopy (BEEM)?
• What is measured with BEEM?



10
OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION

10.1 INTRODUCTION

Optical measurements are attractive because they are almost always non-contacting with
minimal sample preparation—a major advantage when contacts are detrimental. The
instrumentation for many optical techniques is commercially available and is often auto-
mated. The measurements can have very high sensitivity. The main concepts are discussed
in this chapter with some of the details left to the published literature. An overview of
optical measurements is given by Herman.1

Optical measurements fall into three broad categories (1) photometric measurements
(amplitude of reflected or transmitted light is measured), (2) interference measurements
(phase of reflected or transmitted light is measured), and (3) polarization measurements
(ellipticity of reflected light is measured). The main optical techniques are summarized
in Fig. 10.1. Light is either reflected, absorbed, emitted, or transmitted. Most of the tech-
niques in that figure are discussed here; some have been discussed in earlier chapters
(e.g., photoconductance) and some are not discussed at all (e.g., ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy). For completeness we also discuss several non-optical film thickness and
line width methods in this chapter.

Optical measurements use the ultraviolet to the far infrared region of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. Parameters are wavelength (λ), energy (E or hν), and wavenum-
ber (WN). The most common units are: wavelength in nanometer (1 nm = 10−9 m =
10−7 cm = 10−3 µm), Ångström (1 Å = 10−10 m = 10−8 cm = 10−4 µm) or microme-
ter (1 µm = 10−6 m = 10−4 cm); energy in electron volt (1 eV = 1.6 × 10−19 J), and
wavenumber in inverse wavelength (1 WN = 1/λ). The relationship between energy and
wavelength is

E = hν = hc

λ
= 1.2397 × 103

λ(nm)
= 1.2397 × 104

λ(Å)
= 1.2397

λ(µm)
[eV ] (10.1)

Semiconductor Material and Device Characterization, Third Edition, by Dieter K. Schroder
Copyright  2006 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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♦ Photoconductance (PC)
♦ Photoelectron Spectroscopy

Absorption Transmission
♦ Absorption Coefficient
♦ Infrared Spectroscopy

Emission
♦ Photoluminescence (PL)
♦ Raman Spectroscopy

UV Photoelectron
Spectroscopy

♦

hv

Reflection
♦ Optical Microscopy
♦ Ellipsometry
♦ Reflection Spectroscopy

Fig. 10.1 Optical characterization techniques.

10.2 OPTICAL MICROSCOPY

The compound optical microscope is one of the most versatile and useful instruments in
a semiconductor laboratory. Many of the features of integrated circuits and other semi-
conductor devices are sufficiently gross to be seen through such a microscope. However,
optical microscopy becomes useless as feature sizes shrink to the sub-micron regime.
Typically optical microscopy remains useful for feature sizes above about 0.5 µm. For
smaller sizes, electron beam microscopes become useful. The basic optical microscope
can be enhanced by adding phase and differential interference contrast as well as polariz-
ing filters. Optical microscopy is not only used to view the features of integrated circuits;
it is also useful for analyzing particles found on such circuits. To identify and analyze
particles requires a skilled and practiced microscopist. The technique is most useful for
particles larger than one micron and the analysis depends on matching the unknown with
data on known particles. Particle atlases are available to aid in identification.2

The essential elements of a compound optical microscope are illustrated in Fig. 10.2.
Its optical elements, the objective and the ocular or eyepiece, are shown as simple lenses;
in modern microscopes they consist of six or more highly corrected compound lenses.
Object O is placed just beyond the first focal point fobj of the objective lens that forms
a real and enlarged image I . This image lies just within the first focal point foc of
the ocular, forming a virtual image of I at I ′. A virtual image is an image that does
not actually exist and cannot be observed on a screen, for example. The position of I ′
may lie anywhere between near and far points of the eye. The objective merely forms an
enlarged real image which is examined by the eye looking through the ocular. The overall
magnification M is a product of the lateral magnification of the objective and the angular
magnification of the ocular. The simplest microscope is the monocular microscope, with
only one eyepiece. The binocular instrument has two eyepieces to make viewing of the
sample more convenient. When one objective is used with a binocular microscope, the
observed image is generally not stereoscopic. For stereoscopic viewing, one uses a stereo
microscope consisting of two compound microscopes arranged so that each eye has its
own individual view of the same field. Through the use of prisms in each microscope,
erect images are presented to the eyes.
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Eyepiece

Illumination

Objective
Lens

O

I′

I

Eye

Fig. 10.2 Simplified representation of a compound microscope’s optical paths.

10.2.1 Resolution, Magnification, Contrast

Light can be thought of as waves as well as particles. To explain some experimental
results it is easier to use the wave concept, while for others the particle concept is more
useful. Waves interfere with one another placing certain limits on the performance of
microscopes. Airy3 first computed the diffracted image and showed in 1834 that for
diffraction at a circular aperture of diameter d , the angular position of the first minimum
(measured from the center) is given by (see Fig. 10.3(a))4

sin(α) = 1.22λ

d
(10.2)

where λ is the wavelength of light in free space. The central spot containing most of the
light is called the Airy or diffraction disc. You can do your own experiment by looking
at a bright point source at a distance of several meters, for example, a microscope lamp,
through a small pinhole in a cardboard sheet. The same kind of pattern is formed when a
point object is imaged by a microscope. There is no lower limit to the size of an object
that can be detected in isolation, given adequate illumination.

Generally one is not interested in detecting a point object, but a two- or three-
dimensional object. Two point objects, a distance s apart, produce overlapping images, as
shown in Fig. 10.3(b). If they are too close, it is impossible to resolve them. Raleigh sug-
gested that two objects can be distinguished when the central maximum of one coincides
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Fig. 10.3 (a) Diffraction at the aperture of a lens showing the Airy disc and (b) the Raleigh criterion
for resolution, (c) the resolution limit of an optical microscope. I represents the intensity. Reprinted
with permission after Spencer.3

with the first minimum of the other. The intensity between the two peaks then decreases
to 80% of the peak height, as shown in Fig. 10.3(c). The equation

s = 0.61λ

n sin(θ)
= 0.61λ

NA
(10.3)

gives the resolution (the minimum distance between points or parts of an object) that
satisfies Raleigh’s criterion, where n is the refractive index of the medium separating the
object from the objective and θ is the half angle subtended by the lens at the object.
Sometimes the intensity at 50% of the peak height is used as the resolution limit and the
“0.61” in Eq. (10.3) becomes “0.5”.

The numerical aperture (NA), usually engraved on the objective mount, is a number
that expresses the resolving power of the lens and the brightness of the image it forms.
Equation (10.3) is sometimes expressed in terms of the f/# of the lens as

s = 1.22λf/#

n
(10.4)
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The higher the NA, the higher is the lens quality. For high resolution, i.e., small s, NA
should be made as large as possible. However, high NA corresponds not only to high
resolution, but also to shallow depth of field and shallow working distance—the distance
from the focus point of the object plane to the front surface of the objective. The depth
of focus Dfocus —the thickness of the image space that is simultaneously in focus—is
given by

Dfocus = λ

4NA2 (10.5)

Dfocus is insufficient for both the top and bottom surfaces of an integrated circuit to be in
focus simultaneously at 200× magnification. The depth of field Dfield —the thickness of
the object space that is simultaneously in focus—is given by

Dfield =
√

n2 − NA2

NA2 λ =
√

(n/NA)2 − 1

NA
λ (10.6)

Both Dfocus and Dfield decrease with increasing NA, but the resolution increases.
According to Eq. (10.3) three variables may be adjusted to reduce s or increase the

resolution. The wavelength may be reduced. Blue light has higher resolution than red
light. One frequently uses a green filter with its transmission peak at the wavelength for
which the objective is chromatically corrected and the eye is most sensitive and leads to
the least eye fatigue. The resolution may be improved by increasing the angle θ toward
the theoretical maximum of 90◦. NA ≈ 0.95 is the upper practical limit. Beyond this,
further gain in resolution is achieved by use of immersion objectives in which a fluid
with higher index of refraction than air is placed between the sample and the front lens
of the objective. With air as the immersion medium, the numerical aperture is sometimes
referred to as “dry” NA. Immersion fluids can be water (n = 1.33), glycerin (n = 1.44),
oil (n = 1.5–1.6), cargille (n = 1.52), or monobromonaphthalene (n = 1.66). Water is
frequently used in immersion optical lithography. Practical limits of NA ≈ 1.3–1.4 for
oil-immersion optics limit the resolution to s ≈ 0.25 µm for green light with λ ≈ 0.5 µm.

Magnification M is related to the resolving power of the microscope objective and
the eye. However, the image must be magnified sufficiently for detail to be visible to the
eye. The resolving power is the ability to reveal detail in an object by means of the eye,
microscope, camera, or photograph. An approximate relationship for the magnification is5

M = maximum NA of microscope

minimum NA of eye
≈ 1.4

0.002
= 700 (10.7)

Magnification is sometimes expressed as the ratio of the resolution limits

M = limit of resolution (eye)

limit of resolution (microscope)
≈ 200µm

0.61λ/NA
≈ 200µm

0.25µm
NA = 800 NA (10.8)

where the eye resolution is related to the distance between the rod and cone receptors
on the retina of the eye. The maximum magnification of a microscope when the image
is viewed by the eye is around 750×. Magnification above this is empty magnification,
giving no additional information. It is useful when the light detector is not the eye, but
photographic film or photodetectors; then higher magnification than that implied by the
equations above is possible.

The eye fatigues easily if used at its limits of resolving power so it is desirable to supply
more magnification than the minimum required for convenience. A reasonable rule is to
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make the magnification about 750 NA, but one should always use the lowest magnification
that permits comfortable viewing. Excessive magnification produces images of lower
brilliance and poorer definition and the object detail that can be seen is frequently reduced.

Contrast —the ability to distinguish between parts of an object—depends on many
factors. Dirty eyepieces or objectives degrade image quality. Glare will reduce contrast,
especially if the sample is highly reflecting. It is most serious when viewing samples with
little contrast and can be controlled to some extent by controlling the field diaphragm, the
opening that controls the area of the lighted region. The diaphragm should never be open
more than just enough to illuminate the complete field of the microscope. For critical
cases it may be reduced to illuminate only a small portion of the normal field.

10.2.2 Dark-Field, Phase, and Interference Contrast Microscopy

In bright field microscopy, the light impinges vertically on the sample. Horizontal sur-
faces reflect most of the light while slanted or vertical surfaces reflect less, illustrated in
Fig. 10.4(a), resulting in the intensity I scan. In dark-field microscopy, the light impinges
at a shallow angle on the sample as illustrated in Fig. 10.4(b). Light from horizontal
sample surfaces does not reach the lens, but light from slanted and vertical surfaces does.
The image contrast is the reverse of that of bright light imaging. Dark field microscopy
is especially useful to bring out small surface irregularities that are difficult or impossible
to see with bright light microscopy. Dark field microscopy is akin to seeing dust in the
air in a darkened room when bright sunlight falls into the room, scattering light from
dust particles.

In phase contrast microscopy one makes use of the phase shift which can occur when
light is transmitted through or reflected from a sample. Phase shifts arise when the sample
consists of regions of differing refractive indices, when the path length through the sample
varies (in transmission), or when there are changes in sample surface height (in reflection).
We illustrate the principle of phase contrast microscopy in Fig. 10.5.6 Let us first consider
amplitude contrast microscopy in Fig. 10.5(a). Light of amplitude A1 is incident on a
sample. Some of the light is absorbed, which can be considered as being scattered or

I I

(a) (b)

Fig. 10.4 Schematic illustration of (a) bright and (b) dark field imaging. The light intensity is
shown in the lower part.
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Fig. 10.5 (a) Amplitude contrast, (b) phase contrast, (c) phase contrast, and (d) interference
contrast.

diffracted. Diffracted light is π or λ/2 out of phase with the incident light. The diffracted
light is shown as Ad . These two waves interfere, giving the resultant wave of amplitude
A2 = A1 − Ad . Now consider the case of phase contrast microscopy in Fig. 10.5(b). The
incident light has amplitude A1 and the diffracted wave is Ad . The reflected wave has
amplitude A2, identical to A1 (we assume zero absorption in this case) but retarded by
phase angle θ = π/2, as shown in Fig. 10.5(b)(i). Since there is only a phase change, but
not an amplitude change the eye cannot detect the difference between A1 and A2. If now
Ad is retarded by a further π/2, we get the case of Fig. 10.5(b)(ii) which is identical to
Fig. 10.5(a). Now there is a difference in amplitude between A1 and A2. In other words,
the phase difference has become an amplitude difference that can be observed by the eye
or other detector. Phase contrast microscopy is schematically illustrated in Fig. 10.5(c).

The fundamental differences between phase contrast and interference contrast micro-
scopy are shown in Fig. 10.5(c) and (d). In phase contrast, the incident light is split
by the sample into direct and diffracted beams. The phase of the diffracted beam is
changed by π/2, the beams recombine in the image plane and their interference gives
amplitude contrast relative to the background. In interference contrast, the incident beam
is split into a direct and a reference beam. The direct beam is altered by the sample and
the phase of the reference beam is adjusted. When the reference and diffracted beams
recombine, interference between them gives an amplitude contrast image. The system
allows for appropriate phase adjustment for optimum contrast. Both edges of a raised
portion of a sample can appear bright against a dark background or dark against a light
background for monochromatic light. For white light, edges of one color appear against a
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10.6 Micrographs of an integrated circuit for reflected light (a) bright field, (b) dark field, and
(c) differential interference contrast. 100 × objective, 1.5 × zoom, 10 × magnification to camera.
Courtesy of T. Wetteroth, Motorola Semiconductor.

different colored background. Other effects can be produced with one edge brighter and
the other darker than the background, giving an interesting but strictly spurious impression
of “shadowing.” Step heights as small as 3 nm can be observed, making this technique
suitable for measurements of planarity of wafer surface and etch pit studies.

Interference contrast images are generally sharper than phase contrast images. Inter-
ference contrast is also more sensitive to gradual topographical sample changes. The
technique is also known as differential interference contrast. There are various implemen-
tations of this technique, generally based on the Nomarski system.7 Figure 10.6 shows a
comparison of bright-field, dark-field, and differential interference contrast micrographs.
Richardson gives a good discussion of microscopy with many examples.8

10.2.3 Confocal Optical Microscopy

Confocal optical microscopy, invented in 1955,9 is a method of generating three-dimen-
sional images of an object and increasing the contrast of microscopic images.10 – 11 By
restricting the observed volume, compared to conventional microscopy, it keeps overlying
or nearby scatterers from contributing to the detected signal. However, it only images one
point at a time and a complete image is built up by scanning a light beam across the
sample. The resolution of a confocal microscope is12

s = 0.44λ

n sin(θ)
= 0.44λ

NA
(10.9)

which is slightly better than Eq. (10.3) because the confocal diffraction pattern has less
energy outside the central peak than does the single lens pattern, and the resolution is less
degraded by sample contrast variations.

To see how a confocal microscope works, consider image formation of a point in
Fig. 10.7(a). Point A is focused in focal plane A, while point B is focused in plane B.
The microscope objective lens forms an image at the pinhole plane, i.e., the sample plane
and the pinhole plane are conjugate planes. The pinhole is conjugate to the focal point of
the lens, i.e., it is a confocal pinhole. When a pinhole is placed at plane A (Fig. 10.7(b)),
the light from point A passes through the pinhole, while most of the light from point
B does not. In order for light from point B to pass through the pinhole, one raises the
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Fig. 10.7 (a) Point A is focused at plane A and point B at plane B, (b) pinhole is placed at plane
A, (c) raising the sample places point B at the pinhole.

sample for point B to be in focus, in Fig. 10.7(c). Now, of course, most of the light from
point A does not pass through the pinhole. In other words, only one plane is in focus at
a time. By scanning the light across the sample surface, a two-dimensional image of one
plane is generated. Then by raising the sample, the next plane is imaged, and so on, until
a three-dimensional image of the entire sample is created. Instead of moving the sample,
one can also move the objective lens with a piezoelectric transducer. At the same time,
conventional optical microscopy allows the eye to view the sample.

Two systems are used to generate two-dimensional pictures. In the first, the laser light
source deflects off the dichroic mirror and is then deflected by two scanning mirrors across
the sample in Fig. 10.8(a) The light reflected from the sample is deflected by the same
scanning mirrors, passes through the dichroic mirror and then through the pinhole to be
detected by a photomultiplier or charge-coupled device. The image is built up one pixel

Pinhole
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Detector

Sample

Microscope

Scanning
Mirrors

(a)

Dichroic
Mirror Detector

Sample

(b)

Laser

Nipkow
Disk

Dichroic
Mirror

Fig. 10.8 Schematic scanning confocal microscope (a) scanning mirrors and (b) Nipkow disk.
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at a time. Instead of using scanning mirrors, one can also use acousto-optic deflection
for the fast scan direction. Scanning the sample has the advantage that no light reaches
the detector from areas outside the beam and the contrast is not degraded by unwanted
background light. It has the disadvantage that only a small portion of the sample is
illuminated.

The second method uses the Nipkow disk, invented in 188413 and later adapted to
the confocal microscope.14 The disk is a mechanically spinning disk with a series of
equally distanced holes in Fig. 10.8(b). When the disk rotates, the holes trace circular
ring surfaces. Each hole in the spiral takes a horizontal “slice” through the image which
is picked up as a pattern of light and dark by a sensor. To increase the light through the
pinholes, one can use two disks with the second disk containing microlenses to focus
the excitation light. The disk contains thousands of pinholes that are on the order of
20 µm in diameter. Confocal microscopy is used for scanning through the sample depth
in biological specimen and for investigating various heights in integrated circuits, for
example.15

10.2.4 Interferometric Microscopy

Interferometric microscopy is a contactless method for determining horizontal and verti-
cal features of a sample. Quantitative vertical features are determined through phase-shift
interferometry (PSI). In a typical application, the sample is imaged through a micro-
scope giving a maximum lateral, i.e., x and y, resolution of conventional microscopy of
∼0.5λ/NA. The z resolution, however, is determined by the ability to interpret fringes
using phase modulation techniques. The vertical resolution is around 1 nm. A good source
for interference microscopy and other optical measurements is the book Optical Shop
Testing.16

Exercise 10.1

Question: What is interference?

Answer: Consider the two optically flat pieces of glass forming an angle α in Fig. E10.1
Monochromatic light of wavelength λ is incident. The air gap spacing is αx, where x

is the distance from the line of intersection and the optical path distance is 2αx, since
the light travels twice through the air gap. When light travels from a low-n to a high-n
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material, there is a phase shift π , e.g., at the bottom plane, leading to an optical path
difference of 2αx + λ/2. Dark fringes occur at

2αx = mλ

where m is an integer, and bright fringes occur at

2αx + λ/2 = mλ

In each case the fringe separation is

d = λ

2α

In interferometric microscopy, the reflected light passes through an interference objec-
tive, giving an image containing height contours. For monochromatic light of wavelength
λ, the resultant intensity I of two interfering waves of intensity Io in the image plane is17

I = KIo

[
1 + cos

(
4π

λ
h(x, y) + δφ

)]
(10.10)

where K is a constant, h(x,y) is a comparison of the sample height with a reference
mirror and δφ is a phase change introduced into one of the optical paths to help in fringe
analysis. The phase is changed by varying the vertical displacement of the sample by a
piezoelectric crystal or a stepping motor. Using three phase steps of −120◦, 0◦, and 120◦,
the resulting three images become18

I1 = C[1 + cos(φ − 120◦
)], I2 = C[1 + cos(φ)], I3 = C[1 + cos(φ + 120◦

)] (10.11)

where C is a constant. From these three equations the height h(x,y) is

h(x, y) = 1

4π
arctan

(
−√

3(I1 − I3)

2I2 − I1 − I3

)
(10.12)

The resulting interferogram consists of light and dark fringes, which when aligned
parallel to the sample surface, represent height contours separated by λ/2. Phase modu-
lation techniques allow phase calculations to better than 0.01 of two neighboring fringes
or a vertical resolution of 0.1–1 nm. From Eq. (10.12), the height of the surface at each
x,y location can be calculated and represented as a gray scale. Because the solution to
the arctan() expression has values between −π/2 and π/2, a discontinuity occurs every
change in phase of π in the interferometer or every change in height of λ/4 (165 nm
for λ = 660 nm, red light). Hence, PSI is unable to determine heights beyond λ/4 unam-
biguously. An independent measurement must be used to determine which order applies,
i.e., how many λ/4 increments, to determine sample heights greater than λ/4.

One method of removing this height ambiguity is to make these measurements at two
wavelengths λ1 and λ2 and subtract the two. Now the limitation in height difference is
λe/4, where λe is an effective wavelength given by λe = λ1λ2/|λ1 − λ2|. A disadvan-
tage of this approach is a degradation in the precision of the measurement by the ratio
λe/λ. Multiple wavelength interferometry works well on some samples, but for rough
samples noisy data points lead to errors. For microscopes with high magnification and
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high numerical aperture, the upper and lower surface of a sample discontinuity may not
both be in focus at the same time. This is a further source of errors.

Interferometric microscopy is implemented in several ways; two of these are: the Mirau
interference microscope and the Linnik interference microscope. The Mirau interference
microscope is schematically illustrated in Fig. 10.9(a). Light is incident on the microscope
objective. Some is transmitted to the sample, the remainder is reflected by the beam splitter
to the reference surface. The light reflected by the sample and the reference surface are
combined at the beam splitter and interfere. The resulting interference fringes give the
difference between the sample surface and the reference plane. The reference surface,
objective lens, and beam splitter are attached to a piezoelectric transducer translating the
reference surface to vary the phase of the reference beam.19

The Linnik interference microscope in Fig. 10.9(b) is a Michelson interferometer. A
plane wave front from a coherent, monochromatic light of wavelength λ is incident on
a beam splitter. Part of the beam is transmitted to a stationary reference mirror and
part is transmitted to the sample. Both beams are reflected to the beam splitter where
they combine and are transmitted to the detector. The phase change is introduced by
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Fig. 10.9 (a) Mirau interference microscope, (b) Linnik interference microscope.
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varying the sample-beam splitter distance with a piezoelectrically controlled table. The
Mirau objective is typically used at magnifications between 10× and 50×, and numerical
apertures of 0.25–0.55. The Linnik objective is suitable for any magnification, but is used
primarily at high magnifications (e.g., 100×) and high numerical apertures up to 0.95.

An extension of optical sample height measurements uses white light in a Linnik
interferometer.20 With a white light source, the interference fringes with the best contrast
obtain only when the two paths in the interferometer are equal. Hence, if the path length
to the reference mirror in the interferometer is varied to give maximum fringe contrast,
that path length corresponds to the distance to the sample surface. There are no height
ambiguities, especially since the sample is in focus when the maximum fringe contrast
is observed. Height variations of many wavelengths, up to 100 µm, can be measured
in this manner. In an interference microscope, where height measurements are the main
concern, lateral resolution limits take on a somewhat different meaning. The blurring of
small objects leads to edge smoothing at height steps, reducing the accuracy of the height
measurement.

Optical properties of the sample must be considered in interpreting interferometric
microscopy measurements, because the height depends on the phase change upon reflec-
tion. For example, consider a step of height h1 in a metal line on a semiconductor wafer.
This wafer is subsequently covered with a glass to produce better planarity. The result-
ing step height of the glass is h2, which may be much less than h1. Optical interference
measurements are likely to ignore the glass layer and measure the step height of the under-
lying metal film, giving a step height of h1. Materials with different optical constants also
affect height measurements. Coating the material with a reflective material eliminates this
problem.

10.2.5 Defect Etches

Optical microscopy is frequently used to determine defect size, type, and density in
semiconductors delineated by particular defect etches. The sample is subjected to an etch
that renders particular defects visible through etch pits of particular shapes. Table 10.1
lists some etches. Instructions on their use are given in ref. 21. To count the defects, it
is recommended to use an optical microscope with 100× magnification and count the
number of defects within a known area. Do this on nine locations on the wafer and
average the readings. A very detailed series of photographs showing many examples of
defects is given in Ref. 22. A cross-section and top view of some defects in silicon are
shown in Fig. 10.10. The effect of the type of etch is illustrated in Fig. 10.11, showing
a Si wafer with vacancy-type defects etched in Secco, Wright, and HF-HNO3 etches. It
is quite obvious that typical defect etches in (a) and (b) bring out the defects much more
than the HF-HNO3 polishing etch.

10.2.6 Near-Field Optical Microscopy (NFOM)

In near-field optical microscopy the resolution is not related to the wavelength of the
exciting radiation forming the image, but rather determined by the geometry of the imag-
ing system. The physician’s stethoscope is a very practical demonstration of near-field
imaging. The stethoscope has an aperture of several cm, while the acoustic wavelength
is around 100 m, giving the stethoscope a resolving power of roughly λ/1000.

Conventional wisdom holds that the lower limit to imaging is related to the radiation
wavelength. Abbé pointed out in 1873 that light focused by a converging, aberration-free
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TABLE 10.1 Etches for Semiconductor Defect Delineation.

Semiconductor Etch Chemical
Composition

Application

Si Sirtl23 Dissolve 50 g CrO3 in 100 ml
H2O immediately before
using add 1 part HF to 1 part
of the solution by volume

Best applicable to
{111}-oriented surfaces

Si Dash24 HF:HNO3:CH3COOH 1:3:10 Generally applicable for both
n-Si and p-Si of {111} and
{100} orientation; but works
best for p-Si

Dissolve 55 g CuSO4 5 H2O in
950 ml H2O, add 50 ml HF

Cu displacement etch;
delineates defects by Cu
decoration

Si Secco25 HF:K2Cr2O7 (0.15 M) (11 g
K2Cr2O7 in 250 ml H2O) i.e.
2:1 or HF:CrO3 (0.15 M) 2:1

Generally applicable, but is
particularly suitable for {100}
orientation

Si Schimmel26 Add 75 g CrO3 to H2O to make
1000 ml sol’n (0.75 M sol’n)

For n-Si, p-Si, {100}, {111}
For ρ > 0.2 	-cm add 2 pts.

HF to 1 pt. sol’n;
For ρ < 0.2 	-cm add 2 pts.

HF to 1 pt. sol’n and 1.5 pts.
H2O

Si Wright27 HF:HNO3:5MCrO3:Cu(NO3)2·3
H2O:{111}; CH3COOH:H2O
2:1:1:2g:2:2

For n-Si and p-Si, {100} and
{111}; defect-free regions are
not roughened following
etchingBest results obtained by first

dissolving the Cu(NO3)2 in
the H2O; otherwise order of
mixing not critical

Si Yang28 Add 150 g CrO3 to 1000 ml
H2O (1.5 M); add 1 part
sol’n to 1 part HF

Delineates various defects on
{100}, {111}, and {110}
surfaces without agitation

Si Seiter29 9 parts by volume of a solution
of 120 g CrO3 in 100 ml
H2O and 1 part HF (49%)

Etches {100} planes
0.5–1 µm/min; 20–60 s etch
time; delineates dislocations,
stacking faults, swirl defects

Si MEMC30 Add 1 g of Cu(NO3)2:3H2O to
100 ml of HF:HNO3:
CH3COOH: H2O

Similar to Sirtl or Wright etch,
without chromium; etches
dislocations and slip

GaAs KOH31 Molten KOH Sample immersed in molten
KOH for 3 h at 350◦C in
covered Ni crucible.

InP Huo et al.32 HBr:H2O2:H2O:HCl 20:2:20:20 Reveals dislocations on {100}
and {111} surfaces

CH3 COOH: glacial acetic acid.

lens onto an object surface can be focused to a spot diameter no smaller than about λ/2,33

limited by diffraction effects and usually expressed by the Raleigh limit of Eq. (10.3).
Microscopy that follows the Abbé or Raleigh limit, known as far-field microscopy because
it is the far field of the radiation that is imaged, applies to conventional optical, electron,
and acoustic imaging.
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Fig. 10.10 Some common etch patterns in silicon when etched with some of the etches in
Table 10.1. Reprinted with permission after Miller and Rozgonyi, ref. 7.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10.11 D-type vacancy defects in silicon etched with (a) Secco, (b) Wright, and (c) HF-HNO3.
Micrographs courtesy of M.S. Kulkarni, MEMC.

NFOM relies on physical dimensions to image at resolutions much better than the
Abbé or Raleigh limits. The idea of near-field microscopy was suggested in 192834 and
demonstrated with microwaves in 1972, achieving a resolution of λ/200.35 More recently
it has also been demonstrated optically.36 Later it was extended to infrared and µm and
mm waves.37 The principle of a NFOM is based on the concept that by illuminating
an object through an aperture smaller than the wavelength of the exciting radiation, and
detecting the reflected or transmitted radiation very close to the object, closer than the
wavelength, it is possible to record a scanned image with a resolution determined by the
aperture size and not by the wavelength. It was the development of nanometer positioning
technology that has led to the successful implementation of NFOM.

The principle of near-field optical microscopy is illustrated in Fig. 10.12. In conven-
tional microscopy shown in Fig. 10.12(a), the focused light spot diameter is approximately
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Fig. 10.12 (a) Conventional far-field optical imaging and (b) near-field optical imaging.

λ/2. Photons transmitted through the aperture in Fig. 10.12(b) have their transverse posi-
tion defined to an accuracy 
x ≈ D, where D is the aperture diameter. The transmitted
photons have two distinct wave components. One is the diverging wave with the spatial
distribution of the radiation related to the Fourier transform—the far-field region. The
other is the evanescent or vanishing wave in proximity to the aperture exit—the near-
field region. This wave is collimated to the aperture size and has a rapidly decreasing
intensity and must be detected very close to the aperture—typically a few nm. If the
aperture is scanned across the sample with the sample always in the near-field region,
it is possible to generate an image with spatial resolution determined by the aperture
size.

In the reflection mode the detection system must contain some means of implementing
a very narrow aperture or “optical receiver.” One method is to thin a glass fiber by etch-
ing or drawing it to a very fine tip whose outer surface is coated with metal to prevent
extraneous light from entering through the walls of the pipette. Aperture sizes of 100 nm
or less are practical and routine for light of wavelength between 400 nm and 1.5 µm.
Another example of near-field imaging is the scanning tunneling microscope, discussed in
Chapter 9, where the probe tip defines the aperture. Its diameter of around 0.2 nm allows
imaging of atoms at that resolution, even though the wavelength of electrons accelerated
to a potential of 1 V is around 1.2 nm.

For high spatial resolution, the sample must be placed in the near-field zone of the
tip. For typical apertures of 100 nm, the tip-sample separation should be ∼20 nm. As
a rule of thumb, the tip-sample separation should be less than one third of the aperture
size.38 A feedback mechanism keeps the tip-sample separation constant. A shear force
mechanism has been widely adapted to regulate tip-sample separation. The NFOM tip is
attached to a piezoelectric element (the dither piezo) and held vertically above the sample
surface. By applying a time-dependent ac voltage to the dither piezo at the resonant
frequency, the fiber tip vibrates parallel to the sample surface. As the tip approaches the
sample, the amplitude decreases due to interaction with the sample and the tip-sample
separation is regulated through a feedback loop by monitoring the changes in the tip
dithering motion.
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10.3 ELLIPSOMETRY

10.3.1 Theory

Ellipsometry is a contactless, non-invasive technique measuring changes in the polariza-
tion state of light reflected from a surface.39 It deals with intensity-dependent complex
quantities compared to intensities for reflectance or transmittance measurements. Ellipsom-
etry can be thought of as an impedance measurement, while reflectance or transmittance
can be viewed as power measurements. Impedance measurements give the amplitude and
phase, whereas power measurements only give amplitudes. One determines the complex
reflection coefficient ratio of the sample that depends on the ratio of the complex reflection
coefficient for light polarized parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

Ellipsometry is used predominantly to determine the thickness of thin dielectric films on
absorbing substrates, line width, and optical constants of films or substrates.40 It does not
measure the film directly, rather it measures certain optical properties from which thickness
and other sample parameters are derived. Recent additions to basic ellipsometry include
variable angle and variable wavelength ellipsometry, allowing thickness measurements at
least an order of magnitude smaller than interferometric methods. Before going into the
details of ellipsometry, it is important to understand the properties of polarized light.

When light is reflected from a single surface it will generally be reduced in amplitude
and shifted in phase. For multiple reflecting surfaces, the various reflecting beams inter-
act and give maxima and minima as a function of wavelength or incident angle. Since
ellipsometry depends on angle measurements, optical variables can be measured with
great precision, being independent of light intensity, reflectance, and detector-amplitude
sensitivity.

Consider plane-polarized light incident on a plane surface, illustrated in Fig. 10.13. The
light spot is typically on the order of millimeters in diameter, but can be focused to about
100 µm. The incident polarized light can be resolved into a component p, parallel to the
plane of incidence and a component s perpendicular to the plane of incidence (“s” is the
first letter of the German word senkrecht, meaning vertical). For zero absorption material,
only the amplitude of the reflected wave is affected. Linearly polarized light is reflected
as linearly polarized light. However, the two components experience different amplitudes
and phase shifts upon reflection for absorbing materials and for multiple reflections in a
thin layer between air and the substrate. The parallel component reflectance is always less
than the vertical component for angles of incidence other than 0◦ and 90◦. The two are
equal at those two angles. The phase-shift difference introduces an additional component
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Fig. 10.13 Schematic of polarized light reflection from a plane surface. φ is the angle of incidence.
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polarized 90◦ to the incident beam rendering the reflected light elliptically polarized. The
key property of polarized light for ellipsometry is the change of plane polarized light into
elliptically polarized light or elliptically polarized light into plane polarized light upon
reflection.

Exercise 10.2

Question: What is Polarization?

Answer: Light is an electromagnetic wave with electric and magnetic field components
propagating in the z direction perpendicular to each other as shown in Fig. E10.2(a).
The polarization is defined by the orientation and the phase of the electric field vector.
To describe the polarization of the wave, the wave is projected onto the x and y axes
with the two components, Ex and Ey . When these components propagate in the same
direction, are orthogonal and in phase with each other, a linearly polarized wave results
as in (b). When the two components are equal in amplitude and 90◦ out of phase as
in (c), the result is circularly polarized light. Elliptically polarized light in (d) is the
result of the two components having arbitrary phase and amplitude. For a nice dis-
cussion of polarization and ellipsometry see the web site for the J.A. Woollam Co. at
http://jawoollam.com/Tutorial 1.html. Figure E10.2 is adapted from that site.

Light propagates as a fluctuation in electric and magnetic fields at right angles to the
direction of propagation. The total electric field consists of the parallel component Ep and
the vertical component Es . The reflection coefficients

Rp = Ep(reflected)

Ep(incident)
; Rs = Es(reflected)

Es (incident)
(10.13)

are not separately measurable. However, the complex reflection ratio, ρ, defined in terms
of the reflection coefficients Rp and Rs or the ellipsometric angles � and 
 is measurable
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and given by

ρ = Rp

Rs

= tan(�)ej

(10.14)

where j = (−1)1/2. Since ρ is the ratio of reflection coefficients, i.e., the ratio of the
intensities and the relative phase difference, it is not necessary to make absolute intensity
and phase measurements.

The ellipsometric angles �(0◦ ≤ � ≤ 90◦
) and 
(0◦ ≤ 
 ≤ 360◦

) are the most com-
monly used variables in ellipsometry and are defined as

� = tan−1 |ρ|; 
 = differential phase change = 
p − 
s (10.15)

The angles � and 
 determine the differential changes in amplitude and phase, respec-
tively, experienced upon reflection by the vibrations of the parallel and perpendicular
electric field vector components.

How are � and 
 used to determine the sample’s optical parameters? Consider the
example of light reflected at an air-solid absorbing substrate interface in Fig. 10.14. The
air is characterized by its index of refraction n0 and the sample by n1 − jk1, where n1 is
the index of refraction and k1 the extinction coefficient. From Fresnel’s equations41

n2
1 − k2

1 = n2
0 sin2(φ)

[
1 + tan2(φ)[cos2(2�) − sin2(2�) sin2(
)

[1 + sin(2�) cos(
)]2

]
(10.16)

2n1k1 = n2
0 sin2(φ) tan2(φ) sin(4�) sin(
)

[1 + sin(2�) cos(
)]2
(10.17)

Of considerable importance in ellipsometric measurements is a substrate covered by a
thin film, e.g., an insulator. For the air (n0)—thin film (n1)—substrate (n2 − jk2) system,
the equations become more complex because they depend on the refractive indices, the
film thickness, the angle of incidence, and the wavelength. If n2 and k2 are known from
an independent measurement and if the film is transparent, then n1 and film thickness may
be calculated from the results of a single � and 
 measurement, but the computation
becomes very tedious. For example, an entire book is devoted to ellipsometric tables and
curves showing the dependence of � and 
 on the oxide thickness and oxide refractive
index for the air-SiO2-Si system at selected mercury and He-Ne laser spectral lines.42

10.3.2 Null Ellipsometry

In the PCSA (Polarizer—Compensator—Sample—Analyzer) null ellipsometer configu-
ration in Fig. 10.14, a collimated beam of unpolarized monochromatic light, typically from
a laser, is linearly polarized by the polarizer.43 The Glan-Thompson prism, consisting of
two sections of calcite cemented together, is a common polarizer. When unpolarized light
is incident on such a polarizer, total internal reflection allows only linearly polarized light
to exit. The compensator or retarder changes the linearly polarized light to elliptically
polarized light. The compensator contains a fast and a slow optical axis perpendicular
to the direction of transmission. The component of incident polarized light with electric
field parallel to the slow axis is retarded in phase relative to the component parallel to
the fast axis as the light passes through the compensator. When the relative retardation is
π/2, the compensator is called a quarter-wave retarder or quarter-wave plate.
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Fig. 10.14 Ellipsometer schematic.

The angles P and C of the polarizer and the compensator can be adjusted to any state
of polarization ranging from linear to circular. The aim of ellipsometry measurements is
a null at the detector, attained by choosing P and C to give light of elliptical polarization
which, when reflected from the sample, becomes linearly polarized to be extinguished by
the analyzer. The linearly polarized light is passed through the analyzer, which is similar
to the polarizer, and the angle A is adjusted for minimum detector output. Stepping motors
adjust the polarizer and analyzer angles sequentially for minimum detector signal. The
angular convention is that all angles are measured as positive counterclockwise from the
plane of incidence when looking into the beam and the polarizer angle is adjusted to zero
when the plane of transmission is in the plane of incidence.

There are 32 combinations of P , C, and A that can result in a given pair of � and 
.
Because any two angles of the polarizer, compensator, and analyzer that are 180◦ apart
are optically identical, the number of combinations of P , C, and A settings giving any
pair of � and 
 can be reduced to 16 if all angles are restricted to less than 180◦. The
16 equation pairs can be further reduced to two pairs by restricting the compensator to
one angle, for example 45◦, and the ranges of P and A to two zones.

10.3.3 Rotating Analyzer Ellipsometry

The rotating analyzer ellipsometer falls within a class of ellipsometers known as photo-
metric ellipsometers that speed up the measurement, because null ellipsometers are too
slow for real-time and spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements. In the rotating analyzer
ellipsometer linearly polarized light is incident on the sample and becomes elliptically
polarized upon reflection.44 – 45 The reflected beam passes through the analyzer, rotating
around the beam axis at a constant angular velocity (typically 50–100 Hz), to be detected.
If the light incident on the analyzer were linearly polarized, the detected light would be
a sine-squared function with a maximum and zero minimum per half rotation of the ana-
lyzer. Unmodulated, uniform output for circularly polarized light and sinusoidal output
variations, similar to linearly polarized light, is observed for elliptically polarized light,
but the maxima are smaller and the minima larger, reducing the amplitude variation. The
amplitude variation of the sinusoidal detector output is a function of the ellipticity of
the reflected light. The output is generally Fourier analyzed to yield � and 
. A single
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frequency measurement can be made in a few ms for an angular velocity of 100 Hz. In
some systems, a rotating polarizer is used.

The light intensity at the detector is41

I (θ) = Io[1 + a2 cos(2θ) + b2 sin(2θ)] (10.18)

where θ is the angle between the polarizing plane of the analyzer and the plane of
incidence of the reflected light, Io the average intensity of one complete revolution of the
analyzer. � and 
 are determined from a2 and b2, the parameters describing the state of
polarization of the reflected light as

� = 1

2
arcosh (−a2); 
 = arcosh


 b2√

1 − a2
2


 (10.19)

The major advantages of rotating analyzer ellipsometers lie in their higher speed and
their increased accuracies. Effects of noise and random errors are reduced, since hundreds
or thousands of light intensity samples constitute a single measurement. The lack of a
compensator improves the measurement, since errors associated with commercial com-
pensators do not affect the measurement. The demands on the optical system, however,
are more stringent. Stray light must be carefully controlled and the light source intensity
should not change with time. The detector response must be linear to avoid generation of
harmonics. Rotating analyzer ellipsometers are particularly suited to spectroscopic ellipso-
metric measurements, because any wavelength-dispersive properties of the compensator
play no role since there is no compensator, and because the data acquisition time is
short.

10.3.4 Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE)

A common application of single wavelength ellipsometry is in film thickness measure-
ments. But it can also be used for other applications, because the ellipsometric angles �

and 
 are sensitive not only to layer thickness, but also to composition, microstructure,
and optical constant of the sample surface. Spectroscopic ellipsometric measurements have
extended the range of ellipsometry by using more than one wavelength.46 Furthermore,
it is possible to vary not only the wavelength but also the angle of incidence, providing
yet another degree of freedom. This allows non-invasive, real-time process measure-
ments such as layer growth monitoring during MBE,47 and in situ diagnostic and process
control.48 Variable wavelength and angle allows optimization for a material parameter
of interest, something that is not usually possible with fixed-angle, constant-wavelength
ellipsometry.

An ellipsometer is sensitive to surface changes on the order of a monolayer. Film
thickness and alloy composition can be determined during growth or during etch. During
etch measurements it is possible to stop the etch before reaching an interface, in contrast
to most other in situ sensors, which only give a signal after an interface has been reached.
Optical measurements are ideal for real-time measurements because they are non-invasive
and can be used in any transparent ambient including ambients associated with plasma
processing and chemical vapor deposition. Spectroscopic ellipsometry has also been used
to measure the temperature during semiconductor processing.41
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10.3.5 Applications

Film Thickness: Measurements of thickness and index of refraction of thin, non-absor-
bing films on semiconductor substrates is a major application of ellipsometry. There is,
in principle, no limit to the thickness of the layer that can be determined. Films as thin
as 1 nm have been measured. Although ellipsometry gives numeric values, the results for
very thin films are questionable, because the model assumes uniform optical properties and
a sharp planar film-substrate boundary and the ellipsometric equations are based on the
macroscopic Maxwell’s equations which may not apply to layers only a few atomic layers
thick. Nevertheless, the measurements appear to give reasonable average thicknesses.

Thick layers have a different problem. The interpretation becomes more difficult due
to optical path lengths. In the thin transparent layer on a substrate of Fig. 10.15, the
two reflected rays interfere with one another, going from being completely in phase
to completely out of phase. This interference causes the cyclical nature of thickness
measurements, where � and 
 are cyclic functions of film thickness. They repeat for the
full-cycle film thickness

d = λ

2
√

n2
1 − sin2(φ)

(10.20)

For example, at φ = 70◦ the full-cycle thickness of SiO2 films with n1 = 1.465 at λ =
632.8 nm is 281.5 nm. If a 10 nm thick SiO2 film gives certain ellipsometric angles,
the same angles will be measured for films of (10 + 281.5) nm, (10 + 563) nm, and so
on. Hence for films thicker than the full-cycle thickness, one must have independent
knowledge of the film thickness to within one full-cycle thickness.

Substrates, Layer Growth: Although the major use of ellipsometry is for the analysis
of non-absorbing, insulating films, the method is used to characterize semiconductors, e.g.,
to study semiconducting materials that have been modified in some way. For example, ion
implantation damage has been correlated with ellipsometric measurements for Si, GaAs,
and InP.49 – 50 It is believed that the implant-induced damage, not the doping density,
changes the refractive indices. Although quantitative results are difficult to obtain, the
measurements do allow a rapid, non-destructive measurement of the crystal damage and
the behavior of this damage with annealing.

Ellipsometry has also found applications during crystal growth, where its non-contact-
ing, real-time nature is particularly useful when used in situ. For example, it has been used
to monitor the growth of superlattice structures grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD).51 – 52 Ellipsometry is a benign
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φ φ

d

l

n1

Fig. 10.15 Schematic showing multiple reflections.
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technique that is little affected by deposition methods, if used to monitor the growth of
a layer. It does not influence the deposition process if used as an in situ process tool to
monitor the growth of MBE films or the growth of insulating layers.

Line Width or Critical Dimension: The use of fixed angle SE or spectral reflectance
measurements from periodic structures shows strong promise for high speed topography
measurements. In many cases, SE-based measurements have proven to be more detailed
and more accurate than top-down scanning electron microscopy critical dimension (CD)
measurements and this method is used as an in-line process control tool. The emergence of
this approach is directly analogous to that of conventional thin film ellipsometry when low
cost computers enabled the accurate solution of thin film reflection models. For structures
for which the diffraction problem can be numerically solved nearly exactly, the advantages
of spectroscopic ellipsometry for patterned structures are now being realized.53 Line width
measurements are discussed in Section 10.8.

10.4 TRANSMISSION

10.4.1 Theory

Optical transmission or absorption measurements are used to determine optical absorption
coefficients and certain impurities. Shallow-level impurities respond to optical measure-
ments as discussed in Sections 2.6.3 and 2.6.4. Certain impurities possess characteristic
absorption lines due to vibrational modes, for example oxygen and carbon in silicon. Pho-
tons absorbed in a semiconductor can change the immediate environment around certain
impurities producing local vibrational modes. We discuss in this chapter the appropriate
theory of optical transmission measurements and give some examples.

During transmission measurements light is incident on the sample and the transmitted
light is measured as a function of wavelength as illustrated in Fig. 10.16(a). The sample
is characterized by reflection coefficient R, absorption coefficient α, complex refractive
index (n1 − jk1), and thickness d . Light of intensity Ii is incident from the left. The
absorption coefficient is related to the extinction coefficient k1 by α = 4πk1/λ. Absorption
coefficients and refractive indices are given in Appendix 10.2 for selected semiconductors.
The transmitted light It can be measured absolutely or the ratio of transmitted to incident
light can be formed. As shown in Appendix 10.1, the transmittance T of a sample with
identical front and back reflection coefficient and light incident normal to the sample
surface is

T = (1 − R)2e−αd

1 + R2e−2αd − 2Re−αd cos(φ)
(10.21)

where φ = 4πn1d/λ and the reflectance R is given by

R = (n0 − n1)
2 + k2

1

(n0 + n1)2 + k2
1

(10.22)

A normalized curve of It for polished Si is shown in Fig. 10.16(b).
The semiconductor band gap can be determined by measuring the absorption coefficient

as a function of the photon energy. Light, with energy higher than the band gap, is
absorbed. However, absorption is low to moderate for hν near EG. For indirect band-gap
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(c) interferogram for the same wafer, 
f = 4 cm−1. From the period of 1.51 cm−1 in (b) the wafer
thickness is 970 µm. Courtesy of N.S. Kang, Arizona State University.

semiconductors, α1/2 is plotted against hν, the extrapolated intercept on the hν axis yields
the semiconductor band gap. Such a plot is sometimes referred to as a Tauc plot. For direct
band-gap semiconductors like GaAs, for example, α2 is plotted against hν and the band
gap is again determined from the extrapolated intercept.

Semiconductors are generally transparent (α ≈ 0) for photon energies less than the
band gap energy and the transmittance becomes

T = (1 − R)2

1 + R2 − 2R cos(φ)
(10.23)

The “cos” term can be written as cos(f/f1), where f = 2π/λ and f1 = 1/2n1d is a
characteristic spatial frequency. If the resolution of the detector is sufficiently high, 
f ≤
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1/2n1d , then an oscillatory transmittance curve is observed. For example, 
f ≤ 4.9 cm−1

for a Si wafer with thickness d = 300 µm and refractive index n1 = 3.42. If the resolution
of the instrument is insufficient to resolve these fine-structure oscillations, then Eq. (10.23)
becomes

T = (1 − R)2

1 − R2
= 1 − R

1 + R
(10.24)

For the Si example this becomes T ≈ 0.54 for R = 0.3. As shown in Appendix 10.1, the
wafer thickness can be determined from the period of the oscillatory transmittance versus
wavenumber curve with

d = 1

2n1
(1/λ)
(10.25)

where 
(1/λ) is the wavenumber interval between two maxima or two minima.
The transmittance curves can be plotted as a function of wavelength or wavenumber
(wavenumber = 1/wavelength).

Certain impurities in a semiconductor sample exhibit absorption. Examples are inter-
stitial oxygen and substitutional carbon in silicon. Their density is proportional to the
absorption coefficient at those wavelengths. The transmittance with absorption, but no
“cos” oscillations, is

T = (1 − R)2e−αd

1 − R2e−2αd
(10.26)

The absorption coefficient from Eq. (10.26) is54

α = − 1

d
ln

(√
(1 − R)4 + 4T 2R2 − (1 − R)2

2T R2

)
(10.27)

R can be determined from that part of the transmittance curve where α ≈ 0. In some
spectral regions there may be absorption due to lattice vibrations and free-carrier absorp-
tion for heavily-doped substrates. The lattice absorption coefficient is about 0.85–1 cm−1

for oxygen in Si and about 6 cm−1 for carbon in Si. This must be considered in the
analysis.55

Complications in interpretation of transmission data occur when both surfaces are not
polished. Due to surface roughness, the transmittance becomes wavelength dependent and
T can vary significantly from wafer to wafer. If transmission is severely impaired, the
signal-to-noise ratio can be so poor that the measurement becomes meaningless.56

10.4.2 Instrumentation

Monochromator: There are two instruments for transmission measurements: monochro-
mator and interferometer. The monochromator, illustrated in Fig. 10.17(a), selects a
narrow band of wavelengths 
λ from a source of radiation. The spectral band is centered
on a wavelength λ that can be varied. The monochromator can be thought of as a tunable
filter with a band pass 
λ and resolution 
λ/λ. Light enters the monochromator through
a narrow entrance slit. Light falling on the prism or grating is dispersed, breaking the light
into its spectral components, by virtue of having a wavelength-dependent refractive index.
Short wavelength light is refracted more than long wavelength light. A grating consists
of many equidistant parallel lines inscribed on a polished substrate (glass or metal film
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Fig. 10.17 (a) Monochromator and (b) FTIR schematics.

on glass) with typically between 4,000 and 20,000 lines or grooves per cm. The dispersed
light depends on the groove spacing and on the incident angle.

The dispersed light passes through a narrow exit slit that largely controls the spectral
resolution; the narrower the slit, the narrower the wavelength range that reaches the
detector. The slits can be thought of as spectral bandpass filters. As the slit becomes
narrower, however, the amount of light reaching the sample is likewise reduced. The
wavelengths are varied by changing the angular position of the prism or the grating. In
a monochromator only a narrow band of wavelengths is selected for the transmission
measurement avoiding simultaneous excitation of competing processes that can result
from other wavelengths. For example, above band gap light creates electron-hole pairs,
which may interfere with measurements using below band gap light. Monochromator
transmission measurements avoid this problem by eliminating above band gap light. A
disadvantage of the monochromator is that only a small portion of the total spectrum
is available at one time leading to low signals. This can be overcome through lock-in
or signal averaging techniques. For greater sensitivity and minimization of atmospheric
attenuation, double beam instruments are frequently used, splitting the beam into two
similar paths with the sample placed in one of these paths and a reference sample in the
reference beam and the sample transmission is compared to that of the reference.

A monochromator is inserted between the light source and the sample, ensuring that
only selected wavelengths are incident on the sample at one time. It is also possible
for all wavelengths to be incident on the sample at one time and spectrally resolve the
light after it has been transmitted through the sample. Then the instrument is known as
a spectrometer. A spectrometer is more commonly used when the light is emitted from
the sample, while a monochromator is used to decompose white light into its spectral
components for a subsequent spectral response measurement.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy: The foundations of modern Fourier Trans-
form Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) were laid in the latter part of the nineteenth century
by Michelson57 and Lord Raleigh who recognized the relationship of an interferogram
to its spectrum by a Fourier transformation.58 It was not until the advent of computers
and the fast Fourier algorithm59 that interferometry began to be applied to spectroscopic
measurements in the 1970s.
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The basic optical component of Fourier transform spectrometers is the Michelson inter-
ferometer shown in simplified form in Fig. 10.17(b).60 Light from an infrared source—a
heated element or a glowbar—is collimated and directed onto a beam splitter, creating
two separate optical paths by reflecting 50% of the incident light and transmitting the
remaining 50%. In one path the beam is reflected back to the beam splitter by a fixed-
position mirror, where it is partially transmitted to the source and partially reflected to
the detector. In the other leg of the interferometer, the beam is reflected by the movable
mirror that is translated back and forth while maintained parallel to itself. The movable
mirror rides on an air bearing for good stability. The beam from the movable mirror is
also returned to the beam splitter where it, too, is partially reflected back to the source
and partially transmitted to the detector. Although the light from the source is incoherent,
when it is split into two components by the beam splitter, the components are coherent
and can produce interference phenomena when the beams are combined.

The light intensity reaching the detector is the sum of the two beams. The two beams
are in phase when L1 = L2. When M1 is moved, the optical path lengths are unequal and
an optical path difference δ is introduced. If M1 is moved a distance x, the retardation is
δ = 2x since the light has to travel an additional distance x to reach the mirror and the
same distance to reach the beam splitter.

Consider the output signal from the detector for a single wavelength source. For
L1 = L2 the two beams reinforce each other because they are in phase, δ = 0, and the
detector output is a maximum. If M1 is moved by x = λ/4, the retardation becomes
δ = 2x = λ/2. The two wave fronts reach the detector 180◦ out of phase, resulting in
destructive interference or zero output. For an additional λ/4 movement by M1, δ = λ and
constructive interference results again. The detector output—the interferogram—consists
of a series of maxima and minima that can be described by the equation

I (x) = B(f )[1 + cos(2πxf )] (10.28)

where B(f ) is the source intensity modified by the sample. B(f ) and I (x) are shown
in Fig. 10.18(a) for this simple case. When the source emits more than one frequency,
Eq. (10.28) is replaced by the integration

I (x) =
∫ f

0
B(f )[1 + cos(2πxf )] df (10.29)

For example, consider the source spectral distribution, B(f ) = A for 0 ≤ f ≤ f1 in
Fig. 10.18(b). The interferogram is obtained by eliminating the unmodulated term from
Eq. (10.29):

I (x) =
∫ f1

0
A cos(2πxf ) df = Af1

sin(2πxf1)

2πxf1
(10.30)

shown in Fig. 10.18(b). The interferogram becomes narrower as f1 is increased.
The interferogram always retains its maximum at x = 0 where L1 = L2, because all

wavelengths interfere constructively for that mirror position. For x �= 0, waves interfere
destructively and the interferogram amplitude decreases from its maximum as shown in
the interferogram for a Si wafer in Fig. 10.16(c). The strong maximum at x = 0 is the
centerburst. The higher resolution spectral information is contained in the wings of the
interferogram, corresponding to larger mirror travel. There is a practical limit to the mirror
displacement, represented by x = L. The best spectral resolution is 
f = 1/L. In practice
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Fig. 10.18 Spectrum and interferogram for (a) cosine wave and (b) band-limited signal.

other practical considerations reduce 
f below this value. In most FTIR instruments,
numerous movable mirror sweeps are averaged for enhanced signal-to-noise ratio.

What is measured in FTIR is the interferogram, containing not only the spectral
information of the source, which we have considered so far, but also the transmittance
characteristics of the sample. The interferogram, however, is of little direct interest. It is
the spectral response, calculated from the interferogram using the Fourier transformation,
that is of interest

B(f ) =
∫ ω

−ω

I (x) cos(2πxf ) dx (10.31)

B(f ) contains the spectral content of the source, the sample, and the ambient in the path of
the measurement. It is common practice to reduce atmospheric H2O and CO2 absorption
lines by purging the apparatus with dry nitrogen. The effect of the source is eliminated by
making one measurement without the sample—the background measurement—and one
with the sample. The ratio of the two eliminates the background. Since the mirror travel
is finite, irregularities are introduced into the interferogram. Some of these irregularities
can be subsequently reduced by using weighting or apodization schemes.61

FTIR has two major advantages over monochromators. One is the multiplex gain or the
Fellget advantage. In monochromator transmission measurements only a small fraction
of the entire spectrum is observed at a given time while in FTIR the entire spectrum is
observed over the measurement period of a second or less. With N spectral elements,
each 
λ wide, the FTIR has a signal-to-noise advantage of N1/2 over the monochromator
when the detector is limited by noise other than photon noise.62 A second major advantage
is the optical throughput gain or Jacquinot advantage, referring to the amount of light
one is able to pass through the instrument. Monochromators are limited by the entrance
and exit slits while FTIRs have relatively large entrance apertures. The optical throughput
gain is typically about 100.

10.4.3 Applications

Transmittance spectroscopy is primarily used to detect certain impurities, e.g., oxygen and
carbon in Si. Interstitial oxygen in silicon causes absorption at λ = 9.05 µm (1105 cm−1)
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Fig. 10.19 Transmission spectra for (a) Si wafer low in oxygen and carbon, (b) Si wafer with more
oxygen and carbon, (c) difference between spectra in (a) and (b). Data after ref. 55. Reprinted from
the Aug. 1983 edition of Solid State Technology. Copyright 1983 by Penn Well Publishing Company.

at 300 K and at 8.87 µm (1227.6 cm−1) at 77 K due to the antisymmetric vibration
of the SiO2 complex.63 Substitutional carbon has absorption peaks at λ = 16.47 µm
(607.2 cm−1) at 300 K and at λ = 16.46 µm (607.5 cm−1) at 77 K due to a local vibra-
tional mode.64 These absorption peaks are superimposed on phonon excitations of the
silicon substrate and should be subtracted from the spectrum of a carbon- and oxygen-free
reference sample. An example is shown in Fig. 10.19, where the transmission spectrum of
a low oxygen and carbon Si wafer is subtracted from the spectrum of a sample containing
oxygen and carbon, giving the spectrum of oxygen and carbon alone. Nitrogen has shown
an absorption peak at 963 cm−1.65

The optical absorption coefficients are converted to densities by

N = C1α [cm−3]; N = C2α [ppma] (10.32)

ppma is parts per million atomic. C1 and C2 are given in Table 10.2. Also shown is the
full width at half maximum line width (FWHM) dictating the bandwidth of the measuring
system. The oxygen conversion factors were obtained by calibrating the IR transmittance
against oxygen densities determined by charged particle activation analysis, gas fusion
analysis,66 and photon activation analysis. For oxygen in silicon measurements it is nec-
essary to specify the conversion factor, due to the diversity of these values. A good
discussion of the state of oxygen-in-silicon measurements is given in ref. 67.

The lower detection limit for oxygen in silicon by the IR technique is around 5 ×
1015cm−3; for carbon in silicon it is around 1016cm−3 at room temperature and
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TABLE 10.2 Conversion Factors of α to Densities.

Impurity C1

(cm−2)
C2

(cm−2)
FWHM
(cm−1)

Ref.

Oxygen in Si (300 K) 4.81 × 1017 9.62 34 “Old ASTM” 63
Oxygen in Si (300 K) 2.45 × 1017 4.9 34 “New ASTM” 63
Oxygen in Si (77 K) 0.95 × 1017 1.9 19 “New ASTM” 63
Oxygen in Si (300 K)@ 3.03 × 1017 6.06 34 “JEIDA” 71
Oxygen in Si (300 K) 2.45 × 1017 4.9 34 “DIN” 72
Oxygen in Si (300 K)# 3.14 × 1017 6.28 34 IOC-88 73
Carbon in Si (300 K) 8.2 × 1016 1.64 6 64, 74
Carbon in Si (77 K) 3.7 × 1016 0.74 3 64
Nitrogen in Si (300 K) 4.07 × 1017 8.14 65
EL2 in GaAs (300 K)∗ 1.25 × 1016 0.25 75

@ JEIDA: Japan Electronic Industry Development Association.
# International Oxygen Coefficient 1988.
∗ at λ = 1.1 µm; EL2, being a deep-level impurity, has a broad absorption band.

5 × 1015 cm−3 at 77 K. Low carbon densities are particularly difficult to measure because
there is a strong two-phonon lattice absorption band near the carbon band at λ = 16 µm.
Separation of these absorption bands requires either sample cooling to “freeze out” the lat-
tice band or a comparison with a “carbon-lean” reference sample. A measurement method
based on low-temperature photoluminescence of samples subjected to a CF4 reactive ion
etch, suggests detection limits for C in Si as low as 1013 cm−3.68 Transmittance mea-
surements are, of course, also used to determine the optical absorption coefficients of
semiconductors69 and have been used to determine the boron and phosphorus content of
deposited glasses.70 Microspot FTIR measurements use beams as small as 1 µm.

10.5 REFLECTION

10.5.1 Theory

Reflection or reflectivity measurements are commonly made to determine layer thick-
nesses, both for insulating layers on semiconducting substrates and for epitaxial semicon-
ductor films. The reflectance for the structure in Fig. 10.20(a), consisting of an absorbing
layer of thickness d1 on a non-absorbing substrate, is given by76

R = r2
1 eαd1 + r2

2 e−αd1 + 2r1r2 cos(ϕ1)

eαd1 + r2
1 r2

2 e−αd1 + 2r1r2 cos(ϕ1)
(10.33)

where

r1 = n0 − n1

n0 + n1
; r2 = n1 − n2

n1 + n2
; ϕ1 = 4πn1d1 cos(φ′)

λ
; φ′ = arcsin

[
n0 sin(φ)

n1

]
(10.34)

For a non-absorbing layer, α = 0 in Eq. (10.33).
The reflectance exhibits maxima at the wavelengths

λ(max) = 2n1d1 cos(φ′)
m

(10.35)
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Fig. 10.20 (a) Reflection spectroscopy schematic, theoretical reflectance for SiO2 on Si versus
(b) wavelength and (c) wavenumber. tox = 10−5 cm, n0 = 1, n1 = 1.46, and n2 = 3.42, φ = 50◦.

where m = 1, 2, 3, . . . Taking the wavelengths at two maxima and subtracting one from
the other using Eq. (10.35) gives the layer thickness77

d1 = iλ0λi

2n1(λi − λ0) cos(φ′)
= i

2n1(1/λo − 1/λi) cos(φ′) (10.36)
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where i = number of complete cycles from λ0 to λi , the two wavelength peaks that bracket
the i cycles. For two adjacent maxima i = 1, for a maximum and an adjacent minimum
i = 1/2, for two adjacent minima i = 1 and so on. As evident from Fig. 10.20(b), the
wavelengths are difficult to determine from R versus λ plots. However, R versus 1/λ

(wavenumber) plots yield values that are easier to extract. For example, in Fig. 10.20(c) for
the first two peaks, i = 1, 1/λ0 = 1.62 × 105 cm−1 and 1/λ1 = 1.22 × 105 cm−1 giving
d1 = 10−5 cm. The same thickness is obtained by choosing any other two adjacent peaks
or by using i = 3, 1/λ0 = 1.62 × 105 cm−1 and 1/λ3 = 4.2 × 104 cm−1. 2n1cos(φ′) is
determined by the experimental arrangement and the film’s index of refraction, sometimes
written in terms of the incidence angle φ as

2n1 cos(φ′) = 2
√

n2
1 − n2

0 sin2(φ) (10.37)

Instead of illuminating the sample with monochromatic light and varying the wave-
length, it is possible to shine white light, containing many wavelengths, onto the sample
and analyze the reflected light by passing it through a spectrometer. Small areas can be
characterized by shining the light through a microscope. Once the various wavelengths
have been dispersed by the spectrometer, they can be detected by a photodiode array
with the various wavelengths falling on different diodes in the array, for automatic data
acquisition.78 Reflectance measurements are also used to determine the thickness of epi-
taxial semiconductor layers, but it only works if there is a substantial doping density
change at the epitaxial-substrate interface, because there must be a measurable index of
refraction change at that interface.

Dielectric film thicknesses can also be measured using white light without a spec-
trometer. The white light is reflected onto a detector from a reference variable-thickness
film and the unknown sample onto a detector. The detector output is a maximum for
nrdr = nxdx where nr , dr are the refractive index and thickness of the reference and
nx , dx are those of the unknown.79 The variable-thickness reference can be a semicircu-
lar wedge of oxidized Si. For nr = nx the maximum detector output corresponds to the
unknown film thickness when it is equal to the reference film thickness.

An alternate method uses FTIR. As described in Section 10.4.2, a maximum in the
interferogram is observed when both optical paths from the beam splitter to the mirrors
are identical. For thickness measurements of a layer on a substrate, a secondary maximum
is observed when the movable mirror has moved by a distance equal to the optical path
through the layer. The thickness is determined from the location x of this secondary
maximum relative to the centerburst on the interferogram by the relation80

d1 = x

2n1 cos(φ)
(10.38)

This relationship is not strictly correct, as phase shifts in the reflected beam alter the
shape and position of the side burst peaks. These phase shifts are not easy to include in
the analysis, because the detector sees a broad range of wavelengths and thus a broad
range of phase shifts. In practice, an empirical relationship is established between side
burst position and layer thickness.

10.5.2 Applications

Dielectrics: The reflectance method lends itself to dielectric film thickness measure-
ments; for SiO2 films on Si thicker than 50 nm or so. For thinner films (d < 50 nm),
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it is easier to use ellipsometry. Instead of varying the wavelength, it is also possible to
keep the wavelength constant and vary the incident angle. The technique is then known
as variable-angle monochromator fringe observation (VAMFO).81 When dielectric films
on semiconductor substrates are viewed by eye or through a microscope, interference
effects give the layer a characteristic color determined by the film thickness, its index of
refraction, and the spectral distribution of the light source. Using calibrated color charts,
thicknesses can be judged accurate to 10 to 20 nm. Such color charts are useful for oxide
films thicker than about 80 nm.

A potential difficulty arises for films thicker than about 300 nm for SiO2 or about
200 nm for Si3N4 since different orders have substantially the same color. A trained
eye will be able to detect slight color changes for different orders. However, a more
definite approach is to view the sample at an angle and compare it with the calibrated
samples held at the same angle. The colors will not match unless they are both of the
same order. A guide to the colors is given in Tables 10.3 and 10.4. The charts may
also be used for films other than SiO2 or Si3N4. In that case dx = d0n0/nf , where
dx = unknown film thickness, d0 = film thickness from color chart, n0 = index of refrac-
tion of the original film (e.g., SiO2), and nx = index of refraction of the film to be
measured.

Semiconductors: Two types of semiconductor layers are of interest for thickness
measurements: epitaxial layers and diffused or ion-implanted layers. Spectrophotome-
ter reflectance measurements as given in Eqs. (10.35) and (10.36) pose several diffi-
culties. There is only a small difference in the refractive index between the epitaxial
layer and the substrate, leading to low-amplitude reflection from that interface. The
index difference increases at longer wavelengths, giving enhanced interference patterns
at longer wavelengths. Typical wavelengths for epitaxial layer thickness measurements
lie in the 2 to 50 µm range. The index of refraction difference also increases with
substrate doping density increase. The ASTM recommendation calls for Si epitaxial
layer resistivity ρepi > 0.1 	·cm and substrate resistivity ρsubst < 0.02 	·cm.82 Addi-
tional complications arise because the phase shift at the air-semiconductor interface is
different from that at the epitaxial-substrate interface, leading to the modified thick-
ness equation82 – 83

depi = (m − 1/2 + θi/2π)λi

2
√

n2
1 − sin2(φ)

(10.39)

where m = order of the maxima or minima in the spectrum, θι = phase shift at the
epitaxial-substrate interface, and λι = wavelength of ith extrema in the spectrum. The
1/2 comes from the phase shift term. The phase shift at the epitaxial-substrate interface
must be accurately known. Tabulated values for both n-Si and p-Si are given in Ref. 80.
For very thin layers or layers on very thin buried structures, these phase shift values are
crucial.84

Exercise 10.3

Question: What is a magic mirror?

Answer: A magic mirror is a contactless optical characterization method based upon the
Makyoh concept. It is used to detect small changes in radius of curvature of a nominal flat
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TABLE 10.3 Color Chart for Thermally Grown SiO2 Films Observed Perpendicularly
under Daylight Fluorescent Lighting.81.

Film
Thickness
(µm)

Color
Film

Thickness
(µm)

Color

0.05 Tan 0.63 Violet-red
0.07 Brown dark violet to red violet 0.68 “Bluish” (Not blue but borderline 0.10
0.12 Royal blue between violet and blue-green. It
0.15 Light blue to metallic blue appears more like a mixture
0.17 Metallic to very light yellow green between violet-red and blue-green
0.20 Light gold or and looks grayish)

yellow slightly metallic 0.72 Blue-green to green (quite broad)
0.22 Gold with slight yellow-orange 0.77 “Yellowish”
0.25 Orange to melon 0.80 Orange (rather broad for orange)
0.27 Red-violet 0.82 Salmon
0.30 Blue to violet-blue 0.85 Dull, light red-violet
0.31 Blue 0.86 Violet
0.32 Blue to blue-green 0.87 Blue-violet
0.34 Light green 0.89 Blue
0.35 Green to yellow-green 0.92 Blue-green
0.36 Yellow-green 0.95 Dull yellow-green
0.37 Green-yellow 0.97 Yellow to “yellowish”
0.39 Yellow 0.99 Orange
0.41 Light orange 1.00 Carnation pink
0.42 Carnation-pink 1.02 Violet-red
0.44 Violet-red 1.05 Red-violet
0.46 Red-violet 1.06 Violet
0.47 Violet 1.07 Blue-violet
0.48 Blue-violet 1.10 Green
0.49 Blue 1.11 Yellow-green
0.50 Blue-green 1.12 Green
0.52 Green (broad) 1.18 Violet
0.54 Yellow-green 1.19 Red-violet
0.56 Green-yellow 1.21 Violet-red
0.57 Yellow to “yellowish” (not yellow 1.24 Carnation pink to salmon

but is in the position where 1.25 Orange
yellow is to be expected. At 1.28 “Yellowish”
times it appears to be light 1.32 Sky blue to green-blue
creamy gray or metallic) 1.40 Orange

0.58 Light orange or yellow to pink 1.45 Violet
borderline 1.46 Blue-violet

0.60 Carnation pink 1.50 Blue
1.54 Dull yellow-green

surface and is based on an ancient Chinese mysterious mirror. It was a simple, feature-
less, flat mirror made of bronze. However, the image of a feature (sometimes a Buddha)
engraved on the back of this mirror appeared on a wall when sunlight was reflected from
the front of the mirror onto a wall. The ancient Chinese gave it the name light penetrating
mirror, the Japanese call it Makyoh or magic mirror.
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TABLE 10.4 Color Chart for Deposited Si3N4 Films Observed Perpendicularly under
Daylight Fluorescent Lighting.85.

Film Thickness
(µm)

Color Film Thickness
(µm)

Color

0.01 Very light brown 0.095 light blue
0.017 Medium brown 0.105 Very light blue
0.025 Brown 0.115 Light blue - brownish
0.034 Brown-pink 0.125 Light brown-yellow
0.035 Pink-purple 0.135 Very light yellow
0.043 Intense purple 0.145 Light yellow
0.0525 Intense dark blue 0.155 Light to medium yellow
0.06 Dark blue 0.165 Medium yellow
0.069 Medium blue 0.175 Intense yellow

The technique is illustrated in Fig. E10.3. A light beam is shone onto the sample
and the reflected beam is projected onto a screen or video detector to form a slightly
defocused image of the sample surface. The detail illustration shows that if the sample
surface contains a flaw, such as a depression, the reflected image at the image plane, not the
focal plane, shows this defect. It has been used in the semiconductor field for transforming
latent damage, scratches, waviness, and other flaws on mirror-like semiconductor wafer
surfaces into visual images. It can detect undulations of a few nm over distances of
0.5 mm.

For further discussions, see K. Kugimiya, S. Hahn, M. Yamashita, P. R. Blaustein, and
K. Tanahashi, “Characterization of Mirror Polished Silicon Wafers Using the “Makyoh”,
the Magic Mirror Method,” in Semiconductor Silicon/1990 (H. R. Huff, K. G. Barra-
clough, and J. I. Chikawa, Eds.), Electrochem. Soc., Pennington, NJ, 1990, 1052–1067;
K. Kugimiya, “Makyoh Topography: Comparison with X-Ray Topography,” Semicond.
Sci. Technol. 7, A91-A94, Jan. 1992; I.E Lukács and F. Riesz, “Imaging-limiting Effects

Camera
LED
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Focus

Image 
Plane

Reflected Image

Fig. E10.3
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of Apertures in Makyoh-topography Instruments,” Meas. Sci. Technol. 12, N29-N33,
Aug. 2001.

10.5.3 Internal Reflection Infrared Spectroscopy

When light is incident on the interface between two media with differing refractive indices,
e.g., n0 and n1, some light is reflected. If both media are transparent, the light not reflected
is transmitted and refracted according to Snell’s law

n1 sin(θ) = n0 sin(ϕ) (10.40)

where θ , ϕ, n0, and n1 are indicated on Fig. 10.21(a) with n0 < n1. For ϕ = 90◦, the light
is totally reflected. For this condition, θ becomes the critical angle θc, given by

sin(θc) = n0

n1
(10.41)

Total internal reflection occurs for θ ≤ θc. It is evident from Eq. (10.41) that total internal
reflection calls for medium 0 to be less optically dense than medium 1 as found for air
and a solid. For the air-Si interface with n0 = 1 and n1 = 3.42, θc = 17◦.

Internal reflection infrared spectroscopy probes the chemical nature of surfaces, films,
and interfaces by relying on total internal reflection,86 with the special geometry sample
shown in Fig. 10.21(b). Infrared light is incident on one surface. The energy of the light
must be less than the band-gap energy for there to be minimum absorption in the semi-
conductor. To be totally internally reflected, the incidence angle θ must be smaller than
the critical angle. Once the light enters the solid sample, it encounters multiple reflections
as it travels through the sample by total internal reflection before being detected. The
large number of reflections give this technique its high sensitivity, i.e., the light samples
the surface many times as it traverses the sample.

The number of internal reflections N is given by

N = L

d

1

tan(θ)
(10.42)

n1

n0

θ θ

θ
d

L

ϕ

Light Source Detector

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10.21 (a) The behavior of light at the interface between two media, (b) fixed-angle, multiple
pass internal reflection plate.
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If only one surface is of interest then N → N/2. This large number of reflections allows
detection of surface species that are not amenable to IR analysis with just a single pass.
Applications to semiconductors have been to study Si oxidation, Si/SiO2 fluorination,
hydrogen passivation of Si and a number of other applications.87 The technique can also
be used for real-time in situ semiconductor surface cleaning monitoring, for example.

10.6 LIGHT SCATTERING

One form of light scattering is scatterometry, which is the elastic scattering of light from
particles and from surfaces with random or periodic variations. The particle may be much
smaller than the wavelength of light. Elastic light scattering can detect particles in the gas
phase, on surfaces, and in liquids. It is most commonly used in semiconductor charac-
terization for detecting particles on surfaces and for critical dimension measurements. A
useful rule of thumb is that particles with diameter of one-third the minimum feature size
(usually the MOSFET gate length) can be killer defects, i.e., have a substantial effect on
circuit yield.

The schematic measurement arrangement is shown in Fig. 10.22. A focused laser beam
is scanned across the sample surface and the scattered light is detected. The specular
(directly reflected) light leaves the system to prevent “blinding” the detector. Although a
semiconductor surface is very flat, it can have some microroughness or haze, scattering
some light around the direction of the specularly reflected light. Particles scatter light in all
directions. Optical detectors are placed at various locations around the system to capture
as much light as possible and the light may be conditioned by polarizing it. For a particle
in isolation, the scattered light is proportional to the optical scattering cross-section88

σ = π4

18

D6

λ4

(
K − 1

K + 2

)2

(10.43)

where D is the particle diameter, λ the laser wavelength, and K the relative dielectric
constant of the particle. Equation (10.43) is valid for D 
 λ. Scattering is not very sen-
sitive to particle shape. It has been suggested that scattering from a particle on a surface
is proportional to D8.89

The particle density is detected by scattered light pulses as the laser is scanned across
the sample. The particle size is determined through the size dependence of scattered light
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Fig. 10.22 Light scattering experimental schematic.
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Fig. 10.23 Light scattering tomography schematic.

as given by Eq. (10.43). Smaller particles scatter less light than larger particles. Particles
can be smaller than the wavelength of the light and still be detected. Their size, however,
cannot be determined without recourse to calibrated standards, which are usually calibrated
latex or Si spheres. Detection of small particles is akin to seeing smoke with a bare eye.
We know where the smoke is, without being able to tell the size of the smoke particles.
There is, however, a lower limit to the particle size that can be detected, because of wafer
surface roughness. The wafer itself has a certain amount of scattered light and if the
particle scatter falls within this surface scatter, it cannot be detected. Some of the surface
interference can be overcome by using angle-resolved scatter measurements.90

Light scattering is also used in light scattering tomography, illustrated in Fig. 10.23.
Light is incident on one surface of a sample. Because the wavelength is sufficiently high
for the material to be reasonably transparent and owing to the high refractive index of
semiconductors, the laser beam enters the material as a quasi-parallel beam. For incident
light of 1060 nm wavelength, the light penetrates approximately 1000 µm into the Si
wafer. The scattered light is detected as a linear image at right angles. The laser or sample
is then moved and the next image is acquired. This is repeated until a two-dimensional
image of the scattering centers is built up, giving a virtual “tomographic plane” parallel
to the surface.91 By appropriate sample preparation, one can obtain wafer cross-section
or surface images.

10.7 MODULATION SPECTROSCOPY

Modulation spectroscopy is a sensitive technique to determine fine details of interband
transitions in semiconductors through the derivative of the response function, e.g., deriva-
tive of the optical reflectance or transmittance instead of the response function itself.92

The derivative amplifies weak features in the response function and suppresses high back-
ground signals, giving the method high sensitivity to small spectral features not detectable
by conventional means. The measurement is implemented by varying a property of the
sample, e.g., the electric field, or of the measuring system, e.g., the light wavelength or
polarization, and measuring the resultant signal.

The reflectance R of a sample depends on the dielectric function, which depends on a
number of physical properties, e.g., electric field. For an electric field with a dc (E0) and
a small ac component (E1 cos(ωt)), the reflectance is93

R(E ) = R[E 0 + E1 cos(ωt)] ≈ R(E 0) + dR

dE
(E1 cos(ωt)) (10.44)

provided E1 
 E0. The second term is a periodic function of time at the modulation
frequency ω and small features in the optical spectrum are enhanced. In electroreflectance,
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the periodic perturbation is an applied electric field and in photoreflectance carriers are
optically injected by a modulated laser. These injected carriers modulate the internal
electric field and the reflectance. Electric fields can be applied by contacting a junction
device or using electrolyte-semiconductor junctions. Other excitation sources are electron
beams, heat pulses, and stress.

10.8 LINE WIDTH

Line widths are frequently called critical dimensions (CD) and their measurements are
referred to as CD measurements. They are measured electrically, optically, by scanning
probe techniques, and by scanning electron microscopy. A line width measurement system
should be able to measure the width of the line and be repeatable to less than the toler-
ance—typically 10%. The measurement error should be three to ten times smaller than
the process error. There are several terms related to line width measurements. Accuracy
is the deviation of a measured line width from the true line width; short-term precision
is the distribution of errors due to the instrument in repeated measurements; long-term
stability is the variation of the average measured line width over time.

10.8.1 Optical-Physical Methods

Scatterometry: Optical techniques are capable of CD and overlay measurements of
both conducting and insulating lines. Their strength is versatility, speed, and simplic-
ity. Early optical techniques were: video scan, slit scan, laser scan, and image shearing.94

Angle-resolved laser scattering from grating structures has been used for dimensional
measurements.95 The scattered/diffracted light depends on the structure and composition
of the features. In a strict physical sense, this light ‘scattered’ from a periodic sample is
due to diffraction, but in a general sense it is termed scatter. The scattered light from
periodic features is sensitive to the geometry of the scattering features. The distribution
of the energy pattern can be thought of as a scattering “signature.” The technique is
rapid, non-destructive and has demonstrated excellent precision, making it an attractive
alternative to other metrologies in semiconductor manufacturing.

Scatterometry can be divided into the “forward problem” and the “inverse problem”.96

In the “forward problem” the scatter signature is measured, with the grating illuminated
and the light detected to determine the “signature”. In the “inverse problem” the line
width of the scattering structure is quantified by model-based analyses, where the optical
scatter data are compared to simulations from a theoretical model derived from Maxwell’s
equations. Traditionally, the model has been used a priori to generate a series of signatures
that correspond to discrete iterations of various grating parameters, such as its thickness
and the width of the grating lines. The resulting signature is known as a signature “library”
or database. When the scatter signature is measured in the forward problem, it is compared
against the library to find the closest match. The parameters of the modeled signature that
agree most closely with the measured signature are taken to be the parameters of this
measured signature.

Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE): Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements from
period structures shows strong promise for high-speed topography measurements. SE-
based scatterometry has proven to be more detailed than top-down scanning electron
microscopy CD measurements. The emergence of this approach is directly analogous that
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of conventional thin-film ellipsometry when low-cost computers enabled the accurate solu-
tion of thin film reflection models. Data from complex thin film stacks could be analyzed
very rapidly to yield-film thicknesses that compare favorably to cross-sectional transmis-
sion electron microscopy. By applying structures for which the diffraction problem can
be numerically solved nearly exactly, the advantages of spectroscopic ellipsometry for
patterned structures are being realized.

In SE for topography extraction the spectral reflectance is collected in the specular
mode on reflection from a sample with a one-dimensional grating. The reflection prob-
lem from the grating is modeled using high-accuracy numerical simulation of Maxwell’s
equations. The optical dielectric functions of all materials in the lines and any underlying
smooth thin films are assumed to be known, and are usually obtained by spectroscopic
ellipsometry measurements of similarly prepared unpatterned thin films. Either a pattern
matching procedure using a large, pre-simulated library of line shapes or a parameterized
non-linear regression procedure is used to find the best fit between theory and experimental
reflection data.97

Scanning Electron Microscopy: In scanning electron microscopy CD measurements,
a focused electron beam is scanned across the sample and an image is built up by detecting
secondary electrons.98 The yield of secondary electrons depends on the sample geometry
with higher secondary electron yield on sloped than on flat surfaces shown in Fig. 10.24(a)
and (b). The line width is determined by measuring the distance between two edges on
a line scan through the image, but it depends on the choice of the line width definition
shown as W1, W2, and W3. A typical width is taken at the 50% point. SEM CD metrology
is routinely used and its main strength is the excellent SEM resolution, but the sample
must be placed in a vacuum and is subject to charging. It is also subject to line slimming
where the e-beam radiation can cause the line width to shrink due to photoresist cross
linking as in Fig. 10.24(c).

(c)

Line
Slimming

(b)

Detector

Secondary
Electrons

Linescan

W1

W2

W3

(a)

E Beam

Fig. 10.24 Line width by scanning electron microscopy, (a) schematic showing the sample and line
scan, (b) experimental curve courtesy of M. Postek, NIST, W = 0.21 µm (c) effect of line slimming.
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Fig. 10.25 Line width measurement by a mechanical probe. (a) Blunt probe (b) pointed probe.
Shown are the resulting line widths modified by the probe shape.

Atomic Force Microscopy: Among the physical line width characterization
techniques, one of the most sensitive is atomic force microscopy (AFM), discussed in
Chapter 9. A mechanical stylus is scanned across the sample and the resulting profile is
measured. AFM is very sensitive in the vertical dimension and somewhat less sensitive
in the horizontal dimension. Nevertheless, horizontal resolution of tens of Ångströms is
possible. AFM can also trace out the contours of lines and trenches. In spite of the high
sensitivity of AFMs, one must use care in interpreting the experimental data, as illustrated
in Fig. 10.25.99 In Fig. 10.25(a) we show a line cross section on a semiconductor substrate,
consisting of width W and pitch P . The probe scan depends on the probe shape, as
illustrated in Figs. 10.25(a) and (b). The pitch is measured correctly in either case, but
the line width is in error, even for the “ideal” rectangular probe shape. Not only is the
line width in error, but so is the line shape. A knowledge of the probe geometry allows
this to be corrected.

10.8.2 Electrical Methods

Electrical line width measurements, suitable only for conducting lines, are based on the
test structure in Fig. 10.26.100 Such measurements have shown high levels of repeatability.
For a line width of 1 µm, the repeatability has been demonstrated to be on the order of
1 nm.101 Precisions of 0.005 µm and lines as narrow as 0.1 µm have been measured.
The left portion of the test structure is a cross resistor for van der Pauw sheet resistance
measurements and the right portion is a bridge resistor. The cross resistor, discussed in
Section 1.2.2, gives the sheet resistance as

Rsh = π

ln(2)

V34

I12
(10.45)

where V34 = V3 − V4 and I12 is the current flowing into contact I1 and out of contact I2.
The voltage is measured between two adjacent contacts with the current flowing between
the two opposite adjacent contacts. Averaging is usually done by changing the voltage
and current contacts. The sheet resistance is determined in the shaded area.

The line width W is determined from the bridge resistor by

W = RshL

V45/I26
(10.46)
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Fig. 10.26 Cross-bridge line width test structure.

where V45 = V4 − V5 and I26 is the current flowing into contact I2 and out of contact I6

and L is the length between voltage taps 4 and 5, known from the test structure layout.
An assumption in Eq. (10.46) is that the sheet resistance in the bridge portion of the

test structure is the same as that in the cross portion, i.e., in both shaded areas. If that
is not true, W will be in error.102 What exactly is L? Is it the center-to-center spacing
as illustrated in Fig. 10.26? That depends on the exact layout of the structure. With arms
4 and 5 extending only below the measured line as in Fig. 10.26, L is approximately as
shown. For symmetrical structures, i.e., arms 4 and 5 extending above as well as below
the line, an effective length is Leff ≈ L − W1, where W1 is the arm width. For long
structures, i.e., L ≈ 20 W , this correction is negligible, but for short lines, it must be
considered, because the contact arms distort the current path. Other considerations are:
t ≤ W , W ≤ 0.005L, d ≥ 2t , t ≤ 0.03s, s ≤ d .103

10.9 PHOTOLUMINESCENCE (PL)

Photoluminescence, also known as fluorometry, provides a non-destructive technique for
the determination of certain impurities in semiconductors.104 It is particularly suited for
the detection of shallow-level impurities, but can also be applied to certain deep-level
impurities, provided their recombination is radiative.105 Photoluminescence is also used
in other applications. For example, ultraviolet light in fluorescent tubes, generated by an
electric discharge, is absorbed by a phosphor inside the tube and visible light is emitted
by photoluminescence. We discuss PL only briefly by giving the main concepts and a few
examples. Identification of impurities is easy with PL, but measurement of the impurity
density is more difficult. PL can provide simultaneous information on many types of
impurities in a sample, but only those impurities that produce radiative recombination
processes can be detected.

Photoluminescence has been largely the domain of III–V semiconductor characteriza-
tion in the past with high internal efficiency. Internal efficiency is a measure of optically
generated electron-hole pairs recombining radiatively thereby emitting light. Silicon, being
an indirect band gap semiconductor, has low internal efficiency, because most recombina-
tion takes places through Shockley-Read-Hall or Auger recombination, neither of which
emits light. In spite of the low internal efficiency, PL is now used to characterize Si,
because the emitted light intensity depends on the defect and the doping density and is
used to map either one.

A typical PL set-up is illustrated in Fig. 10.27. The sample is placed in a cryostat and
cooled to temperatures near liquid helium. It is important that the sample be mounted in
a strain-free manner, as strain affects the emitted light. Low temperature measurements
are desirable to obtain the fullest spectroscopic information by minimizing thermally
activated non-radiative recombination processes and thermal line broadening. The thermal
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Fig. 10.27 Schematic photoluminescence arrangement.

distribution of carriers excited into a band contributes a width of approximately kT /2 to
an emission line originating from that band. This makes it necessary to cool the sample
to reduce the width. The thermal energy kT /2 is only 1.8 meV at T = 4.2 K. For many
measurements this is sufficiently low, but occasionally it is necessary to reduce this
broadening further by reducing the sample temperature below 4.2 K. Room temperature
PL measurements, especially for Si, have become routine recently. They are used not to
identify impurities but to provide PL maps of doping and trap densities.

The sample is excited with an optical source, typically a laser with energy hν > EG,
generating electron-hole pairs (ehps) which recombine by one of several mechanisms,
discussed in Chapter 7. Photons are emitted for radiative recombination, but not for
non-radiative recombination bulk or surface recombination. Some of the photons may be
reabsorbed in the sample, provided they are directed at the surface within the critical angle.
The emitted light is focused onto either a dispersive or a Fourier transform spectrometer
and then a detector.

The internal PL efficiency is106

ηint =
∫ d

0


n

τrad

exp(−βx)dx ≈
∫ d

0


n

τrad

dx (10.49)

where d is the sample thickness, 
n the excess minority carrier density, and β the
absorption coefficient of the generated light within the sample. The emitted light in Si
has a wavelength near the band gap making the absorption coefficient β is very low
(α ≈ 2 cm−1 for hv = 1.12 eV) and exp(−βx) is often neglected. This is not the case
in general for other semiconductors. 
n depends on reflectance, photon flux density, and
the various recombination mechanisms discussed in Appendix 7.1.

The photon energy depends on the recombination process, illustrated in Fig. 10.28,
where five commonly observed PL transitions are shown.107 Band-to-band recombination
(Fig. 10.28(a)) dominates at room temperature but is rarely observed at low temperatures
in materials with small effective masses due to the large electron orbital radii. Excitonic
recombination is commonly observed, but what are excitons? When a photon generates
an ehp, Coulombic attraction can lead to the formation of an excited state in which an
electron and a hole remain bound to each other in a hydrogen-like state.108 This excited
state is referred to as a free exciton (FE). Its energy, shown in Fig. 10.28(b), is slightly
less than the band gap energy required to create a separated ehp. An exciton can move
through the crystal, but because it is a bound ehp, both electron and hole move together
and neither photoconductivity nor current results. A free hole can combine with a neutral
donor (Fig. 10.28(c)) to form a positively charged excitonic ion or bound exciton (BE).109
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Fig. 10.28 Radiative transitions observed with photoluminescence.

The electron bound to the donor travels in a wide orbit about the donor. Similarly electrons
combining with neutral acceptors also form bound excitons.

If the material is sufficiently pure, free excitons form and recombine by emitting
photons. The photon energy in direct band-gap semiconductors of band-gap energy EG

is109

hν = EG − Ex (10.50)

where Ex is the excitonic binding energy. In indirect band gap semiconductors, momentum
conservation requires the emission of a phonon, giving109

hν = EG − Ex − Ep (10.51)

where Ep is the phonon energy. Bound exciton recombination dominates over free exciton
recombination for less pure material. A free electron can also recombine with a hole on a
neutral acceptor (Fig. 10.28(d)), and similarly a free hole can recombine with an electron
on a neutral donor.

Lastly, an electron on a neutral donor can recombine with a hole on a neutral acceptor,
the well-known donor-acceptor (D-A) recombination, illustrated in Fig. 10.28(e). The
emission line has an energy modified by the Coulombic interaction between donors and
acceptors105

hν = EG − (EA + ED) + q2

Ksεor
(10.52)

where r is the distance between donor and acceptor. The photon energy in Eq. (10.52) can
be higher than the band gap for low (EA + ED). Such photons are generally reabsorbed
in the sample. The full widths at half maximum for bound exciton transitions are typically
≤ kT /2 and resemble slightly broadened delta functions. This distinguishes them from
donor-valence band transitions which are usually a few kT wide. Energies for these two
transitions are frequently similar and the line widths are used to determine the transition
type.

The optics in a PL apparatus are designed to ensure maximum light collection. The
PL-emitted light from the sample can be analyzed by a grating monochromator and
detected by a photodetector. A Michelson interferometer leads to enhanced sensitivity
and reduced measurement time. One can also vary the wavelength of the incident light
using a tunable dye laser. For wide band gap semiconductors it may be necessary to use
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electron beam excitation, since the excitation energy has to exceed the semiconductor
band gap. PL radiation from shallow-level impurities in Si and GaAs can be detected
with a photomultiplier tube with an S-1 photocathode able to detect wavelengths from
about 0.4 to 1.1 µm. Lower-energy light from deeper levels requires a PbS (1–3 µm) or
doped germanium detector.

The volume analyzed in PL measurements is determined by the absorption depth of the
exciting laser light and the diffusion length of the minority carriers. Usually the absorption
depth is on the order of microns or so. It is possible, however, to confine the absorbed
light to a very thin layer near the surface by using ultraviolet light. This is useful in
such materials as silicon-on-insulator, in which the active Si layer is only about 0.1 µm
thick.110 It is generally difficult to correlate the intensity of a given PL spectral line with
the density of the impurity due to non-radiative bulk and surface recombination that vary
from sample to sample and from location to location on a given sample. A novel approach
to this problem is due to Tajima.111 For Si samples of different resistivity, he found spectra
with both intrinsic and extrinsic peaks as shown in Fig. 10.29. Higher resistivity samples
showed higher intrinsic peaks. The ratio XTO(BE)/ITO (FE) is proportional to the doping
density, where XTO (BE) is the transverse optical phonon PL intensity peak of the bound
exciton for element X (boron or phosphorus) and ITO (FE) is the transverse optical phonon
intrinsic PL intensity peak of the free exciton.

Figure 10.30 shows two PL maps of an n/n+ epitaxial Si wafer. The excitation
wavelength for Fig. 10.30(a) was 0.532 nm with an absorption depth of about 1 µm
and the figure shows quite uniform PL response indicative of a uniform epi layer. For
Fig. 10.30(b), λ = 827 nm with an absorption depth around 9 µm, which probes the
substrate, showing doping density variations of the heavily-doped substrate.
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Fig. 10.29 Photoluminescence spectra for Si at T = 4.2 K. (a) Starting material, (b) after neu-
tron transmutation doping. Base lines for measuring the peak heights are shown by the horizontal
lines. Symbols: I = intrinsic, TO = transverse optical phonon, LO = longitudinal optical phonon,
BE = bound exciton, FE = free exciton. The sample contains residual arsenic. Components labeled
bn and βn are due to recombination of multiple bound excitons. Reprinted with permission after
Tajima et al.111 This paper was originally presented at the Spring 1981 Meeting of the Electrochem-
ical Society, Inc. held in Minneapolis, MN.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 10.30 Room temperature PL maps of an n/n+ Si epitaxial wafer, tepi = 5 µm; (a) λ = 532 nm,
1/α ≈ 1 µm, (b) λ = 827 nm, 1/α ≈ 9 µm. Courtesy of A. Buczkowski, SUMCO USA.

Calibration curves of photoluminescence intensity ratio versus impurity density for
Si are shown in Fig. 2.29. Good agreement is found between the resistivity measured
electrically and the resistivity calculated from the carrier density measured by photolu-
minescence. Very pure float-zone Si was used and varying amounts of phosphorus were
introduced using neutron transmutation doping to generate calibration curves for the PL
data.112 It is estimated that for samples with areas of 0.3 cm2 and 300 µm thickness,
the detection limits for P, B, Al and As in Si are around 5 × 1010, 1011, 2 × 1011, and
5 × 1011 cm−3, respectively. Various impurities in Si have been catalogued.113 The inter-
pretation has also been applied to InP, where the donor density as well as the compensation
ratio was determined.114

The ionization energies of donors in GaAs are typically around 6 meV and the energy
difference between the various donor impurities is too small to be observable by con-
ventional PL. However, acceptors with their wider spread of ionization energies can be
detected by using the transitions: free electron to neutral acceptor (Fig. 10.28(d)) and elec-
tron on a neutral donor to hole on a neutral acceptor (Fig. 10.28(e)). Acceptors in GaAs
determined with PL have also been catalogued.115 Complications arise when the energy
difference between the ground states of two or more acceptors is identical to the difference
between their band-acceptor and donor-acceptor pair transitions. Such transitions can often
be differentiated through variable temperature or variable excitation power measurements
that cause a shift of the donor-acceptor pair transition to higher energies.116 Donors in
GaAs can be detected by magneto-photoluminescence measurements. The magnetic field
splits some of the spectral lines into several components by splitting of the bound exci-
ton initial states.117 Photothermal ionization spectroscopy, discussed in Section 2.6.3, also
allows donors to be identified.

10.10 RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

Raman spectroscopy is a vibrational spectroscopic technique that can detect both organic
and inorganic species and measure the crystallinity of solids.118 It is free from charging
effects. We mention it here because it is finding increased use in semiconductor charac-
terization. For example, it is sensitive to strain, allowing it to be used to detect stress
in a semiconductor material or device. Since the light beam can be focused to a small
diameter, one can measure stress in small areas.
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Fig. 10.31 Energy distribution of scattered light.

When light is scattered from the surface of a sample, the scattered light is found to
contain mainly wavelengths that were incident on the sample (Raleigh scattering) but
also at different wavelengths at very low intensities (few parts per million or less) that
represent an interaction of the incident light with the material. The interaction of the
incident light with optical phonons is called Raman scattering while the interaction with
acoustic phonons results in Brillouin scattering. Optical phonons have higher energies
than acoustic phonons giving larger photon energy shifts, illustrated in Fig. 10.31, but
even for Raman scattering the energy shift is small. For example, the optical phonon
energy in Si is about 0.067 eV, while the exciting photon energy is several eV (Ar laser
light with λ = 488 nm has an energy of hν = 2.54 eV). Since the intensity of Raman
scattered light is very weak (about 1 in 108 parts), Raman spectroscopy is only practical
when an intense monochromatic light source like a laser is used.

Raman spectroscopy is based on the Raman effect first reported by Raman in 1928.119

If the incident photon imparts energy to the lattice in the form of a phonon (phonon
emission) it emerges as a lower-energy photon. This down-converted frequency shift is
known as Stokes-shifted scattering. In Anti-Stokes-shifted scattering the photon absorbs a
phonon and emerges with higher energy. The anti-Stokes mode is much weaker than the
Stokes mode and it is Stokes-mode that is usually monitored.

During Raman spectroscopy measurements a laser pump beam is incident on the sam-
ple. The weak scattered light or signal is passed through a double monochromator to
reject the Raleigh scattered light and the Raman-shifted wavelengths are detected by a
photodetector. In the Raman microprobe, a laser illuminates the sample through a com-
mercial microscope. Laser power is usually held below 5 mW to reduce sample heating
and specimen decomposition. In order to separate the signal from the pump it is necessary
that the pump be a bright, monochromatic source. Detection is made difficult by the weak
signal against an intense background of scattered pump radiation. The signal-to-noise
ratio is enhanced if the Raman radiation is observed at right angles to the pump beam. A
major limitation in Raman spectroscopy is the interference caused by fluorescence, either
of impurities or the sample itself. The fluorescent background problem is eliminated by
combining Raman spectroscopy with FTIR.120 Advances in FTIR and dispersive Raman
measurements as well as lasers and detectors have been summarized.121

By using lasers with varying wavelengths and hence different absorption depths, it
is possible to profile the sample to some depth. The technique is non-destructive and
requires no contacts to the sample. Most semiconductors can be characterized by Raman
spectroscopy. The wavelengths of the scattered light are analyzed and matched to known
wavelengths for identification.

Various properties of the sample can be characterized. Its composition can be deter-
mined. Raman spectroscopy is also sensitive to crystal structure. For example, different
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Fig. 10.32 Raman spectra of Si and Si grown on SiGe grown on Si. The percentages represent the
germanium content in the SiGe layer. Courtesy of M. Canonico, Freescale Semiconductor.

crystal orientations give slightly different Raman shifts. However, damage and structural
imperfections induce scattering by the forbidden TO phonons, allowing implant damage
to be monitored, for example. The Stokes line shifts, broadens and becomes asymmetric
for microcrystalline Si with grain sizes below 100 Å.122 The lines become very broad
for amorphous semiconductors, allowing a distinction to be made between single crystal,
polycrystalline, and amorphous materials. The frequency is also shifted by stress and strain
in thin film.123 The strain in Si MOS technology introduced by SiGe and other approaches
is eminently suitable for Raman characterization.124 Both compressive and tensile stress
can be determined with compressive stress giving an upward and tensile stress a down-
ward shift from the unstressed 520 cm−1 Si shift. 1/λ ≈ 520 cm−1 corresponds to the
optical phonon energy of 0.067 eV. The plots in Fig. 10.32 show the Raman spectra of
Si, and Si on SiGe on Si. What is shown in these plots is the wavenumber shift from the
incident light by the sample. SiGe has larger lattice constant than Si. Si grown on SiGe is
under tensile stress leading to downward shift. The higher the Ge content, the higher the
stress and the larger the shift. Regions as small as 200 nm have been characterized.125

The Raman microprobe is able to identify organic contaminants that appear as particles
as small as 2 µm or as films as thin as 1 µm. The technique is most successful for organic
materials because organic spectral data bases exist. For example, silicone films, teflon,
cellulose, and other contaminants have been detected.126 Raman spectroscopy is very
effective, when coupled with other characterization techniques, for problem solving in
semiconductor processing.127

10.11 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

Optical Microscopy: The strength of optical microscopy lies in its simplicity and well-
established nature. It has been used for many years, is well developed and can be
used for many applications from defect determination to IC inspection. Augmenting the
basic technique with differential interference contrast, confocal microscopy, and near-field
microscopy has expanded the technique further. The contactless nature of the measure-
ment is a definite advantage. One of its main weaknesses is its resolution limit of about
0.25 µm. Near-field microscopy overcomes this limit, but is not easy to use.
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Interference optical microscopes can measure areas from 50 µm2 to 5 mm2 by chang-
ing the microscope objective lens. The main disadvantage is that the height depends on
the phase shift upon reflection. If a single material is measured, there is no problem.
However, samples with differing optical properties yield erroneous results. Coating the
material with a reflective material eliminates this problem.

Ellipsometry: The strength of ellipsometry is its widespread application for film thick-
ness measurements. The addition of variable angle and multiple wavelength features has
expanded the application of ellipsometry further, including such uses as in-situ process
control due to its contactless nature. It measures the optical thickness of films, not the
physical thickness. Knowing the refractive index allows the physical thickness to be deter-
mined. But the refractive index is not always known, especially for thin films, because
the composition of the film may differ from a thicker film.

Transmission is primarily used for absorption coefficient and impurity density (e.g.,
oxygen and carbon in silicon) determination. For α measurements there is no alterna-
tive. Impurities can, of course, be determined by such methods as secondary ion mass
spectrometry, but optical transmission measurements are contactless and non-destructive.
A weakness for impurity density determination is the sensitivity at low densities. For
example, the density of carbon in silicon is around 1016 cm−3 or less, but the mea-
surement sensitivity is around 1016 cm−3, making it difficult to determine this impu-
rity.

Reflection has traditionally been used for insulator thickness measurements where its
contactless nature is a definite advantage. The use of internal reflection infrared spec-
troscopy has extended the method significantly by allowing the state of the surface to be
monitored. As with ellipsometry, a disadvantage for thickness determination is that an
optical thickness is measured.

Photoluminescence: This technique has the advantage of very high sensitivity. It
is one of the most sensitive techniques to determine doping densities. It can also give
defect information although defect densities are more difficult, since bulk and surface
recombination are usually not known and they are difficult to separate. The disadvantages
include the need for low temperature measurements for best sensitivity and the unknown
nature of bulk and surface recombination.

Raman spectroscopy has become important for stress measurements, e.g., for strained
Si devices with stress introduced by one of several methods. It can also be used to measure
stress in trenches, for example.

APPENDIX 10.1

Transmission Equations

Consider the sample of Fig. A10.1, characterized by reflection coefficients R1, R2, absorp-
tion coefficient α, complex refractive index (n1 − jk1), and thickness d . Light of inten-
sity Ii is incident from the left. Ir1 = R1Ii is reflected at point A and (1 − R1)Ii is
transmitted into the sample, where it is attenuated as it traverses the sample. At point
B, just inside the sample at x = d , the intensity is (1 − R1) exp(−αd)Ii . The fraction
R2(1 − R1) exp(−αd)Ii is reflected back into the sample at point B and the fraction
It1 = (1 − R2)(1 − R1) exp(−αd)Ii is transmitted through the sample. Some of the light
reflected at B is reflected back into the sample at C and the component Ir2 is reflected
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Fig. A10.1 Schematic showing the various reflected and transmitted light components.

back. Light is reflected back and forth and each time some of it is reflected, some is
absorbed and some is transmitted.

When all the components are summed, the transmittance T is76

T = It

Ii

= (1 − R1)(1 − R2)e
−αd

1 + R1R2e−2αd − 2
√

R1R2e−αd cos(ϕ)
(A10.1)

where ϕ = 4πn1d/λ. For symmetrical samples, R1 = R2 = R, allowing Eq. (A10.1) to
become

T = (1 − R)2e−αd

1 + R2e−2αd − 2Re−αd cos(ϕ)
(A10.2)

The “cos” term can be written as cos(f/f1), where f = 2π/λ and f1 = 1/2n1d is a spatial
frequency. If the detector does not have sufficient spectral resolution, then the oscillations
due to the “cos(ϕ)” term average to zero, calculated by averaging the transmitted intensity
over a period of the cosine term as128

T = 1

2π

∫ π

−π

(1 − R)2e−αd

1 + R2e−2αd − 2Re−αd cos(ϕ)
dϕ (A10.3)

Assuming α and n1 to be constant over the wavelength interval, the transmittance becomes

T = (1 − R)2e−αd

1 − R2e−2αd
(A10.4)

R is the reflectance given by

R = (n0 − n1)
2 + k2

1

(n0 + n1)2 + k2
1

(A10.5)

and the absorption coefficient α is related to the extinction coefficient k1 by

α = 4πk1

λ
(A10.6)
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cos(ϕ) has maxima when mλ0 = 2n1d , where m = 1, 2, 3 . . . and can be used to determine
the sample thickness through the relationship

d = mλ0

2n1
= (m + 1)λ1

2n1
= (m + i)λi

2n1
(A10.7)

or m = iλi/[λ0 − λi], where i = number of complete cycles from λ0 to λi . For one cycle
i = 1 and

d = 1

2n1(1/λ0 − 1/λ1)
= 1

2n1
(1/λ)
(A10.8)

where 1/λ = wavenumber and 
(1/λ) = wavenumber interval between two maxima or
minima.

APPENDIX 10.2

Absorption Coefficients and Refractive Indices for Selected Semiconductors
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Fig. A10.2 Absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength for Si. Adapted from data in
Green129 and Daub/Würfel.130
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PROBLEMS

10.1 In an optical transmission measurement, the transmittance of a thin semiconductor
sample of thickness d is shown by the curve of Fig. P10.1(a).

T = (1 − R)2e−αd

1 + R2e−2αd − 2Re−αd cos φ
(1)

where α can be assumed negligibly small, i.e., α ≈ 0. For the curve in Fig. P10.1(b)
the appropriate equation is

T = (1 − R)2e−αd

1 − R2e−2αd
(2)

The transmittance dip at λ = 0.0004 cm is due to an impurity of density N1 =
4 × 1015α1cm−3, where α1 is the absorption coefficient of that impurity. Determine
R, n1, d , α1, N1, and EG. k1 is negligibly small for λ > 0.0002 cm, no = 1.
EG can be determined by plotting α1/2 versus E, where E = hν = hc/λ.
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Fig. P10.1

10.2 In an optical transmission measurement, the transmittance T of a semiconductor
sample of thickness d and index of refraction n1 is determined. The appropriate
equation is Eq. (10.21), where α can be assumed negligibly small, i.e., α ≈ 0. In
this measurement 
(1/λ) = 14.3 cm−1. Then another measurement is made which
can be described by Eq. (10.26). For most of that curve α = 0 and T = 0.504. At
one particular wavelength there is a dip in that T versus λ curve to T = 0.482 due to
an impurity of density Ni = 3 × 1017αicm−3, where αi is the absorption coefficient
of the impurity. Determine R, n1, d , αi , and Ni . k1 is negligibly small, n0 = 1.

10.3 In an optical transmission measurement, the transmittance of a semiconductor sam-
ple of thickness d is shown by the curve in Fig. P10.3. The appropriate equation is

T = (1 − R)2e−αd

1 + R2e−2αd − 2Re−αd cos φ
(1)
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where α can be assumed negligibly small, i.e., α ≈ 0. Then another measurement
is made which can be described by

T = (1 − R)2e−αd

1 − R2e−2αd
(2)
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Fig. P10.3

For most of that curve α = 0 and T = 0.516. At one particular wavelength there
is a dip in that T versus λ curve to T = 0.407 due to an impurity of density Ni =
3 × 1017αicm−3, where αi is the absorption coefficient of the impurity. Determine
R, n1, d , αi , and Ni . k1 is negligibly small, n0 = 1.

10.4 The reflectance curve of an insulator on a Si substrate was measured according
to the diagram in Fig. 10.20 for φ = 50◦. This is a common method to determine
insulator thickness.

(a) Determine d1 using Eqs. (10.33) to (10.36). Use n0 = 1, n1 = 1.46, n2 = 4.
The wavelengths for Rmax and Rmin are:

Rmax λ (µm) Rmin λ (µm)

0.36 0.066 0.093 0.08
0.36 0.1 0.093 0.132
0.36 0.199 0.093 0.398

(b) Plot R versus λ and R versus 1/λ for n0 = 1, n1 = 1.46, n2 = 4, d1 = 1000 Å,
and φ = 70◦ over the wavelength range 0.1 ≤ λ ≤ 0.8 µm.

10.5 The reflectance curve of an insulator on a Si substrate is shown in Fig. P10.5. It
was measured according to the diagram in Fig. 10.20 for the angle indicated on
the figure. This is a common method to determine insulator thickness.

(a) Determine n1 using Eqs. (10.33) to (10.36). Use n0 = 1, n2 = 4, d1 = 1000 Å.
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(b) Plot R versus angle φ for λ = 6000 Å. The wavelengths for Rmax and Rmin

for the curve below are:

Rmax λ (µm) Rmin λ (µm)

0.36 0.094 0.026 0.113
0.36 0.141 0.026 0.189
0.36 0.283 0.026 0.567
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Fig. P10.5

10.6 Show that if the resolution of the detector in the FTIR instrument is insufficient,
then

T = (1 − R)2e−αd

1 + R2e−2αd − 2Re−αd cos(φ)
becomes T = (1 − R)2e−αd

1 − R2e−2αd

Hint : See Appendix 10.1.

10.7 You are flying in a plane at 30,000 feet altitude and are looking out of the window.
How large must an object be on the ground for you to be able to see it? Give
answer in meters. Use s(eye) = 2.5 × 10−3 cm and the focal length of the eye is
2 cm.

10.8 The function B(f ) in an FTIR system is a bandpass function with constant ampli-
tude A containing only frequencies between f1 and f2. Calculate and plot I (x)

versus x for this function for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/f1 for:
f2 = 2f1 and (b) f2 = 10f1.

10.9 The reflectance curves of an insulator on a Si substrate are shown in Fig. P10.9 for
φ = 60◦. α = 0. This is a method to determine insulator thicknesses, provided they
are not too thin. Determine the thickness d1. Use n0 = 1, n1 = 1.46, n2 = 3.4.

10.10 The optical transmittance T of a semiconductor wafer of thickness d is shown in
Fig. P10.10 for λ > λG = hc/EG. Draw, on the same figure, the T − 1/λ curve
when the semiconductor wafer is thinned, i.e., d is reduced. Justify your answer.
The reflectance R remains the same:

T = (1 − R)2e−αd

1 − R2e−2αd
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10.11 Light is incident perpendicular on a Si wafer covered with a dielectric of thick-
ness d1 and refractive index n1. The reflectance versus wavenumber is shown in
Fig. P10.11. Determine the dielectric thickness. n1 = 2.
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Fig. P10.11

10.12 Give two methods for better spatial resolution in an optical microscope without
changing the lens and without using a near-field optical microscope.

10.13 Give three material parameters that can be determined from a transmission versus
1/λ spectrum.

10.14 Briefly discuss the main application of Raman spectroscopy.

10.15 Why does confocal microscopy give depth resolution?

REVIEW QUESTIONS

• What determines the resolution limit in conventional optical microscopy?
• What is near field optical microscopy?
• Explain interferometric microscopy.
• What is confocal optical microscopy?
• Why does near field optical microscopy give higher resolution then conventional

optical microscopy?
• What are the basic elements of ellipsometry?
• How does FTIR work?
• Where are transmission measurements used?
• Where are reflection measurements used?
• Why does an oil slick on wet pavement show different colors?
• What is luminescence?
• How can photoluminescence be used in Si characterization?
• What are line width measurement methods?
• Name two applications for Raman spectroscopy.



11
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL
CHARACTERIZATION

11.1 INTRODUCTION

The chemical and physical characterization techniques in this chapter include electron
beam, ion beam, X-ray, as well as a few others. These techniques are generally more
specialized and require more sophisticated and more expensive equipment than those
of the previous chapters. Some methods are used a great deal by a few specialists or
are offered as services. For example, secondary ion mass spectrometry is a common
characterization method. Because of the specialized nature of the methods, only a brief
description is given of the principles, the instrumentation, and the most important areas
of application. The specialist using any of the methods is already familiar with the details
and the non-specialist is usually not interested in the details, but may be interested in an
overview, in the detection limits, the required sample size, and so on.

Many papers, review papers, chapters in books, and books have been written describing
these characterization techniques in great detail. I will give reference to these publications
as they occur throughout this chapter. Books that give good overviews and offer more
practical aspects are: Metals Handbook, 9th Ed., Vol. 10 Materials Characterization (R.
E. Whan, coord.), Am. Soc. Metals, Metals Park, OH, 1986; Encyclopedia of Materials
Characterization (C. R. Brundle, C. A. Evans, Jr., and S. Wilson, eds.), Butterworth-
Heinemann, Boston, 1992; Surface Analysis: The Principal Techniques (J. C. Vickerman,
ed.), Wiley, Chichester, 1997; Handbook of Surface and Interface Analysis (J. C. Riviere
and S. Myhra, eds.), Marcel Dekker, New York, 1998; W. R. Runyan and T. J. Shaffner,
Semiconductor Measurements and Instrumentation, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1998; D.
Brandon and W.D. Kaplan, Microstructural Characterization of Materials, Wiley, Chich-
ester, 1999; Surface Analysis Methods in Materials Science (D.J. O’Connor, B.A. Sexton
and R. St. C. Smart, eds.), Springer, Berlin, 2003.

Semiconductor Material and Device Characterization, Third Edition, by Dieter K. Schroder
Copyright  2006 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

627
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Fig. 11.1 Diameter capabilities of electron-beam, ion-beam, X-ray, and probe characterization
techniques.

The capabilities of surface-analysis instruments, especially spatial resolution, sample
handling and treatment, speed of data acquisition, and data processing and analysis have
been greatly enhanced during the past three decades. The applications of these instruments
have now advanced from research and development to problem solving, failure analysis,
and quality control and the instruments have become more reliable. The most salient
features of the characterization techniques are summarized in Appendix 11.1.

The characterization of semiconductor materials and devices frequently requires a mea-
surement of an impurity spatially in the x and y as well as in the z-dimension. Typical x-y
resolution capabilities are shown in Fig. 11.1. Electron beams can be focused to diameters
as small as 0.1 nm. Ion beams cover the 1 to 100 µm range and X-rays typically have
diameters of 100 µm and above. There is a dichotomy in the characterization of materials
at small dimensions: high sensitivity and small volume sampling are mutually exclusive.
Generally decreasing beam diameter results in poorer sensitivity. High sensitivity requires
large excitation beam diameters.

All analytical techniques are based on similar principles. A primary electron, ion, or
photon beam causes backscattering or transmission of the incident particles-waves or the
emission of secondary particles/waves. The mass, energy, or wavelength of the emitted
entities is characteristic of the target element or compound from which it originated.
The distribution of the unknown can be mapped in the x-y plane and frequently also in
depth. Each of the techniques has particular strengths and weaknesses, and frequently
more than one method must be used for unambiguous identification. Differences between
the various techniques include sensitivity, elemental or molecular information, spatial
resolution, destructiveness, matrix effects, speed, imaging capability, and cost.

Spectroscopy is used for techniques that are primarily qualitative in their ability to
determine densities even though they may be quantitative for identifying impurities; spec-
trometry is used for quantitative methods.

11.2 ELECTRON BEAM TECHNIQUES

Electron beam techniques are summarized in Fig. 11.2. Incident electrons are absorbed,
emitted, reflected, or transmitted and can, in turn, cause light or X-ray emission. An
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Ei

Emission
♦ Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES)
♦ Cathodoluminescence (CL)
♦ Electron Microprobe (EMP)

Reflection
♦ Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
♦ Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED)
♦ High Energy Electron Diffraction (HEED)
♦ Surface Potential,Voltage Contrast

Absorption Transmission
♦ Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
♦ Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS)

♦ Electron Beam Induced Current
    (EBIC)

Fig. 11.2 Electron beam characterization techniques.

electron beam of energy Ei causes emission of electrons from the surface over a wide
range of energies, as illustrated in Fig. 11.3, where the electron yield N(E) is plotted
against the electron energy. Three groups of electrons can be distinguished: secondary,
Auger and backscattered electrons. N(E) shows a maximum for secondary electrons.
The interaction of an electron beam with a solid can lead to the ejection of loosely bound
electrons from the conduction band. These are the secondary electrons with energies below
about 50 eV with a maximum N(E) at 2 to 3 eV. The secondary electron yield depends
on the material and its topography.1 Auger electrons are emitted in an intermediate energy
range. Backscattered electrons, having undergone large-angle elastic collisions, leave the
sample with essentially the same energy as the incident electrons.

Electrons can be focused, deflected, and accelerated by appropriate potentials; they can
be efficiently detected and counted, their energy and angular distribution can be measured,
and they do not contaminate the sample or the vacuum system. However, because they
may cause sample charging that may distort the measurement.

11.2.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Principle: An electron microscope uses an electron beam (e-beam) to produce a magnified
image of the sample. The three principal electron microscopes are: scanning, transmission,
and emission. In the scanning and transmission electron microscope, an electron beam
incident on the sample produces an image while in the field-emission microscope the
specimen itself is the source of electrons. A good discussion of the history of electron
microscopy is given by Cosslett.2 A scanning electron microscope consists of an electron
gun, a lens system, scanning coils, an electron collector, and a cathode ray display tube
(CRT). The electron energy is typically 10–30 keV for most samples, but for insulating
samples the energy can be as low as several hundred eV. The use of electrons has two
main advantages over optical microscopes: much larger magnifications are possible since
electron wavelengths are much smaller than photon wavelengths and the depth of field is
much higher.

De Broglie proposed in 1923 that particles can also behave as waves.3 The electron
wavelength λe depends on the electron velocity v or the accelerating voltage V as

λe = h

mv
= h√

2qmV
= 1.22√

V
[nm] (11.1)
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Fig. 11.3 Electron yield N (E) as a function of electron energy for silicon. (a) Entire electron energy
range, (b) restricted energy range. Incident energy is 3 keV. For Auger electrons the Si LVV and
KLL transitions are shown. Data courtesy of M.J. Rack, Arizona State University.

λe = 0.012 nm for V = 10, 000 V—a wavelength significantly below the 400 to 700 nm
wavelengths of visible light—making the resolution of an SEM much better than that of
an optical microscope.

The image in an SEM is produced by scanning the sample with a focused electron beam
and detecting the secondary and/or backscattered electrons. We will not concern ourselves
with the details of focusing electrons because this is discussed in appropriate books
and papers.4 Electrons and photons are emitted at each beam location and subsequently
detected. Secondary electrons form the conventional SEM image, backscattered electrons
can also form an image, X-rays are used in the electron microprobe, emitted light is known
as cathodoluminescence, and absorbed electrons are measured as electron-beam induced
current. All of these signals can be detected and amplified to control the brightness of
a CRT scanned in synchronism with the sample beam scan in the SEM. A one-to-one
correspondence is thus established between each point on the display and each point on
the sample. Magnification M results from the mapping process according to the ratio of
the dimension scanned on the CRT to the dimension of the scanned sample

M = Length of CRT display

Length of sample scan
(11.2)
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For a 10-cm-wide CRT displaying a sample scanned over a 100-µm length, the mag-
nification is 1000×. Magnifications of 100, 000× or higher are possible in SEMs, but
low magnifications are more difficult. An SEM typically has one large viewing CRT and
a high-resolution CRT with typically 2500 lines resolution for photography.

The contrast in an SEM depends on a number of factors. For a flat, uniform sample
the image shows no contrast. If, however, the sample consists of materials with differ-
ent atomic numbers, a contrast is observed if the signal is obtained from backscattered
electrons, because the backscattering coefficient increases with the atomic number Z.
The secondary electron emission coefficient, however, is not a strong function of Z and
atomic number variations give no appreciable contrast. Contrast is also influenced by
surface conditions and by local electric fields. But the main SEM contrast-enhancing fea-
ture is the sample topography. Secondary electrons are emitted from the top 10 nm or so
of the sample surface. When the sample surface is tilted from normal beam incidence,
the electron beam path lying within this 10 nm is increased by the factor 1/ cos θ where
θ is the angle from normal incidence (θ = 0◦ for normal incidence). The interaction of
the incident beam with the sample increases with path length and the secondary electron
emission coefficient increases. The contrast C depends on the angle as4

C = tan(θ) dθ (11.3)

For θ = 45◦ a change in angle of dθ = 1◦ produces a contrast of 1.75% while at 60◦ the
contrast increases to 3% for dθ = 1◦.

The sample stage is an important component in SEMs. It must allow precise movement
in tilt and rotation for the sample to be viewed at the appropriate angle. The angle effect is
responsible for the three-dimensional nature of SEM images, but the striking pictures come
about also due to the signal collection. Secondary electrons are attracted and collected by
the detector even if they leave the sample in a direction away from the detector. This does
not happen in optical microscopes, where light reflected away from the detector (the eye)
is not observed. An SEM forms its picture in an entirely different manner than an optical
microscope, where light reflected from a sample passes through a lens and is formed into
an image. In an SEM no true image exists. The secondary electrons that make up the
conventional SEM image are collected, and their density is amplified and displayed on
a CRT. Image formation is produced by mapping, which transforms information from
specimen space to CRT space.

Instrumentation: A schematic representation of an SEM is shown in Fig. 11.4. Elec-
trons emitted from an electron gun pass through a series of lenses to be focused and
scanned across the sample. The electron beam should be bright with small energy spread.
The tungsten “hairpin” filament gun emits electrons thermionically with an energy spread
of around 2 eV. Tungsten sources have been largely replaced by lanthanum hexaboride
(LaB6) sources with higher brightness, lower energy spread (∼1 eV) and longer life and
by field-emission guns with an energy spread of about 0.2 to 0.3 eV. Field-emission guns
are about 100× brighter than LaB6 sources and 1000× brighter than tungsten sources
with longer lifetimes.

The incident or primary electron beam causes secondary electrons to be emitted from
the sample and these are ultimately accelerated to 10 to 12 kV. They are most commonly
detected with an Everhart-Thornley (ET) detector.5 The basic component of this detector is
a scintillation material that emits light when struck by energetic electrons accelerated from
the sample to the detector. The light from the scintillator is channeled through a light pipe
to a photomultiplier, where the light incident on a photocathode produces electrons that
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Fig. 11.4 Schematic of a scanning electron microscope. Reprinted with permission from Micro-
electronics Processing: Inorganic Materials Characterization Fig. 1, p.51, Copyright 1986 American
Chemical Society, after Young and Kalin, ref. 6.

are multiplied, creating the very high gains necessary to drive the CRT. High potentials
of 10 to 12 kV are necessary for efficient light emission by the scintillator.

The beam diameter in lens-based SEMs is around 0.4 nm and in field-emission SEMs
around 0.1 nm. Yet the resolution of e-beam measurements is not always that good.
Why is that? It has to do with the shape of the electron-hole cloud generated in the
semiconductor. When electrons impinge on a solid, they lose energy by elastic scattering
(change of direction with negligible energy loss) and inelastic scattering (energy loss
with negligible change in direction). Elastic scattering is caused mainly by interactions
of electrons with nuclei and is more probable in high atomic number materials and at
low beam energies. Inelastic scattering is caused mainly by scattering from valence and
core electrons. The result of these scattering events is a broadening of the original nearly
collimated, well focused electron beam within the sample.
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The generation volume is a function of the e-beam energy and the atomic number
Z of the sample. Secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, characteristic and contin-
uum X-rays, Auger electrons, photons, and electron-hole pairs are produced. For low-Z
samples most electrons penetrate deeply into the sample and are absorbed. For high-Z
samples there is considerable scattering near the surface and a large fraction of the inci-
dent electrons is backscattered. The shape of the electron distribution within the sample
depends on the atomic number. For low-Z material (Z ≤ 15) the distribution has the
“teardrop” shape in Fig. 11.5. For 15 < Z < 40 the shape becomes more spherical and
for Z ≥ 40 it becomes hemispherical. “Teardrop” shapes have been observed by expos-
ing polymethylmethacrylate to an electron beam and etching the exposed portion of the
material.4 Electron trajectories, calculated with Monte Carlo techniques, also agree with
these shapes.

The electron penetration depth is the electron range Re, defined as the average distance
from the sample surface that an electron travels in the sample along a trajectory. A number
of empirical expressions have been derived for Re. One such expression is7

Re = 4.28 × 10−6E1.75

ρ
(cm) (11.4)

Primary Electrons

1 nm
Auger Electrons

5–50 nm

Re

Secondary
Electrons

Backscattered
Electrons

Characteristic
X-Rays

Continuum
X-Rays

BSE
Resolution

X-Ray Resolution

Fig. 11.5 Summary of the range and spatial resolution of backscattered electrons, secondary elec-
trons, X-rays, and Auger electrons for electrons incident on a solid. Reprinted with permission after
ref. 4.
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where ρ is the sample density (g/cm3) and E the electron energy (keV). The electron
ranges for Si (ρ = 2.33 g/cm3), Ge (5.32 g/cm3), GaAs (5.35 g/cm3), and InP (4.7 g/cm3)
are

Re(Si) = 1.84 × 10−6E1.75; Re(Ge) = 8.05 × 10−7E1.75;

Re(GaAs) = 8.0 × 10−7E1.75; Re(InP ) = 9.1 × 10−7E1.75.

Equation (11.4) is sufficiently accurate for 20 < E < 200 keV, but underestimates the
range slightly compared to a more accurate expression.8

Applications: The most common use of SEMs for semiconductor applications, when
used as a microscope, is to view the surface of the device, frequently during failure analy-
sis and for cross-sectional analysis to determine device dimensions, for example MOSFET
channel length, junction depth, and so on. SEMs are also used in wafer processing pro-
duction lines for on-line inspection and line width measurement (see Chapter 10). When
inspecting integrated circuits, it is important to reduce or eliminate surface charging by
coating the surface with a thin conductive layer (Au, AuPd, Pt, PtPd, and Ag provide an
oxide-free surface) or by reducing the beam energy until the number of primary electrons
is roughly equal to the number of secondary and backscattered electrons. The energy for
this balance is around 1 keV and is sufficiently low to minimize electron beam damage
to devices. The reduced signal-to-noise ratio of low-energy beams is optimized by using
high beam brightness and digital frame storage for signal enhancement.

11.2.2 Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES)

Principle: Auger electron spectroscopy is based on the Auger (pronounced something like
“O-J”) effect, discovered by Auger in 1925.9 It has become a powerful surface character-
ization method for the study of chemical and compositional properties of materials. All
elements except hydrogen and helium can be detected. Data interpretation is simplified by
the large data base of available literature for identification of elemental species.10 Spectra
from individual elements do not interfere with one another and chemical binding state
information is obtained from Auger transition energy shifts as well. There can be interfer-
ences from different elements, but these can usually be eliminated by measuring Auger
peaks at various energies corresponding to different electronic transitions. Although the
basic Auger technique samples a depth of typically 0.5 to 5 nm, sputter etching the sample
provides depth information.

Auger electron emission is illustrated in Fig. 11.6 for a semiconductor. The energy
band diagram of the semiconductor shows the vacuum level, the conduction and valence
bands, and the lower lying core levels not usually shown on semiconductor energy band
diagrams. In particular, we assume a material with a K level at energy EK and two
L levels (EL1 and EL2).11 A primary electron with typically 3–5 keV energy from an
electron gun ejects an electron from the K shell. The K-shell vacancy is filled by an outer
shell electron (L1 in this case) or by a valence band electron. The energy E = EL1 − EK

is transferred to a third electron—the Auger electron—originating in this case at the L2,3

level. The energy can also result in the emission of an X-ray photon, discussed in the
next section. Auger emission dominates over X-ray emission for the lower Z elements.

The atom remains in a doubly ionized state and the entire process is labeled “KL1L2,3”
or simply as “KLL.” In the KLL transition, the L shell ends up with two vacancies.
These can be filled by valence band electrons, resulting in LVV Auger electrons. Since
the Auger process is a three-electron process, it is obvious why hydrogen and helium
cannot be detected; both have less than three electrons. The dominant Auger energy
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Fig. 11.6 Electronic processes in Auger electron spectroscopy. The numeric values on the energy
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transitions are for 3 < Z < 14: KLL transitions, for 14 < Z < 40: LMM transitions, and
for 40 < Z < 82: MNN transitions.12 Transitions between the valence band and the K

shell are KVV and between the valence band and the L level are LVV. For example,
LVV is the dominant transition in Si.

Exercise 11.1

Problem: In AES an electron falls from the L to the K shell, giving its energy to another
electron on the L shell. For Li there is no second electron on the L shell (Li has three
electrons). Yet Li can be detected by AES. Why?

Solution: In atomic lithium there can be no Auger transition, because there is no second
electron on the L shell. For solid lithium, however, Auger emission is possible because of
the ready availability of conduction band electrons, which can supply the “extra” electron
required for the Auger transition. The L shell and the conduction band are effectively the
same. A. J. Jackson, C. Tate, T. E. Gallon, P. J. Bassett, and J. A. D. Matthew, “The KVV
Auger Spectrum of Lithium Metal”’ J. Phys. F: Metal Phys. 5, 363–374, Feb. 1975.
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The Auger electron energy, characteristic of the emitting atom of atomic number Z,
for the KL1L2,3 transition is13

EKL1 L2 ,3 = EK(Z) − EL1(Z) − EL2 ,3 (Z + 1) − qφ (11.5a)

where qφ is the sample work function. In general, when an electron is excited from level
A, the vacancy is filled by an electron from level B and an electron from level C is
ejected, the kinetic energy of the Auger electron is14

EABC = EA(Z) − EB(Z) − EC(Z + �) − qφ (11.5b)

where � is included to account for the energy of the final doubly ionized state being
higher than the sum of the energies for individual ionization of the same levels. � lies
between 0.5 and 0.75.10 Auger electron energies are characteristic of the sample and are
independent of the incident electron energy.

Instrumentation: Auger electron spectroscopy instrumentation consists of an electron
gun, electron beam control, an electron energy analyzer, and data analysis electronics.
The incident electron beam energy is typically 1 to 5 keV. Higher beam energies produce
Auger electrons deeper within the sample with little chance of escaping. The focused
electron beam diameter depends on the electron source, the beam energy, the electron
optics, and the beam current. For non-scanning AES, the beam diameter is on the order
of 100 µm, for scanning systems it is smaller. Field emission electron sources can achieve
beam diameters of 10 nm at 1 nA beam current. The emitted Auger electrons are detected
with a retarding potential analyzer, a cylindrical mirror analyzer, or a hemispherical ana-
lyzer. A common analyzer is the cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) in Fig. 11.7.15 A
coaxial configuration with the analyzer wrapped around the electron gun reduces shadow-
ing and allows room for positioning the ion sputter gun. Auger electrons, entering the inlet
aperture between the two concentric cylinders, are focused by a negative potential creat-
ing a cylindrical electric field between the coaxial electrodes. The CMA allows electrons
with E ∼ Va and energy spread �E to pass through the exit slit. Ramping the analyzing
potential Va provides the electron energy spectrum. The energy resolution is defined by

R = �E

E
(11.6)

Sample

Sputter Ions

Incident
Electrons 

To Electron
Multiplier

Auger Electron Path

Magnetic Shield

Va

Fig. 11.7 Layout of an AES system with a cylindrical mirror analyzer detector. Reprinted with
permission after ref. 15.
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where �E is the pass energy of the analyzer and E the electron energy. R ≈ 0.005 for the
CMA. When the voltage is ramped, �E/E is constant due to the CMA design. According
to Eq. (11.6) this requires �E to increase with E. Hence, the number of electrons passing
through the analyzer must be proportional to E. This is why Auger spectra are usually
displayed as EN(E) instead of N(E), the number of electrons.

Auger electrons have energies of typically 30 to 3000 eV. The Si LVV transition occurs
at 92 eV. The analysis area is chiefly determined by the diameter of the primary electron
beam. Although the interaction volume of an electron beam in a solid is large com-
pared to the electron beam diameter, as illustrated in Fig. 11.5, Auger electrons escape
from a very shallow surface layer. Metals tend to have the shortest escape depth, fol-
lowed by semiconductors and insulators. AES can be operated in a point analysis mode,
detecting many elements in a small sample area, or a map of a selected element can
be generated by scanning the beam across the sample with the detector tuned to one
element. A high, oil-free vacuum (10−9 torr or lower) is required to protect the sample
from contamination as the presence of surface contamination interferes with the Auger
signal.

EN(E) is plotted in Fig. 11.8 as a function of energy for silicon. The Auger electron
peaks appear as small perturbations on a high background (Fig. 11.3) consisting of beam
electrons that have lost varying amounts of energy before being backscattered, Auger
electrons that have lost energy propagating through the sample, as well as secondary
electrons produced by a cascade process at the low energy end. Those Auger electrons
formed deeper in the sample will lose energy and be unrecognizable in the background.
In order to enhance the Auger peaks, it is common practice to differentiate the Auger
signal and present it as d[EN(E)]/dE versus E, also shown in Fig. 11.8. The introduction
of signal differentiation led to the rapid growth of AES.16 The Auger energy position
is indicated by the peak in the EN(E) spectrum or by the maximum negative excursion
of the d[EN(E)]/dE peak in the differentiated spectrum. Differentiation enhances the
signal-to-background ratio, but degrades the signal-to-noise ratio. One can also use the
undifferentiated EN(E) versus E curve with background suppression to lift the signal
above the background.
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Fig. 11.8 EN(E) and differentiated curves for the silicon LVV transition. Data courtesy of M.J.
Rack, Arizona State University.
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The AES detection limit is about 0.1% but it varies greatly from element to element.
Davies et al. give the relative Auger sensitivities for the elements for 3 keV, 5 keV, and
10 keV primary electron energies.10 Detection limits are also influenced by the beam
current and by the analysis time, making quantitative AES analysis difficult. Reported
accuracies are about 10% with calibrated standards with 5% precision for simple semi-
conductor samples.17 The most common correction scheme relies on published Auger
intensities or sensitivity factors for the elements. The analyst corrects measured peak
intensities by weighting the spectrum with each element’s sensitivity factor. Peak-to-peak
values of differentiated spectra are commonly used for intensities, a practice that has
come under criticism.18 It is more accurate to measure the area under the peaks in the
integrated, not the differentiated, spectrum. Early applications of surface analysis by AES
and XPS made extensive use of reference spectra in handbooks and published papers.
Powell recently summarized a wide array of analytical resources for applications in AES,
XPS, and SIMS.18

It is important to ascertain that the incident electron beam does not alter the sample.
Insulators can exhibit sample charging artifacts.19 Depth profiles, generated by alternately
sputtering with an inert ion beam and acquiring the Auger signal, are displayed as Auger
electron intensity versus sputtering time in Fig. 11.9. Depth can be correlated with sput-
tering time by measuring the crater depth after the analysis. When the surface is sputtered
during AES depth profiling, sputter-induced artifacts may appear.20 These include crater
wall effects, redeposition of sputtered material, surface roughness, preferential sputtering,
varying sputter rates, atomic mixing, charging effects, and specimen damage, e.g., decom-
position and desorption and oxygen loss in SiO2.21 Depth resolution is on the order of
10 nm.20

Applications: AES has found applications in measuring semiconductor composition,
oxide film composition, phosphorus-doped glasses, silicides, metallization, bonding pad
contamination, lead frame failures, particle analysis, and the effects of surface cleaning.22

AES measurements are made in a high vacuum environment (10−12 –10−10 torr) to retard
the formation of contamination films on the sample surface. Elemental scans give a rapid
means of identifying surface elements. Scanning Auger microscopy (SAM) allows the
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Fig. 11.9 Auger depth profile of a 14.8 nm SiO2 film on Si. Argon ion beam sputter at 2 keV.
Data courtesy of M.J. Rack, Arizona State University.
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Fig. 11.10 Auger spectra for various forms of Si. Data courtesy of M.J. Rack, Arizona State
University.

sample to be mapped for one selected element at a time. AES is not suitable for trace
element analysis, because its sensitivity lies in the 0.1 to 1% range. Originally only
elements were detected with AES, but today’s AES systems allow chemical information
to be obtained. When elements combine to form compounds, there is an energy shift and
shape change in the Auger spectra as shown in Fig. 11.10. In this example, there is a clear
difference in the AES signal between Si in elemental form, Si at the Si/SiO2 interface and
Si in bulk SiO2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is generally considered to be
more appropriate for chemical analysis, because XPS lines are narrower than AES lines,
but AES energy shifts are usually larger than XPS energy shifts.

11.2.3 Electron Microprobe (EMP)

Principle: The electron microprobe, also known as electron probe microanalysis (EPM
or EPMA) was first described by Castaing in his doctoral thesis in 1948.23 The method
consists of electron bombardment of the sample and X-ray emission from the sample. An
EMP is usually a part of a scanning electron microscope equipped with appropriate X-ray
detectors.24 Of all the signals generated by the interaction of the primary electron beam
with the sample in the SEM, X-rays are most commonly used for material characterization.
The X-rays have energies characteristic of the element from which they originate, leading
to elemental identification. The X-ray intensity can be compared with intensities from
known samples and the ratio of the sample intensity to the intensity of the standard can
be considered a measure of the amount of the element in the sample. The correlation,
however, is not entirely straightforward. Other factors complicate the interpretation, e.g.,
the influence of other elements in the sample that absorb some of the X-rays generated
by the primary electron beam and release other X-rays of their own characteristic energy,
known as secondary fluorescence. If the energy of the characteristic radiation from element
A exceeds the absorption energy for element B in a sample containing A and B, a
characteristic fluorescence of B by A will occur. Additionally, not all X-rays leaving the
sample are captured by the detector. Best accuracy in quantitative density determination
is obtained if the standards are identical in composition to the unknown. Pure elemental
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Fig. 11.11 Electronic processes in the electron microprobe.

standards can also be used, but may lead to inaccuracies. Fortunately, quantitative analysis
is not always necessary.

EMP is not a true surface technique, because X-rays are emitted from within the sample
volume as shown in Fig. 11.5. The method is illustrated with the aid of the band diagram
in Fig. 11.11. A primary electron beam of typically 5 to 20 keV strikes the sample. The
electron beam energy should be approximately three times the X-ray energy, known as
overvoltage. X-rays are generated by electron bombardment of a target by two distinctly
different processes: (1) Deceleration of electrons in the Coulombic field of the atom core,
leading to formation of a continuous spectrum of X-ray energies from zero to the incident
electron energy. This is the X-ray continuum or Bremsstrahlung (German for “braking
radiation”) extending from zero to the incident electron energy sometimes called white
radiation by analogy with white light of the visible spectrum. (2) The interaction of the
primary electrons with inner-shell electrons. Incident electrons eject electrons from one of
the inner atomic shells with electrons from higher-lying shells dropping into the vacancies
created by the ejected electrons. These are the characteristic X-rays with wavelengths
practically independent of the physical or chemical state of the emitting atom.

If the X-ray emission is the result of an L → K transition, the X-rays are known as Kα

X-rays. Kβ X-rays are the result of M → K transitions, Lα X-rays are due to M → L

transitions, and so on. There is but one K level, but the other levels are subdivided. The
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L shell is split into a triple fine structure and the M shell has five levels. This leads
to further sub-divisions. For example, the L2 → K transition is known as Kα2 and the
L3 → K transition results in Kα1 X-rays.25 Not all possible transitions occur with equal
probability and some are so improbable to have earned the name “forbidden” transitions,
for example, the L1 → K transition. The ionization efficiency is low, with typically only
one electron in a thousand producing a K shell vacancy.

X-ray detectors frequently lack the resolving power to separate X-ray lines close to
one another (doublets). The unresolved doublets are measured in such cases as if they
were a single line. This is indicated by dropping the subscript; the notation Kα refers to
the unresolved doublet Kα1 + Kα2. Sometimes the term Kα1,2 is used. The X-ray photon
energy for an L → K transition in the EMP is

EEMP = EK(Z) − EL2,3(Z) (11.7)

The energy between the K and L levels is much higher than that between the L and M

levels, which in turn is higher than that between the M and N levels. For example, for sili-
con E(Kα1) = 1.74 keV; for copper E(Kα1) = 8.04 keV and E(Lα1) = 0.93 keV, while
for gold E(Kα1) = 68.79 keV, E(Lα1) = 9.71 keV, and E(Mα1) = 2.12 keV. The most
common EMP X-ray lines are Kα1,2, Kβ1, Lα1,2 and Mα1,2. A graphical representation of
all X-ray lines observed in high quality X-ray spectra in the 0.7 to 10 keV energy range is
given by Fiori and Newbury.26 A detailed discussion of both qualitative and quantitative
EMP spectra interpretation is given in Ref. 4. The relationship between X-ray energy E

and wavelength λ is

λ = hc

E
= 1.2398

E[keV ]
[nm] (11.8)

The only possible outcomes of an ionization event involving the K shell are the
emission of a K-line X-ray photon or of an Auger electron. The fraction of the total
number of ionizations leading to the emission of X-rays is the fluorescence yield. The
sum of the probability of X-ray emission and that of Auger electron emission is unity.
For low-Z material Auger emission is dominant while X-ray emission dominates for high-
Z material. The two probabilities are about equal for Z ≈ 30 for K shell ionization, as
shown in Fig. 11.12.

Although the electron beam diameter in the EMP is on the order of 1 µm or less, the
emitted X-rays originate from a larger area and EMP does not have the high resolution
associated with AES, nor is it a true surface-sensitive technique. EMP is a good example
where the size of the exciting beam bears little relation to the resolution of the measure-
ment. Reduction of the beam diameter leads to slightly higher resolution at the expense
of signal reduction. As in AES, the electron beam can be stationary and an elemental
scan gives the sample impurities. The use of beam rastering to scan a limited sample area
leads to imaging and elemental mapping. The EMP sensitivity is better than that of AES
because a larger volume is probed. The sensitivity is 103 to 104 ppm (parts per million)
for Z = 4 to 10, 103 ppm for Z = 11 to 22, and 100 ppm for Z = 23 to 100 but varies
with instrumental and sample parameters.12

Instrumentation: EMP uses the electron beam, focusing lenses, and deflection coils
of an SEM. Only the X-ray detector is added and many SEMs have EMP capability.
Several types of detectors are used. The most common are: energy-dispersive spectrom-
eters (EDS) and wavelength-dispersive spectrometers (WDS), illustrated in Fig. 11.13.
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Fig. 11.13 EDS and WDS X-ray detector systems. Reprinted with permission after ref. 6.

The two spectrometers complement each other. EDS is commonly used for rapid sam-
ple analysis and WDS for high resolution measurements. A more recent detector is the
microcalorimeter.

The X-ray detector in the EDS is a reverse-biased semiconductor (usually Si or Ge)
pin or Schottky diode. X-rays are absorbed in a solid according to the equation24

I (x) = I0 exp[−(µ/ρ)ρx] (11.9)

with (µ/ρ) the mass absorption coefficient, ρ the detector material density, I (x) the X-
ray intensity in the detector, and I0 the incident X-ray intensity. The mass absorption
coefficient is characteristic of a given element at specified X-ray energies. Its value varies
with the photon wavelength and with the atomic number of the target element generally
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decreasing smoothly with energy. It exhibits discontinuities in the energy region immedi-
ately above the “absorption edge” energy, corresponding to the energy to eject an electron
from a shell. For Si µ/ρ = 6.533 cm2/g for Mo Kα (E = 17.44 keV) and 65.32 cm2/g

for Cu Kα (E = 8.05 keV) X-rays.11 The absorption equation for Cu Kα X-rays incident
on a Si detector with ρ(Si) = 2.33 g/cm3 is

I (x) = I0 exp(−152.2x) (11.10)

with x in cm. The thickness for 50% absorption is 46 µm and for 90% absorption it
is 151 µm. With X-rays penetrating deeply in Si, the space-charge region (scr) of the
reverse-biased diode must be sufficiently wide to absorb the X-rays. With the scr width
W ∼ 1/ND

1/2 this requires either very pure Si or lithium drifting to produce an effectively
intrinsic region.27

The X-rays from the sample pass through a thin beryllium window onto a lithium-
drifted Si detector, which should be liquid nitrogen cooled at all times to prevent lithium
diffusion and to reduce the diode leakage current. Detector bias voltage should never be
applied to a non-cooled Li-drifted detector because the electric field causes the Li ions
to drift even at room temperature. Each absorbed X-ray creates many electron-hole pairs,
which are swept out of the diode by the high electric field in the space-charge region.
The charge pulse is converted to a voltage pulse by a charge-sensitive preamplifier; the
signal is further amplified and shaped and then passed to a multichannel analyzer, that
measures and sorts the pulses from the preamplifier and assigns them to the appropriate
channel (memory location) in the display, with the channel location or number calibrated
to correspond to X-ray energy. The pulse from each absorbed X-ray should not interfere
with the pulse from the next absorbed X-ray. If, say, two 5 keV pulses coincide, the
detector output will be that of one 10 keV pulse. The likelihood of such an occurrence is
rare, however. Pulse pile-up can occur if the spacing between pulses is so small that they
overlap and cause erroneous amplitude measurements.

An energetic particle or photon of energy E absorbed in a semiconductor generates
Nehp electron-hole pairs (ehp), given by28

Nehp = E

Eehp

(
1 − αEbs

E

)
(11.11)

where Eehp is the average energy necessary to create one ehp, Ebs the mean energy of
the backscattered electrons, and α the backscattering coefficient (α ≈ 0.1 for Si in the 2
to 60 keV energy range). Eehp ≈ 3.2Eg and for Si it is 3.64 eV.29 A 5 keV X-ray photon
generates about 1350 ehps or a charge of 2.2 × 10−16 C in Si. The energy of incident
X-rays is determined in such semiconductor detectors by the number of ehps those X-rays
produce. Elements from Na to U can be detected with EDS. However, lower-Z elements
are difficult to detect due to the Be window that isolates the cooled detector from the
vacuum system. Windowless systems allow lower-Z elements to be detected. It is possible
for X-rays from the sample absorbed in the Si detector to generate Si Kα X-rays that
are subsequently absorbed in the detector. These X-rays, which do not originate from the
sample, appear in the spectrum as a silicon internal fluorescence peak. A good discussion
of the factors affecting EDS is found in ref. 4.

X-rays from the sample are directed onto an analyzing crystal in WDS. Only those
X-rays that strike the crystal at the proper angle are diffracted through a polypropylene
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window into the detector, usually a gas proportional counter. The proportional counter
consists of a gas-filled tube with a thin tungsten wire in the center of the tube held at
a 1 to 3 kV potential. The gas (usually 90% argon, 10% methane) flows through the
tube because it is difficult to seal the thin entrance window. An absorbed X-ray creates a
shower of electrons and positive ions. The electrons are attracted to the wire and produce
a charge pulse, much as ehps are generated and collected in a semiconductor detector.

X-ray diffraction is determined by Bragg’s law

nλ = 2d sin(θB) (11.12)

where n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , λ is the X-ray wavelength, d the interplanar spacing of the ana-
lyzing crystal, and θB the Bragg angle. The detector signal is amplified, converted to
a standard pulse size by a single-channel analyzer, and then counted or displayed. The
analyzing crystals are curved to focus the X-rays onto the detector. More than one crystal
is necessary to span an appreciable wavelength range. Common crystal materials with
varying lattice spacing are α-quartz, LiF, pentaerythritol (PET), potassium acid phthalate
(KAP), ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (ADP) and others.

WDS detectors have larger collection areas than other types of detectors and are located
at longer distances from the sample giving them lower collection efficiencies. WDS has
higher energy resolution since only a small range of wavelengths is detected at one
time allowing greater peak-to-background ratios, and higher count rates for individual
elements. This gives approximately 1 to 2 orders of magnitude better sensitivity, but
makes the method slow and requires typically 10–100 times the electron beam current
of EDS. Table 11.1 summarizes the major features of the two techniques. EDS and WDS
spectra are shown in Fig. 11.14 clearly illustrating the higher resolution of WDS. Typical
EDS peaks have about 100 times the natural peak width, limited by the ehp statistics and
electronic noise.

In the superconducting microcalorimeter the small temperature change (typically less
then 1 K) in a metal finger due to X-ray absorption is measured,30 allowing identifica-
tion of elements at low energies (< 3 keV), not possible with EDS. Such low energies
result if the e-beam energy is reduced for small X-ray emitting volume. In this energy
range, the K-lines of light elements overlap the L and M-lines of heavy elements and the
individual peaks cannot be resolved by EDS. Due to the small temperature change in the
microcalorimeter, the finger is held at very low temperatures, around 100–200 mK. In
one implementation the temperature is detected by a superconducting phase transition of
an Ir/Au film with the temperature change proportional to X-ray energy.31 In the transition

TABLE 11.1 Comparison between X-ray Spectrometers.

Operating
Characteristics

WDS
Crystal Diffraction

EDS
Si Energy
Dispersive

Quantum efficiency Variable, <30% ∼100% for 2–16 keV
Elements detected Z ≥ 5 (B) Z ≥ 11 (Na) for Be window

Z ≥ 6 (C) windowless
Resolution Crystal dependent Energy dependent

∼5 eV 150 eV at 5.9 keV
Data collection time Minutes to hours Minutes
Sensitivity 0.01–0.1% 0.1–1%
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Fig. 11.14 EDS and WDS spectra of BaTiO3. The EDS spectrum was obtained with a
135 eV resolution detector. The WDS spectrum resolves the overlapped peaks of the EDS
spectrum. Reprinted with permission after R.H. Geiss, “Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy,”
in Encyclopedia of Materials Characterization (C.R. Brundle, C.A. Evans, Jr., and S. Wilson, eds.),
Butterworth-Heinemann, Boston, 1992.

range between the normal and superconducting state, the film resistance depends strongly
on temperature. A superconducting quantum interference device converts the resistance
change to voltage. The energy resolution is about 10 eV, similar to WDS resolution and
about 10 times better than EDS. The microcalorimeter combines the analysis speed of EDS
with the WDS energy resolution at the expense of more stringent cooling requirements.

Applications: Electron microprobe analysis with EDS spectrometers is used for quick
surveys and for spatial maps of individual elements. It is frequently one of the first tech-
niques to solve a problem or diagnose a failure. Impurities are identified from either EDS
or WDS by matching the experimental spectra to known X-ray energies. The comparison
can be done automatically by appropriate software, or it is possible to display the experi-
mental spectrum and also known spectra for best match with the experimental data. EMP
is not a trace analysis method, due to its poor sensitivity; it is particularly insensitive to
light elements in a heavy matrix (see Fig. 11.12 and Table 11.1). It has reasonably good
spatial resolution of 1 to 10 µm determined by the electron interaction volume in the
sample and is well suited for quantitative measures of metals on semiconductors, alloy
compositions, and so on. Detection of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen is difficult because of
the low X-ray yield and the fact that these are common contaminants in vacuum systems.
An elemental map is shown in Fig. 11.15.

11.2.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Transmission electron microscopy was originally used for highly magnified sample images.
Later, analytical capabilities such as electron energy loss detectors and light and X-
ray detectors were added to the instrument and the technique is now also known as
analytical transmission electron microscopy (AEM).32 – 33 The “M” in TEM, SEM and
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Fig. 11.15 EDS map of a Si circuit. (a) Composite EDS map of Al (A), W (B), and Si (C),
(b) aluminum map from the Al line, (c) tungsten map from the W-Si line, (d) silicon map from
the substrate. A schematic cross-section is shown on top. Courtesy of J.B Mohr, Arizona State
University.

AEM stands for either “microscopy” or “microscope.” Transmission electron microscopes
are, in principle, similar to optical microscopes; both contain a series of lenses to magnify
the sample. The main strength of TEM lies in its extremely high resolution, approaching
0.08 nm. The reason for this high resolution can be found in the resolution equation, s =
0.61λ/NA. In optical microscopy the numerical aperture NA ≈ 1 and λ ≈ 500 nm, giving
s ≈ 300 nm. In electron microscopy NA is approximately 0.01 due to larger electron lens
imperfections, but the wavelength is much shorter. According to Eq. (11.1) λe ≈ 0.004 nm
for V = 100 kV giving a resolution of s ≈ 0.25 nm and magnifications of several hundred
thousand—much better than optical microscopy. The actual resolution expression is more
complicated and this simple calculation should only be taken as a coarse estimate. A
shortcoming of TEM is its limited depth resolution.

A schematic of a transmission electron microscope is shown in Fig. 11.16. Electrons
from an electron gun are accelerated to high voltages—typically 100 to 400 kV—and
focused on the sample by the condenser lenses. The sample is placed on a small copper
grid a few mm in diameter. The static beam has a diameter of a few microns. The sample
must be sufficiently thin (a few tens to a few hundred nm) to be transparent to electrons.
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Fig. 11.16 Schematic of a transmission electron microscope.

This circumvents the resolution problem of Fig. 11.5, because the beam does not have
a chance to spread when the sample is so thin. The transmitted and forward scattered
electrons form a diffraction pattern in the back focal plane and a magnified image in the
image plane. With additional lenses, either the image or the diffraction pattern is projected
onto a fluorescent screen for viewing or electronic or photographic recording. The ability
to form a diffraction pattern yields structural information.

The three primary imaging modes are bright-field, dark-field, and high-resolution
microscopy. Image contrast does not depend very much on absorption, as it does in
optical transmission microscopy, but rather on scattering and diffraction of electrons in
the sample. Images formed with only the transmitted electrons are bright-field images and
images formed with a specific diffracted beam are dark-field images. Few electrons are
absorbed in the sample. Absorbed electrons lead to sample heating.

Consider an amorphous sample consisting of atoms A with inclusions of atoms B,
where ZB > ZA (Z = atomic number). Electrons experience very little scattering from
atoms A, but are more strongly scattered by atoms B. The more strongly scattered electrons
are not transmitted by the image forming lenses and do not reach the fluorescent screen but
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the weakly scattered electrons do. Hence, the heavier elements do not appear on the screen
and the image brightness is determined by the intensity of those electrons transmitted
through the sample that pass through the image forming lenses. For crystalline specimen,
the wave nature of electrons must be considered and Bragg diffraction of electrons by the
sample crystal planes occurs. Electrons “make it” to the screen if they are not deflected
by Bragg diffraction. Contrast comes about by mass, thickness, diffraction, and phase
contrast.

A stationary, parallel, coherent electron beam passes through the sample forming a
magnified image in the image plane that is projected onto a fluorescent screen. In scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) a fine beam (diameter ≈ 0.1 nm) is rastered
across the sample. The objective lens recombines the transmitted electrons from all points
scanned by the probe beam to a fixed region in the back focal plane to be detected.
The detector output modulates the CRT brightness, much as secondary electrons do in an
SEM. The primary electrons in an STEM also produce secondary electrons, backscattered
electrons, X-rays, and light (cathodoluminescence) above the sample much as in SEMs.
Below the sample, inelastically scattered transmitted electrons can be analyzed for electron
energy loss, making the instrument truly an analytical electron microscope. X-ray analysis
has become an important aspect of transmission electron microscopy at magnifications
much higher than possible for EMP in an SEM. However, the volume for X-ray generation
is much smaller, giving weaker X-ray signals. The integration time for each picture
element in STEM is limited since the data are collected serially.

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), an absorption spectroscopy, is the analysis
of the distribution of electron energies for electrons transmitted through the sample.34

EELS complements EDS as it is more sensitive to low-Z elements (Z ≤ 10) while EDS
detects elements with Z > 10. Theoretically hydrogen should be detectable, but boron
is a more practical limit. EELS is concerned with the measurement of electron energy
loss due to inelastic collisions and is more sensitive than EDS for several reasons: It
is a primary event that does not rely on a secondary event of X-ray emission when an
excited atom returns to its ground state making it a more efficient process, especially for
low-Z elements. Also only a fraction of the emitted X-rays are detected, while most of
the transmitted electrons are detected. EELS is primarily used to provide microanalytical
and structural information approaching the very high resolution of TEM. The EELS spec-
trum generally consists of three distinct groupings of spectral peaks: the zero loss peak
containing no useful analytical information, the low energy loss peaks due primarily to
plasmons, and the high energy loss peaks due to inner shell ionization. EELS maps can
be generated by displaying the intensity of a particular energy of the spectrum.

In addition to structural information, diffraction information is also available in AEM.
This is very important for crystalline samples, where selected area diffraction may be
used to identify crystalline phases, amorphous regions, crystal orientations, and defects
such as stacking faults or dislocations.

High resolution TEM (HREM) gives structural information on the atomic size
level, is known as lattice imaging, and has become very important for interface
analysis and TEM micrographs have become important in semiconductor integrated
circuit development.35 For example, oxide-semiconductor, metal-semiconductor, and
semiconductor-semiconductor interface studies have benefited from HREM images. In
lattice imaging a number of different diffracted beams are combined to give an interference
image. Many HREM examples are found in ref. 36. In Fig. 11.17 we show a cross-section
of a poly-Si/SiO2/Si structure with a 1.5 nm thick oxide. The white dots in the lower
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Fig. 11.17 TEM micrograph of a poly-Si/SiO2/Si structure. Courtesy of M.A. Gribelyuk, IBM.

Si region represent Si atoms (actually columns of Si atoms), clearly showing atomic
resolution.

Sample preparation has been the weak point of TEM, because the sample must be very
thin. Traditionally mechanical lapping-polishing and ion milling has been used. Sheng
gives a good discussion of the difficulties for early successful sample preparation.37 A
recent addition to sample preparation is the focused ion beam (FIB) instrument.33 FIB is
similar to an SEM in design and operation, except the beam consists of Ga+ ions instead
of electrons. The Ga beam diameter is around 10 nm. These ions are rastered over a
given portion of a sample and the ions mill a hole into the sample. This hole can be
precisely located, allowing one particular part of an integrated circuit to be examined. For
example, once a failure in an IC is located, FIB can be used to cut a hole at precisely
that failure location. Once the hole is cut, one can then view the wall of the hole with
an SEM. Alternately, it is possible to mill on two sides of a failed IC, leaving a free-
standing film (Fig. 12.29). This film can then be taken to a TEM to be studied. The
availability of FIB has made TEM much more routine and in some cases it has become
a production environment tool—a far cry from the very specialized instrument only a
few years ago. Free-standing films can be cut in about 20 minutes compared with many
hours for traditional sample thinning. There is, however, a question of whether the ion
bombardment of the FIB perturbs the sample. The surface of the sample may become
amorphous and contain a high density of Ga. Nevertheless, FIB has become a routine
sample preparation technique.

11.2.5 Electron Beam Induced Current (EBIC)

Electron beam induced current for minority carrier diffusion length measurements is dis-
cussed in Chapter 7. Here we extend the EBIC discussion to other applications.38 The
term EBIC was coined by Everhart.39 The technique is also known as charge collection
scanning electron microscopy.7 In contrast to most of the techniques in this chapter, EBIC
does not identify impurities but measures electrically active impurities. The method relies
on collection of minority carriers generated by a scanned electron beam in a junction
device. The electron beam generates Nehp electron-hole pairs, where the dependence of
Nehp on the beam energy is given in Eq. (11.11). The generation rate of ehps is, according
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to Eq. (7.69),

G = IbNehp

qV ol
(11.13)

where Vol is the volume in which ehps are generated. For short minority carrier diffusion
length, the ehps are generated within a volume of (4/3)πRe

3. For semiconductors like
Si, with minority carrier diffusion length L � Re, the volume is (4/3)πL3. The minority
electron density in a p-substrate is approximately

n = Gτn (11.14)

Equation (11.14) expresses the essence of EBIC measurements. Minority carriers are
generated by a scanned electron beam. They are collected by a junction (pn junction,
Schottky barrier, MOSFET, MOS capacitor, electrolyte-semiconductor junction) and mea-
sured as a current—the electron beam induced current. The carrier density is dependent
on the minority carrier lifetime, which in turn depends on the defect distribution of the
sample. The interaction of an electron beam with the semiconductor sample can take
place in a variety of geometries as shown in Chapter 7. Changes in the photocurrent col-
lected by the junction, can be effected by moving the beam in the x- and/or y-direction.
Changes in the z-direction are produced by changing the beam energy. The e-beam creates
ehps at a distance d from the edge of the scr. Some of the minority carriers diffuse to
the junction to be collected. We showed in Chapter 7 how the diffusion length is deter-
mined by measuring the current as the electron beam is moved away from the collecting
junction.

To determine the defect or recombination center distribution, one generally forms
a large area collecting junction and scans the e-beam along the junction as shown in
Fig. 11.18. The current is constant for uniform material. In this figure we assume a
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Fig. 11.18 EBIC measurement schematic; (a) EBIC scan for uniform material, (b) EBIC scan for
non-uniform material.
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Fig. 11.19 EBIC map of polycrystalline Si showing high recombination grain boundaries. A line
scan is taken along the horizontal marker line and the EBIC along that line is displayed. Courtesy
of J.B Mohr, Arizona State University.

recombination defect at some depth. For low beam energies, where the ehps are gener-
ated near the top surface, most of the minority carriers are collected by the space-charge
region and the current does not vary with distance (Fig. 11.18(a)). The beam penetra-
tion at higher energies is sufficient for some ehps to recombine at the defect causing the
collected current to decrease in the vicinity of the defect (Fig. 11.18(b)). This example
illustrates lateral as well as depth uniformity measurements by sweeping the beam and
by varying the beam energy.

The current can be displayed as a line scan or as a brightness map on the SEM CRT.
It can also be displayed as a pseudo three-dimensional plot. An EBIC brightness map
and a line scan of a poly-Si wafer with an Al Schottky contact are shown in Fig. 11.19.
The upper sketch is the cross-section and the EBIC map is the top view. The grains and
the high recombination activity at the grain boundaries (GB) are clearly visible. The line
scan shows the EBIC along the horizontal white line.

Typical applications for EBIC include the measurement of minority carrier diffusion
length and lifetime, recombination sites (dislocations, precipitates, grain boundaries), dop-
ing density inhomogeneities, and junction location. Due to the contactless nature of the
electron beam, it is possible to scan small regions of the sample. For example, in a study
of recombination behavior of twin planes in dendritic web silicon, the Schottky contact
was formed on the 100-µm thick wafer cross-section, and the beam was scanned across
it to reveal recombination activity at the twin planes.40 EBIC can also be used to detect
oxide defects, where an oxidized wafer is provided with a conducting gate.41 The EBIC
current amplifier is connected between the gate and substrate and the electron beam is
swept across the sample. Due to the high resistivity oxide between substrate and gate, the
EBIC should be near zero. However, current can flow if the oxide contains defects.

11.2.6 Cathodoluminescence (CL)

Cathodoluminescence is a contactless technique based on the emission of light from
a sample excited by an electron beam.42 The most common application of CL is in
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television receivers, oscilloscopes, and computer monitors where an electron incident on
the phosphor inside the picture tube generates light producing the image. CL is related to
both EMP (e-beam excitation, X-ray emission) and photoluminescence (light excitation,
light emission). Its strength lies in its imaging capability. The electron beam is scanned
across the sample and the emitted light is detected and displayed on a CRT. The chief
difference between EMP and CL, both employing e-beams for excitation, is that EMP
X-rays originate from electronic transitions between inner core energy levels while CL
photons originate from transitions between conduction and valence bands.

CL brightness maps can be related to sample recombination behavior through the
external photon quantum efficiency η (emitted photons per incident electron)43

η = (1 − R)(1 − cos θc)

(1 + τrad/τnon-rad)

e−αd (11.15)

where (1 − R) accounts for reflection losses at the semiconductor-vacuum interface, (1 −
cos θc) accounts for internal reflection losses, exp(−αd) accounts for internal absorption
losses (d = photon path length), and τrad , τnon-rad are the radiative and non-radiative
minority carrier lifetimes.

All of the factors in Eq. (11.15) can be spatially dependent and can contribute to CL
image contrast making quantitative interpretation difficult.44 For example, there may be
local reflectance variations, and surface morphology can produce shadowing or enhanced
light emission through changes in the (1 − cos θc) term. Mechanisms causing enhanced or
reduced light emission include doping densities, temperature, and recombination centers
(metallic impurities, dislocations, stacking faults, precipitates), as well as the presence of
electric fields.

In the simplest implementation, the sample is kept at room temperature and the CL
light is collected. This panchromatic technique is useful for quick data collection. Distinct
advantages are gained by cooling the sample and by resolving the light spectrally. Cooling
to liquid helium temperature reduces thermal line broadening and raises the signal/noise
ratio. Resolving the light into its spectral components can lead to impurity identification.
CL resolution is determined by a combination electron beam diameter, electron range Re,
and minority carrier diffusion length L. For L 	 Re, the resolution is essentially Re and
for L � Re it is essentially L.

CL is mainly used for III –V materials with its high radiative recombination. It is more
difficult to use for Si due to its low luminescence efficiency. Of course, CL emission can be
enhanced with higher beam current, but that leads to sample heating. Time-resolved CL is
useful for lifetime measurements, with both bulk and surface recombination contributing
to the effective lifetime.45 The technique can be combined with other methods in the
SEM (EBIC, scanning electron microscopy, EMP) for a more complete analysis. CL
implementation is also possible in transmission electron microscopes, but space limitations
in the instrument and small sample size make light collection more difficult.

11.2.7 Low-Energy, High-Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED)

Low energy electron diffraction , first demonstrated in 1927 by Davisson and Germer,46 is
one of the oldest surface characterization techniques for investigating the crystallography
of sample surfaces.47 It provides structural, not elemental information, and is illustrated in
Fig. 11.20(a). A low-energy (10 to 1000 eV), narrow-energy spread electron beam incident
on the sample penetrates only the first few atomic layers. Electrons are diffracted by the
periodic atomic arrangement of the atoms. The elastically scattered, diffracted electrons
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emerge from the surface in directions satisfying interference conditions from the crystal
periodicity and strike a fluorescent screen, forming a distinct array of diffraction spots
due to the orientation of the crystal lattice of the sample. The diffraction pattern is viewed
through a window behind the screen. A series of grids filter the scattered electrons.

LEED provides information on the atomic arrangement and is sensitive to crystallo-
graphic defects. It is typically used to determine surface atomic structure, surface structural
disorder, surface morphology, and surface changes with time. The diffraction conditions
can be most easily studied using a reciprocal lattice and an Ewald sphere.48 To study the
properties of the surface, it is important for the surface to be clean, as contaminated sur-
faces generally do not give diffraction patterns. Consequently, LEED measurements are
generally made in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) of less than 10−10 torr. A monolayer of
contamination takes about one second to form at a pressure of 10−6 torr, but takes about
one day at 10−10 torr. Even a fraction of a monolayer is sufficient to prevent accurate
surface crystallography measurements. Samples should be cleaved in vacuum to expose
the appropriate surfaces that have not been subjected to ambient contamination.

Electron diffraction by high-energy electrons is known as reflection high-energy elec-
tron diffraction (RHEED).48 As shown in Fig. 11.20(b), 1 to 100 keV electrons are
incident on the sample, but because such energetic electrons penetrate deeply, they are
made to strike the sample at a shallow, glancing angle of typically less than 5◦. Forward
scattered electrons are utilized as there is little backscattering. RHEED gives information
on surface crystal structure, surface orientation, and surface roughness. Molecular beam
epitaxial growth (MBE) has done much to foster the use of RHEED by allowing con-
tinuous monitoring of the growth of epitaxial films.49 The experimental arrangement of
Fig. 11.20(b) leaves the front of the sample clear for growth beams. Additionally, since the
electron beam strikes the sample at a glancing angle, it is a more critical characterization
method, because it picks out surface irregularities more effectively than LEED.

11.3 ION BEAM TECHNIQUES

Ion beam characterization techniques are illustrated in Fig. 11.21. Incident ions are absorb-
ed, emitted, scattered, or reflected leading to light, electron or X-ray emission. Aside from
characterization, ion beams are also used for ion implantation. We discuss two main ion
beam material characterization methods: secondary ion mass spectrometry and Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry.
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Fig. 11.20 (a) LEED diffractometer, (b) RHEED diffractometer.
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Fig. 11.21 Ion beam characterization techniques.

11.3.1 Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS)

Principle: Secondary ion mass spectrometry , also known as ion microprobe and ion
microscope, is one of the most powerful and versatile analytical techniques for semicon-
ductor characterization.50 – 51 It was developed independently by Castaing and Slodzian
at the University of Paris52 and by Herzog and collaborators at the GCA Corp.53 in the
United States in the early 1960s, but did not become practical until Benninghoven showed
that it was possible to maintain the surface integrity for periods well in excess of the anal-
ysis time.54 Benninghoven did much to further the evolution and advances of SIMS. The
technique is element specific and is capable of detecting all elements as well as isotopes
and molecular species. Of all the beam techniques it is the most sensitive with detection
limits for some elements in the 1014 to 1015 cm−3 range if there is very little background
interference signal. Lateral resolution is typically 100 µm but can be as small as 0.5 µm
with depth resolution of 5 to 10 nm.

The basis of SIMS, shown in Fig. 11.22, is the destructive removal of material from the
sample by sputtering and the analysis of the ejected material by a mass analyzer. A primary
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Fig. 11.22 SIMS schematic.
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ion beam impinges on the sample and atoms from the sample are sputtered or ejected from
the sample. Most of the ejected atoms are neutral and cannot be detected by conventional
SIMS, but some are positively or negatively charged. This fraction was estimated as about
1% of the total in 1910,55 an estimate that is still considered reasonable.56 The mass/charge
ratio of the ions is analyzed, detected as a mass spectrum, as a count, or displayed on
a fluorescent screen. The detection of the mass/charge ratio can be problematic, since
various complex molecules form during the sputtering process between the sputtered ions
and light elements like H, C, O, and N typically found in SIMS vacuum systems. The
mass spectrometer only recognizes the total mass/charge ratio and can mistake one ion
for another.

Sputtering is a process in which incident ions lose their energy mainly by momentum
transfer as they come to rest within the solid. In the process they displace atoms within
the sample. Sputtering takes place when atoms near the surface receive sufficient energy
from the incident ion to be ejected from the sample. The escape depth of the sputtered
atoms is generally a few monolayers for primary energies of 10 to 20 keV typically
used in SIMS. The primary ion loses its energy in the process and comes to rest tens
of nm below the sample surface. Ion bombardment leads not only to sputtering, but also
to ion implantation and lattice damage. The sputtering yield is the average number of
atoms sputtered per incident primary ion; it depends on the sample or target material, its
crystallographic orientation, and the nature, energy, and incidence angle of the primary
ions. Selective or preferential sputtering can occur in multi-component or polycrystalline
targets when the components have different sputtering yields. The component with lowest
yield becomes enriched at the surface while that with the highest yield becomes depleted.
However, once equilibrium is reached, the sputtered material leaving the surface has the
same composition as the bulk material and preferential sputtering is not a problem in
SIMS analysis.57

The yield for SIMS measurements with Cs+, O2
+, O−, and Ar+ ions of 1 to 20 keV

energy ranges from 1 to 20. What is important, however, is the not the total yield, but
the yield of ionized ejected atoms or the secondary ion yield, because only ions can be
detected. The secondary ion yield is significantly lower than the total yield, but can be
influenced by the type of primary ion. Electronegative oxygen (O2

+) enhances species
for electropositive elements (e.g., B and Al in Si) which produce predominantly positive
secondary ions. Electronegative elements (e.g., P, As and Sb in Si) have higher yields
when sputtered with electropositive ions like cesium (Cs+). The secondary ion yield for
the elements varies over five to six orders of magnitude.58

SIMS has not only a wide variation in secondary ion yield among different elements, it
also shows strong variations in the secondary ion yield from the same element in different
samples or matrices - the matrix effect. For example, the secondary ion yield for oxidized
surfaces is higher than for bare surfaces by as much as 1000.58 A striking example is
a SIMS profile of B or P implanted into oxidized Si obtained by sputtering through an
oxidized Si wafer. The yield of Si in SiO2 is about 100 times higher than the yield of Si
from the Si substrate. A plot of yield versus sputtering time shows a sharp drop when the
sample is sputtered through the SiO2-Si interface.

SIMS can give three types of results. For low incident ion beam current or low sput-
tering rate (∼0.1 nm per hour), a complete mass spectrum can be recorded for surface
analysis of the outer 0.5 nm or so. This mode of operation is known as static SIMS. In
dynamic SIMS, the intensity of one peak for one particular mass is recorded as a function
of time as the sample is sputtered at a higher sputter rate (∼10 µm per hour), yielding a
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depth profile. It is also possible to display the intensity of one peak as a two-dimensional
image. The various output signals are illustrated in Fig. 11.22.

Quantitative depth profiling is unquestionably the major strength of SIMS, with one
selected mass plotted as secondary ion yield versus sputtering time. Such plots must be
converted to density versus depth. The conversion of signal intensity to density can,
in principle, be calculated knowing the primary ion beam current, the sputter yield,
the ionization efficiency, the atomic fraction of the ion to be analyzed, and an instru-
mental factor. Some of these factors are generally poorly known and a successful tech-
nique for routine quantitative SIMS analysis has not yet emerged. The usual approach
is one of using standards with composition and matrices identical or similar to the
unknown. Ion implanted standards are very convenient and also very accurate. The
implant dose of an ion-implanted standard can be controlled to an accuracy of 5% or
better. When such a standard is measured, one calibrates the SIMS system by integrating
the secondary ion yield signal over the entire profile. Calibrated standards are, there-
fore, very important for accurate SIMS measurements. The time-to-depth conversion is
usually made by measuring the sputter crater depth after the analysis is completed. An
example of the conversion of yield or intensity versus time to density versus depth pro-
file is given in Fig. 11.23, showing both the raw SIMS plot and the dopant density
profile.

Instrumentation: There are two instrumentation approaches to SIMS; (i) the ion
microprobe and (ii) the ion microscope. A good discussion of SIMS instrumentation is
given by Bernius and Morrison.59 The ion microprobe is an ion analog of the electron
microprobe. The primary ion beam is focused to a fine spot and rastered over the sample
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surface. The secondary ions are mass analyzed and the mass spectrometer output signal
is displayed on a CRT in synchronism with the primary beam to produce a map of sec-
ondary ion intensity across the surface. The spatial resolution is determined by the spot
size of the primary ion beam and resolutions lower than 1 µm are possible. The mass
spectrometer consists of electrostatic and magnetic sector analyzers in tandem.33 In the
electrostatic analyzer, the ions travel between two parallel plates separated a distance d

with a radius of curvature rV . A potential V between the two plates permits only those
ions with the proper energy E to be transmitted without striking either plate, where E is

E = qV rV

2d
(11.16)

In the magnetic sector spectrometer, a magnetic field B curves the ion of mass m, charge
q, and energy E into a path of radius rB according to

m

q
= qB2r2

B

2E
(11.17)

Substituting Eq. (11.16) into (11.17) gives

m

q
= B2r2

Bd

V rV

(11.18)

The mass resolution can be as high as 40,000, equivalent to resolving two masses differing
by only 0.003%. Such high mass resolution is required for detecting ions for which there
are interferences. For example, 31P (31.9738 amu) has a very similar mass/charge ratio
as 30Si1H (31.9816 amu); 29Si1H2 (31.9921 amu) and 54Fe are similar to the 28Si2 dimer.

The ion microscope is a direct imaging system, analogous to an optical microscope
or a TEM. The primary ion flood beam illuminates the sample and secondary ions are
simultaneously collected over the entire imaged area with a resolution on the order of
1 µm. The spatial distribution of the secondary image is preserved through the system
using an electrostatic and magnetic sector analyzer in tandem, amplified by a microchannel
plate, and displayed on a fluorescent screen. A small aperture may be inserted to select
an area for analysis. Ion imaging is also done by raster scanning the ion beam across
the sample and measuring and displaying the secondary ion intensity as a function of the
lateral position of the small spot scanning ion beam. The lateral resolution of this imaging
method is dependent on the beam size, which can be as small as 50 nm.

Proper mass resolution is essential for unambiguous SIMS analysis. For example, a
SIMS mass/charge (m/e) spectrum for high-purity Si obtained with an O2

+ primary ion
beam contains 28Si+, 29Si+, and 30Si+ isotopes, polyatomic Si2

+ and Si3
+ as well as many

molecular species involving oxygen. The latter are not from the sample itself, but are due
to the oxygen primary beam causing oxygen implantation and subsequent sputtering. This
plethora of signals requires a high resolution spectrometer. Another instrumentation effect
that complicates SIMS analysis is the edge or wall effect. To obtain good depth resolution
it is important that only the signal from the flat, bottom portion of the sputtered crater
be analyzed. Atoms are also ejected from the crater bottom as well as from the sidewalls
during sputtering. But the sidewalls of an ion-implanted sample, especially near the top
surface, contain a much higher doping density than the crater bottom. Using electronic
gating of the secondary ion yield signal or a lens system, it is possible to detect only
those ions from the central part of the crater.21
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A quadrupole mass analyzer consists of four parallel rods with an oscillating electric
field through which the ions pass. It is the basis of quadrupole SIMS , which is robust and
less expensive than the electrostatic-magnetic sector analyzers, but has lower resolution.
Due to lower extraction potentials, it is suitable for analyzing insulating samples, but
it cannot distinguish between ions with close mass/charge ratios. Quadrupole SIMS can
also switch rapidly between different mass peaks, enabling depth profiles with more data
points, thereby increasing the depth resolution.

Electrostatic or magnetic spectrometers depend on serial scanning of an electrostatic
or magnetic field, requiring narrow slits for only those ions with the correct mass/charge
ratio to be transmitted. This reduces the transmittance of the spectrometer substantially to
values as low as 0.001%. A SIMS approach without this limitation is time-of-flight SIMS
(TOF-SIMS). Instead of continuous sputtering by an ion beam, in TOF-SIMS the incident
beam consists of pulsed ions from a liquid Ga+ gun with beam diameters as small as
0.3 µm. For pulse widths on the order of nanoseconds, ions are sputtered in brief bursts
and the time for these ions to travel to the detector is measured. Equating the kinetic and
potential energy gives

mv2

2
= qV (11.19)

where v is the ion velocity. The transit time tt is simply v/L, where L is the path length
from sample to detector, leading to the expression

m

q
= 2V t2

t

L2
(11.20)

A major advantage of TOF-SIMS is the absence of narrow slits in the spectrometer
increasing the ion collection by 10–50%. This allows the incident beam current to be
reduced significantly compared to conventional SIMS, which, in turn, reduces the sputter-
ing rate greatly. In fact, the sputtering rate is so low that it may take an hour to remove a
fraction of a monolayer. Such low sputtering rates allow characterization of organic sur-
face layers. Furthermore, since m/q is determined by time of flight, very large and small
ion fragments can be detected, much larger than in other SIMS approaches. Consequently,
a TOF-SIMS spectrum of an organic layer contains hundreds of peaks. TOF-SIMS has
also proven very sensitive to surface metals. Surface densities as low as 108 cm−2 have
been detected for Fe, Cr, and Ni on Si.60

A major source of the limited sensitivity of SIMS is the fact that most of the sput-
tered material is neutral and cannot be detected. In secondary neutral mass spectrometry
(SNMS) or resonance ionization spectroscopy (RIS), the neutral atoms are ionized by
a laser or by an electron gas and then detected.61 Significant sensitivity enhancements
over conventional SIMS are achieved. The primary ion beam in SIMS is replaced by a
pulsed laser in laser microprobe mass spectrometry (LAMMA) or laser ionization mass
spectrometry (LIMS).62 The pulsed laser volatizes and ionizes a small volume of the sam-
ple and the ions are analyzed in a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. LAMMA has high
sensitivity, high speed of operation, is applicable to inorganic as well as organic samples
and has microbeam capability with a spatial resolution of ∼1 µm. It is primarily used
in failure analysis where chemical differences between contaminated and control samples
must be rapidly assessed.

Applications: SIMS has found its greatest utility in semiconductor characterization,
especially for dopant profiling. For a more detailed discussion and comparison with
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spreading resistance measurements, see Chapter 2. SIMS measurements are well suited
for semiconductor applications, because matrix effects are minor and ion yields can be
assumed to be linearly proportional to densities up to 1%. Furthermore, the substrate sput-
ters very uniformly, at least for Si. An example profile in Fig. 11.24 shows that arsenic,
boron, and oxygen can be determined in a single measurement. This sample was formed
by diffusing As and B from a poly-Si layer deposited on the Si substrate. The plot shows
the location of the junction (NAs = NB) and the location of the poly-Si/substrate interface
(oxygen peak).

Factors that need to be considered in data analysis are crater wall effects, ion knock-
on, atomic mixing, diffusion, preferential sputtering, and surface roughening. Some of
these are instrumental and can be alleviated to some extent, but others are intrinsic to
the sputtering process. For SIMS, the most important type of atomic mixing is “cascade
mixing,” resulting from primary ions striking sample atoms and displacing them from
their lattice positions, leading to homogenization of all atoms within the depth affected
by the collision cascade. Dopant atoms originally present at a given depth in the sam-
ple will distribute throughout this “mixing depth” as sputtering proceeds and the dopant
profile will give a deeper distribution than the true distribution. It is important that the
primary ion penetration depth be kept to a minimum for shallow dopant profiling. Deeper
junctions are often observed when SIMS doping profiles are compared to spreading resis-
tance profiles.64 A high vacuum is very important for SIMS. The arrival rate of gaseous
species from the vacuum chamber should be less than that of the primary ion beam;
otherwise it is vacuum contamination that is measured, not the sample. This is particu-
larly important for low mass species like hydrogen. A very thorough discussion of these
effects can be found in the paper by Zinner listing 35 factors affecting SIMS depth
profiling.65

11.3.2 Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS)

Principle: Rutherford backscattering spectrometry , also known as high-energy ion (back)-
scattering spectrometry (HEIS), is based on backscattering of ions incident on a sample.66

It is quantitative without recourse to calibrated standards. Experiments by Rutherford and
his students in the early 1900s proved the existence of nuclei and scattering from these
nuclei.67 The field of ion interactions in solids was very intensively researched and developed
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Fig. 11.25 Rutherford backscattering schematic.

following the discovery of fission and nuclear weapons development. But it was not until
the late 1950s that nuclear backscattering was put to practical use.68 Further developments
in the 1960s led to identification of minerals69 and determination of properties of thin films
as well as thick samples.

RBS is based on bombarding a sample with energetic ions—typically He ions of 1
to 3 MeV energy—and measuring the energy of the backscattered He ions. It allows
determination of the masses of the elements in a sample, their depth distribution over
distances from 10 nm to a few microns from the surface, their areal density, and the
crystalline structure in a non-destructive manner. The depth resolution is on the order of
10 nm. The use of ion backscattering as a quantitative materials analysis tool depends on
an accurate knowledge of well known nuclear and the atomic scattering processes.

The method is illustrated in Fig. 11.25. Ions of mass M1, atomic number Z1, energy
E0, and velocity v0 are incident on a solid sample or target composed of atoms of mass
M2 and atomic number Z2. Most of the incident ions come to rest within the solid, losing
their energy through interactions with valence electrons. A small fraction—around 10−6

of the number of incident ions—undergoes elastic collisions and is backscattered from
the sample at various angles. The incident ions lose energy traversing the sample until
they experience a scattering event and then lose energy again as they travel back to the
surface, leaving the sample with reduced energy.

After scattering, atom M2 has energy E2 and velocity v2 and ion M1 has energy E1

and velocity v1. Conservation of energy gives

E0 = M1v
2
0/2 = E1 + E2 = M1v

2
1/2 + M2v

2
2/2 (11.21)

Conservation of momentum in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the incidence
direction gives

M1v0 = M1v1 cos(θ) + M2v2 cos(φ); 0 = M1v1 sin(θ) − M2v2 sin(φ) (11.22)

Eliminating φ and v2 and taking the ratio E1/E0 = (M1v1
2/2)/(M1v0

2/2), gives the
kinematic factor K70
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K = E1

E0
= [

√
1 − (R sin θ)2 + R cos θ ]2

(1 + R)2
≈ 1 − 2R(1 − cos θ)

(1 + R)2
(11.23)

where R = M1/M2 and θ is the scattering angle. The approximation in Eq. (11.23) holds
for R 	 1 and θ close to 180◦. Equation (11.23) is the key RBS equation. The kinematic
factor is a measure of the primary ion energy loss. The scattering angle should be as
large as possible and angles around 170◦ are commonly used. The unknown mass M2 is
calculated from the measured energy E1 through the kinematic factor.

We illustrate RBS with the two examples in Fig. 11.26. Fig. 11.26(a) consists of a
silicon substrate with a very thin film of nitrogen, silver, and gold. The atomic weight and
calculated R, K , and E1 in Table 11.2 are for θ = 170◦ and incident helium ions (M1 = 4)
with E0 = 2.5 MeV. Helium ions have energies of 0.78, 1.41, 2.16 and 2.31 MeV after
scattering from the N, Si, Ag, and Au atoms at the sample surface. Since N, Ag, and Au are
only at the surface in this example, RBS signals from these elements have narrow spectral
distributions confirmed by experimental data. The yield is not to scale on this figure.
Figure 11.26(a) brings out two important properties of RBS plots: the RBS yield increases
with element atomic number and the RBS signal of elements lighter than the substrate
rides on the matrix background while heavier elements are displayed by themselves.
This makes the nitrogen signal more difficult to detect because it rides on the Si signal.
The Si background count represents the “noise” and the signal-to-noise ratio is degraded
compared to heavy elements on a light matrix.

RBS plots are more complicated for layers of finite thicknesses. In Fig. 11.26(b) we
consider a gold film of thickness d on a silicon substrate. The He ions are backscattered
from surface gold atoms with E1,Au = 2.31 MeV as in Fig. 11.26(a). However, those ions
backscattered from deeper within the Au film emerge with lower energies, due to addi-
tional losses within the film. These losses come from Coulombic interactions between
helium ions and electrons. Consider a scattering event from those Au atoms at the Si-Au
interface at x = t . The He ion loses energy �Ein traveling through the Au film before
the scattering event at the back gold surface. Upon scattering, it loses additional energy
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Fig. 11.26 (a) RBS calculated spectrum for N, Ag, and Au on Si, (b) schematic spectrum for a Au
film on Si. “A” is the area under the curve.
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TABLE 11.2 Calculated R, K and E1 (For 2.5 MeV He ions, θ = 170◦).

Target Atom
(M2)

Atomic
Weight

R K E1

(MeV)

N 14 0.256 0.311 0.78
O 16 0.25 0.363 0.91
Si 28.1 0.142 0.566 1.41
Cu 63.6 0.063 0.779 1.95
Ag 107.9 0.037 0.863 2.16
Au 197 0.020 0.923 2.31

(E0 − �Ein)(1 − KAu). To reach the detector it must traverse the film a second time,
losing energy �Eout . The total energy loss is the sum of these three losses. The energy
of He ions scattered from the sample at depth d is

E1(d) = (E0 − �Ein)KAu − �Eout (11.24)

The energy losses are slightly energy dependent and are listed in tables of stopping
powers.71 The energy difference of the ions backscattered from the surface and from the
interface �E can be related to the film thickness d

�E = �EinKAu + �Eout = [S0] d (11.25)

where [S0] is the backscattering energy loss factor; it has units of eV/Å and is tabulated
for pure-element samples, e.g., [S0] = 133.6 eV/Å for gold films with a 2 MeV beam
energy.

The backscattering yield A, also designated as the total number of detected ions or
counts

A = σ�QNs, (11.26)

where σ = average scattering cross-section in cm2/sr, � = detector solid angle in steradi-
ans [detector area-(detector-sample distance)2], Q = total number of ions incident on the
sample, and Ns = sample atoms/cm2. The total count A is also the area under the exper-
imental yield-energy curve or the total number of detected He ions backscattered from
the element of interest or the sum of the counts in each channel, shown on Fig. 11.26(b)
as “A”. Ns = Nd for a thin film where N is atoms/cm3. Q is determined by the time
integration of the current of charged particles incident on the target, but it is difficult to
determine accurately due to secondary sample electron emission. The average scattering
cross-section is

σ = 1

�

∫ (
dσ

d�

)
d� (11.27)

with the differential scattering cross-section given by72

dσ

d�
=

(
q2Z1Z2

2E0 sin2 θ

)2
[√

1 − (R sin θ)2 + cos θ
]2

√
1 − (R sin θ)2

(11.28)

E0 is the energy of the projectile immediately before scattering. Values for dσ/d� are
tabulated for all elements for He probe ions. Typical values of the differential scattering
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cross-section are 1 to 10 × 10−24 cm2/sr. The yield increases with increasing atomic
number leading to higher RBS sensitivity for high-Z elements. However, due to the
kinematics of scattering, high-mass elements are more difficult to distinguish from one
another than low-mass elements.

The areal density Ns is determined from the yield according to Eq. (11.26), which
can be cast in a different form because it may be difficult to determine Q accurately.
Furthermore the detector solid angle � may change if the detector develops “dead” spots
after prolonged exposure to energetic projectiles.

An unknown impurity on a known substrate, for example impurity “X” on a Si sub-
strate, is determined by73

(Ns)X = AX

HSi

σSi

σX

δE1

[ε]Si
(11.29)

where A is the total count, H the height (count/channel) of the spectrum, and [ε] =
(1/N) dE/dx the backscattering stopping cross-section.74 The energy width of a single
channel in the multichannel analyzer δE1 corresponds to a depth uncertainty δx as

δE1 = [S0]δx (11.30)

δE1 is determined by the detector and the electronic system and is typically 2 to 5 keV.
To find the unknown density it is only necessary to determine the RBS spectrum area,
the height of the Si spectrum, and to look up the two cross-sections and the Si stopping
cross-section. Typical values for the stopping cross-section lie in the 10 to 100 eV/(1015

atoms/cm2) range with [ε]Si = 49.3 eV/(1015 atoms/cm2) and [ε]Au = 115.5 eV/(1015

atoms/cm2) for 2 MeV He ions.11

The RBS spectrum of the thick Si substrate in Fig. 11.26 has a characteristic slope
with the yield increasing at lower energies due to scattering within the target. The yield
is inversely proportional to the ion energy at depth d1. The yield at energy E1, the energy
of those ions backscattered from atoms at depth d1, is proportional to (E0 + E1)

−2, i.e.,
the yield increases as E1 decreases deeper into the target.

The RBS sensitivity can be enhanced by changing the differential scattering cross-
section in Eq. (11.28) by increasing the atomic number Z1 of the incident ion from He to
C, for example, and/or decreasing the energy E of the incident ion from several MeV to
hundreds of keV, known as heavy ion backscattering spectroscopy (HIBS).75 For example,
replacing 3 MeV 4He with 400 keV 12C increases the backscattering yield by a factor of
1000. In contrast to conventional RBS with a sensitivity of around 1013 cm−2, HIBS can
reduce that to the 109 –1010 cm−2 range. The lower energy, heavier ions, however, have
the potential of inducing surface sputter damage.

Instrumentation: An RBS system consists of an evacuated chamber containing the He
ion generator, the accelerator, the sample, and the detector. Negative He ions are gener-
ated in the ion accelerator at close to ground potential. In a tandem accelerator, these ions
are accelerated to 1 MeV, traversing a gas-filled tube or “stripper canal,” where either two
or three electrons are stripped from the He− to form He+ or He2+, respectively.76 These
ions with energies of around 1 MeV are accelerated a second time to ground potential at
which point the He+ ions have 2 MeV and the He2+ ions have 3 MeV energy. A magnet
separates the two high-energy species.

In the sample chamber, the He ions are incident on the sample and the backscattered
ions are detected by a Si surface barrier detector that operates much like the X-ray EDS
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detector described in Section 11.2.3. The energetic ions generate many electron-hole pairs
in the detector, resulting in output voltage pulses from the detector. The pulse height, pro-
portional to the incident energy, is detected by a pulse height or multichannel analyzer
that stores pulses of a given magnitude in a given voltage bin or channel. The spectrum is
displayed as yield or counts versus channel number with channel number proportional to
energy. The energy resolution of Si detectors, set by statistical fluctuations, is around 10
to 20 keV for typical RBS energies. The sample is mounted on a goniometer for precise
sample-beam alignment or channeling measurements RBS runs take 15–30 minutes.

Applications: Typical semiconductor applications include measurements of thickness,
thickness uniformity, stoichiometry, nature, amount and distribution of impurities in thin
films, such as silicides and Si- and Cu-doped Al. The technique is also very useful to
investigate the crystallinity of a sample. Backscattering is strongly affected by the align-
ment of atoms in a single crystal sample with the incident He ion beam. If the atoms are
well aligned with the beam, those He ions falling between atoms in the channels pene-
trate deeply into the sample and have a low probability of being backscattered. Those He
ions that encounter sample atoms “head-on” are, of course, scattered. The yield from a
well-aligned single crystal sample can be two orders of magnitude less than that from a
randomly aligned sample. This effect is referred to as channeling and has been extensively
used to study ion implantation damage in semiconductors with the yield decreasing as the
single crystal nature of an implanted sample is restored by annealing.77

RBS is particularly suited for heavy elements on light substrates, e.g., contacts to semi-
conductors. Consequently RBS has been used extensively in the study of such contacts.
For example, Fig. 11.27 shows RBS spectra for platinum and platinum silicide on silicon.
Initially a Pt film is deposited on a Si substrate. The “no anneal” RBS spectrum clearly
shows the Pt film. The Si signal is consistent with E1 taking into account the loss into and
out of the Pt film. As the film is heated, PtSi forms. Note the formation from the Pt-Si
interface indicated by the Pt yield decrease for that part of the film near the Si substrate.
At the same time, the Si signal moves to higher energies, indicative of Si moving into the
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Pt film. When stoichiometry is attained, the Pt signal is uniform, but reduced and the Si
signal has risen. It is difficult to obtain these data with other techniques non-destructively.

RBS can provide both atomic composition and depth scales to accuracies of 5% or
better. The detection limit is 1017 to 1020 cm−3, but depends on the element and on energy.
The sensitivity to light elements, e.g., oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen, in the presence of
heavier elements is poor, because the differential scattering cross-section is low for such
elements, according to Eq. (11.28). However, the cross-section can be enhanced by using
ion beams for which the elastic scattering is resonant.79 For example, the resonance at
3.08 MeV for oxygen enhances the cross-section 25 times compared to its corresponding
Rutherford cross-section. Typical RBS depth resolutions are 10 to 20 nm for film thick-
nesses ≤ 200 nm. The penetration depth of 2 MeV He ions is about 10 µm in silicon and
3 µm in gold. Beam diameters are commonly around 1 to 2 mm but microbeam backscat-
tering with beam diameters as small as 1 µm is possible.80 Lateral non-uniformities over
the area of the analyzing beam cannot be resolved.

A particular difficulty is the ambiguity of RBS spectra, because the horizontal axis
is simultaneously a depth and a mass scale. A light mass at the surface of a sample
generates a signal that may be indistinguishable from that of a heavier mass located
within the sample. Through the use of tabulated constants, experimental techniques such
as beam tilting, detector angle changes, and incident energy variations as well as good
analytical reasoning, sample analysis is usually successful, but additional information may
have to be provided to resolve ambiguities. Computer programs are extensively used in
spectrum analysis.81 As with other physical and chemical characterization techniques, the
more is known about the sample before the analysis, the less ambiguous are the results.
A comparison of RBS with SIMS is given by Magee.82

11.4 X-RAY AND GAMMA-RAY TECHNIQUES

X-ray interactions with a solid are illustrated in Fig. 11.28. Incident X-rays are absorbed,
emitted, reflected, or transmitted and can, in turn, cause electron emission. We will discuss
X-ray fluorescence and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, useful for chemical characteri-
zation, and briefly mention X-ray topography, used for structural characterization. Gamma
rays, detected in neutron activation analysis, are included in this chapter for completeness.

Emission
♦   X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF)
♦   X-Ray Photoelectron
      Spectroscopy (XPS)
♦   X-Ray Diffraction

Reflection

♦   X-Ray Topography (XRT)

Absorption
♦   X-Ray Induced 
      Photoconductance

Transmission

hv

♦   X-Ray Topography (Lang)

Fig. 11.28 X-ray characterization techniques.
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11.4.1 X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF)

Principle: In X-ray fluorescence, also known as X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRFS),
X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRFA), and X-ray secondary emission spectroscopy, primary
X-rays incident on the sample are absorbed by ejecting electrons from the atomic K-shell
as illustrated in Fig. 11.29.83 Electrons from higher-lying levels, for example the L shell,
drop into the K-shell vacancies and the energy liberated in the process is given off as
characteristic secondary X-rays with energy

EXRF = EK(Z) − EL2 ,3 (Z) (11.31)

The X-ray energy identifies the impurity and the intensity gives its density. XRF allows
non-destructive elemental analysis of solids and liquids with quantitative thin film analysis
readily obtained. It is not a high-resolution method, as X-rays are difficult to focus. Typical
analysis areas are 1 cm2, although in recent instruments it is possible to analyze areas
as small as 10−6 to 10−4 cm2.84 Microspot XRF with beam diameter around 25 µm has
been used to characterize metal lines and voids in such lines.85 The method is suitable
for conductors as well as for insulators, since X-rays are uncharged.

Conventional XRF is not a surface-sensitive technique. As discussed in Section 11.2.3,
X-ray penetration into a sample is governed by the X-ray absorption coefficient. In Si the
penetration depth is typically microns or tens of microns. For example, to detect X-rays
emerging from the sample, it is reasonable to find the depth for 50% absorption, since
X-rays have to penetrate the sample and generate characteristic X-rays which in turn have
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Fig. 11.29 Electronic processes in X-ray fluorescence.
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to be emitted to be detected. The 50% penetration depth of Cu Kα primary X-rays is
46 µm in Si according to Eq. (11.10).

Total reflection XRF (TXRF) is a surface sensitive technique in which X-rays strike
the sample at a very shallow angle and penetrate only a small distance into the sample.86

Theoretical penetration is on the order of several nm, actual penetration may be deeper due
to surface roughness, wafer warpage, and beam divergence. In contrast to XRF, which uses
angles of around 45◦, TXRF uses a primary beam with a grazing incidence angle of less
than 0.1◦, which is below the critical angle θc. For Mo Kα X-rays incident on Si, θc = 1.8
mrad. The instrument is schematically shown in Fig. 11.30. X-rays from an X-ray tube
in the shape of a strip of about 1 mm by 1 cm are monochromatized and then directed at
the sample at a shallow angle. Standing waves are formed above the sample, leading to
detection in a lithium-drifted Si detector. The detector is located within about 1 mm of the
sample surface. Due to the total reflection property of the system, the substrate contributes
little to the spectrum, i.e., matrix absorption and enhancement effects are avoided, in
contrast to conventional XRF where matrix effects can be significant. This leads to the high
sensitivity of the technique. The instrument must be calibrated against known standards.

TXRF allows metallic surface density determination of 109 –1010 cm−2. With syn-
chrotron TXRF (S-TXRF) the sensitivity is around 107 –108 cm−2.87 The sensitivity can
be enhanced by HF (hydrofluoric acid) condensation or vapor phase decomposition TXRF
(VPD-TXRF),88 where the wafer with a native or thermal oxide is exposed to HF vapor.
A byproduct of HF etching is water. The HF etches the oxide with the impurities con-
tained in the resulting water droplet. The impurities are collected in situ by scanning the
surface with an additional water droplet. The VPD residue is allowed to dry and mea-
sured by TXRF. The assumption is that the water droplet carries all surface contaminants
with it and the gain is area(wafer)/area(droplet). For a 200 mm diameter wafer and a
10 mm diameter droplet, the gain is 400, enhancing the sensitivity to about 108 cm−2

for Fe, for example. Impurities like Fe, Ni, Zn, Ca are condensed to about 80%, whereas
only about 15% to 20% Cu is collected.88 The technique is used by Si wafer produc-
ers and by IC manufacturers, with the latter often using it to determine the efficacy of
cleaning methods and contamination by various IC processes. A recent study of Fe mea-
surements by TXRF, S-TXRF, TOF-SIMS, surface photovoltage, ELYMAT, and DLTS
showed reasonable agreement among these techniques.89

We will briefly mention two other methods that are used for the detection of low-density
metallic contamination on wafer surfaces. Inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy
(ICP-MS) is a surface sensitive technique.90 Trace elements on a semiconductor surface
are removed by etching the oxide layer that is invariably present on the wafer. The
assumption is that the trace elements are removed with the oxide. The liquid is nebulized
and ionized in an inductively coupled plasma. Once in ion form, the ions are analyzed
in a mass spectrometer, most commonly a quadrupole mass spectrometer. It is sensitive
to about 109 –1010 atoms/cm2. In atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), light from a
radiation source is absorbed by the sample and detected.91 The light source generates
characteristic narrow emission lines of a selected metal. The sample is atomized in a flame
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Fig. 11.30 Schematic of a TXRF instrument.
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cell or graphite furnace causing a broadening of the absorption lines. Due to the narrow
emission lines from the light source along with the broad absorption lines, the wavelength
selector (monochromator) only needs to isolate the line of interest from other source lines.

Instrumentation: In XRF, a beam of primary X-rays illuminates the sample and sec-
ondary X-rays are detected by an energy dispersive (EDS) or a wavelength dispersive
spectrometer (WDS). Energy dispersive XRF uses low-power excitation sources and pro-
vides a cost effective way for qualitative as well as quantitative detection of elements
starting at Z ≈ 11. Wavelength dispersive XRF requires higher power excitation sources,
typically 3–4 kW, and offers high-precision determination of elements down to Z ≈ 4.
Detection of these light elements requires vacuum as the analysis environment. Conven-
tional XRF sensitivity is around 0.01% or 5 × 1018 cm−3, the analysis area is on the order
of 1 cm2 and typical measurement times are around 50–100 s. Total reflection XRF is
sensitive to surface contamination of about 1010 cm−2 and as low as 108 cm−2 when
coupled with vapor phase decomposition.

Applications: XRF is ideally suited for rapid initial sample survey to define subse-
quent, more detailed analyses. It is non-destructive and can be used in air for conductors,
semiconductors as well as insulators. It gives the average sample composition over the
X-ray absorption depth rapidly, but has no profiling capability. The technique has also
found use in film thickness measurements.92 By establishing standards of a given film in
which the thickness is measured independently, thicknesses of unknown films are easily
determined by measuring the intensity of the secondary X-rays. Films as thin as 10 nm
can be measured. Standards are important for quantitative measurements, since XRF is
subject to a matrix effect, which is the absorption of secondary X-rays by the sample itself.
The standards should be well matched to the sample matrix. XRF requires no standards
in the thin film approximation.93

XRF has also found application in determining the constituents of mixed conductors.
For example, it is common practice in Si technology to add a small fraction of copper
to aluminum to increase its electromigration resistance. The Cu fraction can be easily
detected by XRF. Similarly, glasses to passivate Si chips are frequently doped with boron
and phosphorus to increase the ability to “flow” at moderate process temperatures. The
phosphorus content of such glasses can be determined by XRF. In contamination prob-
lems, XRF has been used to determine chlorine and fluorine contaminants in aluminum
metallization after plasma etching.94

11.4.2 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

Principle: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy , also known as electron spectroscopy for
chemical analysis (ESCA), is the high-energy version of the photoelectric effect discov-
ered by Hertz in 1887. It is primarily used for identifying chemical species at the sample
surface, allowing all elements except hydrogen and helium to be detected. Hydrogen and
helium can, in principle, also be detected, but that requires a very good spectrometer.
When photons of low energy (≤ 50 eV) are incident on a solid, they can eject elec-
trons from the valence band; the effect is known as ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
(UPS). In XPS the photons that interact with core level electrons are X-rays.95 Electrons
can be emitted from any orbital with photoemission occurring for X-ray energies exceed-
ing the binding energy. Although the principle of XPS had been known for a long time,
implementation had to await the introduction of a high-resolution spectrometer for the
detection of the low-energy XPS electrons in the 1960s by Siegbahn and coworkers in
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Sweden.96 He coined the term “electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis”, but since
other methods also give chemical information, it is more commonly known as XPS today.
The early history and development of XPS has been well chronicled by Jenkin et al.97

The method is illustrated with the energy band diagram in Fig. 11.31 and the schematic
in Fig. 11.32. Primary X-rays of 1 to 2 keV energy eject photoelectrons from the sample.
The measured energy of the ejected electron at the spectrometer Esp is related to the
binding energy Eb, referenced to the Fermi energy EF , by

Eb = hν − Esp − qφsp (11.32)

where hν is the energy of the primary X-rays and φsp the work function of the spectrom-
eter (3 to 4 eV). With Eb depending on the X-ray energy, it is important that the incident
X-ray energy be monochromatic. The spectrometer and the sample are connected forcing
their Fermi levels to line up. The Fermi energy of metals is well defined. Care must be
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taken in analyzing XPS data from semiconductors and insulators because EF can vary
from sample to sample.

The electron binding energy is influenced by its chemical surroundings making Eb

suitable for determining chemical states. This is a major strength of XPS; it allows chem-
ical and elemental identification. Handbooks and graphs of binding energies for elements
and compounds are available.98 X-rays tend to be less destructive, making the method
more suitable for organics and oxides than AES. It is sometimes claimed that XPS causes
no charging. While it is true that X-rays possess no charge, electron emission from the
sample may cause positive sample charging, especially for insulators. This can be com-
pensated with an electron flood gun. X-ray induced Auger electron emission also occurs
during XPS. While such Auger lines can interfere with XPS lines, they can also be used
to advantage. For example, varying the incident X-ray energy changes the energy of XPS
electrons but not the energy of Auger electrons.

XPS is surface sensitive because the emitted photoelectrons originate from the upper
0.5–5 nm of the sample, just as Auger electrons do, despite the deeper penetration of
the primary X-rays compared to a primary electron beam.99 The depth is governed by
the electron escape depth or the related electron mean free path. Those electrons excited
deeper within the sample are unable to exit the surface. Depth profiling is possible by ion
beam sputtering or by sample tilting.100 However, sputtering can alter oxidation states of
the compound. Sample tilting is the basis of angle-resolved XPS in which the sampling
depth is λ sin θ , where θ is the angle between the sample surface and the trajectory of the
emitted photoelectrons.101

The major use of XPS is for identification of compounds using energy shifts due to
changes in the chemical structure of the sample atoms. For example, an oxide exhibits
a different spectrum than a pure element. Care must be exercised in correctly interpret-
ing the data. Unexpected peaks may appear for a variety of reasons. XPS has a more
developed chemical state analysis than AES.18

Instrumentation: The three basic components of XPS, shown in Fig. 11.32, are (1) the
X-ray source, (2) the spectrometer, and (3) a high vacuum, even though such beam-induced
chemistry as carbonization is minimized. X-ray line widths are proportional to the atomic
number of the target in the X-ray tube. The X-ray line width in XPS should be as narrow as
possible; hence, light elements like Al (EKα = 1.4866 keV) or Mg (EKα = 1.2566 keV)
are common X-ray sources. Some XPS systems come equipped with multiple anode X-ray
sources. X-ray generation from low-Z materials also has reduced background radiation.
The primary X-rays may be filtered by crystal dispersion to remove X-ray satellites and
continuum radiation, but filtering reduces the X-ray intensity substantially. The XPS elec-
trons are detected by one of several types of detectors. The hemispherical sector analyzer
consists of two concentric hemispheres with a voltage applied between them. A spectrum
is generated by varying the voltage so that the electron trajectories with different energies
are brought to a focus at the analyzer exit slit. An electron multiplier amplifies the signal.

Chemical compounds or elements are identified by the location of energy peaks on
the undifferentiated XPS spectrum. Density determination is more difficult. Peak heights
and peak areas can be used with appropriate correction factors to obtain densities, but
the method is primarily used for identification. X-ray techniques are generally large-area
methods with typically 1 cm2 area. The analyzed sample area in XPS has been reduced
over the years. Today 10 µm spot size is about the smallest that can be analyzed. This
has come about by either focusing the X-rays with a monochromator crystal, or by using
a large-area X-ray beam but only allowing electrons from a small sample area to enter the
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electron analyzer. XPS sensitivity is around 0.1% or 5 × 1019 cm−3 and depth resolution
is around 10 nm.20

Applications: XPS is used primarily for chemical surface information. It is particu-
larly useful for analyzing organics, polymers, and oxides. For example, it has been used
to follow the oxidation of elements. In Fig. 11.33 we show XPS spectra of lead in its
pure form and the spectral changes when the Pb oxidizes to PbO and PbO2. XPS has been
extensively used in the semiconductor industry for a variety of problem solving. It has
played a major role in understanding the chemistry and reaction mechanisms in the devel-
opment of plasma etching. XPS has been applied to die attachment problems, adhesion
of resins to metal surfaces, and interdiffusion of nickel through gold.103 Recently, XPS
has found use in oxide thickness measurements. The intensity of the 2p peak associated
with silicon dioxide is proportional to oxide thickness when it is normalized to the Si 2p
peak from the un-oxidized silicon substrate. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy shows the
presence of at least a monolayer of incompletely oxidized silicon - the sub-oxide layer.104

11.4.3 X-Ray Topography (XRT)

X-Ray topography or X-ray diffraction is a non-destructive technique for determining struc-
tural crystal defects.105 It requires little sample preparation and gives structural information
over entire semiconductor wafers but it does not identify impurities. The XRT image is not
magnified because no lenses are used. It is, therefore, not a high-resolution technique, but
does give microscopic information through photographic enlargement of the topograph.

Consider a perfect crystal arranged to diffract monochromatic X-rays of wavelength
λ from lattice planes spaced d . The X-rays are incident on the sample at an angle α,
as shown in Fig. 11.34(a). The primary beam is absorbed by or transmitted through the
sample; only the diffracted beam is recorded on the film. The diffracted beam emerges at
twice the Bragg angle θB

θB = arcsin (λ/2d) (11.33)

The diffracted X-rays are detected on a high-resolution, fine-grained photographic plate
or film or solid state detector held as close as possible to the sample without intercepting
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X Rays

Reference
Crystal

Detector for Rocking Curve
Photographic Film for Topograph
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Photographic
Plate

Stationary
Screen

(b)

Fig. 11.34 (a) Berg-Barrett reflection topography, (b) Lang transmission topography, (c) double-
crystal topography with a rocking curve.

the incident beam. The plate should be held perpendicular to the secondary X-rays for
highest resolution. If the lattice spacing or lattice plane orientation vary locally due to
structural defects, Eq. (11.33) no longer applies simultaneously to the perfect and the dis-
torted regions. Consequently there is a difference in X-ray intensity from the two regions.
For example, the diffracted beam from dislocations is more intense than from an area
without defects caused by the mitigation of extinction and by Bragg defocusing. Disloca-
tions produce a more heavily exposed image on the film. The image is formed as a result
of diffraction from an anomaly such as strain in the crystal but does not image the defect
directly. Strain S is the amount of elastic deformation defined by

S = dunstrained − dstrained

dunstrained
(11.34)

By determining d in unstrained and strained regions, using Eq. (11.33), one can deter-
mine S.

The reflection method illustrated in Fig. 11.34(a), known as the Berg-Barrett method, is
based on the original work of Berg, modified by Barrett and further refined by Newkirk.106

It is the simplest X-ray topography method. There are neither lenses nor moving parts
except for the sample alignment goniometer. Reflection XRT probes a thin sample region
near the surface, since the shallow incident angle α confines X-ray penetration to the
near-surface region. This method is used to determine dislocations, for example, and is
useful for dislocation densities up to about 106 cm−2. The resolution is about 10−4 cm,
and entire wafers can be examined.

Transmission XRT, illustrated in Fig. 11.34(b), introduced by Lang, is the most pop-
ular XRT technique.107 Monochromatic X-rays pass through a narrow slit and strike the
sample aligned to an appropriate Bragg angle. The tall and narrow primary beam is trans-
mitted through the sample and strikes a lead screen. The diffracted beam falls on the
photographic plate through a slit in the screen. X-rays are absorbed in a solid according
to Eq. (11.9). However, absorption is considerably reduced when the X-rays are aligned
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for diffraction along certain crystal planes.108 A topograph is generated by scanning the
sample and the film in synchronism holding the screen stationary. Scanning combined
with oscillation is effective when extreme sample warpage prevents large area imaging.
While the crystal is scanned, both crystal and film are oscillating simultaneously around
the normal to the plane containing the incident and reflected beam.109 Entire large-area
wafers can be imaged. Large-diameter wafers become warped during processing, mak-
ing it necessary to adjust the specimen continuously during topography measurements to
ensure that it stays on the chosen Bragg angle.

To “photograph” defects, one usually chooses a weakly diffracting plane. A uniform
sample gives a featureless image. Structural defects cause stronger X-ray diffraction,
thus providing film contrast or topographic features. The Lang technique has also been
adapted to reflection topography. Scanning provides for considerably more flexibility
than is possible with the Berg-Barrett technique. For semiconductors, the Lang method
is used primarily to study defects introduced during crystal growth or during wafer
processing.110 Transmission topographs provide information on defects through the entire
sample; reflection topographs provide information of 10 to 30 µm depth from the sur-
face. X-ray topographs of a (100) oriented silicon epitaxial wafer are shown in Fig. 11.35.
Fig. 11.35(a) shows a Lang and (b) a double crystal topograph. Clearly the double crystal
image is more detailed.

In section topography the sample and film are stationary and a narrow “section” of
the sample—the cross-section—is imaged.112 The stationary sample is illuminated by a
narrow X-ray beam and the sample cross-section is imaged on the film. The method is like
that in Fig. 11.34(b), except both sample and photographic plate are stationary. Section
topography has proven to be very valuable for defect depth information. For example, it is
common in integrated fabrication to precipitate oxygen in silicon wafers. Section topog-
raphy is a convenient method to obtain a non-destructive cross-sectional picture through
the wafer clearly showing the precipitated regions.113

Boat
DamageSlip Lines

LANG TOPOGRAPHY DOUBLE CRYSTAL
TOPOGRAPHY

(a) (b)

Slip Lines

Fig. 11.35 X-ray topographs of a 7 µm thick epitaxial layer on a (100)-oriented silicon wafer
using the Lang and double crystal topography methods. The Lang topograph shows slip lines at the
epi-substrate interface and the double crystal topograph shows warpage, thermal memory effects,
and swirl in the substrate from grown-in defects. Reprinted with permission after ref. 111. Courtesy
of T.J. Shaffner, Texas Instruments.
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Fig. 11.36 Rocking curve of a heteroepitaxial Si0.80 Ge0.20 film (150 nm) on (100) Si. The film is
diffracting at a smaller angle than the substrate. From Bragg’s law, this implies that the film has
a large d-spacing and thus has a larger lattice parameter than the substrate. Data courtesy of T.L.
Alford, Arizona State University.

Double-crystal diffraction provides higher accuracy because the beam is more highly
collimated than is possible with single crystal topography.113 The technique, shown in
Fig. 11.34(c), consists of two successive Bragg reflections from reference and sam-
ple crystals. Reflection from the first, carefully selected “perfect” crystal produces a
monochromatic and highly parallel beam to probe the sample. The double crystal tech-
nique is used not only for topography, but also for rocking curve determination. To record
a rocking curve, the sample is slowly rotated or “rocked” about an axis normal to the
diffraction plane and the scattered intensity is recorded as a function of the angle as shown
in Fig. 11.34(c). Such a rocking curve is shown in Fig. 11.36. Its width is a measure of
crystal perfection. The narrower the curve, the more perfect is the material. For epitaxial
layers it provides data on lattice mismatch, layer thickness, layer and substrate perfec-
tion, and wafer curvature. Double crystal diffraction has been extended to four-crystal
diffraction where four crystals are used to collimate the X-ray beam further.114

11.4.4 Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA)

Neutron activation analysis is a trace analysis method in which nuclear reactions lead to
the production of radioactive isotopes from stable isotopes of the elements in the sample,
followed by measurement of the radiation emitted by the desired radio isotopes.115 When
an element captures a neutron it emits a prompt γ ray within ∼ 10−14 s and becomes
radioactive. Subsequently the nucleus emits β rays, α particles or γ rays with a half
life characteristic of the element. Prompt γ rays are detected in prompt gamma neutron
activation analysis and β rays, γ rays, etc., from decaying radionuclides are measured in
NAA.116 We mention it because it has high sensitivity to certain elements important to
semiconductors. The technique has not found wide use in the semiconductor community.
It is generally offered as a service, since few semiconductor laboratories have the required
nuclear reactor.

The sample is sealed in a high-purity quartz vial and placed into a nuclear reac-
tor. Those elements that absorb neutrons find themselves in a highly excited state that
relaxes by beta and gamma-ray emission. The sample may also become radioactive.
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Fig. 11.37 Practical detection limits for elements in silicon detected by neutron activation analysis.
Radionuclides have half lives > 2 h; sample volume 1 cm3; neutron flux 1014 thermal and 3 × 1013

fast neutrons/cm2 · s; irradiation time: 1 to 5 days. Reprinted with permission after ref. 119.

Gamma-ray emission is analogous to X-ray emission from orbital electron transitions.
Beta rays have a continuous spectrum and are not an attractive tool for elemental deter-
mination. Gamma rays have well defined, tabulated energies that are usually measured
with a germanium detector.117 The γ -ray energy identifies the element and their intensity
determines the density. The detection system is usually calibrated against standards for
quantitative measurements. Typical detection limits for elements in silicon are shown in
Fig. 11.37.

NAA is not a surface-sensitive technique, since uncharged incident neutrons pen-
etrate deeply into the sample. Similarly, emitted γ -rays are also very penetrating. A
disadvantage of NAA is the attendant radioactivity of the sample. The key to suc-
cessful NAA for Si is the short 2.6 h half life of Si and the longer half life of many
contaminating elements. It is common to irradiate a Si sample and then measure it
24 h later, when the Si activity has decayed to insignificant levels. NAA sensitivity
can be extremely high. For example, gold densities as low as 108 to 109 cm−3 in sil-
icon can be determined,118 but other elements are much less sensitive, as shown in
Fig. 11.37. For example, NAA cannot be used for Al in Si, since the radioactivity
from the Si interferes with that from Al. The method is most sensitive if the sam-
ple is destroyed after irradiation by etching. The more convenient instrumental NAA,
in which the sample is measured as irradiated, is a powerful survey method but is not as
sensitive.

NAA measures the purity of silicon during and after crystal growth and determines
impurities introduced during processing.119 – 120 Usually the total impurity content of the
sample is measured. Profiling is possible by etching or lapping thin layers of the sam-
ple and measuring the activity in the removed material. NAA is not sensitive to boron,
carbon, or nitrogen. Phosphorus does not emit gamma rays; instead beta ray decay must
be measured. The method is not suitable for heavily doped wafers. For example, Sb and
As form radioactive species. For quantitative measurements, careful calibration must be
performed.121 A good summary of NAA application to semiconductor problems can be
found in the work of Haas and Hofmann.119 They have used the method for impurity
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monitoring during crystal growth, device processing, detection of impurities in supplies
like aluminum and even in plastic pipes used for water and examined materials for uranium
and thorium, that cause alpha particle upsets in memory chips. They also use autoradio-
graphy , in which an impurity is imaged to show its spatial distribution.

A method related to NAA is neutron depth profiling (NDP).122 It is an isotope-specific,
non-destructive technique for the measurement of density profiles in the near surface
region of solids. A well-collimated thermal neutron beam with energy less than 0.01 eV
is directed at the sample. After capturing a neutron, the material emits a charged particle
such as an α-particle. The emitted alpha particles have a characteristic energy defined
by the kinematics of the reaction, which serves to determine the element. Their energy
depends on the depth of generation, since they lose energy while traveling through the
sample, much as He ions do in RBS. By analyzing the energy of the detected α-particles
it is possible to construct a depth profile of the element. NDP lends itself to only a few
elements; Li, Be, B, N, and Na are the dominant ones. NDP induces negligible damage to
the sample and the surface is not sputtered during the measurement. It has been used to
determine the implanted boron profile in silicon for comparison with SIMS and spreading
resistance measurements with the detection limit for boron in silicon being 1012 cm−2.123 It
has also been used to determine the boron content in borophosphosilicate glass films.124 It
is not routinely used since there are few NDP facilities. In the United States facilities exist
at the University of Michigan, Texas A&M University, the University of Texas/Austin,
the National Institute of Standards and Technology, and North Carolina State University.

11.5 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

Scanning Electron Microscopy: Its major strength lies in the high-resolution and high
depth-of-field capability of the instrument. It has evolved from a highly specialized instru-
ment to one routinely used today for line-width measurements, for example. Its major
disadvantage is the need for a vacuum, which is true for all electron beam instruments.

Auger Electron Spectroscopy: Its major strength is the ability to characterize thin
layers for both elemental and molecular information. In scanning AES, the instrument
provides high-resolution images. Its major disadvantages are the need for high vacuum
and its relatively low sensitivity.

Electron Microprobe: Its major strength is the availability of EMP on many scanning
electron microscopes and the relatively simple way of obtaining quantitative elemen-
tal information. The energy resolution of energy dispersive spectroscopy is modest, but
usually sufficient. For higher energy resolution one needs to use wavelength dispersive
spectroscopy, which is more difficult to use, or microcalorimeters. A weakness is the
modest spatial resolution of the technique and the damage the electron beam can inflict
on semiconductor samples.

Transmission Electron Microscopy: Its major strength lies in its unprecedented atomic
resolution imaging ability. To achieve this, one must prepare extremely thin samples, there-
fore making sample preparation its major weakness. This has been somewhat alleviated
by focused ion beam sample preparation.

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry: Its major strength lies in its sensitivity (better
than most beam techniques) and the ability to detect all impurities. Furthermore, it is
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one of the most commonly used beam techniques for dopant profiling and, with time-of-
flight SIMS, for organic and surface metal contaminants. Its weaknesses include matrix
effects, molecular interferences, the destructive nature of the measurement, and the need
for calibrated samples.

Rutherford Backscattering: Its major strength lies in its contactless and absolute mea-
surements without recourse to calibrated standards. Its major weakness is the specialized
nature of the instrumentation and the difficulty of measuring light elements on a heavy
element substrate.

X-Ray Fluorescence: It major strength is the ability for rapid, contactless survey of
elements. Its weakness is the modest resolution due to the difficulty of focusing X-rays
and the presence of matrix effects. The sensitivity to surface contamination is greatly
extended by total reflection X-ray fluorescence.

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy: It major strength is the ability to characterize the
elemental and molecular nature of thin layers. Its weakness is the modest resolution due
to the difficulty of focusing X-rays, the high vacuum requirement, and its low sensitivity.

Neutron Activation Analysis: Its major strength is the ability to detect very low densi-
ties of certain impurities in common semiconductors like Si. Its weakness is the specialized
equipment. Few laboratories have nuclear reactors.

APPENDIX 11.1

Selected Features of Some Analytical Techniques
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PROBLEMS

11.1 Consider an aluminum layer on a silicon substrate. Determine the Al film thickness
so that when a 10 keV electron beam is incident on this sample, no X-rays are
generated in the Si substrate. Use Eq. (11.4) for the electron range and assume
electrons are only generated in a volume defined by the range Re. Remember no
X-rays can be generated when no electrons reach the Si.

11.2 Using Eqs. (11.13) and (11.14) determine the generation rate G and electron density
n for a 10 keV electron beam having a beam current of 10−9 A incident on a Si
wafer with electron lifetime of 10−5 s.

11.3 Using Eqs. (11.21) and (11.22) derive an expression for v1/v0 and derive Eq. (11.23).

11.4 The Rutherford backscattering plot of layer X1 on substrate Y is in Fig. P11.4. A
similar plot exists for layer X2 on substrate Y . Find the identity and thickness of
X1 and X2 and find the identity of substrate Y . The He ion energy is 2 MeV and
the angle θ is 164◦. Assume �Ein = �Eout . For X1 on Y : [So] = 45.5 eV/Å, E1 =
0.332 MeV, E2 = 0.91 MeV, E3 = 1.138 MeV. For X2 on Y : [So] = 133.6 eV/Å,
E1 = 0.338 MeV, E2 = 1.578 MeV, E3 = 1.847 MeV.

E1 E3E2

Energy (MeV)

M2 M1

Y
ie

ld

E

Fig. P11.4

11.5 The Rutherford backscattering plot of layer X on substrate Y is shown in Fig. P 11.4.
Find the identity and thickness of X and find the identity of substrate Y . The He
ion energy is 2 MeV and the angle θ is 170◦. Assume �Ein = �Eout . For X on Y :
[So] = 193 eV/Å, E1 = 0.657 MeV, E2 = 1.256 MeV, E3 = 1.835 MeV.

11.6 The Rutherford backscattering plot of layer X on substrate Y is shown in Fig. P11.4.
Find the identity and thickness of X and find the identity of substrate Y . The He
ion energy is 2 MeV and the angle θ is 170◦. Assume �Ein = �Eout . For X on Y :
[So] = 108 eV/Å, E1 = 0.845 MeV, E2 = 1.23 MeV, E3 = 1.56 MeV.

11.7 The Rutherford backscattering plot of layer X on substrate Y is shown in Fig. P11.4.
Find the identity and thickness (in µm) of X and find the identity of substrate Y .
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The He ion energy is 2 MeV and the angle θ is 164◦. Assume �Ein = �Eout . For
X on Y : [So] = 109.2 eV/Å, E1 = 0.954 MeV, E2 = 1.51 MeV, E3 = 1.73 MeV.

11.8 Give the name for each of the characterization techniques in Fig. P 11.8.

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

Electron X RayIon

Fig. P11.8

11.9 Draw the Rutherford backscattering plots for He ions incident on the two samples
in Fig. P11.9. Incident energy E0 = 2 MeV; for substrate M2, K2 = 0.6, for layer
M3, K3 = 0.9. �Ein = �Eout = 0.2 MeV.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

• What determines the magnification in an SEM?
• What is detected in Auger electron spectroscopy?
• What is detected in electron microprobe?
• What is the detection mechanism in energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS )?
• What is the detection mechanism in wavelength dispersive spectroscopy (WDS )?
• How are X-rays generated?
• AES or EMP : Which has higher resolution? Why?
• Why can He not be detected with AES?
• What is the difference between EDS and WDS?
• What is an application for EBIC?
• What is the main application for SIMS?
• How are the SIMS vertical and horizontal data converted?
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• What is TOF-SIMS?
• What is the principle for RBS?
• What is channeling?
• What is XRF?
• What is TXRF?
• Give an application for XRF.
• What is the principle of photoelectron spectroscopy?
• What makes XPS unique?
• What does X-ray topography give?
• How does neutron activation analysis work and where is it used?



12
RELIABILITY AND FAILURE
ANALYSIS

12.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we outline some general reliability concepts and then discuss some reli-
ability measurements and concerns for semiconductor materials and devices. Reliability
can be defined as the probability of operating a product for a given time under specified
conditions without failure.1 What does failure mean? Must the device cease to function?
That depends. A device parameter degradation may be a failure. For example, if the
MOSFET threshold voltage drifts from its specified value, the drain current changes and
the circuit may not operate within its specification. If the line resistance of an interconnect
line increases due to electromigration, the line delay time may exceed its specification.
Both cases can be defined as failures, although the device or circuit still functions. Failure
due to corrosion, fatigue, creep, and packages is beyond the scope of this chapter, but is
discussed by Di Giacomo.2

Failure analysis (FA) is carried out in a number of steps.3 Package failure can be
detected with ultrasonic imaging and X-ray inspection. For semiconductor chips, the first
step is usually visual inspection (optical microscope) and electrical measurements (IDDQ ,
current-voltage, etc.). To locate the fault one uses mechanical probing, electron beams
(scanning electron microscopy, voltage contrast), emission microscopy, liquid crystal,
infrared microscopy, fluorescent microscopy, optical/electron beam induced current, opti-
cal beam induced resistance change, etc. For final detailed analysis, electron microprobe,
Auger electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, secondary ion mass spec-
trometry, focused ion beam, and others are used. Increasingly FA must be carried out from
the back of the chip as the front is obscured by multiple metal layers and the chip may
be flip-chip mounted. Many of these characterization techniques were discussed earlier or
are discussed in this chapter.

Semiconductor Material and Device Characterization, Third Edition, by Dieter K. Schroder
Copyright  2006 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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12.2 FAILURE TIMES AND ACCELERATION FACTORS

12.2.1 Failure Times

Various failure times are in use. Consider n products that fail after operating at times t1,
t2, t3, . . .. tn . The mean time to failure, MTTF, is

MTTF = t1 + t2 + t3 + . . . .tn

n
(12.1)

The median time to failure, t50, is the time when 50% of the products have failed, i.e.,
half the products fail before t50 and half after. The mean time between failures, MTBF, is

MTBF = (t2 − t1) + (t3 − t2) + . . . .(tn − tn−1)

n
(12.2)

Failure rate is sometimes represented by the “bathtub” curve in Fig. 12.1. During
the early life of a product the failure rate is frequently high due to macro manufacturing
defects, known as infant mortality. Such defects are usually eliminated by rigorous testing
such as burn-in. The next region in the bathtub curve is characterized by approximately
constant failure rate. This region corresponds to the working life of the component. Finally,
during the last stage the failure rate increases due to wearout.

12.2.2 Acceleration Factors

Semiconductor circuits are designed to operate for extended times, typically 5–10 years.
It is obviously impractical to test circuits over such long times and many reliability
measurements are made under accelerated conditions where the test temperature and/or
voltage and/or current are higher than normal operating conditions. The failure times are
then extrapolated to “operating” conditions. Product life tests and long term reliability
stresses are usually carried out under modest accelerated stress conditions with stress
times of 104 to 106 s. Long term reliability stress is used in process qualifications for
extrapolation, model parameter extraction and when new materials and/or process steps
are introduced. For faster feedback to process development higher accelerated tests on
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Fig. 12.1 Reliability bathtub curve showing early, intermediate and final failure.
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wafer level are carried out when the degradation mechanism is known to be the same
as at the package level, e.g., for metal line electromigration, gate oxide degradation and
device reliability.4 Wafer level reliability (WLR) stress measurements are commonly used
during process qualification in addition to package level tests. Lifetime projections based
solely on data of highly accelerated WLR stresses include some degree of uncertainty.
However, if they are backed up by package level stresses they are very useful and save
measurement time for lifetime extrapolations.

Many failure modes are activation energy limited, e.g., during electromigration atoms
move in response to applied currents and the atom movement is thermally activated. Such
thermally activated processes are characterized by the Arrhenius equation

t (T ) = A exp

(
EA

kT

)
(12.3)

where A is a constant and EA the activation energy. The acceleration factor, AFT , is
defined as the ratio of the time at the base temperature T0 to that at elevated temperature T1

AF T = t (T0)

t (T1)
= exp(EA/kT 0)

exp(EA/kT 1)
= exp

(
EA

k

(
1

T0
− 1

T1

))
(12.4)

assuming A and EA are independent of temperature. When AFT is known, t (T0) can
be determined at any temperature. For some accelerated measurements, the voltage is
increased above its operating value and the time to failure is

t (V ) = B exp(−γV ) (12.5)

where B is a constant and γ the voltage factor. The acceleration factor becomes

AFV = t (V0)

t (V1)
= exp(γ (V1 − V0)) (12.6)

One of the uncertainties with AF is the assumption that elevated temperature or
voltage data can be extrapolated to operating conditions. The failure mechanisms under
elevated conditions may differ from those at operating condition. This suggests making
the reliability measurements close to the operating condition, which, however, may incur
extraordinarily long measurement times.

Elevated temperature measurements are made by placing the device to be tested into an
oven, on a temperature-controlled probe station, or provide the wafer itself with a heater.
Oven-heated devices are usually in a package and some ovens can hold many packaged
test structures for simultaneous testing. The built-in heater can be a poly-Si resistor and
temperatures up to 300◦C can be achieved.5 Diodes incorporated into or near the built-
in heater allow the temperature to be measured making use of the diode temperature
dependent current-voltage relationship

I = Kn2
i exp

(
qV

kT

)
= K1T

3 exp

(
qV

kT
− EG

kT

)
(12.7)

where K and K1 are assumed to be constants. One can either use the current at a given
voltage or the voltage at a given current. For a constant current, the temperature-dependent
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diode voltage is

dV

dT
= 1

q

dEG

dT
+ V − EG/q

T
− 3k

q
≈ −2.5 mV/K (12.8)

where EG is the band gap and V the applied forward bias voltage. The −2.5 mV/K is for
Si around T = 300 K.

12.3 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

When a series of devices are tested, they will fail in time giving a frequency distribution
and a failure rate. The failure or hazard rate is λ

λ = N

t
or λ = f (t)

1 − F(t)
(12.9)

where N is the number of failures and t the total time. λ is defined as the probability of
failure/unit time at time t given that the member of the original distribution has survived
until time t .6 f (t) and F(t) are defined below. Since the failure rate is quite low, the unit
of FIT (failure unit) is used (1 FIT = 1 failure/109 hours).

Various functions are used to describe failures. The cumulative distribution function
F(t) also known as the failure probability is the probability that the device will fail at or
before time t . F(t) → 1 as t → ∞. The reliability function R(t) is the probability that
the device will survive without failure to time t . It is

R(t) = 1 − F(t) (12.10)

The probability density function f (t) also known as the number of failures is

f (t) = d

dt
F (t) (12.11)

or

F(t) =
∫ t

0
f (t) dt (12.12)

We will illustrate these concepts with an example. The number of oxide breakdown
failures versus oxide electric field is shown in Fig. 12.2(a).7 The cumulative distribution
function is shown in 12.2(b). It is quite obvious that F(t) provides more information
by its two slopes representing defect-related and intrinsic oxide breakdown, although the
information is the same in the two figures. The mean time to failure is given by

MTTF =
∫ ∞

0
tf (t) dt (12.13)

Exponential Distribution: The exponential function is the simplest distribution func-
tion. It is characterized by a constant failure rate over the lifetime of the devices and is use-
ful when early failures and wearout mechanisms have been eliminated. It is characterized
by the functions

λ(t) = λo = constant; R(t) = exp(−λot); F(t) = 1 − exp(−λot); f (t) = λ exp(−λot)

(12.14a)
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MTTF =
∫ ∞

0
tλo exp(−λot) dt = λ−1

0 (12.14b)

The exponential function is frequently used in semiconductor failure analysis because it
has a constant failure rate.

Weibull Distribution: In the Weibull distribution function8 the failure rate varies as
a power of the device age.

λ(t) = β

τ

(
t

τ

)β

; R(t) = exp

(
−

(
t

τ

)β
)

; F(t) = 1 − exp

(
−

(
t

τ

)β
)

;
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Fig. 12.2 (a) Number of failures versus oxide electric field, (b) cumulative failure versus electric
field. Data adapted from ref. 49; originally published in Phil. J. Res. 40, 1985 (Philips Research).
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f (t) = β

τ

(
t

τ

)β

exp

(
−

(
t

τ

)β
)

(12.15a)

MTTF = τ�(1 + 1/β) (12.15b)

where τ and β (shape parameter) are constants and � is the gamma function. For β < 1
the failure rate decreases and for β > 1 it increases with time. The former represents the
early and the latter the wearout period. For β = 1, the Weibull becomes the exponential
distribution. For experimental data to lie on straight line, they can be plotted on “Weibull”
plots. Rearranging F(t) in Eq. (12.15a) gives

ln[− ln(1 − F(t))] = β ln(t) − β ln(τ ) (12.16)

which is linear of the form y = mx + b.

Normal Distribution: For the normal distribution function

F(t) = 1

σ
√

2π

∫ t

0
exp

(
−1

2

(
t − τ

σ

)2
)

dt ; f (t) = 1

σ
√

2π
exp

(
−1

2

(
t − τ

σ

)2
)

(12.17a)
where the median time to failure t50, the scale parameter σ , and the failure rate are

σ = ln

(
t50

t15.87

)
; λ(t) = f (t)

1 − F(t)
(12.17b)

where t15..87 is the time when 15.87% of the devices have failed.9 An interesting aspect of
the normal distribution is the “six sigma” reliability practiced by some companies. From
f (t) in Eq. (12.17a) 99.999908% falls within ±6σ , i.e., no more than 3.4 defective parts
per million are tolerated.

Log-Normal Distribution: The log-normal distribution function is frequently used to
describe the failure statistics of semiconductor devices over long times. Here

F(t) = 1

σ
√

2π

∫ t

0

1

t
exp

(
−1

2

(
ln(t) − ln(t50)

σ

)2
)

dt ;

f (t) = 1

σ t
√

2π
exp

(
−1

2

(
ln(t) − ln(t50)

σ

)2
)

(12.18a)

where the median time to failure t50, the scale parameter σ , and the failure rate are

σ = ln

(
t50

t15.87

)
; λ(t) = f (t)

1 − F(t)
(12.18b)

Experimental data are displayed on log-normal plots.
Which function should be used to make lifetime predictions? One common procedure

is to select the probability plotting paper (exponential, Weibull, log-normal, etc.) that
allows the data to be graphed as a straight line, but it is not always possible to find an
unambiguous model. Electromigration failures usually follow the log-normal distribution
while gate oxide breakdown statistics are usually plotted with the Weibull distribution
also known as an extreme value distribution in which there may be many identical and
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independent competing failure processes, but the first to reach some critical point deter-
mines the time to failure. For example, there may be several weak spots in an oxide, but
the first to fail determines the failure time, i.e., the weakest link in a chain causes it to fail.

12.4 RELIABILITY CONCERNS

12.4.1 Electromigration (EM)

In 1861 Geradin first observed that liquid solder subjected to direct electric current showed
segregation of its components.10 Skaupy in 1914 suggested the importance of the interac-
tion between the metal atoms and the moving electrons and in 1953 Seith and Wever first
measured the mass transport of alloys showing that the driving force for electromigra-
tion was not only influenced by the electrostatic force from the applied current, but also
depended on the direction of motion of the electrons.11 This work laid the foundation for
electromigration by introducing the “electron wind” force that drives the mass transport.
Huntington and Grone developed theoretical and mathematical formulations describing
the driving forces during electromigration.12 However, it was not until the late 1960s that
the study of thin film electromigration gained significant attention because of its role in
the failure of semiconductor integrated circuits.

Failures in conductors and contacts in integrated circuits are attributed to electromigra-
tion and stress migration (SM). We will briefly describe the mechanisms responsible for
these failure modes and then give some of the characterization techniques to detect such
failures. Failures are typically characterized by a certain percentage increase in the line
resistance, by a line becoming an open circuit, or by adjacent lines becoming short cir-
cuited. Sometimes one observes voids at one end of the line and hillocks at the other end,
illustrated in Fig. 12.3. Line degradation is a slow process and under normal operating
conditions can take many years. Hence, measurements are made under accelerated con-
ditions. For example, ICs normally operate at maximum temperatures of 100–175◦C and
line current densities of ≤ 5 × 105 A/cm2. Accelerated tests typically use temperatures
above 200◦C and current densities above 106 A/cm2.

Why do metal lines degrade? Metals deposited on insulators are polycrystalline, con-
sisting of small single crystal grains having varying crystal orientations as illustrated in
Fig. 12.4. Adjacent grains meet at grain boundaries—regions of imperfection. Three or
more grain boundaries meet at triple points. Grain sizes depend on processing, but are
on the order of 100 nm or so. The line is also under considerable mechanical stress due
to thermal mismatch. When a potential is applied along such a line, two forces act on

Electron Motion
Void

Extrusion
or Hillock

Metal Line

Fig. 12.3 Void and hillock formation in a Ag line stressed with J = 23 MA/cm2 at T = 160◦C.
Image courtesy of T.L. Alford, Arizona State University.
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Fig. 12.4 Schematic of a polycrystalline line containing grains, grain boundaries, and triple points.
The SEM micrograph shows a propagating crack. Micrograph courtesy of P. Nguyen and T.L. Alford,
Arizona State University.

the metal ions: one is due to the electric field along the line and the other due to the
electron “wind” effect. For an electric field pointing to the left in Fig. 12.4, the positive
metal ions tend to drift to the left due to the electric field. However, the electrons flow
to the right and momentum transfer from the electrons to the ions pushes the ions to the
right. It is the momentum transfer that dominates in Al lines.13 The motion of atoms is
a complicated process depending on grain size, grain boundary orientation, triple point
density, thermally induced stress, surface conditions, and so on.

Passivating a metal line increases its EM resistance, presumably by introducing addi-
tional stress. Voids typically form at triple points due to the accumulation of vacancies that
move by diffusion. The heavy lines on Fig. 12.4 indicate the formation of cracks, leading
eventually to an open circuit. Metal diffusion occurs primarily through vacancies. Elec-
tromigration alone cannot induce failures in metal lines unless there is a non-vanishing
divergence of the atomic flux. Such a divergence exists at triple points and at the bound-
ary from small to large grains. Mass build up occurs at a small-to-large grain boundary
and mass depletion is observed at a large-to-small grain boundary. An experiment com-
paring a single crystal and a polycrystalline Al line showed that testing the lines under
identical conditions (175◦C, 2 × 106 A/cm2) led to polycrystalline line failure after 30 h,
whereas the single crystal line showed no degradation after 26,000 h.14 Most EM relia-
bility measurements are made under dc conditions. The ac lifetime for Al/Si and Cu is
orders of magnitude longer than dc lifetime and proportional to frequency over the mHz
to 200 MHz frequency range.15

While it is not possible to form single crystal lines on polycrystalline insulators, it
is possible to modify the grain boundary structure by eliminating triple points. As lines
become narrower, there is a high probability that no triple points exist, as in the bamboo
structure. The higher EM resistance of such lines is due the reduced number of triple
point and grain boundaries and the fact that the activation energy of intragrain diffusion
is higher than for grain boundary diffusion. Adding impurities to retard diffusion along
grain boundaries “strengthens” Al lines. Adding small amounts of Cu to Al lines extends
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their lifetime significantly. For example, adding 4 wt% Cu increased the lifetime 70
times.16 Another way to extend the EM lifetime is through layered structures. For example,
depositing Al lines on top of a TiN film allows the current to be shunted through the TiN
layer if weak spots develop in the higher conductivity Al, and line lifetime is thus greatly
extended. Electromigration in refractory metals like TiN is virtually non-existent. An
even better solution is to replace of Al with a higher EM resistance material, e.g., Cu,
which has both higher conductivity and higher EM resistance than Al.17 The line length
is also important during EM measurements. A critical length for metal lines, known as
the Blech length, exists below which electromigration is inhibited.18 Blech found that
the accumulation of A1 atoms at the anode end of the line results in a stress gradient
which can balance the electromigration driving force. When metal ions diffuse toward
the anode end of the line a stress buildup opposes the electron wind, thus restricting the
electromigration void growth.

In 1969, Black published a simple theory relating the median time to failure of a
conductor to the transport and geometrical parameters of the line.19 He assumed the rate
of mass transport by momentum transfer between thermally activated ions and electrons to
be directly proportional to the momentum of the electrons, to the number of activated ions,
to the number of electrons/s·cm3, and to the effective target cross-section. This resulted in
the well-known “Black” equation relating the median time to failure, the current density
J , and the activation energy EA as

t50 = AeEa/kT

J n
(12.19)

where A is a constant related to the line cross-sectional area. Once EA and n are deter-
mined under accelerated conditions, one extrapolates to operating conditions through the
equations

t50(T1)

t50(T2)
= exp

[
EA

k

(
1

T1
− 1

T2

)]
;
t50(J1)

t50(J2)
=

(
J2

J1

)n

(12.20)

The underlying assumption is that those mechanisms causing degradation under acceler-
ated stress are also active under normal operating conditions.

A standard test line, developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology,
is shown in Fig. 12.5.20 The test structure in Fig. 12.5(a) is designed for a 2 × N probe
card. Electromigration test structures 1, 2, 7, 8; 10, 3, 6, 14; or 9, 10, 15, 16 consist of a
straight line of length of about 800 µm. Temperature gradients due to heat sinking by the
end sections are confined to the ends of such lines. Significant temperature gradients can
exist for lines less than 400 µm long. The line resistance should be around 20–30 ohms.
The van der Pauw test structure 2, 3, 10, 11 measures the line sheet resistance and
determines the temperature coefficient of resistance, which must be accurately known.21

The terminating end segments of the EM lines should be twice the width of the test lines
and voltage taps are provided for Kelvin measurements.22 The line in Fig. 12.5(b) has
extrusion detectors. By monitoring the resistance between the line and the “extrusion”
lines, one can detect shorts that might form due to metal migration. Since contacts are
especially important in EM measurements, test structures usually consist of lines and
contacts, illustrated in Fig. 12.5(c).

To obtain satisfactory statistical data, one usually stresses a number of test lines. With
the test structure of Fig. 12.5, each line requires a power supply. A simpler approach
is to use a test structure with a number of lines in parallel. One end of these lines
terminates on one contact pad and the other end on another contact pad. All lines are
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Via

Fig. 12.5 Electromigration test structures. (a) three lines can be measured, (b) one EM line and
extrusion detectors, (c) line with contacts.

tested simultaneously by applying a constant voltage with the current dividing among all
of the lines. All lines are subjected to a constant current density, regardless of whether
any line has failed, since the total current adjusts itself to the number of active lines.
By monitoring the current through the entire test structure, the failure of individual lines
can be detected.23 In the serially connected method, the lines are connected to a single
current source with each line having a current bypass circuit, consisting of a shunt relay
and a Zener diode.24 A large number of samples can be tested with the same current,
making it suitable for reliability assessment. Electromigration is sometimes characterized
by low frequency noise measurements, showing typically a 1/f n behavior and the noise
amplitude and n factor are related to EM.25

Electromigration failure data are usually analyzed by means of the log-normal distri-
bution. A number of metal lines are tested at various temperatures for a given current
density. The resulting data are plotted as cumulative failures as a function of test time as
in Fig. 12.6(a). The median times to failure are then plotted as log(t50) versus 1/T and
the activation energy is extracted (Fig. 12.6(b)). From Eq. (12.19)

EA = ln(10)k
� log(t50)

�(1/T )
(12.21)

Then measurements are made for various current densities at a given temperature. The
exponent n in Eq. (12.19) is determined from

n = −� log(t50)

� log(J )
, (12.22)
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Fig. 12.6 Electromigration data representation; (a) median time to failure, (b) activation energy
determination, (c) n factor determination.
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as in Fig. 12.6(c). Knowing EA and n allows t50 to be predicted for other temperatures
or current densities according to Eq. (12.20).

Sometimes it is desirable to use EM test methods that are very fast, for a production
environment, for example. One such method uses the standard wafer-level electromigra-
tion acceleration test (SWEAT) structure. Measurement times are reduced to 30–60 s
without external heating.26 There is no need for a hot plate or oven as the heat is supplied
through Joule heating of the line by the current flowing through it. The test structure
consists of alternating narrow and wide segments or simple straight lines. The transition
from one to the next can be gradual or abrupt. The wide regions act as heat sinks and the
transition from the narrow to the wide region creates current and stress gradients. Due to
the high current densities, the measurement time is short. Good correlation between wafer
level SWEAT and conventional standard package level tests on via terminated structures
can be obtained.27 Similar t50 values were obtained by extrapolating the data from both
tests to normal conditions with the same failure mechanism for both. Copper lines require
longer test times due to its higher electromigration resistance and higher acceleration fac-
tors are needed to reach reasonable test times. Self-heated test methods, such as SWEAT
use Joule heating to reach stress temperatures up to 600◦C and much lower test times.
SWEAT measurements compare well with conventional EM test conditions.28

Electromigration also occurs at contacts. In fact contact EM has become the dominant
metal failure mechanism. However, such EM is dependent on the type of contact. Consider
the schematic in Fig. 12.7(a), consisting of two Al lines connected by a tungsten plug.
Electrons flow from the upper level M2 to the lower metal M1. As they enter M1, Al
atoms migrate and since W migration is negligible, a void develops under the W plug.
For electron flow in the opposite direction, the void forms in M2. The interface between

Al Depletion

Al Accumulation

Electrons Al (M2)

W Plug

(a)

Al (M1)

(b)

W PlugTi/TiN ARC

LinerVoid

Al3Ti

Al

(c)

M2

M1 void

via

0.2 µm
0.5 µm

Fig. 12.7 Contact electromigration (a) schematic showing void development under the W plug
with electrons flowing from M2 to M1; TEM cross-sections showing the void in (b) Al and (c) Cu
lines. The arrows indicate the electron flow. TEM micrographs courtesy of (b) T.S. Sriram and E.
Piccioli, Compaq Computer Corp.; (c) Reprinted after M. Ueki, M. Hiroi, N. Ikarashi, T. Onodera,
N. Furutake, N. Inoue, and Y. Hayashi, IEEE Trans. Electron Dev. 51, 1883–1891, Nov. 2004 by
permission of IEEE ( 2004, IEEE).
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dissimilar materials, e.g., Al/Si, Al/TiN, Al/W, is highly vulnerable to electromigration,
because the rate of electromigration of refractory metals is insignificant compared to
Al and Al is transported from the interface.29 Figures 12.7(b) and (c) illustrate contact
electromigration. The EM voids below the tungsten plug are obvious. Another weak spot
is EM in solder joints.30

12.4.2 Hot Carriers

Hot carriers (electrons or holes) are of concern in integrated circuits, because electrons
and/or holes that gain energy in an electric field can be injected into the oxide to become
oxide trapped charge, they can drift through the oxide, causing gate current, they can create
interface traps, and they can generate photons, all illustrated in Fig. 12.8.31 The term hot
carriers is somewhat misleading. The carriers are energetic. The carrier temperature T and
energy E are related through the expression E = kT . At room temperature, E ≈ 25 meV
for T = 300 K. When carriers gain energy by being accelerated in an electric field, their
energy E increases. For example, T = 1.2 × 104 K for E = 1 eV. Hence the name hot
carriers means energetic carriers, not that the entire device is hot.

Let us briefly discuss the effects of hot carriers. As shown in Fig. 12.8, some electrons
in the channel entering the drain space-charge region experience impact ionization. The
resulting hot carriers can be injected into the oxide (Not ), can flow through the oxide (IG),
can generate interface traps (Dit ), flow to the substrate contact as substrate current (Isub),
and create photons. The photons, in turn, can propagate into the device, be absorbed, and
create electron-hole pairs. Not and Dit lead to threshold voltage changes and mobility
degradation. The substrate current causes a voltage drop in the substrate, forward biasing
the source-substrate junction, leading to further impact ionization and possibly snapback
breakdown. The device can be viewed as a parasitic bipolar junction transistor (BJT)
in parallel with the MOSFET. The BJT has an almost open base and open base BJTs
often exhibit snapback breakdown with negative differential resistance. Almost open base
means the base potential is not well controlled and although the base contact is grounded,
the interior base has an ill-defined potential.

VG

VD
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ID

Impact
Ionization

Forward
Biased

Photon+
Isub

Isub

n

p

Isub

Dit

Not

IG

Photon

x x O

Si

H
Dit

x

Hot
Electron

Fig. 12.8 Effect of hot electrons near the drain of MOSFETs.
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One method to determine hot carrier degradation in n-channel devices is to bias the
device at maximum substrate current. The substrate current dependence on gate voltage is
shown in Fig. 12.9(a). The substrate current depends on the channel lateral electric field.
At low VG, with the device in saturation, the lateral electric field increases with increasing
gate voltage until VG ≈ VD/3–VD/2. Isub increases to a maximum at that gate voltage
for n-channel devices. For higher gate voltages, the device enters its linear region, the
lateral electric field decreases as does the substrate current.

The device is biased at Isub,max for a certain time and a device parameter, e.g., satura-
tion drain current, threshold voltage, mobility, transconductance, or interface trap density,
is measured.32 This process is repeated until the measured parameter has changed by
some amount (typically 10–20%) as shown in Fig. 12.9(b) for IDsat . The lifetime corre-
sponds to that time. Next the substrate current is changed by choosing a different gate
voltage and the process is repeated and plotted as lifetime versus Isub in Fig. 12.9(c).
The data points, measured over a restricted range, are extrapolated to the IC life, typi-
cally ten years, giving the maximum Isub that should not be exceeded during the device
operation.

The chief degradation mechanism for n-channel MOSFETs is believed to be interface
trap generation, and the substrate current is a good monitor of such damage. There are, of
course, other measurements that can be used, such as interface trap density measurements
by charge pumping, for example. Because it is simple to measure, Isub is commonly used.
The main degradation mechanism for p-channel devices is believed to be trapped electrons
near the gate-drain interface and it manifests itself at a maximum in gate current. Hence,
in p-channel devices IG is usually measured.33 Hot carrier damage can be reduced by
reducing the electric field at the drain by, for example, forming lightly doped drains and
by using deuterium instead of hydrogen during post-metallization anneal at temperatures
around 400–450◦C, since the Si-D bond is stronger than the Si-H bond.34

An issue related to hot carriers is plasma induced damage during semiconductor pro-
cessing, where charge in the plasma environment lands on the device. If it lands on
MOS gates, the charge produces electric fields which, in turn, can generate insulator
leakage currents and their attendant damage. A common test structure is the antenna
structure, with a large conducting area, consisting of polysilicon or metal layers, attached
to a MOSFET or MOS capacitor gate.35 Frequently the antenna resides on a thicker
oxide than the MOSFET gate oxide. The ratio between antenna area and gate oxide
area has typical values of 500–5000. The antenna test structure is placed into a plasma
environment; charge builds up on the antenna and channels gate current through the
MOSFET gate oxide where it generates damage that is subsequently detected by measur-
ing the transconductance, drain current, threshold voltage, etc. The highest VT sensitivity
exists for gate oxides 4–5 nm or thicker. Below 4 nm the gate leakage current is a
more suitable measure. Another test structure, the charge monitor, is based on an elec-
trically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) structure, consisting of a
MOSFET with a floating gate inserted between the substrate and the control gate. The
control gate is a large-area collecting electrode.36 The device is exposed to the plasma,
charge builds up and develops a control gate voltage. Part of that control gate voltage
is capacitively coupled to the floating gate. For sufficiently high floating gate voltage,
charge is injected from the substrate and is trapped on the floating gate changing the
device threshold voltage. The threshold voltage is subsequently measured and converted
to charge generating a contour map of the plasma charge distribution. The potential sen-
sors are implemented in pairs, where one sensor measures negative and the other positive
potentials.
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12.4.3 Gate Oxide Integrity (GOI)

The gate oxide of an MOS device is one of the most important MOS device parameters. It
is very sensitive to damage and can easily degrade. Although the oxide resistivity is on the
order of 1015 	·cm, it is not infinite. Hence currents flow through a gate oxide for any gate
voltage. However, for moderate gate voltages, corresponding typically to oxide electric
fields ≤ 3 × 106 V/cm, the gate currents are negligible. However, for higher gate oxide
electric fields, gate currents increase rapidly with voltage. To characterize the lifetime and
integrity of gate oxides, voltages higher than operating voltages or temperatures higher
than operating temperatures are used with appreciable current flow through an oxide. There
are two main gate current flow mechanisms. The oxide voltage required for one or the
other of these two mechanisms to occur is shown in the band diagrams of an MOS device
with an n+ poly-Si gate and a p-substrate in Fig. 12.10. For Vox < qφB (the barrier height
φB is in eV), as in 12.10(a), the electrons “see” the full oxide thickness and the gate current
is due to direct tunneling. For Vox > qφB , as in 12.10(b), the electrons “see” a triangular
barrier and the gate current is due to Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling. The dividing
oxide voltage between the two is Vox = qφB , which is approximately 3.2 V for the SiO2-
Si interface. Of course, the oxide electric field, Eox = Vox/tox , must be sufficiently high for
tunneling to take place. For oxide thicknesses of 4–5 nm and above, Fowler-Nordheim
tunneling dominates and for tox ≤ 3.5 nm or so, direct tunneling is dominant. A recent
study concludes that silicon dioxide-based dielectrics provide reliable gate dielectrics,
even as thin as 1 nm.37

The gate current is discussed in Appendix 12.1. The Fowler-Nordheim current den-
sity is38

JFN = AE
2

ox exp

(
− B

εox

)
(12.23)

where Eox is the oxide electric field and A and B are given in Appendix 12.1. The direct
tunnel current density expression is more difficult to derive and several versions have
been published.39 We give the empirical expression40

Jdir = AV G

t2
ox

kT

q
C exp

(
−B(1 − (1 − qVox/�B)1.5)

Eox

)
(12.24)

with C is given in Appendix 12.1.
The total gate current is the sum of FN and direct currents. The breakpoint between

JFN and Jdir occurs at gate voltages of approximately ±4 V. Experimental gate current

VG1

VG2

Vox qfB

(a) (b)

Fig. 12.10 MOS band diagrams for (a) Vox < qφB (direct tunneling) and (b) Vox > qφB

(Fowler-Nordheim tunneling).
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densities are plotted in Fig. 12.11. FN current dominates for the 10 nm oxide while JFN

dominates for VG > 3 V and Jdir for VG < 3 V for the 1.7 nm oxide and Jdir � JFN in
the regime where Jdir dominates.

Oxide tunnel currents sometimes saturate at high currents, especially when measured
on MOS capacitors with inverted substrates, because the tunnel electrons originate from
thermal electron-hole pair generation, which can be very low for high-lifetime substrates
(discussed in Chapter 7). The “tunnel” current under those conditions is actually the
thermally generated leakage current. This problem does not exist in MOSFETs because
the necessary electrons are supplied by the grounded source and drain. Oxide currents are
very low at low gate voltages and frequently obscured by system (probe station, cables,
etc.) leakage currents.

A method to measure the very low gate oxide currents is based on the floating gate
configuration in Fig. 12.12(a).41 The gate electrode of a MOSFET is connected to the
capacitor (MOS-C) under test. The common gate is biased to VG and then open circuited.
As the MOS-C discharges due to oxide current the MOSFET gate potential and drain
current decrease. The variation of ID is measured and related to the gate current through
the relationship

IG = C
dVG

dt
= C

dVG

dID

dID

dt
= C

gm

dID

dt
(12.25)

where C is the sum of the MOSFET (CMOSFET ) and MOS-C (CMOS −C ) capacitances. With
CMOS −C � CMOSFET , the gate discharge is due to current flowing through the MOS-C.
The IG –VG plot in Fig. 12.12(b) clearly shows the very low gate current measurement
capability of this method.

Exercise 12.1

Problem: Oxide breakdown is often characterized as A-, B-, and C-mode. What do these
designations mean?

Solution: When MOS devices are measured on a given wafer or within a given lot,
the oxide breakdown voltages can exhibit a wide range of breakdown electric fields. It
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is customary to divide oxide breakdowns into three distinct regions. A-mode failures
are those oxides breaking down at very low oxide electric fields, e.g., 1–2 MV/cm;
oxides breaking down at intermediate electric fields, e.g., 2–8 MV/cm are termed B-
mode failures, and C-mode failures are those of the intrinsic oxide at typical fields of
9–12 MV/cm or higher, as illustrated in Fig. E12.1(a). A-mode failures are attributed to
pinholes, scratches and other gross defects, as illustrated in Fig. E12.1(b). B-mode failures
have been attributed to oxide thinning, e.g., at LOCOS edges and defects. C-mode failures
are due to the intrinsic nature of the oxide.

Oxide integrity is determined by time-zero and time-dependent measurements.42 The
time-zero method is simply an IG –VG MOS device measurement with increasing gate
voltage until the oxide breaks down, illustrated in Fig. 12.13. The breakdown voltage is
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gate voltage ramp-rate dependent. This dependence is related to the damage created in
the oxide during the measurement. For low ramp rates, more time is available to create
damage resulting in lower breakdown voltage than for higher ramp rates.

The time-dependent measurements are the constant gate voltage and constant gate
current methods of Fig. 12.14. In the constant voltage method, a gate voltage near the
breakdown voltage is applied and the gate current is measured as a function of time. The
current typically decreases before rising precipitously at breakdown [Fig. 12.14(a)]. For
constant current measurements, a constant current is forced through the oxide and the
gate voltage is measured as a function of time. Typically, the gate voltage rises gently
and drops as the device breaks down [Fig. 12.14(b)].

When the oxide is driven into breakdown, one defines a charge-to-breakdown QBD as

QBD =
∫ tBD

0
JG dt (12.26)

where tBD is the time to breakdown. QBD is the charge density flowing through the oxide
necessary to break it down and it depends on the gate oxide thickness. In Fig. 12.14(a),
QBD is the area under the curve, while for 12.14(b) it is simply QBD = JGtBD . QBD

depends not only on the oxide itself, i.e., how the oxide is grown, but also on how QBD

is measured. For example, it depends on the gate current density and the gate voltage
during the measurement. The current may be constant or it may be stepped. For constant
current, the stress current density is often around 0.1 A/cm2. This comes about as follows.
QBD ≈ 10 C/cm2 for oxides with thicknesses around 10 nm. For reasonable measurement
times of tBD ≈ 100 s and JG = QBD/tBD ≈ 0.1 A/cm2. In the stepped current technique,
the current is applied for a certain time, e.g., 10 s; it is then increased by a factor of
ten for the same time, and so on, until the oxide breaks down.43 Since in this method
the current starts at a low value, e.g., 10−5 A/cm2, it is a more sensitive technique to
bring out B-mode failures. One can also apply the voltage in steps. It has also been
proposed to apply a certain gate voltage to stress the device, then reduce the voltage and
measure the device; increase the stress voltage and return to the same original measuring
voltage, and so on.44 Sometimes one applies a constant gate voltage not near breakdown,
but closer to the operating voltage of the device. Since breakdown takes inordinately
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substrate devices. Gate injection was used for these measurements. Data courtesy of
Z. Zhou, Motorola.

long times under those conditions, the measurement temperature is increased. The oxide
breakdown mechanism is not completely understood. In the percolation model, breakdown
is envisioned as the formation of a connecting path of defects, as a result of random defect
generation throughout the insulating film. A sufficient defect density forms a percolation
path leading to oxide breakdown.45

QBD also depends on whether the substrate is the anode or cathode. Electron injection
from the substrate typically exhibits higher QBD than injection from the poly-Si gate.
This has been attributed to a rougher interface at the gate/oxide interface than at the
substrate/oxide interface. The frequency of the applied voltage also plays a role with
ac stress generally resulting in higher tBD than dc stress.46 One explanation is that holes
need to drift through the oxide to generate oxide traps. Under ac excitation, the holes have
insufficient time to drift before the oxide electric field reverses direction. The test structures
have various shapes and geometries: large capacitors with rectangular gates, transistors,
arrays of transistors or arrays of small unit cell capacitors, finger- and serpentine-structured
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capacitors. Output data can be strongly influenced by the edge-to-area ratio. A structure
can also have more than one edge component. The main aim of the test structure is to
reflect all critical structure issues that occur in the products.

The oxide integrity is most commonly determined from current-voltage or time-
dependent measurements. Occasionally, however, it is desired to know the pinhole density
of an oxide or other insulator. One can use chemical methods for this. For example,
fluorescent tracers deposited on an oxidized sample can be viewed under ultraviolet
light.47 They emit light wherever there is a pinhole. Alternatively, one can use copper
decoration.48 The sample as a cathode is placed in a methanol bath with a copper mesh
anode. The copper dissolves from the Cu anode to become colloidal particles. When a
voltage is applied between anode and cathode, the colloidal copper precipitates at local
oxide defect sites. The oxide defect structure on the sample is not disturbed due to the
low bath current.

Oxide Breakdown Statistics: Oxide breakdown data are presented in a variety of ways.
The simplest is to plot the number of failures versus the oxide electric field, shown in
Fig. 12.2(a). Next is the cumulative failure distribution shown in Fig. 12.2(b). It is a plot of
cumulative failure as a function of oxide electric field. Sometimes the cumulative failure is
plotted as a function of time-to-breakdown. The statistics of oxide breakdown are usually
described by extreme value distributions or Weibull statistics based on the observation
that oxide breakdown usually occurs in a small area of the device.49 If the device contains
a multitude of weak spots, the first breakdown occurs at the spot with the lowest dielectric
strength. The assumptions underlying the use of extreme value distribution functions are
(1) a breakdown may take place at any spot out of a large number of spots, (2) the
spot with the lowest dielectric strength gives rise to the breakdown event, and (3) the
probability of breakdown at a given spot is independent of the occurrence of breakdown
at other spots.

Consider a set of n MOS capacitors. Each of these capacitors (i = 1, 2 . . . n) fails at
an electric field Ei . For a device with area A and defect density D, the cumulative failure
F is50

F = 1 − exp(−AD) (12.27)

In Fig. 12.2(b), F is plotted versus Eox. This plot has two distinct regions. Those devices
breaking down at low electric fields are due to oxide defects. The values at the higher
electric fields are due to intrinsic oxide breakdown. Equation (12.27) can be written as

− ln(1 − F) = AD (12.28)

plotted in Fig. 12.15(a). A particular oxide electric field (in Fig. 12.15 it is 10 MV/cm)
gives a value of -ln(1-F ) equal to AD. Hence, this point gives the defect density, provided
the area is known. For the example, on Fig. 12.15(a), − ln(1 − F) = 0.08, giving D =
8 cm−2 for A = 0.01 cm2. Choosing a different value of Eox gives a different D, since the
defect density causing oxide breakdown depends on the oxide electric field. Frequently it
is QBD that is of most interest and Weibull plots are then given as in Fig. 12.15(b). This
is a good example of a high quality and a low quality oxide. Oxide 1 is defect dominated
while the breakdown in oxide 2 is predominantly intrinsic.

The cumulative failure is sometimes written as51

F = 1 − exp(−x/α)β (12.29)
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where x can be either charge or time. The characteristic life α is percentile 63.2, and β

is the Weibull slope. Plotting ln(-ln(1-F )) versus ln(x) yields a straight line with slope β.
If the sample area is increased by a factor N , the curve shifts vertically by ln(N).52 If the
desired low failure rate is Fchip over the product lifetime tlife for the total gate area Aox on
the chip, this is equivalent to a higher failure rate Ftest in time ttest on the test structures
with area Atest. This gives

tlife

ttest
≈

(
Atest

Aox

Fchip

Ftest

)1/β

(12.30)

This equation is used to scale measured breakdown times to the expected product lifetime,
or to estimate the chip failure rate from test-structure measurements. Since Fchip < Ftest

and typically Atest < Aox, then ttest > tlife, making it necessary to measure the test structure
under accelerated voltage and temperature stress conditions. The Weibull parameter β is
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an important parameter for reliability projections.37 It is a function of oxide thickness,
decreasing for thinner oxides.

12.4.4 Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI)

Negative bias temperature instability has been known since the very early days of MOS
device development.53 NBTI, occurring in p-channel MOS devices stressed with nega-
tive gate voltages at elevated temperatures,54 manifests itself as absolute drain current and
transconductance decrease, and absolute threshold voltage increase. Typical stress temper-
atures lie in the 100–250◦C range with oxide electric fields typically below 6 MV/cm, i.e.,
fields below those that lead to hot carrier degradation. Such fields and temperatures are
typically encountered during burn in, but are also approached in high-performance ICs.
Either negative gate voltages or elevated temperatures can produce NBTI, but a stronger
and faster effect is produced by their combined action. It occurs primarily in p-channel
MOSFETs with negative gate voltage bias and appears to be negligible for positive gate
voltage and for either positive or negative gate voltages in n-channel MOSFETs.55 In
MOS circuits, it occurs most commonly during the “high” state of p-channel MOSFETs
inverter operation. It also leads to timing shifts and potential circuit failure due to increased
spreads in signal arrival in logic circuits.

NBTI degradation is believed to be caused by the creation of interface traps and fixed
oxide charge in p-channel MOSFETs. A fraction of NBTI degradation can be recovered
by annealing if the NBTI stress voltage is removed. The electric field applied during
anneal can play a role in the recovery of NBTI degradation. Scaling of technology results
in a significant increase in the susceptibility to NBTI degradation. Hence it may ultimately
limit device lifetime, since NBTI is more severe than hot carrier stress for thin oxides at
low electric fields. NBTI has also been reported for HfO2 high-k insulators.56

Threshold voltage and transconductance degradation as a function of stress time is
shown in Fig. 12.16.57 Transconductance is related to mobility degradation during the
stress. Although such plots vary from researcher to researcher, the general NBTI trends
are embodied in this figure.
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Fig. 12.16 Negative bias temperature instability effect on threshold voltage and transconductance
changes. VG = −2.3 V, T = 100C, L = 0.1 µm, tox = 2.2 nm. Reprinted after ref. 57 by permission
of IEEE ( 2000, IEEE).
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12.4.5 Stress Induced Leakage Current (SILC)

An effect frequently observed in thin electric field-stressed oxides is a gate oxide current
increase, referred to as stress-induced leakage current. It is defined as the increase of oxide
leakage current after high-field stress (Eox ≈ 10 − 12 MV/cm) compared to before stress
and first reported in 1982.58 It is typically observed at low to moderate oxide electric fields
(Eox ≈ 4 − 8 MV/cm) and increases markedly as oxide thicknesses decrease. However,
SILC decreases for oxides thinner than about 5 nm, believed to be due to reduced trap
generation rates in thin oxides. Different models have been proposed to explain SILC:
interface-state generation, bulk-oxide electron-trap generation, non-uniformities or weak
spot formation in the oxide films, trapped holes injected from the anode. SILC can be best
explained by the generation of neutral electron traps in the oxide, allowing more current
to flow through the oxide layer by these traps acting as “stepping stones” for tunneling
carriers, known as trap-assisted tunneling.59 The generation of these neutral sites is caused
mainly by the “trap creation” phenomenon related to hydrogen release by hot electrons.
SILC degrades data retention of non-volatile memories that store charge on floating gates
and it is usually not detected by time-zero or time-dependent breakdown measurements.
Reliance on these latter characterization techniques may lead to overestimation of oxide
integrity and reliability.

12.4.6 Electrostatic Discharge (ESD)

Electrostatic discharge is the transient discharge of static charge due to human handling or
contact with equipment. A very good discussion is given by Amerasekera and Duvvury.60

In a typical work environment a charge of about 0.6 µC on a body discharged through a
150 pF capacitor generates electrostatic potentials of around 4 kV. A contact by a charged
human body with an IC pin can result in a discharge for about 100 ns with peak currents
in the ampere range, leading to failure in electronic devices. Typically, the damage is
thermally initiated in the form of device or interconnect burn-out, but the voltages can
be sufficiently high to cause oxide breakdown in MOS devices. Even if a device is not
destroyed, it can incur damaged that is difficult to detect resulting in latency effects known
as walking wounded. The static voltages that can be generated are given in Table 12.1.

The three principal sources of electrostatic charging and discharging are (1) human
handling, (2) automated test and (3) handling systems, and the IC is charged during
transport or contact with a highly charged surface or material. The IC remains charged

TABLE 12.1 Static Voltages as a Function of Relative
Humidity.

20% 80%

Walking across vinyl floor 12 kV 0.2 kV
Walking across synthetic carpet 35 1.5
Arising from foam cushion 18 1.5
Picking up polyethylene bag 20 0.6
Sliding styrene box on carpet 18 1.5
Removing mylar tape from PC board 12 1.5
Shrinkable film on PC board 16 3
Triggering vacuum solder remover 8 1
Aerosol circuit freeze spray 15 5
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Fig. 12.17 Equivalent LCR circuit for modeling human body and machine model discharge
waveforms.

until it contacts a grounded surface and is then discharged through its pins. The three
ESD mechanism models are the Human Body Model (HBM), the Machine Model (MM),
and the Charged Device Model (CDM). The HBM is the ESD testing standard and can be
modeled using the LCR circuit in Figure 12.17. The discharge waveform of an HBM tester
through a zero ohm load has rise and decay times of approximately 10 ns and 150 ns. The
waveform is obtained by the discharge of a 100 pF capacitor with an initial voltage of
2 kV through a 1.5 k-ohm resistor. Cc is the discharge capacitor and the charging voltage
is Vc. L1 is the parasitic inductance which determines the rise time of the discharge
pulse together with the resistor R1. CS is the parasitic stray capacitance of R1 and the
interconnect. Ct is the parasitic capacitance of the test board and RL is the resistance of
the load or device under test.

The MM discharge circuit can be defined by the LCR network in Figure 12.17. Cc is
200 pF, while R1 = 0. In practice R1 > 0 and during a discharge the dynamic impedance
of the circuit can be much higher than zero. Hence, existing MM standards specify the
output current waveform in terms of peak current and oscillating frequency for a given
discharge voltage, automatically defining L1 and R1. The MM and the HBM tests are
different forms of the same discharge mechanism, that of an externally charged object
discharging through the IC. The failure modes are similar, although the severity of the
damage varies between the two tests. In contrast, CDM type ESD events result in gate
oxide breakdown inside the IC which are related to the internal discharge paths and voltage
build-up in the chip. Hence, the CDM is a different type of ESD test and device sensitivity
to the CDM cannot be inferred from results of HBM or MM tests. The increased usage
of automated manufacturing and testing equipment has led to environments more suitable
to CDM type ESD, rather than HBM ESD.

Gross ESD events usually leave visible craters observed in optical microscopes. Less
visible defects are best detected using thermal detection techniques such as liquid crystal
or fluorescence imaging.61 For more detailed investigation, one needs focused ion beam
cuts coupled with SEM or TEM. An ESD failure example is shown in Fig. 12.18.62 The
sample consists of tungsten TiN, TiSi2 contacts to Si. After a 300 V pulse, the silicon
in contact with the TiSi2 melted with Ti dissolving in the molten silicon and diffusing
through the filament and tungsten dissolving in the liquid silicon. To guard against ESD
damage, sensitive devices on a chip are protected by providing relevant bonding pads
with protection diodes, silicon controlled rectifiers or MOSFETs with gate connected to
source directly or through a resistor.

12.5 FAILURE ANALYSIS CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES

12.5.1 Quiescent Drain Current (IDDQ )

Quiescent drain current testing, more commonly known as IDDQ testing, refers to inte-
grated circuit testing based on measurement of the steady state current of a packaged chip
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Anode
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Fig. 12.18 SEM micrograph of the cross section after ESD failure. The surface has been decorated
with xenon difluoride. Reprinted after ref. 62 by permission of IEEE ( 2003, IEEE).

in the quiescent mode. In steady state a CMOS circuit dissipates very low static current,
typically below 1 µA. However, if the chip contains a defect such as gate-oxide short
or short between metal lines, a conduction path from power supply to ground is formed
and the current increases. This faulty IDDQ is several orders of magnitude higher than the
fault-free leakage current and monitoring this current distinguishes between faulty and
fault-free circuits.63 IDDQ targets physical defects and for detailed circuit testing must be
supplemented by functional testing.

The concept is illustrated in Fig. 12.19. A voltage ramp is supplied to the CMOS
inverters with a gate oxide short. The current conduction path formed by this defect is
highlighted. Defects typically detected by IDDQ are: gate oxide shorts, metal line bridging,
shorts from gate to drain or source or drain to source, etc. Opens are more difficult or
impossible to detect. Example defects are shown in Fig. 12.20. The IDDQ in each case
indicated a problem and further measurements led to identification of the culprit. The
speed of IDDQ testing is constrained by the speed at which the measurement system can
respond and by the speed at which the circuit settles after the input signal is applied. IDDQ

testing is typically 1–2 orders of magnitude slower than normal circuit operating speed,
but requires only few measurements and has been combined with emission microscopy64

and rear optical beam induced current65 for failure location. IDDQ measurements are
also useful to determine drift mechanisms in MOSFETs. For example, sodium, potassium
or hydrogen drift in the gate or field oxide can lead to drain current changes detected
by IDDQ.66

As ICs are scaled with reduced threshold voltages and oxide thicknesses, both MOSFET
off current and oxide leakage current and increase, making IDDQ interpretation more dif-
ficult. It is possible to reduce the off current by supplying substrate bias, lowering the
supply voltage VDD and/or the temperature. IDDQ is very cost effective and uses root
cause of problems (physical defects) to identify defective circuits. For IC manufacturers,
this is an attractive, low cost supplemental test to functional testing. IDDQ instrumentation
is discussed by Wallquist. 67
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Fig. 12.19 Effect of gate oxide short on IDDQ.
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Fig. 12.20 Examples of circuit failures detected with IDDQ. (a) Gate oxide short, IDDQ = 360 µA,
(b) poly Si-poly Si short, IDDQ = 5 mA,(c) metal bridging defect, IDDQ = 5 µA. Micrographs cour-
tesy of IBM.

12.5.2 Mechanical Probes

Mechanical probes are used to contact parts of an IC during FA. This, of course, becomes
more difficult as lines become narrower. Nevertheless, with care it is possible to contact
lines on the order of a micron wide. With the availability of scanning probes, e.g., conduct-
ing AFM probes that can be manipulated over sub-micron dimensions, sub-micron probing
has become easier. Scanning capacitance and spreading resistance microscopy has recently
been implemented in FA for ion implant monitoring and dielectric characterization.68

12.5.3 Emission Microscopy (EMMI)

Emission Microscopy is the emission of light in response to an electrical stimulus.69 A
familiar example is the emission of light from a forward-biased junction due to radiative
recombination, as in light emitting diodes. Radiative recombination is also active in CMOS
circuits under latch-up conditions when there is a high density of excess carriers in the
device. An entirely different mechanism is active when carriers are accelerated to high
energies in an electric field and subsequently lose their energy. Some of that energy is
converted into light. This happens in reverse-biased diodes, e.g., the drain of a MOSFET.
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Fig. 12.21 Schematic illustrating hot carrier light emission at the high field region of an np junction,
(a) weak breakdown, (b) strong breakdown condition shown by the lines. Courtesy of J.E. Park,
Arizona State University.

It can also happen when carriers flow through an oxide and lose energy. An example of
light emission is the reverse-biased np junction at moderate reverse bias in Fig. 12.21(a).
Some light emission is observed around the junction periphery in the high electric field
region. With higher reverse bias, light emission increases in (b).

Emission microscopy has become an important tool for failure location.70 The failed
chip is placed in the emission microscope and illuminated and one records an image of the
chip to locate the various devices. Then the illumination is turned off, voltage is applied
to the chip, and the emitted light is detected with a sensitive light amplifier, such as a
charge-coupled device or photocathode image intensifier. An example of such an image
is shown in Fig. 12.22. In this example, the circuit latched and EMMI located the latch-
up spot.71 Fig. 12.22(a) shows a front image with light emission at the circled location.
However, it was felt that this was not the latch-up spot, rather the light emerged here
because this was an open area not obscured by metal. The wafer was then observed from
the back surface in (b) at a current of 30 ma with no latch-up. In (c) at 70 mA latch-up

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 12.22 Light emission to locate a latch-up spot. (a) Front surface view light emission in the
circle, (b) back surface view with light emission (I = 30 mA), but no latch-up, (c) Latch-up light
emission (arrow) at I = 70 mA. Reprinted after ref. 71 by permission of Semiconductor International.
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occurred and the location, marked by the arrow, is clearly not the location of the original
light spot, marked by the circle.

A common EMMI application is the detection of weak spots in gate oxides. The
light can be imaged from the top or the bottom of the chip. Top imaging is obviously
simpler, but can be complicated by metal layers obscuring the defective area or even light
bouncing between substrate and metal layers, leaving the chip at a location different from
the failure site. Both of these complications are ameliorated by back surface imaging. The
back surface must, of course, be free of metallization layers and the light must traverse the
sample thickness. Light near the band edge can propagate through wafers not too heavily
doped. For epitaxial layers on heavily-doped substrates, the substrate must be thinned to
about 50 µm by diamond milling, plasma etching or mechanical etching to be reasonably
transparent.72 Otherwise the optical signal is attenuated due to free carrier absorption.
Laser ablation thinning uses high-intensity femtosecond pulses to ionize surface atoms
and the resulting high density plasma ablates Si without thermal damage.73

The spectral content of the emitted light can be used to gain some insight into the
failure mode.74 A common method to characterize the hot electron behavior of MOSFETs
is to measure the substrate current. Substrate current is due to impact ionization in the high
electric field drain region, which is also the very region of light generation. It has been
shown that light emission correlates well with substrate current and device degradation. 75

Instead of measuring steady-state light emission, time varying light emission is detected
in picosecond imaging circuit analysis (PICA).76 During hot carrier light emission, there
are generally few hot carriers, and the efficiency of their coupling to light is weak,
making the light intensity emission very low. However, in most cases, the intensity of
any background emission from the silicon devices is negligible, so that the experimental
challenge for PICA is the detection of a small, background-free light pulse with the
duration of the switching time of the device. For example, in CMOS circuits under
static conditions only the sub-threshold leakage current flows with no detectable emission.
Maximum optical emission occurs during switching. Fig. 12.23 shows the emission in a
ring oscillator at various times,77 clearly showing which device switches at what time.
The time interval for image acquisition is 34 ps!

6.800 ns3.876 ns 4.080 ns

Fig. 12.23 Spatial and temporal response of light emission from a ring oscillator. The pulse
nature of the emission is clearly seen, as is the ability to spatially resolve light pulses from
next-nearest-neighbor gates. The emission is superimposed on an image of the circuit, and appears as
the dark spots. Each snapshot in this shift register lasts 34 ps! Reprinted after ref. 77 by permission
of IEEE ( 2000, IEEE).
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12.5.4 Fluorescent Microthermography (FMT)

In fluorescent microthermography78, a thin film of europium thenoyl-trifluoroacetonate
dissolved in acetone is deposited onto the surface and illuminated with 340–380 nm
ultraviolet light, stimulating fluorescence mainly at the bright 612 nm line.79 Since no
significant absorption—and thus no fluorescence—occurs above 500 nm, the excitation
source and the fluorescence emission can be separated. The fluorescence quantum effi-
ciency decreases exponentially with temperature, so the measurement of the fluorescence
intensity gives the temperature of the device during operation with hot areas appear-
ing darker than colder regions. The technique has a spatial resolution of 0.5 µm and a
thermal resolution of about 5 mK. Specimen preparation is comparable to liquid crys-
tal preparation. For quantitative temperature measurements, the film must be calibrated.
Time-dependent measurements are, in principle, possible, since the fluorescence lifetime
is about 200 µs.

12.5.5 Infrared Thermography (IRT)

Infrared thermography uses thermal radiation of a solid in thermal equilibrium with
its surroundings. In contrast to a black body, real surfaces reflect a part of the incident
radiation that depends on the wavelength. The total radiant emittance is not only a function
of the temperature but also of the material-dependent emissivity. Hence, the temperature
of real materials, known as grey bodies, cannot be determined by measuring the total
radiant emittance alone.80 To circumvent this problem, the emitting surface of the device
is frequently blackened or a suitable calibration is made. The system collects emitted
light by scanning the device surface at two different calibration temperatures to determine
the emissivity. Most IR microscopes use this procedure. For qualitative information, a
radiance image frequently suffices.

Typical temperature resolutions are around 1 K with InSb and HgCdTe infrared detec-
tors. With silicon largely transparent in the near infrared region, IR thermography can
also be used to measure from the rear of the IC when the front surface is masked by mul-
tiple metallization layers. However, highly-doped substrates with NA > 1018 cm−3 must
be thinned to reduce IR absorption.

In photothermal radiometry, a version of IR thermography, thermal waves generated by
a modulated laser lead to fluctuations in the IR emission. Thermal properties of the sample
are determined from the phase measured over a larger region of the modulation frequency.
The technique is material-specific and includes determination of the heat capacity/thermal
conductivity of thin films and of heat transmission resistances, film thickness, detection
of material inhomogeneities, and delaminations.81 The temperature resolution is superior
to conventional IR thermography and values of several 10 µK appear attainable.

12.5.6 Voltage Contrast

Voltage contrast is an electron beam technique using local electric field-induced secondary
yield.82 We illustrate it in Fig. 12.24 with three conductors. In Fig. 12.24(a) all three lines
are at ground potential and a certain number of secondary electrons are collected by the
detector upon e-beam excitation. Fewer electrons are collected at the detector from a line
at a 5 V potential in Fig. 12.24(b) than from a line at ground potential. Similarly, a −5 V
line gives a still higher signal. The reason, of course, is that electrons emitted from a line
at a positive potential experience not only the attractive potential of the detector, but also
the attractive potential of the emitting line, allowing line voltages to be determined. Using
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Fig. 12.24 Voltage contrast showing the effects of (a) ground potential and (b) positive potential
on electron detection.

stroboscopic techniques, one can measure the transient behavior of an IC, i.e., observe
the circuit switch from one state to another.

Electron beams have a number of advantages over mechanical probes for IC failure
analysis.83 The beam is small, allowing narrow lines to be contacted, no capacitive loading
of the circuit (important during transient analysis), high spatial resolution, and voltages
can be measured to the millivolt range and switching voltage waveforms into the sub-
nanosecond range. Voltage contrast measurements are illustrated in Fig. 12.25. The e-
beam voltage x-y image in Fig. 12.25(a) shows the state of the various IC lines. Light
corresponds to high voltage and dark to low voltage. If, for example, one of the lines
had an open circuit, as might happen from electromigration, this would clearly show in
such an image, but would be very difficult to detect by other means. The time-dependent
behavior in Fig. 12.25(b) is obtained be setting the beam at a particular y location and
scanning the beam in x and time. The transition of a line from high to low or low to high
is clearly shown. In this mode, one observes whether various portions of the IC switch
correctly. If, for example, the line resistance increases due to electromigration, the RC

switching time may be affected and a voltage contrast measurement will display it. In a
contact chain it has been used to detect high resistance contacts.

12.5.7 Laser Voltage Probe (LVP)

A method somewhat akin to voltage contrast is the laser voltage probe introduced in
the early 1990s.84 An infrared laser probes the electric field and the free carrier induced

y

t (
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)

x x
(a) (b)

Fig. 12.25 Voltage contrast images in the (a) x-y and (b) x-time configuration. Photos courtesy of
T.D. McConnell, Intel Corp.
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absorption modulation in a reverse biased pn junction without requiring a vacuum. This
absorption modulation is related directly to the voltage across the junction. The mode-
locked laser is focused through the heavily-doped silicon onto the diffusion regions of the
CMOS chip. The small modulations in laser power riding on the reflected optical beam
are detected to measure the voltage across the junction. Stroboscopic measurements allow
frequencies into the GHz by phase locking the mode-locked laser to the tester driving
the chip.85

Laser voltage probe is based upon two principles. Heavily doped silicon is partially
transparent to IR light with sub-band gap photon energies, and there are optoelectronic
interactions in a semiconductor pn junction, when an optical beam is focused onto the
junction: electroabsorption or Franz–Keldysh effect, electrorefraction, and free carrier
absorption and refractive index changes. In the Franz-Keldysh effect, high electric fields
(> 104 V/cm) reduce the band gap, allowing photons with energies near the band gap to
be absorbed more in the presence of an electric field. For such high electric fields, there
is also a refractive index change (electroabsorption) and there are free carrier effects as
charge carriers are swept into and out of the space-charge region. The modulation in the
free carrier charge density causes a modulation of both the optical absorption coefficient
and of the local refractive index of the region. LVP has been used to acquire timing
wave forms directly from CMOS circuits through the silicon rear side, allowing internal
timing measurements from high frequency circuits packaged in flip chip packages with
inaccessible front side interconnects.

12.5.8 Liquid Crystals (LC)

Liquid crystals, introduced in 1971 for FA,86 detect small temperature changes. They
were first used to map logic states of operating ICs.87 Improved methods for cholesteric
liquid crystals were used for hot spot detection in 1981.88 Later nematic liquid crystals
were used.89 Liquid crystals exist in isotropic, nematic, cholesteric, smectic and crystal
phases with transitions between the different phases induced by thermal variation. Liquid
crystals are not quite liquid and not quite solid. They flow like liquids, but they have
some properties of crystalline solids and can be considered to be crystals that have lost
some or all of their positional order, while maintaining full orientational order.

For FA the chip is coated with a thin film of a liquid crystal and illuminated with
polarized light from a white light source. The liquid is deposited on the sample with a
syringe or eye dropper. It changes the polarization plane of the transmitted light above
a certain temperature. The liquid crystal rotates the plane of polarization and a thin LC
layer appears transparent when viewed through a polarizing microscope with perpendicu-
lar polarizers in the light source and optical path as shown in Fig. 12.26(a). If a portion of
the IC is heated for the LC to change from the nematic to the isotropic stage, the polarized
light is no longer rotated and appears as a dark spot (Fig. 12.26(b)). To visualize a defect
location, the coated chip is heated close to the transient or clearing temperature of the
liquid crystal. The additional local heating of the defect-induced current, changes the opti-
cal properties of the liquid crystal rotating the polarization plane resulting in a dark spot.
Sometimes it is difficult to see the hot spot. Switching the chip current on and off creates
a pulsating spot at the defect location. This technique allows defect localization down to
the micrometer range. The development of highly sensitive cameras allows temperature
changes of about 0.1◦C or slightly lower with spatial resolution on the order of a µm to
be detected. The temporal resolution is a few ms precluding measurements of high-speed
circuits. An example LC image is shown in Fig. 12.27.
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Fig. 12.26 (a) Schematic of polarizing microscope for liquid crystal measurements, (b) cool liquid
crystal rotates polarized light, whereas hot liquid crystal does not and appears opaque when viewed
through crossed polarizers.

Fig. 12.27 Dark spot liquid crystal image. Courtesy of D. Alavrez, Microchip.

12.5.9 Optical Beam Induced Resistance Change (OBIRCH)

The optical beam induced resistance change method has become an important FA tech-
nique. In OBIRCH a constant voltage or current is applied to the IC. A scanning laser
irradiates the chip and some of its energy is converted into heat. The temperature coef-
ficient of resistance (TCR) of metals is usually positive, so that a temperature increase
leads to a line resistance increase and a current decrease or voltage increase, illustrated
in Fig. 12.28(a). For constant voltage, the current change (�I) due to the laser heating
is approximately proportional to the resistance change (�R), which is proportional to
the temperature increase (�T). For constant current, the voltage change (�V) is propor-
tional to the resistance change (�R).90 When the laser beam scans, the heat is transmitted
freely across defect-free areas, but heat transmission is impeded when the beam encoun-
ters defects, such as voids and Si nodules, creating differences in temperature increases
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Fig. 12.28 OBIRCH (a) schematic showing the incident laser from either top or bottom and the
current change, (b) uniform metal line in dark with a defect ion the bright contrast area. After Nikawa
ref. 92.

between irradiated points that are near defects and those that are not. The resulting dif-
ferences in �Rs are converted to �Is or �Vs and displayed on a cathode ray tube in the
form of brightness changes. The chip under investigation is powered by simply applying
the appropriate chip voltage to the bonding pad and then it is scanned while all lines are
electrically active.

A 1.3-µm laser, with energy less than the Si band gap, does not generate electron-hole
pairs, i.e., it does not give an OBIC signal. OBIRCH images can also be observed by
shining the 1.3-µm laser beam from the rear of a chip, because the 1.3-µm laser pen-
etrates into the Si substrate with about 40% power loss for moderately doped Si about
500 µm thick. Materials with negative TCR include W (containing Ga), Ti (contain-
ing O) unintentionally left to be etched, and Ti-Al amorphous layers (containing O).
The maximum temperature increase on the Al line is on the order of 10 K making
the method non-destructive. To increase the resolution, OBIRCH has been combined
with a near-field optical probe.91 The OBIRCH image in Fig. 12.28(b) shows a leak-
age current path as the dark contrast and the defective part as the bright contrast.92

FIB cross-sectioning the bright area for TEM observation revealed a short between Al
lines. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis showed the existence of Ti and O in that region
with a negative temperature coefficient leading to the bright contrast in the OBIRCH
image.

A technique related to OBIRCH is Thermally-Induced Voltage Alteration (TIVA), in
which a laser is scanned across the chip from the front or rear of the chip producing
localized thermal gradients in the IC interconnects.93 The effects of the thermal gradients
on IC power consumption are detected by monitoring the voltage fluctuations of the IC
power supply voltage when the IC is biased with a constant current power supply. TIVA
images can localize shorts in a single, entire die field of view image. Shorted conductors
cause increased IC power consumption that depends on the resistance of the short and
its location in the circuit. As a laser is scanned over an IC with a short circuit, laser
heating changes the resistance of the short when it is illuminated, changing the supply
voltage. Open conductors are detected using the thermoelectric power or Seebeck effect to
change the power demands of the IC. If a conductor is electrically isolated from a driving
transistor or power bus, the Seebeck effect changes the conductor potential, altering the
bias of transistors, whose gates are connected to the electrically open conductor, and the
power dissipation. An image of the changing IC power demands displays the location of
electrically floating conductors.
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12.5.10 Focused Ion Beam (FIB)

Focused ion beam is not a characterization technique, but is used to prepare specimen
for further analysis. It uses a finely focused probe of Ga+ ions, extracted from a liquid
droplet in the ion gun by an intense electric field, to etch selected regions of an IC.94

The tip diameter of the liquid is about 100 nm, making it possible to form a final focused
probe that is less than 10 nm in diameter at the sample’s surface. The basic components
in the FIB column are analogous to those used in SEMs: lenses, defining apertures, and
scanning coils to raster the probe across the sample. In preparing a cross section by FIB,
one can image the region of interest by collecting low-energy electrons liberated from the
surface by the scanning Ga beam. The most common use of FIB in analytical work is to
prepare cross sections for optical or electron microscopy. By moving the beam repeatedly
along a single line or within a narrow raster pattern, the FIB cuts through metal and
polysilicon interconnects as well as oxide and nitride layers, with little or no damage
to adjacent structures. Typically, a high current broad beam gives an initial rough cut
followed with a tighter focus low current probe for final polishing. Free standing films as
shown in Fig. 12.29, illustrating the power of FIB, take about 20 minutes to prepare.

12.5.11 Noise

Noise is one characterization technique that is neither extensively discussed nor used
as much as many of the other techniques in this book. We will briefly mention the
main noise sources and how they can be used to characterize semiconductors. Noise
increases during some device degradation. The recent review papers by Wong95and
Claeys/Mercha/Simoen96 give a good overview of the present state of noise theory and
measurements. Earlier noise issues are covered in books by van der Ziel,97 one of the
early noise experts, Robinson,98 and Motchenbacher and Fitchen.99 At high frequencies,
thermal noise and shot noise dominate up to frequencies beyond the gigahertz range. Both
of these noises are fundamental in nature, forming an intrinsic lower noise limit. At low

1 µm

Fig. 12.29 TEM cross section prepared by FIB, showing a “rib” less than 100 nm thick left standing
after FIB cut. Courtesy of H-L Tsai, Texas Instruments Inc.
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frequencies, flicker or 1/f noise dominates with a 1/f n frequency behavior with n close
to unity. Generation-recombination (G-R) noise can also occur in this frequency range. It
is characterized by a Lorentzian spectrum with a constant plateau at f < fc and a 1/f 2

roll off beyond the characteristic frequency fc. In contrast to the fundamental thermal and
shot noise, 1/f and G-R noise depend on material and semiconductor processing and can
be used for FA.

Thermal Noise: One of the earliest noise sources was predicted by Einstein in 1906,
when he proposed that Brownian motion of charge carriers would lead to fluctuations in
the potential across a resistor in thermal equilibrium.100 This noise is known as thermal,
Johnson, or white noise, first measured by Johnson101 and its noise power calculated by
Nyquist.102 The noise voltage mean square value is

v2
n = 4kTR�f

1 + (ωτ)2
≈ 4kTR�f (12.31)

where �f is the bandwidth of the measurement system and τ the carrier scattering time
(∼picoseconds). For most practical frequencies, the second term in the denominator can
be neglected and the thermal noise power is then frequency independent. Thermal noise
exists in almost all electronic systems and because of its fundamental nature it is frequently
used to compare other noise types. Sometimes the noise is expressed as the noise power
spectral density

Sv = 4kTR [V2/Hz] (12.32)

Thermal noise can be used for thermometry purposes, provided the resistance R is
accurately known. 103 It merely requires a low-noise amplifier, spectrum analyzer, and a
dedicated test structure with at least four body contacts. 96

Shot Noise: Shot noise is the second fundamental noise source due to the discrete
nature of charge transport. It is usually observed in devices containing barriers, e.g., pn

junctions, Schottky diodes, etc. Schottky gave the first explanation of this type of noise
in relation to vacuum tubes. 104 Its noise current mean square value is given by

i2
n = 2qI dc�f (12.33)

where Idc is the dc current flowing through the device.
In his classic paper Schottky formulated this equation based on the fact that the vacuum

diode plate current is not a continuum but rather a sequence of discrete increments of
charge carried by each electron arriving at the plate at random times. The average rate of
charge arrival constitutes the dc component of the plate current on which is superimposed
a fluctuation component as each discrete charge arrives. He referred to this phenomenon
as “Schrot Effekt” or “shot effect”.

Generation-Recombination Noise: Generation-recombination noise is due to gener-
ation and recombination of electrons and holes. The dependence of this type of noise
on frequency is determined by the lifetime τ of these charge carriers. The current noise
spectrum density is given by

Si = KI 2τ

1 + (ωτ)2
(12.34)
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where K is a constant determined by the trap concentration, I the device current, and
τ the trap time constant determined by emission and capture of carriers by the trap.
Generation-recombination noise is quite well defined by well-established models and
theories.

Low Frequency or Flicker Noise: Low frequency or flicker noise, first observed in
vacuum tubes over eighty years ago,105 dominates the noise spectrum at low frequencies.
It gets its name from the anomalous “flicker” that was seen in the plate current. Flicker
noise is also commonly called 1/f noise, because the noise spectrum varies as 1/f n,
where the exponent n is very close to unity. Fluctuations with a 1/f power law have
been observed in practically all electronic materials and devices, including homogenous
semiconductors, junction devices, metal films, liquid metals, electrolytic solutions, super-
conducting Josephson junctions, and even in mechanical, biological, geological, and even
musical systems. Two competing models have been proposed to explain flicker noise:
the McWhorter number fluctuation theory106 and the Hooge mobility fluctuation theory107

with experimental evidence to support both theories. Christensson et al. were the first
to apply the McWhorter theory to MOSFETs, using the assumption that the necessary
time constants are caused by the tunneling of carriers from the channel into traps located
within the oxide.108 Popcorn noise, sometimes called burst noise or random-telegraph-
signal (RTS) noise, is a discrete modulation of the channel current caused by the capture
and emission of a channel carrier. 109

The MOSFET current is proportional to the product of mobility µ times the charge
carrier density or number N . Low frequency fluctuations in charge transport are caused by
stochastic changes in either of these parameters, which can be independent (uncorrelated)
or dependent (correlated). In most cases, fluctuations in the current, or more specifically in
the product of µ × N are monitored, which does not allow the separation of mobility from
number effects and therefore obscures the identification of the dominant 1/f noise source.

The voltage noise spectrum density is110

SV (f ) = q2kTλ

αWLC ox
2f

(1 + σµeff Ns)
2Not (12.35)

where λ is the tunneling parameter, µeff the effective carrier mobility, σ the Coulombic
scattering parameter, Ns the density of channel carriers, Cox the gate oxide capacitance/unit
area, WL the gate area, and Not the oxide trap density (cm−3 eV−1) near the interface. In
weak inversion, the channel carrier density Ns is very low (107 –1011 cm−2), so that the
mobility fluctuation contribution becomes negligible and the second term in the bracket
can be neglected.

It is assumed that the free carriers tunnel to traps in the oxide with a tunneling time
constant, which varies with distance x from the interface. The tunneling parameter and
time constant are111

λ = h̄√
8mt�B

, τT = exp(x/λ)

σpvthpos
(12.36)

where mt is the oxide tunnel effective electron mass, φB the oxide-semiconductor barrier
height, σp the hole capture cross-section, and pos the surface hole density near the source.
τT represents the time for carriers to tunnel into traps in the oxide. λ is typically around
5 × 10−9 cm and it is obvious that the tunnel times become very long for traps any
appreciable distance into the oxide from the semiconductor-oxide interface. For example,
for σp = 10−15 cm2, vth = 107 cm/s, pos = 1017 cm−3 and for a trap at 1 nm from the
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Fig. 12.30 Low-frequency noise spectra before and after annealing. W/L = 10 µm/0.8 µm,
tox = 3.3 nm, VG − VT = −1.05 V, VD = −0.005 V. Reprinted after ref. 112 by permission of
IEEE ( 2004, IEEE).

semiconductor interface, τT ≈ 0.5 s or f = 1/2πτT ≈ 0.3 Hz. Hence, a distribution of
traps in the oxide gives rise to a wide range of frequencies and can explain the 1/f

dependence. 1/f noise shows sensitivity to the wafer orientation, which correlates with
interface trap density. Figure 12.30 shows an example of low frequency noise before and
after annealing where the anneal reduced the interface trap density and the lf noise. 112

Noise spectroscopy has been applied to the study of deep levels in MOSFETs.113 The
main advantage of using a noise-based technique is that it can be applied even to very small
area devices, which is not possible for standard capacitance-based DLTS. Low-frequency
noise has become a FA characterization technique.114

12.6 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

Electromigration: None of the electromigration measurements are truly representative of
the operating conditions of integrated circuits. The strength of conventional measurements
using somewhat elevated stress conditions is that this method has been used for many
years and is well accepted. Using established theory, one extrapolates the failure data
to normal operating data. The weakness of this technique is the time consuming nature
of the measurements and the uncertainty whether the mechanisms causing failure under
elevated current and temperature are also active under normal current/voltage and temper-
ature. Short-time measurements using test structures such as the SWEAT structure have the
chief advantage of brief test times, thus lending themselves to production evaluation. Their
disadvantage is the possibly different failure mode compared to conventional IC operation.

Hot Carriers: Hot carriers lead to avalanche multiplication in high electric field
regions and to interface trap generation. The avalanche generated current is measured
as a substrate current for n-MOSFETs and usually as a gate current for p-MOSFETs.
The interface trap density can be measured directly by charge pumping, for example,
or indirectly by threshold voltage, transconductance, or drain current changes. The aim
is frequently to use the simplest technique that yields reliable results and that means
substrate or gate currents. The weakness of this is that it is an indirect measure.
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Oxide Integrity: Oxides are commonly characterized by their charge-to-breakdown
behavior or time-to-breakdown and oxide integrity is commonly measured by the constant
or ramped gate voltage or gate current techniques. QBD , usually determined with constant
current stress, is more representative of the device physics; tBD is usually determined with
constant voltage stress and used for most gate oxides. The constant gate current has the
advantage of simply yielding the charge-to-breakdown as a simple product QBD = JGtBD .
However, it has the disadvantage that the current may not be uniform and most devices
are not operated under constant current, but under constant gate voltage conditions. Thin
oxides frequently do not exhibit well defined breakdowns partly because the gate leakage
current prior to breakdown is quite high.

NBTI is most commonly characterized by threshold voltage, transconductance, inter-
face trap density, and drain current measurements.

ESD is not an FA technique. Several of the techniques in this chapter are used to
characterize ESD. To reduce ESD, the devices in a circuit are protected by some kind of
current shunting device.

IDDQ : Pro: Simple to implement as only the input current to an IC needs to be
monitored; very good at detecting shorts. Con: Does not localized the fault; difficult to
determine opens.

Emission Microscopy: Pro: Entire die may be viewed at one time; no deprocessing
except for lid removal; functional failure does not need to propagate to output. In the form
of PICA it can be used to follow the switching function of an IC and allows circuit FA.
Con: IC must be biased and toggled; ohmic defects do not emit light; no light detection
through opaque layers; emission site may not be defect site. For imaging from the back of
the chip: sample preparation; substrate thinning may impact device characteristics; Si is
an infrared filter and limits detection bandwidth of emission sites; doping atoms serve to
scatter IR photons leading to reduced sensitivity; CCD based systems have a low quantum
efficiency in the required IR spectrum.

Voltage Contrast: Pro: Contactless method to determine the spatial and temporal
voltage within an IC. The electron beam is small and can contact most lines in an IC.
Con: Difficult when the line of interest is buried below other metallization levels.

Liquid Crystal: Pro: Low cost, easy to use, very good thermal and spatial resolution,
useful for thermal and voltage contrast analysis, real time imaging. Con: Tends to “wick
up” around probes and bonding wires making identification of hot spots difficult; poor ther-
mal resolution for measurements from the back of the wafer; the number of layers between
the source of the failure and the surface where the liquid crystal resides limits spatial res-
olution and sensitivity; liquid crystal has a set transition temperature. Multiple hot spots
can be difficult to resolve if the warmer spot creates a significant temperature gradient.

Fluorescent Microthermography: Pro: Offers high thermal and spatial resolution.
Con: The film must be calibrated for quantitative temperature measurements.

Infrared Thermography: Pro: Is a passive technique not requiring thermal excitation
with good temperature resolution allowing imaging from front and rear surfaces. Con:
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Calibration is necessary for quantitative information but is not easy since the emissivity
is generally not known.

OBIRCH: Pro: A sensitive technique for a variety of FA investigation with high
resolution. When OBIRCH does not work well, frequently EMMI does. The two are
complementary. Con: Cannot be used for multiple metal layer chips; when used from the
rear surface, wafer must be thinned to 150–200 µm.

Noise: Pro: Some noise measurements, e.g., low-frequency and generation-recombi-
nation noise, are sensitive to surface states, interface traps, and bulk traps and noise is
very sensitive. Noise measurements are not only a diagnostic tool, but give information
about the performance of the device in a circuit. The measurement is made on an actual
device not a test structure. Con: Requires specialized equipment that is not as routinely
available as current-voltage equipment and the measurement is more difficult to make.

APPENDIX 12.1

Gate Currents

Consider the band diagrams in Fig. 12.10. Electrons tunnel through a triangular potential
barrier in FN tunneling with Vox > qφB . In direct tunneling, the electrons tunnel through
the entire oxide thickness. The transition voltage between FN and direct tunneling is
Vox = qφB , which is about 3.2 eV for the SiO2/Si system.

For n+ poly-Si/p-substrate, the gate voltage is

VG = VFB + φs,G + φs,sub + Vox ; VFB = φMS − Qox

Cox
; φMS = −EG

2q
− φF,sub (A12.1)

where φMS is the metal-semiconductor work function difference. For oxide charge densities
on the order of Qox /q ≤ 1011 cm−2 and oxide thicknesses tox ≤ 10 nm, the Qox/Cox term
is negligible. The surface potentials depend on the substrate and gate types and doping
densities (p- or n-type) as well as the gate voltage polarity. To determine oxide tunnel
currents, we need the oxide electric field. The electric field in the poly-Si gate is

Es,G = QG

Ksεo

= qNGWG

Ksεo

=
√

2qNGφs,G

Ksεo

(A12.2)

where NG is the gate doping density and the WG the gate scr width. We use a simple
approach to get the main ideas across, neglecting quantization effects, for example. With

Eox = Ks

Kox
Es,G and Vox = Eox tox (A12.3)

Eox can be written

Eox = qKsεoNG

(Koxεo)2




√
t2
ox + 2(Koxεo)

2

qKsεoNG

(VG − VFB − φs,sub) − tox


 (A12.4)

where φs,sub ≈ 2φF .
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For the structure of Fig. 12.10 with +VG both p-substrate and n+ gate are
depleted/inverted. For electron tunneling from the substrate to occur, with oxide electric
fields in the 5 × 106 − 2 × 107 V/cm range, the substrate is strongly and the gate weakly
inverted, giving

φs ≈ 2φF,sub + 2φF,gate ≈ 2φF,sub + EG

2q
→ VG(inv) = Vox − EG

2q
+ φF,sub + EG

2q

≈ Vox + φF,sub (A12.5)

For −VG both gate and substrate are accumulated and

φs ≈ −φs,sub − φs,gate → VG(acc) = −Vox − EG

2q
− φF,sub − φs,sub − φs,gate

≈ −Vox − EG

q
(A12.6)

The FN current density is38

JFN = AE
2

ox exp

(
− B

Eox

)
(A12.7)

where A and B are given by

A = q3

8πh�B

(
m

mox

)
= 1.54 × 10−6

(
m

mox

)
1

�B

[A/V 2]

B =
8π

√
2mox�

3
B

3qh
= 6.83 × 107

√
mox �

3
B

m
[V/cm] (A12.8)

with mox is the effective electron mass in the oxide, m the free electron mass, and �B

(eV) the barrier height at the Si-oxide interface. �B is an effective barrier height that takes
into account barrier height lowering and quantization of electrons at the semiconductor
surface and is not strictly constant.

The FN equation is derived under the assumptions: the electrons in the emitting elec-
trode can be described by a free Fermi gas, the electrons in the oxide have a single
effective mass mox , and the tunneling probability is derived by taking into account the
component of the electron momentum normal to the interface only.

Rearranging Eq. (A12.8) gives

ln

(
IFN

AGE 2
ox

)
= ln

(
JFN

E 2
ox

)
= ln(A) − B

Eox
(A12.9)

A plot of ln(JFN /Eox
2) versus 1/Eox , known as a Fowler-Nordheim plot is linear if the

oxide conduction is pure Fowler-Nordheim conduction. The intercept of this linear FN
plot gives A and the slope yields B.

Tunneling currents through thin oxides contain a small oscillatory component due to
quantum interference of electrons. They show a strong dependence on oxide thickness,
suggesting that these oscillations can be used for a precise measurement of the oxide
thickness. 115
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Direct tunneling is the flow of electrons through the entire oxide thickness illustrated
in Fig. 12.10. Its current expression is more difficult to derive and several versions have
been published.39 We give the empirical expression116

Jdir = AV G

t2
ox

kT

q
C exp

(
−B(1 − (1 − qVox/�B)1.5)

Eox

)
(A12.10)

because it is relatively simple and used in the BSIM model. In Eq. (A12.10)

C = N exp

(
20

�B

(
1 − Vox

�B

)α (
1 − Vox

�B

))
(A12.11)

where α = 0.6 for the SiO2/Si system.

N =
(

ninv ln

(
1 + exp

(
VG,eff − VT

ninvkT

)))
+ ln

(
1 + exp

(
VG − VFB

kT

))
(A12.12)

represents the inversion or accumulation layer carrier density. ninv = qS/kT (typically
1.2–1.5), with S the sub-threshold swing (ninv > 0 for n-MOSFETs and ninv < 0 for
p-MOSFETs).

VG,eff = VFB + 2φF + γ 2
Gate

2

(√
1 + 4(VG − VFB − 2φF )

γ 2
Gate

− 1

)
;

γGate =
√

2qKsεoNGate

Cox
(A12.13)

is the effective gate potential, accounting for poly-Si gate depletion.

Vox = VG,eff −
(

γ

2

(√
1 + 4(VG − VG,eff − VFB )

γ 2
− 1

))2

− VFB ; γ =
√

2qKsεoNA

Cox

(A12.14)

ΦB in these equations is the barrier height for either electrons or holes, depending whether
the electron or hole tunnel current is calculated.
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PROBLEMS

12.1 For a particular failure mechanism two expressions for the mean time to failure are

MTTF = AF −n exp

(
E

kT

)
; MTTF = B exp

(
E − aF

kT

)

where F is the driving force. For A, B, E, n, and a as positive constants independent of
temperature and force:

Give expressions for the acceleration factor in each case when the temperature is raised
from T1 to T2 at constant F .

Give expressions for the acceleration factor in each case when the force is increased
from F1 to F2 at constant T .

Which of the two MTTF equations gives a higher value for AF for temperature
acceleration?

Which of the two MTTF equations gives a higher value for AF for force acceleration?

12.2 An acceleration factor of two governs a chemical reaction rates when the temperature
is raised by 10◦C. What activation energy is required for this to happen at room
temperature?

12.3 High local electric fields promote avalanche breakdown in semiconductor junctions
and dielectrics. Such breakdown is usually harmless in junction devices, but can be
destructive in dielectrics. Explain why.

12.4 The extreme value distribution has a probability density function

f (t) = 1

b
exp

(
t − τ

b

)
exp

(
− exp

(
t − τ

b

))

where b and τ are constants. What are the mathematical expressions for F(t) and λ(t)?

12.5 This problem deals with electromigration. A number of metal lines are stressed and
the median times to failure, t50, are determined. They are plotted in Fig. P12.5. From
these plots determine the activation energy EA and the exponent n in the equation

t50 = AJ −n exp(EA/kT )
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Then determine t50 at T = 400 K and J = 105 A/cm2.

12.6 The oxide Fowler-Nordheim tunneling current density JFN versus Eox plot of an
MOS capacitor is shown in Fig. P12.6. This is not Si/SiO2. Determine the barrier
height ΦB (in eV) and mox /m.
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12.7 Determine the charge-to-breakdown QBD in both plots in Fig. P12.7.
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12.8 From Fig. P12.8 determine the oxide defect density at Eox = 8 MV/cm.
A = 0.01 cm2.
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12.9 Determine the activation energies for the three lines in Fig. P12.9.
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Some of these problems were taken from M. Ohring, Reliability and Failure of Electronic
Materials and Devices, Academic Press, San Diego, 1998.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

• What are acceleration factors?
• What are probability density and cumulative distribution functions?
• Name three distribution functions.
• What is “six sigma” and how many defects are allowed?
• What causes electromigration?
• Why do narrow metal lines have better electromigration resistance than wider lines?
• What is the “Blech” length?
• How are MOSFET hot carriers characterized?
• How is gate oxide integrity characterized?
• What distinguishes FN from direct tunnel currents?
• Below which oxide voltage is direct tunneling dominant?
• What is NBTI?
• What does electrostatic discharge do?
• How is IDDQ implemented?
• What is emission microscopy?
• What is voltage contrast and how is it measured?
• How does OBIRCH work?
• Name and briefly describe three noise sources.



APPENDIX 1

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A area (cm2)
A∗ Richardson’s constant (A/cm2 · K2)
Ac contact area (cm2)
AG gate area (cm2)
AJ junction area (cm2)
B magnetic field strength (G or T)
B radiative recombination coefficient (cm3/s)
b mobility ratio µn/µp

C capacitance (F )
c velocity of light (2.998 × 1010 cm/s)
Cb bulk capacitance (F/cm2)
Cch channel capacitance
Cdd deep-depletion capacitance (F/cm2)
Chf high-frequency capacitance (F)
Chf high-frequency capacitance (F/cm2)
Cinv minimum (strong inversion) capacitance (F)
Cinv minimum (strong inversion) capacitance (F/cm2)
Cit interface trap capacitance (F/cm2)
Clf low-frequency capacitance (F )
Clf low-frequency capacitance (F/cm2)
Cn inversion (electron) capacitance (F/cm2)
Cn Auger recombination coefficient for n-type (cm6/s)
cn electron capture coefficient (cm3/s)
Cox oxide capacitance (F)
Cox oxide capacitance/unit area (F/cm2)
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CP parallel capacitance (F)
Cp accumulation (hole) capacitance (F/cm2)
Cp Auger recombination coefficient for p-type (cm6/s)
cp hole capture coefficient (cm3/s)
CS semiconductor capacitance (F)
CS series capacitance (F)
CS,dd deep-depletion semiconductor capacitance (F/cm2)
CS,hf high-frequency semiconductor capacitance (F/cm2)
CS,lf low-frequency semiconductor capacitance (F/cm2)
d contact spacing (cm)
d crystal plane spacing (cm)
d distance (cm)
d thickness (cm)
d wafer diameter (cm)
D defect density (cm−2)
D diameter (cm)
D diffusion constant (cm2/s)
D dissipation factor
Dit interface trapped charge density (cm−2 · eV−1)
Dn electron diffusion constant (cm2/s)
E energy (eV)
E electric field (V/cm)
EA acceptor energy level (eV)
EA activation energy (eV)
Ec conduction band edge (eV)
ED donor energy level (eV)
Eeff effective electric field (V/cm)
Eehp mean energy to generate one electron-hole pair (eV)
EF Fermi energy (eV)
EG band gap (eV)
Eit interface trapped charge energy (eV)
en electron emission coefficient (s−1)
Eox oxide electric field (V/cm)
Ep phonon energy (eV)
ep hole emission coefficient (s−1)
ET trap energy (eV)
Ev valence band edge (eV)
f frequency (Hz)
f probability density function
f spatial frequency (cycles/cm)
F cumulative distribution function
F dimensionless electric field
F Faraday constant (9.64 × 104 C)
F van der Pauw F -function
G bulk generation rate (cm−3 · s−1)
G conductance (S)
G Gibbs free energy (eV)
g conductance (S)
g degeneracy factor
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gd drain conductance (S)
gd diode conductance (S)
gdk dark conductance (S)
gm transconductance (S)
GP parallel conductance (S)
gph photoconductance (S)
GS surface generation rate (cm−2 · s−1)
Gsh sheet conductance (1/ohms/square)
H enthalpy (eV)
h Planck’s constant (6.626 × 10−34 J · s)
I current (A)
IB base current (A)
Ib electron beam current (A)
IC collector current (A)
Icp charge pumping current (A)
ID drain current (A)
Id displacement current (A)
Idk dark current (A)
IEBIC electron beam induced current (A)
IE emitter current (A)
Ie emission current (A)
IG gate current (A)
IJ junction current (A)
IGIJ gate-induced junction current (A)
Iph photocurrent (A)
IS surface current (A)
Isc short-circuit current (A)
Isub substrate current (A)
J current density (A/cm2)
Jdir direct tunnel current density (A/cm2)
JFN Fowler-Nordheim tunnel current density (A/cm2)
JG gate current density (A/cm2)
Jsc short-circuit current density (A/cm2)
Jscr space-charge region current density (A)/cm2)
K kinematic factor
k Boltzmann’s constant (8.617 × 10−5 eV/K)
k extinction coefficient
k spring constant
Kox oxide dielectric constant
Ks semiconductor dielectric constant
L channel length (cm)
L contact or sample length (cm)
L minority carrier diffusion length (cm)
LD Debye length (cm)
LDi intrinsic Debye length (cm)
Leff effective channel length (cm)
Lm mask-defined channel length (cm)
Ln electron diffusion length (cm)
Lp hole diffusion length (cm)
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LT = √
ρc/Rsh, transfer length (cm)

LT k = √
ρc/Rsk , transfer length (cm)

LT m = √
ρc/(Rsm + Rsk), transfer length (cm)

M elemental mass (kg)
M molecular weight (g)
m electron mass (9.11 × 10−31 kg)
m∗ effective mass (kg)
mn electron effective mass (kg)
mox oxide electron effective mass (kg)
N electron density (cm−2)
n diode ideality factor
n electron density (cm−3)
n index of refraction
n sub-threshold slope parameter
NA acceptor doping density (cm−3)
NA numerical aperture
Nc effective density of states in the conduction band (cm−3)
ND donor doping density (cm−3)
Nf fixed oxide charge density (cm−2)
ni intrinsic carrier density (cm−3)
Nit interface trapped charge density (cm−2)
Nm mobile oxide charge density (cm−2)
no equilibrium electron density (cm−3)
Nox oxide trapped charge density (cm−2)
npo equilibrium minority electron density (cm−3)
ns electron density at surface (cm−3)
NT deep-level impurity density (cm−3)
nT deep-level impurity density occupied by electrons (cm−3)
Nv effective density of states in the valence band (cm−3)
n1 electron density (cm−3)
P power (W )
p hole density (cm−3)
p momentum (nt · s)
p pressure (nt/cm2)
P differential thermoelectric power (V/K)
po equilibrium hole density (cm−3)
ps hole density at surface (cm−3)
pT deep-level impurity density occupied by holes (cm−3)
p1 hole density (cm−3)
q magnitude of electron charge (1.6 × 10−19 C)
Q charge (C)
Q charge density (C/cm2)
Q quality factor
Qb bulk charge density (C/cm2)
QBD charge-to-breakdown (C/cm2)
Qcp charge pumping charge (C)
Qf fixed oxide charge density (C/cm2)
QG gate charge density (C/cm2)
Qi interfacial charge density (C/cm2)
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Qit interface state charge density (C/cm2)
Qm mobile oxide charge density (C/cm2)
QN electron charge density (C/cm2)
Qn electron charge density (C/cm2)
Qn inversion charge density (C/cm2)
Qot oxide trapped charge density (C/cm2)
Qp hole charge density (C/cm2)
QS semiconductor charge density (C/cm2)
QS semiconductor charge (C)
R recombination rate (cm−3 · s−1)
R reflectivity, reflectance
R reliability function
R resistance (ohms)
r contact radius (cm)
r distance (cm)
r Hall scattering factor
r wafer radius (cm)
rdk dark resistance (ohms)
rph photo resistance (ohms)
rs series resistance (ohms)
rsh shunt resistance (ohms)
R bulk recombination rate (cm−3 s−1)
RB base resistance (ohms)
RBi internal base resistance (ohms)
RBx external base resistance (ohms)
Rc contact resistance (ohms)
Rce contact end resistance (ohms)
Rcf contact front resistance (ohms)
RC collector resistance (ohms)
Rch channel resistance (ohms)
RD drain resistance (ohms)
Re electron range (cm)
Re end resistance (ohms)
RE emitter resistance (ohms)
RG gate resistance (ohms)
Rgeom geometry-dependent resistance (ohms)
RH Hall coefficient (cm3/C)
RHs sheet Hall coefficient (cm2/C)
Rk measured contact resistance (ohms)
Rm metal or poly-silicon resistance (ohms)
Rm measured resistance (ohms)
Rp probe resistance (ohms)
RS source resistance (ohms)
RS semiconductor resistance (ohms)
RS surface recombination rate (cm−2 · s−1)
RSD source-drain resistance (ohms)
Rsh sheet resistance (ohms/square)
Rsk sheet resistance under a contact (ohms/square)
Rsm metal or poly-silicon sheet resistance (ohms/square)
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Rsp spreading resistance (ohms)
RT total resistance (ohms)
sc surface generation velocity (cm/s)
s, sr surface recombination velocity (cm/s)
sg surface generation velocity (cm/s)
sg,eff effective surface generation velocity (cm/s)
S entropy (eV/K)
S MOSFET sub-threshold swing (V /decade)
S strain (cm/cm)
So backscattering energy loss factor (eV/Å)
t time (s)
t wafer thickness (cm)
tBD time-to-breakdown (s)
td drift time (s)
tf filling pulse width (s)
tox oxide thickness (cm)
ts storage time (s)
tt transit time (s)
T temperature (K)
T transmissivity, transmittance
t50 median time to failure (s)
U = qφ/kT
UF = qφF /kT
US surface recombination rate (cm−2 · s−1)
US = qφS /kT
v velocity (cm/s)
vd drift velocity (cm/s)
vn electron velocity (cm/s)
vth thermal velocity (cm/s)
V voltage (V )
V volume (cm3)
Vair voltage across air gap (V)
V0 defined in Eq. (6.14)
VB substrate voltage (V)
Vb Dember potential (V)
Vbi built-in potential (V)
VBS VB − VS (V)
Vcpd contact potential difference (V)
VCE collector-emitter voltage (V)
VD diode voltage (V)
VD drain voltage (V)
VDS VD − VS (V)
VBE base-emitter voltage (V)
VFB flatband voltage (V)
VG gate voltage (V)
VGS VG − VS (V)
VH Hall voltage (V)
Vj junction voltage (V)
Voc open-circuit voltage (V)
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Vox oxide voltage (V)
VP probe voltage (V)
VS source voltage (V)
VS surface voltage (V)
VSPV surface photovoltage (V)
VT threshold voltage (V)
w width (cm)
W channel width (cm)
W diffusion window width (cm)
W line width (cm)
W space-charge region width (cm)
Weff effective channel width (cm)
Winv inversion space-charge region width (cm)
Winv = (2Ksε0φs,inv/qNA)1/2 minimum (strong inversion) space-charge

region width (cm)
xch channel thickness (cm)
xj junction depth (cm)
Y conductance (S)
Y ratio of photocurrent to absorbed photon flux
z dissolution valency
Z atomic number
Z contact or sample width (cm)
Z impedance (ohms)
α absorption coefficient (cm−1)
α common-base current gain
αF forward common-base current gain
αR reverse common-base current gain
β common-emitter current gain
βF forward common-emitter current gain
βR reverse common-emitter current gain
χ semiconductor electron affinity (eV)
δ skin depth (cm)
δ = W − Z (cm)
�n excess electron density (cm−3)
�p excess hole density (cm−3)
ε0 permittivity of free space (8.854 × 10−14 F/cm)
	 photon flux density (photons/s · cm2)
φ work function (V)
	B barrier height (eV)
φB Schottky diode barrier height (V)
φF Fermi potential (V)
	M metal work function (eV)
φM metal work function (V)
φMS metal-semiconductor work function (V)
	S semiconductor work function (eV)
φS semiconductor work function (V)
φs surface potential (V)
γ voltage acceleration factor (V−1)
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λ wavelength (cm)
λ tunneling parameter
λe electron wavelength (cm)
λp plasma resonance wavelength (cm)
µ mobility (cm2/V · s)
µ/ρ mass absorption coefficient (cm2/g)
µeff effective mobility (cm2/V · s)
µFE field-effect mobility (cm2/V · s)
µGMNR geometric magnetoresistance mobility (cm2/V · s)
µH Hall mobility (cm2/V · s)
µn electron mobility (cm2/V · s)
µo low-field mobility (cm2/V · s)
µo permeability of free space (4π × 10−9 H/cm)
µp hole mobility (cm2/V · s)
µsat saturation mobility (cm2/V · s)
ν frequency of light (Hz)
ρ density (g/cm3)
ρ resistivity (ohm · cm)
ρc specific contact resistance (ohm · cm2)
ρi specific interface resistance (ohm · cm2)
σ conductivity (ohm−1 · cm−1 or S/cm)
σn electron capture cross section (cm2)
σns surface state electron capture cross-section (cm2)
σp hole capture cross section (cm2)
σps surface state hole capture cross-section (cm2)
τ lifetime (s)
τ time constant (s)
τAuger Auger lifetime (s)
τB bulk lifetime (s)
τc capture time constant (s)
τe = 1/en, electron emission time constant (s)
τeff effective recombination lifetime (s)
τg generation lifetime (s)
τg,eff effective generation lifetime (s)
τn electron lifetime (s)
τnon−rad non-radiative lifetime (s)
τp hole lifetime (s)
τr recombination lifetime (s)
τrad radiative lifetime (s)
τs surface recombination lifetime (s)
τSRH Shockley-Read-Hall or multi-phonon lifetime (s)
ω radial frequency (s−1)
ξ magnetoresistance scattering factor
� ellipsometric angle
� ellipsometric angle
θ mobility degradation factor (V−1)
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

AAS atomic absorption spectroscopy
AEM analytical transmission electron microscope (microscopy)
AES Auger electron spectroscopy
AF acceleration factor
AFM atomic force microscope (microscopy)
ASTM American Society for Testing of Materials
BE bound exciton
BEEM ballistic electron emission microscopy
BJT bipolar junction transistor
BTS bias temperature stress
cw continuous wave
CAFM conducting AFM
CBKR cross-bridge Kelvin resistor
CC-DLTS constant-capacitance DLTS
CCD charge-coupled device
CD critical dimension
CDM charged device model
CER contact end resistance
CFM chemical force microscopy
CFR contact front resistance
CL cathodoluminescence
CMA cylindrical mirror analyzer
CMOS complementary MOS
COS corona oxide semiconductor
CP charge pumping
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CRT cathode ray oscilloscope
C –V capacitance-voltage
CVD chemical vapor deposition
dd deep depletion
DC-IV direct current-current voltage
DHE differential Hall effect
DIBL drain-induced barrier lowering
DLTS deep-level transient spectroscopy
D-DLTS double correlation DLTS
DUT device under test
ehp electron-hole pair
EBIC electron beam induced current
EBS elastic backscattering spectrometry
ECV electrochemical CV
EDS energy dispersive spectroscopy
EELS electron energy loss spectroscopy
EEPROM electrically-erasable programmable read-only memory
EFM electrostatic force microscopy
ELYMAT electrolytical metal tracer
EM electromigration
EMMI emission microscopy
EMP electron microprobe
EPM electron probe microanalysis
ESD electrostatic discharge
ESCA electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis
ESR electron spin resonance
FA failure analysis
FB flatband
F –D Fermi-Dirac
FE field emission
FE free exciton
FET field-effect transistor
FIB focused ion beam
FIT failure unit (1 failure/109 hours)
FMT fluorescent microthermography
FN Fowler-Nordheim
FTIR Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
GIXXR grazing incidence X-ray reflectometry
GMR geometrical magnetoresistance
GOI gate oxide integrity
G–R generation-recombination
hf high frequency
HBM human body model
HEIS high-energy ion backscattering spectrometry
HIBS heavy ion backscattering spectrometry
HREM high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
IC integrated circuit
ICP-MS inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy
IFM interfacial force microscopy
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I –T current-temperature
I –V current-voltage
IR infrared
IRT infrared thermography
JFET junction field-effect transistor
lf low frequency
L-DLTS Laplace DLTS
LAMMA laser microprobe mass spectrometer
LBIC light beam induced current
LC liquid crystal
LDD lightly-doped drain
LEED low energy electron diffraction
LIMS laser ionization mass spectrometry
LOCOS local oxidation of silicon
LVP laser voltage probe
M magnification
MBE molecular beam epitaxy
MCA multichannel analyzer
MEIS medium energy ion scattering spectrometry
MESFET metal-semiconductor field effect transistor
MFM magnetic force microscopy
MM machine model
MOCVD metalorganic vapor deposition
MODFET modulation-doped field effect transistor
MOS metal oxide semiconductor
MOS-C MOS capacitor
MOSFET MOS field effect transistor
MRFM magnetic resonance force microscopy
MSMS micromagnetic scanning microprobe system
MTBF mean time between failure
MTF median time to failure
MTTF mean time to failure
Nano-Field nanometer electric field gradient
Nano-MNR nanometer nuclear magnetic resonance
NA numerical aperture
NAA neutron activation analysis
NBTI negative bias temperature instability
OBIRCH optical beam induced resistance change
NDP neutron depth profiling
NFOM near field optical microscope (microscopy)
NRA nuclear reaction analysis
opd optical path difference
O-DLTS optical DLTS
OCVD open circuit voltage decay
PAS positron annihilation spectroscopy
PC photoconductance or photocurrent
PCD photoconductance decay
PCSA polarizer-compensator-sample-analyzer
PICA picosecond imaging circuit analysis
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PICTS photoinduced current transient spectroscopy
PITS photoinduced current transient spectroscopy
PL photoluminescence
PMR physical magnetoresistance
PSI phase shift interferometry
PTIS photothermal ionization spectroscopy
qn quasi-neutral
qnr quasi-neutral region
Q–V charge-voltage
QSSPC quasi steady-state photoconductance
RBS Rutherford backscattering spectrometry
RHEED reflection high energy electron diffraction
RIS resonance ionization spectroscopy
RR reverse recovery
scr space-charge region
S-DLTS scanning DLTS
SAM scanning Auger microscopy
SCA surface charge analyzer
SCCD short circuit current decay
SCM scanning capacitance microscopy
SCPM scanning chemical potential microscopy
SE spectroscopic ellipsometry
SEcM scanning electrochemical microscopy
SEM scanning electron microscope (microscopy)
SF stacking fault
SI semi-insulating
SICM scanning ion-conductance microscopy
SILC stress induced leakage current
SIMS secondary ion mass spectrometry
SIP surface impedance profiling
SKPM scanning Kelvin probe microscopy
SM stress migration
SNMS secondary neutral mass spectrometry
SPM scanning probe microscope (microscopy)
SPV surface photovoltage
SRA surface resistance analyzer
SRH Shockley-Read-Hall
SRP spreading resistance probe or profiling
SSRM scanning SRP
STEM scanning transmission electron microscope (microscopy)
SThM scanning thermal microscopy
STM scanning tunneling microscope (microscopy)
STOS scanning tunneling optical microscopy
SV surface voltage
SWEAT standard wafer-level electromigration acceleration test
TCR temperature coefficient of resistance
TE thermionic emission
TEM transmission electron microscope (microscopy)
TFE thermionic-field emission
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TIVA thermally-activated voltage alteration
TLM transmission line model or transfer length method
TOF-SIMS time of flight SIMS
TSC thermally stimulated current
TSCAP thermally stimulated capacitance
TUNA tunneling AFM
TVS triangular voltage sweep
TXRF total reflection XRF
UHV ultra-high vacuum
UPS ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
UV ultraviolet
VAMFO variable-angle monochromator fringe observation
VPD vapor phase decomposition
WDS wavelength dispersive spectroscopy
WN wave number
XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XRF X-ray fluorescence
XRFA X-ray fluorescence analysis
XRFS X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy
XRT X-ray topography
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A*, 133, 158, 190
Absorption coefficient:

carbon in Si, 592
EL2 in GaAs, 592
free carrier, 413
GaAs, 409, 614
GaN, 614
GaP, 614
Ge, 614
InP, 409, 614
oxygen in Si, 592
Si, 409, 613

Acceleration factors, 690
Activation energy, 293

GaAs, 299
Si, 298, 300

Airy disk, 565
Analytical techniques:

analysis time, 677
analyzed volume, 677
depth resolution, 677
detectable elements, 677
detection limits, 677
matrix effect, 677

Analytical transmission electron microscopy
(AEM), 645

Anodic oxidation, 29, 472
anodic solutions, 29

constant voltage method, 29
constant current method, 29

Antenna structure, 702
Arrhenius plot, 263, 288–289, 298, 299, 691
Atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), 667
Atomic force microscopy (AFM), 544, 715

cantilever, 545
contact mode, 546
instrument, 545
non-contact mode, 546
piezoelectric scanner, 545
tapping mode, 546
van der Waal force, 546

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), 634
applications, 638
Auger electron emission, 634
Auger electron energy, 636
band diagram, 635
chemical information, 639
cylindrical mirror analyzer, 636
detection limit, 638
depth profiling, 638
energy band diagram, 635
energy resolution, 636
differentiated signal, 637
electron energy analyzer, 636
hemispherical analyzer, 636
instrumentation, 636
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Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) (continued )
interferences, 634
lithium, 635
principle, 634
retarding potential analyzer, 636
sample artifacts, 638
sample charging, 638
sampling depth, 638
scanning Auger electron spectroscopy, 638
surface contamination, 638

Auger electrons, 630, 634
Auger recombination, see Lifetime
Average energy to generate ehp, 416, 643

Backscattered electrons, 416, 643
Ballistic electron emission microscopy

(BEEM), 163, 554
barrier height, 555
tunnel current, 555

Bamboo structure, 696
Band gap:

Si, 44
Band offset, 69

C-V, 69–71
internal photoemission, 71
MOS capacitor, 70
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy, 71

Barrier height, 128, 129, 157, 158, 161, 555
temperature dependence, 160

Base resistance, 202–206
Bathtub curve, 690
Bias temperature stress, 339
Bipolar junction transistors (BJT), 198

base resistance, 202
collector resistance, 202
current gain, 200
emitter crowding, 202
emitter resistance, 200
extrinsic base resistance, 203
Gummel plot, 198–199
impedance circle method, 205
intrinsic base resistance, 203
Kelvin voltage, 204
phase cancellation method, 205
poly-Si emitter, 204
pulse method, 206
quasi-neutral region current, 200
self heating, 206
space-charge region current, 200

Black body radiation, 288
Black’s equation, 697
Blech length, 697
Border traps, 358
Boxcar DLTS, 270, 272

Bragg angle, 671
Bragg’s law, 644
Breakdown:

junction, 82–83
oxide, 705, 707, 709
snapback, 701

Brillouin scattering, 609

Capacitance, see also MOS capacitor
apparent carrier density, 65
carrier density, 62
channel, 497, 507
channel length, 216–218
chuck capacitance effect, 372
contactless, 64
corner, 91
deep depletion, 325
depletion approximation, 62, 65, 67
definition, 62
doping density, 63
integral, 75
inversion, 72
measurement techniques, 371
mercury probe, 64, 76, 91
MOS, 321, 332
MOSFET, 63
overlap, 217
oxide leakage current effect, 368
oxide thickness, 368
parallel equivalent circuit, 83–84, 107, 286
perimeter, 91
saturation, 437
series equivalent circuit, 83–84, 107, 286
series resistance, 190
Schottky diode, 62
steady-state, 259
stretch-out, 90
sweep rate, 322, 326
thermally stimulated, 288
transient, 259

Capacitance DLTS, 271
Capacitive contact, 86
Capture coefficient, 255
Capture cross section, 256, 261, 293
Capture rate, 256
Capture time constant, 265
Carbon in silicon, 587, 591
Carrier density, 1, 61

apparent carrier density, 65
back contact, 85
breakdown limit, 82
compensation, 99
contactless, 64
current-voltage, 79
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Debye limit, 82
depletion approximation, 62, 65, 67
differential capacitance, 61
dissipation factor, 107
effect of bulk traps, 91
effect of Debye length, 67, 82
effect of deep-level dopants/traps, 91
effect of excess leakage current, 91
effect of generation lifetime, 91
effect of interface traps, 89, 90
effect of minority carriers, 89, 90
effect of series resistance, 83
effect of stray/corner/perimeter capacitance,

90, 91
effect of sweep rate, 89
effect of Thomas-Fermi screening length, 82
effect of voltage breakdown, 82
electrochemical, 77
free carrier absorption, 98
Hall effect, 94
heterojunction, 69
hydrogen compensation of boron, 68
infrared spectroscopy, 99
instrumental limitations, 94
integral capacitance, 75
lateral profiling, 104
maximum-minimum capacitance, 71, 73
measurement errors, 82
measurement precautions, 82
mercury probe, 64, 76, 91
MOS capacitor, 71
MOS contacts, 85
MOSFET substrate voltage-gate voltage, 79
MOSFET threshold voltage, 81
parallel/series connection, 84, 107, 286
parasitic resistance, 165–167
photoelectric spectroscopy, 101
photoluminescence, 101
photothermal ionization spectroscopy, 101
plasma resonance, 97
polysilicon gate depletion, 73
quality factor Q, 84, 107
Rutherford backscattering, 103
Schottky barrier diode, 62
secondary ion mass spectrometry, 102
semi-insulating substrates, 93
series resistance, 83
spatial resolution, 67
spreading resistance, 82
stray capacitance, 90
strengths and weaknesses, 105

Carrier illumination (CI), 24
Carrier lifetime, see Lifetime
Cathodoluminescence (CL), 404, 651

electron range, 652
image contrast, 652
minority carrier diffusion length, 652
non-radiative lifetime, 652
quantum efficiency, 652
radiative lifetime, 652
resolution, 652
time resolved, 404, 652
transient, 404, 652

Channel length, see MOSFET channel length
Channel width, see MOSFET channel width
Channeling, 104, 664
Characteristic X-rays, 640
Charge-based measurements, 523

flatband voltage, 532
generation lifetime, 534
doping density, 538
interface trap density, 540
Kelvin probe, 526
oxide charge, 538
oxide leakage current, 541
oxide thickness, 540
recombination lifetime, 534
surface modification, 537
surface photovoltage, 533

Charge collection scanning electron
microscopy, see Electron beam induced
current

Charge monitor, 702
Charge pumping, 352

border traps, 358
effect of oxide leakage current, 358–359
energy interval, 354
geometrical component, 355
interface trapped charge, 355
trap spatial variation, 356
trilevel, 356
waveforms, 354

Charge-to-breakdown, 707
Charge:

DLTS, 269
semiconductor, 62, 322
transient, 269

Charged particle analysis, 591
Chemical and physical characterization,

627
Chuck capacitance, 372
Circuit connection, 84, 107, 286, 331, 347

conversion, 108
parallel, 84, 107–108, 286
series, 84, 107–108, 286

Chromium in Si, 409
Collector resistance, 202
Complementary error function, 421
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Conductance, 187, 347
equivalent circuit, 347
interface trapped charge, 347
surface potential fluctuations, 347

Conductivity, 27, 465
Conductivity mobility, 465
Conductivity modulation, 18, 428
Conductivity type, 38

Hall effect, 486
hot probe, 38
mercury probe, 40
rectification method, 39
Seebeck effect, 38
surface photovoltage, 40
thermoelectric probe, 38
wafer flats, 38

Configuration switching, 14
Confocal optical microscopy, 570

Nipkow disk, 572
pinhole, 571
resolution, 570

Conformal mapping, 14
Contact chain, 137
Contact electromigration, 700
Contact metals, 167
Contact potential difference, 527, 529
Contact resistance, 2, 127, 131, 147, 156

alloy contacts, 157
apparent specific contact resistivity, 150
barrier layer, 157
circular test structure, 144
contact chain, 137
contact length, 131, 141
contact metals, 167
contact misalignment, 151
contact spiking, 157
contact string, 137
cross bridge Kelvin structure, 141, 143, 149
current crowding, 140, 155
effective contact area, 142
end resistance, 141, 143, 147, 156
four-terminal contact resistance method, 149
front resistance, 141, 147, 156
horizontal contact, 131
Kelvin test structure, 149
ladder structure, 146
lateral current flow, 131, 155
measurement techniques, 135
metal resistance, 148
misalignment, 151
MOSFET test structure, 154
multiple contact resistance method, 138
non-planar contacts, 156
parasitic resistance, 165

probe resistance, 3, 30
sheet resistance, 147, 156
silicide, 148, 157
silicon precipitate, 156
six-terminal contact resistance method, 156
specific contact resistivity, 132, 134, 147
specific interfacial resistivity, 132
spiking, 157
spreading resistance, 136
strengths and weaknesses, 164
transfer length method, 146
transfer length, 140
transmission line method (TLM), 139
trilayer transmission model, 143
two-terminal contact resistance methods, 135
vertical contact, 131, 155
vertical Kelvin test structure, 155

Contact spiking, 157
Contact string, 137
Contactless measurements:

capacitance, 64
carrier illumination, 24
conductivity type, 38, 40
doping profiling, 64
Eddy current, 34
free carrier absorption, 98, 413, 587
generation lifetime, 435
infrared spectroscopy, 99
mobility, 502
modulated photoreflectance, 23
optical densitometry, 25
photoluminescence, 101
plasma resonance, 97
pulsed MOS capacitor, 435
resistivity, 35
Rutherford backscattering, 103
wafer bow, 37
wafer thickness, 35, 37
wafer warpage, 37

Contactless resistivity measurements, 34
conductivity, 36
capacitance–voltage, 64
Eddy current, 34
layer sheet resistance, 35
layer thickness, 37
resistivity, 35
skin depth, 35, 36
strengths and weaknesses, 41
wafer thickness, 35, 37

Continuum X-rays, 640
Contrast, 565, 568
Copper decoration, 709
Corbino disk, 478–480
Corona charge, 438, 524
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Corona oxide semiconductor (COS), 438
flatband voltage, 439, 532
generation lifetime, 440, 534
guard ring, 439
Kelvin probe, 439
oxide leakage current, 541
recombination lifetime, 534
surface modification, 537

Correction factors, 8–13
Correlation DLTS, 277
Correlator, 272
Critical dimension, see line width
Cross bridge sheet resistance, 17, 604
Cross bridge Kelvin resistor, 141, 143, 149
Cumulative distribution function, 709
Cumulative failures, 692, 709
Current:

BEEM current, 555
displacement current, 268, 332
DLTS, 269
electron beam induced (EBIC), 416, 649
emission current, 268
gate-controlled diode, 431
leakage current, 285
MESFETs, 220
MOS capacitors, 322
MOSFETs, 208
pn junctions, 185
quasi-neutral region current, 186, 418, 432
scanning tunneling microscopy, 544
Schottky diode, 157, 231
series resistance, 200–205
space-charge region current, 186, 418
substrate current, 702
surface current, 431
thermally stimulated, 288
transient, 269

Current crowding, 202, 206
Current DLTS, 267
Current gain, 200
Curve tracer, 201
Cylindrical mirror analyzer, 636

Dark field microscopy, 568
Data presentation, 3
DC-IV, 361
Deal triangle, 320
Debye length, 67

extrinsic, 67
intrinsic, 324

Debye limit, 82
Deep-level impurities, 251, 254

acceptors, 255
capacitance measurements, 256

capture coefficient, 254, 256
capture cross section, 256
capture rate, 256
capture time, 258
charge measurement, 269
current measurement, 267
deep-level transient spectroscopy, 270
donors, 255
effect on carrier density, 91
emission coefficient, 254
emission rate, 255
emission time constant, 261, 353
GaAs, 299
Gibbs free energy, 293
majority carriers, 260, 266
minority carrier injection, 264
minority carriers, 264
occupancy, 256
Si, 298, 300
trapping, 255

Deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS),
270

activation energy, 293
Arrhenius plot, 263, 298
black body radiation, 288
boxcar integrator, 270, 272
capacitance DLTS, 271
capacitance meter, 266
capture cross section, 256, 261, 293
charge DLTS, 269
computer DLTS, 278
conductance DLTS, 269
constant capacitance DLTS, 276
constant resistance DLTS, 269
correlation DLTS, 271, 277
correlation technique, 271
correlator, 272
current DLTS, 269
DLTS spectrum, 271, 274
double correlation DLTS, 275
enthalpy, 293
entropy, 293
gate width, 277
Gibbs free energy, 293
incomplete trap filling, 286
instrumental limitations, 286
interface trapped charge, 280
isothermal DLTS, 278
Laplace DLTS, 279
leakage current, 285
lock-in amplifier, 276
measurement precautions, 285
optical DLTS, 283
optimum filter, 277
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Deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS)
(continued )

precautions, 285
rate window, 270
sampling times, 274
scanning DLTS, 284
series resistance, 285
signal, 271
spectrum, 271
strengths and weaknesses, 292
time constant extraction, 272, 294
weighting function, 272, 277

Defect etches, 575
GaAs, 576
InP, 576
Si, 576

Defects, 251, see also Deep-level impurities
deep-level impurities, 251
dislocations, 251
interstitials, 251
oxide, 706
positron annihilation spectroscopy, 289
precipitates, 251
recombination centers, 254
stacking faults, 251
traps, 255
vacancies, 251, 290

Degeneracy, 294
degeneracy factor, 294

De La Moneda method, 211
Dember voltage, 423
Depletion approximation, 62, 65, 67
Depth of field, 567
Depth of focus, 567
Detailed balance, 260
DIBL, see Drain induced barrier lowering
Differential capacitance, 61

apparent carrier density, 65
contactless, 64
deep depletion, 325
depletion approximation, 62, 65, 67
mercury probe, 40, 64, 76, 91, 412
pn junction, 63
MOS capacitor, 63, 331
MOSFET, 63
Schottky diode, 62
semiconductor charge, 62
spatial resolution, 67, 82
wafer thickness, 37

Differential Hall effect, 26
strengths and weaknesses, 40

Differential interference contrast microscopy,
570

Diffusion constant, 396

Diodes
current-voltage, 185, 417
lifetime measurement, 417
quasi-neutral region current, 186, 418
space-charge region current, 186, 418
surface current, 431
temperature measurement, 691

Direct tunneling, 369, 704, 729
Dishing, 18
Displacement current, 268, 332
Dissipation factor, 107
Distribution functions, 692

exponential distribution, 692
log-normal distribution, 694
normal distribution, 694
Weibull distribution, 693

DLTS, see Deep-level transient spectroscopy
Doping density, see Carrier density
Doping profiling, 26, 29, 63, 77, 79, 81, 102
Double correlation DLTS, 275
Double crystal diffraction, 674
Double implant method, 21

damage relaxation, 23
Drain conductance, 489
Drain induced barrier lowering, 215
Drain resistance, see MOSFET series resistance
Drift mobility, 484

Haynes-Shockley experiment, 482
time-of-flight method, 482

Dual configuration, 14

Eddy current, 34
Effective channel length:

capacitance-voltage, 218, 261
de la Moneda, 211
ID/g

1/2
m , 211

paired gate voltage, 210
shift and ratio, 213
Suciu-Johnston, 210
Terada-Muta, 208
transconductance/transresistance, 213
two channel lengths, 213
varying channel lengths, 209

Effective channel width, 218
Effective lifetime, 395, 398
Effective mobility, 489, 506

effect of channel charge frequency response,
497, 506

effect of gate depletion, 494
effect of interface trapped charge, 498, 507
effect of oxide current, 496
effect of series resistance, 499
empirical equations, 494, 506
low-field mobility, 494
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measurement, 489
mobility degradation factor, 494
split C-V, 492
“universal” curves, 494

Electrical excitation, 448
theory, 448

Electrochemical profiling method (ECP), 77,
472

electrolytes, 78
dissolution valency, 78
Faraday constant, 78
series resistance, 78

Electrolyte, 78
Electrolytical metal tracer, 413
Electromigration (EM), 695

activation energy, 697, 698
bamboo structure, 696
Black’s equation, 697
Blech length, 697
contact electromigration, 700
electron wind, 695
extrusion detector, 697
grain boundaries, 696
grains, 696
Joule heating, 700
lifetime, 696
median time to failure, 697
standard wafer-level electromigration

acceleration structure (SWEAT), 700
stress migration, 695
test structures, 697–698
triple points, 695
vacancies, 696

Electron:
elastic scattering, 629
inelastic scattering, 629
wavelength, 629

Electron affinity, 128, 335, 336
Electron beam induced current (EBIC), 416,

649
applications, 651
average energy to generate ehp, 416, 643
backscattering coefficient, 416, 643
brightness map, 651
electron penetration depth, 416, 633
electron range, 416, 633
generation rate, 416, 650
generation volume, 416, 650
line scan, 651
minority carrier diffusion length, 416
minority carrier lifetime, 417
optical beam induced current, 417
pulsed, 417
surface recombination, 417

Electron beam techniques, 628
Auger electron spectroscopy, 634
cathodoluminescence, 651
electron beam induced current, 416, 649
electron energy loss spectroscopy, 648
electron microprobe, 639
high energy electron diffraction, 653
low energy electron diffraction, 652
scanning electron microscopy, 629
transmission electron microscopy, 645
voltage contrast, 718

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), 648
plasmons, 648

Electron gun:
field emission filament, 631
lanthanum hexaboride filament, 631
tungsten filament, 631

Electron microprobe (EMP), 639
applications, 645
band diagram, 640
Bragg’s law, 644
Bremsstrahlung, 640
detection limit, 641
EDS vs. WDS, 641
energy-dispersive spectrometer, 641
fluorescence yield, 641
forbidden X-ray transitions, 641
instrumentation, 641
lithium-drifted Si detector, 643
mapping, 645
mass absorption coefficient, 642
microcalorimeter, 642, 644
multichannel analyzer, 643
overvoltage, 640
pulse pile-up, 643
resolution, 641
secondary fluorescence, 639
sensitivity, 641
spectra, 645
wavelength-dispersive spectrometer, 641
windows, 643
X-ray absorption law, 642
X-ray detectors, 641
X-ray fluorescence, 641
X-ray transitions, 640

Electron penetration depth, 416, 633
Electron probe microanalysis, see Electron

microprobe
Electron range, 633

GaAs, 634
Ge, 634
InP, 634
Si, 634
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Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis
(ESCA), see XPS

Electron spin resonance, 363
Electroreflectance, 600
Electrostatic discharge (ESD), 712

charged device model, 713
human body model, 713
machine model, 713
walking wounded, 712

Ellipsometry, 579
analyzer, 582
applications, 584
compensator, 581
critical dimension, 585
ellipsometric angles �, �, 581
extinction coefficient, 581
film thickness, 584
index of refraction, 581
line width, 585
null ellipsometry, 581
polarization, 580
polarized light, 579
polarizer, 581
quarter-wave plate, 581
retarder, 581
rotating analyzer ellipsometry, 582
spectroscopic ellipsometer, 583, 601

ELYMAT, 413
Emission coefficient, 254
Emission microscopy (EMMI), 714, 715

failure analysis, 715
picosecond imaging circuit analysis (PICA),

717
sample thinning, 717

Emission rate, 256
optical, 283

Emission time constant, 93, 261, 353
GaAs, 299
Si, 298, 300

Emitter current crowding, 202
Emitter recombination, 403
Emitter resistance, 200
Energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS), 641

multichannel analyzer, 643
semiconductor detector, 643

Enthalpy, 293
Entropy, 293

entropy factor, 293
Equilibrium, thermal, 260
Equivalent circuits, 84, 107, 286, 331, 347

parallel, 84, 107, 286
series, 84, 107, 286

Error function, 421
ESCA, see XPS

Etch solutions, 576
Everhart Thornley detector, 631
Ewald sphere, 653
Excitons, 605

bound exciton, 605
free exciton, 605

Exponential distribution, 692
Extinction coefficient, 581, 585
Extreme value statistics, 694, 709
Eye resolution, 692

Failure analysis (FA), 689
Failure analysis techniques, 713

emission microscopy (EMMI), 715
fluorescent microthermography (FMT), 718
focused ion beam (FIB), 723
infrared thermography (IRT), 718
laser voltage probe, 719
liquid crystals (LC), 720
noise, 723
optical beam induced resistance change

(OBIRCH), 721
picosecond imaging circuit analysis (PICA),

717
probes, 715
quiescent drain current (IDDQ), 713
thermally-induced voltage alteration, 722
voltage contrast, 718

Failure rate, 692
Failure times, 692
Failure unit (FIT), 692
Faraday constant, 78
Fe in Si, 407
Fermi level pinning, 95, 129, 471
Field emission, 130, 133
Field-effect mobility, 500

comparison with effective mobility, 501
transconductance, 500

FIT, see Failure unit
Fixed oxide charge, 319, 334

capacitance-voltage measurement, 334
Deal triangle, 320

Flame photometry, 342
Flatband capacitance, 328, 334
Flatband voltage, 327, 328
Flatness, 37
Flicker noise, 724
Fluorescent tracers, 709
Fluorescent microthermography (FMT), 718
Fluorometry, 604
Focused ion beam (FIB), 649, 723
Forbidden X-ray transitions, 641
Forming gas anneal, 334, 337
Four-point probe, 2
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circular wafers, 12
collinear array, 3
conductivity modulation, 18
configuration switched, 14
contact resistance, 2
correction factors, 8–13
current effect, 19
double implant technique, 21
dual configuration, 14
high resistivity material, 20
ingot diameter, 14
ion implant damage, 22
ion implant dose, 22
Kelvin technique, 2
majority carrier injection, 18
measurement circuit, 18
measurement errors, 18
measurement precautions, 18
minority carrier injection, 18
probe radii, 7
probe spacing, 7,19
probe wander, 19
rectangular wafers, 12
sample size, 18
sample thickness, 8
semiconductor resistance, 3
sheet resistance, 9
spreading resistance, 3
square array, 13
strengths and weaknesses, 40
surface preparation, 20
temperature coefficient of resistivity, 20
temperature effect, 20
wafer mapping, 21
Wenner’s method, 3

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR), 588

apodization, 590
centerburst, 589
Fellget advantage, 590
interferogram, 589
interferometer, 589
Jacquinot advantage, 590
optical path difference, 589
spectral resolution, 589
weighting, 590

Fowler plot, 163
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, 369, 704,

729
Franz-Keldysh effect, 720
Free carrier absorption, 98, 413, 587

absorption coefficient, 413
black body radiation, 415
hot plate, 415

phase shift method, 414
steady state method, 414
transient method, 414
transmittance, 99

Frenkel-Poole emission, 261
Frequency distribution, 692

GaAs:
absorption coefficient, 614
Auger recombination coefficients, 392
contact metals, 167
deep level impurities, 299
defect etches, 576
electron backscattering coefficient, 416
electron range, 416, 634
EL2 in GaAs, 592
emission rates, 299
γ , 262
mobility, 505
radiative recombination coefficient, 392
refractive index, 614
resistivity versus doping density, 42

Gamma rays, 289, 674
Gamma-ray techniques:

neutron activation analysis, 674
positron annihilation spectroscopy, 289

GaN:
Absorption coefficient, 614

GaP:
absorption coefficient, 614
radiative recombination coefficient, 392
refractive index, 614
resistivity versus doping density, 42

Gas fusion analysis, 591
Gate-controlled diode, 429

generation lifetime, 429, 431
guard ring, 429
quasi-neutral region current, 432
space-charge region current, 432
space-charge regions, 430
surface generation velocity, 429
surface potential, 430

Gate doping density
effect of finite doping, 329
effect of gate depletion, 329
effect of quantization, 330

Gate oxide currents, 704, 729
Gate oxide current, effect on:

capacitance-voltage, 332, 368, 372
charge pumping, 358
conductance, 347
generation lifetime, 435
MOSFET mobility, 496
pulsed MOS capacitor, 435
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Gate oxide integrity, see Oxide integrity
Ge:

absorption coefficient, 614
Auger recombination coefficient, 392
electron range, 634
radiative recombination coefficient, 392
refractive index, 614
resistivity versus doping density, 42

Generation, 254
emission time constant, 261, 262, 271

Generation lifetime, 389, 395, 419, 429, 431
contactless, 435
corona oxide semiconductor, 438
effect of gate oxide current, 435
gate-controlled diode, 429
pulsed MOS capacitor, 432
strengths and weaknesses, 441

Generation rate, 395
Generation-recombination centers, 251

dislocations, 251
interstitials, 251
precipitates, 251
stacking faults, 251
vacancies, 251

Generation-recombination noise, 724
Generation-recombination statistics, 253

capture coefficient, 254
capture cross section, 256, 261
emission coefficient, 254
emission rate, 255
emission time constant, 261
majority carrier capture, 265
majority carrier emission, 259
minority carrier capture, 267
minority carrier emission, 264
optical capture cross section, 283
optical emission rate, 283
optical emission, 283

Gibbs free energy, 262, 293
GOI, see oxide integrity
Gorey-Schneider technique, 32
Grain boundary, 696
Grain, 696
Gray-Brown method, 352
Greek cross, 17, 477
Gummel plot, 198

Hall effect, 94, 466
activation energy, 95
anodic oxidation, 29, 472
band bending, 95
carrier density, 95, 467
carrier type, 95
contacts, 16, 476, 477

contact placement, 16, 476, 477
differential Hall effect, 473
effect of space-charge regions, 95
F function, 15, 470
Fermi level pinning, 95, 471
Greek cross, 17, 477
Hall angle, 467
Hall bar, 466, 470
Hall coefficient, 94, 467, 468
Hall sheet coefficient, 471, 472
Hall voltage, 467
high resistance samples, 477
inhomogeneous sample, 474
layer stripping, 29
measurement circuits, 475
measurement precautions, 477
mixed conduction, 97, 475
mobility, 469
mobility profiling, 473
MOSFETs, 477, 478
multiple layers, 97, 474
non-uniform layers, 27, 471
profiling, 472
resistivity, 467, 470
sample shapes, 15–17, 475
scattering factor, 94, 468
semi-insulating film, 471
sheet conductance, 97
sheet Hall coefficient, 471, 472
sheet resistance, 26
two-layer structure, 474
units, 467
van der Pauw geometry, 14–16, 470

Hall mobility, 469
Haynes-Shockley experiment, 482
Hazard rate, 692
Hemispherical analyzer, 636
Heterojunction:

band offset, 68, 70
HIBS, see Rutherford backscattering
High energy electron diffraction, 653
High energy ion backscattering spectrometry,

see Rutherford backscattering
High frequency methods:

Gray-Brown, 352
Jenq, 352
Terman, 350

High level injection, 392
High resistivity material:

DLTS, 284
thermally stimulated current, 288

High resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HREM), 648

lattice imaging, 648
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Hot carriers, 701
antenna structure, 702
charge monitor, 702
energetic carriers, 701
gate current, 702
interface trap generation, 701
lifetime, 703
parasitic bipolar transistor, 701
plasma-induced damage, 702
snapback breakdown, 701
substrate current, 702

Hot probe, 38
Hydrogen compensation of boron, 68
Hydrogen-terminated Si, 68

Image force barrier lowering, 129, 157
Impurities, 252, see also Deep-level impurities

deep-level impurities, 252
Index of refraction, see Refractive index
Inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy

(ICP-MS), 667
Infant mortality, 690
Infrared radiation, 415

black body, 415
lifetime measurements, 416

Infrared spectroscopy, 99
effect of background light, 100
shallow-level impurities, 101

Infrared thermography (IRT), 718
InP:

absorption coefficient, 614
Auger recombination coefficient, 392
contact metals, 167
defect etches, 576
electron range, 634
radiative recombination coefficient, 392
refractive index, 614

InSb:
radiative recombination coefficient, 392

Integral capacitance, 75
partial dose, 75
projected range, 75

Interface states, see Interface trapped charge
Interface trapped charge DLTS, 280

constant capacitance, 282
current, 283
MOS capacitors, 280
MOSFETs, 280

Interface trapped charge, 319, 327, 342, 394
acceptors, 342
border traps, 358
C-V “stretch-out”, 90, 344, 351
capacitance, 344
capture cross section, 347

charge pumping method, 352
conductance method, 347
corona charge, 540
DC-IV, 361
deep-level transient spectroscopy method,

363
donors, 342
effect on carrier profiling, 89
effect on effective mobility, 489, 507
electron spin resonance method, 363
feedback charge method, 345
forming gas anneal, 334, 337
generation by hot carriers, 701
Gray-Brown method, 352
high/low frequency, 345
Jenq method, 352
ledge voltage, 352
midgap voltage, 360
MOSFET sub-threshold current method, 359
profiling, 362
quasi-static I-V method, 332
quasi-static Q-V method, 332
strengths and weaknesses, 370
stretch out, 344, 351
sub-threshold current method, 359
surface charge analyzer, 363
surface potential fluctuations, 345
Terman method, 350
U-shaped distribution, 345, 349

Interfacial resistance, 132
Interference, optical, 572
Interference contrast microscopy, 568
Interference measurements, 569
Interferometer, 587, 589
Interferometric microscopy, 563, 572

height ambiguity, 573
Linnik, 574
Michelson, 574
Mirau, 574
phase shift, 572
piezoelectric transducer, 574
white light, 575

Interlevel dielectric, 342
Internal energy, 293
Internal photoemission, 162
Internal reflection infrared spectroscopy, 598

total internal reflection, 598
Intrinsic carrier density:

Si, 43
Ion beam techniques, 653

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry, 103,
659

secondary ion mass spectrometry, 102, 654,
656
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Ion channeling, 104, 664
Ion implantation:

damage, 23
dose, 22
modulated photoreflectance, 23
optical densitometry, 25
SIMS, 656
thermal waves, 23

Ion microprobe, see Secondary ion mass
spectrometry

Ion microscope, see Secondary ion mass
spectrometry

Iron in silicon, 407
Isothermal transient ionic current, 338

Jenq method, 352
Junction depth

anodic oxidation, 29
carrier illumination, 24
differential Hall effect, 26, 27
secondary ion mass spectrometry, 27
spreading resistance, 27

Kelvin probe, 439, 526
probe potential, 530
vibrating Kelvin probe, 527
zero current mode, 528

Kelvin technique, 2, 150, 526
Kelvin test structure:

conventional, 149
vertical, 155

Kirchhoff’s law, 415

Laplace DLTS, 279
Laser ablation, 717
Laser ionization mass spectrometry (LIMS),

658
Laser microprobe mass spectrometry

(LAMMA), 658
Laser voltage probe, 719

Franz-Keldysh effect, 720
Lateral doping profiling, 104

atomic force microscopy, 104
etch solutions, 105
scanning capacitance microscopy, 105
scanning electron microscopy, 105
scanning tunneling microscopy, 104
scanning spreading resistance, 105
transmission electron microscopy, 105

LDD, see Lightly doped drain
Lifetime, 389

Auger, 392
conductivity modulation, 428
corona oxide semiconductor, 438

diode current-voltage, 417
effective, 395, 398
electrical measurements, 417
electron beam induced current, 416
Fe in Si, 407
free carrier absorption, 413
gate-controlled diode, 429
generation lifetime, 394
high level, 393–394
low level, 393–394
multiphonon, 391
open circuit voltage decay, 422
optical beam induced current, 417
optical measurements, 395
photoconductance decay, 399
photoluminescence decay, 404
pulsed MOS capacitor, 424, 432
quasi-steady-state photoconductance, 396
radiative, 392
recombination lifetime, 390
reverse recovery, 420
Shockley-Read-Hall, 391
short circuit current decay, 402, 428
small-signal open circuit voltage decay, 424
steady-state short-circuit current, 411
surface, 397
surface photovoltage, 404
time-of-flight, 484

Lifetimes:
Si, 393

Light beam induced current, 417
Light scattering, 599

optical scattering cross section, 599
particles, 599
scatterometry, 601
tomography, 600

Lightly doped drain (LDD), 208, 209
Line width, 17, 601

accuracy, 601
critical dimension, 601
long term stability, 601
precision, 601
repeatability, 601

Line width measurement—electrical methods,
17, 603

SEM method, 602
cross bridge resistor method, 17, 603
line slimming, 602

Line width measurement—optical methods,
601

Scatterometry, 601
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE), 585, 601

Line width measurement—probe method, 603
Liquid crystals (LC), 720
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cholesteric, 720
clearing temperature, 720
nematic, 720

Lithium, Auger electron spectroscopy, 635
Lock-in amplifier DLTS, 276
Log-normal distribution, 694
Loss tangent, 108
Low energy electron diffraction (LEED), 652

crystallography, 652
diffraction pattern, 653
Ewald sphere, 653
reciprocal lattice, 653

Low frequency methods:
quasi-static, 342
conductance, 347

Low frequency noise, 698, 725
Low level injection, 392, 393

Magic mirror, 595
Magnetoresistance mobility, 479

magnetoresistance scattering factor, 480
Magnetoresistance, 479

Corbino disk, 478, 480
geometrical magnetoresistance, 480
physical magnetoresistance, 480
scattering factor, 480
transconductance, 481

Magnification, 567, 630
Majority carriers:

capture, 265
emission, 259, 268

Makyoh, 595
Mass spectrometer, 657

magnetic sector, 657
quadrupole, 658
time-of-flight, 658

Mathiessen’s rule, 489
Maximum-minimum MOS capacitance, 71
Mean time between failures (MTTF), 690
Mean time to failure (MTFF), 690
Median time to failure (t50), 690, 697
Mercury probe, 40, 64, 76, 91, 412

conductivity type, 40
contact radius, 91
doping profiling, 64, 76

MESFETs, 219–222
end resistance, 220
series resistance, 219–222
transmission line method, 220

Metallurgical channel length, 207
Metal semiconductor contacts see Schottky

barrier contacts
Metal semiconductor work function difference,

334, 335

photoemission, 336
polysilicon gates, 336

Metal work function, 128, 327, 334, 335, 526,
530, 636

Michelson interferometer, 589
Microcalorimeter, 642, 644
Microscope, optical:

compound optical, 565
immersion optics, 567
objective, 564–565
optical, 564–565
Raleigh criterion, 566
stereo, 564

Microscopy, see Optical microscopy
Minority carrier diffusion length, 404
Minority carriers:

capture, 267
effect on carrier profiling, 89
emission, 264, 268
optical injection, 267

Mobile oxide charge, 321, 338
bias-temperature stress, 339
C-V method, 339
copper, 339
effect of charge injection, 340
flame photometry, 342
flatband voltage shift, 339
interlevel dielectric, 342
lithium, 339
mobility, 338
neutron activation analysis, 342
potassium, 339
radiotracer method, 342
secondary ion mass spectrometry, 342
sodium, 339
transit time, 339
triangular voltage sweep method, 340

Mobility, 1, 465
conductivity mobility, 465, 469
contactless, 502
Coulomb scattering, 489
differential mobility, 481
drift mobility, 484
effective mobility, 489
field-effect mobility, 500
GaAs, 505
Hall mobility, 469, 465
Haynes-Shockley experiment, 482
ionized impurity scattering, 469, 490
lattice scattering, 469
magnetoresistance mobility, 479
majority carrier mobility, 465
Mathiessen’s rule, 489
microscopic mobility, 465
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Mobility (continued )
minority carrier mobility, 465
MOSFET mobility, 489
neutral impurity scattering, 469
phonon scattering, 489
piezoelectric scattering, 489
quantization, 489
saturation, 502
Si, 503–504
strengths and weaknesses, 502
surface roughness scattering, 489
time-of-flight, 482
universal mobility, 506
van der Pauw, 470

MODFETs, 219–222
end resistance, 220
series resistance, 219–222
transmission line method, 220

Modulated photoreflectance, 23
post-implant damage, 24
strengths and weaknesses, 41
thermal wave, 23

Modulation spectroscopy, 600
dielectric function, 600
electroreflectance, 600
photoreflectance, 601

Monochromator, 587
grating, 587
prism, 587

Monroe probe, 526
MOS capacitor (MOS-C):

bias-temperature stress, 339
capacitance, 321, 325
carrier profiling, 63
chuck capacitance effect, 372
conductance, 347
contacts, 85
deep-depletion capacitance, 63, 325
displacement current, 332
DLTS, 282
doping profiling, 63
effective frequency, 323
electron affinity, 335, 336
equivalent circuit, 323
F function, 324, 531
finite gate doping density, 329
fixed charge, 319, 334
flatband capacitance, 328, 334
flatband voltage, 327, 328
gate depletion, 330
gate voltage, 325
generation current, 436
high-frequency capacitance, 324
interface trapped charge, 319, 342

inversion capacitance, 72, 322, 323
low-frequency capacitance, 324, 332, 342
maximum-minimum capacitance, 71
metal-semiconductor work function

difference, 334, 337
mobile charge, 321
oxide leakage current effect, 332, 347, 358,

368, 372, 435, 496
oxide thickness, 364
oxide trapped charge, 321, 338, 358, 359
oxide voltage, 325
photoemission, 336
pulsed, 432, 439
quasi-static method, 342
semiconductor charge, 322
stretch-out, 90, 344, 351
surface potential fluctuations, 345
surface potential, 324
sweep direction, 326
sweep rate, 326
Terman method, 350
triangular voltage sweep, 340
work function, 327, 334, 335

MOSFET channel length, 206
capacitance method, 216
de la Moneda method, 211
drain-induced barrier lowering method, 215
effective channel length, 206
linear regression, 209
mask-defined channel length, 206
metallurgical channel length, 207, 216
physical gate length, 206
shift and ratio method, 213
substrate bias method, 210
Suciu-Johnston method, 210
Terada-Muta method, 208
transresistance method, 213

MOSFET channel width, 218
capacitance method, 219
non-linear optimization, 219

MOSFET mobility, 489
drain conductance, 218
effective mobility, 489
field-effect mobility, 500
gate oxide current effect, 496
gate depletion effect, 494
interface trapped charge effect, 498, 507
inversion charge frequency response effect,

497, 506
mobility degradation factor, 494
series resistance effect, 499
saturation mobility, 502
scattering mechanisms, 489
split C-V method, 492
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surface roughness scattering, 494
“universal” mobility curves, 494

MOSFET series resistance, 206–214
channel resistance, 208
current crowding, 206
current-voltage, 208
de la Moneda method, 211
drain resistance, 207, 214
shift and ratio method, 213
source current crowding, 206
source resistance, 207, 214
spreading resistance, 206
substrate bias method, 210
Suciu-Johnston method, 210
Terada-Muta method, 208
transresistance method, 213
saturation velocity limited, 225

MOSFETs:
contact resistance, 154
current-voltage, 208
DLTS, 280
doping profiling, 79–82
drain-induced barrier lowering, 215
effective channel length, 206
gate overdrive, 214
hot carriers, 701
lightly-doped drain, 208, 209
linear region, 209
mask-defined channel length, 206
metallurgical channel length, 207, 216
mobility degradation factor, 494
oxide charges, see Oxide charges,
physical gate length, 206
pseudo MOSFET, 230
saturation velocity, 225
snapback breakdown, 701
source current crowding, 206
sub-threshold, 215, 226
threshold voltage, 81, 222–230
transconductance, 211, 227

Multichannel analyzer, 643, 664

Near-field optical microscopy (NFOM), 575
evanescent wave, 578
far-field region, 578
near-field region, 578
stethoscope, 575

Negative bias temperature instability (NBTI),
711

Neutron activation analysis (NAA), 342, 674
autoradiography, 676
beta rays, 674
depth profiling, 675
detection limits, 675

gamma rays, 674
instrumental NAA, 675
prompt gamma neutron activation analysis,

674
sensitivity, 675

Neutron depth profiling (NDP), 676
facilities, 676

ni :
Si, 43

Noise, 723
1/f noise, 725
flicker noise, 725
generation-recombination noise, 724
Johnson noise, 724
low-frequency noise, 698, 725
noise spectroscopy, 726
popcorn noise, 725
shot noise, 724
thermal noise, 724
white noise, 724

Nomarski microscope, see Optical microscopy
Non-ideal contacts, 16
Norde plot, 191
Normal distribution, 694
Numerical aperture (NA), 566, 646

dry NA, 567
immersion NA, 567

Ohmic contacts, 127
accumulation, 128
depletion, 128
Fermi level pinning, 129, 471
neutral, 128
surface states, 129

Open circuit voltage, 188
Open circuit voltage decay (OCVD), 422

Dember voltage, 423
effect of diode ideality factor, 424
effect of junction capacitance, 424
effect of shunt resistance, 424
emitter recombination, 424
high level injection, 424
ohmic drop, 422
small-signal OCVD, 424
theory, 422

Optical:
DLTS, 283
emission, 283
cross section, 283

Optical beam induced current (OBIC), 417
Optical beam induced resistance change

(OBIRCH), 721
Thermoelectric power, 722
Seebeck effect, 722
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Optical characterization, 563
carrier density, 97
ellipsometry, 579
emission microscopy, 715
free carrier absorption, 98, 413
infrared spectroscopy, 99
interferometric microscopy, 572
light scattering, 599
line width, 601
modulation spectroscopy, 600
optical microscopy, 564
photoluminescence, 604
plasma resonance, 97
Raman spectroscopy, 608
reflection, 592
transmission, 585

Optical densitometry, 25
contour map, 25
microdensitometer, 25

Optical excitation, 441
effect of trapping, 447
theory—steady state, 441
theory—transient, 444

Optical microscopy, 564
Airy disc, 565
bright field, 568
confocal, 570
contrast, 565, 568
dark field, 568
defect etches, 576
depth of field, 567
depth of focus, 567
differential interference, 570
diffraction disk, 565
empty magnification, 567
f number, 566
far field, 578
immersion objective, 567
interference contrast, 572
magnification, 565, 567
near field, 575, 578
Nomarski, 570
numerical aperture, 566
particle atlas, 564
particles, 564, 599
phase contrast, 568
pinhole, 571
Raleigh criterion, 566
resolution, 565, 566, 570
resolving power, 567
stethoscope, 575

Oxide charges, 319, 538
border traps, 358
fixed oxide charge, 320

flame photometry, 342
interface trapped charge, 319
mobile oxide charge, 321
neutron activation analysis, 342
nomenclature, 319–321
oxide trapped charge, 321
radiotracer, 342
secondary ion mass spectrometry, 342

Oxide integrity, 704
A-, B-, C-mode failures, 706
barrier height, 369, 704, 729,
breakdown statistics, 709
charge-to-breakdown, 707
constant gate current, 707
constant gate voltage, 707
copper decoration, 709
cumulative failures, 709
defect density, 709
direct tunneling, 369, 704, 730
extreme value statistics, 709
floating gate, 709
fluorescent tracers, 709
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, 369, 704,

730
gate current, 704, 729
oxide defects, 709
oxide electric field, 728
percolation model, 708
stepped current, 707
stepped voltage, 707
stress induced leakage current, 712
time dependent measurements, 706
time to breakdown, 707
time-zero measurements, 706
triangular barrier, 704
Weibull plot, 710
Weibull slope, 710
Weibull statistics, 709

Oxide leakage current, 541
effect on charge pumping, 358
effect on C-V, 332, 368, 372
effect on conductance, 347
effect on effective mobility, 496
effect on pulsed MOS capacitor, 435

Oxide thickness, 364
capacitance, 364
corona oxide semiconductor, 366
current-voltage, 369
ellipsometry, 364, 369
Fowler-Nordheim method, 369
MOSFET transmission line, 367
oxide leakage current effect, 368
transmission electron microscopy, 364,

369
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transmission line method, 367
two-frequency method, 366
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, 369

Oxide trapped charge, 321, 338
etch-off method, 338
flatband voltage shift, 338
photo I-V method, 338

Oxygen in silicon, 587, 590

Partial dose, 75
Particle atlas, 564
Particles, 564, 599
PCD, see Photoconductance decay
Phase cancellation method, 205
Phase contrast microscopy, 568
Phonon, 101, 391
Photoconductance decay (PCD), 399

constant current method, 400
constant voltage method, 400
contacts, 400
effect of electric field, 400
effective lifetime, 396
measurement circuits, 401
microwave reflection, 401
non-contacting, 400
radiofrequency bridge, 400
sample size, 398
skin depth, 401
surface passivation, 400
surface recombination velocity, 396
theory, 395, 441

Photoconductance, 399
Photocurrent, 162
Photoelectric spectroscopy, 101
Photoemission, 283, 336
Photoinduced current transient spectroscopy

(PITS), 284
Photoluminescence (PL), 101, 604

doping density, 102
excitons, 605
fluorometry, 604
lifetime measurement, 404
internal efficiency, 605
magneto photoluminescence, 608
non-radiative recombination, 605
optical phonons, 101
photon recycling, 404
radiative recombination, 391, 605
recombination, 605
self absorption, 404
transient, 404

Photometric measurements, 563
Photon recycling, 404

effect on lifetime, 404

Photoreflectance, 601
Photothermal ionization spectroscopy (PTIS),

101, 608
Physical characterization, 627
Picosecond imaging circuit analysis (PICA),

717
PITS, see Photoinduced current transient

spectroscopy
Plasma resonance, 97

plasma resonance frequency, 98
plasma resonance wavelength, 98

pn junctions:
capacitance, 63
conductance, 187
current-voltage, 185
current-voltage for lifetime, 417
ideality factor, 186
quasi-neutral region current, 186, 418, 432
series resistance, 186
slope, 186
space-charge region current, 186, 418
surface current, 431
temperature measurement, 691

pn junction series resistance, 186
capacitance-voltage, 190
current-voltage, 186
open-circuit voltage decay, 188

Polarization, 580
Polarization measurements, 563
Polarized light, 579, 580
Poly-Si:

gate depletion, 73
emitter, 204

Poole-Frenkel emission, 261
Popcorn noise, 724
Positron, 289

lifetime, 291
Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS),

289
angular correlation, 290
Doppler broadening, 290, 291
Doppler shift, 291
gamma ray, 289
momentum conservation, 291
positron, 289
positron lifetime, 291
S parameter, 292
vacancies, 290
voids, 290

Potential band diagram, 321
Principle of detailed balance, 260
Probe resistance, 3
Probe radii, 7, 31
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Prompt gamma neutron activation analysis,
674

Probability density function, 692
Probe microscopy, see Scanning probe

microscopy
Probe spacing, 7, 19
Pseudo MOSFET, 230

mercury probe, 230
silicon-on-insulator (SOI), 230

PTIS, see Photothermal ionization spectroscopy
Pulsed MOS capacitor, 424, 432

charge pumping, 426
contactless, 435
current-capacitance, 435
deep depletion, 432
effective diffusion length, 428
field-enhanced emission, 434
gate oxide current, effect of, 435
generation lifetime, 429
generation rates, 432
linear sweep, 437
magnification factor, 434
recombination lifetime, 424
relaxation time, 434
silicon-on-insulator, 435
Zerbst method, 432
Zerbst plot, 433

Q, see Quality factor
Quality factor, 84, 107
Quasi-neutral region current, 186, 418, 432
Quasi-static technique, 342

charge-voltage, 332
current-voltage, 332
integration constant, 345
surface potential, 345
sweep rate, 323, 344

Quasi-steady-state photoconductance, 402
Quiescent drain current (IDDQ), 713

Radiative recombination, 101
Raleigh criterion (resolution limit), 566
Raleigh scattering, 609
Raman scattering, 609
Raman spectroscopy, 608

Brillouin scattering, 609
anti Stokes shift, 609
fluorescence, 609
microprobe, 610
Raleigh scattering, 609
Stokes shift, 609
stress, 608, 610

Rate window, 270

RBS, see Rutherford backscattering
spectrometry

Recombination, 390
Recombination coefficients, 392

Auger—GaAs, 392
Auger—Ge, 392
Auger—InP, 392
Auger—InGaAsP, 392
Auger—Si, 392
radiative—GaAs, 392
radiative—Ge, 392
radiative—InGaAsP, 392
radiative—InP, 392
radiative—InSb, 392
radiative—Si, 392

Recombination, 253
Auger, 391
capture coefficient, 255
capture cross section, 256
capture time constant, 265
centers, 251–253
emission rate, 255
multiphonon, 391
non-radiative, 391, 605
radiative, 391, 605
recombination rate, 255
Shockley-Read-Hall, 391
traps, 255

Recombination lifetime, 389
Recombination lifetime—electrical methods,

417
conductivity modulation, 428
diode I-V, 417
open-circuit voltage decay, 422
pulsed MOS capacitor, 424
reverse recovery, 420
short-circuit current decay, 428

Recombination lifetime—optical methods, 395
electrolytical metal tracer (ELYMAT), 413
electron beam induced current, 416
free carrier absorption, 413
optical beam induced current, 417
photoconductance decay, 399
photoluminescence decay, 404
short circuit current/open circuit voltage

decay, 402
steady-state short circuit current, 411
strengths and weaknesses, 440
surface photovoltage, 404
transient cathodoluminescence, 404

Recombination rate, 390
bulk Shockley-Read-Hall, 393
surface Shockley-Read-Hall, 393

Reflectance, see Reflection
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Reflection, 592
applications, 594
centerburst, 594
color chart, 595, 597
critical angle, 598
internal reflection infrared spectroscopy, 598
magic mirror, 595
makyoh, 595
reflection coefficient, 97, 585, 592
Si3N4 on Si color chart, 597
SiO2 on Si color chart, 596
Snell’s law, 598
theory, 592
thickness measurement, 593
variable angle monochromator fringe

observation (VAMFO), 595
white light, 594

Reflection coefficient, 97, 585, 592
Reflection high-energy electron diffraction

(RHEED), 653
Refractive index, 24, 614

GaAs, 614
GaP, 614
Ge, 614
InP, 614
Si, 614

Reliability, 689
acceleration factors, 690
bathtub curve, 690
burn-in, 690
cumulative distribution function, 692
distribution functions, 692
exponential distribution, 692
failure rate, 692
failure times, 692
failure unit (FIT), 692
hazard rate, 692
infant mortality, 690
log-normal distribution, 694
mean time between failures (MTTF), 690
mean time to failure (MTFF), 690
median time to failure (t50), 690, 697
normal distribution, 694
probability density function, 692
reliability function, 692
wearout, 690
Weibull distribution, 693

Reliability concerns, 695
electromigration (EM), 695
electrostatic discharge (ESD), 712
gate oxide integrity (GOI), 704
hot carriers, 701
negative bias temperature instability (NBTI),

711

stress-induced leakage current (SILC),
712

Reliability function, 692
Resistivity, 1, 7, 27

contactless, 34
four-point probe, 2
GaAs, GaP, 42
Ge, 42
Si, 41
strengths and weaknesses, 40
temperature coefficient for Si, Ge, 20
two-point probe, 2

Resistivity profiling, 25
anodic oxidation, 29
differential Hall effect, 26
spreading resistance, 29

Resistivity versus doping density:
GaAs, GaP, 42
Ge, 42
Si, 41

Resolution, 565, 566, 570
Resonance ionization spectroscopy, 658
Reverse recovery (RR), 420

charge storage, 421
emitter recombination, 422
storage time, 421
theory, 421

Richardson constant, 133, 158, 190
Richardson plot, 160
Rocking curve, 674
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS),

103, 659
accuracy, 665
applications, 664
backscattering energy loss factor, 662
backscattering yield, 662
channeling, 664
depth resolution, 660, 665
detection limit, 665
differential scattering cross section, 662
electrical activation, 104
energy loss, 662
energy resolution, 663, 664
heavy ion backscattering spectroscopy

(HIBS), 659
instrumentation, 663
ion channeling, 104
kinematic factor, 660
multichannel analyzer, 664
principle, 660
scattering cross section, 662
stopping power, 662
stripper canal, 663
yield, 662
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Sandblasting, 398
Saturation current, 158, 186
Saturation mobility, 502
Saturation velocity, 488
Scanning Auger electron spectroscopy, 638
Scanning capacitance microscopy, 547

capacitance sensor, 548
doping density, 548
lateral doping profiling, 547

Scanning DLTS, 284
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 629

applications, 634
backscattered electrons, 630
contrast, 631
de Broglie wavelength, 629
electron gun, 631
electron range, 633
electron yield, 630
electron wavelength, 629
Everhart-Thornley detector, 631
field-emission, 631
generation volume, 630
instrumentation, 631
line width, 602
magnification, 630
principle, 630
resolution, 630
sample stage, 631
secondary electrons, 630

Scanning Kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM),
550

force, 551
principle, 550
spatial resolution, 551
surface potential, 550

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM), 542
atomic force microscopy (AFM), 544
ballistic electron emission microscopy

(BEEM), 163, 554
electrostatic force microscopy (EFM), 550
scanning capacitance microscopy (SCM), 547
scanning Kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM),

550
scanning spreading resistance microscopy

(SSRM), 553
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), 543

Scanning spreading resistance microscopy
(SSRM), 553

calibration curve, 554
probe, 554

Scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM), 648

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), 543
current, 544

piezoelectric transducer, 543
principle, 543
resolution, 542
spectroscopic mode, 544
topografiner, 542

Scattering factor, 94, 469
ionized impurity scattering, 469
lattice scattering, 469
neutral impurity scattering, 469

Scatterometry, see Light scattering
Schottky barrier contacts, 62

accumulation contact, 128
ballistic electron emission microscopy, 555
barrier height, 128, 157, 158, 190
barrier height: C-V, 161
barrier height: I-T, 160
barrier height: I-V, 158
barrier height: photocurrent, 162
barrier height, temperature dependence, 161
barrier width, 129
contact patchiness, 164
depletion contact, 128
effective barrier height, 158
electron affinity, 128
Fermi level pinning, 129
field emission, 130
flatband, 161
Fowler plot, 163
ideality factor, 158, 190
image force barrier lowering, 129, 157
neutral contact, 128
photocurrent, 162
Richardson constant (A*), 133, 158, 190
Richardson plot, 160
Schottky model, 128
series resistance, 159
surface states, 129
thermionic emission, 130, 157
thermionic-field emission, 130, 133, 190
tunneling, 130
work function, 128

Schottky barrier diodes, 62
barrier height, 128, 157, 158, 190, 191
capacitance, 62
current-voltage, 158, 231
ideality factor, 158, 232
Norde plot, 191
Richardson constant, 158
series resistance, 159, 190

Scintillator, 631
Secondary electrons, 629
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), 103,

654
applications, 658
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atomic mixing, 659
cascade mixing, 103, 659
detection limit, 654
doping profiling, 27, 102, 656
dynamic range, 102
dynamic SIMS, 655
edge effect, 103, 657
electrostatic analyzer, 658
escape depth, 655
gating, 103, 657
impurity density, 656
instrumentation, 656
ion knock-on, 103
ion microscope, 657
magnetic sector analyzer, 657
mass interference, 657
mass resolution, 657
mass spectrometer, 657
mass/charge ratio, 655
matrix effect, 655
mobile oxide charge, 342
preferential sputtering, 659
quadrupole mass analyzer, 658
resolution, 654
secondary ion yield, 655
sputtering yield, 655
sputtering, 102, 654
standards, 656
static SIMS, 655
surface roughness, 659
time-of-flight SIMS, 658

Secondary neutral mass spectrometry (SNMS),
658

Seebeck effect, 38, 722
Selected area diffraction, 648
Section topography, 673
Semi-insulating substrates, 93
Semiconductor charge, 62
Semiconductor resistance, 2
Semiconductor work function, 128
Series resistance, 83, 88, 185, 200, 285

bipolar junction transistors, 200–206
effect on DLTS, 285
effect on doping profiling, 83
MESFETs, 220
MODFETs, 220
MOSFETs, 206
open circuit voltage decay, 188
parallel equivalent circuit, 84, 107, 286
pn junctions, 83, 185
quality factor, 84
Schottky barrier diodes, 83, 190
series equivalent circuit, 84, 107, 286
solar cells, 192–197

Sheet conductance, 9, 97
Sheet Hall coefficient, 97
Sheet resistance, 9, 10, 12, 17, 21, 26, 36, 37,

147, 156
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH), see Lifetime
Short circuit current decay, 428
Shot noise, 724
Shunt resistance:

solar cells, 197
Si

absorption coefficient, 613
Auger recombination coefficients, 392
band gap, 44
carbon, 587, 591
contact history, 156
contact metals, 167
deep-level impurities, 298, 300
defect etches, 576
etches, 576
electron backscattering coefficient, 416, 643
electron range, 416, 634
electron-hole pair generation energy, 416,

643
emission rates, 298, 300
free-carrier absorption coefficient, 99
γ , 262
intrinsic carrier density, 43
lifetimes, 393
minimum-maximum MOS-C capacitance, 73
minority carrier lifetimes, 393
mobility, 503–504
oxygen, 587, 590
radiative recombination coefficient, 392
reflectance, 410
refractive index, 614
resistivity versus doping density, 42
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry, 662
specific contact resistivity temperature

coefficient, 134
specific contact resistivity, 132, 141
temperature coefficient of resistivity, 20
temperature coefficient of threshold voltage,

230
temperature dependence of mobility, 504
universal mobility, 493
X-ray absorption coefficient, 643
X-ray energy Kα, 641

SIMS, see Secondary ion mass spectrometry
Skin depth, 35, 401
Small-signal open circuit voltage decay, 424
Snapback breakdown, 701
Sodium, see Mobile charge
Solar cell series resistance, 192–197

constant light intensity, 196
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Solar cell series resistance (continued )
five point method, 197
multiple light intensities, 195
slope method, 195
three point method, 195

Solar cell shunt resistance, 197
Solar cells, 192

concentrator cells, 192, 196
current-voltage, 193, 196
maximum power point, 195
open-circuit voltage, 193, 196
quasi-neutral region current, 193
series resistance, 192–197
short-circuit current, 193, 196
shunt resistance, 197
space-charge region current, 193

Source current crowding, 206
Source resistance, see MOSFET series

resistance
Space-charge region current, 186, 418
Specific contact resistivity, 132, 134, 141

apparent, 150
Si, 134
temperature dependence, 134

Specific interfacial resistivity, 132
Spectrometer, 588
Spectrometry, 628
Spectroscopy, 628
Spiking, contacts, 156
Split C-V method, 492
Spreading resistance, 23, 29, 82, 136, 206

barrier height, 31
bevel angle, 30, 33
bevel block, 30
carrier density profile, 32
contact resistance, 31
correction factors, 29
doping density profile, 32, 33
Fermi level pinning, 31
Gorey-Schneider technique, 32
MOSFET, 206
microcontacs, 31
multilayer correction, 33
probe conditioning, 31
probe penetration, 34
probe pressure, 31
probes, 30
Schottky barrier height, 31
strengths and weaknesses, 41
surface state density, 31
three-probe configuration, 34
voltage magnitude, 33
profiling, 29

Sputtering, 102, 654

preferential sputtering, 655
SPV, see Surface photovoltage
Standard wafer-level electromigration

acceleration structure (SWEAT), 700
Steady-state short-circuit current, 411

electrolyte contact, 413
electrolytical metal tracer (ELYMAT), 413
mercury contact, 412

Stress induced leakage current (SILC), 712
Stress migration, 695
Substrate current, 702
Sub-threshold, see MOSFETs, Interface trapped

charge
Sub-threshold swing, 359
Surface charge analyzer, 363
Surface charge, 29, 363, 525
Surface generation current, 431
Surface generation velocity, 390, 395, 429, 431
Surface photovoltage (SPV), 404–411

absorption coefficient—GaAs, 409
absorption coefficient—InP, 409
absorption coefficient—Si, 409
capacitive probe, 405
constant photon flux, 406
constant photovoltage, 406
iron in silicon determination, 407
limitations, 410
minority carrier diffusion length, 404
precautions, 410
reflectance—Si, 410
Schottky barrier contact, 410
surface preparation, 410
theory, 405

Surface potential, 324, 430, 537, 550
Surface recombination velocity, 362, 390, 394,

406, 417, 537
interface trap density, 362

Surface states, 129, 320

Tapping mode, 546
Tauc plot, 586
Terman method, 350
Thermal noise, 724
Thermal waves, see Modulated

photoreflectance, 23
Thermally-induced voltage alteration (TIVA),

722
Thermally stimulated capacitance (TSCAP),

288
Thermally stimulated current (TSC), 288
Thermionic current, 157
Thermionic emission, 130, 133, 157
Thermionic-field emission, 130, 133
Thermoelectric probe, 38
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Thickness measurements:
ellipsometry, 584
reflectance, 593
SIMS, 656
spreading resistance, 29
transmittance, 587
X-ray fluorescence, 668

Threshold voltage, 81, 222–230
definition, 223
temperature coefficient, 230

Threshold voltage doping profiling, 81
Threshold voltage measurements, 223–230

constant drain current method, 225
drain current ratio, 228
ID/g

1/2
m method, 228

linear extrapolation method, 223
saturation current method, 226
sub-threshold method, 226
threshold drain current method, 225
transconductance method, 227
transconductance derivative method, 228

Time constant extraction, 294
dV/d(1/C2), 294
three-point method, 295
two-point method, 295

Time-to-breakdown, 707
Time zero measurements, 706
Time-of-flight, 482

circuit, 482, 495, 487
diffusion constant, 484
drift velocity, 483
electrical injection, 482
electron/hole velocity, 487
Haynes-Shockley experiment, 482
lifetime, 484
mobility, 484
optical injection, 487
SIMS, 658
transit time, 486

Tomography, 600
Topografiner, 542
Total internal reflection, 598
Total reflection X-ray fluorescence (TXRF),

667
grazing incidence angle, 667
sensitivity, 667
synchrotron, 667
vapor phase decomposition, 667

Transconductance, 500
Transfer length, 140
Transfer length method, 146
Transient photoluminescence, 404
Transit time, 486

mobile charge, 339

Transmission, 585
absorption coefficient, 585, 591
applications, 590
carbon in silicon, 587, 591
effect of surface roughness, 587
extinction coefficient, 585
EL2 in GaAs, 592
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy,

588
free carrier absorption, 98, 413, 587
instrumentation, 587
interferogram, 589
interferometer, 587
lattice vibrations, 587
monochromator, 587
oxygen in silicon, 587, 590
reflectance, 586
spatial frequency, 586
spectrometer, 588
Tauc plot, 586
theory, 611
transmittance, 585

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
645

cathodoluminescence, 648
contrast, 648
diffraction pattern, 647
electron diffraction, 648
electron energy loss spectroscopy, 648
focused ion beam, 649
high resolution electron microscopy, 648
image contrast, 647
instrument, 647
lattice imaging, 648
magnification, 646
numerical aperture, 646
resolution, 646
sample preparation, 649
scanning transmission electron microscopy,

648
selected area diffraction, 648

Transmission line model, 139
Trapping, 447

effect on lifetime, 447
effect on minority carrier diffusion length,

447
Traps, 255, 286
Triangular voltage sweep, 340

interlevel dielectric, 342
ramp rate, 340

Triple point, 695
Tunneling, 130, 704, 729

effective mass, 130
Two-point probe, 2
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Ultrasound wafer thickness, 35
Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy, 668
Universal MOSFET mobilities, 493

van der Pauw method, 14, 470
arbitrarily shaped samples, 15
contact placement, 16
cross bridge, 17
effect of leaky junctions, 479
F function, 15, 470
Greek cross, 17
high resistance samples, 21
line width, 17
measurement circuits, 18
mobility, 470
non-ideal contacts, 16
resistivity, 15
sample shape, 16
sheet resistance, 16
symmetrical sample, 16
test structures, 16, 470, 476

Vapor phase decomposition, 667
Variable angle monochromator fringe

observation (VAMFO), 595
Voltage contrast, 718

stroboscopic measurements, 719

Wafer bow, 37
Wafer flatness, 37
Wafer mapping, 21

contour maps, 21
four-point probe, 21
high resistance, 21
modulated photoreflectance, 23
optical dosimetry, 25
thermal waves, 23

Wafer thickness, 35
differential capacitance, 37
ultrasound, 35

Wafer warpage, 37
Walking wounded, 712
Wavelength, 563
Wavelength-dispersive spectrometer (WDS),

641
Bragg’s law, 644

Wavenumber, 563, 587, 593
Wearout, 690
Weibull distribution, 693

parameter, 710
plot, 710
slope, 710

Wenner’s method, 3
Work function, 128, 327, 334, 335, 526, 530,

636

X-rays:
absorption, 642
absorption, Si, 643
Bragg’s law, 644
Bremsstrahlung, 640
characteristic, 640
continuum, 640
detector, 641
double crystal diffraction, 674
forbidden transitions, 641
multichannel analyzer, 643
penetration depth, 643

X-ray diffraction (XRD), 671
X-ray fluorescence (XRF), 666

applications, 668
band diagram, 666
detection limit, 667
film thickness, 668
grazing incidence XRF, 667
instrumentation, 668
matrix effect, 668
microspot XRF, 666
penetration depth, 667
principle, 666
sensitivity, 667
total reflection X-ray fluorescence (TXRF),

667
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),

668
angle-resolved XPS, 670
applications, 671
band diagram, 670
binding energy, 670
chemical identification, 670
detection limit, 671
electron escape depth, 670
hemispherical sector analyzer, 670
instrumentation, 670
principle, 668
sample area, 670
sampling depth, 670
sensitivity, 671
X-ray fluorescence, 666
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, 668
X-ray sources, 670
X-ray techniques, 665
X-ray topography, 671

X-ray topography (XRT), 671
Berg-Barrett method, 672
Bragg angle, 671
double crystal topography, 674
Lang method, 672
lateral resolution, 672
principle, 671
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reflection XRT, 672
rocking curve, 674
section topography, 673
strain measurement, 672
transmission XRT, 672
X-ray diffraction, 671

X-ray transitions, 640

XPS, see X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy

Zerbst plot, 432
effective space-charge region width, 432
interpretation, 434
variations, 435



Physical Constants
Symbol Name Value

q Magnitude of electronic charge 1.60218 × 10−19 C
mo Electron mass in free space 9.10938 × 10−31 kg

q/mo Charge/mass ratio (electron) 1.75882 × 1011 C/kg
c Speed of light in vacuum 2.99792 × 108 m/s
εo Permittivity of vacuum 8.8542 × 10−12 F/m
k Boltzmann’s constant 1.38065 × 10−23 J/K

8.61734 × 10−5 eV/K
h Planck’s constant 6.62607 × 10−34 J · s

4.13567 × 10−15 eV · s
Ao Avogadro’s constant 6.02214 × 1026 molecules/kg · mole
kT Thermal energy 0.02586 eV (T = 27◦C)

0.02526 eV (T = 20◦C)

Source: http://physics.nist.gov/constants

Conversion Factors

1 Å = 0.1 nm
= 10−4 µm
= 10−8 cm
= 10−10 m

1 µm = 104 Å
= 103 nm
= 10−4 cm
= 10−6 m

1 mil = 10−3 in
= 25.4 µm

1 eV = 1.60218 × 10−19 J
λ (µm) = 1.2398/E (eV)
λ (Å) = 1.2398 × 104/E (eV)

= 12.398/E (keV)



Selected Properties of Some Semiconductors at T = 300 K.

Semicond Band Gap

(eV)

Electron
Mobility∗
(cm2/V·s)

Hole
Mobility∗
(cm2/V·s)

Static
Dielectric
Constant

Lattice
Constant

(Å)

Density

(g/cm3)

Melting
Point
(K)

Si 1.12 1,500 470 11.7 5.43095 2.328 1685
Ge 0.67 3,900 1,900 16 5.64613 5.327 1231

Diamond 5.45 1,900 1,600 5.5 3.57 3.5 ∼4000
3C-SiC 2.3 800 40 9.7 4.36 3.2 sublimes
6H-SiC 3.03 400 100 9.7 a = 3.081 3.2 >2100

(Hexagonal) c = 15.17
GaAs 1.42 8,500 400 12.8 5.6533 5.32 1510
GaN 3.39 1,500 30 9 a = 3.189 6.10 1500

(Wurtzite) c = 5.185
GaP 2.26 110 75 11.2 5.4512 4.13 1750
GaSb 0.72 5,000 1,000 15.7 6.0959 5.619 980
InAs 0.36 33,000 460 15.1 6.0584 5.66 1215
InP 1.35 4,600 150 12.4 5.8693 4.787 1330
InSb 0.17 77,000 1,000 17.9 6.4794 5.775 798
AlAs 2.16 1,200 400 10.1 5.6622 3.81 1870
AlSb 1.6 200 420 14.4 6.1355 4.218 1330
AlP 3.0 9.8 5.4510 2.85 1770
CdS 2.5 300 50 11.6 5.8320 4.82 1750
CdTe 1.5 1,000 100 10.8 6.482 5.86 1365
PbS 0.41 600 700 175 5.9362 7.61 1390
PbSe 0.26 1,000 900 250 6.1243 8.15 1340
PbTe 0.32 1,800 900 400 6.4620 8.16 1180
ZnO 3.35 200 180 8.5 a = 3.252 5.66 —

c = 5.213
ZnS 3.66 165 5 8.3 5.410 4.079 2100
ZnSe 2.67 540 30 9.25 5.6676 5.42 1790
ZnTe 2.26 340 100 9.7 6.101 5.72 1568

∗ Drift mobilities in the purest materials.

Powers of Ten

1024 yotta Y
1021 zetta Z
1018 exa E
1015 peta P
1012 tera T
109 giga G
106 mega M
103 kilo K
102 hecto h
101 deka da
10−1 deci d
10−2 centi c
10−3 milli m
10−6 micro µ

10−9 nano n
10−12 pico p
10−15 femto f
10−18 atto a
10−21 zepto z
10−24 yocto y
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